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Preface

Information technology provides a plenty of new ways to process, store, distribute
and access audiovisual information. Beyond traditional broadcast and telephone
channels and analog storage media like film or tapes, the emerging Internet, mo
bile networks and digital storage are going to revolutionize the terms of distribu
tion and access . This development is ruled by the convergence of audiovisual
media technology, information technology and telecommunications technology. By
capabilities of digital processing, established media like photography, movie, tele
vision and radio are changing their roles and are becoming subsumed by new inte
grated services which are mobile, interactive, pervasive, usable from anywhere,
giving freedom to play with, and penetrating everyday life. Multimedia communi
cation establishes new forms of communication between people, between people
and machines, allows also communication between machines using audiovisual
information or related feature parameters . Intelligent media interfaces are becom
ing increasingly important, and machine assistance in accessing media, in acquir
ing, organizing, distributing, manipulating and consuming audiovisual information
becomes inevitable in the future.

This book intends to provide a deep insight into important enabling technolo
gies of multimedia communication systems, which are methods of multimedia
signal processing, analysis, identification and recognition, and schemes for multi
media signal representation, compression and expression by features or other
properties. All these are lively and highly innovative areas at present, where this
book reviews state-of-the-art technology and its scientific foundations, but shall
primarily support systematic understanding of underlying methods, algorithms and
their theoretical foundations . It is strongly believed that this is the best approach to
contribute to future improvements in the field.

In part, the book is a substantially upgraded translation of my German language
textbook on digital image and video coding, which was published by the mid '90s.
Since then, the progress that was made in compression of audiovisual data has
been breath-taking, and consequently newest developments are reflected, including
the Advanced Video Coding standard and motion-compensated Wavelet coding.
The second basis for this book are my lectures on topics of multimedia communi
cations held regularly at RWTH Aachen University. These treat all aspects of
image, video and audio compression, including networking interfaces, and also
include multimedia signal identification and recognition . These latter aspects,
topically related to the MPEG-7 multimedia content description standard, establish
a profound basis for intelligent multimedia systems.

Most chapters are supplemented by homework problems, for which solutions are
available from http://www.ient.rwth-aachen.de.
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The book would not have been possible without contributions of numerous stu
dents and many other people who have worked with me on topics of image, video
and audio processing, encoding and recognition over more than 15 years. These
are (in alphabetical order) Sven Bauer, Michael Becker, Markus Beermann, Sven
Brandau, Nicole Brandenburg, Michael Briinig, Ferry Bunjamin, Kai Cliiver, Em
manuelle Come, Holger Crysandt, Sila Ekmekci, Christoph Fehn, Ingo Feldmann,
Oliver Fromm, Karsten Griineberg, Karsten Griinheit, Jens Guther, Hafez Hadine
jad, Konstantin Hanke, Guido Heising, Hans Dieter Holme, Michael Hoynck,
Laetitia Hue, Ebroul Izquierdo, Peter Kauff, Jorg Kramer, Silko Kruse, Patrick
Laurent, Thomas Ledworuski, Wolfram Liebsch, Oliver Lietz, Phuong Ma, Bela
Makai, Claudia Mayer, Bernd Menser, Domingo Mery, Karsten Muller, Patrick
Ndjiki-Nya, Bernhard Pasewaldt, Andreas Praatz, Lars Prokop, Oliver Rockinger ,
Katrin Riimtnler, Thomas Rusert, Mihaela van der Schaar, Ansgar Schiffler, Oliver
Schreer, Holger Schulz, Aljoscha Smolic, Frank Sperling, Peter Stammnitz, Jens
Wellhausen , Mathias Wien and DetlefZier. Please forgive me ifI forgot anybody.

Very special thanks are also directed to my scientific mentors Peter Noll, Hans
Dieter Luke and Irmfried Hartmann, all people ofIENT and to my family.

Aachen, August 15, 2003
Jens-Rainer Ohm
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Part A: Multimedia Signal Processing and Analysis



1 Introduction

Multimedia communication systems are a flagship of the information technology
revolution. The combination ofmultiple information types, particularly audiovis
ual information (speech/audio/sound/image/video/graphics) with abstracted (text),
smelled or tactile information provides new degrees offreedom in exchange, dis
tribution and acquisition of information. Communication includes exchange of
information between different persons, between persons and machines, or between
machines only. Sufficient perceptual quality must be provided, which is related to
the compression and its interrelationship with transmission by networks. Ad
vanced methodologies are based on content analysis and identification, which is
ofhigh importance for automatic user assistance and interactivity. In multimedia
communication, concepts and methods from signal processing, systems and com
munications theory playa dominant role, where audiovisual signals are a primary
challenge regarding transmission, storage and processing complexity. This chap
ter introduces basic concepts and terminology related to multimedia communica
tion systems, and gives an overview about acquisition and common formats of
audiovisual signal sources.

1.1 Concepts and Terminology

A basic paradigm of communication systems development is to convey informa
tion at lowest cost possible, while observing highest possible quality and maximum
benefit for the user. This can directly be related to the value of services which can
be implemented on such systems. In multimedia communication, a challenge is
imposed by those types of information which require high bandwidth and high
processing speed due to their large volume. From this point of view, audio, image,
video and graphics signals are most critical; multimedia communication systems
are reaching their limits in real time processing for these types of data, such that
the need for processing of audiovisual signals is one important driving force in
development of computer systems with ever increasing processing power.

J.-R. Ohm, Multimedia Communication Technology

© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004



2 1 Introduction

The classical model of a communication system is illustrated in Fig. 1.1a. This
goes back to the foundations of modem communications theory as introduced in
[SHANNON 1949]. The path of transmission is symmetric, where the blocks on the left
hand side (transmitter) have their complementary parts on the right-hand side (re
ceiver). Source coder and decoder, channel coder and decoder must understand
each other. The goal of this system is to convey as much information as possible
with a quality as high as possible over an existing channel. This is achieved by
optimization of the source encoder, which compresses the source to lowest possi
ble number of bits, the channel encoder, which protects the bit stream from possi
ble losses, and the modulator which adapts to the physical channel, also taking into
consideration loss and bandwidth characteristics .

1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , Signal
I presentation

>
(sink)

a) Transmitter Receiver

Fig. 1.1. a Classical model of a communication system b Model of a multimedia com
munication system

The concept of the classical model in principle assumes transmission of linear
media over a single path. Even though this is fully valid in many situations, it is by
many aspects too simplistic for multimedia communication systems. The block
diagram in Fig. 1.1b illustrates some important new aspects:

The classical model assumes independent optimization of source and channel
coding for best performance as the optimum solution. As will be shown at dif
ferent places in this book, a source coding method which achieves optimum
compression can be extremely sensitive against errors occurring in the chan
nel, e.g. due to feedback of previous reconstruction errors into the decoding
process . This requires joint optimization of the entire chain, such that in fact
the best quality is retained for the user while the rate to be transmitted over the
physical channel is made as low as possible.
The classical model assumes a passive receiver ('sink'), which is very much
related to broadcast services. In multimedia systems, the user can interact, and
can take influence on any part of the chain, even back on the signal genera
tion; this is reflected by providing a back channel, which can also be used by
automatic mechanisms serving the user by best quality services. Instead of
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transmitter and receiver, denotation of devices at the front and back ends as
server and client better reflects this new paradigm.
The classical model assumes one monolithic channel for which the optimiza
tion of source coding, channel coding and modulation is made once. Multime
dia communication mostly uses heterogeneous networks, which typically have
largely varying characteristics; as a consequence, it is desirable to consider the
channels more by an abstract level and perform proper adaptation to the in
stantaneous channel characteristics. Channels can be networks or storage de
vices. Recovery at the client side may include analysis which is far beyond
traditional channel coding, e.g. by conveying loss characteristics to the server
via the back channel.
Multimedia services are becoming more 'intelligent', including elements of
signal content analysis to assist the user. This includes support for content re
lated interaction, support in finding the multimedia information which best
serves the needs of the user. Hence, the information source is not just encoded
at the front end, but more abstract analysis can be performed in addition; the
encoding part itself may also include meta information about the content.
Multimedia communication systems typically are distributed systems, which
means that the actual processing steps involved are performed at different
places . Elements of adaptation of the content to the needs of the network, to
the client configuration, or to the user's needs can be found anywhere in the
chain. Finally, temporary or permanent storage of content can also reside
anywhere, as storage elements are a specific type of channel, intended for the
purpose of later review instead of instantaneous transmission.

Multimedia communication systems are judged by the value they provide to the
user, which is interpreted in terms of quality over cost. Different aspects of quality
are hidden behind the block diagram of Fig. 1.1b, contributing to the overall Qual
ity ofService (QoS). This term, even though is widely used, is subject to potential
misunderstanding as different aspects are subsumed:

The QoS relating to network transmission includes aspects like transmission
bandwidth, delay and losses. It indirectly contributes to the perceived quality.
This will be denoted as Network QoS.
The QoS relating to perceived signal quality includes the entire transmission
chain, including the compression performance of source encoding/decoding,
and the inter-relationship with the channel characteristics. This is denoted as
Perceptual QoS. An overview over methods for measurement is given in Ap
pendix A.l .
The QoS relating to the overall service quality is at the highest level. It in
cludes aspects like the level ofuser satisfaction with the content itself, but also
the satisfaction concerning additional services, e.g. how good an adaptation to
the user's needs is made. Some methods that are used to express this category
of QoS with regard to content identification are described in Appendix A.2.
This may be denoted as the Semantic QoS.
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The cost imposed to the user is related to transmission/storage cost and cost that is
due to the complexity of systems. From the engineering point of view, a system of
less complexity fulfilIing the same functionality is better serving the user's needs.

This book concentrates on the topics of representation, transmission and identifi
cation of multimedia signals. The remaining part of this section will give a high
level overview about concepts and terminology related to each of these three as
pects.

1.1.1 Signal Representation by Source Coding

By multimedia signal compression, systems for transmission and storage of mul
timedia signals shall generate the most compact representation, such that the high
est possible perceptual quality is achieved. Immediately after capturing, the signal
is converted into a digital representation having a finite number of samples and
amplitude levels. This step already influences the final quality. If the range of rates
that a prospective channel can convey, or the resolution required by an application
are not known at the time of acquisition, it is advisable to capture the signal by
highest possible quality, and scale it later.

In the source coder, the data rate needed for digital representation shall be re
duced as much as possible . Properties of the signal which allow reduction of the
rate can be expressed in terms of redundancy (which is e.g. the typically expected
similarity of samples from the signal). The opinion about the quality of the overall
system is ruled by the purpose of the consuming at the end of the chain. If the sink
is a human observer, it is useful to adapt the source coding method to perceptual
properties ofhumans, as it would be useless to convey a finer granularity of qual
ity than the user can (or would desire to) perceive . Some artifacts occurring during
the process of source coding and decoding may not be visible or audible, such that
it is not necessary to suppress them. This is the irrelevant information contained in
the original signal, which in fact must not be encoded either'. If however only a
narrow-bandwidth channel is available, such that neither exploitation of redun
dancy nor of irrelevance can lead to the desired goal, it is unavoidable to accept
distortions. The nature of these distortions can be different, e.g. reduction of reso
lution in time and space, or insertion of coding noise. Herein, it is still advisable to
regard the perceptual properties or usage purpose of the consumer. In advanced
methods of source coding, content- related properties can also be taken into con
sideration. This can e.g. be done by putting more emphasis on parts or pieces of
the signal in which the user is expected to be most interested.

1 In the case where consumat ion is made by a machine, the paradigm of irrelevance would
also be derived from the purpose by which the machine is intending to use the signal. For
example, if the goal is content analysis of the signal, it should not be unacceptably distorted
by source coding such that the intended analysis would fail.
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The encoded information is usually represented in form of binary digits (bits). The
bit rate is measured either in bit/sample), or bit per second (bit/s), where the latter
results from the bit/sample ratio, multiplied by the samp les/s (the sampling rate).
An important criterion to judge the performance of a source coding scheme is the
compression ratio. This is the ratio between the bit rate necessary for representa
tion of the uncompressed source and its compressed counterpart. If e.g. for digital
TV the uncompressed source requires 165 Mbit/s 2, and the rate after compression
is 4 Mbit/s, the compression ratio is 165:4=41.25. If compressed signal streams are
stored as files on computer discs, the file size can be evaluated to judge the com
pression performance. When translating into bit rates, it must be observed that file
sizes are often measured in KByte, MByte etc., where one Byte consists of 8 bit, 1
KByte=1,024 Byte, 1 MByte=1,024 KByte etc.

Signal. content
andgeneration

models

Perception
or usage
models

Statistical
models

Input
signal

a)

~ Coded
bitstream

b)

Output
signal

Fig. 1.2. Basicprincipleof a codingsystem for multimedia signals: a Encoder b Decoder

Fig. 1.2 shows the basic block diagram of a multimedia signal coding and decod
ing system. The first step of encoding is signal analysis. Important principles for
this are prediction of signals and fr equency analysis by transforms. In coding
applications, the analysis step shall be reversible ; by a complementary synthesis
performed at the decoder, the signal shall be reconstructed achieving as much
fidelity as possible. Hence, typical approaches of signal analysis used in coding are
reversible transformations of the signal into equivalent forms , by which the en
coded representation is as much as possible free of redundancy. If linear systems
or transforms are used for this purpose, the removal of redundancy is also called
de-correlation, as correlation expresses linear statistical dependencies between
signal samples. To optimize such systems, availability of good and simple models
reflecting the properties of the signal is crucial. Methods of signal analysis can
also be related to the generation (e.g. properties of the acquisition process) and to
the content of signals. Besides the samples of the signal or its equivalent represen
tation, additional side information parameters can be generated by the analysis
stage, such as adaptation parameters which are needed during decoding and syn-

) For image signals also bit/pixel (bpp), where 'pixel' is a widely-used acronym forp icture
element, an image sample.
2 Mbit/s: 106 bit per second,alsokbit/s: 103 bit per secondetc.
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thesis. The second step of encoding is quantization, which maps the signal, its
equivalent representation or additional parameters into a discrete form. If the re
quired compression ratio does not allow lossless reconstruction of the signal at the
decoder output, perceptual properties or circumstances of usage should be consid
ered during quantization to retain as much as possible the relevant information.
The final step is bit-level encoding, which has the goal to represent the discrete set
of quantized values by lowest possible rate. The optimization of encoding is
mostly performed on basis of statistical criteria.

Important parameters to optimize a source coding algorithm are rate, distor
tion, latency and complexity . These parameters have mutual influence on each
other. The relationship between rate and distortion is determined by the rate dis
tortion function (see sec. 3.5 and 11.2) which gives a lower bound of the rate if a
certain maximum distortion limit is required. Improved rate/distortion performance
(which means improved compression ratio while keeping distortion constant) can
usually be achieved by increasing the complexity of the encoding/decoding algo
rithm. Alternatively, increased latency also helps to increase compression per
formance; if for example an encoder is allowed to look ahead about consequences
ofpresent decisions on future encoding steps, this provides an advantage.

1.1.2 Optimization of Transmission

The interface between the source coder and the channel is also of high importance
for the overall Perceptual QoS. While the source encoder removes redundancy
from the signal, the channel encoder adds redundancy to the bit stream for the
purpose of protection and recovery in case of losses. At the receiver side, the
channel decoder removes the redundancy inserted by the channel encoder, while
the source decoder supplements the redundancy which was removed by the source
encoder. From this point of view, the operation of source encoding and channel
decoding is similar and vice versa. Actually, the more complex part is usually on
the side where redundancy is removed, which means finding the relevant informa
tion within an overcomplete representation. In fact, source and channel encoding
play counteracting roles and should be optimized jointly for optimum perform
ance. For example, it is not useful to add redundancy by channel encoding for
parts of bit streams which are less relevant from a user perspective. The transmis
sion over the channel also includes modulation, where the combination of channel
coding principles and modulation at the physical level is one of the commonly
used methods in communications technology to approach the limits of channel
capacity.

Nevertheless, in the context of multimedia systems it often is advantageous to
view the channel as a 'black box' for which a model exists. This in particular con
cerns error/loss characteristics, bandwidth, delay (latency) etc., which are the most
important parameters of Network QoS. When parameters of Network QoS are
guaranteed by the network, adaptation between source coding and the network
transmission can be made in an almost optimum way. This is usually done by ne-
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gotiation protocols . If no Network QoS is supported, specific mechanisms can be
introduced for adaptation at the server and client sides. This includes application
specific error protection based on estimated network quality or usage of re
transmission protocols. Introduction of latency is also a viable method to improve
the transmission quality, e.g. by optimization of transmission schedules, temporary
buffering of information at the receiver side before presentation is started, or
scrambling/interleaving of streams when bursty losses are expected.

It becomes obvious that also for the channel part, improved quality can be ex
pected when higher latency or higher complexity of the systems are introduced.
Unfortunately, such concepts may not be suitable for all applications . For example,
real-time conversational services (like video telephony) only allow minimum la
tency; the same is true for some types of interactive applications, where a quick
reaction is expected based on user actions. For mobile devices, where battery ca
pacity is critical, the overall complexity of systems must be kept low.

Physically, the abstract channel will often consist of a chain of several network
paths having different QoS characteristics. Herein, the entire chain is only as
strong as the weakest element. In heterogeneous networks, capabilities for easy
adaptation of media streams to the moving target of network characteristics play an
important role. In some cases, it may be necessary to transcode the streams into a
different format that is better suitable for the specific network characteristics. From
this point of view, source coding methods producing scalable streams, which are
adaptable and can be truncated independent of the encoding process, are highly
advantageous. Another approach is the usage of multiple descriptions of the con
tent, which are conveyed to the receiver by different transmission paths.

Today's digital communication networks as used for multimedia signal trans
mission are based on the definition of distinct layers with clearly defined inter
faces. On top of the physical transmission layer, a hierarchy of protocol stacks
performs the adaptation up to the application layers. In such a configuration, opti
mization over the entire transmission chain could only be achieved by cross-layer
signaling, which however imposes additional complexity to the transmission.

1.1.3 Content Identification

Advanced multimedia communication systems include components for recognition
of signal content. This is an interdisciplinary area, which - besides the aspects
treated in this book - is related to neurosciences and psychology. As technical
systems for signal content recognition are intended to serve humans, e.g. by ena
bling communication between humans and automatic systems, they must be com
patible with human cognition and take into regard possible human reactions. Such
concepts are important in interactive multimedia systems. The principles and algo
rithms introduced in this book can be interpreted at a high level by the schematic
diagram shown in Fig. 1.3. After acquisition and digitization, preprocessing is
often applied, which shall improve the signal. In this context, linear or nonlinear
filters are employed and methods to increase the resolution by interpolation are
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used when precision of quasi continuous signals is required. The next step is fea
ture extraction. Examples of multimedia signal features are color, texture, shape,
geometry, motion, depth for images and video; spectral characteristics, pitch,
tempo, melody, phonemes etc. for audio and speech. If multiple features are used,
a feature transform is useful, which is compacting the features in a different fea
ture space or a sub-space which is more suitable for the subsequent classification.
The last step is the classification itself, which consists of a suitable concatenation,
weighting and comparison of the extracted features, which are usually matched
against feature constellations which are known a priori . By this, mapping into
semantic classes can be performed, which then allows to regard the signal at a
higher level ofabstraction.

Most of the processing steps described here are based on signal models or sta
tistical models, and can involve estimation methods. On the other hand, when
features are extracted and grouped into classes or categories, this knowledge also
helps for better adaptation of the models and estimators. Hence, the four basic
building blocks shown in the figure should not simply be regarded as forward
connected. A recursive and iterative view is more appropriate as indicated by the
dotted lines. For example, a classification hypothesis can be used to perform a
feature extraction once again on the basis of an enhanced model, which is then
expected to improve the result. This is actually very similar to models of human
cognition which proceeds by a helix, where a better interpretation is achieved at a
higher level, reflecting about the original input again on the basis of an initial hy
pothesis which is then either verified or rejected . The result of classification is
abstracted information about the signal content. Even though it does not allow
reconstruction of the signal any more, it may also be used to improve methods
intended for reconstruction, such as source coding. In a more generalized view, the
information gained by the different stages of content identification systems can be
viewed as additional components describing multimedia signals, which are also
denoted as metadata information.

- --
/./;-:-: -=--

Fig. 1.3. Signal processing chainformultimedia content analysis and recognition

Metadata information can be used for many purposes in a multimedia communica
tion system. Some examples are

Separation of relevant information on a semantic level (instead of the percep
tual quality level), e.g. to put emphasis on more important objects like a per-
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son's face within a video, or identification of an iterated melody in an audio
signal;
Signal decomposition (e.g. segmentation) of signals, where the segments can
uniquely be differentiated by specific features indicating a semantic context;
Automatic analysis of events, which can be used to trigger transmission in a
real-time application;
Usage for adaptation of transmission and storage to user's preferences and
needs, to achieve optimum usage of the available channel capacity;
Assist users to quickly find and identify specific content, e.g. by searching for
similar images in a data base, similar scenes or specific events in a movie.

1.2 Signal Sources and Acquisition

Multimedia systems mainly process digital representations of signals, while the
acquisition and generation of natural signals will in many cases not directly be
performed by a digital device; electro-magnetic (microphone), optical (lens),
chemical (film) media may be involved. In such cases, the properties of the digital
signal are influenced by the signal conversion process during acquisition . The
analog-to-digital conversion itself consists of a sampling step which maps a spatio
temporally continuous signal into discrete samples, and a quantization step which
maps an amplitude-continuous signal into numerical values. Some acquisition
devices like CCD or CMOS cameras inherently provide sampled signals. Sources
of multimedia signals can also be synthetic, like graphics or sounds, usually gener
ated by a computer or other synthesis device.
If natural signals are captured, part of the information originally available in the
outside (three-dimensional) world is lost due to

limited bandwidth or resolution of the acquisition device;
"Non-pervasiveness" of the acquisition device, which resides at a singular
position in the 3D exterior world, such that the properties of the signal are
available only for this specific view or listening point; a possible solution is
the usage of multiple cameras or microphones, where however acquisition of
3D spatial information will always be incomplete.

This relationship between exterior world and the incomplete projection into the
signal shall now be studied for the example of a camera system. The global exte
rior 'world coordinate system' denote locations W=[WhWZ,W3]T, where an imaging
property I(WhWz,W3,{}hBz,~,t) shall be defined at a specific location Wand time t.
This imaging property I can be interpreted in a very general sense, e.g. it could be
the spectral color and energy of light arriving at any location W by any angular
orientation 8=[01 Bz ~]T. A camera is now assumed to be positioned at one posi
tion W with the optical axis ('ray of view') orientated by a specific direction 8. For
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simplicity, a new coordinate system X=[X YZ]Tis defined with its origin exactly at
the position of the camera and orientation such that the optical axis is the Z axis . A
simple model is the pin hole camera shown in Fig. 1.4. A 2-dimensional image
captured at time t is interpreted as a projection from the 3D exterior world into the
image plane of the camera, regarding this singular view. The image plane can be a
film, a CCD chip etc. In the pin hole model, only one light ray from the exterior
world, emanating from some object in the exterior world, targets at one point of
the image plane" . The relationship between a point P at exterior world coordinate
Xp=[Xp Yp Zp]T and its projection into the point rp=[rp Sp]T of the image plane is
characterized by the central projection equation, where F is the focal length of the
camera,

x
r. =F ·----.E...

p Z
p

Y
s =F ·----f.....

Zp
(1.1)

The origin of the world coordinate system is at the position of the 'pin hole', the
focal point of the camera. The optical axis is orientated perpendicular to the image
plane. The image plane itself is positioned at Z=-F, with center at X=O, Y=O, r-axis
orientated at Y=O by -X, s-axis at X=O by -Y. The same projection equation holds
where the rays traverse a mirrored image plane positioned at Z=F,z-axis orientated
as X, s-axis as Y. The image plane itself has a horizontal width H and a vertical
height V. The horizontal and vertical view angles spanning symmetrically around
the optical axis are

H
fPll = ±arctan

2F

v
fPv = ± arctan - .

2F
(1.2)

H

r
F

s

Fig. 1.4. Pin hole camera model

In electronic cameras and scanners, the image plane is usually scanned and sam
pled sequentially left-right / top-down row by row. In analog video cameras, the
output is a voltage, where a unique location in the image plane can be associated

1 In lens cameras this is different, as a number of rays are bundled by a lens all targeting for
one point; if the lens is in focus, ideally all these rays will also emanate from the same point
of an object in the exterior world .
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with a precise time dependency of the signal. The change from one line to the next
is indicated by the horizontal blanking interval (Fig. 1.5a), the change from one
frame to the next by the vertical blanking interval. The instantaneous position on
the image plane (Fig. 1.5b), either during acquisition or display, can be interpreted
by the horizontal and vertical control voltages (Fig. 1.5c).

A
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~ - - - -~ white level

I
Luminance amplitude within the line
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~ ~

duration of line rt I bl k t I
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b) c)

Fig. 1.5. a Analog TV signal (FBAS) b Row-wise scan sequence
c Horizontal and vertical control voltages, displayed as functions over time
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Fig. 1.6. Definition ofthe discrete image matrix

The time-sequential scanning of information in a video signal enables sampling by
A-to-D converters applied to a one-dimensional signal, where only the time of
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sampling must be synchronized with the respective spatio-temporallocation. His
torically, camera image sampling evolved first over the temporal dimension in
movie film cameras. By development of analog video technology, vertical row-by
row spatial sampling was introduced, while the signal within each row is still of
continuous nature . Finally, in digital imaging the signal is sampled in the remain
ing horizontal dimension, and is converted (quantized) into numerical values in
stead of electrical signals. The image plane ofwidth H and height Vis mapped into
M and N discrete sampling locations and represents a frame sample within a time
dependent sequence. Sampled and spatially bounded images can be expressed as
matrices. Usually, it is assumed that the top left pixel oftheimagehas coordinate
(0,0) and is the top left element of the matrix as well. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.6.
A total ofMxN pixels are mapped into a matrix ofM columns and N rows,

x(O,O) x(I,O) x(2,0) x(M -1,0)

x(O,I) x(1,I) x(M-I,I)

x= x(0,2) (1.3)

x(M -I,N -2)

x(O,N-I) x(I,N -1) ... x(M-2,N-I) x(M-I,N-I)

frame 0+1

frame 0

~.I$P. field 0 , odd

••••~ field 0+1, even

o .~

field 0, even
2~••

4~••

Ii•••

Fig. 1.7. Interlaced video sampling

In some cases (e.g. ifvalues from different rows of the matrix shall be included in
one single arithmetic operation) it is more convenient to re-arrange all samples
from the image matrix into one single vector, which contains all pixels sequentially
row-wise scanned, starting at the top left pixel of the image:
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x = [x(O,O) x(I,O) ... x(M-I,O) x(O,I) x(l, l) .. . x(O,N-I) ... x(M-l,N-l)r· (1.4)

In analog video technology, interlaced acquisition is widely used, where the even
and odd lines are captured at different time instances, (see Fig. 1.7). Here, a video
frame consists of two fields , each containing only half number of lines. When the
entire frame is captured simultaneously, the acquisition is progressive, as it is the
case in movie films.

1.3 Digital Representation of Multimedia Signals

The process of digitization of a signal consists of sampling (see sec. 2.2) and quan
tization (see chapter 11). The resultant 'raw' digital format is denoted as Pulse
Code Modulation (PCM) representation. These formats are often regarded as the
original references in digital multimedia signal processing applications; specific
characteristics related to such formats for visual and audio signals are explained in
this section .

1.3.1 Image and Video Signals

When image and video signals are represented digitally by B bit per component I

sample, 2B different levels can be represented by PCM. B=8 (256 levels) is typi
cally regarded to be sufficient for representation of signals acquired by video cam
eras, scanners or acquisition chips in digital cameras. Video cameras usually per
form a nonlinear mapping of illumination values into amplitude values, providing
a finer scale of amplitudes for darker values . This is denoted as the gamma char
acteristic of the acquisition device and can be described by the transfer equation

(1.5)

where <I> is the luminous flux normalized to a maximum level, V the amplitude
(voltage) of the signal, c, the sensitivity of the camera and C2 an offset value-.

These nonlinear characteristics are often ignored when digital representations
are processed, but are important either for the purpose of presentation (printing,
display) or for exact analysis. If a higher dynamic range shall be processed, more

I Components are colors, luminance or chrominance, see below.

2 For example, the ITU-R Rec. BT.709 defines the transfer characteristic in two
ranges , where the lower range has a linear characteristic:
c1 = 1.099; c2 = -0.099 ; r = 0.45 for 1~ <I> ~ 0.018

c1 = 4.500 ; c2 = 0.000 ; r = 1.00 for 0 :$;<I> < 0.018 .
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than 8 bit per sample are required; film sampling is mostly done using 10 or 12 bit.
When image signals are mapped onto a linear amplitude scale (e.g. in color graph
ics), up to 16 bit are used for representat ion of each component. This is still rela
tively low as compared to the available scale of visually distinguishable natural
illumination levels, which covers a range of nine decades in light intensity (in
comparison, the dynamic range of audible signals covers only a range of around 7
decades in sound pressure) . Hence, human eyes and also cameras are equipped
with regulation mechanisms, which are the iris, the diaphragm and the sensitivity
of the receptor medium; in cameras also the exposure time can be adapted to the
intensity of light.

To capture and represent color images, the most common representation consists
of three primary components of active light, red (R), green (G) and blue (B). These
components are separately acquired and sampled. This results in a count of sam
ples which is higher by a factor of three as compared to monochrome images. True
representation of color may even require more components in a multi-spectral
representation (see also sec. 6.1.3 and 7.1).

Color images and video are often represented by a luminance component Yand
two chrominance (color difference) components. For the transformation between
R,G,B and luminance/chrominance representations, different definitions exist,
depending on the particular application domain. For example, in standard TV
resolution video, the following transform is mainly used I :

Y = 0.299·R+0.587 ·G+0.114·B;

C =~'(B-Y) C =~.(R-Y) .
b 0.866 r 0.701

For high definition (HD) video formats, the transform

Y = 0.2126·R +0.7152 · G+0.0722·B;

C =~'(B-Y) C=~'(R-Y)
b 0.9278 r 0.7874

(1.7)

is more commonly used. By the transformations (1.6) and (1.7), difference com
ponents are limited to maximum ranges ±0.5A. The possible color variations in the
R,G,B color space are restricted such that perceptually and statistically more im
portant colors are represented more accurately. Chrominance components are in
addition usually sub-sampled, which is reasonable as the human visual sense is not
capable to perceive differences in color by the same high spatial resolution as for
the luminance component.

1 It is assumed here that the component Y cover the same amplitude range O...A as the
original components R,G,B, and the chrominance components cover a range -A/2. ..+A/2.
In some cases, it is useful to restrict the ranges to Amin. . .Amax• This is easily achieved by
modification of the components, Y'=Y(Amax-Amin)/A+Amin; Cblr'=Cb/r(Amax-Amin)/A.
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In interlaced sampling, sub-sampling of chrominances is mostly performed only in
horizontal direction to avoid color artifacts in case of motion, while for progres
sive sampling both horizontal and vertical directions of chrominance can be sub
sampled into lower resolution. Component sampling ratios are often expressed in a
notation C1:C2:C3 to express the relative numbers of samples 1. For example,

when the same number of samples is used for all three components like in
R,G,B, the expression is '4:4:4';
a Y,Cb,Cr sampling structure with horizontal-only sub-sampling of the two
chrominances is expressed by the notation '4:2:2', while '4:1:I' indicates hori
zontal sub-sampling by a factor 4;
if sub-sampling is performed in both directions, i.e. half number of samples in
chrominances along both horizontal and vertical directions, the notation is
'4:2:0'.

The respective source format standards also specify the sub-sampled component
sample positions in relation to the luminance sample positions.

Table 1.1. Typical resolution formats of digital still images

Resolution

320x240 480x320 640x480 1024x768 1536x1024 2048x1536 3072x2048

Number of
76,800 153,600 307,200 786,432 1.572,864 3.145,728 6.291,456

pixels

Number ofbits
per component, 614,400 1228,800 2.457,600 6.291,456 12.582,912 25.165,824 50.331,648

8 bit precision

Number ofbits
1.843,200 3.686,400 7.372,800 18.874,368 37.748,736 75.497,472 150.994,944

total (3 comp.)

Table 1.1 shows pixel resolutions (width x height) commonly used for still image
acquisition by digital cameras; numbers of pixels, number of bits per component
image using B=8 bit precision, and total number of bits resulting for all three com
ponents are also listed . The required data volume for a raw data representation can
be calculated by multiplication of the numbers from up to five contributing dimen
sions: width, height, number of components, bit depth per component, and number
of frames (in case of image sequences).

1 The rationale behind some of the following notations is not fully consistent. Actually, the
expression by only three numbers is not complete enough to cover all possible sampling
ratios in horizontal and vertical directions.
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For video representation, bes ides the total number of bits e.g. required to store a
movie, the number of bits per second is more interesting for transmission over
channels. It is straightforward then to multiply by the number of frames per second
instead of total numb er of frames . Table 1.2 describes parameters of commonly
used video formats . In some cases, numbers of pixels, frame rate s etc. allow varia-
tions .

Table 1.2. Digital video formats and their properties

Format

QCIF CIF/ HHR ITU-R ITU-R SMPTE DC
SIF BT.601 BT.709 296M

(SDTV) (HDTV) (720p)

Samplingfrequency (y) 13.55 74.25 74.25 var.
[MHz]

148.5

Samplingstructure*) P P P/I P P

Pixels/line (y) 176 352 360 720 1920 1280 ::; 4000

Number oflines (Y) 144 288 576 576 1080 720 ::; 3000
(240) (480) (480)

Color sampling 4:2:0 4:2:0 4:2:2 4:2:2 4:2:2 4:2:2 4:4:4
4:4:4 4:4:4

Pixel aspect ratio 4:3 4:3 4:3 4:3 16:9 16:9 var.

Frame rate [Hz] 5-15 10-30 25 25 24-60 24-60 24-72
(30) (30)

PCM bit depth [b] 8 8 8 8 8-10 8-10 10-12

Data rates

per frame [kbyte] 38.02 126.7 414.7 829.4 4147 1843 Up to
(345.6) (691.2) 54000

152.1 7776 3456

per second [Mbit/s] 1.52 10.13 82.95 165,9 796.2 353.9 Up to
3.888 x

9.12 36.5 3732 1659 106

*) P/I: Progressive/Interlaced

For standard TV resolution, the source of the digital TV signal is the analog TV
signal of 625 lines in Europe (525 lines in Japan or US), sampled by an interlaced
schema. These signals are sampled by a rate of 13.55 MHz for the luminance .
After removal of vertical blanking intervals, 575 (480) active lines remain. The
horizontal blanking intervals are also removed, which gives around 704 active
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pixels per line. The digital formats listed in Tab. 1.2 are storing only those active
pixels with a very small overhead of few surplus pixels from the blanking inter
vals. Japanese and US (NTSC) formats are traditionally using 60 fields per second
(30 frames per second)1, while in Europe, 50 fields per second (25 frames per
second) is used in analog TV (PAL, SECAM). The digital standards defining HD
formats are more flexible in terms of frame and field rates, allowing ranges of 24,
25, 30, 50 or 60 frames/second, 50 or 60 fields/second; movie material, interlaced
and progressive video are supported. For higher resolutions, the 'nop' format (nO
lines progressive) is widely used in professional digital video cameras. All 'true'
HDTV formats have 1080 lines in the digital signal.
There are other commonly-used formats, some of which are generated by digitally
down-converting the standard TV resolution, e.g. the half horizontal resolution
(HHR), the Common Intermediate Format (CIF), Standard Intermediate Format
(SIF) and the Quarter CIF (QCIF). Higher resolutions beyond HD are often de
noted as Digital Cinema (DC) formats. Extrapolating from formats presently used
in digital movie production, a set of standardized image resolutions can be ex
pected in the future which will have a size of up to 4000x3000 pixel; it can be
expected that also higher frame rates must be supported.

Fig. 1.8 gives a coarse impression of the sampled image areas supported in
formats between QCIF and HDTV. An increased number of samples can either be
used to increase the resolution (spatial detail), or to display scenes by a wider
angle. For example, in a cinema movie close-up views of human faces are rarely
shown. Movies displayed on a cinema screen allow the observer's eye to explore
the scene, while on standard definition TV screens and even more for the smaller
formats, this capability is very limited.

QCIF ~

Additional areaavailableby 16:9aspectratioinHDTV

J:
o
;j
o
"0

Fig. 1.8. Sizes and aspect ratios of digital video/image formats

For medical and scientific purpose, digital images with much higher resolution
than in movie production are used, resolutions of up to 1O,000xlO,000 =

1 29.94 frames/second will exactly meet analog sampling rates.
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100.000,000 pixels are quite common. Such formats are not realistic yet for real
time acquisition by digital video cameras, as the clock rates for sampling will be
extremely high. In general, as it can be observed from the HDTV formats listed
above, a certain tendency exists to finally replace the interlaced sampling structure
by higher frame rate progressive sarnplingl . This is also important under the aspect
of convergence between information technology and TV services, as progressive
scanning is the usual operation mode of computer displays.

1.3.2 Speech and Audio Signals

For audio signals, parameters as sampling rate and precision (bit depth) take most
influence on the resulting data rates of the digital representation. These parameters
highly depend on the properties of the signals, and on the requirements for quality.
In speech signal quantization , nonlinear mappings using logarithmic amplitude
compression are used-, which for the case of low amplitudes provides an equiva
lently low quantization noise as in 12 bit quantization, even though only 8
bit/sample are used. For music signals to be acquired by audio CD quality, linear
16 bit representation is most commonly necessary. For some specialized applica
tions, even higher bit-depths and higher sampling rates than for CD are used. Table
1.3 shows typical parameters in the areas of speech and broadband-audio digital
representation. The required bit rates (per second) are calculated by multiplication
of the sampling rate by the bit depths and the number of audio channels. The num
ber of bits required for storage is the rate per second multiplied by the duration of
the audio track.

Table 1.3. Sampling and raw bit rates for audio signals

Frequency range Sampling rate PCM resolution PCM rate
[Hz] [KHz] [bits/sample] [kb/s]

Telephony speech 300 - 3,400 8 8-16 64-128

Broadband speech 50 - 7,000 16 8-16 128-256

CD audio 10 - 20,000 44.1 2 x 16 (stereo) 1410

DVD multichannel 10 -22,000 48 (5+I)x 16 4.6.103

DVD audio 10-44,000 96 2 x24 4.6.103

Multichannel audio 10-44,000 96 (7+1) x 24 18.4.103

I Interlaced sampling methods will nevertheless still playa dominant role in the future, as
most material in TV archives is originally stored by these formats.

2 Denoted as ,u-law and A-law quantization characteristic
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Due to the tremendous amount of rates necessary for representation of the original
uncoded formats, the requirement for data compression by application of image,
video and audio coding is permanently present, even though the available trans
mission bandwidth is further increasing by advances in communications technol
ogy. In general, the past experience has shown that multimedia traffic increases
faster than new capacity is becoming available, and compressed transmission of
data is inherently cheaper. If sufficient bandwidth is available, it is more efficiently
used in terms of quality that serves the user, if the resolution of the signal is in
creased. Further, certain types of communication channels (in particular in mobile
transmission) exist where the bandwidth is inherently expensive due to physical
limitations.

1.4 Problems

Problem 1.1
A video movie of 150 minutes duration is digitally represented in format ITU-R 601
(720x576 pixels luminance, 2x360x576 pixels chrominances per frame, 25 frames/s, 8
bit/pixel PCM).
a) Which hard disc capacity is required to store the entire movie in ITU-R 601 encoding?
b) The movie shall be encoded using MPEG-2 compression, achieving a compression

factor of 40:lover PCM. Which file size is now required to store the stream on the
hard disc?

c) To transmit the movie over a satellite channel, error protection by channel coding is
provided . This increases the rate by 10 %. Which transmission bandwidth (Mbit/s) of
the channel is necessary?

Problem 1.2
Images from a Web camera shall be transmitted over a telephone modem, providing a
constant data rate of 56 kbit/s. 16 kbit/s are needed for speech transmission. The frame rate
shall be 10 frames/so
a) As the video coder does not output a constant-rate stream, it is necessary to buffer the

information before transmitting over the channel. What maximum buffer size (meas
ured in bits) is allowable, if the maximum delay caused by buffering shall be 200 ms?

b) The output rate of the encoder can be changed by modification of the quantizer setting
(the discrete-step 'Q factor'). As a rule of thumb, lowering the Q factor by one step
may increase the rate by a factor 1.1. For one frame, it is measured that encoding has
consumed 4.84 kbit. By how many steps must the Q factor be lowered or increased to
avoid an over-run or under-run of the buffer?
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One- or multidimensional sampling ofsensor information is the origin ofnatural
source digital multimedia signals. The methodologies of sampling have an emi
nent impact on any subsequent processing steps, including encoding and content
analysis ofsignals. In particular for video signals , full understanding ofsampling
phenomena is one key to further improve compression technology. To introduce
the conditions behind multi-dimensional sampling, this chapter starts by a general
introduction to multi-dimensional coordinate systems and related dependencies in
the Fourier spectral domain. This also includes aspects of geometric modifica
tions and their impact on the properties ofthe spectrum .

2.1 Signals and Fourier Spectra

Fourier spectral analysis is an important tool to explore the properties and perform
processing of multimedia signals. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with
processing of one-dimensional (lD), e.g. time-dependent (t) signals; therefore,
concepts will be introduced in the subsequent sections primarily for two- and
multi-dimensional signals . The Fourier transform of a ID signal

~

X(jOJ) = fx(t)e- j(Q/dt (2.1)

decomposes the signal into an infinite number of complex oscillations
exptj 2m /1'), which express sinusoids in their real and imaginary components. The
period l' (in time-dependent signals) or wavelength A, (in spatially dependent
signals) has a reciprocal relationship with frequency OJ. In time-dependent signals
the unit HZ=S·I is commonly used to express the frequency, while no explicit
physical unit definition for spatially-dependent frequencies exists; a reciprocal
value of a length unit, e.g. cm-l is normally used, but other definitions which are
normalized by the viewing distance exist as well (cf. sec. 6.1.2) .

J.-R. Ohm, Multimedia Communication Technology

© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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2.1.1 Spatial Signals and Two-dimensional Spectra

Rectangular coordinate systems. The amplitude of an image signal is dependent
on the spatial position in two dimensions - horizontally and vertically. Spatially
dependent frequency components shall be COl (horizontally) and COz (vertically).
The two-dimensional Fourier transform ofa spatially continuous signal is

(2.2)

(2.2) can be extended into a generic definition of x-dimensional spectra associated
with a x-dimensional signal, when all frequency coordinates ro=[COI COz ••• CO,,]T and
signal coordinates in space and time r=[r s t ...]T are expressed as vectors. Pro
vided that the coordinate axes establish an orthogonal system,

X(jro) = [ , fx(r)e-jroTrdr. (2.3)

The multi-dimensional Fourier spectrum can alternatively be expressed by magni
tude and phase,

X(ro) = IX (jro)1 =~X(jro). X * (jro)

1m{X(jro) } { I: Re{X(jro)} < 0
<1>(eo)= arctan { }±k( or)-tt ; k( eo)= { }

Re X(jro) 0 : Re X(jro) ~ O.

,.. X(w"w,)

(2.4)

a)

r

b)

(2;r')

00,

00,

Fig. 2.1. a Directional orientation and wavelengthofa sinusoid in the spatial plane
b Directionalorientation of the related Dirac impulses, representing the sinusoid spectrum
in the 2D frequencydomain

Example. A two-dimensional cosine signal is given as

xc(r,s) = cos( w,r+ wzs). (2.5)

The solution for the Fourier integral of this signal is zero except for the frequen-



(2.8)
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cies (OJI, OJ2) and (-OJI , -OJ2) where singularities exist. This can be expressed by a

pair ofDirac impulses (Fig. 2.1a):

Xc(jOJ} , jOJ2) ::::; 21C2[c5(OJI +OJ}, OJ2+ OJ2)+ c5(OJ} - OJ., OJ2- OJ2)] . (2.6)

In the 2-dimensional frequency plane, the distance of each of these impulses from
the origin and the angular orientation (relative to the OJ) axis) can be expressed as

11&11::::; ~OJ12 + OJ/ ; rp::::; arctan ~2 ; OJI ~ O. (2.7)
OJ1

The two-dimensional sinusoid can be interpreted as a wave front with a propaga
tion direction orientated by this angle. Sections of this wave front in the horizontal
and vertical directions are sinusoids of frequencies OJI or OJ2' respectively. These

correspond to the wavelengths (Fig. 2.1b)

~ ::::; 21C . ~::::; 21C
OJ}' OJ2•

Regard a horizontal section from the sinusoid of wave length OJI • The signal phase

shall be shifted by ¢(s), depending on the vertical position

x(r, s) ::::; sin (OJ.r+ ¢(s)).

r-~~~~~~~~~~~;

f\ :!\ /\1\ _----~'f)f)!--jf--i-
~~~~- - - - - - - -~

utLf\'- --A~--J--- -- ---- -_ .
V :V V V

I
I hor izontal sinusoid with linear phase shift

depend ing on vertical position

(2.9)

Fig. 2.2. Interpretation of a two-dimensional sinusoid : Linear phase shift depending on
vertical position results in vertical wavelength and frequency
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If the dependency on the vertical position is linear, ¢J(s) = OJ2s . Then, for any

s =k~ (k an arbitrary integer number), ¢J(s) =21rk . This determines distances

where the signal has equal amplitude, i.e. vertical periodicity. Thus, the 2
dimensional sinusoid can be interpreted as a l-dimensional sinusoid having a lin
ear phase shift depending on the second dimension. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.2,
where any vertical section over the different phase-shifted versions will be a sinu-

soid of wave length ~ . The wave length of the 2-dimensional sinusoid, measured

by the direction of wave front propagation, can be determined from (2.7) and (2.8)
as

(2.10)

Table 2.1 summarizes some of the most important properties of the z-dimensional
Fourier transform (K~1), which express the modification of the spectrum by cer
tain operations applied to the signal.

Table 2.1. Properties of the K-dimensional Fourier transform

Signal doma in Fourier domain

Linearity a ·xl(r)+b ,x2(r) a -Xl (jro)+b · X 2(jro)

Shift x(r-r') X(jro) .e- jroT, .

Convolution y(r) =x(r) *h(r) Y(jro) =X(jro)· H(jro)

= f.. fx(r-p) ·h(p)dp

Multiplication y(r) =XI (r)· x2(r)
Y(jro) =_l_X,(jro) *X 2(jro)

(21l')"

Separability x(r) =xl(r)·x2(s) · ... X(jro) =Xl (jOll)' X 2(jOl2) ' ...

Inversion x(-r) X *(jro)

Complex modulation x(r) .ejOlT
, XU(ro - co)]

Scaling x(r· V,s ·V, ...) 1 X('"\ .",, )I I l v,lv''''V·V· ...

By application of the inverse Fourier transform, the signal can be reconstructed
from the Fourier spectrum:
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x(r) = _ 1_ < f ... fX(jOl) . ej(J/rdi». (2.11)
(2Jr)

Coordinate system mapping. Rectangular coordinate systems are only a special
case for the description of two- and multidimensional signals . They allow express
ing the relationships between the signal domain and the frequency domain by a
multi-dimensional Fourier transform with separable integration over the different
dimensions. The rectangular two-dimensional coordinate system is described by a
reference system of unit vectors eo=[l O]T and el=[O l]T, which establish orienta
tions of orthogonal axes. Any coordinate pair (r,s) can then be expressed as a vec
tor r=r·eo+s·el' The relationship with frequency vectors ro=IV1 ·eO+IV2·el is given by
(2.3), where the coordinate system describing the frequency plane must be based
on orthogonal axes of same orientations (see Fig. 2.3a) . Now, a coordinate map
ping r'= r·do+s·d1 shall be applied, which can be expressed in matrix notation
r'=D·r using the mapping matrix!

(2.12)

The vectors do und d] are the basis vectors of this mapping. By application in the
signal plane, a complementary mapping into frequency coordinates must occur,
which shall be expressed similarly as (O'=F·(O by using a mapping matrix (see Fig.
2.3b)

F=[foo
flO

(2.13)

Unless the determinants of matrices D or F are zero, the mappings must be re
versible, such that r=D·1.r' and ro=F·1.(OI. The Fourier transform in the mapped
coordinate system can then be expressed as

~ ~

X(jro ') = f... fx(r ') ·e- j(J;Tr'dr '. (2.14)

In the Fourier integrals of (2.3) and (2.14), the coordinates describing positions in
the signal and frequency domains can now be expressed by the respective mapping
functions, such that

I It is assumed here that the origin of the coordinate transform is not changed by the map
ping. A more general form is the mapping r'=D·r+t, where t expresses a translation of the
origin. This is the affine transform (7.108). Regarding the spectral relationships, the trans
lation will only introduce a linear phase shift dOlTt in the spectrum of 0)', which is not ex
plicitly proven here; a similar effect occurs for the case of motion translation, see sec. 2.1.2.
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ee co

X(jro) = f ... fx(D-1r') ' e-j(Ol'lT(F-llTo-lr'd(D-lr')

and

X(jro ') = f. ..fx(Dr)· e-j,,:NDrd(Dr).

(2.15)

(2.16)

a)
e,

!J
............................._ ~

r

e,

co'
' A

co,

b)

Fig. 2.3. Rectangular (a) and nonrectangular (b) coordinate systems in the spatial
domain and the 2D frequency domain

The signal amplitudes shall not be changed by the coordinate mapping,

x(r) = x(D-'r ') = x(r') = x(Dr). (2.17)

Further, the spectral values must also uniquely be mapped, but may be subject to a
constant scaling of amplitudes

X(jro) = x(jr1ro') =.!.X(jro') = .!.X(jFro) .
c c

Then, comparing (2.3), (2.14)-(2.17), the following relationships must hold:

(2.18)

(2.19)

Further, using the inverse Fourier transform conditions to reconstruct the ampli
tudes at the origin of the respective coordinate system x(O) = x(O) , the following

relationship applies:
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00 DO 00 DO 00 00

J. .. fX(jro )dro= f..·fX(jro I)dro '= f··· fX(jro l)d(Fro) . (2.20)

Hence,

X (jro) = _11_1 X(jro I).
det D

(2.21)

From (2.19),

FTD= (F-1)TD- 1 = I ,

and as A-IA=I,

D- I =FT; r l =DT => F=[D-Ir; D=[F-Ir·

For the 2D case, FTD=I imposes four conditions on the basis vectors :

fo
T.do=l ; f\T ·do=O; fOT ·dl=O; fIT·dl=l.

(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.24)

(2.25)0] -1 T [U 0].F =D =Yv ' 0 V

It is evident that each basis vector in the spatial domain d, has its orthogonal coun
terpart tj in the frequency domain, such that tjTdFO when i:tj ; for i=j, the inner
product of the vectors is unity'. The basis systems described by D and Fare bior
thogonal according to (B.21), which means that F is the dual matrix ofD. Fig. 2.4
shows the following examples :

Scaled rectangular mapping:

D,ca' =[~ ~J F=[; :J D- I =FT=[;
Shear mapping :

D'hear =[~ ~J F=[~v 0] [I -v] [I 0]I ; D- I =FT=° I ; F- I =DT=v I
(2.26)

Quincunx mapping:

[2 I] [IID = .F= 12
qui. ° I ' -li 0].D-I =FT=[li -li].F- I =DT=[2 0]

I ' 0 I' I I
(2.27)

Hexagonal mapping:

Dh~=[~ Y~l F=[~ ~J D-I=FT=[~~ -~J F-I=DT=[~ ~] (2.28)

Rotational mapping, clockwise by an angle tp :

l Theseconditionsapply in general for arbitrary numberof dimensions.
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[
cosrp sinrp]

D ro' = . =F ;
-smrp cose

D-1 =FT=F-1=DT=[c~srp -sinrp] .
sm e cosrp

(2.29)

:L=~..~L s
00,L:,L+r, f,

do r fo 00, do r
a) b)

s

~l
r,

L.:~--+ s 00, 00,

f,

d r f}
c) 0 r,

. ....._.............~

i-:g ~l - iP ·
, .... ......:.........• r,

do fo
r 00,

do r
d) fo

e)

00,

Fig. 2.4. Basis vectors of different geometric mapping systems:
a Scaled rectangular b Shear, v=1 c Quincunx d Hexagonal e Rotation

The scaled rectangular transformation describes the scaling property of the Fourier
transform according to Table 2.1, where the amplitude factor results by (2.21)
from the determinant of the transformation matrix. The shear mapping in principle
allows re-defining the angular orientation of two-dimensional signals, while the
horizontal spectral characteristics are retained (in case where only the vertical axis
is sheared) . When the signal is rotated, the spectrum rotates likewise. The coordi
nate transformations introduced here allow understanding what impact geometric
modifications have on the spectra of two- and multi-dimensional signals. These
relationships will also be used to analyze sampling of multidimensional signals.

2.1.2 Spatio-temporal Signals

In a video signal, two-dimensional images (frames) also vary over time. The time
dependency t results in a 'temporal' frequency W3, where the Fourier spectrum is

X( . . . ) f f f ( ) - jm,r -jm,s - jW,'d d djW1,jW2,jW3 = x r, s,t e e e r s t. (2.30)

For the case of sinusoids , the spectral property resulting by temporal changes can
be interpreted similarly to Fig. 2.3. In particular, if a constant motion (without
local variations and without acceleration) occurs, the behavior of the signal can be
expressed by a linear phase shift, depending on time t. Consider first the case of
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zero motion, x(r,s ,t)=x(r,s,O). Then, the three-dimensional Fourier spectrum (2.30)
is

~

X( . . .) - JJ( 0) - jw,r -jw,sd d J-jW,'d - X( . . ')1 !:()JOJpjOJ2,jOJ3 - xr,s, e e ras - e t- JOJpjOJ2 ,=o ·uOJ3 •

(2.32)
when OJ3 =0

when OJ3 =t O.

(2.31)
The Dirac impulse o( OJ3) is the Fourier transform of a signal which is constant
over time. Multiplication by Dirac impulses defines an ideal sampling. From
(2.31), the 3D spectrum in case of unchanged signals just consists of one sample
located at OJ3=0:

X( . . .) {X(jOJpjOJz)I,=ojOJpJOJ2,jOJ3 -

o

dr=udt motion ~r:=udt during time dt

ds=vdt[ _ _ -

'-----ii.-:-:.-:-'::~-••]
Fig.2.5. Spatial shift caused by translational motion ofvelocities u and v

If motion is present in the signal, a spatial shift dr-u-dt in horizontal direction and
ds=v·dt in vertical direction occurs within time interval dt, linearly dependent on
the velocity vector u=[U,V]T (see Fig. 2.5). In case of constant-velocity transla
tional motion, taking reference to the signal for 1=0,

x(r,s,t)=x(r+ut,s+vt,O) (2.33)

By substituting (1]=r+ut => dtt-dr, r-tt-ut ; ;=s+vt => d;=ds, s=';-vt), the temporal
dependency can be separated in the Fourier integration

~

X(jOJpjOJ2,jOJ3
) = I Ix(Tl,';)' e-iw,T'e-jW,4dTld'; · Ie-j(w,-w,u-W,v)ldt

= X (jOJ"jOJ2 )1,=0 .o( OJ3- OJtu - OJ2v).
(2.35)

Thus,
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(2.36)

1""2

a)

_ - ".,1,5

_ - ".,1

_ - ".,0,5

0),

b)

Fig. 2.6. a Shear of the non-zero spectral components by different translational motion
velocities, shown in an (~,£Oj) section of the 3D frequency domain b Position ofthe non
zero spectral components in cases of zero and non-zero 2D translational motion

I 6 r=u6t

~: : : : ::
JJ!:RAVA
'Y ff-lTR; ---~
\J~~~- - - - - '

f\ f,\- -A -A --,----__
V',VVV

horizontalsinusoid with position
atdifferent timeinstances

Fig. 2.7. Interpretation ofthe frequency in £OJ for two sinusoids ofdifferent spatial fre
quencies; which are subject to the same translational motion

The spectrum X(jOhJOJ2) is now sampled on a plane OJ3=OJIU+OJ2V in the 3D fre
quency domain. Fig. 2.6a shows positions of non-zero spectrum planes for differ
ent normalized velocities v, where the (OJ2,OJ3) section is shown for OJI=O. Fig. 2.6b
shows qualitatively the behavior in the full (OJJ,OJ2, OJ3) space for the zero-motion
case and for motion by one constant velocity u>O, where the spectrum is assumed
to be band-limited in OJI and OJ2.
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From Fig. 2.6, it is obvious that the positions of non-zero spectral values in case of
constant velocity establish a linear relationship between W3 and the frequencies
relating to spatial coordinates . This effect can also be interpreted in the signal
domain. Fig. 2.7 shows two sinusoids of different horizontal frequencies Wi> both
moving by the same velocity. The phase shift occurring due to the constant veloc
ity motion linearly depends on the spatial frequency, which by a similar relation
ship as described in (2.9) effects a linear increase of the frequency W3 as well.

2.2 Sampling of Multimedia Signals

2.2.1 The Sampling Theorem

According to the Fourier transform relationships, any signal can be composed from
an infinite number of sinusoids. The sampling theorem states that any sinusoidal
component, having a period of length A, can be reconstructed perfectly if the signal
is sampled by an ideal sampling function with sample positions spaced regularly
by R<JJ2. Defining the signal frequency OJ=2Jr/A and the sampling frequency
wR=2Jr/R, the signal must be band-limited prior to sampling into a frequency range
wrnax<wR /2; otherwise, no perfect reconstruction from the samples will be possi
ble. To illustrate this, Fig. 2.8 shows sampled sinusoids of frequencies (J)<wR I2,
OJ=wRI2 and W >wR/2. For the critical case OJ=wR /2, it is not possible to recon
struct the amplitude of the sinusoid, unless the positions of the samples relative to
the phase of the signal were known. For w>wRI2, the amplitude is correct, but the
frequency of the signal is interpreted wrongly. This effect is known as aliasing .

_Lf'C_~ .~ CJ)<w/2,,1,,>2R

~

_1tL--L1\ .A .11\. (J)=w/2, A.,~2R
~'\IT\IT

~ w>w/2 ,A.,<2R

Fig. 2.8. Interpretation of the alias effect in the signal domain

The ideal sampling of a one-dimensional signal can mathematically be expressed
as a multiplication by a train of Dirac impulses ofperiod R,
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(2.37)
m=-oo

The Dirac impulse has the sifting property

x(p ) = Jx(r)o(r - p)dr, (2.38)

from which

~

Je jOJr • o(r - mR)dr = «>", (2.39)

The Fourier transform of the Dirac impulse train is also a Dirac impulse train.
Regarding the scaling property from Table 2.1, the solution is

~ - j mOJR _ 21C ~ o( k )_ 21C O ( )L., e - - L., OJ - OJR - - OJ OJ .
m=~ R k=- R R

(2.40)

By the multiplication property of the Fourier transform (Table 2.1), and due to the
fact that convolution by a single Dirac impulse effects a shift on the respective axis

(2.41)

(2.42)

the spectrum of the sampled signal becomes an OJR-periodic version of the original
spectrum. Copies of the spectrum can be found at multiples of the sampling fre
quency (see Fig. 2.9):

X(R)(jOJ) =_I [X(jOJ) *21C 00J
R

(OJ)] =! :t X(j(OJ-kOJR».
21C R R k=-

&
A A X(jro)

(Omu < (O,/2~mu<(o,/2

)- )-
jOJ j OJ

* *

~ r"'oo' t~~ ~t
r .<oo' t

( l/R) (l IR)

)

-(OR (OR jOJ - (OR (OR jOJ

=

2G~'" '0~ ~0 )-
jOJ - (OR

Fig.2.9. Interpretation of alias in the frequency domain
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If the spectrum of the signal contains components which are larger than half of the
sampling frequency, the base band spectrum overlaps with its periodic copies (Fig .
2.9 right), which gives an interpretation of the alias effect in the frequency domain.
It will no longer be possible to reconstruct the signal by a lowpass filter of cutoff
frequency OJR /2 . For a single sinusoid of frequency OJ, OJR / 2 :s; OJ:S; OJR ' the result-

ing alias frequency is OJR - OJ, which is a sinusoid of lower frequency as shown in

Fig. 2.8 bottom.

When the sampled signal is processed in multimedia signal processing, it is mostly
assumed that the sampling conditions have been properly observed. As then one
period of the spectrum represents the entire information, the normalized periodic
frequency Q is introduced which is independent of R,

(2.43)

It is only necessary to regard the range - Jr:S; Q < Jr. Due to the sifting property
(2.38), the Fourier transform (2.1) can be re-written as a sum, such that it is possi
ble to compute the spectrum directly from the sequence of samples:

X(jQ) = L x(m)e- j mfl
•

2.2.2 Separable Two-dimensional Sampling

(2.44)

Separable two- or multidimensional sampling is characterized by independent
sampling positions being independent in the respective dimensions. Fig. 2.10
shows an example for the evolution of a two-dimensional, separable grid of Dirac
impulses. Assume that sampling distances are S in vertical direction and R in hori
zontal direction. This can be characterized by Dirac line impulses c>:,(s) and 6R(r),
which are equally-spaced lines of Dirac propenyl, the first being parallel with the
r axis, the latter parallel with the s axis. Observe that each of these line impulses
performs sampling in only one of the spatial dimensions; indeed ~{s) characterizes
the line sampling structure of analog video systems. By multiplication of the two
line impulses, which are perpendicular oriented, the rectangular two-dimensional
Dirac impulse grid is defined as (Fig. 2.1Od)

I The Dirac impulse b(r) defined over a one- or multi-dimensional variable r is a function
from distribution theory; formally it can be expressed as being zero for any point r;rO, and

~ ~

the condition r··f6 (r )dr = 1 ; see Fig. 2.10a.
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(2.45)
m=~n=-::o

In analogy with (2.40), using the separability property of the 2D Fourier transform,
the rectangular impulse grid then has a two-dimensional spectrum

(2.46)

l s

I I

r-

I I I

•

a)

b)
R

r

d)

:bs
r

(2.47)

c)

Fig. 2.10. 2D elementary sampling functions: a 2D Dirac impulse b,c Dirac line impulses
d Dirac impulse grid

The operation of ideal rectangular sampling of a spatially-continuous 2D signal
x(r,s) is performed by multiplication with ~,s(r,s). The discrete signal x(m,n) is
generated by the amplitude samples x(mR,nS). If the Fourier spectrum of the con
tinuous image x(r,s) is defined according to (2.1), the discrete spectrum results in
analogy to (2.42) as

X (R,S) ( • . ) _ I X(' . ) s: ( )JlV1,JlV2 - RS JlV1,JlV2 * u aJR•aJs lV1,lV2

I ~ ~

=- I I X [ j(lVl -klVr) , j(lV2 -llV.)] .
RS k=-/=-

Again, it is possible to define the periodic spectrum directly from the discrete
signal, assuming normalized sampling distances R=S=I :
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X( 'n .n ) X( ' . ) s: ( )"" ( ) -jmfl, - jnfl,jUpj:'~2 = jOJ1'jOJ2 *uaJR
•
aJS OJ1'OJ2 = L.. L.. x m,n -e -e .

m=_ n_oo
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(2.48)

By the operation of 2D convolution, the pulse grid sampling results in periodic
copies of the spectrum along both directions, where the respective sampling fre
quencies and normalized frequencies are defined as

21£
OJ =- '

R R'
21£

OJ =- '
s S' (2.49)

Examples of amplitude spectra X(~,~) and X<R.S)(~ ,~) in case of rectangular
sampling are shown in Fig. 2.11.

To avoid aliasing, x(r,s) must be band limited before sampling. The 2D rectangular
sampling theorem is then formulated as follows:

or (2.50)

The conditions of alias-free sampling are in this case independently formulated for
the horizontal and vertical spatial dimensions. In principle, this method of separa
ble rectangular sampling can be extended to an arbitrary number of dimensions.

X(~,w,)

A

a)

00,

Fig. 2.11. Spectra of2D image signals : a Continuous signal b sampled signal

2.2.3 Non-separable Two-dimensional Sampling

In contrast to regular one-dimensional sampling, sampling positions in one dimen
sion can be shifted depending on the location(s) in other dimension(s) in the two
and multi-dimensional case. The separable rectangular sampling is a specific case
where no such mutual dependency exists . Constraints may further be imposed by
the acquisition devices; e.g. for signals generated by video cameras, sampling grids
are restricted to a constant line spacing S. Different regular grids of 2D sampling
are illustrated in Fig. 2.12. Regularity of grids means a certain periodicity of a
basic structure and can be expressed by systems of basis vectors do=[doo dlO]T,
d(=[do1 d ll f. Linear combinations of these vectors, when multiplied by integer
indexing vectors [m,n]T, point to effective sampling positions m·do+n·d(. The basis
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vectors can be interpreted as the columns of a sampling matrix D, which maps the
index values to the actual sampling positions of the spatially continuous signal:

[
r(m,n )] = [doo do1].[m] = [do dJ[m].
s(m,n) a; «; n n

(2.51 )

For the rectangular case, the sampling distances R in horizontal and S in vertical
direction are independent of each other. The corresponding sampling matrix is I

D~, =[~ ~] =>F~ =[2K~ 2;]
For the case of shear sampling,

(2.52)

[ ] [

2Jr/
R v -R IR

Dshear = OS=> F shear = _2Jr~ 2;]. (2.53)

the effective sampling grid can still be rectangular when v is an integer value (see
Fig. 2.l2b), however the neighborhood relationship of samples does no longer
follow an orthogonal-axis scheme for any v;t:O. Cases which can be deduced from
shear sampling by non-integer shear factors are the hexagonal sampling scheme
(Fig. 2.l2c) and the quincunx sampling scheme (Fig. 2.12d). In these cases, the
basis vectors are tuned such that each sample has same distances towards its six or
four nearest neighbors, respectively. The only free parameter is the vertical sam
pling distance S but even this is pre-determined by the properties of the camera in
case of analog video signals . The basis vectors as sketched in Fig. 2.12 influence
the position shifts between samples in adjacent lines. For hexagonal and quincunx
sampling, this is described by the matrices

D = S .[Y./3 1./3] => F = 2Jr[F% 0].
hex ° 1 hex S -~ 1 '

Dqu;n =S.[2 1] => Fqu;n=2Jr[ ~h2 0].° 1 S -1 12

(2.54)

To determine the positions of periodic spectral copies in the case of non
rectangular sampling, a non-separable 2D Dirac impulse grid oD(r) is formally
defined, corresponding to the positions addressed by the respective sampling ma-

I In analogy with (2.49), the relationships between matrices D and F must observe the
factor 2/f in the reciprocal relationship of sampling distances and sampling frequency, such
that F=2/f[D-1f .
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trix D. By performing an inverse coordinate mapping, it is straightforward to trans
form on(r) into a separable sampling function, having unity sampling distances in
both spatial directions :

(2.55)
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Fig. 2.12. 2D sampling grids: a Rectangular b Shear, v=l c Hexagonal d Quincunx

The Fourier transform of ()n(r) must also be a non-separable Dirac impulse grid in
the frequency domain, which can likewise be mapped into a separable impulse grid
function as follows:

(2.56)

ff{oD(r)}=4Jr20F(W)= 4JrI2102tr2tr(W') where w=F ·w'
det D '

4Jr2 ee ee

=-1-1 L L o[ml -2Jrkfoo - 2Jrlfo l'm2 -2JrkflO -2Jrif;J
det D k=-/=-

The spectrum of the sampled signal then results as

X(jro) **OF(ro) = _'I_I f f X [J(w1 - 2Jr!ifoo- 2Jrlfol ),J(w2 - 2Jrkj'1O - 2Jr/f,I)] ' (2.57)
det D k=_/=_

Assume that Q=Fro defines the non-separable normalized frequency, and x(n)
describes a signal defined on a rectangular grid of samples, for which Do are the
original sampling posit ions. Then, a non-separable Fourier sum relating to the
normalized sampling frequency can be expressed directly from the signal samples,
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X(jU)= L t x(n) .e-jnTDTll .
m=-n=-

(2.58)

To generally describe the conditions of the sampling theorem for non-rectangular
sampling cases, the mapping from 0) to 0)' according to (2.56) can be used:

(2.59)

To avoid alias and allow perfect reconstruction, the spectrum of the signal must be
band-limited before sampling, following the condition

(2.60)

Here, (2.59) und (2.60) define the mapping of the non-rectangular system onto the
system with a rectangular grid of periodic continuations of the spectrum. The sam
pling conditions can now be described separately in the single dimensions. For
specific sampling geometries, it is also possible to define conditions without ne
cessity to perform the mapping. For examples of sampling matrices in (2.53) and
(2.54), the layouts of base bands and the periodic copies thereof are given in Fig.
2.13, and conditions are explicitly determined in the following paragraphs.

Quincunx sampling. In the first quadrant, the boundary of the base band is de
scribed by a line of slope a=-l and intercept b=OJsl2 . Generalization into all four
quadrants gives the condition

(2.61)

In quincunx sampling, pure horizontal or vertical sinusoids can be reconstructed
up to the same frequency as with quadrangular (R=S) sampling, though the number
of samples is reduced by a factor of two. For sinusoids of diagonal orientation, the
maximum allowable frequency is however lower.

Hexagonal sampling. The hexagonal shape of the base band requires piecewise

definition. When IOJII:::; OJs . .J3 /6, the boundary of the base band is parallel with

the OJI axis, while for higher frequencies IOJII, lines of slope a=± J3 and intercept

b=±OJsdefine the boundary. This results in sampling conditions

!

X(jOJpjOJ2 ) = 0 (2.62)

For arbitrary orientation of sinusoids, hexagonal sampling schemes! guarantee

! The definition of the sampling matrix for hexagonal sampling in (2.54) is not unique,
other definitions exist with different orientations of the hexagons. Refer to Problem 2.6 for
an example.
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omnidirectionally almost equal conditions. Regarding the same line spacing S, the
effective number of samples compared to a square sampling approach (rectangular

with R=S) can be reduced by a factor 13 /2 '" 0,866 1. On the other hand, no

major disadvantage exists as in quincunx sampling, where stronger limitation of
diagonal frequencies occurred.
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Fig. 2.13. Positionsof base band and spectralcopies for different2D samplinggrids.
a Rectangular b Shear, v=1 c Hexagonal d Quincunx

Shear sampling. The shear sampling is a specific case which physically has the
same sampling positions as a rectangular grid, but artificially defines a neighbor
hood relationship between samples which may actually not be direct neighbors of
each other. Regard the example (2.9) which was used to introduce 2D frequency
orientations of sinusoids. When the phase shift ¢(s) is known, it will be possible to
define a sampling function and a base band shape in the related sampled spectrum,
which allows alias-free reconstruction even when formally OJ2 > 7C/ S . The bound-

ary of the base band relating to horizontal sinusoids is in parallel to the CO2 axis,
the same as in case of rectangular sampling. For the vertical frequency, two lines
of slope a=-v·COR /COs and intercept b=±cos/2 establish the sampling conditions,
such that

1 See Problem2.2.
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!

X(jOJl' jOJ2 ) =° or I
V·S I Jr0) +-- .0) 2':-.

2 - R I S (2.63)

The reconstruction of a continuous signal by interpolation from the discrete (sam
pled) signal is typically performed by a lowpass filter having a frequency response
which retains the base band. This means that the actual base-band layout and hence
the conditions for alias-free reconstruction also depend on the pass-band shape of
the lowpass filter to be used for reconstruction. Shear sampling allows reconstruct 
ing signals which clearly would violate the rigid sampling conditions of the
equivalent rectangular grid; this is penalized by forbidding other frequency com
ponents, however. In total, the bandwidth range of signal frequencies which can
be reconstructed alias-free is always identical, independent of the shear factor. For
any sampling system, the bandwidth range (area of the base bands in Fig. 2.13) is
identical to the determinant of the frequency sampling matrix F. The definition of
the base band allows certain degrees of freedom, indeed. As another example,
quincunx sampling could still be realized combined with a reconstruction filter of
horizontal pass-band cutoff ±OJs/4, vertical cutoff ±OJs/2 or vice versa. The ques
tion whether this makes sense can only be answered by an analysis of signal char
acteristics, and by the actual goal of sampling, e.g. the foreseen bandwidth of sig
nals which shall be analyzed or reconstructed .

A digital image resulting from the sampling process has finite extension, when it
originates from an acquisition device which has a finite image plane (camera,
scanner). The spatially discrete image resulting after rectangular sampling can
directly be arranged as an image matrix consisting of N rows and M columns (see
Fig. 1.6). Typically, for the purpose of row-wise sequential processing, it is as
sumed that the top-left comer of the matrix establishes the origin of the discrete
coordinate system (m=O,n=O), while at the bottom-right comer the pixel of coordi
nate (m=M-1,n=N-1) resides. Observe that the sampling matrices as introduced in
this chapter assume orientations where the coordinate reference (0,0) is at the
bottom left position , by which the image plane is defined over the first quadrant in
a common orthogonal coordinate system. In some processing and analysis tasks, in
particular if projections from the 3D world into the image plane are considered, it
is also advantageous to locate the origin at the center of the image plane. All these
variants can be realized by simple transformations of coordinate systems.

2.2.4 Sampling of Video Signals

A discrete sequence of images can be interpreted as a three-dimensional (2D spa
tial+time) signal (see Fig. 2.14). A single image from a video or movie sequence is
denoted as a frame; the sampling distance between subsequent frames shall be T.
An extension of (2.51) to the third dimension leads to a mapping of sampling posi
tions in the spatio-temporal continuum as



[

r(m,n,o)] [m]
s(m ,n ,o) =D· n .

t(m,n,o) 0
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(2.64)

For the example of Fig. 2.14a, sampled pixels have identical spatial positions in
any frame. Such a configuration is denoted as progressive sampling, which is
shown in Fig. 2.14b over the vertical and temporal directions. The sampling matrix
related to this fully-separable 3D sampling is given as

[

R 0 0]
D prog = 0 8 0 .

° 0 T

(2.65)

This type of sampling is in effect when movie frames are rectangular sampled, e.g.
by film scanning. In analog video, interlaced sampling is typically used. For each
time instance, only half number of lines is processed, and an alternation over time
is made between even and odd line acquisition. The images containing only even
or odd lines are the even and oddjields, respectively (see. Fig. 2.14c). The sam
pling matrix can in this case be defined as!

[

R 0 0]
Dint•r = 0 28 8

o 0 liz
(2.66)

In principle, this scheme is very similar to a quincunx sampling grid applied to the
vertical /temporal plane of the 3D coordinate system. The bottom-right 2x2 sub
matrix in (2.66) is indeed similar to (2.54) except for the fact that 8 and T which
actually express different physical units. The effect is that higher vertical frequen
cies are allowable when no high temporal frequencies (e.g. caused by motion) are
present.
In progressive sampling - as an extension of2D rectangular sampling - the condi
tions of the sampling theorem can be formulated independently in the particular
directions. In this case the sampling matrix is diagonal, such that no interrelation
ships occur between the three dimensions:

!

xij»; jm2,j(3)=° when 1m,I~ Jr or
R

or

In interlaced sampling, only the condition for the horizontal frequency can be
separated from the other two, as the horizontal sampling positions are fixed and

! In Fig. 2.!4c and in the sampling matrix (2.66) a configuration is shown where the top
field (lines 0,2,4, ..) is the field which is sampled first within the frame. In NTSC TV and
digital 60 Hz interlaced video derived thereof, the bottom field is sampled first.
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can be expressed by one single plane impulse OR(r), being independent of s and t.
In analogy with (2.61),

!

X (jOJp jOJ2, jOJ3) = O or IOJ21 + IOJ31~ -.!!..- . (2.68)
T 2S SoT

In video acquisition, spatial sampling is often assumed to be alias free, as the ele
ments of the acquisition system (lenses etc.) naturally have a lowpass effect. As
was shown in (2.36), the temporal frequency OJ3 depends on spatial frequency and
the strength of motion. Assume that the signal could contain sinusoids of almost
the maximum allowed spatial frequencies (OJtzOJR /2 , OJ2zOJS/2) . Substituting the
condition for OJ3 from (2.67) into (2.36), the following limiting condition must be
imposed on the velocity to achieve alias-free sampling:

T T !lul ·-+lvl ·-<1 resp.
R S

I

Ikl+III<1 with
T T

k=u ·- l=v ·-
R' S

(2.69)

Herein, k and I are discrete shift parameters , which express by how many pixels
the signal is shifted horizontally/vertically from one frame to the next, if the veloc
ity (u,v) is observed in the continuous signal. The strict limitation of only one pixel
shift either in row or in column directions appears surprising at first sight, as it is
common experience that humans are capable to watch moving pictures of much
higher motion without any problem. It must be argued however, that the limitation
in (2.69) is strictly valid if only one sinusoid of near-highest allowable spatial
frequency is sampled. Natural video signals are typically mixtures of many differ
ent sinusoids, where those of low frequency will allow perceiving the motion re
liably and alias-free. The fact that linear motion effects a linear phase shift of the
signal allows the observer's eyes to track the motion. It is nevertheless much more
difficult to reliably track smaller moving areas with high amount of spatial struc
ture, where significant lower frequency components are obviously missing.
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cal/temporal directions: Progressive (b) and interlaced (e) schemes
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To illustrate the effects of alias occurring in the case of progressive sampling, Fig.
2.15 shows the vertical/temporal planar section (liJ2 ,liJ3) of the 3D frequency space.
A spatial sinusoid of nearly half vertical sampling frequency is assumed. Center
frequencies of the periodic spectral copies are marked by 'x', Fig. 2.15a is the
spectrum of the signal without motion. Fig. 2.15b shows the skewing of the posi
tion in direction of liJ3, when the signal is moved by half a sampling position
()r--O.5·S/T) upwards, Fig. 2.15c illustrates the case of motion by 1.5 sampling
positions ()r--l.5-S/T). In the latter case, alias components appear in the base
band, such that the viewer might interpret this as a motion by half a sample down
wards ()r-O.5·S/T) . The spatial frequency of the signal remains unchanged in any
case, i.e. aliasing in liJ3 only effects wrong interpretation of motion in the case of
progressive sampling. In movies, this is well-known as the "stage coach effect",
where the wheels of the vehicle seem to move slowly, stand still or sometimes turn
backwards.
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Fig. 2.16. Effect of alias, vertical motion of an interlaced-sampled sinusoid

Fig. 2.16 shows the effect for the case of interlace sampling of the same signal.
First , it is obvious that aliasing occurs even when only quite low motion is present.
Second, not only a wrong interpretation of the motion occurs; if occasionally the
alias spectra originate from the diagonally-adjacent spectral copies, a vertical spa
tial frequency OJ2 is mapped into the base band as liJs /2- OJ2 • In particular when

highly-detailed periodic stripes are present in the scene and moving, this results in
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appearance of strange sinusoidal components, most probably also having different
orientations than the original.
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Fig. 2.17. Avoidance ofalias by adaptation of the human visual system; tracking by the
eyes effects correct reconstruction in sheared sampling.

As motion leads to well-defined non-zero spectral positions, perfect reconstruction
and correct perception is in principle possible from sampled spectra when the
motion is known to the observer. This relates to the case of shear sampling. If an
observer tracks a detail within a video, this is only possible by knowing the veloc
ity. Correspondences are set between subsequent frame coordinate positions con
sidering the motion shift, such that implicitly a reconstruction from a base-band
which is sheared in (03 is performed. Fig. 2.17 illustrates that a single sinusoid
moving by higher velocity than strictly allowed could be interpreted correct; how
ever, from a single sinusoid it is typically not possible to guess the motion which is
actually performed, as the signal is periodic and no unique correspondences can be
detected between the subsequent frames. Only for the case of structured signals
with a broader spectrum of frequencies, an observer can recognize the true motion
and track it accordingly. This means that in movie and video sampling, typically
frequencies in (03 will appear which are much beyond the limit expressed by (2.67)
for the case of progressive sampling. Motion-compensated processing, which is
similar to the tracking by the eye, allows to analyze these signals along the tempo
ral axis without running into the danger ofmerely processing alias components.

2.3 Problems

Problem 2.1
The vectors a=[2 O]T and b=[2 I]T establish a basis system A=[ a b ].

a) Determine the vectors of the dual basis A, such that the property ofbiorthogonality is
fulfilled.

b) Sketch the positions of all four vecto::, in a coordinate system.

c) Compute the determinants ofA and A .
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Problem 2.2
a) Prove the condition for hexagonal sampling (2.62).
b) What is the ratio of the area of the base band in Fig. 2.l3c (shaded), as compared to

the rectangular sampling case with OJR=OJS?
c) What is the ratio of the horizontal sampling distance R in Fig. 2.12c, as compared to

the rectangular sampling case with R=8 ?
d) Compute the determinant of the sampling matrix Dhe:n normalized by 8=1. Compare

the value against the results from parts b) and c).
e) The CCD chip ofa digital camera has an active area of 10 mm x 7,5 mm. The number

of pixels is 4.000,000. Compute the approximate vertical sampling distances 8 for the
cases of rectangular sampling (R=S) and hexagonal sampling .

Problem 2.3
A two-dimensional cosine of horizontal frequency OJ,=OJs/3 is sampled by a quincunx grid
(see Figs. 2.12d and 2.13d) .
a) Determine the upper limit for vertical frequency OJz(absolute value) guaranteeing alias

free sampling .
b) Which horizontal frequency becomes visible after ideal lowpass filter reconstruction

from the sampled signal, ifthe vertical frequency is OJz=OJs /3?

Problem 2.4
By motion of a video camera using progressive sampling, a translational motion shift of
k=20 pixels horizontally and 1=10 pixels vertically results . The frame rate is 50 frames/s,
the CCD chip of the camera has a size of 10 mm x 7.5 mm, and the number of pixels is
360 x 288.
a) Determine the horizontal and vertical velocities u and v, by which the points move on

the image plane.
b) The camera shoots a cosine oscillation, where in the sampled image one period is 40

pixels . Which is the maximum allowable frequency in horizontal direction, such that
the sampling theorem is not violated , i.e. the motion of the camera can be interpreted
correctly?
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Fig. 2.18. Interlace sampling based on two quincunx sampled fields

Problem 2.5
In a variant of interlaced video sampling, the fields shall not be established by rectangular
grids, but by quincunx grids (see Fig. 2.18).
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a) Determine a sampling matrix D.
b) Compute the related frequency sampling matrix F.
c) Which is the shape of the base band in the 3D frequency domain?

Problem 2.6
A 2D signal shall be sampled by the grid shown in Fig. 2.19, where the black and white
dots establish two rectangular sub-grids of equal sampling distances. The black grid is
shifted horizontally and vertically by R' and S' relative to the white grid.

~ R'r- I

• • ¢• 0 •-1 ~- -~ -6- ~- -o-~
oS' - - -. - , - e- - - -. S

•I
R

Fig. 2.19. Sampling grid composed by two rectangular sub-grids

a) For a given vertical sampling distance S, determine values of R, R' and S', such that
i) a quincunx grid ii) a hexagonal grid results.

b) Describe the sampling of signal x(r,s) by a sampling function ':>.o(r) which is a super-

position of two (black&white bullet) rectangular impulse grids ':>R.S.
c) Determine the Fourier spectrum of ':>.o(r) . For which cases will the number ofperiodic

spectral copies be lower than' for one of the rectangular-grid spectra?
d) Values OSR.'~, OSS'SS shall be allowed. Under which conditions will it not be possible

to express the sampling function ':>.o(r) by a closed-form expression, using a sampling

matrix D?
e) For R=S, R'=S'=S/2 sketch the spectrum of a signal, which was sampled observing the

sampling criteria (Sketched frequency layout shall at least include the base band and the
eight nearest alias frequency bands).

t) A signal xcCr,s) =A cos[ 27(/S (r+s) ] + B cos[ 27(/S (r-s) ] is sampled by the grid given
in e). Which signal will be observed after reconstruction using an ideal lowpass filter
with same pass band as the base-band shape?



3 Statistical Analysis of Multimedia Signals

Statistical analysis methods are inevitable in optimization of multimedia signal
encoding schemes and for identification-related analysis. Of particular impor
tance are signal properties that can be analyzed from probability distributions,
which includes first-order probabilities as well as joint and conditional probabili
ties. Joint analysis of different signals or of signal samples from different loca
tions in the same signal is also performed by correlation, covariance and higher
order moment computation. Thesefunctions can be set in direct relationships with
probability distributions and with spectral analysis methods. The chapter further
introduces statistical models and methods for statistical tests. Finally, the basic
relationships of statistic properties within information-theoretic concepts are
discussed.

3.1 Properties Related to Sample Statistics

In this chapter, mainly statistical analysis of sampled multimedia signals x(n) is
treated, whereas similar properties can be derived for signals which are continuous
over time or space. For a x-dimensional signal, the index is expressed by a vector
n of K dimensions, where sample-related analysis methods are in principle inde
pendent of the number of dimensions a signal actually has. Statistical properties of
samples from signals can be characterized by the Probability Density Function
(PDF) p(x) , interpreting continuous signal amplitudes x as random variables.
Probabilities are normalized into values between 0 and 1. As signal samples have
any value -oo<x<oo, the following condition must hold for the PDF:

~

fp(x)dx = 1. (3.1)

The probability of a value x:S;x. is defined by the Cumulative Distribution Func
tion
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The probability of a signal amplitude to fall into an interval Xa<X~Xb is

Xb

P(xa< X~Xb) = fp(x)dx = P(x ~Xb)-P(X ~xa)'
x,

(3.2)

(3.3)

The expected value E{f1x]} is the mean over an asymptotically infinite set of sig
nal samples to which the functionJ[x] is applied; it can directly be related to the
PDF:

1 -
E{J[x(n)]} = lim - LJ[x(n)] = f J(x) p(x)dx.

N->- N n _
(3.4)

From these definitions, the following fundamental parameters are defined for sam
ple statistics:

Mean value /lx= fx,p(x)dx=E{x(n)} (3.5)

-
Quadratic mean L, = f x2

• p(x)dx =E {x 2 (n)} (3.6)

ee

p
lh order moment! m}Pl = f xP

. p(x)dx = E {x P(n)} (3 .8)

So far, only continuous-amplitude signals were regarded. For numeric digital proc
essing, these signals are quantized, which means they are mapped into discrete
amplitude signals. Here, we assume the most simple case of uniform quantization
(see section 11.1), where amplitude values are mapped into equally distant recon
struction values Yj' These are values at the mid positions of non-overlapping inter-

1 Strictly spoken, (3.8) defines only the central value of ph order moments. A general
definition related to joint statistics will be given in sec. 3.2. From the entire series of plh

order moments, P=l, ... ,oo, p(x) can be reconstructed, following the moment theorem
[PAPOULIS 1984]. From a finite set of p lh order moments, a truly continuous approximation
ofp(x) can be made. Another way to approximate p(x) is by measurement of the frequency
of occurrence (e.g. histogram) from a large set of quantized signal samples, which ap
proximates a discrete probability function as described on the subsequent pages. If the
quantization is sufficiently fine,p(x) can be approximated by interpolation.
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(3.10)

vals of width ~ on the amplitude scale. The mapping function is the quantizer
characteristic, which is a nonlinear staircase function (see Fig. 3.1). The probabil
ity mass function of a value Yj can be determined by integrating the PDF within the
respective quantization interval,

YJ+~

p(Yj ) = f p(x)dx.

Yr~

Further, if the discrete amplitudes shall be represented by a finite number of bits,
the number of different values Yj must be limited. Assume that the PDF of a dis
crete-amplitude signal shall have only J discrete non-zero-values. This is ex
pressed by a sum of weighted Dirac impulses

(3.11)

where further from (3.1),

~>(Yj) = 1 .
j

(3.12)

~ FI(x)
;;;

x

A xo :YjI
A p(x) : :

I I
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Fig.3.1. Quantizer characteristic function and mapping of the PDF p(x) of the continuous
amplitude signal to the probability mass function p(y) of the quantized (discrete-amplitude)
signal.
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For a finite set of signal samples, the probability distribution of a discrete signal
can be approximated from a histogram H(j), which is the count of occurrences for
discrete signal values falling into the single amplitude levels. If the number of
samples is N, this gives:

p(y .) = P(j) = lim H (j) and P(j) ""P(j) = H (j) .
J N ....~ N N

(3.13)

In a strict statistical sense, only the left part of (3.13) is true; the right part could be
a good approximation provided that a sufficient number of samples N is analyzed
which are representative for the characteristic behavior of the signal". As an anal
ogy with the cumulative distribution function, the cumulative histogram C(j) can
be defined as a function which counts the number of values having amplitudes
Yi:5Yj from a set ofdiscrete-amplitude samples:

C(j) = ±H(i) => P(Yi :5Y) = lim C(j) .
;=1 N....~ N

(3.14)

The histogram H(j) or the approximation ofp(y) from (3.13) can also be used to
compute an approximation of the statistic behavior from a finite signal or a finite
set of signals in analogy with (3.5)-(3.9)2:

J

J.lx =E{x(n)}= l>j 'p(Xj)
j= l

"" fix = i>j.P(j) =~ i>j.H(j) =~Lx( n)
j= l N j = l N n

(3.15)

1 Whether such an approximation will be reasonable or not, depends on the properties of
stationarity and ergodicity. For stationary signals, the limit transitions in (3.4) and (3.13)
will give identical results, irrespective of positions in time and space where samples are
analyzed. In case of ergodicity, one single signal is representative for the entire class, such
that measurements over a sufficiently large range can determine the statistical parameters.
Wide sense stationarity and ergodicity can be claimed, if these properties only apply to
mean and quadratic mean/variance, the moments up to order 2. For signals with statistically
dependent samples, these conditions must also include joint sample statistics (see sec. 3.2).

2 Probability mass functions p(y) were used so far, expressing that distortion is introduced
by the quantization of the continuous-value amplitudes x into discrete values Yj- In the
sequel, the probabil ities over discrete sets are mostly denoted as p(Xj) or P(j) . This ex
presses that a signal of discrete amplitudes Xj is now regarded as the 'original' signal; the
mapping} H Xj is unique, and for many tasks of statistical analysis, it is possible to abstract
from the actual amplitude values behind, such that the probabilities P(j) are sufficiently
expressive.
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J

Lx=E{X 2(D)}= LX/ ,p(xj)
j = l

"" &x2 = I(Xj -jJj .P()) =~I(xj -jJj ·H(j)
j = l N j=l

= ~ L[X(D)- iJx]2 = i, _iJx2
n

J

mx(P)= E{XP(D)}= LX/' p(xj)
j=l

"" m}P) =Ix/ .P()) =~ Ix/ .H(j) =~LXP(D)
j=1 N j=l N n

m'}P) =E{(XeD) -.ux(}= I(x j -.ux)P. p(Xj )

j = l

J

""mx( P) = L(Xj-.ux)p .P())
j = l
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(3.16)

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.19)

A model PDF can characterize the statistical behavior of a signal. For multimedia
signals, the generalized Gaussian distribution is often used:

p(X) = a .e-1b(x-.u,l!' by
a =--;'-7

2r(~)
(3.20)

For the gamma function Tf -), tabulated solutions exist. For y=2, (3.20) gives the
Gaussian normal PDF

I
_(x-.u,)'

2a 'p(x) = ,j2;;;;; .e x ,

2JUY 2
x

(3.21)

for which many optimization problems can be solved analytically by linear alge
bra . For y=1 , the Laplacian PDF results ; both cases are also shown in see Fig. 3.2:
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I - .J2lx-.u,1
p(x)=-- .e (1 ,

Jiax

p(x)

c

(3.22)

x

Fig.3.2. Generalized Gaussian PDF fordifferent parameters y:
y=2,Gaussian (a); y=l , Laplacian (b); y=O,5 (c)

3.2 Joint Statistical Properties

If two continuous-amplitude signals x(n) and yen) shall be analyzed with regard to
dependent statistical behavior, the joint PDF p(x,y) or joint probability mass func
tion p(Xj,Yj) are used, the latter one for discrete amplitude signals. These functions
express probabilities of sample amplitudes (random variables) from a signal x(n)
and another signal yen) to occur jointly. The definition of Joint' may e.g. relate to a
co-occurrence at the same location in time, space, or also co-occurrence by a cer
tain temporal or spatial distance . If e.g. yen) is a distorted version ofx(n), the joint
probability characterizes the deviations and also the degree of similarity which still
exists between both signals. If y(n)=x(n+k) is a shifted version of x(n) , the joint
probability can be used to express self-similarities between the samples within one
signal.
The joint PDF p(x,y) is a 2-dimensional continuous function, while the joint prob
ability mass function p(Xj,Yj) relates to discrete-amplitude signals . The basic rules
which are given in this section are applicable likewise to both cases, but mostly
expressions relating to p(Xj,yJ or the synonymous joint discrete probability P(i,j)
will be used. The joint functions are symmetric,

(3.23)

For identical signals, P(XbYj)=O when XfFYj, while for XFYj, P(xj,Yj)=p(Xj)=p(yJ. If
signals are statistically independent,
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p(Xi,y j ) = p(XJ ·p(y) . (3.24)

If Xi und Yj allow J amplitude levels each, P(Xi,Yj) consists of up to J2 non-zero
entries. Again, it is possible to approximate the joint probability by an estimate
computed from a joint histogram under the same conditions formulated above for
(3.13):

( ) _ PC . .) _ I. H(i ,j) . PC · .) _ pAC · .) _ H(i,j)P Xi'Y j - I,J - Im---, I,J - I,J ----
N-.~ N N

(3.25)

Fig. 3.3 shows a schema to compute a joint histogram from sequences of discrete
value samples Xi and Yj; in this example, each sample has one out of four discrete
values 1...4. Hence, the joint histogram has 42=16 values. For each combination of
X,- and Yrvalues occurring jointly, the respective histogram bin is incremented.

Histogram count

Fig. 3.3. Computation of a joint histogram.

Fig. 3.4 shows two more examples. In Fig. 3.4a, both signals are identical (all joint
histogram values where Xi=F-Yj are zero), while in Fig.3.4b, they are almost identical
(joint histogram values where Xi=F-Yj are very small).

Histogram count

j

Histogram count

j

Fig. 3.4. Joint histogram examples:
a Case of equality b Case of high similarity of signals x andy .
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The conditional probabilities p(xilv) and p(YJ!x,) allow to express the certainty by
which the occurrence of a value Xi can be expected, if a related value Yj is already
known: p(xilv) is the 'probability ofx, given Y/ , P(YJt,) the opposite cascoThe rela
tionships between the joint probability and the condit ional probabi lities are:

p(x, IY,)
p(x i,Y)

p( Yj )

( I )- p( y" x,)
p YJ x, - .

pi x,)
(3.26)

The conditional probabilities are determined by normalizing the joint probability
with the probability of the value which is setting the condition. If both signals are
equal, p(x,lvj)"'p(YJt;)=I for xr Yj, and all other values are O. This expresses an
abso lute certainty, no deviation between the values can be expected. For statisti
cally-independent signals, from (3.24) and (3.26) P(Xilr) =P(X,) and P0J~,)=P(y) . A
conditional probability mass function p(xilv) expresses that a discrete amplitude
signal Xi is conditioned by a continuous amplitude signal y. Ifx is continuous and Yj
a discrete-value signal, the relat ionship is defined by a conditional PDF p(xlvj)'

These concepts can likewise be extended to join! statist ics of more than two sig
nals or more than two samples from one signal. If e.g. K values from a continuous
amplitude signal are combined into a vector x = [XI,x2, ." ,xK)T, the jo int probabil
ity densi ty becomes also K-dimensiona l and is denoted as vector PDF

(3.27)

where specifica lly for the case of statistical independency of the vector elements

(3.28)

(3.29)

The conditional PDF of a sample x , provided that a vector x is given, is defined as

( I ) p(x ;x pxw ··,xx )
p x x = ,

Px( x )

which is a one-d imensiona l PDF over variab le xl , For jo int analysis, also the defi
nition of the expected value must be extended to functions over several variables
which are taken from distant positions in the signal, such that2

E{I [x( n),x( n + k ),...]} = l im ~L f [x(n).x(n + k )....J .
N~- N •

(3.30)

1 Similarly, it is possible to define a probability p(x)jx). The joint prohability between the
discrete Xj and the continuous vector x is a K+\ dimensional function p(Xj;XIo" 'x,;) =
px( x)p(xAx) -o(x-Xj )' which behaves like a vector PDF px(x) over the K dimensions of the
vector, and like a sampled function over the dimension ofXi'

2 For the example of 2D images, the distance vector k parametrizes the joint relationship
between samples x(m,n) and their respective neighbors x(m+k,n+l) whieh are at a distance
of k=[k,l)Tsampling positions.
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For sample-related statistics, relationships were established between the probabil
ity function and expected values (see (3.5)-(3 .9), or (3.15)-(3.19) for the discrete
probability case) . The joint function P(xll'xh;k) shall express the probability of a
constellation where one sample has a value XlI' while another sample at a distance
k, has a value xJ2' Linear statistical dependencies between the two samples are
expressed by the autocorrelation function (ACF) :

J J

rx."Ck) = L :~:>jl ,xj 2 ' Pk(Xj pxj 2)=E{x(D) 'X(D+k)}
j l=l j2=1

= lim~ LX(D) ' X(D + k) "" rxx(k) =~LX(D) ' X(D + k).
N....~ N n N n

(3.31)

(3.32)

(3.31) is the quadratic mean value (3.16) when k=O, which is the maximum value
of rxx(k) over all k. The autocovariance function results by separating the mean
value (3.15) :

r' xx(k) =E ([XeD) - liJ · [X(D + k) - lix]} =rxx(k)- Ii/

"" r' xx(k) =~~]X(D) - Ii..] ' [XeD + k) - Ii..]·
N n

For k=O, (3.32) gives the variance (3.17), which again is the maximum value of the
function' . When ACF and autocovariance are normalized by their respective
maxima, the autocorrelation and autocovariance coefficients have value ranges
between - 1 and +1:

P (k) = rxx(k) = rxx(k)
xx rxx(O) L,

P
' (k) = r' xx(k) = r' xx(k) .
xx r 'xx (0) CY/

(3.33)

(3.34)

While the autocorrelation and autocovariance functions analyze the self-similarity
within a signal, a similarity between distinct signals XeD) und y(D+k) is analyzed
by the cross correlation function (CCF) and the cross covariance function:

I r (k)
r (k)=E {x(D)' y(n+k)}= lim- Lx(n) .y(n+k); pxy(k) = JLhXY ,
xy N ....~ N L L

n x y

r' (k)
r'xy(k) =E([x(n)- lixl{y(n +k) - li y ]}= rxy(k)- lixliy ; p'xy(k)=-XY- . (3.35)

CYxCYy

The correlation functions and covariance functions analyze linear statistical de
pendencies between two signals or two sampling positions within one signal. If
two signals are uncorrelated, rxy(k)=/lxJ.ly and r'xy(k)=O over all k. Unless periodic
components are present in a signal, the following conditions hold for the ACF and
covariance if Ikl grows large-:

1 For a proof, see Problem 3.la.

2 It is sufficient when one of the values in the vector k converges towards 00.
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(3.36)

It should be observed that uncorrelated signals or signal samples are not necessar
ily statistically independent. In particular, nonlinear dependencies can not be ana
lyzed by the correlation functions .

(3.37)over all I .

Another important statistical property is stationarity (see footnote on p. 52). A
signal is called wide sense stationary, when the mean value and the autocorrelation
function are shift invariant (independent from the position of measurement) :

I1x=E{x(n)}~E{x(D+I)}
I

rxx(k) = E {X(D) ' X(D +k)}';"E {XeD + I) ·X(D+ I+k)}

A test whether a signal has the property of wide-sense stationarity can be per
formed by the structure function

(3.38)
For Ikl~oo, the last term in the numerator converges towards 211/, such that DxCk)
will approach a value of 2 when the signal is wide-sense stationary. Such a signal
may analytically be described by a statistical model with ideal stationarity assump
tion.
The Gaussian PDF can also be extended to express the joint statistics of two signal
values, including their correlation properties. For a certain shift k between the
signal value positions,

(3.39)

Fig. 3.5a shows the shape of the 2D Gaussian PDF for the case of statistically
independent values of identical variances a;/=a/. In this case, the exponent in the
2D Gaussian function (3.39) is a circle equation, such that values of equal prob
ability will be circles around the position 1l=1:.ux ,l~l ; the width of the circles is
determined by the variance" . Fig. 3.5b/c illustrates the influence of variances and
co-variances. For uncorrelated signals of variances a;}t:.a/, the circles are de
formed into ellipsoids with principal axes in parallel to the coordinate axes x and y.

1 The standard deviation o"x describes the turning point of the Gaussian hull.
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It can further be shown I that covariances r'xy(k)=r'yx(-k);tO effect an ellipsoid de
formation, where the orientations of the principal axes will change into the orienta
tion of the eigenvectors of R'xy, while the lengths of the principal axes are the
square roots of the related eigenvalues. For example, when 0'/=0'/, the principal
axes will have 45° orientations relative to the coordinate axes x and y; for high
correlation, they degenerate into very narrow functions (Fig. 3.5c).

p(x,y)

a) u, x

y (J.:FO; ~=0; Y
~
I I I

I I I

I I I

'~~ ~ - - - r
/ " I \ '~ U

JI.., ----\H-D-----'
V

b) IJ. x c) IJ. x

Fig. 3.5. Joint 2D Gaussian PDF p(x,y) a for case ofstatistically independent signals
b modification of the shape by different variances
c modification ofthe shape by different co-variances

The joint Gaussian PDF can be extended into the Vector Gaussian PDF relating to
vectors x constructed from K adjacent samples ofa stationary signal,

(3.40)

The mean vector ~ is /lx·t. The autocovariance matrix R'xx describes the covari
ances between the respective samples within the vector and possesses the follow
ing Toeplitz matrix structure-:

I For a proof, refer to (9.33)-(9 .38).

2 Due to stationarity, the variances and covariances at all sample positions must be equal,
e.g. E{x(O)x(I)}=E{x(I)x(2)}=.. ., which leads to the Toeplitz structure. The Vector Gaus
sian PDF is not limited to this case, see e.g. (9.1)-(9.2) .
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R' =xx

r'xx(l)

r'xx(O) r'xx(l)

r'xx(l) r'xx(O)

r; '(K -1)

1

p'xx(l)

r'xxCl)

r'xxCl)

r' xx(O)

p'xx(K -I)
(3.41 )

An interpretation of a vector value in the signal space fRK is given in Fig. 3.6 for
the case of K=3 . The signal space has orthogonal coordinate axes, such that the
amplitude values of the vector x=[ x(O) x(1) x(2) ]T are linearly combined using
three unity vectors e,=[l 0 O]T, e2=[O I O]T and e3=[O 0 If.The mean is expressed
as expected vector value Il=E{x} . The autocovariance matrix is the expected outer
product of the zero-mean vector values, R'xx=E{[x-Il][X-Il]T}.

x=[ x(O) x( 1)x(2) ]T
=x(O)e,+x(1)e,+x(2)e ,

___ ...... , ~ - - - - - - - I

, ,
x(2) c: - - - 't- - - - ., ,, ,

, I

I I -:YX2 I

I I

- - - r - - --.-J
x(l) ' / / / /

x(O) x,

Fig. 3.6. Interpretation ofx in the vectorspace fR!C, exampleof K=3.

Statistical dependencies between the elements of the vector are linear, if concen
trations of the elements of a vector data set are found within a cloud around a line
in the signal space. If the vector is composed of values (random variables) from
the same signal, this line will be the axis spanned by an angle of 45° between the
axes of the vector space (see Fig. 3.7a). An example of nonlinear statistical de
pendencies within vectors x, where the cloud deviates from the line, is shown in
Fig.3.7b.

In advance to statistical analysis, it can be useful to perform an operation which
combines signal samples, e.g. to reduce the influence of noise superimposed to the
signal. One common way to achieve this is convolution. This is a linear operation
which performs a weighted summation of samples within a window of size II,
positioned around the sample to be analyzed. If performed at all coordinate posi-
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tions n, the result is an output signal yen), which can then be subject to statistical
analysis]:

y(n)=x(n) *h(n)= L x(n-k) ·h(k) .
w{n}

(3.42)

The convolution can be used to compute a local mean-value ('moving average')
over a finite set of samples, or to perform frequency-selective analysis (see section
4.1) . It is interesting to notify the duality with the operation of correlation (3.31):
The computation of the convolution product differs from the correlation product
by one inversion of sign-,

a) b)

~...,

Fig.3.7. Statistical dependencies within a vector data set plotted over locations in!R!':
a linear dependency (correlation) indicated by a cloud of values in the vicinity of a line
b nonlinear dependency

The general definition of the joint expected value (3.30) is based on a functionj'[ -]
which combines samples from a one- or multidimensional signal x(n). So far, we
have only considered functions combining two values at most (ACF, covariance).
An extension to higher-order functions gives the generalized definition of the mo
ment of order P (based onjoint statistics):

(3.43)

The related central moment is defined as

m' ~)(kl'" ..,kp_l) = E {( x(n) - fix) ' (x(n + k.) - fix) .... ·(x(n +k p_ t ) - fixn. (3.44)

The definition of the plh order moment is parametrized over P-l shift vectors kp '

! To retain the mean value of x(n), the summation over values hen) should be unity. In
principle, hen) must not be of finite extension; e.g. Gaussian functions can be applied for
such purposes.

2 Correlation functions can indeed be expressed by a convolution operation,

rxx(k) = x( -k) * x(k ) and rx/k) = x( -k) *y (k ) = y(k) * x(-k) = ryx(-k) .
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The first and second order moments are the mean value and the autocorrelation
function, respectively. Moments of orders P>2 are useful to describe or analyze
nonlinear behavior of signals and systems. Likewise, the availability of all higher
order joint moments will allow reconstructing the related joint PDF (cf. footnote
on p. 50). The Gaussian normal distribution (3.21) and its vector extension (3.40)
also play an important role in this context, as they are fully described by first and
second order moments. For Gaussian models, all moments related to orders higher
than 2 can recursively be determined from the moments of first two orders . As an
example, the 3rd order moment in the case of a Gaussian process is (where mG(I)

and mG(2) express mean and ACF of the process) [N1K1AS, M ENDEL 1993]

m (3) (k k) =m (I) [m(2)(k )+m(2)(k )+m(2)(k - k )] - 2 .[m (1)J3
G 1' 2 G G IG 2 G 1 2 G

This enables a simple test whether a signal has Gaussian property, which is per
formed by the cumulants. To determine the cumulant of order P from the p

th order
moment, the first and second order moments as measured from a signal are used
to estimate the higher-order moments rnG(P ) of a Gaussian signal. This estimate is

subtracted from the actually measured higher order moment'. It is then obvious
that all cumulants oforder >2 must be zero if the signal is indeed Gaussian:

(3.46)

The computation of cumulants requires the same number of shifted samples as for
the moments. In many cases however, it is fully sufficient to analyze the central
values which are the zero-shift cases (kp=O) both for moments and cumulants. The
central values of the first and second-order cumulants are identical with the zero
shift moments, mean and variance, respectively. The central value of the third
order cumulant is the skewness

c~)(O,O) = E{ x3(n) }-3m~l)m~)(O)+2[m ~1)J

= E{ (x(n)-,uS }= m '~)(O,O),

and the central value of the 4th order cumulant is the kurtosis

(3.47)

1 The ad hoc definition of cumulants as given here is only valid for low orders as P=3 and
P=4, however it is less usual to apply orders P >4 in multimedia signal analysis anyway.
The mathematically correct definition ofmoments and cumulants is formulated by using the
characteristic function which is the Fourier transform of the PDF [PAPOULIS 1984]. The zero
position of the p

th derivative of the characterist ic function is the central value of the pth

order moment as defined in (3.8). If the natural logarithm of the characterist ic function is
derived P times, the central value of the ph order cumulant results likewise. For the gener
alized versions of moments (3.43) and cumulants (3.46), characteristic functions would
have to be determined from ph order joint PDFs, which turns out to be a problem of ex
treme complexity.
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<4)(0,0,0) = E{X(n)4}-3[m~)(O)J-4m ~)m~)(0,0)

+6[m~J m~)(0)-6[ m ~IJ = E{(x(n)- .uxt}-30"x4
•
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(3.48)

Both skewness and kurtosis are uniquely zero for the case of a Gaussian PDF.

3.3 Spectral Properties

As it is expected that the reader is familiar with continuous and discrete-time Fou
rier analysis, only extensions into multiple dimensions are developed here for the
example of 2D (image) signals. A generalization for higher number of dimensions
is straightforward. For signals having infinite support, the 2D Fourier transform
was defined in (2.2) for the continuous and in (2.48) for the discrete (sampled)
case. These transform relationships apply likewise to continuous-amplitude and
discrete-amplitude signals. If an infinite, continuous signal is periodic, spectral
properties can be analyzed over periods of length A; in the respective dimensions.
The related Fourier series analysis for the two-dimensional case is defined by!

(3.49)

The spectrum resulting from Fourier series analysis consists of discrete spectral
lines, but extends to infinity. Non-zero spectral lines Cu,v can be found equidistantly
spaced at integer multiples u -w, in horizontal and v -w2 in vertical direction.

The application to sampled signals of limited spatio-temporal extension allows to
practically perform a Fourier analysis on a computer, signal or media processor .
This is the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), which leads to a discrete (line)
spectrum as in the case of Fourier series analysis (3.49), but is also periodic by the
sampling frequency as in the case of Fourier transform for sampled signals (2.48)2:

M-I N-I
X(u ,v) = L Lx(m,n) .WM -

mu ·WN -
nv

m=O n=O

.21< .21<
J- J-

with WM =e M and WN =e N . (3.50)

! In principle, it is irrelevant whether the analysis is performed over one period of a peri
odic signal, or over a finite signal of the same length; periodicity by A; will always implic
itly be assumed due to the property ofthe basis functions

2 The complex numbers Wi are introduced for a more convenient notation, and can be
interpreted as angular step sizes on the unit circle in the complex plane, which can be
mapped into distances between the spectral samples.
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The discrete frequencies u in horizontal and v in vertical direction have the follow
ing relationship with the normalized frequencies describing the periodic spectrum
of the sampled signal) :

21Cn =u·
I M (3.51)

The spectral resolution increases by increased horizontal/vertical lengths of the
analysis window, M and N. Table 3.1 shows the basic differences in properties for
the four methods of Fourier analysis . The implicit coupling of properties dis
cretee-speriodic and continuouse-saperiodic in spectral and signal domains is obvi
ous.

Table 3.1. Methods of Fourier analysis and associated properties of the signal and the
spectrum

Spectral domain Signal domain

Fourier transform integral continuous aperiodic
(2.2) aperiodic continuous

Fourier series analysis discrete periodic
(3.49) aperiodic continuous

Fourier transform sum continuous aperiodic
(2.48) periodic discrete

Discrete Fourier transform discrete periodic
(3.50) periodic discrete

The limitation of the DFT analysis over a window of finite extension leads to the
effect that both the spectrum and the signal must be regarded as being periodic
(see Problem 3.4). In a two-dimensional signal, periodic copies exist both in hori
zontal and vertical directions. If an amplitude difference between opposite bounda
ries of the analysis window is high, high-frequency components will be analyzed
which are not present in the non-periodic signal. Two-dimensional DFT spectra
are often visualized as image matrices of size MN2.

) It should be observed that any of the sampled complex exponential functions in case of
the DFT has a period which is a fraction of the analysis window size over both dimensions
(periods of M12, M13, MI4,... etc.), Whenever a sinusoid is analyzed which was not sam
pled such that the sampling distance is an exact integer fraction of the signal period, the
DFT spectrum will never become an exact line spectrum; it will rather exhibit a certain
spread of spectral energy over spectral lines in the vicinity ofthe actual signal frequency .

2 It is possible to display the real and imaginary parts of the transform coefficients sepa
rately, or to display magnitude and phase. Usually, logarithmic magnitudes
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The number of values in the real and imaginary DFT spectral matrices is doubled
when compared to the number of samples in the original image matrix. Neverthe
less, the number of linearly independent spectral values is still MoN, when the
signal is real-valued. Then, the condition X[j(-n)] = X *[jn] holds, which like-

wise applies to the coefficients resulting from the DFT (see Problem 3.4). Due to
eikJl"=±1, spectral positions will have real-valued DFT coefficients, where (u,v)
indices exactly map into values QiE [O,Jij according to (3.51).

The DFT is an orthogonal transform (cf. sec. 4.3.1). Regarding the complex
exponential function, the following condition applies:

N- l _ '~21r ·'!!.21f N- l . {N for k= i
'" J N J N _ '" W - nk W m _LJe ·e - LJ . -
n=O n=O N N 0 for k;e i.

The extension for the 2-dimensional case is

M -I N-l . . {MN for k = i
'" '" W -mkW »'w m,w nJ -
LJLJ M N M N - f k '
m=O n=O 0 or ;e I or

and 1= j

l;e j,

(3.52)

(3.53)

where the definition of the Wi is the same as in (3.50). By substituting (3.50) into
(3.54) and using the orthogonality condition (3.52), it is possible to show that the
2D DFT is invertible (inverse DFT, IDFT) :

1 M-I N-l .

x(m ,n) =-L: L:X(u, v) ·WM
um·WN

vn

MN u=o v=o

DFT
~ .

x(m,n) X(u, v).
~

IDFT

(3.54)

Most properties of the continuous Fourier transform (e.g. linearity, separability ,
see Table 2.1) apply likewise to the 2D DFT. The shifting condition

DFT

~ k •
x(m-k,n-l) W

M
-
u WN-vIX(U,v)

~
JDFT

and the modulation

DFT

W miiW nv ( ) ~ X·( - -)M N X m,n u-u, v-v
~

IDFT

(3.55)

(3.56)

can now be expressed by discrete coordinates. The conjugate-complex symmetry
for the case of real-valued signals is modified due to the periodic continuation of
the spectrum,

x(m,n)=log(!X(m-M I2,n-NI2)I+l) should be shown, which emphasizes spectral

components of low energy. The frequency (0,0) then appears at the center position of the
image, which is denoted as the optical Fourier transform.
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DFT
-7 ' ,

x(-m,-n) =x(M -m,N -n) X*(u, v) = X(M -u,N -v).
f-

IDFT

(3.57)

In the case of rectangular sampling, the DFT is separable, i.e. the 2D transform can
be computed sequentially along the two dimensions (likewise for higher number of
dimensions). By writing

M-I [ N-l "2 .v] "2 mu
X(u, v) =~ ~x(m,n) .e-l "li e-

J
"M,

and defining

N-l _j2Jr nv

G(m,v) = Lx(m,n) . e N

n=O
we get

, M-l - j2""!!!.
X(u,v)=LG(m,v) .e M

m=O

(3.58)

(3.59)

(3.60)

Here, a one-dimensional DFT of length N is first computed along all columns of
the image matrix, and subsequently a row-wise DFT of length M is applied on the
intermediate result G(m,v) . This can also be processed by inverse sequence, as the
transform is linear and separable.

Conjugate-complex multiplication of two DFT spectra having same sizes MxN
results in

• • • M-l N-l M-lN- l
Sx/u,v) = X*(u, v) ·Y(u,v) = L Lx(m,n) ,WMumWNvn 'L Ly(k,I),WM-ukWN-vl

m=On=O k=O 1=0

M-1 N-IM-I N-l
= LLLLx(m,n) .y(k,I)·WM-u(k-m) ·wN- v(/-n).

m=On=O k=O 1=0

By substituting lC=k-m, l'=l-n, and assuming periodic extension of the signal

M-l N- l M-l N- l
Sxy(u,v) = L L L Lx(m,n) . y(m+k',n +1') ·Jt:\f -« ,WN -vi' ,

m=O.=0 k'=O /'=0

this can be re-written as

(3.61)

(3.62)

, M-I N-l[ 1 M-I N-I ]

Sxy(u,v) =M ·N~~.~~~x(m,n). y(m+k',n+l') ,.WM -
Uk

' .WN -
v
/, . (3 .63)

=r,,(k'.I')

(3.63) is equivalent to the Fourier transform of the cross correlation estimate
(3.34), however assuming a periodic extension of the signals. This means that the
circular cross correlation (for all shifts k) can be computed by application of the
DFT on the two images, complex-conjugate multiplication of spectra, and IDFT of
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the result. If another than periodic extension of the signal is desirable, it is neces
sary to extend the signal up to a size of(2M-I)(2N-I).

As a special case of (3.63), the Fourier transform of the circular autocorrelation
function estimate is the multiplication of the spectrum and its conjugate:

Sxx(u,v) = X*(u, v) · X(u, v)

M-1 N-l[ 1 M-1N-l ]
=M ' N~ ~,~~~x(m+k,n+l).x(m,n) .'WM -urn .WN -

V

" (3.64)

DFT

---t

f
IDFT

DFT

---t

f
IDFT

I "
--S",,(u,v)
M ·N

_1_S"' ( ) . S", ( ) ={Sxx(U,V) fir (u,v):;t(O,O)
xx u,v, xx u, v

M .N 0 fir (u, v) = (0,0).

(3.65)

Using (3.63), this can be generalized into a Fourier transform pair between the
cross correlation function and the cross power spectrum,

DFT

~

(
IDFT

I" 1 " "
--Sx/u,v) =--X *(u ,v) ·Y(u, v) .
M ·N M ·N

(3.66)

If spectra are computed from a finite set of signals, an estimate of spectral proper
ties for a certain signal class can be made . From the expected value over an asymp
totically infinite set of spectra, the DFTpower spectrum and cross power spectrum
are statistically defined as expected values from spectrum instances i

_. I ~ " (i) . _. I ~ " (i )
Sxx(u,v) - hm- L.,Sxx(u, v) , Sxy(u,v) - hm- L.,Sx/u, v).

1-4~ I ;=1 1-4~ I ;=1
(3.67)

DFT -based power spectra are always related to finite signal extensions, and can
only be interpreted as Fourier transforms of finite or circular correlation functions.
If signals are assumed to be infinitely extended, the correlation functions become
infinite as well, and power spectra are continuous. The Wiener-Khintchine theorem
establishes the Fourier transform relation between the autocorrelation function and
the power spectrum, which is formally computed by the Fourier transform sum
(2.48):

(3.68)
.1

rXy(k) = ryx(-k) H SxyU!!)=S*yxU!!).

The autocorrelation function of real-valued one- and multidimensional signals has
an even symmetry rxx(k)=rxi-k) (see footnote on p. 61) . This implies that the
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power spectrum Sxx(il) is real and positive-valued. In contrary, cross power spectra
Sxy(jil)=S*yx(jil) are complex-valued.
The following relationships hold between the estimates for central values of first
and second order moments (3.15)-(3.17) and the DFT power spectrum:

iLx2=_1_8xx(0,0) ; i ,=-1- I I 8 xx (u,v) ; o-x2=-l-[II 8xx (u,V)]
M .N M .N u=o v=o M .N u=o v=o

(U,v)*(O ,O)

(3.69)
The relationship between the quadratic mean value and the sum over the power
spectrum coefficients is expressed by Parseva!'s theorem, which can also consis
tently be defined for the case of continuous power spectra,

1 It It

i, =rxx(O) =--1< r··fSxx(Q)dQ. (3 .70)
(2Jr) -n _It

By defining a power spectrum for the zero-mean counterpart of a signal, it is fur
ther possible to establish the relationships for mean value and variance,

.7 1 It It

r'xx(k) H S'xx(Q) => (7/ = r'xx(O) =--1< l: fS'xx(Q)dQ
(2Jr) - It -It (3 .71)

Sxx(Q) = S 'xx(Q)+ ,ux2 .(2Jrt S(Q) .

Finally, also the Fourier transform of higher-order moments can be defined, which
are higher order spectra, also an important tool for analysis of nonlinear signal
behavior. The spectrum of order P results from the p lb order moment as follows I :

SIP) (Q1'" ' .,Qp-l ) =!7{m (P) [k., .; ,kp _1) }xx x
(3.72)

3.4 Statistical Modeling and Tests

To optimize multimedia signal compression and identification algorithms, analysis
of statistical properties based on moments or probability distributions is often
applied. In fact, both aspects are not completely independent of each other, as it is

I For a signal of TC dimensions, the dimensionality of the Fourier transform computation
will be (P-I) ·TC
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possible to reconstruct the PDF if the entire (infinite) series of moments is known
and all moments are finite (moment theorem) .

Design
parameters

Fig. 3.8. Optimization procedure ofan algorithm for multimedia signal processing

It can also be useful to define a model for the PDF or probability distribution di
rectly, based on measurements of occurrences from signal amplitudes. For this
purpose, typically a training set of samples is used which should be statistically
representative of the data that shall later be processed by the algorithm. A typical
process of algorithmic optimization is shown in Fig. 3.8. In many cases, such op
timization procedures will iteratively loop until the desired result is achieved.

20

15

10

5

Fig.3.9. Kolmogorov-Smimov test, parametrized over r of a generalized Gaussian model
source

The algoritlunic optimization could be run directly on the training set, which is
actually done in some cases, e.g. for optimization of quantizers. It is however ad
vantageous if a statistical model can be used which is described by a small number
of parameters. In such an optimization, a typical goal is minimization of a cost
parameter (e.g. distortion), which can be achieved by computing the derivative of
an analytic function. In particular, Gaussian probability models will frequently be
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used for such purposes in the subsequent chapters. The Gaussian PDF is fully
described by mean and autocovariance, which can be adapted by measurements
from the training set.

For non-Gaussian signals, higher-order moments may be needed to express the
statistical behavior, such that simple modeling by mean and autocovariance may
not be sufficient. The purpose of statistical tests is a direct proof on how good the
distribution characteristics of a signal can be modeled by an analytic distribution

model. Assume that an estimate of a probability distribution Pej) has been

measured by amplitude occurrences of a signal, and its similarity with a given
model distribution PM(j) shall be tested. Both distributions shall relate to the same
set of amplitude levels {Xj; J= 1,... ,J} of a quantized signal; if the actual model is
continuous, sufficiently accurate discrete probability values can be determined by
(3.10). The Chi-Square test computes the quadratic deviation over all levels, nor
malized by the model probability of the respective level:

~ [PeJ)-PM(J)J
t 2 =JL.
x j=l PM(J)

(3.73)

The best fit is given where (3.73) is minimum. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is
not based on probability functions, but on the maximum deviation in the cumula
tive probability (3.14) according to the formula

tKS =.JJ argmax IPex::;; xj)-PM(x::;; xj)l·
}=I •...•J

(3.74)

Again the best model fit is given for a minimum value tKS ' An example how such
tests can be used to adapt a parametric PDF model is given in Fig. 3.9. The model
distribution is a generalized Gaussian PDF (3.20), where mean and variance are
directly adapted by the measurements from a set of signals (transform coeffi
cients), but the parameter r must be adapted by fitting the measured distribution
with the model. In this example, the test indicates a best fit for r=0.5 .

Markov chain models. In some cases, it is not necessary to model a large range of
amplitude random variables, but rather the state change behavior of signals. This
applies to modeling of binary signals b(n) E {O, I} (e.g. bit streams, two-tone im
ages), or to modeling of features on a more abstract level, e.g. segment transitions
in space or time, where a segment relates to a semantic unit (spoken word, video
scene, region in an image). A simple model to define states of binary signals with
memory is the 2-state Markov chain shown in Fig. 3.10a l . As the signal ben) has
only two levels, SI='O' and S2='l' establish the two states of the model, which is
fully defined by two transition probabilities P(Oll) ('0' follows a 'I'), and P(lIO)

I The problem will be discussed here mainly for binary sequences ben), but it can formaIIy
be extended to any sequences of events E(n) E {Sj; j=I, .. .,J}. Extensions to multi-level
signals x(n) are also made by Markov Random Fields (cf sec. 7.2.1).
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('I' follows a '0'). The remaining probabilities P(OIO) and P(III), which signify
sequences of two equal values, result as

P(O 10) =I -P(IIO) ; P(lII) =I-P(O 11). (3.75)

The model shall fulfill two conditions:
The probability to be in a state is only dependent on the transition probabili
ties leading into this state, coupled with the respective probability of the state
from which the transition is made;
The model shall be stationary, which means that the probability of states shall
be invariant against the time or location of observation.

a)

P(lIO)

P(OII)
b)

Fig. 3.10. Binarysequences modeled by Markov chainof a two states b fourstates

This can be formulated as follows for the two-state model, based On a state transi
tion matrix P :

[
P(O)] = [P(O 10) P(O 11)]. [P(O)] .
P(I) P(IIO) P(III) P(I)

, P ,

The global probabilities of states 'I' and '0' then must result as

(3.76)

P(l) = P(lIO) = 1-P(O) . P(O) = P(O 11) 1-P(I) (3.77)
P(OII)+P(IIO) , P(OII)+P(lIO)

The probability of '0'- or '1'-sequences of length I can be determined by the fact
that the model rests in state '0' for I-I cycles, and then changes to state 'I "

Po(l)=P(lIO) .[I-P(lIO)t ; ~(l)=P(OII) .[I -P(Oll)tl. (3.78)

These probabilities decay exponentially by increasing length I.
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The subsequent binary samples will be statistically independent for the case where
P(OII)=P(O) and P(lIO)=P(l). Markov chains with more than two states can be
defined accordingly, where again only the transition probabilities between all of
these states will define the model. This general formulation of the Markov chain
transitions for a model ofJ states can be written as an extension of (3.76)

[

P(SI) [P(SI lSI) P(SIIS2) .. . P(SI.'SJ) [P(SI)
P(S2) P(S21 SI) P(S21 S2) : P(S2)

. = . . ' ... . . .. . .
P(SJ) P(SJ lSI) P(SJ ISJ) P(SJ)

(3.79)

In Markov chains, the probability of transition into a state only depends on one
previous state, no dependencies with pre-previous states shall exist, such that for
the binary 2-state model

P(b(n) = ,Blb(n-l),b(n-2),b(n-3), ...) =P(b(n) = ,Blb(n-l)) ; ,Be {O,l} (3.80)

Now, if a binary sequence b(n) shall be defined where the state of each sample
shall indeed depend on two predecessors, the transition probabilities must be ex
pressed as P[b(n)=,B I b(n-l),b(n-2)] . This can not be realized by the 2-state
model, as it is in contradiction with (3.80). Hence, it is necessary to define a
Markov chain of four states, relating to the four configurations of [b(n-l) ,b(n-2)].
As however the group [b(n),b(n-l)] will be mapped for the follow-up state into
[b(n-l),b(n-2)], certain transitions must be prohibited, which can be interpreted
such that the respective transition probability will be zero. The related state dia
gram is shown in Fig. 3.lOb. This model straightforwardly extends to the case
where a sample b(o) is conditioned by a K-dimensional vector b of previous val
ues, which can be established from a one- or multi-dimensional neighborhood
context .#(0) of K members, not including the current position n. The model will
then be based 00 2K different states, and is fully described by 2K

+
1 state transitions

p(b(o)=,Blb) ; b={[b(i)]lie.#(o);it:o} ; ,Be{O,I}.

However, only 2K state transitions are freely selectable, as clearly

P (b(0) = 0 Ib) = I - P (b(0) = 0 Ib) .

(3.81)

(3.82)

The follow-up state can also be constrained by zero-probability transitions, as in
the example above.

Even though in the cases discussed so far the number of states is finite, the com
plete sequences b(n) or b(o) can be regarded as infinite. If a Markov chain model
allows to transit with a non-zero probability from any state to any other state
within a finite number of steps, it is said to be irreducible . This would not be the
case for chains where one or several states S; exist with all outgoing transition
probabilities P(.sjIS;)=O, but any P(S;I.sj»O. In such a case, S; will be a terminating
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state which is once reached and can never again be left. Such models can be useful
in cases where finite sequences of states shall be modeled (cf. sec. 9.4.6).

3.5 Statistical Foundations of Information Theory

Statistical considerations on certainty and uncertainty establish the most important
foundations of information theory. In general, information is intended to reduce
the uncertainty about an event, a letter, the state of a signal etc. Assume a discrete
set S of possible events, which are characterized by J different states j . Each state
shall have a given probability PU). The goal is to define a measure for the informa
tion iU) which is related to the knowledge that the event is in state j . Consequently,
the mean of information over all states will be H(S)='L PU)iU) . Availability of
complete information means that any uncertainty is removed about the state of the
event. The function H( S) must however still be consistent, if the amount of cer
tainty is varied, e.g. if it stays uncertain whether the state is j= I or j=2, while it is
already certain that the state will not be j=3 ..J . This implies that the function must
be defined such that it is separable into the information contained in states 1,2 and
the remaining states. Assuming that iU) is somehow related to the probabilities of
the states, the following condition must be observed :

H(S) = H {P(1),P(2),P(3),...,P(J)}
! (3.83)
=H{P(l) +P(2) ,P(3), ...,P(J )}+(P(l) +P(2)). H {P(l),P(2)}

If (3.83) is valid, an arbitrary separation of the information into certainty and un
certainty about any of the states of the event is possible. It can be shown that the
only function fulfilling (3.83) is the self information of a discrete event of state j,
defined as!

i(j) = log, P;j) = -logz P(j) . (3.84)

The mean value of the self information over all possible events is denoted as the
entropy

! In (3.84), any base of the logarithm can be selected, but the base relates to the unit of
information, which is 'bit' in the case of base 2. A probability P(j)=O will lead to an infinite
self information; in the subsequent definitions of entropy this is not a problem, as

lim(X .IOg,,!,,)=O .
X--loO x
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J

H(S) = - LP(j) -Iog, P(j) .
j=1

(3.85)

If two distinct events defined over sets jj and Ji occur, their joint information and
joint entropy can be defined from the joint probability

(3.86)

The concept of conditional probability allows to introduce the conditional infor
mation of an event state jz , provided that the state i, of the other event is already
known: This allows defining a criterion for the predictability of state j2 from j 1,
and considering statistical dependencies in the information theoretic concepts:

(3.87)

For statistically independent events, due to (3.24) and (3.26) PChVI)=PCh), which
makes the conditional information identical to the self information i(h) . The dif
ference between the self information and the conditional information is the mutual
inf ormation. It signifies the amount of information in event jz, which was already
provided by i; Likewise, this can be interpreted as the amount of information
which could possibly be saved (e.g. needs not to be transmitted) when the knowl
edge about statistical dependency is exploited:

i(j2 ;jl)=i(j2)-i(j2Ijl)' (3.88)

Combining (3.84) and (3.87) into (3.88), further considering (3.26) gives

i( . .. ) = 10 p(j2I jl) = 10 P(jl'jJ = 10 P(jl V2) = i( ' .. ) (3.89)
h,JI g2 P(j2) g2 P(jI) ,P(j2) g, P(jl) Jl'h·

This shows the symmetry property of mutual information. If two events are statis
tically independent, the mutual information becomes zero. This is a very strict
condition for statistical independency, which even allows to test for presence or
absence of nonlinear dependencies, being a much more rigid criterion than the
cross correlation.
The mean value of conditional information over all i, and j 2 is the conditional
entropy, considering all statistical dependencies between i, and j2 that can be ex
ploited:
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J J

H (J; IJ;) =-L L P(jl) .p(j2Ijl) -Iog, p(j2Ijl)
j J=i j, =i

J J (3.90)
= - L LP(jl'j2) -Iog, p(j2Ijl)'

j ,=lj,=l

The mean ofmutual information can be expressed from (3.88) and (3.89) as fol
lowsl :

(3.91)

The general relationships between entropy, conditional entropy and mutual infor
mation are shown in Fig. 3.1 la by a diagram of information flow. In principle, the
whole schema is invertible, i.e. the event states i . and jz can change their roles,
while the mutual information will not change. In addition, Fig. 3.1 lb shows an
interpretation from the background of set theory, where the circles indicate the
information over event sets jj and J;. If an intersection appears, a part of the in
formation is shared, such that at least some statistical dependency between the
events is in effect.

a)

b) 8
Fig. 3.11. Graphical interpretation of information-theoretic statistical parameters in terms
of information flow (a) and in terms of set theory (b)

In a more abstract way, entropy, conditional entropy and mutual information can
be used to express the problem of encoding information by a discrete alphabet .
Typical examples of discrete alphabets are sets of alphanumeric letters, or sets of

! (3.91) also is often denoted as mutual information
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reconstruction values in case of signal quantization. Let a source alphabet fl be
defined, which contains all distinct letters that a discrete source could ever pro
duce. Further, a reconstruction alphabet 3J is given. Both alphabets need not nec
essarily be identical (however only if fl is identical with 3J or a subset thereof, it
is possible to perform lossless coding). The mapping of values from fl into values
from 3J is defined by a code e. Then,

I(fl;3J)le =H(fl)-H(fll3J)le

As the mutual information cannot become negative,

(3.92)

(3.93)

where for Httl. 19J)le = 0 it is possible to perform lossless decoding, while for

H (a 19J)le = H (a) nothing is known after decoding, what the state of the source

has been. For any values of Httl. 19J)le between these extrema, lossy decoding will

be performed, such that distortion occurs. Let eD define the set of all codes, which
are capable to perform the mapping from fl onto 3Jby introducing a distortion t».
The best possible code among all eD is obviously one which needs lowest bit rate
for its representation, which is the code providing least mutual information when
the mapping from fl into 3J is performed . The lowest bound for the rate by a
given distortion D will then be

R(D) =minI(a;9J)le .
ee<!o

(3.94)

R(D) is the Rate Distortion Function (RDF), which defines an interrelationship
between rate R and distortion D. In this abstract form, the definition is valid for
arbitrary source alphabets and arbitrary definitions of distortion. From (3.92)
(3.94) and the related reasoning, the following conclusions can be drawn:

Lossless coding of a source, which generates letters from a discrete source
alphabet tl, can be achieved by investing a minimum rate R=H(0).
The minimum achievable rate is zero. Actually, in this case, nothing can be
known at the receiver end about the state of the source. In this case, a maxi
mum distortion D occurs which shall never be superseded at any other rate.
If the source is continuous by amplitude, the number of letters in the source
alphabet fl will grow towards infinity. Hence, it is not possible to achieve
lossless encoding by a finite rate. However if the reconstruction alphabet 3J is
sufficiently large, the distortion may become negligibly small.

Qualitative graphs of rate distortion functions for both cases of continuous
amplitude and discrete-amplitude sources are shown in Fig. 3.12. Typically, the

1 At this point, D shall be introduced in a quite abstract way, more concrete definitions will
be used in sect. 11.2
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rate distortion function is convex and continuously decreasing until the maximum
distortion (for rate zero) is reached.

R(D)

H(f4

+--------==-..---------:~

D/Dm~

Fig. 3.12. Examples of R(D) for sampled continuous (a) and discrete (b) sources

Example: Entropy ofa Markov process. A Markov chain ofJ states is defined by
the transition probability definitions in (3.79). Due to the property that the prob
abilities of next-state transitions are independent of history, the entropy of each
state can first be defined independently by the respective probabilities of the next
state transitions

J

H(S)=-"IP(Sj IS)log2P(S; IS) ; j=I, ...,J.
i=l

(3.95)

The overall entropy of the Markov process can then be computed as the probabil
ity-weighted average over all states,

J

H(S) = "IP(Sj)H(Sj)' (3.96)
j=l

3.6 Problems

Problem 3.1
Show that the following conditions hold for stationary signals:

a) E{ [x(n)±x(n + k)]2 }~° => a x2 ~ Ir'xx (k)1

b) rxx(k) =rxx(-k)

c) r'xy (k) =E{[x(n) - .uxl· ~(n+k) -.uy]}= rxy (k)- .ux.uy

d) ~[E{(x(n)-y)2}]=O => y=E{x(n)}
dy

[

rxJ o) rxx(l) rxx(2)] [ x(n) ]
e) R xx = rxx(l) rxJO) rxx(l) =E{ x .x T

} with x= x(n+l)

rxx(2) rxx(l) rxx(O) x(n+2)
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Problem 3.2
For the generalized Gaussian PDF (3.20),
a) show that y=2 results in the Gaussian normal PDF (3.21).
b) show that y=1 results in the Laplacian PDF (3.22).
c) with f(c)= f(c+ I)/c, which PDF can asymptotically be expected for r~oo?

[use values f(3)=2; f(I)=1 ; f(1.5)=Jff / 2 ; f(O.5)= Jff ].

Problem 3.3
A one-dimensional, stationary zero-mean signal with Gaussian PDF has an autocovariance
function r'xx(k)=o:/-plq.
a) Construct the autocovariance matrix R'xx of size 3x3 .
b) Show that for frO : P3(X)=PG(Xl)PG(X2)PG(X3) . Here, P3(X) is a vector Gaussian PDF

(3.40) for vector random variables x=[ x, X2X3 ]T, and PG(Xi) shall be Gaussian normal
distributions (3.21).

Problem 3.4
a) The Fourier transform of multidimensional sampled signals is defined as

XUfi)=Lx(n) .e-j nTn
; n=[m n ...]T ; fi=[O \ 02 ...)T .

For real signals, spectral values are also real at those frequencies where over all dimen
sions i the condition OFkrJr(k; integer) holds. Determine the numbers and positions of
real spectral values in 2D Discrete Fourier transform, were the block sizes of the trans
form in horizontal and vertical direction are i) M and N both even; ii) M even and N
odd; iii) M odd and N even; iv) M and Nboth odd.

b) For the DFT, show the relationship X*(u, v) = X(M -u, N -v). Sketch the positions

of conjugate complex spectral value pairs for a 2D transform over even lengths M and
N.

Problem 3.5
a) Two events J, and 12 shall be statistically independent, i.e. P(itJ2) = P(h).p(h). Prove

the following relationships : H (jdh) = H(j,); H(j2]h) = H(j2); I(j,;h) = o.
b) The events it and12 shall be identical. Show that H (j,V2) = 0; H(j2Vl) = 0; I(j, ;h) = H(jt)

=H(j2).

Problem 3.6
The joint PDF of two correlated Gaussian signals x and y shall be defined by (3.39), assum
ing k=O.
a) Determine the joint PDF for the cases of uncorrelated signals (r'xy=O) and identical

signals (x=y).
b) Determine the conditional PDF p(Y!x)for the general case first, then specifically for the

case ofuncorrelated signals.



4 Linear Systems and Transforms

In multimedia signal analysis for compression and identification, linear systems
and transforms play an important role. This chapter starts by an introduction into
two- and multi-dimensional linear systems, which are characterized by their im
pulse responses and by transfer functions in the Fourier or z domain. Linear pre
diction and autoregressive modeling are developed from linear filters. Signal
analysis based on sets oforthogonal basis functions is another important concept
for linear multimedia signal analysis. The classical approach are block trans
forms, which is then extended into block-overlapping and subband transforms. In
fact, transforms using filter banks show the synergies and similarities between the
signal analysis concepts by linear filters and linear transforms. The Wavelet
transform applies the view of multi-resolution signal processing which partially
allows releasing the orthogonality constraint imposed on the sets ofanalysis basis
functions.

4.1 Two- and Multi-dimensional Linear Systems

4.1.1 Properties of Two-dimensional Filters

Linear systems realize the convolution operation (3.42). We concentrate here on
specific aspects of two- and multidimensional linear systems for image and video
processing. The convolution performs a linear superposition of a sample with its
neighbors. In principle, the neighborhood could be infinite, but finite neighbor
hoods are regarded first, which must then be defined over multiple dimensions. In
image processing, symmetric neighborhoods and linear functions which are sym
metric around the origin are often used. This implements zero phase-shift systems,
retaining an unchanged position of the signal after filtering. Typical examples of
symmetric 2D windows are defined by homogeneous neighborhood systems,

J.-R. Ohm, Multimedia Communication Technology

© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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where image samples at positions (i,j) establish the neighborhood of a sample at
position (m,n) according to a maximum distance norm oforder pi:

(4.1)

The parameter c influences the size of the neighborhood system, while P influ
ences the shape. Fig. 4.1 shows examples for distance norms P=l, the 'diamond
shaped' neighborhood, and P=2, the circular neighborhood. The trivial case c=O
means that no neighborhood is defined, while P=O extends the neighborhood to
infinity for any value c>O. Various values of c are shown, the position (m,n) is
marked by '.'.

0
0 000

0 000 o 0 0 0 0

0 000 000 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 00

• o • 0 00 . o 0 o 0 0 • 0 o 0 o 0 0 0 • o 0 0 0

0 000 000 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 000 o 0 0 0 0

0 000

a) c=o c=1 c=2 c=3 c=4 0

000

0 000 o 0 000 o 0 0 0 0

0 000 000 o 0 0 0 0 o 0 000 000 0 000

• o • 0 0 • 0 o 0 • 0 0 o 0 • o 0 o 0 • 0 0 000 . 0 0 0

0 000 000 o 0 a 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 000

0 000 o 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0

000

b) c=o c=1 c=2 c=4 c=6 c~8 c=1O

Fig. 4.1. Homogeneous neighborhood systems .Nc(Pl(m,n)with P=l (a) and P=2 (b) for
various values of c.

The computation of the output value is performed by a combination function
which could in principle be linear or nonlinear-

y (m, n) = f[ x(i, j)E .N/P\m,n )]. (4.2)

If the function is linear, the combination is a weighted sum (superposition) of sam
ples from the neighborhood. In the case of linear systems, the weighting function
is denoted as imp ulse response. An eminent advantage is the dual interpretation of
the effect of linear systems by afrequen cy transf er function, which is the Fourier
transform ofthe impulse response.

The discrete 2D convolution ofa signal x(m, n) by the impulse response h(m,n) of a
linear system is defined as I

I Homogeneous neighborhood systems are symmetric, which means that the current sample
at position (m,n) is also a member of the neighborhood systems of any of its neighbors (iJ) .
2 For nonlinear functions, see chapter 5.
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y(m,n) =L L x(m-k,n-l) ·h(k,l) =x(m,n) *h(m,n) . (4.3)
k=- I=-~

(4.3) supports impulse responses having either finite or infinite extension. In the
case of a homogeneous neighborhood system, h(m,n) is finite, which means
h(k,l)=O for all (k,l)~ .Nc(P)(O,O). Then, the 2D impulse response can be arranged
within a filter matrix H. Filters of this type are denoted as Finite Impulse Response
(FIR) filters.

The discrete impulse response is the response of a discrete system when a 2D
unit impulse 8(m,n)2 is fed to the input. The system with the response'

h(m ,n) = L{8(m,n)} (4.4)

is called linear if for arbitrary complex constants a and b the following conditions
hold:

Yl(m,n)=L[x1(m,n)] and Y2(m,n) = L [x2(m,n)]

=> a -Yl(m,n)+b ·Y2(m,n) = L[a .x1(m,n) +b ·x2(m,n)].
(4.5)

x(M-l ,O)

x(O,O)·:::·····..··,....~....-----",--~-71
............

x(O,N-l) .

x(M-l,N- IJ.

a) b) c)

Fig. 4.2. Boundary extensions offinite image signals.
a periodic b symmetric (antiperiodic) c constant value

A system is shift invariant if

y(m,n) = L[x(m,n)] => y(m-k,n-I)=L[x(m-k,n-I)]. (4.6)

A system of both properties is an LSI system (Linear Shift Invariant) . The opera
tion of convolution underlies similar mathematical rules as a multiplication: Com
mutative, associative and distributive properties apply. Accordingly , if several LSI

1 This is the 2D formulation of the more general form (3.42) which applies to an arbitrary
number ofdimensions.

2 Also denoted as Kron ecker delta function . This is a signal of value I for (m,n)=(O,O),
value 0 at all other positions ; it plays a role as the discrete counterpart of the Dirac impulse.

3 L{.} is the system transfer function, which describes and input-output relationship of the
system.
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systems operate sequentially, any sequence of processing can be chosen, while the
result remains identical. Further, impulse responses of several systems running
sequential or in parallel can be combined.

Image signals are typically of finite spatial extension, and the output of filtering
shall in most cases have the same size as the input e.g. for display compatibility.
Indices m-k and n-l in (4.3) can however have values less than zero or larger than
M-1 or N-1, when an output near the image boundary shall be processed. Hence, it
is necessary to define a signal extension beyond the boundaries of the input signal
to consistently compute the convolution. Zero-setting of values will not always be
useful , in particular if the signal has non-zero mean and can be expected to have
non-zero amplitudes at the boundaries. The following methods of boundary exten
sion are frequently employed (see Figs. 4.2a-c) :

Periodic extension:
x(m ,n)=x(m+M,n) for m<O ; x(m,n)=x(m-M,n) for m e M

x(m,n)=x(m,n+N) for n<O ; x(m,n)=x(m,n-N) for n e N

Symmetric extension:
x(m,n)=x(-m-l,n) for m<O ; x(m,n)=x(2M-m-l,n) for m e M

x(m ,n)=x(m,-n-l) for n<O; x(m,n)= x(m,2N-n-l) for n e N

Constant-value extension:
x(m,n)=x(O,n) for m<O ; x(m,n) =x(M - l,n) for m e M

x(m,n)=x(m,O) for n<O ; x(m ,n)=x(m,N-l) for n e N

A 2D system is separable if

h(k,I)=hh(k) ·hJI) ,

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.9)

(4.10)

where hh(k) and hv(l) are impulse responses of 1D systems operating in horizontal
and vertical directions, respectively. Substituting (4.10) into (4.3) results in

y(m,n)= L Lx(m-k,n-l)h(k,l)
k=- /=-

ee ee

= L hh(k) L x(m -k,n -1)hJI).
k=- /=-

By defining

yJm,n) = Lx(m,n-l)hJI),
/=-

(4.11) can be re-written as

y(m,n) = LYv(m-k,n)hh(k) .
k=-

(4.11)

(4.12)

(4.13)

Fig. 4.3a shows the principle, where first a vertical ID convolution by impulse
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response hin) is performed along each column, resulting in yim,n). In the next
step, y(m,n) is computed by row-wise convolution of yim,n)*hh(m). As both ID
systems are linear, the result is identical, when the sequence of row-wise and col
umn-wise processing is interchanged (Fig . 4.3b).

h,(n) : Filtering along vertica l direction hh(m) : Filtering along horizontal direction

x(m ,n)

b)

him) : Filtering along horizontal direction h,(n) : Filtering along vertical direction

~I II~ Y.(m~)~IW~ ~m_)
Fig. 4.3. Principle ofa separable linear systemwith a first vertical, then horizontal filter
step b first horizontal, then vertical filter step

Example: Lowpassjilter. Let impulse responses ofhorizontal/verticallD filters be

hh(k):={hh(-I)=0.2 ; hh(O) =0.6 ; hh(l) =0.2 ; hh(k)=O for Ikl>l}

hv(l) :={hJ-l) =0.3 ; hJO)=Oo4; hv(l) =0.3 ; hv(l) =0 for Ill>!}.

From (4 .10), this results in a 2D filter with the following matrix:

(4.14)

[

h(I,I) h(O,I)

H = h(l,O) h(O,O)

h(l,-I) h(O,-I)

h(-I'I)] [.06 .18 .06]
h(-I,O) = .08 .24 .08 = hv' h/
h(-I,-I) .06.18 .06

h , = [0.2 0.6 0.2f
where

hh = [0.3 004 0.3f ·

(4.15)

The center value h(O,O) is applied as a weight for the current pixel position. Fol
lowing (4.3), the value x(m-k,n-l) is multiplied by h(k,l) . In (4.15) and all subse
quent examples, the filter matrix is constructed as it will be overlaid to the image,
i.e. the top-left value is the coefficient multiplied by the top-left neighbor of the
current pixel etc. If the 2D convolution is applied directly, a number of 9 multipli
cations/additions per pixel must be computed. If the convolution is performed
separably as in (4.11)-(4 .13) , only 6 multiplications/additions are necessary. It is
however not possible to separate any filter ; further, separable filters do not allow
all degrees of freedom that a non-separable 2D filter could have , in particular for
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the diagonal orientations. The following matrices give examples for non-separable
2D filters (both describe lowpass filters) :

[

0 .2 0] [.25 0
H = .2 .2 .2 ; H = 0 .5

o .2 0 0 0

0]o .
.25

(4.16)

A filter matrix is separable, if all rows and all columns are linearly dependent. If
the columns of the filter matrix are written as vectors such that

.. . h ]
K '

(4.17)

the following condition must hold for separability:

(4.18)

The coefficients of the horizontal filter will then be reciprocally dependent on the
factors ai. Then, a separable 2D filter matrix can uniquely be factorized into the
underlying 1D impulse response vectors h, and h} .

a) b) c)

Fig. 4.4. Discrete2D convolutions by filtermatrices from (4.19).
a Originalimage b Convolution by HT c Convolution by HH

Results of a 2D convolution employing an averaging lowpass filter HT and a high
pass filter HH'

[
I 1 1]

HT =i I I 1
1 I 1

[

- 1 - 1 -1]
HH = -1 8-1

-1 -1 -1
(4.19)

are illustrated in Fig. 4.4. For a symmetric odd-length FIR filter of matrix size
(K+l)x(L+l), the output is computed as2

1 The gain factors of the ID filters may not be unique, e.g. the ID filters hv=[O.1 0.3 O.I]T
and hh=[0.6 0.8 0.6]T would result in the same2D filter (4.15).

2 Filter coefficients a(k,l) are identical with the impulse response values h(k,l) in the FIR
case.
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K /2 L/ 2

y(m,n) = I I a(k,l) ·x(m-k,n -l) . (4.20)
k=-K / 2 /=- L/ 2

Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filters are not realized by direct implementation of
the convolution equation (4.3), but introduce feedback from previous output values
y(m,n) . For IIR systems, a strict sequence of processing must be observed due to
the recursive relationship in the feedback loop. For a 2D geometry, all positions
which must have been readily processed to provide the feedback for the current
position establish the Region of Support (RoS). Fig. 4.5 shows three different
causal IIR filter geometries with their respective RoS geometries: The wedge
plane filter, the quarter plane filter and the asymmetric halfplane filter. For the
cases of quarter-plane and wedge-plane filter masks, either row-wise or column
wise recursion scans would be possible; these filters also allow diagonal or zigzag
scans . For the asymmetric half plane filter , row-wise processing (starting at the top
left position) is the only possible sequence of recursion I .

a)

@ @ 0 00 00 'l) 0 0

@@ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

@@@ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

@@@@ 0 0 0 0 0 0
@@@@0 0 0 0 0 0
0000000000

000000 ID000

@ @ @

@ @ @

@ @

b)

@@@@@0 0 0 0 0
@@@@@ 0 0 0 00
@@@@@ 0 0 0 0 0
@@@@@ 0 0 000
@@@@0 0 0 0 00
000 0000000

0000000000

@ @

@ @
00<>0--- ---'

@ @

c)

@@@@@@@@@@
@@@@@@@@@@
@@@@@@@@@ 0
@@@@@@@ 0 0 0
@@@@0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 @ 0 0

000 0000000

00;;0
cJ!l" _.
,,0o ::J
::l.g,

(4.21)

Fig. 4.5. Causal2D filter masksand geometries of their support regions:
a Wedgeplane b Quarterplane c Asymmetric half plane

A recursive quarter-plane filter, where the filter mask defines the feedback from
(P+1HQ+1)-1 previous output pixels, generates the output signal

P Q
y(m,n) = x(m,n) + II b(p,q) ' y(m- p ,n -q).

p=Oq=O
(p,q);«0,0)

4.1.2 Frequency Transfer Functions of Multi-dimensional Filters

Fourier transfer functions. The frequency transfer function of a two-dimensional
linear system can be computed as the Fourier transform of the impulse response.
This transfer function is continuous and periodic,

I See also footnote on p. 100; for finite-extension signals, more general filter geometries,
includingtruly noncausal IIR systems, can be realized.
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H(jQ"jQ2) =I I h(k,l) ·e-jkD.\e-jln, .
k=-I=-

(4.22)

If the system has FIR property, the summation limits can be bounded, such that the
complex transfer function can directly be computed. For a system with a symmet
ric filter matrix as in (4.20),

K/2 L/2
A(jQI,jQ2) = I I a(k,I) ·e-jkD.\e-j1D., .

k=-K /2/=-L/2

For the case of an IIR system, (4.21) gives

x(m,n)=y(m,n)-ff b(p,q)·y(m-p,n-q) .
p=o q=O
(P .q)"(O.O)

(4.23)

(4.24)

(4.25)

Comparing (4.20)/(4 .23) and (4.24), the transfer function is determined as follows:

X(jQ"jQ2) =y(jQ"jQJ .[I-~~ b(p,q) .e-jPD.\e-jqD.,]

(P.q)"(O,O)

=> H( 'Q 'Q) = Y(jQ"jQ2) = I
} " } 2 X('Q 'Q) P Q

} ,,} 2 1-II b(p,q) ·e-jpD.\e-jqD.,
p=o q=O
(p,q)"(O,O)

A system with FIR and IIR parts has a transfer function which combines (4.23)
and (4.25),

H('Q 'Q) = A(jQI,jQ2)
} ,,} 2 1-B( 'Q 'Q)

} ,,} 2

K/2 L/2I I a(k,l) ·e-jkD.\ e-jlD.,
k=-K /21=-L/2

P Q
1-II b(p,q) ·e- jpD.\e- jqD.,

p=oq=O
(p,q),,(O,O)

(4.26)

The complex transfer function can either be represented by its real and imaginary
parts, or by magnitude F(QllQZ) and phase <1>(Q llQZ) :

F(Q"Q2) = IH(jQ"jQ2)1 = ~Re{H(jQ"jQ2)}2 + Im{H(jQ"jQ2)}2

Im{H(jQ"jQ2)} (4.27)
<1>(0.,,0.2 ) = arctan { . . }+k(Ql'Q2)· Jr

Re H(jQ,,}Q2)
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Linear transform based frequency analysis is related to eigenfunctions, which is a
class of functions being unchanged when fed into a linear system, except for a
possible scaling of the amplitude and a phase shift. The amplitude/phase modifica
tion applied to one eigenfunction is equivalent with the frequency transfer function
for one frequency value . In the case of the Fourier transform, the eigenfunctions
are complex exponentials of unity magnitude, £IoTa. In principle, the Fourier trans
form performs an analysis of a signal (in this case an impulse response), express
ing it by a weighted superposition of sinusoids. If the impulse response is not abso
lutely summable (see condition on BIBO stability, p. 89), the existence of a Fou
rier transfer function is not guaranteed, because the sum (4.22) may not converge-.
The Z transform analyses a broader class of signals and impulse responses, and
converge in many cases where the Fourier transform does not exist [OPPENHEIM,

WILLSKY, YO UNG 1997] .

Multi-dimensional z transform. The z transform has eigenfunctions of the type

()
-k -I . h j Q d 0x n =ZI Z2 ... WIt Zj =Pi .e i an Pi > . (4.28)

In (4.28), i is the dimension index of a multi-dimensional transform, e.g. i=I ,2,3
for horizontal, vertical and temporal axis analysis of an image or video signal. The
multi-dimensional Z transform of a signal x(n) is defined by

(4.29)
m= -oo n=-oo

The Z transform for PFI is identical to the discrete Fourier sum (2.48). For pi';tl,
the eigenfunctions of the Z transform are more generic, as they also allow describ
ing exponentially decaying or growing behavior over time.

The Fourier transform of a signal shows a singularity Jr . 8 (11i - Qi ) contributed in

dimension i when the signal bears a component ejnTO
, , which means that the signal

oscillates by a frequency Qi' For the case of the Z transform, a singularity (pole,

which is equivalent to the Dirac impulse in the Fourier spectrum) appears at posi

tion Zi = Pie- j O, , when the signal bears a component p;"ejnO
, • The location of this

singularity allows checking whether the signal amplitude is decaying or growing

by increased n, while the oscillation has a frequency Q i • By the locations of poles

in the complex Z plane, it can be analyzed whether a recursive filter is stable . If the

1 An exceptional case where a system is not BIBO stable but a Fourier transform exists is
given for impulse responses which can be expressed as a superposition of infinitely ex
tended sinusoidal oscillations; then, Dirac impulses appear in the Fourier spectrumat the
respective frequency positions.
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summation needs to be performed only over the positive values ofn, the one-sided
Z transform is sufficient, where the pole locations should only be found at positions
j\ < 11:

XI(z) = XI(zpzz"") = L"'L>(m,n"") 'ZI-mZZ-n....
m=O n=O

(4.30)

Properties of the z transform. Properties of the multidimensional Z transform are
very similar to those of the Fourier transform-:

(4.31)

(4.32)

(4.33)

(4.34)

(4.35)

a ·xl(n)+b ·xz(n) ~ a ·X\(z)+b ·Xz(z)

x(n - k)~ ZI-k
• ZZ-I ..... X(z)

y(n) = x(n) *h(n) ~ Y(z)=X(z) ·H(z)Convolution:

Separability:
x(n) =XI (m) · xz(n) · ...

Linearity:

Shift:

Inversion:

Scaling3:

x(m',n')=x(U,V)(m'·U,n'.v) ~ X(ZI'Zz} = X(U ,V )(z/,i't,zl) (4.36)

_{x(m',n')' m=m'U and n=n'V
Expansion: X(U V)(m,n)-

. 0, else (4.37)

~ X(un(z"zz) = X(ZI
U
,z/)

Modulation: x(n) .ejmO, .ejnO, .. . . X( -jO, -jO,)ZI ·e ,zz ·e , .. . . (4.38)

Special cases of (4.38) are the modulation by cosines:

x(m,n) .cosmQI ·cosnQz ~ .!.. L X(zl'e- jPO',zz 'e- jQO,), (4.39)
4 p,ge{-I .I}

and the modulation by a 2D grid of unit impulses" ofperiods Uund V

1 The one-sided two-dimensional z transform covers the first quadrant of an infinitely
extended 2D plane, and is hence applicable e.g. to quarter-plane or wedge-plane filters.

2 Only those properties, which are used in the forthcoming sections and chapters are listed
here. For more complete tables of properties, see e.g. [OPPENHEIM, WILLSKY, YOUNG 1997] .
3 Scaling is a sub-sampling operation. The z transform mapping as expressed in (4.36) is
strictly valid when all samples in x(U,VJ(m,n) except for m=m'Uand n=n'Vare zero. Scaling
is typically used in combination with (4.40).

4 The unit pulse grid ou.vCm,n) is a discrete signal which has a value of I at positions
(m,n)=(m'U,n'V) , where m' and n' are integer numbers; all other positions are zero.
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x(U,V) (m,n ) = x(m,n)· 0u.v(m,n)

Stability analysis in multi-dimensional IIR systems. The z transform expresses
whether a signal (or an impulse response) tends to oscillate by increasing or de
creasing amplitude. This is often used for stability analysis. For a ID z transform,
the usual approach is to determine the Region of Convergence (RoC) within the z
plane, which is the range where the transform can be computed giving finite val
ues. On the unit circle of the complex z plane, the z transform is identical to the
Fourier transform (2.48). If the unit circle is included in the RoC, the system will
be BIEO stable (bounded input, bounded output), as the existence of the Fourier
transform without singularities (Dirac impulses) is a clear indicator that the area
under the impulse response is finite and the system is BIEO stable. The z transfer
function of a discrete linear 2D system having a symmetric mask of the FIR part
and a quarter-plane mask of the IIR part is

P Q
1-II b(p,q) ,z,-pz2-

q

p =o q=O
(P .q)*(O,O)

(4.41)

In ID systems, the roots of the numerator polynomial are the zeros, the roots of the
denominator polynomial are the poles of the z transfer function. For causal im
pulse responses (h(m,n)=O for m<O, n<O), the RoC is an area outside the radius
described by the outermost pole, while for anti-causal impulse responses
(h(m,n)=O for m~O, n~O) the RoC is an area inside the radius of the innermost
pole. Hence, the analysis of pole locations, which must be outside the unit circle
for anti-causal components and inside the unit circle for causal components, is
sufficient for stability analysis. For separable multi-dimensional systems, stability
analysis can be applied separately to the ID functions; if all of them are stable, the
entire system will be stable likewise.

The quarter-plane filter from Fig. 4.5b is strictly causal and can be analyzed by
the one-sided z transform (4.30). For this case, the roots of the denominator poly
nomial must be at positions Izl>I to fulfill stability criteria. For more general two
and multidimensional filters, factorization into causal and anti-causal parts may be
necessary. The asymmetric half-plane filter from Fig. 4.5c has indeed anticausal
components and can not be analyzed by the one-sided z transform. Such impulse
responses must be factorized into components which are either strictly causal or
strictly anti-causal in the single dimensions. Depending on the respective configu
ration, existence of poles for Izl>I or Izl<1 must then be tested.

In the two- and multidimensional case, the RoC becomes a 'hypervolume of
convergence', e.g. for two signal dimensions the z domain is a 4-dimensional
hyperspace of two real and two imaginary axes. Roots of the denominator polyno
mial are then no longer singular locations, but are described by two-dimensional
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surfaces within this 4D space. A simple stability test is based on the analysis of
root maps separately in the dimensions Zj and Z2' The root map in the Z2 plane
shows the movements of singularities (poles) in Z2 as they occur when the other
variable Z\ is varied along the unit circle, (p'. Three cases can be in effect (see
Fig. 4.6): The root maps are entirely within the unit circle in Z2, are intersecting the
unit circle, or are entirely outside. The first case indicates instability for anti-causal
systems, the latter case for causal systems, and the intersection case for both types
of systems. From this, the following stability theorems are derived for causal sys
tems; in the case of anticausal systems, the respective conditions must be inter
changed to test for existence of singularities inside the unit circle.

a) b) c)

Fig. 4.6. Positions of root maps in relation to the unit circle of the Z2 plane
a within b intersecting c outside

Stability theorem [STRINTZ\S 1977]. H(ZJ,Z2) = l/[I-B(ZI,Z2)] shall be a recursive 2D
filter in the first quadrant. This filter is stable under following conditions:

a. I-B(zJ,z2) -:j:. 0 for Izd =1 and IZ21 =1
(on the common unit hypersphere of both coordinates).

b. I-B(a,z2) -:j:. 0 for IZ21 ~ I and any a with lal=l.
c. I-B(zJ,b) -:j:. 0 for Izd ~ I and any b with Ibl=l.
Condition a. can be computed by the Fourier transform (e.g. approximated by a 2D
DFT of sufficiently dense spectral lines), while b. and c. are usual conditions as
applied in stability analysis based on 1D Z transform; for simplicity, set a=b=1.

Proof : For case of instability, root maps and the related 2D root surfaces either
intersect the unit circle / hypersphere (checked densely by condition a.), or they are
completely outside (which is proven for any value by conditions b. and c.). The
stability theorem extends as follows to the K-dimensional case, where K+ 1 condi
tions have to be checked, where a. can again be computed via a K-dimensional
DFT:

a. I-B(zJ,z2"" ,zK) -:j:. 0 for IZll =1, IZ21 =1,...,lzJ =1
b. I-B(1, 1,..,z., ..,1,1) -:j:. 0 for IzJ ~ 1, k=1,2,..., K".
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4.1.3 Image filtering by Matrix Operations

The convolution of one row from an image matrix by aID FIR filter can be ex
pressed in matrix notation. This is shown here for the case of a symmetric 3-tap
filter :

y(O,n)

y(l,n)

y(2,n

h(O) h(-I) 0

h(l) h(O) h(-I) 0

o h(l) h(O) h(-I) 0

o h(l)

o
o

x(O,n)

x(l ,n)

x(2,n (4.42)

y(M -2,n)

y(M -I,n)
'---------v----

yen)

o
h(-I) o

o

o

h(l) h(O) h(-I)

o h(l) h(O)

o h(l)

The filter matrix H in (4.41) shows the case ofperiodic boundary extension (4.7).
Alternatively, the cases of constant-value extension (4.9) and symmetric extension
(4.8) can be implemented in the matrix:

Heoos. =

h(O)+h(l)

h(I)

o

o
o

he-I)

h(O)

h(l)

o

o
h(-l)

h(O)

o

o

o
h(-l)

h(l)

o

o

h(O)

h(l)

o

o

h(-l)

h(O)

h(l)

o
o
o

o
h(-l)

h(O)+h(-I)

(4.43)

HSymm =

h(O)

h(l)

o

o
o

h(l)+h(-l)

h(O)

h(l)

o

o
h(-l)

h(O)

o

o

o
he-I)

h(l)

o

o

h(O)

h(l)

o

o

h(-l)

h(O)

h(l)+h(-l)

o
o
o

o
h(-l)

h(O)

. (4.44)

If the horizontal filter shall process all rows of the image, this can be written by the
following matrix multiplication (see (1.3) for definition of the image matrix):
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[ TJT Ty= H ·X =X ·H (4.45)

Observe that in row-wise filtering, H is of size MxM, while matrices X and Yare
of size MxN. If a separable filter operation on the image shall be expressed, a
second NxN matrix H, must be defined for the vertical filter, while H, is identical
with the previous horizontal filter. In the following equations, the first step is the
vertical filter, where the intermediate step of transposing the matrix X is not neces
sary in the expression on the right-hand side:

(4.46)

If the filter is not separable, it is no longer possible to express the operation by two
subsequent steps of matrix multiplication . The matrix multiplication by H must
then perform linear operations on adjacent horizontal and vertical samples simul
taneously. This can be expressed by input and output images arranged in a row
wise sequence as one-dimensional vectors referring to the scheme in (1.4). The
operation then is a one-step matrix-vector multiplication:

y(O,O) x(O,O)

y(I,O) x(l,O)

y(M-I,O) x(M -1,0)

y(O,I)
=H·

x(O,I)
(4.47)

y(O,N -1) x(O,N - 1)

y(M -2,N -1) x(M -2,N -1)

y(M -1,N -1) x(M-l,N -l)

The matrix H, apparently still has identical coefficients populating the diagonals,
but now several disparate diagonal non-zero stripes appear :

[

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I" , " " " " " " " " " " " " " "

.. ·0 h(I, I) h(O.I) h(-I,I) 0 .. ·0 h(I ,O) h(O.O) h(-I ,O) 0 .. ·0 h(I,-I) h(O,-I) h(-I,-I ) 0 .. · .. . .

H = ... .. ·0 h(I,I) h(O,I) h(-I,I) 0 .. ·0 h( I.O) h(O,O) h(- I ,O) 0 .. ·0 h(I ,-I) h(O,-I) h(-I , - I) 0 .. · .

.. . ... ..·0 h(I ,I) h(O,I) h(-I,I) 0 .. ·0 h(l .O) h(O,O) h(-I ,O) 0 .. ·0 h(I,-I) h(O, -I) h(-I,-I) 0 .. ·
", ". " . ", " . " . " . " , ", ". " , ", " , ", " ,

(4.48)
In (4.48), the example of a 2D filter of size KxL=3x3 pixels is shown. The matrix
H is only sparsely populated by non-zero values. Boundary extensions can be
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defined similar to the methods in (4.42)-(4.44). The full matrix H is of size
M·NxM·N. In the case of separable filters, it is also possib le to construct the matrix
(4.48) by computing the outer product of the two horizontal and vertical matrices:

(4.49)

As filter matrices both for the separable and non-separable cases are quadratic,
they are invertible if no singularities occur' . Then, it is possible to reconstruct the
signal X from Y:

Y=H.X => X=H-1 .y .

For the separable filter operation, the inverse matrix notation is

4.1.4 Realization of Two-dimensional Filters

(4.50)

(4.51)

Convolution requires storage of pixels . Assume row-wise processing starting from
the top-left pixel, the common image scan. Depending on the geometry of the
filter, memory for single pixels (to access samples from the same row), for com
plete rows (to access samples from previous rows) or for complete images (to
access samples from previous frames) may be necessary. A symmetric filter matrix
of size2 (K+I)x(L+I) shall be centered around the current position, such that it
extends by K/2 left and right, and L/2 top and down (see Fig. 4.7a). The output
signal y(m,n) can then only be computed after L/2 future rows plus another K/2
pixels have become available. The same amount of pixels from past rows must be
retained in memory, and in total it is necessary to provide a memory of M·L+K
pixels (Fig. 4.7b).

It is possible to implement this 2D filter by using a one-dimensional shift
register memory structure. Following the notation of the z transform, delay ele
ments are expressed by Z·I . The structure of a one-dimensional symmetric FIR
filter is shown in Fig. 4.8a, the related structure of a 2D filter in Fig. 4.8b3. The
input signal to the 2D filter is the sequence of row-wise scanned image pixels.
Observe that in each filter step only (K+l)(L+l) pixels are invoked, whereas the
memory consists of M·L+K delay elements . For each of the L rows, M-K pixels
must be held in memory for subsequent filtering steps, which are not used in the

! Typically, the non-zero filter coefficients are foundalong diagonals of the matrix. Hence,
it is unlikelythat the determinant couldbecome zero.
2 K und L are even in theseexamples.
3 Specific boundary extensions are neglected here. In particular for the structures shownin
Figs. 4.8 and 4.9, the rows will 'wraparound' in memory, which is a similareffectas peri
odic boundary extension (4.7), however by an offsetof one line vertically.
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current operation. Due to the usage of 'future' pixels a delay occurs, whereby the
output signal y(m,n) can only be computed when the signal x(m+K/2,n+L/2) ap
pears at the input of the system.

K+l
1<--><

1
0 0 0 0 0

_ 00000
.:!; 00 00

00 00
00000 Filterma ix

M

I I
I I

I I
I I
I I

current I I

positionI I

Storage of
"future" pixels

b)

h(O,O)
a)

-~ 1(

KI2columns

Fig. 4.7. a Filter matrix ofa symmetric FIR filter b Positions which have to be stored to
perform the 2D convolution by this filter matrix

a)

x(n)~ •••

cy-a(.KlZ) 0(0)

SUMMATION

x(m,n)

a(-KlZ,-LlZ)

a(-KlZ,O)

a(-KIZ,LIZ)

b)

I (

0-~

~ ...

Kcolumn memory cells

SUMMATION

a(l,-LIZ)

a(I ,O)

a(l,LI2)

a(KIZ,O)

a(KIZ,I)

a(KIZ,LIZ)

Fig. 4.8. Structures ofa one-dimensional (a) and two-dimensional (b) symmetric FIR filter.
The result is available with a delay of K/2 horizontally, L/2 vertically.

Fig. 4.9a shows the structure of a lD IIR system, Fig. 4.9b is the 2D counterpart.
In the 2D case, it is also possible to arrange the memory structure of the feedback
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loop as a one-dimensional shift register . Systems containing both IIR and FIR
components can be combined from Figs. 4.8 and 4.9.

b(P)

SUMMATION I-------'----y(n)L- ....J

a)

0 - - - ---,x(m,n)

a(O,O)

b)

IE
P column memory cells

)<

••• «

b(O,I)

J+-- -+-b(O,Q)

- y(m,n)

Fig. 4.9. Structures ofa one-dimensional (a) and two-dimensional (b) IIR filter

Discrete 2D convolution in the DFT domain. Multiplication of DFT spectra
from an image x(m,n) of size MxN and from a symmetrically-centered finite im
pulse response h(k,l) of odd non-zero size (K+l)x(L+1) gives

M-IN-I K/2 Ll2
Y(U,v) =X(u,v) ·H(u,v) =LLx(m,n)WM-umWN-vn. L L h(k,I)WM-ukWN-v'

m=O n=O k=-K/2/=-Ll2
M-IN-I K/2 Ll2

=LL L L x(m,n) ·h(k,l) ·wM-u(m+k ) .wN-v(n+/).
m=O n=Ok=-K/2/=-Ll2

(4.52)

By substitutions m'=m+k, n'=n+l, the following expression results:

K/2 Ll2 M-I+k N- l+1
Y(u,v)= L L L L x(m '-k,n'-I) ·h(k,l) ·WM-

um' ·WN-vn· , (4.53)
k=-K /21=-Ll2 m'=k n'=1

which due to the periodicity can be written as
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M-l N - I [K / 2 L/ 2 ]

Y(U,v) =~~ k=~/2/=~/(ml-k,nl-I) .h(k,l) ,WM - urn' ·WN -
vn

' • (4.54)

The multiplication of the 2D DFT spectra is identical to the DFT of the discrete
2D convolution sum (4.3), provided that periodic ('cyclic') extension of the signal
and impulse response is performed beyond the boundaries. If the convolution sum
shall be computed by the DFT/IDFT using another extension than the periodic
method, it is necessary to enlarge the analysis size of the DFT up to a size
(M+K)x(N+L) . For this case, Fig. 4.11 shows the arrangements of the image ma
trix, the filter impulse response! and the convolution result in the respective ex
tended windows.

K M

zero
:c: fillirg

Fig. 4.10. Positions of signals and impulse response for 2D convolution via DFT

4.2 Linear Prediction

4.2.1 One- and Two-dimensional Autoregressive Models

Algorithms of multimedia signal processing often require a model about the statis
tical properties of signals for analytic optimization (cf. sec. 3.4). If statistical as
sumptions are made which go beyond sample statistics, modeling of statistical
dependencies between samples is required. The ACF or autocovariance function
are sufficient to optimize linear systems for a given purpose, as they can fully
characterize linear statistical dependencies between samples.

The autoregressive (AR-) model (Fig. 4.11) is generated by a recursive filter
with z transfer function A(z)=1/(l-H(z)), which is fed by a white Gaussian noise
process zen). The process xAR(n) from the filter output possesses spectral proper
ties which are determined by the amplitude transfer function of the filter. The PDF
of this stationary process is also Gaussian. As the property of stationarity does not

! For the case of symmetric filters also the filter matrix, which is the spatially inverted
impulse response as shown in (4.14)/(4.15), can be transformed directly. Alternatively, it is
also possible to transform the filter matrix and perform complex conjugate multiplication of
spectra.
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necessarily apply to natural signals, there is a certain deficiency by mapping sig
nals to this model. Usually, a high degree of variation is observed in the local
properties of image, speech and audio signals, for which a local adaptation of
models is necessary. In general, the model helps to simplify problems of optimiza
tion due to its analytic properties. As the AR model is Gaussian, it is fully de
scribed by moments up to the order two. AR model signals perfectly follow the
vector Gaussian PDF (3.40).

The autoregressive model of first order [AR(1)] is frequently used to model the
global statistics of image signals. For the ID case, a Gaussian zero-mean white
noise signal zen) (innovation signal) of variance 0/ is fed into a recursive filter of
transfer function

I
A(z) = -I •

I-pz

The computation of the signal can be expressed as

xAR(n) = P · x (n -1)+z(n).

The AR(1) process has an autocorrelation function 1

(4.55)

(4.56)

2 Oz
2

o =-
x 1- p2 (4.57)

and a power spectrum

(4.58)

z(n)

Fig. 4.11. Systemfor generation of an autoregressive modelprocess

The autoregressive process has zero mean property. Obviously, the model is fully
characterized by the filter parameter p, which is identical to the autocovariance
coefficient- p(1), and the variance 0/. Typical values of p(1) for natural images
are between .9 and .98. Fig. 4.12 shows row-wise power spectrum estimates (3.67)

1 For a proof on (4.57) and (4.58), see Problem4.2.
2 For simplicity, we write !Xk) instead of the usual notation p'(k) for the autocovariance;
due to the zero mean property of the AR process, autocorrelation and autocovariance func
tions are identical.
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computed from two natural images and related spectra of AR(1) models, adapted
by setting p equal to the estimated autocovariance values (3.32)/(3.33).

This 1D model can be extended into two and multiple dimensions in different
ways, where the methods differ by the properties of the 2D autocovariance func
tion. We first develop some models which are only parametrized by the autoco
variance coefficients Ph=Ph(1) and Pv=Pv(1) of horizontal and vertical directions.
The properties can be illustrated by 2D plots in the (k,l) plane, showing lines
where autocovariance values are constant (Fig. 4.13).

Su(O)

IO

c

.1
d

.01

.001
0 rrJ2 1t 0

Fig. 4.12. Row-wise spectra of two 2D image signals (a,b) and model spectra of AR(l)
processes adapted by autocovariance parameters p=0.70(c) and p=0.96 (d).

pf«k,l) = P" = pI'

" p,,(k,l) = p ' = p"

p,,(k,l) = P." = P,I'
p,,(k,l) = P." = P,"

" A I (k I) - ,. _,. "P" , - Ph - P, l''
;>:;:::;;::::::

k

a) b) c)

Fig. 4.13. Lines of constant autocovariance in 2D AR(l) models.
a isotropic b separable c elliptic

The isotrop ic model has an autocovariance function

r: (k I) =CJ 2p.Jk
2

+/
2

xx ' X '
(4.59)

expressing circular-symmetric values independent of the direction, Ph=pv is inher-
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ently assumed. Constant values appear on circles of radius r = ~k 2 +12 (see Fig.

4.l3a). The two-dimensional power spectrum of the isotropic model is then also
circular-symmetric,

(4.60)

For other models, autocovariance values are defined truly separate for the horizon
tal and vertical directions. In natural images, it can be observed that autocovari
ance statistics differ significantly for different orientations. It is often observed that
the covariance along the vertical axis is lower than along the horizontal axis. The
separable model with autocovariance function

r (k I) = a 2 • P Ikl .pili
xx ' x h v (4.61)

(4.63)

shows straight lines of constant autocovariancel. These lines intersect with axes k
and I at positions k' and I' where pl'=p)" (see Fig. 4.13b). The generation of the
discrete 2D signal can be implemented by a separable recursive filter, which is
numerically expressed by the equation

X AR (m,n) = PhXAR(m -1,n) + P vXAR (m,n -1) - PhPvXAR (m -l,n -l)+z(m,n) . (4.62)

The related power spectrum is

2 I -p/ I-pv2

Sxx(QpQJ =ax . 2 2 •
1-2 ·P h -cos fz. + Ph 1-2 · p, -cos O, +p,

The elliptic model has an autocovariance function

(4.64)

It shows constant autocovariance lines of elliptic shape due to the elliptic equation
in the exponent (Fig. 4.13c). This model can also be interpreted as an extension of
the isotropic model, which is given for the special case of f3h=f3v. Intersections of
constant autocovariance graphs with the coordinate axes are identical to the case of
the separable model. The power spectrum of the elliptic model is

(4.65)

1 If the two exponential expressions in (4.61) are modified for a common basis, a line
equationover absolutevaluesappears in the exponent,see (4.66).
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All models introduced so far can be interpreted as special cases of a generalized
2D AR(I) model with autocovariance

_ 2 -[(P,lkl!'+(p"I/ln~
"xx(k,l)-ax -e

For the isotropic and for the elliptic model, r=2; for the separable model r=1.
When y<l, the lines of constant autocovariance are convex, for r>I concavity is
observed. The intersections with the axes remain identical as in the case of separa
ble and elliptic models, irrespective of y. The relation of factors f3 with the auto
covariance coefficients is given in (4.64).

Autoregressive models of higher order are frequently applied in speech analysis
and for texture analysis of images. As natural signals are however assumed to be
instationary, the autocovariance function is usually estimated over segments (finite
windows) of samples . Then, at least local invariance of statistical behavior is as
sumed. The coefficients a(p) shall define the generation of the AR model process 1

xAR(n)= La(p). xAR(n- p)+ z(n).
pen
p~O

(4.67)

Within the range n (defining the neighborhood of output samples which are fed
back into the recursive generator filter), it is assumed that the process and the
signal to be modeled shall possess identical autocovariance values rxx(k). As the
autocovariance function establishes a Fourier transform pair with the power spec
trum, the model has a spectrum

(4.68)

1- La(p) .e-j pTn

pEn
p~O

First, a set of coefficients a(p)=al(P)·a2(q)- ... of a separable AR model shall be
determined. For this purpose, it is necessary to perform the autocovariance analy
sis separately along the particular directions of the multidimensional coordinate

1 Observe that the definitions (4.68) and (4.69) do not implicitly postulate the causality of
the AR synthesis filters. In fact, all following deductions can likewise be made for non
causal filter sets without any limitation. Non-causal recursive filtering is indeed practically
applicable for signals of finite extension, e.g. image signals. In such a case, the non-causal
mask must be factorized into causal and anticausal components. While the causal parts can
be processed recursively left-right and top-down, the anticausal parts are processed by
right-left and bottom-up recursions. As still all filters are linear systems, the output is fi
nally generated by superposition of all partial components. Only the current position n must
not be used, which means that a(O)=O. For more detail on non-causal AR modeling of
images, see e.g. [JAIN1989].
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system. For each lD component, estimation of the autocovariance is performed by
analysis over a window ofN signal valuesl,

1 N-I

rxx(k)=- Lx(n).x(n+k); -P5.k5.P
N n=O

To optimize the model, it is postulated that the white-noise signal zen) to be fed
into the AR synthesis filter shall have lowest possible variance:

<Y,' ~ E{,'(a)}~E {[x(a) - t.a(P) · x(a - p)n~ntin

~ E{x'(a)}-2 E{[x(a) t.a(p)x(a - p) ]}+E{[t.acp)x(a - p)n(4.70)

The minimization is achieved by partial derivations, performed separately for each
filter coefficient:

J z2(n) ! p

--=O=>E{x(n) 'x(n-k)}= La(p).E{x(n-p).x(n-k)}; 15.k5.P. (4.71)
J a(k) p=1

This gives a p lh order equation system, known as the Wiener-Hopfequation, where
the optimum filter coefficients must fulfill the following conditions:

p

rxxCk)=La(p) .rxx(k-p) ; l5.k5.P.
p=1

(4.72)

Due to the symmetry of the autocovariance, rxxCk-p)=rxx(p-k), the problem can be
simplified in a more regular matrix structure, and the Wiener-Hopf equation can be
written as follows, where Rxx is the autocovariance matrix (3.41):

rxx(1) rxx(O) rxx (1 ) rxx(P-l) a(1)

rxx(2) rxx (1 ) rxxC°) rxx (1) r,x(P-2) a(2)

= rxx(1 ) rxx(O) (4.73)

rxx(l)

rxx(P) rxx(P-l) rxx(P-2) rxx (1 ) rxx(O) a(P)
~ . . '--v---'

rxx Rxx a

The solution is obtained when the vector rxx and the matrix Rxx are filled by the
autocovariance estimates (4.69), and the matrix is inverted:

! Zero-mean signals are assumed here; for signals which do not have this property, the
mean should be subtracted before analysis. If the mean by itself varies locally, a moving
average filter can be used to model this behavior (see sec. 7.2.1).
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R
A _I A

a= xx ·rxx • (4.74)

Rxx has a Toeplitz structure, which means that it is diagonally symmetric, and each
single diagonal is only filled by one identical value. Even though the matrix is not
sparse, it is highly regular, and fast algorithms exist to resolve the problem of
matrix inversion [RABINER, SCHAFER 1978]. This is mainly due to the fact that the
lower and upper triangular matrices, as well as many sub-matrices are identical,
such that many sub-matrix inversions need to be computed only once (cf. (B.14)).
The variance of the innovation signal for the case ofa lD AR(P) model is I

<Y,' ~ E {z' (n)}" E {(x"(n) - t.n(p)x" (n - p)n"~
=q~2

P P p

-2L:a(p)E{XAR (n)xAR (n - p)}+ L:L:a(p)a(q)E{XAR (n - P)XA R (n -q)} (4.75)
p=1 ' =r,, (-p ) , p=l q=1 ' =r,,(p -q) ,

p p p p

= o-x2-2L:a(p)rxx(p)+ L:a(p) L:a(q)rxx(p - q) = 0-/ - L:a(p)rxx(p)
p=1 p=l ,q=1 p=l

=r.u(p) ace. to W·H eq.

This leads to an alternative formulation of the Wiener-Hopf equation, where the
computation of the innovation signal variance is included by the first row of the
matrix:

p

o-z2tJ(k) = rxx(k)- La(p) .rxx(k- p) O<5,k<5,P
p=o

0- 2 rxx(O) rxx(1) rxx (2) r.x(P) 1z
0 r; (1) rxxC°) r; (1) rxx(P-1) -a(1)

= rxx(2) rxx(1)
(4.76)

0 rxx(P) rxx(P-1) rxx(O) -a(P)
'---v--'

R'xx
' '------.r---'

rxx a

For a separable model of Kdimensions, filter coefficients are optimized independ
ently by solving 1D Wiener-Hopf equations over the different coordinate axes.
The variance 0/ of the innovation signal to be fed into the x-dimensional model
can be computed as follows by concatenation of the synthesis systems for dimen
sions i, where each has a certain ratio of input and output variances according to
(4.75):

I This is a generalization of(4.57) and also covers the AR(l) case.
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Separable models do not allow optimum adaptation to the properties of multidi
mensional signals. For example in the two-dimensional case, the diagonal orienta
tions of autocovariances are not considered . When non-separable autocovariance
functions are used, non-separable IIR filters must also be defined as synthesis
filters. Using the 2D autocovariance function (3.31), the solution results by the 2D
Wiener-Hopf equation, which is a 2D extension of (4.76). For the case of quarter
plane filter optimization this gives [MARAGOS, SCHAFER, MERSEREAU 1984]

P Q

O"z2o(k , l ) =rxx(k,l)- II a(p,q) ·rxx(k- p ,l-q),
p=O q=O

(P .q )¢(O,O)

which can again be written as rxx=Rxx·a. Rxx is a Toeplitz block matrix

(4.78)

¢O ¢I ¢p

¢I ¢o ¢P-I
R =xx

¢p ¢P-I ¢o

with associated sub-matrices

rxx(O,p) rxx(-l,p)

rxx(l,p) rxx(O,p)

¢p =

rxx(Q,p) rxx(Q-l,p)

rxx(-Q,p)

rxx(-Q+l,p)

(4.79)

(4.80)

The vector ofcoefficients is arranged by row-wise order

a = [l,-a(l,O),.., -a(Q,O), -a(O, l) , ..,-a(Q,P)f '

and the autocorrelation vector is

rxx = [O"z2,0,0 , ...,0r.

(4.81)

(4.82)

The lengths of the vectors and the row/column lengths of the quadratic matrix are
(P+1HQ+1). The task is to determine (P+1HQ+1)-1 unknown coefficients in a.
This is achieved as in (4.74), inverting the autocovariance matrix R xx. The matrix
of the 2D formulation does however no longer have a Toeplitz structure, and not
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even the sub-matrices (4.80) are always diagonally symmetric, since
rxx(k,p)#xx(-k,p). As a consequence, the solution imposes higher computational
complexity, and also the number of covariance values to be used in the optimiza
tion is larger than the number of filter coefficients to be determined. This may
indeed result in computation ofunstable synthesis filters.

Example. For the case P=2, Q=2, the separable method based on (4.73) and (4.74)
gives the optimum predictor coefficients

(4.83)

(4.84)

For the computation of the 3 filter coefficients, the first row and first column relat
ing to the computation of the innovation signal variance can be discarded, which
reduces to the following matrix equation system of normalized autocovariances ; all
inherent symmetries of the 2D autocovariance have been utilized here:

[

PxJ l,O)] _ [ 1 PxxO,l) pxx(O,l)] [ao,o)]
Pxx(O,l) - Pxx(-l,l) 1 Pxx(l,O) . a(O,l) .
Pxx(l,l) Pxx(O,l) Pxx(l, 0) 1 a(l,l)

(4.85)

It is evident that even for this simple case, the matrix Rxx does not have a Toeplitz
structure any more, and four linearly independent autocovariance values must be
used to determine three filter coefficients. As a consequence, a unique bi
directional mapping between the 2D autocovariance function and non-separable
AR model parameters is not possible in general, which is a major difference as
compared to the 1D case. This phenomenon applies for any number of dimensions
K>l.

4.2.2 Linear Prediction

Autoregressive modeling of signals has a direct relationship with linear prediction,
in which a linear predictor jilter computes an estimate x(n) for the signal value

x(n). The difference is the prediction error

e(n) = x(n) - x(o) . (4.86)

The signal can be reconstructed by using the prediction error and the estimate,
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I

y(n)';"x(n) = e(n)+x(n). (4.87)

If estimates x(n) are exclusively computed by past values of the signal, the pre

diction error e(n) is a unique equivalent of x(n)). The prediction is typically per
formed by an FIR filter of transfer function H(z) (Fig. 4.14a); the prediction error
filter (Fig. 4.14b), performing the operation described in (4.86), has a transfer
function

A(z)=l-H(z).

~ L x(o)

x(o) I H(z) ,»X(o)

e(o)

(4.88)

}--------,-~y(o)

a) b) c)

(4.89)

Fig. 4.14. System elements in linear prediction: a Predictor filter H(z) b Prediction error
filter (analysis filter) A(z) c inverse prediction error filter (synthesis filter) B(z)

The inverse prediction errorfilter (synthesis filter, Fig. 4.14c) performs the opera
tion (4.87) . It is a recursive filter of transfer function (cf. (4.24)/(4.25))

1 1
B(z)=-=-

A(z) I-H(z)

The filter (4.89) is identical to the synthesis filter of an AR model, from which it
can be concluded that the prediction error signal is actually Gaussian white noise if
an AR process is optimally predicted (i.e. predicted using the same coefficients as
in the complementary synthesis filter by which the process was generated) . In the
context of linear prediction, the ratio of signal variance and prediction error vari
ance is denoted as the prediction gain

2

G = ax
2 'a,

which can be determined from (4.75) for the case of an AR model.

(4.90)

Two-dimensional prediction. The prediction equation in the case ofa 2D quarter
plane predictor filter of order (P+1).(Q+1)-1 is

) See also footnote on p. 100; for finitely extended signals like images, noncausal predic
tion can also be performed by using 'future' samples, while the mapping e(n) H x(n) is still
unique and reversible. An example of non-causal prediction is used in the so-called 'fast
KLT', see p. 124.
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P Q

x(m,n)= LLa(p,q).x(m-p,n-q) .
p=O q=O

(P.q)~(O.O)

The Z transfer function of this filter is

(4.91)

(4.92)
H(Z"Z2) = a(I ,O)· z,-' +...+a(P,O) · z,-P+a(O,1)· Z2-i +...+a(P, I) · z,-P.Z2-

1

+...+a(0,Q)·z2-Q +...+a(P,Q) 'z, -P' Z2-Q•

For the case of 2D signals, 2D prediction can be expected to better minimize the
variance of the prediction error signal, as compared to 1D (horizontal or vertical)
prediction. Assume that 2D prediction is applied to a separable 2D AR(I) model,
where the same prediction filter H(z\>zz) is used as in the feedback loop of the
model generator. Hence, the prediction error filter A(zl,zz)=I-H(zl,zz) will exactly
reproduce the Gaussian white noise fed into the generator of the AR process. For
the 2D separable AR(l) model, the optimum predictor filter results from the two
(horizontal and vertical) 1D filters as follows:

H(zl) =Ph ' Zl-I => A(z,) =1-Ph ' ZI-1

H(Z2)=Pv'Z2-' => A(Z2)=1-Pv'Z2-'

A(Z"Z2) = A(ZI)' A(Z2)= 1-Ph' Z,-1 - Pv' Z2-1+Ph ' Pv .Z,-I • Z2 -1 •

H( ) I A() - 1 -, -,-,
=> Z"Z2 = - ZI' Z2 =Ph ' ZI +Pv' Z2 -Ph'Pv'ZI ' Z2

(4.93)

a)

d)

b)

e)

c)

f)

Fig. 4.15. Original image (a) and prediction error images: b-e ID prediction row-wise (b)
and column-wise (c) d-f 2D prediction with fixed coefficients (d), separable adaptation (e)
and non-separable adaptation (j)
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Fig. 4.15 shows an original image (a), prediction error images obtained by hori
zontal (b) and vertical (c) 10 prediction, and by separable 2D prediction (d). In
these examples, fixed predictor coefficients were used, determined from the global
horizontal and vertical one-step covariances P'xx(l,O) and P'xx(O,I) of the given
image. While the horizontal prediction is not capable to predict vertical edges, the
vertical filter fails at horizontal edges, but the 2D prediction performs reasonably
well in both cases. Specifically in areas showing regular textured structures (e.g.
grass, water, hairs, etc.) the usage of higher-order 2D predictors can be advanta
geous, if adapted properly to the signal. Typically, the spatial correlation is lower
within structured or edge regions than it is in flat areas; it may also be direction
dependent.

Forward-adaptive prediction. Fig. 4.15e/f shows prediction error images for
cases of separable and non-separable adaptive prediction. In both cases, the adap
tation block size is 16x16 pixels, quarter-plane prediction filters of size 3x3 are
optimized by solving the Wiener-Hopf equation system. This method is forward
adaptive, as the parameters of the filters are estimated from the statistics of the
areas where they shall actually be used, which is only possible if a delay is intro
duced in the process ; in usage for coding, the predictor parameters must be sent to
the receiver as side information. The prediction error is obviously lower than in the
cases of fixed settings of predictor filters from Fig. 4.15b-d; the non-separable
method effects a better prediction in particular along diagonal structures.

Backward-adaptive prediction. Methods of predictor filter adaptation which use
only past samples for the optimization of the prediction, are backward-adaptive.
The Least Mean Square algorithm (LMS) is often applied for adaptation of se
parable or non-separable predictors1. In the separable case, ah,m(p) shall be the plh
horizontal, and av,n(q) the qlh vertical predictor coefficient at the image position
(m,n). This results in the prediction equation

P-I Q-I

x(m,n) = LL ah.m(p)·av,n(q) ·x(m- p,n -q) .
p=o q=O

( p, q);« O,O)

The LMS update of the coefficients [ALEXANDER, RAJALA 1985]is performed by

ah,m+I(P) =ah.m(p) +c' e(m,n) · x(m - p,n)

av,n+l (q) = av,n(q) +c ' e(m,n) ' x(m,n - q).

(4.94)

(4.95)

If an image is processed line-sequentially, the LMS adaptation can also be formu
lated in two dimensions, which allows to perform backward-adaptive prediction of
two-dimensional predictor filters [CHUNG, KANEFSKY 1992]:

1This is a gradient-based approach verysimilar to the methods described in sec. 8,3.
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am+1,n (p,q) = am,n (p,q)+ e'e(m,n)'x(m - p,n -q) . (4.96)

Useful values for the step size factor e are around 10-5• The prediction and predic
tor adaptation can however fail entirely at signal discontinuities in edge regions in
images, which can hardly be foreseen from previous samples. Nevertheless, the
prediction gain is globally in the same order of magnitude for cases of forward and
backward adaptation.

Motion compensated prediction. When temporal prediction from previous
frame(s) of a video signal shall be performed, it has to be observed that the posi
tion of similar areas, which would be suitable as prediction estimates, highly de
pends on motion. In motion compensated prediction, predictor adaptation is per
formed by motion estimation (see sec. 7.6). If frame 0 shall be predicted, and the
best-matching position in the reference frame (e.g. the previous frame of index
0-1) is found by a shift of k pixels horizontally and I pixels vertically, the predic
tion equation is

e(m,n,o)=x(m,n,o)-x(m,n,o) with x(m,n,o)=x(m+k,n+l,o-l). (4.97)

The motion compensated predictor filter can be characterized by a 3D z transfer
function

(4.98)

which obviously describes a linear system; motion-compensated prediction indeed
is a specific type of linear prediction. This simple type of filter uses a copy of
pixels from one previous frame and shifts them by an integer number of sample
positions. If the brightness of the signal changes, it will be more appropriate to
multiply by an additional factor ; in a more generalized approach, values from
different previous frames can be superimposed for prediction: Each could then be
weighted individually by a weighting factor at> the 'temporal predictor coefficient'.
If prediction shall further support sub-pixel motion shifts, a spatial interpolation
filter must be included in the predictor filter. The estimate is then computed by
using R previous frames!

R (P-I) /2 (Q-I) /2

x(m,n,o) = La,(r) L L ar(p,q) ·x[m+k(r)-p,n+l(r)-q,o-r]. (4.99)
r=1 p=-(P+I) /2 q=-(Q+l) /2

The interpolation filter Alz"zz) is typically of lowpass characteristic. The z trans
fer function of the predictor filter is then described by

! Here, 2D interpolation filters of even length (odd orders P and Q) are used for the hori
zontal and vertical sub-pixel interpolations. For a more exact definition, refer to (5,47). As
sub-pixelshifts can be differentfor each previous frame used in the prediction, the interpo
lation filters are defined individually. Also, the integer motion shifts are defined individu
ally for each of the previous frames. More realistically, motion shifts will also vary locally,
such that the predictorfilter is also a shift-variant system.
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(4.100)

Fig. 4.16 shows results of a frame predicted without and with inclusion of motion
compensation, the latter case also with additional interpolation filtering for sub
pixel accuracy.

b) c) d)

Fig. 4.16. Original frame from a video sequence (a) and pred iction error frames:
b without motion compensation c with motion compensation, full-pixel shift accuracy
d with motion compensation, half-pixel shift accuracy

4.3 Linear Block Transforms

4.3.1 Orthogonal Basis Functions

In the DFT (sec. 3.4), spectral analysis is performed by multiplication of the signal
by a series of complex exponential functions. The property of orthogonality (3.52)
is important in this context. Other sets of basis functions can be defined where the
members are orthogonal as well. In general, two finite discrete complex functions
to(m) and t\(m) oflength M are called orthogonal, if their linear combination gives
zero,

M-[

L>o(m)t\(m)' =0 or t/t[' =0 with tu = [tuCO) ••. tu(M _l)]T. (4.101)
m=O

If the functions t.em) are impulse responses of linear filters, and the operations
yo(m)=x(m) *to(m),y\(m)=x(m)*t[(m)' are performed, it can be shown that the cross
correlation between the two unshifted outputs becomes zero, i.e, ryQV[(O)=O. This is
the decorrelating effect of orthogonal basis functions.
For an orthogonal set of basis functions, each member of the set is orthogonal with
any other. It is also possible to define such sets from real-valued functions. Instead
of performing convolution of a signal by the members of the set, the method of
block transform extracts block segments (vectors) x of length M from the signal,
and applies the operations cu=xTtu. In principle, as for the example of the DFT, this
is a mapping from the signal domain into a transform domain, where the values Cu
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are the transform coefficients. If it is possible to reconstruct the signal from the
transform coefficients, these establish an equivalent representation of the signal. In
the sequel, this problem will first be studied for the case of one-dimensional trans
forms, from which related two- and multidimensional transforms can mostly be
derived by a separable operation similar to the case of separable filters. A segment
from the signal, consisting ofM subsequent samples , shall be mapped into a set of
transform coefficients

M -l

Cu= Lx(m) .tu(m)
m=O

05.u<U. (4.102)

It shall be possible to reconstruct the signal by an inverse transform synthesis, such
that

1 U-l

x(m)=-Lcu ·su(m); 05.m<M .
A u=O

Substituting (4.103) into (4.102) gives

(4.103)

M-l U- l C

Lt.(m) ·L..L·s/m)=A
m=O p=O Cu

05.u<U. (4.104)

This condition can only be valid for all u, if the factor c.Jc; is zero for ui:p, such
that

for u =p

for U i: P
05. (p,u) < U (4.105)

For a real valued A, the analysis and synthesis functions must be conjugates of
each other, but in addition the product must be equal for any of the analy
sis/synthesis function pairs, such that in fact the vector norms of the analysis basis
functions must be constant over the entire set:

Su =tu' and tuTtu' =A . (4.106)

By combining (4.105) and (4.106), the condition of orthogonality results as fol
lows for the set ofbasis functions :

for u= p

for u i: p
05. (p,u) < U (4.107)

For the example of the DFT (3.50) and IDFT (3.54), tuCm)=e-j2JOnuIM, su(m)=d"2JOnuIM
and A=M, which apparently fulfills these conditions. A discrete transform of M
signal values into U coefficients can be formulated by matrix notation
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Co to(O) to (1) to(M -1) x(O)

c i t[ (0) tl (1) tl(M-l) x(1)

= (4.108)

C
U_I tU _1(0) tU _I(1) tu_I(M -1) x(M -1)

'--v--' '----.-----'
C T x

where the signal vector x is M-dimensional, the transform matrix T is of size MxU,
and the resulting vector c holds the U transform coefficients CU' The rows of
T=[to t1 •• • tu_dT are the basis functions of the transform. Following (4.108), the
values ofx(m) can uniquely be reconstructed from the coefficients c; ifT is invert
ible, which will be the case if the matrix is quadratic, i.e. U=MI , and the determi
nant is ;to. Then,

(4.109)

As a special case of orthogonality, a transform is called orthonormal, if A=l in
(4.107). Analysis and synthesis vectors in (4.106) are identical for real-valued
orthonormal bases . For an arbitrary complex , orthogonal transform matrix the
following condition holds:

(4.110)

The synthesis functions sp from (4.105) are the columns of [T*f; in combination
with (4.110), this gives the relationship T·T-I=I. In orthonormal linear transforms,
the quadratic norm (energy) of a signal vectors can directly be computed without
any normalization from the coefficient vectors, otherwise

(4.111)

A separable two-dimensional transform can be expressed by matrix notation

[ c••
c) ,O CU_I,I [t.,,, to(l) to(N-I)

CO,I Ct,l CU_I,I tl (0) tl (I) tl(N-I)

CO'~_I c I,V_t cU_I ,V_I = • (0) tV_I(I) tV_t(N -I)

I The proof given earlier by substituting (4.103) into (4.102) only showed the necessary
condition of orthogonality of the transform; in fact, perfect reconstruction also requires a
complete transform, it is not possibleif U<M.
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l
X (O,O)

X(O.I)

, X(O' ~ -I)

X(I,O)

X(I ,I)

X(I , N-I)

X(M-I,O)

X(M-I ,I )

X(M - I ,N -I ) l
to(0)

to(I)

, ., - I)
tl(M -I)

t V_I (0) 1
tV _I (I)

tV_I(~ -I )

(4.112)

which is very similar to the formulation of separable filters in (4.51), In a first step,
all columns (length N) of an image matrix X are transformed separately by the
multiplication Cv=Tv'X. The matrix C, then holds the result of the vertical trans
form step. The subsequent horizontal transform of C, is rather performed by mul
tiplying the transposed transform matrix Th

T instead of transposing the matrix C, 1.

The matrix equations for the separable 2D transform and the related inverse trans
form are as follows:

(4.113)

The basis functions relating to U V coefficients of the separable 2D transform are

05.u<U 05.v<V . (4,114)

2D basis functions are also denoted as basis images. As in the case of a non
separable 2D filter, any 2D transform can be executed in one single step of matrix
multiplication, which is necessary if the transform is non-separable. To express
this, the image and the resulting transform coefficient block are arranged by row
wise sequence as lD vectors (cf. (4.47) und (4.48)) :

CO,O (0 ,0(0 ,0) (0 ,0(1 ,0 ) (O,O(M - 1,0) (0,0( 0,1) (O,O(M - I, N - I) X(O,O)

C" o (1,0 (0,0) (1,0( 1,0) (" O(M -1, 0) (1,0(0,1) ("O(M - I, N - 1) X(I ,O)

CV_I ,O (V_I ,O(O,O) (V_I ,O(I ,O) (V _I,O(M - 1, 0) (V _I,O(O, I) (V_I ,O(M - I, N -I) X (M -I ,O)

CO,I (0 ,1(0,0) (0,1 (1,0) (0,1(M - 1,0) (0,1(0,1) (O,I (M -I, N - I) X(O,I)

CU_1,Y_1 (V-I ,Y-I (0,0) (V-I,Y_I (I, 0) (V-I ,Y-I (M -1 , 0) (V-I,Y-I (0,1) (V_I,Y_I (M - I,N - I) X(M-I , N-I )
"---v--' '----v------'

em T,. x,.

(4.115)

For the case of a separable transform, the 2D transform matrix from (4.115) can be
expressed as the outer product of the two 1D matrices,

(4.116)

1 Alternatively, the second step could be C=[Th' CV T]T, however the other formulation is
more elegant as the output is in correct (not transposed) order right away. It is of course
also possible to perform the horizontal transform first, achieving the same final result.
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4.3.2 Basis Functions of Orthogonal Transforms

In this section, basis functions of some important transforms are introduced mostly
by their one-dimensional versions. They extend to the case of two-dimensional
separable transforms according to (4.113)-(4.115).

Rectangular basis functions. The analysis block lengths M of the following rec
tangular basis function transforms are powers of 2 (M=2b

, be N). The simplest
version is the set of Rademacher functions . These are periodic rectangular func
tions defined by

t Rad(m)= _1_.(-It(':n
U JM

The factor 1/JM guarantees a unity norm of the basis functions, which would
establish an orthonormal system. In total, the Rademacher set consists of
U=logzM+1 orthonormal basis functions. The 4 functions for the case M=8 are
shown in Fig. 4.18a.

For U>2, the transform matrix is non-quadratic (U<M) . The following example
shows the Rademacher transform matrix for M=8 (U=4):

TRad(8) = _l_[~ 1 ~
2J2 I 1-1

1 -I I

I I I I 11
I -1 -I -I -1 .

-I 1 1 -1 -1

-I I -I 1-1

(4.118)

As a consequence, no unique inverse transform exists. Such types of transform are
denoted as incomplete. The goal is now to find additional basis functions, which
would extend the Rademacher set into a complete orthogonal set consisting of M
orthonormal rectangular functions. One such extension leads to the set of Haar
functions . All those Rademacher functions, which contain more than one transition
between positive and negative values, are split into two or more non-overlapping
partial functions. The Haar transform still has U*=logzM+ I 'basis types', which are
subsequently described by an index u*=O,I,...,logzM. From each basis type, M*
basis functions are developed, each of which has only one flip of the sign. M* is I
for u*=O, I and 2u

*-1 for the other basis types. Basis functions determined from the
same basis type are indexed by FO,I ,..., M*-l. The orthonormal transform basis
set is then defined by!

! The following definition of the Haar basis is made to make it interpretable as a block
transform. The definition and interpretation as a Wavelet transform (see sec. 4.4.4) is much
more clear and obvious.
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t, Haar (m) = {haar(u* ,m -r' ::J. ,r) for r- ::J. s m < (r+ 1)· ::J. (4.119)
0, else

with

u = {u* for u* = 0,1
(4.120)

M*+r for u*> 1

and

~ .(m,-]M* ml - M M
haar(u*,m,r) = M ·(-1) M for r ·-~m«r+l)·- (4.121)

M* M*

The transform matrix of a Haar transform with block length M=U=8 is

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 - 1

J2 J2 -J2 -J2 0 0 0 0

T Haar (8) =_1_ 0 0 0 0 J2 J2 -J2 -J2 (4.122)

2J2 2 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 2 -2 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 2 -2 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 2 -2
The scaling factors for the different basis types vary. This is necessary to realize an
orthonormal transform by unity vector norms, since the lengths of the different
basis functions are not identical. The basis functions for the case M=8 are shown in
Fig.4.l8b.

The Walsh basis also consists of U=M functions, and can be interpreted as an
other extension of the Rademacher set. The constant length M is retained for all
basis functions, however it is postulated that the basis function u should have ex
actly u flips between positive and negative values, which could then straightfor
wardly be interpreted as a frequency. This is satisfied by the Rademacher functions
of u=o and u=1, which are also the first two basis functions of the Walsh system.
The development of remaining Walsh functions is then performed recursively,
starting from tl(m). The number of recursions necessary to generate all basis func
tions is log2M-l. During one recursion step, all basis functions developed in the
previous step are scaled (which is done by eliminating each second sample), and
then combined into new basis functions once periodically and once antiperiodi
cally. The number of new basis functions is doubled by each iteration step, and
with v flips in the scaled function, two new functions can be generated, one of
which has 2 v-I sign flips, the other 2 v flips. The process of recursion can be de
scribed as follows:
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Let
tuWalsh(m)=tuRad(m) for O::S;u<2, O::S;m<M

u*=I, M*=2, U*=log2M, P(O)=-1
While u*<U*
{

For O::S;r<log2 M* :

t (m r) = t Walsh (2m r)
seal ' (M*+2r) /2 '

t Walsh m = {tscal(m ,r) for O::S; m < M 12 f, 0
M'+2r+i() p(r)'+1 .tscal(m-M I2,r) for m~M 12 or i= ,1

For the next step, set P(2r+i)=-P(rt1
, M*=2M*, u*=u*+1

(4.123)

The factor per) effects that from a periodic basis function (having even number of
flips), an antiperiodic function is generated at first in the next step and vice versa.
This guarantees an ever increasing number of flips, equal to the index of the func
tion. The recursion process is illustrated for the case M=8 in Fig. 4.17, the whole
set of basis functions for M=8 is shown in Fig. 4.18c. The transform matrix of the
Walsh transform is then

11111111

1 1 I 1 -I -1 -1 -I

1 I -1 -1 -I -1 1 1

Twa'Sh(8) = _ I_ 1 I -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 (4.124)
2,fi 1 -I -1 1 1 -1 -1 1

1 -1 -I I -1 I 1-1

1 -1 1 -I -1 I 1-1

1 -I 1 -I 1 -I 1-1

u=o lillilll

J~_S-"a1i"-g~_~
u=1 -------mT ~

1__aDtipel'i~dLc ,~.: _ DQIiQdu:_ - -,

llffif-'I scaling T ~', scaling +(rv I I -- ---> ..... 1 I -- - - ~

u=2 u=3
I I __ I I ""..-

, I .... -- I I .".. .....

r _p.. riodi~ __ ~-_-_ antipa'urdic a'ltiperiO-di<: ~ -:- _ ""tiollie,

~' , -Yf:'I ~" -Y++"V I I V I I V I I V I I

u=4 u=5 u=6 u=7
I I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I

Fig. 4.17. Development of the Walshtransform basis
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u=O 1111 11 11
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I I I

II 11
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u=7

u=!

u=3

u=2

u=6

u=5

u=4

Fig. 4.18. Rectangular basis function systems
a Rademacher b Haar c Walsh d Hadamard

The Hadamard transform has in principle the same basis vectors as the Walsh
system, however the ordering within the matrix (or the indexing of basis functions)
is different. Hadamard coefficients can not be interpreted to express 'increasing
frequency' by their order. On the other hand, the recursive construction of the
Hadamard transform matrix is much simpler to describe. For a given length
M=2M*, which shall be a power of two, the definition of the transform matrix is
made from the matrix of the next lower power of two, M*. Starting from a trivial
lxl unity matrix ofM*=l, the recursion is as follows

THad (I) =[1]

THad(2M*) = _1_[THad(M*)
.fi THad(M*)

THad (M*)]
_T Had(M*)

for M* = 1,2,4, . . .,M / 2.
(4.125)

The Hadamard transform matrix for the case M=8 is (see also Fig. 4.18d) :
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1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 - 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 - 1
1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 - 1

T Had (8)=_1_ 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 (4.126)

2Ji 1 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 -1

1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1
1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1

1 - 1 - 1 1 -1 1 1 -1

Sinusoidal basis functions. The DFT is an orthogonal transform of sinusoidal
basis, where the complex exponentials can be expressed by sinusoids of specific
frequency and phase. The transform matrix of the DFT is

.2" .4" .6" _/ ,, (M - l )
-J- - J- - J-

e M e M e M e M

.4" .8" _/ ,, (M-l )- J- - J-
e M e M e M

(4.127)
T DFT = .6"-J -

e M

_/,,(U-l) _/ ,, (U- l)

e M e M

_/,,(U- l )(M-I)

e M

It must be noted that this version of the DFT is not orthonormal. From (4.107),
A=M for a ID transform and A=MN for a separable 2D transform]. Further, the
DFT possesses a property which is highly disadvantageous in analysis of limited
segments of a signal: As the signal is implicitly regarded as periodic, occasional
amplitude differences between the left and right boundaries of the analysis seg
ment are interpreted as high frequencies (see Fig. 4.19a). This can be avoided, if a
symmetric (mirror) extension of the signal is made. Then, the Fourier transform
must be computed over a length of 2M (see Fig. 4.19b). If the first sample of the
analysis block has coordinate position m=O, the point of symmetry is at m=-Yz to
define a perfectly symmetric signal. This can be realized by a modification of the
DFT basis function, where the exponential function can provide a phase shift by
half a sample. Then,

M-1 - j2"~{m+.!.)
Cu = L x (m) ·e 2M 2 with x (m ) = x (-m - I) for m<O , (4.128)

m=-M

1 For an orthonormal version of the ID DFT, normalization by a factor I /.JM must be
applied both in the analysis and synthesis (IDFT). Likewise, for a 2D transform, the nor-

malization must use a factor I /.J MN .
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which can be re-written by

M - I [- j2..~{-m- l+!) -j2..~{m+!) ] M-I [( I) Jr]
C

u
= Lx(m). e 2M 2 +e 2M 2 =2· L x(m) .cos u - m+- .- .

m=O m=O 2 M

(4.129)
The result of this transform are U=M linearly-independent real-valued coefficients
(note that the real part of the Fourier transform corresponds to the symmetric part
of a signal) . However, the transform (4.129) does not fulfill (4.107), as the norm of
the basis vector to is higher than for the other. By a slight modification, orthonor
mality is achieved; the result is the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) with basis
vectors

tuCOS(m)=R; .co .cos[u{m+~};]
with Co =~ for u = 0 Co = 1 for u:l: o.

(4.130)

m=O m=O
m=M-1 m=M-1

a) *-M b) I<c-~

Fig. 4.19. Continuation of the signal at boundaries of a finite analysis segment
a periodic b symmetric

The two-dimensional DCT is widely used in image and video compression (e.g. in
standards like MPEG, JPEG, H.261/2/3). The respective formulations of the 2D
DCT and the inverse 2D DCT over a rectangular signal block of size UN are

It is also possible to extend the signal antisymmetrically, even though this would
only be useful for signals which tend towards zero at the block boundaries. Then, a
DFT of length 2·(M+ I) can be applied to the extended signal
[0,-x(M-1),...,-x(0),0,x(0),...,x(M-1)]. The imaginary part of the result is the Discre
te Sine Transform (DST) which has basis functions I

I Even though formally the imaginary part of the DFT, DST coefficients can be regarded as
real-valued if they are use standalone . The DST is used as one step in the so-called 'fast
KLT', see p. 124.
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t:in(m)=~ 2 . sin [(m + 1)' (U + 1) '~J ; u=0, ... ,M-1, (4.133)
M +1 M +1

such that again M signal samples are transformed into U=M linearly-independent
coefficients. Other real-valued orthogonal sinusoidal transforms are based on mix
tures of sines and cosines in their basis functions. An example is the Discrete
Hartley transform (DHT), which for M=4 would have the same basis functions as
the Walsh and Hadamard transforms, but for larger transform block lengths attains
more of sinusoidal behavior,

tu
Hart (m) = cas[ 21l" ': J with cas(x)=cos(x)+sin(x) . (4.134)

(4.135)

A non-separable 2D variant of this transform, which allows a more efficient com
pression of image patterns having different diagonal orientations, is defined by
basis images

Hart ( [(um vn)]tu,v m, n) = cas 21l" M + N .

1D basis functions of sinusoidal transforms are shown in Fig. 4.20. Fig. 4.21
shows basis images of different separable 2D transforms, as defined by (4.114).

u=O lillWl
m=012 34567

lillWl
m=012 34567 m=01234567

a DCT b DST c DHT

T! I T
I .. I

I I I
J I I

IT T I
• I 1•

I. T 1
II "I

I I I I
I I II

J I T""IIru=l

u=2

u=5

u=6

u=7

u=4

u=3

" i i !

I I I I
a)

Fig. 4.20. Basis vectors of sinusoidal transforms
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a)~Siiilii

Fig. 4.21. 2D basis images of transforms. a DCT b Walsh cHaar

Integer transforms. Rectangular-basis transforms are attractive due to their low
complexity, as they can be computed by multiplication-free integer operations .
This is fully achieved if quantization is performed using step sizes corresponding
to the respective normalization factors; likewise, this allows perfect reconstruction
of signals from a transform coefficient representation of finite bit precision. On the
other hand, the basis vectors of these transforms give only a poor representation of
typical signal behavior such as smooth increase of amplitudes. Sinusoidal trans
forms are better capable to approximate such types of signals by minimum error,
but can only be implemented by float precision due to the usage of trigonometric
functions; they are further affected by rounding errors when the arithmetic preci
sion is limited. As an alternative, integer transform bases were developed, allowing
to capture smooth signal behavior, but can be implemented by low-precision inte
ger arithmetic. These basis functions establish orthonormal sets, when appropriate
normalization is performed, which can also be done by proper definition of step
sizes in quantization. One example for this class is the following transform of
block length M=4, which is used in the Advanced Video Coding standard (cf. sec.
17.4.4), having a transform matrix [MALVAR ET AL. 2002],

I I 1 j
1 -1 - 2 .

-1 -1 1

-2 2 -1

(4.136)

Different row normalization factors 1/2, 1/M ,1/2, 1/M must be applied for

orthononnality of the respective basis vectors of (4.136). In fact, (4.136) was de
signed as a simplification of a truly orthogonal transform in which one unique
normalization can be applied to achieve orthononnality ofall basis vectors:

[

13 13

1177
T'"\4)-

- -)676 13 -13

7 -17

13

-7
-13

17

13 j-17 .
13

-7

(4.137)
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(4.137) can be interpreted as a reasonably good integer-precision approximation of
the DeI basis, where it is an important property in applications of coding that
orthogonality is still guaranteed. A similar orthogonal integer transform of block
length M=8 [WIEN 2003] is defined by the following transform matrix; observe that
the even indexed basis functions are exactly mirror-symmetric extensions of
(4.137):

13 13

19 15

17 7

. 1 9 3
T lnl(8) -

- .J1352 13 -13

15 -19

7 -17

3 -9

13 13

9 3

-7 -17

-19 -15

-13 13

-3 9

17 -7

15 -19

13

-3
-17

15

13

-9

-7
19

13

-9
-7
19

-13

3

17

- 15

13

-15

7

-3
-13

19

-17

9

13

-19

17

-9
13

-15

7

-3

(4.138)

An optimum transform - KLT. One important goal in using linear transforms for
multimedia signal processing is representation of a signal or its properties as accu
rate as possible, using lowest possible number of transform coefficients. Typically,
the energy of the reconstruction error is the criterion for optimality. Assuming that
only T out of U coefficients shall be used to represent the signal, the reconstruction
error ofa one-dimensional transform is

1 T- I

e(m)=x(m)-- :l>u 'lu *(m).
A u=o

This results in an energy of the error over the complete block

M-l

IIel12 = l>2(m)
m=O

(4.139)

[
I 1

2] (4.140)
=~ x

2(m)-2
·x(m)· ~%Cu 'lu *(m)+ ~%Cu 'lu *(m) .

Substituting in (4.140)

*1 U-I [1 U-I ] 1 U-I
x(m) = - :l>u' . lu' *(m) = - LCu' *'lu,(m) = - LCu' *'lu,(m) (4.141)

A u'=o A u'=o A u'=o

gives

IIel1
2

=~ [x
2(m)- :2 ~%cu ' fu*(m) ·cu' * 'fu.(m)+I~%Cu*'f.<m)n, (4.142)

by which (using the orthogonality condition (4.107» ,
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M-l 1 T-l

II el1
2

= Lx
2(m)--LlcJ .

m=O A u=O

(4.143)

(4.143) shows that for T=Uwhere IleW=O, the energy ofa finite signal can be de
tennined from the coefficients of a linear orthogonal transform. This corresponds
to the condition (4.111), however it is more general now as it shows that by omit
ting transform coefficients, the error energy in the reconstruction is exactly the
energy of these coefficients scaled by the normalization factor A.

Consequently , the optimum transform can be derived under the condition that
the energy of the error shall be minimized if reconstruction from a finite number of
coefficients is performed. This is equivalent with a condition to maximize the en
ergy of the first T coefficients. From the expected energy values of the first T coef
ficients, the following condition can be formulated (for simplification here, or
thonormality A=l is assumed):

%E{lcJ}= %E{Cu< *}= %E{%X(mHu(m) .%X(k) .tu*(k)}

=%E{%(%X(m)' X(k).tu(m)}tu*(k)} (4.144)

=%[%(%rxx(lm-kl) ·tu(m)}tu*(k)}

The maximum of this expression is approached if the innermost parenthesis fulfills
the condition

M-l

Lrxx(lm -k!Hu(m) = Au ·tu(k),
m=O

(4.145)

which means the optimum basis functions will be the set of eigenvectors of the
discrete autocorrelation sequence. Substituting (4.145) into (4.144) gives

(4.146)

which shows that the related eigenvalues A" are the expected values of the coeffi
cient energies. This optimum, best-decorrelating transform is the Karhunen-Loeve
transform (KLT). The basis functions of this transform must specifically be
adapted to the autocorrelation statistics of a given signal, and are globally optimum
for Gaussian (autoregressive processes) of stationarity property. Formulating the
condition (4.145) for the entire set of basis functions, these can be computed as
eigenvectors <1>u of the autocovariance matrix (3.41)1, which must then be con-

I Assuming zero-mean property here and in the subsequent equations; if however the signal
is not zero-mean, the expected block-energy component M ·j.J/ related to the mean is typi-
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structed as an MxM matrix containing the covariance function samples rxx(O) ...
rxx(M-l):

R xx •e , = Au·<I>u

with e , = [¢u(O) ¢u(l) ... ¢.(M - l)f O~u~U-l.
(4.147)

Alternatively, the conjugates! of the eigenvectors ¢u* are defined to establish the
rows of transform matrix TKLT

; (4.147) can then be written in matrix notation

¢0'(0) ¢ O' (I ) ¢ O' (M - I ) r", (O) rxx (l) rxx(M - I)

¢,' (0) ru( l) r",(O) rxx( 1)

r",( I)

¢U_I '(O) ¢ U- I' (M - I ) r",(M -I) r", (O)

Ao 0 0 0 ¢ 0'(0) ¢0 '(1)

0 ~ 0 ¢ I ' (O)

0 0 A,
0

0 0 Au- I ¢ U_I' (O)

<=> TKL T
• R xx = A .TKL T

•

¢U_I'(M - I)

(4.148)

Multiplying both sides of (4.148) by the inverse transform matrix retains the di
agonal matrix A on the right side, which is occupied by the eigenvalues Au:

A in (4.149) can also be regarded as the 'optimum transform' of the autocovari
ance matrix, and can be interpreted as a special case of the Wiener-Khintchine
theorem (3.68). By transforming the autocovariance matrix, a statistical represen
tation of the signal by discrete spectral power samples Au is generated. While the
correlation inherent in the signal is indicated by the fact that Rxx is not a diagonal
matrix, the diagonal type of A indicates that no correlation is present anymore
between the spectral samples.

Example: KLT for an AR(l) process. For the AR(l) process with autocovariance
(4.57), the normalized eigenvalues are

cally concentrating in coefficient Co, such that the basic proof for the optimality ofthe KLT
is not affected.

! Definition by conjugates of eigenvectors makes the KLT consistent with the DFT nota
tion; actually, the DFT is the optimum transform for perfect cyclic signals, such as signals
composed from sinusoids, each with a period being an exact fraction of the analysis block
length.
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I_ p 2

Au = 1_ 2Pcos Q u+ p2 . (4.150)

(4.152)

These are discrete samples of the power spectrum (4.58) at frequencies Q u• The
eigenvectors are [JAIN 1989]:

q>u(P)=(U~2ur ·sin(Qu(p+I -U;I)+(U+;) 'Jr) ; O:5:p:5:U-l . (4.151)

In the AR(l) case, eigenvectors are real-valued, however no diagonal symmetry
appears in the transform matrix. The frequencies Q u are determined as the positive
solutions of the transcendental equation system1

tan(UQ) = (l-p2) ·sinQ .
cosQ-2p+ p2coso.

Even for this simple case, the analysis frequencies are not located at equidistant
positions of the frequency axis. This results in a non-harmonic allocation of the
discrete frequencies Q u• Due to this fact, it is not possible to factor the transform
matrix into a chain of sparse product matrices, which is a usual condition to design
a fast algorithm for a transform (see sec. 4.3.4). The KLT is also important in
analysis and classification of correlated feature values, see chapter 9.

'Fast KLT' for AR(l) processes. Assume a finite segment (vector) is extracted
from an AR(l) process xb(m) which has zero values beyond the boundaries. If a
noncausal two-sided prediction

(4.153)

is applied to this signal, the following autocovariance matrix results for the predic
tion error signal:

The eigenvectors of the matrix (4.154) are the basis vectors of the Discrete Sine
transform (4.133). Since the DST can be computed as the imaginary part of the
DFT by a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), an algorithm has proposed on this basis
which is denoted as fast KLT [JAIN 1976]. Observe however, that this does not relate
to a direct computation of a KLT from the signal x(m), but restricts to the equiva-

1 For U=2, the solutions are .Qo=O and .Qj=n: In this case, the KLT is identical to most
other block transforms, like Rademacher, Haar, Walsh, DCT; see also Problem 4.1.
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lent residual signal e(m), and the coefficients are not an approximation of (4.150).
The method of prediction, in particular the choice of the coefficient ~ will influ
ence the performance, but nevertheless the method leads to an efficiently decorre
lating transform with good data compaction properties.

The fast KLT algorithm. In a first step, the signal must be transformed into finite
segments of zero-value boundary conditions. This is achieved by defining bound
ary control samples x(m'U), m'=int(m/U) which establish a signal sampled at each
ir position of x(m) . The signal segments between two adjacent control samples
(length U+1) are now transformed into the equivalent signal xb(m). This is gener
ated from an estimate made by linear interpolation between the two control sam
ples at the tails of the segment, where the prediction errors at these tails are natu
rally zero:

xb(m) =x(m)-x(m) ; x(m) = I-(m -m'V) x(m'V)+ m-m'V x(m'V + I). (4.155)
V V

Using xb(m), the residual e(m) is computed according to (4.153), which has then
U-l non-zero values in the current segment. The last step is a DST of length U-l .
In addition to the coefficients, the boundary control samples are an integral part of
the representation, which must be handled independently. Reconstruction of the
signal is achieved by inverting the procedure: Inverse DST, reconstruction of the
signal xb(m) from e(m) I , reconstruction of x(m) from xb(m), where only for the
latter step the boundary control samples are required.

block
(m'-1,n'-1)

U
I( ) 1

: block (m',n'-1)

computation of residual signal
in the inner block

computation of residual signals
in the boundary stripsboundary control

sample

Block (m',n')

H-Hi~~==!:l~i i
t ~ontal 7

boundary strip

Fig. 4.22. Principle of two-dimensional 'fast KLT'

For a 2D transform of block size UxV, 4 control samples at the four comers are
required to process a block (see Fig. 4.22 left). First, the ID algorithm as de
scribed above is performed over horizontal boundary strips of length U-l and

I The process of non-causal prediction ofa finite signal in (4.153) can be written as a vec
tor-matrix multiplication (4.42), where e=H-Xb. The vectors are of length V-I, and the
(V-I)x(V-I) matrix H has the same structure as Ree in (4.154). The inverse operation is
xb=H-t·e.
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vertical strips of length V-I, as shown in Fig. 4.22 center. Finally, the inner block
of size (U-I )x(V-I) is processed by separable horizontal/vertical application of the
operations (4.155), (4.153) using the samples from boundary strips for prediction
(see Fig. 4.22 right). Finally, a 2D DST is applied to the inner block. Each one of
the horizontal/vertical boundary strips and three of the comer positions should
already be available from previously processed blocks. Logically, each block re
lates to an image area of size UxVand is represented by one boundary control
sample, two boundary strips of lengths U-I and V-I, and the inner block. The
entire number of coefficients and comer values is then still equal to the number of
pixels in an image. Similar methods has been proposed under the names of Pinned
Sine Transform (PST) [MEIRl, YUDILEVICH 1981] and Recursive Block Coding (RBC)
[FARR ELLE, JAIN 1986].

4.3.3 Efficiency of Transforms

An important criterion related to the efficiency of a linear orthogonal transform is
concentration of as much signal energy as possible into the lowest possible number
of transform coefficients. The related energy packing efficiency 1]e of a transform
[CLARKE 1985] is the normalized ratio of expected energy values, contained within
the first T out of U transform coefficients :

T-I

LE{c/}
1]e(T) = 7'~==,,-_~---

LE{cu
2

}

u=O

Obviously, the KLT maximizes the energy packing efficiency, as it is optimized
regarding this criterion , see (4.144). The decorrelation efficiency 1]c is determined
from a UxU=MxM size autocovariance matrix Rxx and its transform

Ree=E{c .[c*f}=E{(T.x){(T.x)*r}

=T.E{ x.xT}.[T*f =[T.Rxx] ·[T*f .
(4.157)

It is obvious that for the case of the KLT, Rcc is identical to the diagonal eigen
value matrix A in (4.149). The decorrelation efficiency is then defined as

U - I U-I

L Llree(k,l)1
k=O 1=0

1] - 1 .,.,-'-:-{k...".. I,....,),..---
e - - U - I U- 1

L Llrxx (k,l)!
k=O 1=0
(bl )

(4.158)

For the case of the optimized KLT, 1]c achieves the maximum value of 1, as all
elements contributing to the numerator sum, where the trace of the matrix is ex-
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eluded, must be zero. This means that the KLT achieves optimum decorrelation if
optimized for a signal of given statistics. However only for the case of Gaussian
signals (like AR processes), this also means that coefficients are fully statistically
independent, as otherwise nonlinear dependencies may exist additionally. For
other transforms than the KLT, also linear statistical dependencies (correlations)
between coefficients of the discrete transform representation may be present.
Fig . 4.23 shows the decorrelation efficiency of different transforms for the exam
ple of an AR( I) model which is parametrized over the correlation p. The KLT is
shown once optimized for p=.91, once for p=.36. The DCT (4.130) exhibits very
good decorrelation and energy packing efficiency for highly-correlated signals
(p>.9), elose to the performance of the KLT. It can be observed in this range of
relatively high correlation that for case of a slight deviation of the AR process
statistics from the optimization target of the KLT, the DCT even performs better.

11c[%]
d

100

90

80
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40

20

0 0,25 0,5 0,75 0,9 0,99 P

Fig. 4.23. Efficiency 1]e as function of p for an AR( I) model, transformblock size U=8
(a) KLT with p=.91, (b) KLT with p=.36, (c) DCT, (d) DST, (e) WHT, (j) HT

[adopted from CLARKE 1985]

Example. Rxx and the transformed matrix Rce for an AR(l) model with p=0,91; a
DCT of block length M=8 is applied:

1.000 0.910 0.828 0.754 0.686 0.624 0.568 0.517

0.910 1.000 0.568

0.828 1.000 0.624

R xx = 0'/ . 0.754 1.000 0.686
(4.159)

0.686 1.000 0.754

0.624 1.000 0.828

0.568 1.000 0.910

0.517 0.568 0.624 0.686 0.754 0.828 0.910 1.000
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6.344 0.000 -0.291 0.000 -0.066 0.000 -0.021 0.000

0.000 0.930 0.000 -0.027 0.000 -0.008 0.000 -0.002

-0.291 0.000 0.312 0.000 -0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000

n, =a,2
•

0.000 -0.027 0.000 0.149 0.000 -0.001 0.000 0.000 (4.160)
-0.066 0.000 -0.001 0.000 0.094 0.000 0.000 0.000

0.000 -0.008 0.000 -0.001 0.000 0.068 0.000 0.000

-0.021 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.055 0.000

0.000 -0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.049

Correlation is observed from the matrix Rccbetween pairs of even coefficients, and
pairs of odd coefficients, which are typed boldface in (4.160). More interpretation
of this behavior will be given in sec. 4.3.5 and 13.4 .1.

An important application of linear transforms is encoding. In image and video
coding, the area of the signal is usually first partitioned into relatively small
blocks, often quadratic blocks of size 8x8 pixels or smaller. In audio coding, the
signal is partitioned into segments, with lengths of typically up to 1024 samples.
After application of a one- or multidimensional transform, the coefficients are
quantized and encoded. To reconstruct the signal, the inverse transform is applied
on quantized coefficients (see Fig. 4.24) . The resulting error energy between the
original signal x and the reconstructed signal y is linearly dependent by the energy
of the quantization error q, which is the difference between the coefficient vector e
and its quantized counterpart ell :

(4.161)

Inverse
transform

P-~ I C'

lTransform n Quantization I '-- .....j ' Yx-r
-----------~

e

Fig. 4.24. Principle of data compression by transform coding

I Remark that the following proof is based on the condition TTT-I, such that the linear
dependency of the quantization error in the transformed domain and the reconstruction
error is strictly valid only for the case of orthogonal transforms.
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4.3.4 Fast Transform Algorithms

In implementations of linear transforms, the direct computation of vector/matrix
multiplication (4.108) would be overly complex. Algorithms for fast computation
exist , most of which obtain exactly the same result as the matrix form when suffi
cient arithmetic precision is used . The essential idea behind these algorithms is the
factorization of the transform matrix into the product of several sparsely populated
matrices . Usually this is possible if the basis functions of the transform are har
monically related, or if one is a scaled version of another. As an example , the Ha
damard transform of block length M=4 is for the case ofdirect computation:

[

CO1 [1 1 1 11 [X(O)]C1 = 1 -1 1 -1 . x(1) .

c2 1 1 -1 -1 x(2)

c3 1 -1 -1 1 x(3)

This transform matrix can be factorized as follows :

[

1 1 1 11 [ 1 0 1 01 [1 1 0 011 -1 1 -1 0 1 0 1 1 -1 0 0= . .
1 1 -1 -1 1 0 -1 0 0 0 1 1

1 -1 -1 1 0 1 0 -1 0 0 1 -1

(4.162)

(4.163)

x(z) .,,--~

a) x(3)

}--~ co

}--~C2

}--~c) b) x(7)----.c)'--~)_-----><2f_-----J07-:o=;'O_------+ e,

Fig. 4.25. Signal flow diagrams a Fast Hadamard transform, M=4 b Fast DCT, M=8

In the first step, the signal vector is multiplied by the right matrix, which requires 4
additions or subtractions. Multiplying this intermediate result by the left matrix
requires another 4 additions or subtractions. The direct computation (4.162) would
however require 12 additions or subtractions. Regarding a more general case (e.g.
including the Fast Fourier Transform, FFT), perfect factorization of an MxM
transform matrix is possible into a concatenation of10gzMmatrices, where any row
or column contains only two factors unequal zero . For transforms over non
rectangular bases, also multiplications are required. By proper factorization, only
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M·logzM non-zero operations remain, while for the direct computation almost MZ

operations would have to be performed.
This principle can also be interpreted by signal flow diagrams. Here , interme

diate results are used systematically for as many inputs to the next stage as possi
ble. If multiplications using the same factors are applied to several samples, these
are performed only after summation of the samples. Fig. 4.25 shows the diagram
for the example of the Hadamard transform (4.163), and a signal flow diagram of a
fast algorithm for computation of the DCT with M=8 [CHEN, SMITH, FRALICK 1977].

a)

c)

b)

d)

Fig. 4.26. Transfer functions ofDCT basis vectors to(a), tz(b), t4 (c), t6 (d)

4.3.5 Transforms with Block Overlap

Fig . 4.26 shows the amplitude transfer functions computed from several basis
vectors of the DCT, block length M=8. The transform could in principle be inter
preted as a parallel convolution of the signal, using impulse responses which are
the reversed sequences of the values in the basis vectors. The computation of
transform coefficients is however not performed at each sampling position, but
only at M-distant positions, once for each block. Nevertheless, the operation of the
transform can be interpreted as multiplication of the signal spectrum by the trans
fer functions of the basis vectors. The transform coefficients are then identified to
carry frequency information related to all frequencies which are passing their re
spective transfer functions. In the case of the DCT, it can be observed that not only
one unique pass-bands exists which is related to the typical band of frequencies
that a coefficient is assumed to represent; additionally, significant side lobes are
present. This may lead to the conclusion that the frequency separation performed
by the transform is not optimum.

The center frequencies of the pass bands related to DCT basis functions appear
at equidistant locations on the frequency axis, and the spectra of the even basis
functions roughly have minima where the odd functions have maxima and vice
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versa. On the other hand, for pairs of even-indexed functions, one may have the
maximum pass band amplitude where another has a maximum of a side lobe; the
same applies for pairs of odd-indexed functions. This is one reason to observe
correlations in (4.160) between coefficient pairs of both even and odd parity.

By using basis functions which have smaller amplitudes of the side lobes in
their transfer spectra, it will be possible to design transforms which achieve better
de-correlation and energy compaction, but still have frequency bands at equidistant
positions . This can be achieved by application of longer basis functions, in par
ticular if weighting windows are used which let the basis functions diminish more
smoothly towards their tails. It shall still be possible to realize an orthogonal basis
system by such an approach; further, the number of transform coefficients shall be
the same as with a comparable block transform. This can be achieved if the basis
functions are extended into neighbored blocks, but the distance of block positions
is equal to the number of transform coefficients as before. This principle of block
overlapping transforms, has mainly been realized by a combination of cosine basis
functions and appropriate window functions. Cosine-modulated functions are e.g.
used in the Lapped Orthogonal Transform (LOT) [MALVAR, STAELIN 1989] and in the
TDAC transform (Time Domain Aliasing Cancellation) [PRINCEN, BRADLEY 1986];

more generally, this family of transforms is denoted as Cosine Modulated Filter
banks or Modified DCT; these are e.g. used for audio signal waveform coding (cf.
sec. 14.2).

I(

M/2=U ~
M

) 1

(4.164)

~--... •.•........•... "')

Block k-1 Block k Block k+1

Fig. 4.27. Positions of analysis blocks with their overlapping window functions in a block
overlapping transform, M=2 U

Example: TDAC transform. Decomposition is performed into U frequency bands,
the basis function is oflength M=2U and defined by

tu(m) = f1;.w(m) .cos[~ · (u +0.5) · (m +0.5- M / 4)J
The squared window function w\m) shall result in a unity value, when superim
posed from neighboring blocks (see Fig. 4.27 and (4.165)), and the window shall
be symmetric. As the window is applied to an orthogonal set of basis functions
once during analysis and once during synthesis, (4.105)-(4.107) are still fulfilled
and a perfect reconstruction of the signal is guaranteed:
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w(m) =w(M -l+m)

w 2 (m +M / 2) + w 2(m) = 1

An example is the sine window

w(m) = sin(; . (m +0,5)).

(4.165)

(4.166)

Fig. 4.28 shows the amplitude transfer functions of different TDAC basis functions
in with U=8, M=16. The side lobes of the spectra are largely reduced as compared
to the DCT case in Fig 4.26 .

[
I I

[i\
I

0 Jd2 Jr 0 Jd2 Jr

a) b)

r(nl~
I

r.cnll
11\

0 Jd2 Jr 0 Jd2 Jr

c) d)

Fig. 4.28. Transfer functions ofTDAC basis vectors to (a), t2 (b), t4 (c), t6(d)

As U<M, the transform of a single transform block over length M is formally in
complete; this is however only the case if the coefficients belonging to the single
blocks are regarded as independent, which can in fact no longer be the case. The
reconstruction from coefficients of an isolated block would be a signal of length M
with a window-dependent roll-off of amplitudes towards both tails; only by com
bining with the missing information which is carried by the coefficients of
neighboring blocks (see Fig. 4.27), full reconstruction is possible. Regarding the
entire signal (all blocks), the total number of coefficients is again identical to the
number of original samples, such that the transform is complete. Block
overlapping transforms over finite signals can also be described by a matrix opera
tion, which now covers the entire signal being formally split into a number ofover
lapping blocks ; the index m' denotes the assignment of the resulting transform
coefficients to particular block locations:
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lU(m~ 1o(MI 4) 1o(MI4 +1) to(:>I114- 1) 10(:>1114) 10(:>11/4+1) 0 Xlm'U+O)

c; (m~ tl (M I 4) ~(MI4 +1) ~(:>I114- 1) ~(:>I114) ~ (:>I114+1) 0 Xlm'U+ I)

CU-!(m~ ••• 'u-J(MI4) 'u-J (MI 4+1) .. . t
W

(3M/ 4- 1) tW (:>I114) tW (:>I114+1) 0 Xlm'U +(U- I»

lU(m'+') 0 0 to(M I 4- 1) to(M I 4) 1o(MI4 +1) 10(:>11/4- 1) Xl(m'+I)U+O)

c; (m'+I ) 0 0 ~(MI4-1) ~(MI4) ~ (MI4+1) ~(:>I114- 1) Xl(m'+I )U+ I)

CU-!(m'+I) 0 0 ... 'u-J(MI 4- 1) tW (MI 4) tW (MI 4+1) . . . tUP MI 4- 1) Xl(m'+ I)U+(U-I»

'-----.,,----' , v ''--v--

C T x
(4.167)

As the number of transform coefficients in c is equal to the number of samples in
x, the matrix T is quadratic and invertible, and the signal can be perfectly recon
structed from the coefficients. Fast algorithms to perform the block-overlapping
transform re-use results of intermediate operations from previous blocks. As a
core, a fast DCT algorithm can be used, where the window function is embedded
accordingly. A DCT block transform can even be interpreted as a special case of
the block-overlapping transform (4.164)-(4.166), using a (non-overlapping) rec
tangular function oflength M=Uas a window function w(m).

4.4 Filterbank Transforms

Block-overlapp ing transforms establish a link between the block transforms and a
broader class of transforms which are based on filter operations for frequency
analysis. The principle of jilterbank transf orms, in which the linear block trans
forms can also be interpreted as a special case, is shown in Fig. 4.29. The basis
functions of the linear transform would now indeed be applied in convolution
operations during analysis and synthesis. As the convolution is by nature an opera
tion which slides over any position of a signal, properties of the basis functions can
be formulated much more flexible, as the strict processing of separate block seg
ments is inherently given up.

Frequency analysis is typically performed using U parallel filters, which are
one lowpass filter, U-2 bandpass filters and one highpass filter. However, applica
tion of U parallel filters to the signal will lead to a representation of filter outputs
(transform coefficients) that is overcomplete by a factor of U. Hence, the output
signals are down-sampled (decimated). If the factor of down-sampling is equal to
the number of subband signals (which will be assumed here), the decimation is
critical. This is the limit case which can still lead to a complete representation of
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the signal and guarantee perfect reconstruction. The entire number of coefficients
is then again equal to the number of samples in the signal. During synthesis, the
signal is reconstructed by interpolation of subband signals and subsequent super
position of all frequency components.

x(m)

Analysis Synthesis

Fig. 4.29. Subband analysis and synthesis system, Ufrequency bands (U'=U-l)

Fig. 4.30 illustrates the elementary operations of decimation and interpolation for
the case of a sub-sampling factor U=2. Decimation is the operation of retaining
only each Uh sample from the original signal (Fig. 4.30a ~ 4.30b) . This can be
interpreted to consist of two steps, where samples to be discarded are first replaced
by zeros (Fig. 4.30c) before they are actually removed. During interpolation, the
step from Fig 4.30b ~ 4.30c expands the signal by filling zero samples, by which
no information is supplemented. By subsequent interpolation filtering, the zeros
are finally eliminated (Fig. 4.30d) . Typically, signals in Figs. 4.30a and 4.30d
could only be identical , if the signal x(m) was band-limited such that no alias oc
curs by the decimation. This means that frequency components for Q7?1dU should
be zero before decimation is performed.

Fig. 4.30. Decimation and interpolation: a Original signal b decimated Signal
c first interpolation step (filling by zeros) d second interpolation step (filtering)

In comparing the DCT and block overlapping transforms, the aspect of spectral
separation properties of transforms was discussed. If a set of ideal lowpass, band
pass and highpass filters would be realizable, U non-overlapping frequency bands
would exactly cover a bandwidth of !:i.Q=1dU each. This is impossible if filters of
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finite impulse response length shall be used I . With non-ideal filters and critical
sampling, an overlap of frequency bands always occurs as shown in Fig. 4.31. In
Fig. 4.31a, the amplitude transfer function of a lowpass filter is shown-, of which
the bandpass and highpass filters are modulated versions. The resulting layout of
the spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.31b.

rE HoUn) H,Un) Hu.,Un)

)

jn 1t R jn

a) -u-2D 2D u b) 2D

Fig. 4.31. a Lowpass filter b overlapping modulated bandpass filters

4.4.1 Decimation and Interpolation

The signal c(m') is generated by sub-sampling a full-rate signal x(m) by a factor U,
which is in principle performed by eliminating samples. The first step can be inter
preted as a multiplication (modulation) of the signal by a delta impulse train Ou(m)
of period U3:

{
x(m)

c(m) = x(m)ou(m) = 0
if m'=m /U E IE

else.
(4.168)

In the spectral domain, additional periodic copies of the signal spectrum appear,
such that the effect is the same as if the continuous signal had been sampled by
OJR /U right away; OJR is the sampling frequency by which the signal x(m) was
originally sampled. The normalized spectral frequency 0 relates to the sampling
frequency OJR. U copies of the base-band spectrum will appear due to sub-sampling
at integer multiples of 21r/U:

C(jO) = -l I:X [j (0_21rU)]
U u=o U

(4.169)

1 The impulse responses of ideal filters would be modulated versions of infinitely extended

. fu . ' ( Jr J (Jr(2U+I) J ' '( ) sinxSInC nctions hu (m) =Sl U m .cos 2U m WIth Sl x =-x- .

2 This lowpass filter can actually be interpreted as a superposition of two symmetric band
pass filters at center frequencies Jd2U, which seamlessly combine. The same approach is
taken to define the modulated sine functions in the previous footnote.

3 Unlike the Dirac impulse train introduced in ideal sampling, the delta impulse train is a
sampled function itself, Its pulses have a value of I .
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In the second step of decimation, zero samples are discarded from c(m), which
effects a scaling of the m-axis, resulting in

c(m') = x(m'U) (4.170)

As m' now relates to a different sampling frequency OJR /U, a different normalized
frequency Q*=UQ is defined, where the scaling of the m-axis leads to an expan
sion of the frequency axis:

C(jQ*) =~IX(jQ* -2JrU) .
U u=o U

(4.171)

This can also be expressed in the domain of the z transform, where the effects of
sampling (4.40) and scaling (4.36) can altogether be expressed in one step without
re-definition of the z variable :

1 U-l ( .211"u 1 J
C(Z)=-.LX e-Ju ·zu .

U u=o
(4.172)

Indices U in (4.169)-(4.172) characterize the different modulated spectral compo
nents in the normalized frequency range between Q=O and Q=2n: If these spectra
overlap, alias occurs as shown in Fig. 4.32. If this is the case, the decimation is not
reversible.

",sxx(n) Scc(n) ",scc(n*)

~~,L
aliasspectra

-It It n -It It -It It n*
a) b) c)

Fig. 4.32. Alias introduced by decimation 2:1
a Original spectrum b Spectrum after sub-sampling c Spectrum after scaling

n*It

c)
-It

'"Sxx(n) Scc(n)

~~~,Lh :J~q;~C,"
a) b)

Fig. 4.33. Alias free sub-sampling 2:1 after lowpass filtering
a Original spectrum b Spectrum after filtering c Spectrum after sub-sampling

Fig. 4.33 shows the principle of an alias-free decimation with U=2. If a lowpass
filter is applied before the decimation, it is at least possible to reconstruct the
band-limited version from the sub-sampled signal according to (4.170) as follows:
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{

c (m ') if m' = mE 'll,
y (m) = .. U

o else.
(4.173)

From (4.37), the expansion in the z and Q spectra gives

(4.174)

Now, the spectrum is compressed, while the m' axis is expanded into the scale of
the m axis. No spectral overlaps can occur by this step. Fig. 4.34 shows the spec
trum after filling zeros into the signal as in Fig. 4.30c. Finally, application of a
lowpass filter eliminates the unwanted spectral alias component around Q=ll: This
last step effects the elimination of the zero values by application of an interpola
tion filter (Fig. 4.30c -7 4.30d). If interpolation filtering shall reverse the effect of
the previous decimation, an amplification by a factor U must be performed to
compensate for the respective amplitude scaling factor in (4.169) and (4.171).

"Syy(o)

'\~ 4~lt~
c)

Scc(o)

'\~~~!'.
-It It 0

b)

Scc(o*)

~ ·4= A-It it 0*
a)

Fig. 4.34. Interpolation 1:2
a Original spectrum b Spectrum afterexpansion c Spectrum afterfiltering

Fig. 4.35 illustrates the application of the decimation principle to the high fre
quency component of a signal. Fig. 4.35a shows the spectrum of the original, Fig.

.4.35b the result of highpass filtering with subsequent zero-setting of each second

.sample. By sub-sampling (U=2, Fig. 4.35c) the spectrum is expanded again. Ob
serve that after sub-sampling the signal appears over an inverted frequency axis .
Those components of the signal which in original resolution were found at Q=Jr

are now mapped to Q=O, while the components which were originally near Q=1I/2
are found near Q=Jr after sub-sampling.
If the sub-sampling after highpass filtering does not incur spectral overlaps (alias),
it is likewise possible to reconstruct the original highpass part of the signal by
interpolation, such that the spectral positions are correct. To achieve this, it is
necessary to use a highpass filter as interpolator. This principle can be extended to
any frequency components where bandpass filters are employed in a system using
U>2 bands. Assume the frequency range up to half of the original sampling fre
quency is uniformly partitioned into U frequency bands. Then, after filtering and
critical sub-sampling, each even-indexed band will be mapped by correct fre-
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quency order to the sub-sampled axis, while each odd-indexed band is frequency
inverted].
So far, only the case of alias free sub-sampling was regarded, which is unrealistic,
as no ideal filter can be applied. In the following sub-sections, it will be shown that
perfect reconstruction can indeed be achieved even if the sub-sampling of the
particular bands can not be performed alias-free. It is however necessary to design
the filter banks for the analysis and synthesis stages such that elimination of alias
components occurs when the interpolated signals are combined.

",Sxx(Q) j SCC(Q) j 5,,(O' )

~ A /) , /11\. 111'\ /11\. 111'\ ) /1 r:--... ~_ .c1 ""- ~
~~~ Q ~ ~ Q ~ ~ a

~ ~ ~

Fig. 4.35. Decimation of a high-frequency signal component
a Signalspectrum b Spectrumafter highpassfilteringand zero-setting of each second
value c Spectrumafter sub-sampling

4.4.2 Properties of Subband Filters

1Ho(z)I~co(m)-0-1Go(z) I~
x(m ~y(n

cl (m )~
Analysis Synthesis

Fig. 4.36. Subband analysissystemwith U=2 frequency bands

The frequency transfer functions of the analysis filters of a critically-sampled fil
terbank overlap in case of finite impulse responses. Signal components will appear
beyond the normalized bandwidth 1I7U, which means that alias occurs by sub
sampling. We generally define HuCz) as the transfer functions of the analysis filters,
GuCz) are those of synthesis (interpolation) filters . For the case of U=2, which
refers to the subband system in Fig. 4.36, only one lowpass band and one highpass
band are generated. Hence, from (4.171), only one alias spectrum will appear at
Q =1l" or z=-l. Alias occurs in both branches (lowpass and highpass) during sub
sampling, which means that the components after filtering HuCz)X(z) , are copied.

] This gives ground for yet another interpretation about the correlations between even
indexed and odd-indexed coefficients that was observed in block transforms (which can
fully be interpretedas subband systems). The bands overlap in frequency, which is one of
the causes for correlation after sub-sampling. On the other hand, as even and odd bands
appearby reversefrequency order, the correlation is cancelled out.
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Regarding the complete system chain, the following spectrum results after synthe
sis:

1
Y(z) = -[Ho(z) .Go(z) +HI (z) ·G((z)]. X(z)

2

+ .!.[Ho(-z) ·Go(z) +HI (-z) · G] (z)] .X(-z) .
2

(4.175)

Quadrature Mirror Filters (QMF). In (4.175), the upper term expresses the
usable signal, while the lower term is the alias signal, which should be eliminated.
This can be achieved if the expression within the lower parenthesis in (4.175) has a
value of zero. This condition is fulfilled by different classes of filters . In QMF , the
lowpass analysis filter Hoand the highpass filter HI establish a system of orthogo
nal quadrature components: The highpass filter is determined from the lowpass
filter by modulating the impulse response by a cosine of half sampling frequency
(Q=Jr or z=-l). This discrete modulation sequence alternates between +1 and-l
by each sample. The relationships of the different filters in the signal domain and
the spectral domains of Q- and z-transfer functions are listed in Table 4.1. Some
mapping relationships between the impulse responses, the Q- and z- transfer func
tions are also given in the lower part of the table .

Table 4.1. Definition of Quadrature Mirror Filters (QMF): Relationships of orthogonal
lowpassand highpass analysis and synthesis filters, expressedby impulse responses, z- and
Q-spectra

j(m) F(Q) F(z)

n; ho(m)=j(m) Ho(Q)=F(Q) Ho(z)=F(z)

H, h,(m)=(-l )'.rnj(l_m) H1(Q)=e-jQ·F(1l'-Q) H1(z)=z·I ·F(-z")

Go go(m)=j{-m) Go(Q)=F(-Q) Go(z)=F(z")

G, g,(m)=(-l )rn"j(m_l) Gj(Q)=dQ-F(Q-Jr) G1(z)=z-F(-z)

Inversion h(-m) H(-Q)= H*(Q) H(Z·l)

Modulation (-l)rnh(m) H(Q-rt)=H*(rt-Q) H(-z)=H(z·d")

Substituting Q-frequencies into (4.175) gives

(4.176)

A simpler expression results , if the definition of all four filters is related to the
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common model filter F(Q) as parametrized in Table 4.1, which is identical to the
analysis lowpass,

1
Y(Q) =-[F(Q) .F(-Q) +F(tr-Q) ·F(Q-tr)]· X(Q)

2

1[ 'It ]+"2 F(Q-tr) ·F(-Q)+eJ F(-Q)·F(Q-tr) ·X(Q-tr) .
(4.177)

With d"=-l, the alias term is eliminated, while for the output signal the condition

F(Q)·F*(Q)+ F(tr-Q)· F*(tr-Q) = IF(Q)1
2
+IF(tr-Q)1

2
= 2 (4.178)

will give perfect reconstruction. (4.178) is generalized to the case of arbitrary
number U of subbands by

U I

~]Hu(Q)12;"U. (4.179)
u=1

J2
2

Q=O Q=1ZI2

.............. Filter
(4.180)

Fig. 4.37. Amplitude transfer functions of filters from (4.180) and (4.183)
[-Iowpass ... highpass ]

Observe that the alias term is eliminated perfectly. Unfortunately, the condition
(4.179) for perfect reconstruction of the signal can for the case of orthogonal fil
ters (symmetry of lowpass and highpass transfer functions) only be fulfilled for
two cases:

Impulse response lengths are identical to the number of subbands U (which is
the special case of block transforms);
Ideal filters, which would have an infinite impulse response (modulated sine
functions, see footnote on p. 135).

Example: Haar filter basis. The Haar filter pair represents the basis functions of
almost any orthonormal transforms for the case U=M=2, which includes DCT,



(4.180)
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Walsh, Hadamard, Rademacher, Haar and the KLT as optimized for an AR(1)
process. The z transfer functions according to Table 4.1 are!

J2 J2 -tHo(z)=F(z) =-+-·z
2 2

H,(z)=z·F(-z-')=-~ +~ · z-' .

From the Fourier spectrum, we get

(4.181)

which fulfills condition (4.179). The disadvantage however is the flat decay of the
amplitude transfer function, due to the low order of the filters. The Haar filters
have a very poor frequency separation property, which will cause strong alias
components in the sub-sampled signals. Other finite-length filters constructed by
the conditions of Table 4.1 will not approach (4.179) perfectly. The design of such
filters is made as a compromise between frequency separation properties for alias
suppression in the subbands, and a reconstruction error which should be kept as
low as possible, such that

U I

U - L:IHu (Q)1
2 ~min .

u='
(4.182)

Example . A symmetric 16 tap QMF pair [JOHNSTON 1980] following the relationships
in Table 4.1 and optimized by the constraint (4.182) has lowpass and highpass
impulse responses

Ho(z) = 0.007 ·Z7 -0.02· Z6 + 0.002 ·Z5 +0.046 ·Z4

-0.026· Z3 -0.099 · Z2 + 0.118· z+0.472

+0.472·Z-1 +0.118· Z-2 -0.099 ·Z-3 -0.026 · Z-4

+0.046· Z-5 +0.002 ·z-6 -0.02· Z-7 + 0.007. Z-8

H,(z) =0.007 'Z7 +0.02 ·z6 +0.002 ·z5 -0.046· Z4

-0.026· Z3 +0.099· Z2 +0.118· z-0.472

+0.472· Z -I -0.118 ·Z-2 -0.099 ·Z-3 +0.026. Z-4

+0.046· Z-5 -0.002· Z -6 -0.02· Z-7 -0.007· Z-8.

(4.183)

The filter pair establishes an orthogonal basis system according to (4.107); to
achieve orthonormality, all coefficients or the filter output have to be multiplied

1 Another definition H,(z) = J2 _J2 · z-' may altematively be used.
2 2
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by a factor 12/2 . Fig. 4.37 shows the amplitude transfer functions of the filters
(4.180) and (4.183). The amplitude transfer functions of lowpass and highpass
filters are mirrored versions of each other, with symmetry about the frequency n
=±1d2.

To define more general conditions for alias-free and lossless reconstruction , the
constraint that transfer functions Ho and H I should be mirror-symmetric shall now
be released . From (4.175), the elimination of the alias component is also achieved
if the following conditions are observed:

GO(Z)=Zk .HI(-z)

G
1
(z) = _Zk . Ho(-z)

Substituting (4.184) into (4.175) gives

fez) =.!.[Ho(z) ·HI(-z) - H1(z) ·Ho(-z)] · X(z) · Zk ,
2

which results in a condition for perfect reconstruction

P(z)-P(-z) = 2 ·Z-k with P(z) = Ho(z) ·HJ-z) .

(4.185)

(4.186)

(4.187)

The term z ok expresses an arbitrary phase shift which may occur anywhere in the
analysis/synthesis chain. It is common practice to perform the process of filtering
such that the current sample relates to the center of the impulse response (see sec.
4.1). As filters are mainly of FIR type I , this can simply be resolved by a temporal
delay or spatial shift. Two types of filters, which are determined from (4.184)
(4.186), are introduced in the following sub-sections.

Perfect Reconstruction Filters (PRF). For this type of filter, the basis functions
of lowpass and highpass can be orthogonal , but the highpass impulse response
must no longer be a modulated version of the lowpass response, and the transfer
functions no longer obey the mirror symmetry as in the QMF case. Typically, the
resulting frequency bands have unequal widths. Besides the property ofguaranteed
perfect reconstruction, the filters have linear phase property, and can be imple
mented by integer arithmetic through appropriate selection of the filter coeffi
cients. (4.186) can be expressed by matrix notation

detlp(z)1 =2z-k with P(z) =[Ho(Z) Ho(-Z)] .
HI(z) HI(-z)

The factorization of P(z) into Ho(z) and Ht(-z) is now reduced into a problem to
factorize the matrix, which shall have a determinant expressing a shift by k sam
ples and multiplication by a factor of 2. The factorization is simplified, if the z

I For IIR subband filters, see e.g. [SMITH 1991].
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polynomials are decomposed into polyphase components, where sub-responses of
subscripts A and B are the even and odd samples of the impulse response, respec
tively:

(4.188)

Writing the polyphase components of the filter pair into the polyphase matrix 1,

H(z) = [Ho,i
Z)

Ho.B(Z)], (4.189)
H1.A(Z) H1 ,B(Z)

(4.187) will be fulfilled if (4.189) has a determinant which is 2Z·k+I . A possible
construction of polyphase matrices fulfilling the constant-shift condition is made
by

[I I] P-l [I 0] [IH(z) = ·II -I '
I -I p=l 0 Z ap

(4.190)

[V EIT ERLI 1991]. H(z) is complemented by its inverse, which represents the poly
phase components of the synthesis filters,

I[I I] P- l [[Z-l 0] [1
='2 I -I .g 0I' -ap

-ap ] I ]
I ' I - a/ '

(4.191)

(4.193)

The length of the filters Ho(z) and HI(z) will then be 2P samples.

Examples. For P=I, the result from (4.190) and (4.191) is the Haar filter pair
(4.192), using the alternative form of HI (z) as defined in the footnote on p. 141.
For P=2, the following filters result, which are by the short length of their impulse
responses also often denoted as short kernel filters :

Ho(z) =~ 1 (I+az-'+az-2+z-3
)

2(a,2 -I)

H,(z)= ~ 1 (-I-az-'+az-2+z-3
)

2(a,2-1)

Go(z) =HJ-z) =~ 1 (-I+az-'+az-2-z-3
)

2(a,2 -I)

G,(z)=-Ho(-z) = 1 (l-az-'+az-2-z-3
)

~2(a,2-1)

1 For an introduction to polyphase systems, see sec. 4.4.3.
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As example, the normalization factor is 1/4 for a[=3, which enables an implemen
tation by integer arithmetic precision. Substituting into (4.186) , the result is P(z)
P(-z)=2·z·3•

Biorthogonal filters. In the PRF construction, lowpass and highpass filter kernels
are of same length , and orthogonality applies due to the symmetry in (4.190) . Even
these relationships between the bases Ho and HI can be released I. Condition
(4.185) only postulates that the analysis highpass HI shall be a '-z'-modulated ver
sion of the synthesis lowpass Go, and the synthesis highpass G[ shall be a '-z'
modulated version of the analysis lowpass Ho. Hence, a cross-orthogonal relation
ship exists between the analysis highpass / synthesis lowpass and analysis lowpass
/ synthesis highpass pairs. If impulse responses (basis functions) are interpreted as
vectors, this is equivalent to the property of bi-orthogonality (B.21) of a basis
system. As an example, for the following sets of filters, analysis lowpass and high
pass impulse responses have unequal lengths. Linear-phase properties are retained
here, but are not required in general-:

H
O
(5/3)( Z ) = ~(_Z2 +2 · Z l +6+ 2·Z-I _ Z - 2 ) ; H/ 5/3)( Z ) = i( -1 + 2 ·Z-I_ Z-2)

1 1
GO(5/3)( Z ) ='2(Z-I + 2+ Z-I) ; G/5/3

)( Z ) =g(-ZI + 2+6 ·Z-I +2 ·Z-2 _Z-3)

H
O

(917) ( Z ) = 0.027z-4-0.016z-3 -0.078z-2 +0 .267z-1

+0.603+0.267z l-0 .078z-2 -0.016z-3 +0 .027z4

H/917
) ( Z ) = 0.091z-3

- 0.057z-2 -0.591z-1

+1.115-0.591zl-0 .057z2 +0.091z 3
•

(4.195)

Biorthogonal filters are often used in the Discrete Wavelet transform (see sec.
4.4.4) . Certain constraints must be regarded in this context, in particular an itera
tive application of the lowpass filter on scaled (sub-sampled) signals must still
have the effect of a lowpass filter. Such criteria are important if biorthogonal fil
ters are designed.

1 Orthogonality is however an important property regarding encoding of frequency coeffi
cients, see (4.161).

2 By the lengths of their lowpass/highpass analysis filter kernels, these two filters are de
noted as 5/3 and 9/7 filters, respectively. Both filters are sometimes modified, multiplying

Ho by J2 and dividing HI by J2 ,which almost approaches orthonormality at least for
the case of the 9/7 filter.
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4.4.3 Implementation of Filterbank Structures

If a direct implementation of filterbanks according to the structures previously
introduced is performed, the complexity of realization for subband analysis and
synthesis is considerably higher than for fast transform algorithms. Methods exist
however to reduce the computational complexity considerably. A certain similarity
between . the subsequently described methods and fast transform algorithms as
described in sec. 4.3.4 will become obvious . Actually, fast transform algorithms
can be interpreted as cascaded subband systems (~ factorization of the transform
matrix) in polyphase realization (~ computation of the transform at block-shifted
positions), using all equalities of multiplication factors (~ perform multiplications
after summations in the signal-flow diagrams) . In particul ar, fast block transforms
of rectangular basis systems can directly be interpreted as subband systems based
on Haar filter kernels (4.180).

[
s---e-~ co(m')

~ ... - B--G-~cl(m ')
x(m)--l L--.J <::»

L8-@- ... -8---\0-cu.,(m ~
l'- )

sequence HrJH, _ _ - - t!
depends on . - 
frequency inversion

Fig. 4.38. Realization of subband analysis filter in a cascade from2-bandsystems

Cascaded two-band systems. If T two-band systems from Fig. 4.36 are config
ured in a cascade, the system is operated in a chain of subsequent levels, which
folds up like a tree. Each output signal of a preceding level of the chain is again
decomposed into two more narrow subbands, and a complete decomposition into
U=2T subbands can be realized as shown in Fig. 4.38. The impulse response of a
bandpass filter along a specific path of the chain results by the iterative convolu
tion of the respective lowpass and highpass filters involved . The computational
effort is considerably lower than in a system with parallel processing of bandpass
outputs, as intermediate results are used multiple times, and processing of higher
levels uses increasingly sub-sampled signals. Due to the frequency inversion oc
curring in highpass band sub-sampling (see Fig. 4.35), any frequency band that
results from an odd number of highpass filter / decimation steps will be frequency
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inverted. For the subsequent level, it is then necessary to exchange the sequence of
filters Ho and H I for an arrangement of subbands by increasing frequency order' .

Exploitation of filter symmetries. If symmetric (linear phase) filters are used,
duplicate multiplications can be avoided, where samples are multiplied by same
factors several times. If the highpass basis function is a modulated version of the
lowpass or uses the same multiplication factors (as in the cases of QMF and PRF
types), the reduction of multiplications can be up to a factor of4 (see also Problem
4.10).

x(m) --r-~

b) Analysis

y(m)

Fig. 4.39. Realization of subband analysis and synthesis by polyphase systems, U=2
a Separation of impulse response into partial terms hA(n)und hB(n)
b Structure of the overall polyphase system

Polyphase systems. Only each Uth sample will be retained by subband analysis
after the filtering and sub-sampling steps. Hence, the convolution must not be
performed at positions which are discarded anyway. This will lead to a reduction
of the computational complexity by a factor of U. The structure of a polyphase
system is shown in Fig. 4.39 for the example U=2. Sub-sampling is performed in
advance to filtering, whereby the signal is decomposed into U polyphase compo
nents, which are a set of distinct sequences sub-sampled at all possible phase posi
tions. Likewise, it is necessary to decompose the filter impulse responses into
polyphase components, such that instead of a length-P filter, U partial filters of
lengths int(PIU) or int(PIU+I) are obtained. If the subband filter impulse response
hi is decomposed into U polyphase components hi.A(m), hi.B(m), ... , U partial fil
ters of transfer functions Hi.A(Z), Hi.B(Z), ... are given (see Fig. 4.39a for the case
U=2). Similarly, it is not necessary to apply multiplications on zero-padded values

I This shows an analogy with the distinct ion between Walsh and Hadamard transforms (see
Fig. 4.17).
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during synthesis . This can be realized by performing the interpolation filtering step
within the polyphase components, and compose the different phase positions into
the reconstructed signal only by the last step. Again, this means that the expansion
of the signal by zero-filling is performed after filtering, but no zeros will remain,
as the polyphase components from all partial filters will complement each other by
filling the gaps. A reduction of implementation complexity by a factor of U is
achieved in synthesis as well (Fig. 4.39b).

For a system with U=2, the polyphase components of a signal x(n) are sequences
of even samples x(2m') and odd samples x(2m'+1). In the Z transform domain, the
following relationships apply:

z z

x(2m')HXA(Z); x(2m'+ I)HXB(Z);

x(m)~X(z) = 2[X A(Z2)+ Z-IXB(Z2)],
(4.196)

where the subscripts A and B relate to the even and odd polyphase components,
respectively . Formally, the components of the Z transform related to even and odd
polyphase components can be written in vector notation

(4.197)

The same procedure can be applied to the Z polynomials of the filter impulse re
sponses. As the convolution in the signal domain corresponds to a multiplication in
the Z domain, the filtering of the even/odd signal spectra by the respective filter
transfer functions can be expressed as

(4.198)

For the synthesis part, a similar view applies . Writing the reconstructed signal by

[
YAz) ] [2 2]Y (z) = ; Y(z) = 2 YA(z ) + Z •YB(z) ,

z- YB(z)

the synthesis filter step can be expressed as

[
YA(Z)] [GO.A(Z) G1.A(Z)][Co(Z)]

z ·YB(z) - GO.B(z) G1,B(Z) Ct(z) .
'-v----' ' ' '---v--'

Y(z) G(z) C(z)

Combining (4.198) and (4.200), the condition for perfect reconstruction is

(4.199)

(4.200)
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from which the following relationships result:

Go,Az)Ho,A(Z) +G1,A(z)H1,A (z) = I

z -GO,A (Z)HO,B (z) +z G1,A(Z)H1,B (z) = 0

Z-IGO,B(Z)Ho,A(Z) + Z-IG1,B(Z)H1,A(Z) = 0

Go,B(z)Ho,B(Z) +G1,B(z)H1,B (z) = l.

These are fulfilled by the constellation of filters

HO,A(Z) = G1,B(Z) ; HO,B(Z)=-G1,A(Z);

H1,A(Z) =-GO,B(Z) ; H1,B(Z) =Gojz),

which by substitution into (4.202) gives the additional condition

HO,A(Z)H1,B(Z)-Ho,B(Z)H1,Az) = detIH(z)l= 1.

(4.201)

(4.202)

(4.203)

(4.204)

Using (4.197) to express the polyphase filters in the (not down-sampled) z domain,
(4.202) is equivalent to (4.184) with shift k=-1, while (4.204) is equivalent to
(4.186). A special case of the polyphase transform is observed for H(z)=G(z)=I,
which is the so-called lazy transform where the 'subband' signals Co and Cl would
just be the polyphase components generated without any lowpass or highpass fil
tering.
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Fig. 4.40. Lifting structure of a biorthogonal filter.

Lifting implementation. Any pair ofbiorthogonal filters can be implemented in a
lifting structure as shown in Fig. 4.40 [SWELDENS 1995]. The first step of the lifting
filter is a decomposition of the signal into its even- and odd-indexed polyphase
components, by the lazy transform. Then, the two basic operations are prediction
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steps P(z) and update steps U(z). The prediction and update filters are primitive
kernels typically of 2 or 3 taps each; the number of steps necessary and the values
of coefficients in each step are determined by a factorization of biorthogonal filter
pairs. Finally, normalization by factors KLow and KHigh is applied to achieve or
thonormal decomposition.

The determination of the lifting and update filters can best be started from the
polyphase representation. Assume that decomposition of a signal has been per
formed by a polyphase filter matrix HO(z) (which could be the identity matrix I for
the lazy transform in the beginning). If a prediction step is performed using the
filter transfer function P(z), the result is identical to a filter expressed by the poly
phase matrix

(4.205)

The complementary synthesis filter guaranteeing perfect reconstruction such that
Gpr(z)Hpr(z)=I when GO(z)Ho(z)=I is expressed as

Gpr (z) = GO(Z) '[ I 0] = [GO.A(Z) + P(Z)G'.A(Z) G,.A(Z)]. (4.206)
P(z) 1 GO.B(z)+P(Z)G'.B(Z) G'.B(Z)

Similarly, a single update step can be formulated as

HUP(z) = [~ UiZ)JHO(z)

'--".---'
U(z)

= [Ho.A(Z)+U(Z)H,.A(Z)

Ht.A(z)

where the complementary synthesis filter is

HO.B(z) +U(Z)H, .B(Z)]
H, B(Z) ,

(4.207)

Using (4.205)-(4.208) iteratively starting by a lazy transform, the equivalent poly
phase matrix after a number of subsequent prediction and update steps is the prod
uct of all matrices, e.g. for a number ofL subsequent prediction and update steps
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[
K L

H(z) = 0 o ]rr[1 U1(Z)][ 1 01],K H 1=1 0 1 -~(z)
(4.209)

(4.210)

Vice versa, it is possible to fa ctor any given polyphase matrix into a number of
primitive prediction/update matrices. Separation of single prediction and update
steps from a given (complete) polyphase matrix H(z) will result in the following
expression according to (4.205) and (4.207):

H(Z)=[~;(Z) ~}H-pr(Z) ; H(Z)=[~ UiZ)} R UP(z)

-I/Z

-I/Z
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Fig. 4.41. Lifting signal flows implementing a Haar filter b biorthogonal5 /3 filter
c biorthogonal 9/7 filter with parameters Pl=-I.586134342059924; uI=-.05298011 8572961 ;
pz=.8829I 1075530934; u2=.44350685204397I; KH=I/KL=I.230174 104914001
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The factorization is possible, as the determinant of any of the single prediction and
update matrices is one, and hence inversion is possible. By polynomial division,
the result can be computed step by step, and the factorization typically terminates
when only a diagonal matrix of normalization factors KL and KH is retained.

Examples. The biorthogonal 5/3 filter from (4.194) can be expressed by the fol
lowing polyphase matrix , which is further factored into normalization factors,
prediction and update matrices

H(Z)=[_ ~:~IZ~I~-~~Z ~+I~Z]=[~ ~l[~ ~+I~zl[_~ z~I_~ ~l (4.211)
'----.r---J '-----v----'~

K U(z) P(z)

Here, KH=KL=I, P(z)= Y2(z·l+l) and U(z)= Y4(1+z). Another example is for the

Haar filter), where KL=J2 ,KH=J2 12 , P(z)=-1 and U(z)= Y2:

J2[ 1 1] [J2 0 ][1 ~][ 1 0]H(z)=- = 2

2 -1 1 0 J2 12 0 1 -1 1 .
'-----v---' '----.r---J '-r---'

K U(z) P(z)

(4.212)

The lifting structure can also be interpreted by a signal flow diagram, which is
shown in Fig. 4.41 for the examples of a Haar filter (4.212) (without considering
the normalization factors) , the biorthogonal 5/3 filter (4.211) and the biorthogonal
9/7 filter (4.195).

The lifting structure also allows definition of nonlinear subband filters. A sim
ple example is usage of rank-order filters like median or weighted median filters
(cf. sec. 5.1.1) in prediction and update steps.

4.4.4 Wavelet Transform

Frequency signals established by orthogonal decomposition have a number of
advantages for an efficient signal analysis and synthesis; in particular, they achieve
a good decorrelation effect, and offer to directly relate signal or error energies in
the signal and frequency domains . This can be accomplished by applying orthogo
nal basis functions as filter impulse responses. The Wavelet Transform (WI) is
another type of orthogonal transform, applicable to continuous signals x(t), which
results likewise in a continuous time-dependent spectrum

) In the case ofthe Haar filter, the usageof the liftingapproachseemsnot to give an advan
tage in terms of complexity for signal decomposition. This methodbecomes howevera key
approachin motion-compensated temporal-axis wavelet filtering, cf. sec. 13.4.2.
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~

WT/V!\t,f) = fx(r)·lf/j(t,r)dr.

The WT is based on bandpass filter kernels using basis functions

(4.213)

a=fo
f

(4.214)

The function If/O is the mother wavelet, which is a bandpass filter of center fre
quency/0. As it is also a time-dependent function, the WT allows analyzing which
components are contained in a signal at frequencies around f and around temporal
position t.

1,<1.

**
', ,

I I I I
a) I I t I

! ( )1
dl·I./I,

1,>1.

11M

*
~--->j .' ,

I I I I I I,' : :-+ :
If JI 1£ I I Ie JI

dl dl dl

Fig. 4.42. Construction of analysis functions in WT (a) and STFT (b)

Another method of spectrum analysis which establishes a time and frequency de
pendency is the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT)!

ee

FUm,t) = fx(r) ·w(r-t) ·e- jOJfdr. (4.215)

The STFT analyzes the frequency behavior of a signal using a finite analysis win
dow w(r) centered at position t. In contrast to the WT, the time and frequency
resolution of the STFT is constant over all locations and frequencies, as the length
of the analysis window is fixed. In WT, the mother wavelet is scaled by a factor a
in length, reciprocally depending on the analyzed frequency. As a result, the analy
sis window is scaled down for higher frequencies, while it is expanded for lower
frequencies as shown in Fig. 4.42. In principle, the product of analyzed frequency
and length of the analysis window is constant. The continuous WT in (4.213) is
however not directly useful for digital signal analysis. It is highly overcomplete,
being defined for infinite instances both of time and frequency positions. In the

! The notion ofSTFT is well established, but shall not limit the scope of this transform; the
usage is not restricted to time-dependent signals.
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Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT), the analysis shall only be performed for
discrete (sampled) signal positions, and only for a discrete set of frequencies. The
common method is definition of a set of basis functions by a dyadic scheme, where
the center frequencies fi and the distances of sampling positions t. used for the
respective frequency bands are defined by powers of two relationships:

a(i) = 2i I" - fo i ;::: 0
J t - a(i)

ti(m)=m ·2 i · 2T

The distances LlfFfo'[a(i)-a(i-l)] between discrete analysis frequencies are no
longer constant, and the width of the frequency bands is scaled down by a factor of
2 with each incremental step i. Simultaneously, the distance between analysis posi
tions Lltj=[t;{m)-t;(m-l)] increases by a factor of two. This means that for higher
frequency bands (lower i), the resolution by which the frequency expansion of the
signal is sampled becomes more precise, while broader resolution bandwidth of
the frequency representation is effected. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.43 for both
cases ofWT and STFT. Using the definitions in (4.216), the dyadic basis functions
can be expressed as follows:

(4.217)

Remark that these basis functions of the DWT are still time-continuous signals.
They can be interpreted as a kind of interpolation functions which are used to
reconstruct a signal of given frequency-bandwidth resolution from the set of dis
crete wavelet coefficients. As in (4.216), T is the smallest sampling distance or
highest resolution accuracy in the signal domain that can be represented by the
DWT.
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Fig. 4.43. Resolution accuracy in signal and frequency domains a for STFT b for DWT
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Consequently, the DWT allows to reconstruct the signal by different resolution
levels (scales) . In a more abstract sense, the frequency domain representation up to
half-sampling frequency can be constructed from a set of scale spaces and a set of
wavelet spaces , each of which is related to one of the dyadic resolution levels (see
Fig. 4.44) . When the scale space V;.I represents a certain resolution of the sampled
signal, the next-higher scale space V; represents the same signal by half number of
samples and half bandwidth. The scale space VI shall represent a signal by the
maximum resolution relating to a sampling distance T, which then fills the fre
quency bandwidth 0::;;0::;;71: The wavelet space W; is an orthogonal complement
which couples two adjacent scale spaces :

'If-I = 'If$ 'lIJ and 'If J.. 'lIJ (4.218)

~'l{~

oo~
) 1

'l!1 'L.u:
I

'It'o3 2

1/8 1/4 1/2
Q/n

Fig. 4.44. Definition of scaleand waveletspaces

If the conditions in (4.218) hold true, it is obvious that also all subsequent wavelet
spaces must be orthogonal. All details which are lost when reducing the resolution
from V,-I to V, are mapped into Uf, By iterative application it follows that an arbi
trary scale space can be expressed as a direct sum of all higher-indexed wavelet
spaces, where the summation is either infinite or terminated by a single low
resolution scale space :

(4.219)

The termination by a scale space is in particular necessary if the analyzed signal is
finite , or if the delay occurring by the analysis shall be finite. The analysis of the
signal, i.e, the decomposition into components which relate to the respective scale
and wavelet spaces, is performed by scaling functions rp( r) and wavelet functions
1//(r). The scaling function is in principle a lowpass filter which is used to generate
a lower-resolution representation, e.g. to construct V; out of V;-l)

VI is the scale space representing the resolution of the sampled original signal.
As ~ c V l e any function in ~ can be expressed as a linear combination of basis
functions rp.l.lt) related to the scale space VI ' In particular, any scaling function
related to ~ can be described by the refinement equation expressing a superposi
tion of scaling functions related to VI:
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flJoir) = 'Lho(k-2/) ·fIJ_l.k(2r) . (4.220)
k

As for the wavelet space U'o C VI is also valid, an associated wavelet function can
be generated similarly by the wavelet equation

/fo./(r) = 'Lhl (k - 2/) · fIJ_I .k(2r).
k

(4.221)

(4.220) and (4.221) are the key equations of the DWT. They are used to determine
the discrete lowpass and highpass analysis filter coefficients hoek) and hl(k) of a
filter bank system, which are then applicable in the discrete computation of the
transform. Remark that continuous scaling and wavelet functions were regarded so
far which are orthogonal by definition. If these can be constructed iteratively using
discrete filter coefficients hoek) and hl(k), the signal decomposition performed by
these coefficients will be orthogonal as well, even if the sequences of discrete
coefficients (impulse responses) hoek) and hl(k) may not be orthogonal. This leads
to constraints which e.g. can be used to design biorthogonal filter pairs. They have
to be constructed under the constraint that by iterative application convergence
towards an orthogonal set of continuous wavelet and scaling functions is achieved .
The iterative development of scaling and wavelet functions can be expressed as

flJi./(r) = 'Lho(k - 2/) · flJi_l ,k(2r); /fiir) = 'Lhl (k- 2/) · flJi_l.k(2r) . (4.222)
k k

The orthogonality of the decomposition is guaranteed if the following condition
holds true:

~

/f(r)= !T2/f/r) and ffIJ(r)/f(r)dr=O . (4.223)

Likewise, the operations (4.222) can be reversed, the next-lower scaling function
(representing a signal of next-higher resolution) can be reconstructed from a cur
rent level of scaling and wavelet functions as

fIJ' .k(r) = 'Lgo(k - 2/) · fIJ'+I ,i(r) +gl (k - 2/) ' /fi+l,i (r) .
i

(4.224)

The operations of (4.222) and (4.224) are supporting shift variance to keep the
definition as general as possible . Practically, it is more useful to define shift
invariant scaling and wavelet functions, such that

fIJ,(r) = 'L ho(k) ·flJl-I.k(2r); /fi(r) = 'L hl(k)'flJi_l,k(2r)
k k

fIJ, (r) = 'Lgo(-21) . flJi+l./ (r) +gl (-21) ' /fi+l,i (r) .
I

(4.225)

(4.226)

The iterative development of scaling and wavelet functions shall now be illustrated
for the shift-invariant case using the simplest orthogonal wavelet basis, which is
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the Haar basis. The refinement and wavelet equations to perform the mapping
from v.1 into ~ and U'o are

.fi .fi
17'0,0(1') = T 17'-1.0 (1')+T17'-1.1 (1') ;

~ ~
h,,(0) h,,(I)

.fi .fi
1fI0 0(1') =-17'-10(1')--17'-11(1') ·, 2' 2 '

~ '--v--'
h,(O) h,(l)

(4.227)

The scaling function in v.\ is a hold element of length T. Fig. 4.45 shows the
weighted superposition of two copies of the scaling function, resulting in the scal
ing and wavelet functions of the next level.
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+
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Fig. 4.45. Development ofnext-level scaling and wavelet functions for the Haar basis
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Fig. 4.46. Reconstruction of next-lower level scaling functions for the Haar basis

Now, reconstruction of the different copies of the scaling function in v.\ shall be
made from the scaling and wavelet functions in ~ and U'o. The related equations
are
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.fi .fi
If'-I,O(r)= Tlf'o,o(r) +TlfI"o,o(r) ;

~ ~

go(O) g, (O)

.fi .fi
If'_I,I(r) = Tlf'o,o(r)-TlfI"o,o(r) .

~ '----v---'
go(I) g,(l)

(4.228)

This process of reconstruction is shown in Fig. 4.46 .

The Haar basis converges towards a continuous scaling function which is a hold
element. The ideal scaling function would be the sine function (ideal lowpass im
pulse response, which is not realizable as it is infinite); the corresponding wavelet
basis functions would be cosine-modulated versions thereof. An alternative ap
proach is usage of Gabor functions as wavelet bases , which are products of Gaus
sian functions and complex sinusoids. Even though having infinite impulse re
sponses as well , they have a faster decay than the sine and can better be approxi
mated by finite functions . A general form can be written as

(4.229)

where Ole relates to the center frequency, and a is a parameter to determine the
bandwidth. Gabor functions are impulse responses of bandpass filters, and estab
lish complete, non-orthogonal basis sets; it can be shown that any function x( r)
can be reconstructed exactly from an infinite series of discrete coefficients, which
are available at regularly-spaced sampling positions in signal and frequency do
mains [GABOR 1946] 1. For cases of finite signals and finite frequency ranges, the
number of coefficients will then become finite as well. When Gabor functions shall
be used for an octave-band representation as in the DWT, the neighbored center
frequencies must fulfill the condition of constant octave-band spacing
.<l=log2[Olc(i+l)/0lc(i)] over all i (cf. (4.216)) . The center frequencies will thus be
positioned at

(4.230)

where Olo is the center frequency of the highest wavelet band. Further, the band
width must be proportional with the center frequency on the octave-band scale,
such that

( .) 1 . h 2B-l
(j 1 =--- wit K"= .

K"Olc(i) .J21n 2 ·(2B +1)
(4.231)

K"is a constant which can be derived by the following condition, where the ratio of
the filter transfer amplitudes at the center frequency Oleand the frequency 0)=0 is
constant irrespective of the frequency band i [HALEY, MANJUNATH 1999],

I This is a specificversion of discrete STFTbased on Gaussian shaped windowfunctions,
which is denotedas Gabortransform,
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IG(O;ab CT)1 = r r with
2B+1

(4.232)
IG(COe ;coe,CT)1

Y = 2B- 1 •
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Fig. 4.47. a Daubechies 'D4' scaling and wavelet functions b first iteration to develop the
continuous scaling function from4 discrete coefficients

Types of orthogonal continuous wavelet and scaling functions with finit e support
are also known. Some of these functions look rather strange. As an example , the
cont inuous scaling and wavelet filter responses of the Daubechiesfunction set 'D4'
[DAUBECHIES 1988] are shown in Fig . 4.47a. The first steps of iterative development
of the scaling function by four discrete coefficients hoek) is shown in Fig . 4.47b.

The discrete coefficients according to (4.220) and (4.221) can now dire ctly be
used to decompose a discrete signal x(m) by a DWT. Assume that an approxima
tion of the signal is available by a scaled representation s;(m). The scaling coeffi
cients of the next-coarser dyadic appro ximation (representing a signal ofhalfreso
lution or half number of samples) are then computed as
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s;+l(m)='Lho(k) 's;(2m-k) , (4.233)
k

and the complementary wavelet coefficients are

c;+l(m)= 'Lhl(k) .s;(2m -k) .
k

(4.234)

This decomposition can be computed iteratively, starting by s_l(m)=x(m). Actually,
each level of this decomposition is identical to the decomposition of a signal into
low- and high-frequency subbands as introduced in sec. 4.4.2. However, in con
trast to the cascaded system from Fig. 4.38, only the low frequency output (the
next lower scale) is subject to further decomposition. It is straightforward to com
pute the reconstruction of the signal by inverting the sequence of recursion (in
verse DWT, IDWT):

s;(m) = 'Lgo(m-2k) .Si+l (k)+'Lgl(m -2k) .Ci+l (k ) .
k k

(4.235)

As shown earlier, perfect reconstruction is possible if the synthesis coefficients
go(k) and gl(k) are related to ho(k) and h1(k) by biorthogonality (4.170) . By the
orthogonality properties of the scale space and the complementary wavelet spaces,
it can be concluded that the sequences of scaling and wavelet coefficients will
approach mutual orthogonality, even though the filter basis may only be bior
thogonal.

Fig. 4.48 shows the block diagram.ofa DWT analysis/synthesis filter bank, and
a schematic layout of the resulting frequency decomposition, which can be de
scribed as an octave-band structure . If the Haar basis (4.180) is used, the resulting
decomposition is exactly the same for the Haar transform (4.119)-(4 .122). If
longer filter impulse responses are realized, which can in principle be done by
selecting a different function If/(t), a better frequency separation and also better
alias suppression in the scaled signal versions can be achieved. .

x(m)

a)

Analysis

}------~cu-------->\

y(m)

b) o ltO o ltO

Fig. 4.48. a Octave-band filter bank system for DWT and IDWT b Octave-band frequency
layout (3 levels of analysis)
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For many classes of signals, in particular for natural image signals, the higher
accuracy of frequency resolution for the lower-frequency bands provides a good fit
with signal models. According to the AR(I) model, significantly more low
frequency than high-frequency components can be expected, which are relevant
when larger areas of the signal are smoothly changing. For the high-frequency
components, accurate frequency analysis is less important than an accurate local
ization ofdetail, in particular if a signal potentially exhibits discontinuities, as it is
the case in edge areas.

4.4.5 Two- and Multi-dimensional Filter Banks

The simplest realization of a two- or multi-dimensional filter bank is the separable
method, where the analysis and synthesis filters are a product of horizontal and
vertical filters. For the 2D case, the basis functions for the frequency band of index
u in horizontal and v in vertical direction can then be described as

hu,v(m,n) = h.(m) ·hv(n)

gu,v(m,n) =gu(m)' gv(n) .

-8-<0
x(m,n)

I( )I I( )1
row processing column processing

Fig 4.49. Separable 2D system for decomposition into four frequency bands

For a total of U V bands, the total sub-sampling factor is U*=U V. 2D systems with
2-band decomposition structures shall be applied to each of the directions (U=2,
V=2, U*=4) , which can best be realized sequentially, such that filtering and sub
sampling is first performed over one dimension. Only a reduced number of sam
ples then needs to be fed into the second directional decomposit ion stage. A block
diagram is shown in Fig. 4.49. Fig. 4.50a depicts the related layout of subbands in
the 2D frequency domain. This basic 4-band decomposition structure of Fig. 4.49
can be applied iteratively. For a case where all 4 subbands are equally decomposed
in the next level, Fig, 4.50b shows a layout with sub-division into 16 bands. Fig.
4.50c is an example where an octave-band decomposition is applied fully separa
ble over both dimensions, which matches with the case of the Haar transform basis
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in Fig. 4.21c. Fig 4.50d shows the layout which is commonly denoted as 2D DWT,
where only the lowpass output Coo of the 4-band system is subject to further 4-band
decomposition etc. In Fig. 4.50c/d, 'S denotes the scaling band of lowest resolu
tion.

00 It ill 00 It

n'·mn,.~n
»

Coo COl

ClO C11

It It It It .
¥ ¥

lli il2 lli !l2
a) b) c) d)

Fig. 4.50. Layout of2D frequency bands. a 4 band elementary decomposition b 16 bands
of equal bandwidth c Separable octave-band, 16 bands d 2D DWT, 10 bands

b) c)

Fig. 4.51. Decomposition of an image into subbands (amplified by factor 4, except coo) a
relating to Fig. 4.49a b relating to Fig. 4.49b c relating to Fig. 4.49d

Fig. 4.51 shows examples of subband and wavelet decompositions applied to an
image signal.

It is also possible to realize non-separable 2D filter banks. Fig. 4.52 shows an
example of a 2D decimation by a factor of2, where a subband system decomposes
a rectangular sampled signal into two components of quincunx sampling. To de
scribe such systems, principles introduced in the context of multi-dimensional
sampling can be used. In general, if x(m,n) is the original signal and c(m',n') the
sub-sampled signal, the relationship between the indices can be expressed by the
sampling matrix D such that

n=D ·n' . (4.237)

The factor of sub-sampling, and hence the number of spectral copies (original plus
alias spectra) is
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(4.238)

The related frequency sampling matrixF=[D-1JT points to the positions of periodic
spectral copies, by which alias may occur. In analogy with (4.172), the z transform
of the decimated signal is

1 (doo-l) (dll - l)
C(Z z )=- L L X(W-Uoou+ fOl v) .zfoozfOl W-U; OU+Ji,V ) .zJio .zJi')

l' 2 U * u=o v=o 1 2 , 1 2

with W = ej 21r
•

(4~239)

The reverse operation is an interpolation by factor U*, which results by modifica
tion of (4.174) using the parameters in D

Y(z z) = C(z doo . Z dlO Z dOl • Z dll)
l' 2 I 2' I 2 . (4.240)

Example. The sampling matrix D, for the case of quincunx decimation and the
related frequency sampling matrix Fq in analogy with (2.54) and Fig. 4.52 are
expressed as

F =[D -1 JT =[ Yz 0] .
q q -Yz 1

(4.241)

The z transform of the decimated signal is

1 ( 1 1 1 1 JC(z z) =.!-"X w-"2
u

• z "2 W"2
u

• z -"2 . z
P 2 2 LJ l' 1 2 '

u=o
(4.242)
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I I I I

I I
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I" - - -1- - - -1- - -

: X : : X
coJ2 ~ '

I

b) I co,
L _
I I

: X : : X
L 1_ -'- __ 1 _

Fig . 4.52. Non-separable 2D system with 2:1 quincunx decimation
a Sub-sampling schema in the spatial domain b Layout of frequency bands
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To realize a non-separable decimation, it is typically necessary to use non
separable filters . The quincunx decimation can be performed using the biorthogo
nal pair of2D filter matrices [KOVACEVIC, VETIERLI 1992]

0 0 -1 0 0

0 -2 4 -2 0

H'=±H
-1

-!J
1

-1 4 28 4 -1 4 (4.243)Ho = -
32

0 -2 4 -2 0 -1

0 0 -1 0 0

As in (4.194), the kernels of lowpass and highpass filters are of different size .
Applying the relationships Go(z)=Hj(-z) and G[(z)=-Ho(-z) from (4.185), the syn
thesis filters are determined by multiplication (modulation) with alternating signs .
For symmetric 2D filters, this is realized such that impulse response values with an
odd sum of indices are multiplied by -1, i.e,

go(m,n) = (-It+ n h1(m,n)

gt (m,n) = (-It+n+1ho(m,n)

The resulting synthesis filter matrices are

(4.244)

1
Gt = -

32

o
o
1

o
o

o 1

2 4

4 -28

2 4

o 1

o
2

4

2

o

o
o
1

o
o

(4.245)

Polar forms of 2D Wavelet functions. For rotation-invariant analysis of 2D sig
nals, separable filters are not well suitable, as the cut-off frequencies of 'diagonal'
frequency bands are different compared to the horizontal/vertical bands. Further,
the common 2D DWT as introduced above does not allow to differentiate between
the 450 and 1350 diagonal orientations. To overcome this problem, analysis meth
ods based on continuous Gabor functions (4.229)-(4.232) have been proposed,
which allow to define 2D wavelet bases by polar coordinates. The center frequen
cies of the bands are located in an octave-band schema at different radial (scale)
orientations, where in addition a number of regularly-spaced angular (directional)
orientations is introduced at each scale (for an example see Fig. 7.13) . From
(4.229), the frequency OJ maps the radial orientation (distance from the origin of
the 2D frequency plane), and the other center frequency Be relates to the angle .
The parameters (J'p and (J'o define to the bandwidths in radial and angular orienta
tions, respectively [HALEY,MANJUNATH 1999]:
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u/(O-Oc )'
2 (4.246)

(4.247)

By mapping the polar coordinates into Cartesian coordinates of the frequency
plane, the 2D continuous impulse responses of the direction/scale oriented Gabor
filters can be expressed as (omitting the parametrization over (at,{hO"p'O"o) for
simplicity):

gp(r,s) = } } o.;~OJ12 +OJ/ ,arctan OJ2). e j (m, r+O>,s)dOJld 0J2 •_ _ OJ
I

4.4.6 Pyramid Decomposition

The DWT is a multi-resolution scheme for signal representation. This means that
by using more wavelet bands , the resolution of the signal is increased. Another
type of multi-resolution methods are the so-called pyram id representation
schemes. A number of image planes is arranged by levels of a pyramid, where the
area of the images (number of pixels) decreases towards the tip of the pyramid,
and full resolution relates to the base (see Fig. 4.53) . The following methods are
applied, which are typically also based on dyadic levels of scale spaces I :

Gaussian Pyramid: All resolution levels can be used independently, i.e, the
next coarser level must not be available if a finer level shall be used . The gen
eration of the Gaussian pyramid representation is performed by elementary
build ing blocks consisting of lowpass filtering followed by decimation. This is
performed in a sequential cascade through all levels of the pyramid, starting
from the base and terminating at the top (see Fig. 4.54). By cascading T ele
mentary building blocks, a total of T+1 resolution levels (including the original
resolution) is generated.
Laplacian Pyramid: Each resolution level (except for the smallest scale image)
is represented by a difference signal. The principle as applied for generation of
the difference signals is shown in Fig. 4.55a. For reconstruction, the difference
is added to a prediction generated by spatial interpolation of the next-coarser
signal (Fig. 4.55b). The generation of the Laplacian pyramid representation
starts also from the base (full resolution), while the reconstruction starts from
the tip. If T elementary building blocks are arranged in a cascade structure, a
total of T+1 resolution levels is represented by T difference signals and one
strongly-scaled image . The reconstructed signals are equivalent to the output of
the Gaussian pyramid.

I This means that for the next-finer resolution level (next-lower layer of the pyramid) the
number of pixels is doubled in each spatial direction of 2D signals, which gives in total a
quadruplenumberof pixels.
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The first method is denoted as Gaussian pyramid, because filters with a Gaussian
shape or a discrete approximation thereof are widely used as impulse response of
the lowpass filter for the purpose of resolution reduction prior to decimation. The
convolution of two Gaussian functions results in a Gaussian of extended length.
Hence, the effect of the cascaded system is similar to the application of just one
Gaussian filter with a very long impulse response (strong lowpass) to the original
signal. The implementation complexity in the cascaded pyramid system is however
much lower due to the intermediate sub-sampling operations.

lowest resolution ~C:::::lI::::=o'~

full resolution 1---------.:~ X=S.1

Fig. 4.53. Resolution levelsof an imagesignal in pyramid representation

x(m ,n) - 1 H(Z,,z2) f-BT...~__ -------;
>ST.2

- ------- - - - --. So

'---------------------~>X=S. 1

Fig. 4.54. Generation of the Gaussian pyramid representation

An example for a very simple approximation of a non-separable 2D Gaussian by a
short filter kernel is given by the matrix 1

(4.248)

1 A typical primitive ID approximation of a Gaussian filter function is the binomial filter
with the coefficient vector h=[ Y. Y2 Y. f . (4.248) represents a superposition combination
of one horizontal and one verticalbinomial filter.
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The difference between the original signal and the signal filtered by (4.248) could
in one step be generated by the filter

[
00 0] [0 10] [0 -1 0]

H L = 0 1 0 _..!. I 4 1 =i -1 4 -1 .

o 00 80 10 0 -1 0
(4.249)

This filter kernel provides a raw approximation of the second derivative of the
signal, and is denoted as Laplacian filter operator, which is also employed for the
purpose of edge detection (see 7.3.2). Hence, the differential pyramid is denoted as
Laplacian pyramid. In principle, this pyramid represents the second derivatives of
the signal within different scale spaces.

x(m,n)

a)

b)
C. l - - - - - - - -x

'-----------~+ r }--~CT.2

L--------------_ c. l

Fig. 4.55. Laplacian pyramid representation: a Analysis b Synthesis

The resolution levels of the Gaussian pyramid can roughly be seen to be identical
to the scale spaces of the wavelet transform, however the differential channels of
the Laplacian pyramid are not orthogonal complements as the wavelet channels
indeed are. An over-completeness is inherent to the pyramid schemes: If T pyramid
levels are used, the number of samples to be represented grows by a factor of

~ (..!.)'
1=1 4

(4.250)

as compared to the number of samples in the original image signal. In subband or
DWT transforms with critical sampling, the number of signal samples is always
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identical to the entire number of scaling and wavelet coefficients. Comparison of
(4.249) and (4.243) even shows that for a biorthogonal wavelet transform an iden
tical choice of highpass (difference) basis functions is possible as for the case of
the Laplacian pyramid, without the penalty of over-completeness.

4.5 Problems

Problem 4.1

The eigenvalues of the matrix p = [~ ~] are Ao=I+pand AJ=I-p.

a) Following (B.l6), determine <1>0 und <1>1 ofR such that they establish an orthonormal
base '1'=[ <1>0 <1> I ] according to (B.20) .

b) Sketch the eigenvectors within a coordinate system of axes x" X2.

c) Determine the inverse '1'-1 .
d) Compute the determinant of R, and compare the result against the product of the

eigenvalues.

Problem 4.2
For the AR(I) model from (4.55) and (4.56), prove the validity of the autocorrelation and
variance properties (4.57) and ofthe spectral properties (4.58) .

Problem 4.3
For statistical modeling of a ID signal, an AR(l) model of variance 0/ and correlation
coefficient p=0.95 is used . By using the autocorrelation function of the model , a linear
predictor shall be optimized. Determine the coefficients a(l) and a(2) for a predictor filter
of order P=2 by solving the Wiener-Hopfequation (4.73).

Problem 4.4
For linear 2D predict ion of a separable AR(I) process with A=Pv=0.95, a non-separable
predictor filter is used which implements the predict ion equation
x(m ,n) = 0.5· x(m -1,n)+ 0.5x(m,n -1) . Determine the variance of the prediction error

signal, and compare against the variance of the innovation signal zen) from (4.61).

Problem 4.5
A video sequence consists of image frames which are unchanged except for global transla
tional motion . The picture information is an output from a 2D separable AR(l) model
generator. Parameters are A=Pv=0.95. From one frame to the next, translational shift by
k=7 horizontally and 1=3 vertically occurs. Different methods of linear prediction shall be
compared by the criterion of prediction error variance :
a) Spatial prediction, separable predictor according to (4.93);
b) Temporal prediction x(m ,n,o)=x(m,n,o-I) ;

c) Motion-compensated temporal prediction .r(m,n,o) = x(m-k, n -1,0-1) .
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Problem 4.6
a) Construct the transform matrices of ID Haar and Walsh transforms for M=4.
b) Transform the following image matrix by the related separable 2D transforms using

(4.113):

x=l~: : ~ :j
2 4 2 4

2 4 2 4

c) Interpret the results. Discuss in particular which transform better compacts the given
image.

Problem 4.7
a) Determine the transform matrix of a l D DCT for M=3 , and show that the transform is

orthonormal.
b) Set up the autocorrelation matrix (3.41) of size 3x3 for an AR(I) model. The matrix

shall then be transformed by the 1D DCT of a), using (4.157).
c) For a model of variance (5/, two different cases p=O.9 and p=O.5 shall be considered

to fill the matrix Re. Give an interpretation of the differences you observe in the ma
trix entries.

d) For both cases from c), compute the trace (B.17) of the autocorrelation matrices and
their transformed counterparts. Give an interpretation of the result.

Problem 4.8
a) Determine the Fourier transfer functions .'1{tu } for the basis vectors of a transform

to=[~ ~r tl=[~ -~r
b) Prove the orthogonality of this basis system.
c) Show that the amplitude transfer functions of both basis vectors have a mirror-symmetric
relationship around the frequency Q=JTf2.
d) Show that 1.'1 {to} 12 + 1.'1 {t.} 12 = const.

Problem 4.9
a) Determine the basis vectors of the block-overlapping transform according to (4.164)

(4.166) with settings U=2, M=4. [Hint : To simplify expressions of the trigonometric
functions, use constants cos(3JTf8)=sin(JTf8)=A and cos(JTf8)=sin(3JTf8)=B ; reflect for
which other angles values ±A or ±B would result.]

b) Show the orthogonality of the basis system.
c) Determine the Fourier transfer functions .'1{tu } . Do the basis functions have a linear

phase property?
d) Would a realization of this transform by a fast algorithm be possible?

Problem 4.10
a) Show the validity of the orthogonality property for linear-phase QMF systems for the

following cases of filters:
i) Ho(z) =A·i +B ·z+C+C 'Z-1 +B ' Z - 2 + A·z-3

ii) Ho(z)=A .z2 +B ·z+C+B·z- 1 +A ·z -2
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b) Determine the z transform representations ofpolyphase filters HO,A, H O,B, H1 ,A and HI ,B

according to Fig. 4.39 for both filter configurations from a). Which number of multi
plications per sample would be necessary at minimum?

Problem 4.11
This problem relates to the generation of sub-sampled signals in the Gaussian pyramid
representation (Fig. 4.54). By self-convolution h(n)*h(n) of a Gaussian-shaped impulse
response kernel of width 0; a kernel of width 20- is generated. This will have half cut-off
frequency as compared to the previous. Filtering a signal by the kernel of width 20- will
give the same result as first filtering by the kernel of width 0; sub-sample the result and
again filter by the same kernel (possible alias effects neglected). The solution of this prob
lem will in particular show that these properties hold likewise for the 2D case. In particular,
a shorter-width kernel inherits its geometric shape, as expressed by a type of neighborhood
system, to the broader-width kernels which are developed by the iterated convolution.
a) Compute the 2D self-convolution of the Gaussian filter kernel approximation (4.248) .
b) Determine the orders c of a homogeneous neighborhood system based on the absolute

norm .Nc(l)(m,n) according to (4.1): i) for the filter (4.248) ii) for the result from a).
Which order will result by yet another self-convolution of the result from a) ?

c) The 2D 'variance' of a Gaussian filter kernel shall be defined as

0-2 = LL (i2+/) ·h(i,j).
i j

(i,j)e A;(m.n)

Determine d for the filter (4.248) and the result from a)

Problem 4.12
A one-dimensional, zero-mean signal shall be modeled by an AR(I) process. To describe
the parameters ofthe process, the value of spectral power density Sxx(.Q=n) = 0-}19 is given .
a) Determine the correlation parameter p, and the variance 0/ of the spectrally-white

innovation signal in dependency of o-}.

The signal shall be decomposed into two polyphase components, where the sequences of
even- and odd- indexed samples shall be processed independently by predictor filters of first
order, H(z)=az· l

, as shown in Fig. 4.56.

H(z)

Fig. 4.56. Prediction within polyphase components

b) Determine the optimum predictor coefficient a.
c) Determine the variance of the prediction error signal eeCn) of the even-indexed samples

when the optimum a is used . From this , compute the coding gain G=0-}lo;,e2
• By

which factor will this gain be smaller, as compared to the optimum case of prediction
for the AR(1) model (without polyphase decomposition) ?
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d) Compute the covariance between the signals ee(n) und eo(n) when the optimum a is
used .

Problem 4.13
An AR(I) process xAR(n) is characterized by the correlation parameter p=0,75 and the
variance of the Gauss ian innovation signal , 0"/=7.
a) Determine the variance of the AR process.

For linear prediction of xAR(n), a false ly adapted prediction error filter of transfer function
A(z) = 1 - Z·I is used (see Fig. 4.57).

A(z)---"~I ---"~ e(n)

Fig. 4.57. Prediction ofan AR(I) process

b) Compute the variance of the prediction error signal e(n) and the coding gain.
c) Which would be the coding gain in case of optimum prediction? By which factor is the

coding gain worse in the case of the falsely-adapted prediction from b)?
d) Determine the power density spectrum 8.eCO). Is e(n) a white noise signal?
e) Determine a system (z transfer funct ion and block diagram), which generates the opti

mum prediction error signal oflowest possible variance from e(n).

Problem 4.14
A linear block transform of block size M=U=2 is defined by the following transform ma
trix :

[
1/ 2 1/2]

T(2) = 1 -1

a) Determine the inverse transform matrix rl.
b) Are the basis vectors of the transform orthogonal? Describe a transform matrix of an

orthonormal transform S=[SOT SIT]T, such that so-to and SI-tl.
c) An AR(l) process is characterized by ax2 and p. It shall be transformed block-wise by

T. Determine the variances of the transform coeffic ients E{ co2
} and E{CI2 } .

d) A quantization error vector q=[ qoql ]Tis superimposed to the transform coefficients.
Compute the resulting error y-x in the reconstructed signal y. How must the quantiza
tion step sizes of uniform quantizers be chosen, such that the contributions of qo and
ql to the energy of the reconstruction error will become equal?

e) The transform T is used as basis for a wavelet transform using 2 decomposition steps,
i.e. depth 2 of the wavelet tree . This can then be interpreted as a block transform with
M=4 . Sketch a signal flow diagram related to the analysis of a single block. Also, ex
press the related transform matrix T(4). Is this transform orthogonal or orthonormal?



5 Pre- and Postprocessing

Preprocessing methods are applied in multimedia signal analysis, coding and
identification. Nonlinear jiltering methods are often applied in preprocessing of
image signals, as they can preserve characteristic signal properties like edges
much better than linear jiltering. In coding ofmultimedia signal, post-processing
methods play an additional role for improving the perceptual quality ofsignals to
be presented. Linear jilter kernels are frequently used in signal enhancement in
combination with adaptation mechanisms, which take into regard specific local
properties ofthe signal or employ mechanisms which are specifically tuned to the
expected distortions. Amplitude transforms establish another group of signal
modifications, which are mainly based on manipulations of sample statistics.
Finally, different interpolation methods are introduced which must be used if
signal samples are needed at positions not available from the given sampling grid.

5.1 Nonlinear Filters

In filtering operations, the value of the pixel at position (m,n) is set in relationship
with values from a neighborhood as e.g. described in (4.1) and (4.2). The geome
try of a neighborhood system .Nc(m,n) determines the shape of a jilter mask, by
which a combination of a pixel with its neighbors is performed. The output is com
puted by application of the combining function to any position of the input image.
It shall be assumed here that the output has the same number of samples as the
input. If the combining function f[ ·] is nonlinear, the output is the result of
nonlinear filtering", as shown in Fig. 5.1. Unlike impulse responses of linear sys-

! Nonlinear filters are of particular importance in image processing applications, and are
explained here mainly for the example of 2D images. One- or multi-dimensional nonlinear
filtering can be developed by definition of the neighborhood systems over only one or more
than two coordinate axes.

J.-R. Ohm, Multimedia Communication Technology

© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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terns, nonlinear function behavior can not be mapped into a frequency transfer
function.

o 0 0 0 0

0'0~' O, ,
0'000'01- _, I

o 0'0 0,
N;(m,n) x(m,n)

Fig. 5.1. Typical method oflinear 2D filtering using a finite neighborhood system

Image signals show some properties which can hardly be modeled or analyzed by
linear systems, in particular at amplitude discontinuities (edges). Consequently,
methods of nonlinear filtering are widely used in image processing applications.
Nonlinear filters can be grouped into different categories as shown in Fig. 5.2.

Fig. 5.2. Categories ofnonlinear filters

While polynomial filters perform the combination of pixels in the neighborhood by
a weighted sum of elements - which can then also include quadratic and higher
order terms -, rank-order filters and morphological filters implement combination
functions which are based on value comparisons and logical operations within the
neighborhood.

5.1.1 Median Filters and Rank Order Filters

The median is a value from a set, for which at least half the number of values is
less or equal, and at least half the number of values is larger or equal. In median
filtering of image signals, the values positioned under the geometry of the finite
filter mask are forming the set, which must consist of an odd number of values
(e.g. 3x3 or 5x5 pixels), as otherwise it would not be possible to determine a
unique median value). The median value usually is filled at the output position
relating to the center of the mask. Median filtering effects an elimination of iso-

) Methods which allow usage of even number of input values are weighted median filtering
(see below) and averaging of the two values at the center of the ordered set.
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lated outlier values. It is also applied for purposes of nonlinear prediction and
interpolation, where it simply replaces the linear lowpass filters typically used.

Example: Medianfilter over neighborhood At;(2)(m,n). Regard the image matrix X
given in (5.1), assuming a constant-value extension (4.9) when the filter mask
accesses a pixel from outside X. If the 3x3 filter mask is centered at the second
pixel in the second row, the set of values m=[IO,10,20,20,10,20,IO,10,10] is the
filter input. Re-ordering by amplitudes gives m'=[IO,IO,IO,IO,lO,10,20,20,20],
resulting in the value MED[m]=10 . The pixel remains unchanged, as the majority
of values from the neighborhood has the same amplitude. For the third pixel in the
third row, the set is m=[IO,20,20,10,IO,20,IO,20,20] . Re-ordering of the set gives
m'=[10,10,IO,IO,20,20,20,20,20], such that MED[m]=20. This output value is not
identical to the input of the current position, but it is an original value from the
neighborhood. Application of the same operation to any position gives the output
matrix Y, from which it is obvious that the median filter eliminates single, isolated
amplitude values and straightens edge boundaries between areas of constant ampli
tude:

~~ ~~ ~~1
10 10 20

10 20 20r

IO

20
X=

10

10
[

10 10 20 20

10 10 20 20
. Y=MED[X]=
, 10 10 20 20

10 10 20 20

(5.1)

The root signal of a median filter with a certain mask geometry is the smallest
neighborhood constellation of pixels with identical amplitudes that will remain
unchanged in case of an iterated application of the filter. For any position of the
root signal, the majority of elements under the median filter mask must then also
be a member of the root signal. The shape of the root signal relates to the resolu
tion preservation capability of a median filter; any detail structures that are
'smaller' than the root signal would possibly be affected by the filter. Examples of
median filter geometries and their root signals are shown in Fig. 5.3.

00000 00000 OO eOO

oo eoo 0 ••• 0 OO eoO

Filter mask 0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0 •••••

oo eo o 0 ••• 0 00 .00

00000 00000 o o eoo

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 • • 0 0
0 • • • 0

Rootsignal 0 • • 0 0 • • • • 0
0 • • • 0

0 • . 0 0 • • • . 0
0 • • • 0

0 o 0 0 0 0 • • 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

Fig. 5.3. Median filter geometries and related root signals
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Median filters have an effect of equalization, they tend to limit the number of dis
tinct amplitudes within a local environment. Nevertheless, amplitude discontinui
ties which signify characteristic properties of the signal are fully preserved. Fig.
5.4a shows the effects of a median filter and of a linear mean-value filter applied to
an idealized edge (amplitude discontinuity) . Edge ringing! is also eliminated by
median filters (Fig. 5.4b) .

median filter

a)

."mean-value filtered

b)

Fig. 5.4. Effects of filters with mask width 3 a Median filter and mean-value filter at a flat
amplitude discontinuity b Median filter at an amplitude discontinuity with ringing

Variants of median filters are:

Weighted median filters: For each position under the filter mask, an integer
numbered weighting factor M is defined. In the sets m and m', the value of the
respective pixel is copied M times . Usually , the pixel positioned at the center
of the mask is given the highest weight. The root signal will then cover a
smaller area and also retain smaller structures-. It is still important that the
sum of weighting factors over the entire mask is an uneven number . By appli
cation of weighted median filters, thin lines in images can be preserved, while
single isolated pixels of different amplitude are discarded. This is illustrated in
the example (5.2), where output values of '10' would be produced at all posi
tions by an unweighted median filter of mask size 3x3. If the center pixel is
weighted by M=5, the single isolated value '20' in the second column of X is
erased, but the column of values '20' is preserved, as the weight effects a ma
jority for this value :

[

10 10 10 20 10] [10 10 10 20 10]10 10 10 20 10 10 10 10 20 10 1 1 1

X = 10 20 10 20 10 ; Y = MEDG[X] = 10 10 10 20 10 ; G = [I 5 I]
10 10 10 20 10 10 10 10 20 10 1 1 1

10 10 10 20 10 10 10 10 20 10

(5.2)

Hybrid linear/median filters: Output signals of different linear filters establish
the set for median computation.

I Edge ringing is a typical effect which occurs by application of linear highpass or high
emphasis filters at amplitude discontinuities . Edge ringing is also a problem if a signal with
an amplitude discontinuity is reconstructed from an incomplete set of transform basis func
tions; this is known as the Gibbs ph enomenon .

2 For definition of root signals for weighted median filters, see Problem 5.1.
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These generalized types of median filters are also categorized as rank orderfilters.
Other types of rank order filters are

Minimum-value filters, which produce as output the minimum amplitude from
the neighborhood set,

Ymin(m,n) = min [x(i,j)] ;
x(i .j)eA';(m.n)

(5.3)

Maximum-value filters, which produce as output the maximum amplitude
from the neighborhood set,

Ymax (m,n) = max [x(i,j)];
x(i.j)eA';(m.n)

(5.4)

Difference filters, which produce as output the maximum difference between
any two values from the neighborhood set, which in fact is the always-positive
difference,

YdifT(m,n) = Ymax (m,n) - Ymin(m,n) ; (5.5)

Example. The image matrix X is transformed into the following output images if
minimum, maximum and difference filters of mask size 3x3 are applied:

[

10 10 10 20 20] [10 10 10 10 20] [10 10 20 20 20] [0 0 10 10 0]10 10 10 20 20 10 10 10 10 20 10 10 20 20 20 0 0 10 10 0 5 6
X = 10 10 10 20 20 =:> Ymin = 10 10 10 10 20 ; Ymax = 10 10 20 20 20 ; YdiIT = 0 0 10 10 0 (.)

10 10 10 20 20 10 10 10 10 20 10 10 20 20 20 0 0 10 10 0

10 10 10 20 20 10 10 10 10 20 10 10 20 20 20 0 0 10 10 0

The effect of a minimum-value filter erodes isolated peaks or amplitude plateaus
from a signal, while a maximum-value filter discards minima or fills up troughs of
the amplitude shape . The difference filter allows to analyze a kind of nonlinear
gradient within an image signal. These latter types of rank order filters also have
an interpretation by types of morphological filters (see the subsequent section) .
According to their effect , the maximum-value filter is then denoted as erosion
filter, while the minimum-value filter is the dilation filter.

5.1.2 Morphological Filters

The term morphology is deduced from an ancient Greek word for 'shape' or 'fig
ure'. Morphological filtering is often applied to manipulate geometric shapes ex
pressed as binary signals by 'I' value constellations. By generalization, they can be
applied to signals and functions of multiple-level amplitude values , gray-level or
color image signals . They can also be used for nonlinear contrast enhancement,
elimination of local details or detection of characteristic points such as edges and
comers in image signals .

Application to Binary Signals. The two basic operations in morphological filter
ing are erosion and dilation. Fig. 5.5a shows the example of a binary shape of an
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object, Fig. 5.5b is a structure element S of size 3x3 pixels, which plays the role of
a filter mask. The structure element is shifted over the object A, where the current
shift position is aligned by the center of S. Only those positions are retained as
part of the output object shape, for which only pixels of A are found under S (Fig.
5.5c). The counterpart operation is dilation, where all those pixels are included in
the output object shape, where at least one pixel of A is found under S at the re
spective position (Fig. 5.5d).

• • • H~
- -,
~

• • • ,

• • • • • • • • ~- --n.
• • • • • • • • , • • •,

• • • , _L L_
----,

• • • • • ,,-

a) b) c) d)

Abb. 5.5. Morphological basic operations: a Binary object shape A
b Structure element S c Shape after erosion d Shape after dilation

Let by definition pixels belonging to an object shape A and pixels which charac
terize the shape of the structure element S be described by a logical "I" . Mathe
matically, dilation is the Minkovsky addition

AEB S={(m,n)l[ S+(m,n)]nA =#; O} . (5.7)

The expression 'St(m,n)' characterizes a translation (shift) of the structure element
such that its center is at position (m,n). Similarly, erosion is the Minkovsky sub
traction

A0 S={(m,n)l[ S+(m,n)] k; A =#; OJ . (5.8)

In the example shown by Fig. 5.5, the operations of erosion and dilation are re
versible, such that from the shape of Fig. 5.5c the original object (Fig. 5.5a) is
reconstructed by dilation; from the shape in Fig. 5.5d it is reconstructed by ero
sion. Reversibility is not generally guaranteed, in particular single holes in the
object shape, noses or troughs in the object boundaries would usually be lost.
From the basic operations erosion and dilation, additional morphological features
can be defined. The inner contour of an object is given by the exclusive-or combi
nation of the original and eroded signals,

A-(A0S), (5.9)

while the outer contour results by exclusive-or combination of original and dilated
signals,
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(AEeS)-A. (5.10)

By appropriate choice of the structure element's shape or additional criteria (e.g.
minimum or maximum number of pixels that must belong to the object when the
set under the structure element is analyzed), further features like comer pixels of
an object shape can be extracted . The operation ofopening,

A oS= (A0 S)EeS (5.11)

is defined as erosion followed by dilation, which straightens convex shapes and
eliminates thin noses. The counterpart is closing

A. S = ( A Ee S) 0 S, (5.12)

which is defined as dilation followed by erosion, effecting a straightening of con
cave shapes and elimination of holes, channels and troughs. Effects of opening and
closing are illustrated in Fig. 5.6, where again a structuring element of size 3x3
pixels was used.

a) '-----__---' b) '-----__---' c) '-----_ _ ---'

•
•
•

e) •

•
Fig. 5.6. a Original shape b erosion c opening (dilation of result in b)
d Original shape e dilation f closing (erosion of result in e)

In principle, mainly the size of the structure element influences the strength of the
effect that morphological filters have. Alternatively, filters defined by small struc
ture elements can also be applied iteratively to achieve a stronger effect. In some
cases, it is also desirable to adapt the effect by the size of the object in general. If
an object resists to (is not eliminated by) opening even though a large structure
element or iterated opening is used, it can be retained in the original shape through
an operation denoted as opening by reconstruction. Similarly, holes within an
object that resist against closing can be retained by performing closing by recon 
struction.

Application to non-binary Signals. A non-binary signal has a larger number of
amplitude levels. For 2D signals, this can be interpreted as an amplitude surface,
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where the amplitudes represent a height map of the surface. The volume under this
surface is stacked by a number of 'amplitude layers', each of which possesses a
binary 2D shape. At one pixel position which has an integer amplitude value j, the
stack consists ofj layers. A one-dimensional section of this stack, which may e.g.
be the amplitudes of an image in one row, is shown in Fig. 5.7. The width of a
binary shape in layer j is larger if more pixels in the neighborhood have an ampli
tude which is larger or equal to j.

x(m)
~

I
I

I

j - -

~ width of a binary shape
: in amplitude slack layer j

I

m

Fig. 5.7. Signal ofmultiple amplitude levels, composed from 'amplitude layers'

The operations of erosion and dilation can now be interpreted such that they are
executed separately within each layer. The eroded or dilated shapes retain their
original stacking order, however as by guarantee the upper layers are smaller or
equal in width compared to the lower amplitude layers, no 'caves' ever appear,
such that the amplitude volume is eroded like a mountain or is filled up (in dila
tion) as if sand is dispersed over the surface. The amplitude resulting by the entire
stack of eroded or dilated layers is the eroded or dilated amplitude function (Fig.
5.8a).

signal

...K
K' -

width01the
structure element

>----------<

~... dilated
I(-'>! /

1(-"

eroded

widthof the
structure element

>----------<

opened

Fig. 5.8. Application ofmorphological operations to a non-binary signal
a Erosion and dilation b opening and closing

The results of dilation and erosion are exactly equivalent to the respective effects
of maximum-value filters and minimum-value filters defined in (5.3) and (5.4).
Hence, it is in fact not necessary to apply level-wise processing, as the much sim
pler operation of rank-order filtering fulfills the same effect.

By tendency, the dilated image will have an increased mean value of ampli
tude, while for the eroded image the mean value is lowered. Opening and closing
are defined as before by subsequent processing of erosion and dilation or vice
versa. Both of these functions effect a nonlinear equalization of signal amplitudes
(Fig. 5.8b), where the opening eliminates peaks, and closing fills up troughs of the
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amplitude volume. By tendency, this modifies the signal such that plateaus of
equal amplitudes are generated.

Analogous with the inner and outer contour definitions in (5.9) and (5.10),
morphological gradients can be defined for gray-value signals. A typical goal of
gradient analysis is finding of contour points. In the binary case, contours were
defined by exclusive-or combinations of a shape and its dilated (for outer contour)
or eroded versions (for inner contour). Accordingly, gradients of multiple-level
amplitude signals are defined by differencing the values of the eroded or dilated
signals with the original signal. These are described as erosion or dilation gradi
entsl . The morphological gradient is the difference between the dilated and
eroded signals; this will be the result of the min-max difference filter (5.5).

5.1.3 Polynomial Filters

Polynomial filters are conceptionally a superset of linear filters (characterized by
impulse responses), but include also nonlinear combinations of samples, e.g. by
concatenating multiplications of several samples from the input signal. Practically,
only polynomial filters up to an order of two, the Volterra filters, appear to be
relevant. The transfer equation of a one-or multidimensional Volterra filter is de
fined as

y(n) = ~ [x(n)] + liz [x(n)] ,

where the linear (FIR) term is

~ [x(n)] = La(p) ' x (n - p) ,
p

and the nonlinear (quadratic) term is

~ [x(n)] =LL b(p,q)·x(n -p)·x(n-q) .
p q

(5.13)

(5.14)

(5.15)

Recursive structures can be defined similarly, where however stability of the
higher-order components is not as straightforward to test as for the case of linear
filters. Volterra filters can e.g. be applied for nonlinear prediction- and noise re
duction. The computation of the output signal in polynomial filters of higher order
is similar to the computation of higher-order moments (sec. 3.3). This is an anal
ogy to the linear case, where a high similarity between the convolution (linear
filter) and the computation of correlation functions (moments of second order) can
be observed. To optimize Volterra filters, moments or central moments of third
order (3.43) must be used for the non-linear terms in addition to the autocorrela-

1 For strictly positive values, the erosion gradient is defined by x(m,n)-Ymin(m,n), the dila
tion gradient byYmax(m,n)-x(m,n).

2 While the prediction estimate is computed by a non-recursive filter, the synthesis filter
will be recursive, as usual in linear prediction .
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tion or autocovariance function for the linear terms. More viable solutions could
be realized by performing backward-adaptation of Volterra predictors [LIN,
UNBEHAUEN 1992], which give in analogy with (4.94)-(4.96)

an++(p)=an(p)+c1 ·e(n)·y(n-p)

bn++(p, q) = bn(p,q) +c2 • e(n) ·y(n -p) .y(n - q).

5.2 Signal Enhancement

Signal enhancement is often used to improve the presentation of multimedia sig
nals (postprocessing) for the comfort of the human observer, or to facilitate the
analysis of signals in the context of coding or recognition (preprocessing). In par
ticular for images and video, a significant effect to eliminate deficiencies which
occur during acquisition, encoding and transmission can be achieved by relatively
simple methods of linear or nonlinear filtering, often trying to utilize the interrela
tionships between the different available dimensions of the signal. Subsequently,
some methods used in image and video enhancement are described.

Blurring filters. The goal of blurring is to cancel out high frequencies from the
signal. Even though not optimum in a statistical sense (cf. chapter 8), this can
subjectively reduce the impression of noise, in particular when the signal has low
frequent characteristics, where the noise is not hidden by signal components at
higher frequencies. If the goal is to keep the content of the image unaffected, while
noise or other artifacts shall be reduced, direction-adaptive lowpass filters can be
applied, e.g. the following set of binomial filters for horizontal, vertical and the
two diagonal directions,

[
0 0 0] [1 0 0] [0 1 0] [0 0 1]H =.!. 1 2 1 . H =.!. 0 2 0 . H =.!. 0 2 0 . H =.!. 0 2 0 .

h 4 'd'4 ' v4 ' d" 4
000 001 010 100

(5.17)

If these filters are adapted to local edge directions (which can be achieved by edge
analysis, sec. 7.3), the relevant information of the image is sharply retained, while
noise or other interferences are blurred out. Median filters or morphological filters
such as open/close methods can also be used as blurring filters with good edge
preservation properties.

De-blurring (contrast enhancement) filters. Linear filters can also be applied to
enhance the contrast by enlarging the gradient of the amplitude. An example for
such a filter is given by the filter matrix



[

- a / 8 -a /8 -a /8]
H = -a / 8 a + I -a / 8 ,

-a /8 -a /8 -a /8
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(5.18)

where a~ 0 regulates the strength of the contrast enhancement, useful values being
in the range between 1 and 4.

Noise insertion. Even though a typical goal of signal enhancement is reduction of
noise, in some case addition ofnoise can have an advantageous effect on improved
subjective impression, which is also known as dithering or comfort noise insertion.
Regard a case where a signal is quantized into a distinguishable number of ampli
tude levels. If the signal itself varies smoothly, quantization can effect the appear
ance of staircase functions. This is likewise true for images where quantization into
a small number of gray levels produces unnatural plateaus of identical amplitudes,
or for audio/speech, where in case of low amplitudes occasional switching between
quantization levels becomes perceptible. Addition of noise from an independent
noise source can then mask the unnatural quantization noise components and im
proves the subjective impression.

Deblocking and deringing filters. In cases of lossy coding of multimedia signals,
certain types of errors in the decoded signal are deterministic. For example, if
block-based transforms are used for compression, blocking artifacts are encoun
tered. Such undesirable components in the reconstructed signal can be reduced by
post processing, taking into account the known block grid structure. This can be
achieved by application of ID lowpass filters across the block edges (cf. Fig.
5.9a); at the comer positions, 2D filtering is applied.

a)
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Fig. 5.9. Deblocking filter a for one block ofa static block grid b in the context ofmotion
compensation

Unconditional application of lowpass deblocking filters across any block bounda
ries will however also smooth out details of the images; even worse, as filtering is
applied exclusively at boundaries, a 'smearing grid' artifact could become visible
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replacing the blocking artifact. This can be resolved by filter adaptation . Typical
methods applied in this context are the analysis of the coded information (number
and positions of coefficients retained, identification of blocks where intraframe
coding is applied, estimation of expected distortion based on quantizer step size,
edge direction analysis, analysis about presence of unnatural edge plateaus at
block boundaries etc.)1

The problem becomes more severe, when motion-compensated processing is
involved, as shown in Fig. 5.9b. Depending on the motion vector, blocking arti
facts which were present in a previous decoded frame can be fed back into the
current frame by motion-compensated prediction . Here, they would appear at an
inner location of the block, depending on the value of the motion vector. It is then
necessary to analyze the motion vectors and apply deblocking filtering accordingly
at the respective positions where artifacts are expected-,

A second effect that often affects the quality of decoded signals are ringing ar
tifacts at signal discontinuities (such as edges in images). These are caused by the
discarding or strong quantization of frequency coefficients . To reduce ringing, it is
necessary to predict the expected ringing characteristics. Partially, this can be
determined from the map of decoded coefficients, but directional edge analysis is
very effective as well.

5.3 Amplitude-value transformations

Amplitude-value transformations define mappings of input amplitudes to output
amplitudes. This can be interpreted as manipulation of probability distributions,
e.g. a modification of the histogram for discrete-amplitude or of the PDF for con
tinuous-amplitude signals. Amplitude mapping can either be performed globally or
locally within small segments of a signal.

Contrast enhancement is a typical goal of amplitude value transformations ap
plied to images. In audio signals, it is often desirable to compress amplitudes into a
pre-defined range, such that dynamic fluctuations are limited. For example, it is
convenient for the user of a radio, if the loudness stays relatively constant in audio
broadcasting applications, such that it is not necessary to change the volume set
tings depending on local signal behavior . Another application of amplitude map
ping is companding of signals, which is often done in transmission systems where
noise is expected to interfere with the signal; when the low amplitudes are in-

1 It is beyond the scope here to give a detailed insight into such algorithms which are often
optimized on a heuristic basis. Reasoning behind different methods can e.g. be found in
[PARK, LEE 1999].

2 This effect does not occur, if deblocking filtering is applied within the prediction loop, as
it is e.g. defined in the Advanced Video Coding standard (cf. sec. 17.4.4). In this case,
prediction is made from an already de-blocked signal.
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creased prior to transmission, the noise will take less effect, as an expansion (the
reverse principle of compression), applied after receiving, reduces the noise ampli
tude and reconstructs the signal into its original amplitude range . This principle is
e.g. applied in PCM encoding of speech signals where it provides suppression of
quantization noise in cases of low amplitude levels .

For images, amplitude mapping can be applied either to the luminance or to the
color component amplitudes. In color mapping, it is not straightforward to define
objective contrast enhancement functions, as the subjective color impression could
be falsified undesirably. An extreme example is the usage of color lookup tables,
which are used to systematically highlight specific image content without being
coherent with the original natural color any more . Color lookup tables are also
used when the number of different colors that can be displayed is limited; in such a
case , the lookup table can be determined by a vector quantizer codebook design
(cf. sec . 11.5.3). Quantization and re-quantization can indeed be regarded as spe
cific optimized cases of non-linear amplitude mapping.

5.3.1 Amplitude Mapping Functions

The amplitude value of a sample x(n) shall be mapped into the output value y(n).
This relationship can be described by a mapping characteristic functionf(·), which
could be linear or nonlinear:

y(n) = f[x(n)] . (5.19)

If the mapping characteristic is steady, unique and monotonous, the mapping is
reversible, i.e.

o
a)

x(n) = r l [y(n)] .

b)

y y

d)

(5.20)

Fig. 5.10. Examples of mappingcharacteristics (explanations see text below)

Examples of mapping functions are shown in Fig. 5.10 . The function in Fig. 5.10a
would be reversible. Irreversible functions are shown in Fig. 5.10b (quantizer
characteristic, which is unsteady), Fig. 5.lOc (clipping characteristic, which is not
unique in certain ranges) and Fig. 5.10d (non-monotonous function) . Some impor
tant invertible mapping characteristics are:
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Linear characteristic (Fig. 5.lla) :

y(n)=a·x(n)+Ya ; x(n)=~ .y(n)_Ya ,
a a

(5.21)

which includes the case (a=-l) of negative amplitude mapping (Fig. 5.llb).
Piecewise-linear characteristic (Fig. 5.llc):

{

a .x (n )

y(n)= p·[x(n)-x.l+ Ya
y ·[x(n)-xb]+ Yb

for x(n)::; xa
for xa::; x(n)::; xb
for xb::; x(n)

(5.22)

with Ya=a·xa, Yb=P· [Xb-Xa]+Ya; this can likewise be extended to more than
three pieces, and is invertible if all slopes (a,P,y,..) are non-zero and of equal
sign.
Root and quadratic characteristics, which are examples of reversible com
pression/expansion function pairs as illustrated in Figs. 5.1 Idle

y(n) = ~alx(n)l · sgn(x(n)) ; x(n) = /(n) · sgn ( y (n )) , a> 0, (5.23)
a

Another compression/expansion pair are the logarithmic and exponential
characteristics

y(n) = log; (1+Ix(n)l) .sgn (x(n))

(
I t ) , a> l.

x(n) = a x(n) -1 ·sgn(y(n))
(5.24)
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Fig. 5.11. Examples of reversible mapping characteristics (5.21)-(5.24)
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5.3.2 Probability Distribution Modification and Equalization

Mapping functions can be determined systematically, provided that criteria for
optimization are given. As an example, the goal of a mapping might be

to obtain a desired probability distribution at the output, e.g. to maximize the
contrast of a signal or achieve a uniform distribution of probabilities in a dis
crete representation;
to minimize the resulting error in the mapping from a continuous-value to a
discrete-value signal (quantization) 1.
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Fig.S.I2. Relationships ofPDFs for input and output signals in amplitude mapping

For steady, monotonous functions, the areas under the PDFs within a differential
amplitude range of the input and the corresponding range of the output must be
identical (see Fig. 5.12):

p(x).dx=p(y).dy ~ d!(x) = p(x) or «sa.ea (5.25)
dx p(y) dy p(x)

Further, the probability of samples within an amplitude interval [Xa,xb] of the input
must be identical to the probability within the corresponding output interval
[f(Xa)f(Xb)] :

Xb J(Xb)

fp(x)dx = f p(y)dy .
XQ J (xQ )

(5.26)

The cumulative distribution functions of input and output signals must hence be
related by

1 See optimization ofnon-uniform quantizer characteristics, sec. 11.1
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x. I(x.)

P(x5,xa)= fp(x)dx= f p(y)dy=P[J(x)5,f(xa ) ] · (5.27)

Of particular interest is the case where the mapping characteristic shall result in a
uniform distribution of the output in the amplitude range O$x5,Amax, which is a
solution to maximize the contrast of an image signal. Here, p(y)=1/Amax such that
P(y5,Ya)=y.lAmax.. Assuming that the input is restricted to amplitudes O$x5,Amax, and
using (5.27) results in the mapping characteristic

f(x)._l_= fP(X)dX => f(X)=A",.x ·fp(x)dX.
A.nax 0 0

(5.28)

In principle, any PDF can be targeted for the output signal, but the solution is more
complicated for the case of a non-uniform target, as the linear dependency off(x)
on the left side of(5.28) would be replaced by an integral condition.

x

x
Area 111

Fig. 5.13. Non-uniform quantizer characteristic to obtain a quantized signal with uniform
distribution for reconstruction ofmaximum contrast

These methods can be adopted for the case of direct mapping into discrete prob
ability distributions P(Xj) or histograms H(j). Assume that a quantization of an
image shall result in a uniform discrete probability distribution. With a number of
MN pixels and I discrete amplitude values, (MN)/I samples must fall into each bin
of the histogram. The lower and upper boundaries of quantization intervals can
then be determined recursively (starting with Xlo,1=0) such that

• XupJ 1 ;
P(x 5,xup,J =~= f p(x)d.x =-2:H(l ) =C(i)

I 0 MN i=1

and X1o,i+1 = xup,i ; i (- i +1.

The mapping function will be

(5.29)



Y =f(x) =Yi for Xlo ,i:::; x < xup,i '
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(5.30)

which typically gives a non-uniform quantizer characteristic. Remark that - unlike
the quantization approaches introduced in sec. 11.1 - this quantizer is not opti
mized for minimum distortion, but for maximization ofcontrast or maximization of
entropy in the digital signal. The signal of maximum amplitude contrast is gener
ated when the quantized signal is reconstructed by an inverse quantizer of uniform
step size (see Fig. 5.13):

Yi =(i-l) ·t i=1,2, ...,I. (5.31)

5.4 Interpolation

In signal analysis and signal presentation, it is often necessary to estimate values of
signals between known samp ling positions. The ultimate goal of this estimation is
the reconstruction of a continuous signal from the discrete samples, which is
achieved by interpolation. Control positions! can in principle be defined on arbi
trary sampling grids, including irregular grids with non-equidistant positions (see
Fig. 5.14). In the latter case, interpolation is more complicated, and high-quality
lowpass filters- are not usable for this purpose . Further, it will no longer be possi
ble to interpret interpolation by signal expansion and filtering (cf. Fig. 4.34), as the
mapping of an irregular grid into a regular one can not directly be interpreted by
spectral operations.

a) b)

Fig. 5.14. Interpolation of a signal in cases of equidistant (a) and non-equidistant (b) posi
tions of support.

1 Control positions are the positions in time or space for which actually samples are avail
able. In the simplest case, interpolation is then performed directly from the samples; in
some interpolation methods, control coefficients are computed first.

2 For a broader background on the interpretation of interpolation using linear systems, also
refer to sec. 4.4.1.
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5.4.1 Zero- and First-order Interpolators

Let values of the signal x be known at uniquely indexed support positions r(m)l .
The most simple interpolator is the hold elem ent (zero-order interpolator) , giving
the estimated value (Fig. 5.16a)

x(r) =x[r(m)] for r(m)::; r < r(m +1). (5.32)

Similarly, a separable 2D hold element can be defined as

x(r,s) = x[r(m),s(n)] for r(m)::; r < r(m +1) and s(n)::; s < s(n +1). (5.33)

(5.34)

The simplest 'true' interpolation (using more than one sample) is performed by the
first-order linear interpolator (Fig. 5.I6b)

x(r)=x[r(m)]. r(m+I)-r +x[r(m +I)] . r-r(m) .
r(m +1)- r(m) r(m +1)- r(m)

s

R

" -,<r,s)

h / I-h

~

rJ>(",;_.~~-'-'-~~- x(m+l ,n)

x(m,n+l ) x(m+l ,n+l)

Fig. 5.15. Bilinearinterpolation

In case of rectangular sampling, the 2D separable version of (5.34) is bilinear
interpolation. The principle is illustrated in Fig. 5.15. The value to be estimated at
position (r,s) results by weighted averaging of four neighboring positions, which
are used for the interpolation within the range m-Rsr-ant«1)oR, n·S::;S«m+1)·S.
The horizontal and vertical fractional distances h and v are normalized by the
sampling distances:

x(r, s) = x(m,n)' (I-h) ·(1- v)+x (m + I,n) ·h· (1- v)

+x(m,n +1)· (I-h) · v+x(m+ I,n + I) ·h · v

I In case of equidistant sampling, the condition r(m)=m·R holds, where R is the sampling
distance.
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(5.35)

Bilinear interpolation can be performed separably as follows:

a) Horizontal interpolation step :
x(r,n) = (1- h) · x(m,n) +h · x(m + I,n)

x(r, n +1)= (1- h) · x(m, n +1)+h -x(m +1, n +1)

b) Vertical interpolation step:
x(r, s) = (I-v) · x(r,n) +v-x(r,n +1)

(5.36)

(5.37)

x(O)

The result of interpolation using systems of order zero (hold element) and one
(linear interpolator) is shown in Fig. 5.16. It is obvious that none of these systems
is capable to approximate the original signal accurately, as no discontinuities or
comers would be expected in the signal amplitudes. A better approximation can
only be achieved by higher-order interpolators, using information from more than
two control positions. The elements to be combined for the computation of the
interpolation result need not necessarily be original samples from the signal. In a
generalized approach, these can be control coefficients c(k). If the interpolation is
defined piecewise as in (5.32) and (5.33), the continuous basis functions used for
the interpolation are shift variant and valid only locally. IfP+I control coefficients
are involved in the interpolation at any position r, the interpolation system is of
order P.

~
x(O)

a) r b)

Fig. 5.16. Interpolation using systems a of order zero (hold element) b of order one (linear
interpolator)

A generic notation for interpolation of order P based on control coefficients can be
expressed for the one-dimensional case as

P

x(r) =LCk • fPk(P)(r) .
k=O

(5.38)

f/Jk(P)(r) is a member from a system of continuous basis function, which is used to
determine the contribution of coefficient c, to the interpolation at position r. For
the case of a 2D system, (5.38) can be extended as follows, where the right side of
(5.39) defines the case of a separable 2D basis function :
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P Q

x(r,s) = I:2:>k.1.rpk/P·Q)(r,s) ; rpk/P·Q)(r,s) = rp/P)(r) ·rp/ Q\ s ) .
k=O 1=0

(5.39)

In the sequel, interpolations using linear filters, frequency coefficient expansions
and spline interpolation are described as realizations of this generic interpolation
definition.

5.4.2 Interpolation using linear Filters

For interpolation by linear filters, the control coefficients Ck are identical to signal
samples,

{
X(m - p / 2 +k ), P even}

ck = ( ) for r(m)::;;r<r(m+l) .
x m -(P-l) /2+k, P odd

(5.40)

The functions fPk(r) represent continuous interpolation filter impulse responses. In
case of shift-invariant interpolation functions, this can be expressed by a parent
interpolation function qfPl(r) which is symmetric around position r=OI

(P)( )_{cp(P)[r-r(m-Pl2+k)-R /2], P even} f < (5.41)
CPk r - ( P)[ ( (P ·1) / 2 k)] P dd or r(m)_r<r(m+l)cP r-rm- - +, 0

The superposition of the different shifted functions, weighted by the respective ci,
results in the interpolated signal at position r. The continuous funct ion systems for
cases P=O (hold) and P=l (first-order linear) are shown in Fig. 5.l7a/b,

(0) {I, O::;;lrl< R ( I) {l-!.!..-I, o::;;lrl<Rrp (r) = 2 ; rp (r) = R .

0, else 0, else

(5.42)

These are impulse responses of finite extension, where the number of samples to
be used for interpolation at any position is P+I, except for the positions r(m),
where only the original sample of this position is used. The ideal interpolator is

the sine function which has an infinite impulse response (Fig. 5.17c)2

( ) . ( ) . .() sin xrp ~ (r) =Sl air With Sl x =--;
x

(5.43)

I The additional shifts depending on P in (5.40) and (5.41) are necessaryby the definition
that the value qfPl(O) shall give the interpolation weight of the control value at position
rem).
2 For the case of the ideal interpolator, it would be necessary to modify the summation
limits in (5.38) and (5.44) to run from _00 to +00. Then, the additional shifts by P/2, R/2 in
(5.40) and (5.41) would not apply.
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The frequency transfer function has ideal lowpass characteristics with cut-off fre
quency We' This will however be an interpolator of order P=oo, which cannot be
realized. A set of pth order interpolation basis functions must fulfill the following
condition at any position r:

(5.44)

(5.45)

Different methods exist to design best linear filter interpolation functions of finite
extension. One common approach is windowing of the sine function, where spe
cific windowing functions are designed to minimize ripples in the transfer function
of the interpolation filter and give a sharp cutoff transition. An example is the
Hamming window oflength W,

w(r)=o.54+0.46COs(2;) for Irl~ ~ .

Depending on the choice of W in relationship with the sampling distance R, the
order of the interpolator can be adjusted. Another class of optimized linear inter
polation functions can be derived from Wiener filters (see sec. 8.2.2), which are
also adaptable to properties of the signal, and can be optimized in particular when
additional noise is present'.

a)
-R/2

¢ Ol(r)

R/2 r -R

A
¢"(r)

c)
... -4R -3R -2

Fig. 5.17.Linearfunction systems rp(Pl(r) for interpolation: a Holdelement, P=O
b Linear interpolator, P=1 c Ideal interpolator (sine function), P=oo

1 Most of the signal estimation methods described in chapter 8 can indeed be used for
signal interpolation.
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For some applications (e.g. in motion estimation), interpolation must be performed
only on a discrete grid of sub-pixel positions. In such cases, it is sufficient to de
fine a discrete set of interpolation filters, one for each fractional position; the in
terpolation operation can then be interpreted as a discrete convolution (see sec. 4.1
and 4.4.1)1. Assume an example where only interpolation of one additional sample
at any position r=(m+r}R, O::;;r'<l between two control positions is required. A
linear FIR filter with an even number P+1 of coefficients can best be used for this
purpose (see Fig. 5.18 for the example of r'=0.5). For the lD case, the intermedi
ate values are directly computed using a digital filter ofodd order P:

(P-I) /2

x(m+r') ·R)= L x(m-p) ·hAp)·
p=-(P+I) /2

(5.46)

(5.46) is directly determined from the general form (5.38), setting Ck according to
(5.40) and hr·(p)=tp<Pl[(m+r,)R] in (5.41)-(5.43).

r

•
•x(mR +0,5)

\

Fig. 5.18. Interpolation of an intermediate value at a mid position between two samples,
using a discrete linear filter

A separable 2D FIR interpolation of order P for the horizontal and order Q for the
vertical interpolation filter is

(P-I) /2 [ (Q-l) /2 )

x(m+r') .R,(n+s')·S)= L L x(m-p,n-q) ·hs·(q) A·(p) · (5.47)
p=-(P+I) /2 q=-(Q+I) /2

In some cases, only interpolated samples will be used. This is for example the case
in block-based motion compensation, when a motion vector of sub-pixel accuracy
is defined for the entire block. Then, the interpolation filter will imprint its fre-

1 Nevertheless, the discrete coefficients in this case are typically determined from samples
of continuous functions such as the windowed sine.
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quency cut-off properties to the interpolated signal. This effect is shown in Fig.
S.19 for different filters which shift the signal by half of the sampling distance.
Observe that only the ideal lowpass is capable to retain the information of the
signal perfectly up to the resolution which is in fact available from the known
samples. The linear interpolator (which is a two-sample averaging filter in this
case) has a 3 dB attenuation at Q=7lI2. Better interpolation quality is generally
possible when higher-order filters are used, but the design must be made carefully
as a compromise between ripple in the pass-band and highest possible cut-off
frequency.

Amplitude
gain
[dB)

~45 .00

0=0

Linear
1st order
internolator

7th order
interpolator

Ideal (sine)
interpol ator

Fig. 5.19. Amplitude transfer functions of ID linearinterpolation filters withP=I, P=7
(windowed sine)and ideal interpolator (F--oo), interpolation ofposition r'=O.5.

5.4.3 Interpolation based on Frequency Extension

Transform coefficients can also be used as control coefficients for interpolation.
The continuous functions CfJk(r) are then the basis functions ofa transform synthesis
(e.g. the scaling functions of a DWT or complex exponential functions of a DFT).
For this purpose, the discrete transform representation of a sampled signal is ex
tended by values representing higher frequencies, which relates to an increased
signal resolution. This could be zero-values in the simplest case, or estimates of
higher-frequency components when applicable, e.g. for signals with harmonic
properties. Synthesis is then performed using the corresponding set of synthesis
basis functions of the extended transform representation. It must be observed in
this context that relationships between signals, transform coefficients and basis
functions are often shift variant; further, effects which occur due to the processing
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of finite signal segments must be compensated. For example, in the case of block
transforms, the interpolation result which is gained by a synthesis of double block
size or double-length basis functions (providing a signal of double number of sam
ples per dimension) is typically of high quality at the center of the block and will
tend to become erroneous towards the block boundaries . Block-overlapping trans
forms (due to the smoothing effect of windowing functions) and in particular the
wavelet transform (due to its inherent scalability properties) are better suitable for
signal interpolation.

5.4.4 Spline and Lagrangian Interpolation

B-splines are another class of continuous interpolation functions of finite length,
where at any position r only a finite number of control values is used for interpola
tion. The following definition (5.48) allows an application for interpolation from
any regular or irregular sampling grid; the value of the basis function of order P
can be computed using the formula I

rp/P)(r)=(_1)P+l '(P+1) ·I[r:~(i)r ·£[r-r(i)] ; P~O
;=0 II [r(i) - r(j)]

j=O
ie ]

(5.48)

qJ(3l(r)

2/3

This function is non-zero in the range rem)$;r<r(m+P+1), which would be an
equivalent definition as for a causal jilter, where the response shall be zero before
an input is available.

t qJ(2)(r)

3/41

--A-/2 , -
, I

I

-3R/2 -R/2 R/2 3R/2 r -2R -R R 2R r

Fig. 5.20. Centered B-spline functions of ordersP=2 and P=3 for the case of a regular grid
of control positions

Even though spline interpolation is generically applicable to arbitrary sampling
grids, we will now mainly study the case of regular grids with control positions
r(m)=mR. Further, similar to the case oflinear filters, parent functions rp(P)(r) shall
be defined which are symmetric around position r=0. Mapping into the interpola
tion functions relating to positions of coefficients Ck is then again performed by
(5.41). In the regular-grid case, B-spline functions can be interpreted as an iterated
(P-fold) convolution of the hold element rp(O)(r) of (5.42). Obviously, the B-spline
rp(l)(r) is then also identical to the basis function of the linear interpolator. Fig.

I e(r) is the unit step function [e(r)=O for r<O, e(r)=1 for r >Oj
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5.20 shows the B-spline functions of orders P=2 and P=3 . For P~oo, the iterated
convolution converges towards a Gaussian function. The commonly-used B-spline
functions of orders P=2 and P=3 are quadratic and cubic splines, which can di
rectly be defined as follows:

3 ( )2 R- - ~ for Irl::;-
4 R 2

(1.5-lr lRI)2 R II 3
-'---"'------'-'- for - < r ::; - R

2 2 2
3o for IrI >-R
2

(5.49)

4+31 r l RI
3
-61r l RI

2 II-----'-----'----'-------'- for r::; R
6

(2 - jr l RI)3
"':"'-""':""---"- for R < Irl s 2R

6

o for IrI > 2R

(5.50)

Fig. 5.21 illustrates the computation of a cubic spline interpolation (P=3) within an
interval r(m)::;r<r(m+l). A total of 4 control coefficients is used to weight the
respective interpolation functions, which have their maxima at r(m -l), rem),
rem+!) und r(m+2) . The result of interpolation is determined from the general
formulation (5.38), using the basis function (5.50) mapped into position r by
(5.41). The argument of (5.41) is expressed here as r'=r-r[m-(P-l )l2+k] , such that
for P=3 the control coefficient Cl corresponds to the position rem). Normalization
of sampling distances R= 1 is now assumed . This gives the interpolated result
within the range r(m)::;r<r(m+l), r '=r-r(m)

• (2_(r'+I))3 4+3r'3-6r'2
x(r) =co ' +c, ·-----

6 6

4-3(r'-1)3_6(r'_1)2 (2+(r'-2))3 (5.51)
+c . + c . -'------~

2 6 3 6

_r ,3+3r'2-3r'+ I 3r'3-6r,2+4 -3r,3 +3r,2+3r'+ 1 r,3
=co' +c ' +c ' +c ·-6 I 6 2 6 3 6
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q::b(r)
", ...--( ,

" .,1 ~ I, , ,
/ , \,, ,. ,,. "" ,.

'" ', ,
... "" ,"

9'J(r)

r(m-3) r(m-2) r(m-I) r(m) r(m+l) r(m+2) r(m+3) r

Fig. 5.21. Cubic spline interpolation and basis functions which are combined for interpola
tion within an interval r(m)~r<r(m+l)

(5.51) can be re-written by the following matrix expression:

l-l 3 -3

m~;1•() 1 [ ,3 r,2 I} 3
-6 3

x r ="6 . r r' (5.52)
-3 0 3

1 4 1

The remaining problem is optimization of the control coefficients ci. At the control
positions, r'=O, such that

(5.53)

Even though formally computation of spline interpolation has been regarded ex
actly like linear interpolation so far, (5.53) shows a fundamental difference. In
linear interpolation of order P=3, only the coefficient cl=x[r(m)] would be used to
interpolate the control position itself, linear interpolation functions are interference
free, no other samples will contribute to the interpolation of the originally avail
able positions. On the other hand, the condition

,
x[r(m)] ~ x(m) (5.54)

can now be used to determine the unknown spline control coefficients. This is an
incomplete problem if only one condition (5.53) is used . Any coefficient however
takes influence on different intervals, such that the Ck defined for interval
rem)~r<r(m+1) will be identical with Ck-l of interval r(m+l)~r<r(m+l+1). Regard
ing all those control coefficients jointly which are used within a finite signal seg
ment of length M, the operation of interpolation at the control positions can be
written by a vector-matrix system, where c(l) maps to the coefficient C\ of the first
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interval r(O)$r<r(l) . The following definition assumes a circular (periodic) exten
sion1 of the sequence of control coefficients:

X[r(O)] 4 1 0 0 1 e(I)

x [r( I ) ] 1 4 1 0 0 e(2)

x [r(2)] 1 0 1 4 1 e(3)
=- (5.55)

6

0 0 1 4 1

x [r (M - I ) ] 1 0 0 1 4 e(M )
'-.r-----' iI ' '---r---"

i c

Using condit ion (5.54), the control coefficients can be computed by multiplication
of the inverted matrix H from (5.55) by the vector of original signal values:

e(l) 4 1 0 0 1 - I x(O)

e(2) 1 4 1 0 0 x CI )

e(3) 0 1 4 1 x(2)
=6 · (5.56)

0 0 1 4 1

e(M ) 1 0 0 1 4 x(M -1)

The computation of the control coefficients does not necessarily require inversion
of the matrix; in fact, even though the matrix is sparsely populated, the inversion
for cases of large segment sizes M is not trivial. Observe however that H is a filter
matrix similar to (4.42) relating to a non-recursive filter H(z)=(z+4+z")/6. Appar
ently, the inverse filter is a non-causal recursive filter of transfer function

~a ;a = 2 - .J3 .
(l+az- ) ·(l+az)

(5.57)

This filter has a 'causal' pole at z,=a within and an 'anticausal' pole at zl= l/a out
side the unit circle, such that it is stable. Factorization of (5.57) gives:

H(-I)(Z)=~'( I+ az + I+az-
I

l-a 2 (l+az-I) ·(I+az) (l+az l) .(l +az)

=.J3.(_I__
1
+_1-1).

I+az I+az

I+a
2+

az+az-
l

)

(1+az- I
) . (I +az)

(5.58)

The transfer function is factorized into additive components in (5.58). This means
that the segment of length M (e.g. a row of an image) can be processed by super-

1 For other types of extension, refer to (4.43)-(4.44).
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position of the results from two independent FIR filters. Herein, the recursion of
the 'causal' filter H+ and 'anticausal' filter H-

1
H+(z) =----1 ;

l+az
H -(z)=_l_

l+az
(5.59)

proceeds from left to right and right to left, respectively. Each of the partial filter
outputs can be computed recursively, provided that initial boundary conditions are
set. The corresponding signal processing equations are

y+(m)=x(m)-a ' y+(m-l) ; 0 ~ m ~ M-l

y-(m)=x(m)-a 'y-(m+l) ; M-l;e::m;e::O

y(m) =.J3 .( y+(m)+ y-(m)-x(m)).

(5.60)

Apparently y(m) maps to c(m+l), such that the control coefficients can be com
puted recursively by this procedure; it is then only necessary to define boundary
conditions for c+(0) and c-(M+1), which can e.g. both be set to zero.

(5.61)for r(m)~r~r(m+l).

Lagrangian interpolation. B-spline interpolation can also be interpreted as an
approach of polynomial fitting, where the control coefficients are determined such
that for the available positions an exact match of the estimate is achieved, while
the estimated function in between should be as smooth as possible. Another com
mon approach of polynomial fitting is Lagrangian interpolation, which can again
be interpreted by the generic interpolation formula (5.38). The definition of the
basis functions as given below in (5.61) implicitly guarantees x[r(m)]=x(m) .

Lagrangian interpolation, though computationally attractive, has a certain defi
ciency regarding smoothness of the interpolated signal, where discontinuities of
the slope can appear at the control positions. This effect is similar to the first-order
interpolator (5.42) , which also is the Lagrangian interpolator for P=l. The control
coefficients are signal samples at the same positions as defined in (5.40), where the
basis functions for interpolation of order P are defined as

( p nP r-r(m+J')
{fJk J(r) =

j =O r(m+k) - r(m + j)
j"k

5.4.5 Interpolation on Irregular 2D Grids

When projection of images is performed, typically a rectangular 2D grid is
mapped into an irregular warping grid. If the warped image shall be represented
again by a rectangular sampled image matrix, it is necessary to interpolate inter
mediate values from samples which are positioned irregularly in a 2D plane . Ex
tensions of bilinear interpolation are mostly used in this context , which are in prin
ciple based on back-projection of the irregular grid into a rectangular grid. Interpo
lation is performed from the nearest four samples which span a circumscribing
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quadrangular polygon; the point to be interpolated should be inside this shape (see
Fig. 5.20). Let the difference between the positition to be interpolated, (r,s), and
one of the surrounding positions of index p, p=I, ...,P, (P=4) be defined as the
Euclidean distance,

The interpolated value is then computed as

(5.62)

f x [r(p),s(p)]

'( )_ p=1 Ildpll
x r,s - pI_I

p=llldpll

(5.63)

(5.64)

This interpolation can only be performed if the position to be interpolated is not
one of the four (comer) control position coordinates, and if it is included within
the area of the polygon spanned by the control positions. The latter condition can
be tested, if the difference vector d, relating to a control position is right-sided of
the vector vp, which clock-wise connects the current control position with the next:

"»=[r(mod(p,P)+I)-r(p) s(mod(p,P)+I)-s(p)T

=> detlv p dpl~O, p = I, ...,P.

(5.64) can also be used to determine suitable control positions. In principle, (5.62)
(5.64) are not restricted to the usage of P=4 control positions, it is however diffi
cult to determine what the optimum number P would be, as this highly depends on
the geometric constellation. Typically, the quality of the interpolation result is
higher, if control positions are available as near as possible to the position that is
to be interpolated.

r

V I
[r( 2).s(2)]

[r(I),.>( I)]

dl ~V2
v, d, d,

V J

x(r~ s)
[r(3),.>(3)]

s [r(4). s(4)]

Fig. 5.22. Interpolation of a position i(r, s) from the vertices of a quadrangular polygon

Another approach which is directly related to bilinear mapping from four comer
control positions was proposed in [WOLBERG 1990] and is based on 2D amplitude
surface fitting within the area defined by (5.64),
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(5.65)

To determine the coefficients Q';, the following equation system relating to the
boundary (comer) conditions must be solved:

[

X[r (I ),S( I ) ] [1 r(1) s(1) r(1)S(1)1[ao1
x [r(2), s(2)] 1 r(2) s(2) r(2)s(2) a l

x [r(3), s(3)] = 1 r(3) s(3) r(3)s(3)' az =:>a =R - IX.

x[r(4),s(4)] 1 r(4) s(4) r(4)s(4) a 3
'--v----' ' • ' '-v-'

X R a

(5.66)

This method is also extensible to use lower or higher number of control positions
and use higher order surface-fitting polynomials. If the number of control positions
is higher than the number of coefficients Q';, the solution can be achieved by
pseudo inversion (8.20) of the matrix, which gives good results unless the avail 
able samples at control positions are subject to untypical variations.

Finally, median filters (see sec. 5.5.1 and Problem 5.7) can also be used for inter
polation, where simply the median value is computed from a set consisting of an
uneven number of control position values in the neighborhood. If a weighted me
dian filter is used, distance dependent weighting functions can also be included,

5.5 Problems

Problem 5.1
The following image signal shall be given,

~lJ.~:j .;~., ~~ ~~]
5 l~9.i 25 20

5 5 10 20

a) At the highlighted positions, perform median filtering using the following unweighted
and weighted configurations :
i) 4-neighborhood .N1(1)(m,n)
ii) 8-neighborhood .Nz(Z)(m,n)
iii) Neighborhood .N1(l )(m,n), center pixel weighted three-fold
iv) Neighborhood .Nz(Z)(m,n), center pixel weighted three-fold

b) Sketch the root signals for the median filters of iii) and iv).

Problem 5.2
Sketch the root signals of the median filter geometries shown in Fig. 5,23. Black dots indi
cate positions of values belonging to the filter masks.
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Fig. 5.23. Median filter masks for which root signals shall be found

Problem 5.3
Within the area marked in the following image matrix, perform nonlinear filter operations
using 3x3 filter masks. Whenever necessary, use constant-value extensions of the images:
a) Median b) Maximum value (dilation) c) Minimum value (erosion)
d) Maximum-difference e) opening f) closing

10 10 10 10 20 20 20
,---------------,10 110 10 20 20 20' 20
I ,

X= 10:10 10 10 2020: 20
I I

10 110 10 10 10 20' 201 1

10 10 10 10 20 20 20

Problem 5.4
Apply morphological filters to the binary images (b1ack=l, white=O) shown in Figure 5.24.
Use a neighborhood system .Np\m,n) from (4.1) for the shape of the structure element.
a) Filtering by an erosion filter. Erode the image until only one pixel is retained. Which

will be the coordinate position of this pixel? How many iterations of erosion must be
performed?

b) Filtering by a closing filter. Which effect do you observe?
o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

a) b)

Fig. 5.24. Binary image shapes to be eroded (a) and closed (b)
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Fig. 5.25. 10 amplitude shape

Problem 5.5
For the ID signal x(m) shown in Fig. 5.25, sketch the results by the following nonlinear
filter operations. Use a structure element of length 3 and assume constant-value extension
at the boundary:
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i) Median filter
iv) Dilation filter

ii) Maximum-difference filter iii) Erosion filter
v) Opening filter vi) Closing filter

Problem 5.6
Determine the inverse of the mapping characteristic (5.22).

Problem 5.7
The amplitude values of an image signal (2,3,4,5) shall be known at the positions shown in
Fig. 5.26.

1.00 .

a) Determine the intermediate values A,B,C,D by median filter interpolation. Herein, the
median values shall be computed from each three sampling positions which are nearest
to the interpolated position.

b) At positions A and B, determine the deviations of median-interpolated values from the
values of bilinear interpolation (5.35).

Problem 5.9
Basis functions of quadratic spline interpolation are piecewise defined as in (5.49).
a) Construct the matrix form of the equation to determine the value x(r) from the coeffi-

cients Co, Cb C2 in dependency of r',

b) Determine conditions to compute the coefficients c(m) from the known samples ofa
signal.
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6 Perceptual Properties of Vision and Hearing

Optimization of multimedia signal coding algorithms for best subjective quality,
and adaptation of signal identification methods for behavior similar to human
senses requires knowledge about perceptual properties of vision and hearing.
Both in coding and recognition it is important to distinguish the information con
tained in the signals into categories of relevant and irrelevant components.
Physiological properties ofthe human perception system, e.g. characteristic prop
erties of eyes and ears have a direct impact here. In particular masking effects,
which are well known to be in effect both in vision and hearing. will be explained
in this chapter. Further, it should be noticed that certain elements ofhuman vision
and hearing have a high similarity to the technical systems presented in this book,
and could as well be regarded as methods ofsignal and information analysis and
processing.

6.1 Properties of Vision

6.1.1 Physiology of the Eye

Light rays intruding into the eye (Fig. 6.1) reflect a natural scene from the outside
world. These are bundled towards the retina by a lens which is protected by the
cornea. Upon the retina, light-sensitive receptors perform a sampling of the image
that is projected from the outside . Two types of receptors exist, which are the rod
cells (around 120 million units), and the cone cells (around 6 million units) . Both
types of receptors contain light-sensitive pigments, where the rods are specialized
for acquisition of the brightness, while the cones are capable to perceive brightness
and color; three different types of cones are tuned to perceive red, green and blue
primaries of the color spectrum. The distribution of the receptors is not uniform
over the retina. In the area with highest density of receptors, the fovea centralis ,
mostly rods are present. At the periphery of the retina , mostly cones can be found.

J.-R. Ohm, Multimedia Communication Technology

© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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The information from the receptors has to be forwarded towards the brain. For this
purpose, the light information is transformed into electrical information. This is
done by an electro-chemical reaction influenced by the intensity of the light, which
modulates the frequency of sharp electrical pulses. Approximately 800,000 nerve
fibers perform the transport of visual information from the eyes to the brain, which
means that a mechanism of data compression is executed within the retina, as the
number of receptors is higher by a factor of'"150. This is in fact done by convey
ing only differences appearing in the information that is acquired by adjacent re
ceptor cells. Four different types of neurons in the retina perform an analysis of
local similarity between the information propagated by the receptor cells: horizon
tal cells , bipolar cells , amacrine cells and ganglion cells), The first layer of neu
rons only propagates an excitation signal to the next layer when the difference
between the neighbored receptor inputs is above a threshold. Further layers pro
ceed similarly by evaluating inputs from neurons at the previous layer-.

cornea

iris

opti~l ~is_ _

visual axis

a) Relina b)

horizontal cells

- bipolar cells

amacrines
~~~ "",,[m',~J:' C\P~':'1Tn- visualaxons

(fibers 10the brain)
ganglioncells

Fig. 6.1. Physiology of the humaneye a Overall structure b Structure of the retina

The visual nerves propagate the information towards the visual center of the brain,
the cortex praestriata. It is assumed that certain precincts of the visual cortex are
responsible to process and analyze the information originat ing from related areas
of the retina. Depending on the information which is input, specialized structures
in each precinct are responsible to detect edges, lines, slits etc. of different orienta
tions and resolutions. This theory of vision supposes that the early visual process
ing stages of the brain perform similar operations as technical computer vision or
image processing systems, e.g. oriented edge analysis and detail (frequency) analy
sis to discover the width of structures. To justify this theory, experiments applied
on apes and cats have indicated that specialized areas of the brain (denoted as
hypercolumns) are primarily active if horizontal or vertical stripes are shown to the
subject [HUBEL, WIESEL 1962].

1 The schematic drawing in Fig. 6.1b is physiologically not fully correct, as the horizontal
and bipolarcells are rather foundwithin the outer layersof the retina.
2 This structure of the retina has been a model for a specific structure of artificial neural
networks, the multi layer perceptron (seesec. 9.4.5).
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Further, specialized areas of the visual cortex are responsible to process infonna
tion and detect basic structures separately from the inputs of the left and right eye.
Presumably, further processing of the visual information is performed in the brain
areas below the cortex . This includes detection and recognition of more complex
shapes and objects, stereoscopic vision etc. Finally, as differences of excitations
are processed by priority, objects moving over time draw higher attention than
objects which are static within a scene. This is related to the necessity to protect
the animal or human from danger or any threat occurring in the outside world .

In principle, due to the extremely high volume of visual data, only massive
parallel processing performed both in the retina and in the brain can enable the
challenging task of analyzing visual information, Until today, machine vision ap
pears to be quite immature as compared to the capabilities of the human or animal
vision and recognition systems.

6.1.2 Sensitivity Functions

The amplitude sensitivity of the Human Visual System (HVS) follows Weber's
law, which states that a perceptible difference in brightness M has a constant ratio
compared to absolute brightness:

M- =canst . "" 0,02
L

(6.1)

This law has frequently been utilized in technical systems for processing and dis
play of visual information, An example is the nonlinear amplitude transfer charac
teristic of video cameras, cathode ray tubes and film material, which implicitly
reduces the visibility of noise in dark areas. In addition to the global ratio M IL,
noise fluctuations and other local differences are masked in areas of high detail,
while they are more clearly perceived in flat areas. This property is however
somewhat congruent to sensitivity functions dependent on spatial frequency, which
will be introduced below.

Subjective perception of contrast is dependent on angular orientation and on
spatial frequency (or detail) of a structure . Regarding angular orientation, experi
ments have shown that humans are less capable to recognize amplitude differences
of diagonal stripe structures, as compared to horizontal and vertical structures of
same stripe period. Due to this effect, more preference should be given to horizon
tal and vertical structure orientations, both in image coding and recognition.

The visual sensitivity as depending on spatial frequency and directionality is
typically measured by showing periodic signals (e.g. sinusoids or stripes) to test
subjects. Just noticeable amplitude differences with a given stripe period (width)
and orientation are then mapped into the value of a frequency-dependent sensitiv
ity function. The spatial frequency measurement unit used in the observation of a
regular stripe or sinusoid pattern should be normalized, such that it becomes inde
pendent of the viewing distance . An appropriate unit to achieve this is cycles per
degree of the viewing angle (cyldeg) , as illustrated in Fig. 6.2a. Assume a stripe
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structure is viewed from a distance d, such that the width of one stripe, the period
A, maps into an angle rp. For half viewing distance dl2, the width of the same
stripes as mapped to the retina would be doubled, or the same width would be
perceived if a stripe structure has only half period Al2. The spatial frequency fey is
defined as the reciprocal value of rp,

rp=2arctan~ =>fcy=,,!,,[CYJ. (6.2)
2d rp deg
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Fig. 6.2. a Definition of spatial frequency by cy/deg b Contrast sensitivity depending on
spatial frequency for staticcaseand with twodifferent temporal modulations (TM)

In Fig. 6.2b, typical sensitivity curves parametrized over the spatial frequency are
shown. Slightly different results on this are reported in the literature, whereas it is
justified to assume that the qualitative properties as shown in Fig. 6.2b are appli
cable. In particular, the unit of measurement is often vague, such that it should be
normalized for a maximum sensitivity level. For static stripe patterns (no change
over time), the maximum sensitivity is reported to be around 3-5 cyldeg, and dras
tic decay of the sensitivity function is found towards lower and higher frequencies;
the lower sensitivity towards higher frequencies can directly be interpreted by the
resolution limitation of the HVS, where the number of receptor cells on the retina
is finite. The decay towards lower frequencies may also be explained by the physi
ology of the retina, where excitation difference processing seems to work more
effectively in the small scale investigated by the early neuronal processing stages.

Example. 5 cyldeg according to (6.2) approximately relates to a 2 ern wavelength
of a sinusoid when the viewing distance is 2.90 m. The optimum viewing distance
towards a TV screen is around a factor of 4-6 over the screen diagonal size, such
that here the signal should be displayed on a screen not smaller than 49 em diago
nal, which gives a horizontal size of 39 em when the aspect ratio is 4:3. Now as
sume a digital signal of standard TV resolution, which has 704 active pixels hori
zontally. In this case, the horizontal sampling distance of pixels on the screen
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would be ""0.554 nun. Assume now that a DCT block transform of size 8x8 pixels
is applied to the signal. The length of the block sides would be 4.43 nun. As the
first basis function of the DCT consists of half a cosine period over the block size
(cf. Fig. 4.20), the coefficient CI,O represents a sinusoid of roughly I em wave
length, which is already beyond the frequency of maximum sensitivity. For half of
this viewing distance, the coefficient will roughly represent the frequency of
maximum sensitivity. This means that for any higher-frequency coefficients, the
frequency sensitivity graph is yet in the range of strong roll-off characteristic;
consequently, higher coding errors can be allowed for higher-frequency coeffi
cients, as these are masked by the HVS. This property is widely exploited in still
image coding.

Spatial sensitivity is not independent of temporal sensitivity. For example, the
effect of line flicker is well-known in interlaced video: The slight decay of ampli
tudes that happens from one field period to the next is recognized as spatial varia
tion between adjacent lines, which becomes visible in large uniform areas. This
effect is however quite specific for interlaced display devices, and is indeed rather
an aliasing problem. If lines of one field are black and lines of the other field are
white, the impression is even more annoying to the eye. To measure spatio
temporal transfer functions of the visual system, a spatial pattern of certain fre
quency (e.g. a sinusoid or stripe) must be modulated over time. Fig. 6.2b illustrates
this effect, showing in addition a spatial frequency sensitivity function for a value
near the maximum of temporal sensitivity, which is reported to be between 5 and
10 Hz; the qualitative behavior is the same as for the static case, but the maximum
is shifted towards slightly lower spatial frequency. The temporal sensitivity func
tion decays drastically for temporal frequencies above 10 HzI, however in this
case, even though globally at a lower level, the maximum of spatial sensitivity is
again shifted towards a higher spatial frequency [ROBSON 1966].

Effects of spatio-temporal sensitivity functions have hardly been utilized in
video data compression so far, which is partially due to their strong dependency on
viewing conditions. It was pointed out in [GIROD 1993] that the sensitivity for tempo
ral frequency changes dramatically, if the observer is allowed to track the motion.
The eye then performs a motion compensation, and is hence able to detect much
higher spatio-temporal frequency components; in principle, the temporal spectral
component is 'de-skewed', the effects discussed in sec. 2.1.2 are reversed. The
structure of a fast moving object in a movie or video can indeed only be perceived
when it is tracked; staring at only one position on the screen will lead to very
strange perceptual effects. In particular, it can be concluded that for parts of the
scene which can well be tracked, such as smooth-moving objects, coding errors
will have a higher visibility than in case of 'chaotic' motion, e.g. objects with fast
changes in illumination and shape, deformations etc.

1 Without this decay, it would not be possible to perceive fluent motion in movies.
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6.1.3 Color Vision

The retina holds three different types of cones which are specifically tuned to the
acquisition of the red, green and blue primaries. The entire color spectrum how
ever consists of visible light components of many different tones (frequencies).
The visible spectrum covers wavelengths between approximately 400 nm (bound
ary of ultraviolet range) and 700 nm (boundary of infrared range). Mixtures of
spectral components appear as unique (but non-primary) color tones. Perception of
such mixtures by the visual system is possible, as the receptors are not performing
narrowband analysis of the primaries; the wavelengths of the primaries can be
interpreted as center frequencies of bandpass systems with spectral overlap. Fig.
6.3 shows the receptor potentials, which relate to the bandpass functions of red,
green and blue receptor sensitivities, normalized by their respective maxima. In
general, due to the large overlaps, information about the three primaries enables
the observer to perceive pure color tones very clear, and also provides sufficient
means to distinguish color mixtures as well. Some special cases exist where color
tones can not uniquely be identified. An example are spectra which consist of
multiple narrow peaks with sharp cut-off. This is one reason why perception of
certain colors, e.g. golden and brown tones, are subject to rather subjective im
pression.

B R

SOO 600 700
wavelength [nm]

Fig. 6.3. Normalized sensitivity transfer functions of the three types of cone receptors
(schematically)

It can be assumed that a preliminary interpretation of color is performed by an
early stage of vision, in the neurons of the retina. As the number of cones is lower
than the number of rods, the spatial resolution of color perception is lower than it
is the case for brightness reception. As a consequence, encoding of chrominance
components in images can usually be done by lower resolution than for the lumi
nance (cf. sec. 1.3.1). In the multiplication factors used to transform (R,G,B) into
luminance and chrominance components, additional properties of the HVS are
taken into account. It can be observed that one dominant component may suppress
the influence of the other two. This is specifically true for the green component,
which falls into the spectral range where the sensitivity of the HVS is highest,
while for the blue component it is clearly lowest. In particular, highly saturated
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green tones of different hue can much better be differentiated than it is the case for
blue tones.

Color perception is one of the most subjectively biased components of the
HVS, and can easily be jeopardized. Even if relatively false colors are presented to
an observer, the visual sense adapts after a short period of time. The human ob
server is also able to adapt on illuminant conditions, such that objects for which
the color is known are perceived subjectively as having this color, which is proba
bly mainly due to associative processes in the brain. Further, the color sensitivity
curves will largely vary among different individuals, not even considering excep
tionalities like color blindness. In the interest of a "physically objective" represen
tation of colors, it could be necessary to use more than 3 color channels for repre
sentation of the visible color spectrum, and also use a physical reference relating to
illumination conditions (see sec. 7.1.1).

6.2 Properties of Hearing

6.2.1 Physiology of the Ear

A global schematic diagram of the human ear is shown in Fig. 6.4. It can roughly
be described by the parts of outer ear, middle ear and inner ear. The task of the
outer ear is to receive acoustic waves from the outside world and forward them by
the auditory canal towards the eardrum. Length and shape influences the reso
nance frequency of the canal, taking influence on the frequency sensitivity peak of
the auditory sense which is between 1 KHz and 4 KHz. The main task of the mid
dle ear, starting at the eardrum, is a transformation of the air sound pressure into
the hydrodynamic pressure which is processed by the inner ear. This is achieved
by the three ossicles (hammer, anvil, stirrup), which direct the pressure from the
eardrum towards the oval window, the entrance of the inner ear. The inner ear is
entirely filled by fluid, and all operations are effected by hydro-mechanic oscilla
tions. The central part of the inner ear is the cochlea (which looks like a snail's
house of about 2Y2 windings). It consists of three parallel channels, also denoted as
scales. These are separated by membranes, where the scala media (the middle one)
is filled by another fluid than the scala vestibuli and the scala tympani.

The basilar membrane, which plays a central role in audible perception, is
connected to the scala tympani. It is further connected to Corti's organ, which
contains the receptor cells. By the construction of the scales, which have different
widths from the input towards the inner parts of the cochlea, the basilar membrane
performs a frequency-space-transformation . This means that different tone fre
quencies will effect maximum resonance at different locations of the basilar mem
brane, which can be interpreted like a filter bank of bandpass systems [ZWI CKER

1982]. The oscillations of the basilar membrane are received by Corti's organ
through hair cells, where the attached synapses perform a transformation into
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nervous pulses by a chemical reaction. The transmission towards the brain is per
formed by around 30,000 nerve fibers . It is interesting to note that a significant
amount of audible information processing is already done before the information is
directed towards the brain. In particular the relatively raw frequency analysis
which is performed by the basilar membrane has a significant effect on psycho
acoustic sensitivity functions discussed in the following sections .

outer ear middle ear

Eustachian tube

inner ear
semicircular

canals
(sense of balance)

(6.3)

Fig. 6.4. Schematicdiagram of the human ear

6.2.2 Sensitivity Functions

In hearing, spectral properties (related to analysis of the ID temporally-dependent
signal) and amplitude (sound level or loudness) are the most important parameters
for subjective impression. While in spectral color mixtures, only single color tones
are perceived, the sense of hearing is able to finely separate single audible tones or
sounds according to spectral and temporal properties. This is in particular true for
harmonic sounds, where spectra are composed by a pitch frequency and its har
monies, a case that applies to many types of musieal instruments and also to voiced
segments of speech. An important criterion for the physical intensity of audio
signals is the sound pressure level

L=20 .log.E.. dB ,
Po

where the normalization factor po=20J1Pa relates to a sound intensity of 10,12

W/m2
, which references to the human threshold of hearing at a frequency of 1

KHz. In general, the threshold of hearing is frequency dependent; in particular,
very low and very high frequencies can only be perceived when the sound pressure
level is considerably higher. Fig. 6.5 shows the frequency-dependent threshold of
hearing, the upper threshold ofpain , and typical ranges of frequency and sound
levels of music and speech. The spectral range of sounds audible by humans ap
proximately covers the range between 16 Hz and 16 KHz, which are more than 3
decades on a frequency scale.
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Fig. 6.5. Parameters ofhuman hearing depending on sound pressure level and frequency
(adopted from ZWICKER)
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Fig. 6.6. Masked threshold ofhearing with interfering signals of different sound pressure
levels: a White noise b Narrow-bandwidth noise of mid frequency I KHz
(adopted from ZWICKER)

Important effects that are exploited in audio signal compression are based on the
masking properties of human hearing. In principle, distinct sounds are differenti
ated by their spectral properties. This is however only true if not another sound
source is present which acts as interference or masking signal. Further, the strength
of the masking effect depends on the sound pressure level of the masking signal.
Fig. 6.6a shows the frequency-dependent masked threshold ofhearing, where the
masking signal is broadband white noise of sound pressure levels between -10 dB
and +50 dB. It is evident that the threshold for audibility of other tones is in
creased substantially above the original threshold of hearing. White noise as mask
ing signal is not very realistic, however. To determine effects of mutual masking
for natural signals, it is more useful to investigate the masking threshold(s) when
the masking signal is narrow-bandwidth noise. This is shown in Fig. 6.6b for the
example of an interfering narrow-bandwidth signal of mid frequency 1 KHz and
different sound pressure levels. It is obvious that the masking takes higher effect
on frequencies which are above the frequency of the interfering signal.
The masking effect is also noticeable when the interfering signal is not of narrow
bandwidth nature, but a harmonic signal. Fig. 6.7 shows that masking is in effect
over the entire range of the harmonic spectrum, starting from the pitch frequency.
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The effect of higher disturbance towards higher frequencies can be observed like
wise.

LIdS)

80

.02 .05 .1 .2 .5 1 2 5 10 20 I[KHz]

Fig. 6.7. Frequency-dependent masking in case of harmonic signal as interference, pitch
frequency 200 Hz (adopted from ZWICKER)

It has been shown in psycho-acoustic experiments that a group of pure sines within
a narrow frequency band is perceived like a narrow-bandwidth noise signal in this
frequency band. It was further found that two pure tones must be distant by a
minimum frequency offset to be perceived as separate. This leads to the conclusion
that the frequency resolution of the audible sense is finite. For criteria which better
reflect the psycho-acoustic properties, the definition of frequency groups was
introduced [ZWICKER 1966]. It is assumed in this context that the human hearing
system does not analyze sounds of discrete frequency, but is rather operating like a
filter bank of bandpass systems. Each filter is tuned to a specific mid frequency10,
having bandwidth /).fo. The bandwidths shall be defined such that discrete frequen
cies (sinusoids) within the same frequency group are not perceived as disparate
sounds. It turns out that neither the mid frequencies fo establish a linear scale on
the frequency axis, nor are the bandwidths t::.fG equal over all groups. Fig . 6.8a
shows that the width of the frequency groups is approximately constant up to
f=500 Hz (t::.fo"'lOO Hz) , and is approximately proportional (linearly increasing)
with the frequency within the range above this frequency. The overall conclusion
was made that the range of the audible spectrum should be separated into 24 dis
tinguishable frequency groups, assuming that the audible sense judges the spec
trum of a broad-band sound (e.g. a complex music signal) according to the spectral
energy or power appearing within these frequency groups. Based on this assump
tion, the Bark scale was defined, where the artificial unit Bark l expresses the tone
ness of a sound. The basis is the frequency-group partitioning as illustrated in Fig.
6.8a, describing the nonlinear mapping from the linear frequency axis f onto the
linear (in the perceptually adjusted domain) Bark scale . An approximation of this
transformation is expressed by the formula

L = 13arctan(o.76L )+3.5arctan (_I_LI.
Bark KHZ 7.5 KHZ I

1 named after the acoustic scientist Barkhausen.
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Fig. 6.8b shows the mapping of the audible range of frequencies onto the discrete
values of the Bark scale, ranging from 0-24, which define the lower and upper
bounds of the 24 frequency groups. Comparing two sounds with regard to their
Bark-scale related spectral energy distribution leads to a similarity measure which
much better approximates the properties of the human hearing system.
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Fig. 6.8. a Relationsh ip between frequency and frequency group width within the audible
spectral range b Definition of discrete frequencies on the Bark scale
(adopted from ZWICKER) ,

The static properties of frequency-dependent audibility effects can primarily be
characterized in the frequency domain as done so far. In addition, a dynamic be
havior of masking can be shown, which is in particular effective if masking sounds
are switched on or off. This can only be analyzed in the temporal domain. Fig. 6.9
shows the temporal pre and post masking effects (which are dynamic) and the
simultaneous masking effect (which is' static). Here, an interfering sound (noise
signal) was switched on for a duration of 200 ms. The effect of post masking is
quite plausible, as the hearing system has adapted itself to the masking sound, such
that it takes a short period until another tone which was masked before is detected.
The pre masking effect is more surprising at first sight. Apparently, this is related
to the 'processing time' within the chain from the ear to the brain. A loud sound
event suddenly arriving seems to interrupt the processing of previous events by its
higher priority.
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Fig. 6.9. Pre and post masking effects when an interfering signal (white noise) is switched
on and off (adopted from ZWICKER)
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Feature extraction is the first step towards an abstraction, to gain content-related
information from the signal or make two signals comparable by criteria beyond
sample-wise comparison. Usually, the output of feature extraction are sets of
parameters which allow classifying the signal based on feature properties. Fea
ture description parameters should in many application cases be invariant against
typical distortions and variations that can occur to the signal, like geometric
modifications, noise, illumination changes etc. Many feature description methods
are hence based on statistical models, or related to statistical parametrization of
the feature properties. Important features of image and video signals are color,
texture, shape, geometry, motion, depth and spatial (2D/3D) structure; for audio
signals, envelopes (hulls) of the temporal or spectral representations, timbre,
modulation oftones, loudness, tempo, harmonic structure, melody and structure of
music pieces are important features. Most of the feature extraction and represen
tation methods introduced in this chapter have direct or indirect relationships to
the physical generation of signals or to perceptual relevance; some features can
directly be related to semantic meaning.

7.1 Color

For human visual perception, color is an important distinction criterion to recog
nize exterior-world objects; similarly, content-based analysis of image and video
signals often relies on color criteria. The spectrum of visible light (wavelengths
-400 nm... 700 nm) is roughly sampled by the camera acquisition, when typically
only the primary color components R (red), G (green) and B (blue) are output. For
certain applications, e.g. satellite and night image analysis, multi-spectral sensors
and infrared cameras are also used, which actually provide more information than
distinguishable by the human eye. Image sensors possess a bandpass characteristic
related to color spectrum sensitivity. In case of RGB sensors, and even more for
multi-spectral sensors, bandpass transfer functions are overlapping. Hence, it can

J.-R. Ohm, Multimedia Communication Technology
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be expected that different color channel signals are highly correlated and redun
dant. If the number of color channels is K, a color space of K dimensions is
spanned; the coordinate axes of this space relate to the amplitude levels of the
respective components. Conceptually, this is not different from vector spaces sig
nifying combined signal samples (cf. sec. 3.2) or features (cf. sec. 9.1). The prop
erty of a color pixel at a given spatio-temporal position can then be represented by
a color vector x(n) of dimension K, with the position defined over K dimensions
by the index vector n.

7.1.1 Color Space Transformations

Due to following reasons, the color representations provided by image sensors are
often not directly suitable for color classification:

Redundancies between the different color components exist, which in particu
lar for the case of multispectral images leads to an unnecessarily high dimen
sionality of the color space;
The color space of capture may allow color combinations which barely are
present in natural images or may be irrelevant to distinguish colors ;
The (linear) Euclidean distance between two colors in the acquisition color
space is not linearly related to the subjective perception about the dissimilarity
between these colors.

Hence, it is advantageous for color feature extraction to use color spaces where the
components are statistically independent, which support the natural occurrence of
colors, providing as compact representation as possible, and which are adapted to
the human color perception properties. Indeed, a large number of different color
space representations have been proposed, which by the relationship between the
acquisition color space and the representation color space can roughly be catego
rized into linear transforms and nonlinear transforms . Linear color transforms can
be described by a matrix operation. The number of output components must not
necessarily be identical to the number of input components actually acquired; a
very generic form of a linear color transform can be expressed by the following
mapping of K input components x into L output components x':

[

x:1(m,n)] [Ill 112 :.. ~K] [X1(m,n)]x 2(m,n) 121 122 '. : x2(m,n)· = . . ' .· . . .· . . .
x'L(m,n) ILl ILK xK(m,n)

With L<K, the dimensionality of the color space to be processed is reduced; the
goal would be to transform the information into a small number of statistically
independent components, retaining most information about the input color proper
ties. For multispectral images (e.g. satellite images), this can be achieved by appli-
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cation of the Karhunen-Loeve Transform (4.147) or by independent component
analysis (cf. sec. 9.1.2).

The source representation by (R,G,B) color triplets is often decomposed into one
luminance component (Y) and two color difference or chrominance components.
As an example, the (Y,Cb,Cr ) transform given in (1.6) can be expressed as a matrix
transform

[
Y] [.299 .587
c, = - .169 -.331

c, .5 -.419

.114 ].[R].5 G .

- .081 B

(7.2)

This type of transforms also enables a compatibility between color and mono
chrome (Y) representations by supplementing the chrominances as difference in
formation, which can even be represented by a reduced sampling rate (cf. sec.
1.3.1).

Definition of color references. In the color representations introduced so far, any
relationship of primary components with physical color references was disre
garded. Such a relationship could only be set, if the lighting conditions during the
capturing of an image were known, because objects will appear by different colors
if illuminated differently. Firstly, it is necessary to define the contributions of the
primary color components for the case when a narrow-bandwidth light (one pure
color tone) shall be output. The spectral mid frequencies and spectral transfer
functions of the primaries were specified in the standard cm 15.2, related to the
physical characteristics of cathode-ray display devices (luminescent phosphor). It
was found however that it is not possible to synthesize arbitrary single color tones
of the visible spectrum by mixing these primary components; a certain range of
wavelengths between blue and green tones exists where indeed a negative excita
tion of the red component would be necessary, which is in fact not achievable
physically.

As a consequence, it is also not possible to generate a white reference light
(containing all color tones of the visible spectral range such that they appear per
ceptually by same brightness) from (R,G,B) components. To circumvent this prob
lem, a system of primary components was to be defined, which would allow to
generate a white reference without negative excitation of any component. This
resulted in the definition of the cm (X,Y,Z) primary component system, where Y
still expresses the luminance component as in (7.2):

[
X] [.607 .174 .200] [R]
Y = .299 .587 .114 . G

Z .000 .066 1.116 B

(7.3)

A reference to a physical color can now be set by defining the weighting factors
for (X,Y,Z) primaries which will produce a unique white light reference. The per-
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ception of white color is however highly subjective, but for a technical system it is
sufficient to rely on a normative definition . As an example, the white reference
D65 (related to a color temperature of 6500 K) is defined by the values
Xo=0.3127, Yo=0.3290, Zo=0.3583. Irrespective of the actual illumination color, it
can be characterized by an (X;Y,Z) triplet in relationship to the standardized white
reference light source . This can be used to analyze the actual physical colors
within an image as if it had been captured under the standardized illumination
source .

The transform (7.2) is not orthogonal (cf. Problem 7.1). Hence, (4.161) is not
applicable and the Euclidean distance between two color triplets in the (R,G,B)
color space, (R[,G[,B 1) and (R2,G2,B2),

(7.4)

cannot directly be mapped into the Euclidean distance between the corresponding
triplets in (Y,Cb,Cr ) . If further the Euclidean distance is only computed over the
chrominance subspace (Cb,Cr ) , the result would be quite different from the dis
tance in (R,G,B) space. Abstraction from possible differences in brightness will in
particular be better related to the human perception about differences between
colors, which are expressed primarily by the chrominance components. In general
however, linear transforms are not fully suitable to resolve the nonlinear relation
ship between (Euclidean) measured and perceived differences. An example for a
nonlinear transform is the (H,S, V) transform 1; in the following definition, H=O
expresses the red primary color. Am• x is the maximum amplitude range of the com
ponents in the (R,G,B) space. The outputs are normalized for values O~(V,S)~ 1,
0~H~2;r:

R'=RIA,.,.x; G'=GIAm•x; B'=B IA,.,.x

MAX = max(R',G',B') ; MIN = min(R',G',B')

V = MAX; S=I- MIN if V>O
MAX

±[(R'-G')+(R'-B')]
H' = arccos I if S > 0

[(R'_G,)2 +(R'-B')(G'-B')]2

{
H ' if B'~G'

H=
2;r-H' if B'> G'

(7.5)

The (H,S,V) transform is nonlinear, but invertible (see Problem 7.2). As the
(R,G,B) input values are bounded in amplitude, the transformation into polar coor
dinates results in an outer boundary of the (H,S,V) color space formed by a cylin
der (Fig. 7.1a), where the rotation axis is V, and sections perpendicular with this

1 Hue, Saturation, Value. Other similar transforms exist, e.g. H,S,I (I for intensity) and
H,L,S. For an overview on these definitions, see [PLATANIOTIS, VENETSANOPOULOS 2000] .
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axis are circles (Fig. 7.1b). The angular position is represented by H and the radial
position by 8. 8=0 on the central axis corresponds to a gray value, while 8=I is a
fully saturated color, which means at least one of the three components is entirely
missing. On the hue circle, three pure secondary colors Yellow, Cyan and Ma
genta can be found, which are equally-balanced mixtures of only two adjacent
primaries. Primary and secondary colors are differentiated by angular orientation
steps of ,./ 3 each.

Fast algorithms exist, which allow approximating H without computation of
squares, square roots and trigonometric functions. One example is the following
definition, which has been used for the specification of the (H,8,V) color transfor
mation in the MPEG-7 standard:

G - B ,. if R =MAX /\ B =MIN
MAX-MIN 3

2,. - B - G ,. if R = MAX /\ G = MIN
MAX-MIN 3

H= if 8>0 (7.6)

[ B-R] ,.2+ .- if G=MAX
MAX-MIN 3

[ R-G] ,.4+ .- if B=MAX
MAX-MIN 3

Yellow

Yellow (H=1tI3)

Magenta (H~51t/3)

- :: H- - - - - Red (H=O)

vWhile (V=I.~~)
:...-~-+----

Green (H-21t13)

Blue (H=41t13)

Cyan (H=n) - -

a) Black(V,,;o,S~O) S=O 5'-1
b)

Fig. 7.1. a Representation of the (R,S,V) color cylinder, positions ofprimary and secondary
colors .
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The normalized Euclidean distance between color values (H"St,vl) and (Hz,Sz,vz)

is computed as1

d = (Vj -v2f +(SI · cos H J -S2 . cos H 2f +(S( ·sinHJ -S2 ' sin H 2 f
5

(7.7)

Best fit with subjective rating of color differences. The Euclidean distance in
the (H,S, V) color space is better adjusted to human perception than it was the case
for the (R,G,B) space . Hand S are important characteristics to judge the subjective
impression about a color. Nevertheless, the (H,S, V) color space is still not perfect
yet for brightness-independent color comparison. To get an even better adaptation
to subjective perception of color under changing illumination conditions, it is
appropriate to go back to the (X,Y,Z) components. A good fit with the human color
difference perception is provided by the definition of the eIE (L*,a*,b*) color
space-,

~ > 8.856.10-3

Yo

if ~ ~ 8.856.10-3

Yo

I

25{100~T -16 if

Y
903.3-

Yo

L*=

a' = 500 [[:,]j -[;,nb' = 200[[:.1-[:.1] (7.8)

This transform is also reversible by3,

x = X [~+[_l]~[L*+16]]3. Y = y; [[_1]~[L*+16]]3
o 500 100 25 ' 0 100 25

(7.9)

The Euclidean distance between two colors (L1*,al*,b1*) and (LZ*,a2*,bz*) gives a
color difference criterion which reasonably matches subjective perception,

1 By the factor 5, normalization is made for OS;dS;l.

2 Another similar definition is made for the eIE (L*,u*,v*) color space. For exact defini
tions of diverse color spaces, see [PLATANIOTIS, VENETSANOPOULOS 2000].

3 Shown here only for the case of the higher luminance range.
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To achieve an illumination-independent color comparison, it is also possible to
only regard the Euclidean distance in a* and b*. An almost perfect adaptation to
human color perception is achieved by the following derived definition [eIE1995]:

(a;2 +b;2)_ (a;2 +b;2) ,

(M'ab *? -IL;-Lt-(LlCab *? ,

1<-Lt+( Ll~: *r +(~: *r '
with s; =1+.045·Cab* ; SH =1+ .OI5·Cab* ;

and C ab*= (a; 2

+b ;
2

)- ( a :
2

+b :
2

).

7.1.2 Representation of Color Features

(7.11)

(7.12)

(7.13)

(7.14)

The color transform is pixel-wise applied to the image signal. To represent the
color of image and video signals, the following feature criteria are commonly used:

Statistical color features: Probability distributions or histograms based on
pixel color occurrences; identification of dominant colors by searching for
concentrations (clusters) in the probability distribution;
Properties of color localization in time and space, or structures of color within
a neighborhood.

Color Histograms. A histogram is a discrete approximation of a probability dis
tribution, based on the analysis of occurrences of quantized signal values (see sec.
3.1). In the case of color analysis, the dimensionality of the signal space is related
to the number of color components. As histograms are computed over sets of dis
crete samples, a quantization 1 is necessary which should be performed such that a
sufficient number of distinguishable color classes is available. The result of quan
tization is expressed by indices, where all color values which fall into the same
partition of the color space are annotated by the same index value. Fig. 7.2 shows
an example of partitions in the (H,S, V) color space. First, the cylinder is parti
tioned into 4 slices, where the identification of the slice is performed by uniform

1 For more details on methodologies ofquantization , refer to sec. 11.1 and 11.5.
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scalar quantization of V (Fig. 7.2a). Each of these slices is then further partitioned
in Hand S (Fig. 7.2b)1. First, a scalar quantization in S must be applied to identify
in which ring of the slice the partition will be located. Finally, H is quantized into a
number of steps which depends on S, the radius of the ring. This scheme results in
partitions which have approximately equal sizes. For low saturation values, no
color tones (H) can be differentiated anyway, while for high saturation, the centers
of outermost ring partitions are exactly at the six primary and secondary color
tones as shown in Fig. 7.1b. In histogram computation, these quantization parti
tions are denoted as bins. In the example shown, the total number of bins is
4xlO=40.

V-t-
V=I.O ____

V=0 .75____

V=O.5 ____ 5 - - H=O
(red)

V=0 .25____

H=O
V=O .O ____ H c>- ' ~

, S 0.0 0.33 0.66 1.0S
,

a) S=O S=1 b)

Fig. 7.2. Example of a color quantization for the (R,S,V) color space: a Slice-wise quanti
zation of the color cylinder in V b Quantization of a slice in Sand H

Color histograms can likewise be extracted from full images, from image regions,
from a sequence of video frames or from a series of still images , provided that the
set of samples that is analyzed expresses the color properties of a visual item in a
reasonable way. In any case, it is necessary to normalize by the count of samples
over which the histogram was computed (cf (3.13)). The resulting set of values,
expressing the frequency of occurrence for each color, can be interpreted as a
feature vector of a dimensionality that is equal to the number of bins. A number of
30-40 bins should typically be provided at minimum to achieve sufficient distinc
tion between color histograms of different images ; useful maximum numbers de
pend on the precision required for a specific application, but a saturation of ex
pressiveness can often be observed beyond 300-500 bins [OHM ET AL. 2002]. It can
further be expected that occurrence values of adjacent histogram bins are statisti
cally dependent. This can be explained by the fact that characteristic colors ap
pearing within images are not unique, but show statistical variations (e.g . due to
illumination variations, shadows etc.). Occurrences of such colors will occasion
ally spread over several neighbored histogram bins, as the boundaries were defined
without any knowledge about color distributions in a specific image. For a more

1 Even though the quantization of Hand S is not independent, it is not a typical vector
quantization (see sec. 11.5), the partitionsare not Voronoicells.
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dense representation of color histograms, linear transforms can be applied, which
are also advantageous for simplified feature comparison (sec. 9.1 and 9.3). Fig. 7.3
shows the application of a Haar transform (cf. (4.122) and (4.180)) on the occur
rence values of a color histogram, a method that is implemented in the Scalable
Color Descriptor of the MPEG-7 standard. The transform systematically computes
sums and differences of adjacent histogram bins, such that a scalable representa
tion of the histogram is achieved I.

Haar transform Haar coefficients"jT1•
r

-
o v.N~NO\

c: 0, 00

E
c: .2 lil
0 U 3l

.£ ~ l'1 Q•
<II N X Cl>
c: ~ CD a

Image signal ~ c: E .0
::l c:

(; 0- l'1 III

"0 .Q OJ a..o 0 .9 !il scaling.!!1o J: g
::l

Fig. 7.3. Color histogram extraction with scalablerepresentation of the color feature in the
Haar transform domain

Dominant color clusters. The histogram characterizes the distribution of all col
ors occurring in an image. Alternatively, it can be interesting to describe only
some colors, which can also directly be related to semantic properties of the con
tent (e.g. blue of sky, red of fire, skin color of face). The extraction of dominant
colors is a classification problem, where concentrations of values (clusters) in the
color feature space must be identified-, The characterization of the properties of
dominant colors can then be done by statistical analysis for the set of color sam
ples x which are allocated to the cluster S. The simplest approach is made by char
acterization of mean values and variances in the single color components, com
bined into mean and variance vectors-

(7.15)

As an extension, covariances between the color components within each class are
characterized by the covariance matrix

(7.16)

1 Note that summing each two adjacenthistogram bins in the computation of the 'lowpass'
coefficient is equivalent to the computation of a histogram holding half number of bins.
Scaling of the multi-dimensional color feature space is done by dyadic reduction of the
numberofsamples'ecolor partitionsover the different dimensions H, Sand V.

2 Methods to identifyand defineclusters are described in sec. 9.4.3.
3 Color amplitudes and their statistical parameters are described here by continuous values.
They will normallybe determined by numerical computation, where however the underly
ing quantization uses muchfiner levelsthan in histogram computation.
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The statistical descriptions introduced so far are practically invariant against geo
metric modifications of images . In analyzing the color properties of images , it is
often relevant to determine where a color is found in an image, and if it is locally
concentrated (dominant visible in a certain area) or randomly distributed and
mixed with other colors over the entire area of an image.

Color localization. The color localization properties can be described by analyz
ing dominant colors locally and associate them with their position in an image .
Within smaller areas of an image, it is also more likely that features are homoge
neous, such that only one or very few dominant colors will be found. A simple
approach is the analysis of dominant colors within a pre-defined block grid 1; more
sophisticated approaches can perform a region segmentation (see sec. 10.1), which
however requires combination with features describing the region shape. With a
pre-defined block part ition, it is likely that adjacent blocks exhibit similar domi
nant colors. This will in particular occur if larger areas of homogeneous color are
present in an image, such as regions showing sky, water, meadows etc. To exploit
such dependencies in the localized feature information for a more compact repre
sentation, 2D transforms can be applied on small images assembled from the
block-related feature values. In particular for the case of dominant color, any types
of transforms are suitable for this purpose which are also suitable for 2D images in
general, e.g. the DCT (4.131). The set of transform coefficients is then directly
used as feature vector, where the de-correlating properties of the transform allow
using only a sub-set of coefficients for feature representation (see sec. 9.1.1). This
results in a very compact feature vector representation of an image color layout. A
diagram of a system is shown in Fig. 7.4, where dominant colors are extracted
from blocks of a grid layout. The matrix of dominant block colors is processed by
a 2D block transform. The feature is then represented by quant ized coefficients in
the transformed space-,

aturevector
:>

I I
I I I

~ Extraction of ~ 20 Transform 8 Quantization Fedominant block overdominant
of ----'

~~
colors & allocation

~~
colorvalue

~~ coefficientsin a matrix matrix

I I

Block partitioning I I
of image

Fig. 7.4. Extraction of the dominant color feature overa blockgrid with feature representa
tion in a transformed space

1 Note that the same approach described here for the example of dominant colors can be
used for spatial localization of many other features like textures, edges, motion, depth etc.
as well. In the MPEG-7 standard, this is defined as a Grid Layout.

2 This principle is used by the Color Layout Descriptor of the MPEG-7 standard.
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(7.17)

Color structure. Subjective impression and semantic meaning will be very differ
ent for cases where pixels of the same color are locally concentrated as blobs, or
where they are largely scattered and mixed with other colors over large areas of an
image, appearing as a kind of 'color noise' . In the latter case, a human observer will
not be able to identify a unique color. The histogram as computed by first-order
pixel occurrences could however be identical for both cases. By application of
morphological pre-processing, the difference can be analyzed as follows. Assume
that color quantization into J partitions (bins) has been applied to an image, such
that for each pixel a mapping is made into the respective index value, x(m ,n) ~
i(m ,n) . Now, Jbinary images can be defined, where

{
I if i(m,n)=j .

b/m,n) = for} = 1,. .. ,J .o else

Examples of images quantized into three colors are shown in Fig. 7.5. After extrac
tion of the images bJ<m,n), a morphological operation is performed. Typically, an
opening operation is most useful as it will discard isolated samples of color indi
ces, but operations of erosion or dilation can also be applied which will compress
or expand any structures . In Fig. 7.5, application of a structure element with a 4
nearest-neighbor shape ';v1(l) is used. The histogram is now computed such that for
each bin i. the number of values bJ<m,n)=1 is counted. This gives value counts of
[H(I) ,H(2),H(3)]=[54,53,57] for the scattered case, and [31,28,34] for the blob
like case. In comparison, a histogram count applied directly to i(m,n) will result by
[20,19,27] in both cases. In the practical realization, all operations are run in paral
lel, such that it is simply analyzed which color indices are found at a given position
of the structure element in i(m,n) . For example, if the morphological operation is a
dilation, all those histogram counts are incremented in parallel for which a match
ing index is found under the current position of the structure element. This latter
method is used in the Color Structure Descriptor defined by the MPEG-7 stan
dard.

Colour indices Results of dilation

+ •
Structure

~element

b',(m,n) b',(m,n) b',(m,n)

'Scatter'

i(m,n)

'Blob'

Fig. 7.5. Color structure analysis by morphological dilation of color index values
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7.2 Texture

Textures are fine localized structures which are appearing due to the surface prop
erties of exterior-world objects and light reflections emanating from these surfaces.
This results in a local variation mostly of luminance, in some cases also of color
information' . Locally homogeneous textures, like images of hair, water surfaces
etc. are probably those components of images which can best be characterized by
stationary statistical processes like AR models. Some typical examples of textures
are shown in Fig. 7.6. With regard to rough structure, two extreme cases of homo
geneous textures can be distinguished:

Regular textures, which exhibit strong periodic or quasi-periodic behavior
(Fig. 7.6 top left) : Exact periodicity is a very rare case mostly found in syn
thetic images. In natural images, regular structures are often quasi-periodic,
which means that periodic patterns can clearly be recognized, but they have
slight variations of periods. This is the case for many object structures occur
ring in nature, e.g. waves, cristalline structures, honeycombs, or structures
built by humans. In any case, peaks can be found in the power spectrum and in
the ACF, signifying the frequency and length of the periods .
Irregular or quasi-irregular textures (Fig. 7.6 bottom right) : These typically
result if a texture shows rudimentary elements which may come by different
sizes and shapes, but nevertheless can uniquely be identified as members of a
homogeneous class, like a pile erected from stones of different sizes. Those
smaller objects can better be characterized by their stochastic variational be
havior.

In fact, these categorizations are not fully transparent, and boundaries between
regular and irregular texture categories are quite smooth, as indicated by the re
maining examples from Fig. 7.6.

Heterogeneous textures are characterized by rather instationary behavior. This
view is even more fuzzy than for homogeneous textures, as in principle the lumi
nance structure of entire images could always be denoted as a heterogeneous tex
ture- . Certain methods of texture description can however clearly be applied to
analyze images e.g. by directional orientations of their global structures, amount of
detail in average by global and local structures etc. For these types of texture pa
rameters, the distinction against methods of edge analysis , and also the distinction
against luminance-related parts of color analysis are not clearly definable.

! See also footnote on p. 228. Mostly, texture analysis is performed on to the luminance
component only.

2 The notion of 'texture' is also used in a more abstracted sense for the entire pixel-based
image information including color. An example for this is the usage of the term 'texture
encoding' in the Visual part ofthe MPEG-4 standard.
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For analysis and description of texture features, mostly methods of statistical pa
rametrization and spectral analysis are employed, which are described in more
detail in the subsequent sections.

Fig. 7.6. Examples of textures with regularity decreasing from top-left to bottom-right
(from the BRODATZ texture database)

7.2.1 Statistical Texture Analysis

The most simple statistical features of textures relate to local measurements of
mean values and variances (first and second order moments). This can be per
formed by either using an analysis window applied over a neighborhood at each
pixel position, or by partitioning the image into a pre-defined grid of non
overlapping blocks. The moments are then computed locally for each block. Ob
serve that the global mean and variance values are not very expressive for the
texture feature unless it is extremely homogeneous; an analysis of the local varia
tions in mean and variance over the entire analysis areas much better captures the
properties in the general case.

Computation of Quantization of Histogram of

f-+ block mean -. block mean t-. block mean
values values values

-. Computation of -. Quantization of
t-.

Histogram of
block variances block variances block variances

Image partitioned into block grid

Fig. 7.7. Characterization of first- and second-order moment statistics by histograms
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An example for a histogram-based analysis of moment statistics is shown in the
block diagram of Fig. 7.11, which results in a very compact representation of the
texture feature. Mean and variance values are quantized into a small number of
bins each [OHM ET AL. 2000] . The two histogram distributions establish the feature
values and can be used for comparison of different textures; the texture will usu
ally be inhomogeneous when the histogram distribution does not show significant
peaks.

Pixel-based analysis features like mean and variance are however not applica
ble to characterize textures by their directional properties, which require to analyze
joint probabilities (co-occurrences) ofpixels for different directional orientations .

Co-occurrence matrices. The co-occurrence matrix is a representation of a joint
histogram (see Fig. 3.3), computed over combinations of amplitude values, where
the joint analysis is made for sample pairs over a distance of k pixel positions
horizontally and I vertically. If J different amplitude levels are analyzed, joint
histograms and co-occurrence matrices have a size ofJxJI .

Example. The following image matrix X is quantized into J=3 different amplitude
levels 0-2.

Q Q Q 1 2

1 ! Q ! 1

X= ~ ~ 1 Q 0 (7.18)

I 1 0 2 0

0 0 1 0 1

The co-occurrence matrix is initialized by zero values. Then, for each position
(m,n) the amplitude Xi is analyzed jointly with amplitude Xj at position (m+k,n+/),
and the matrix element Cij is incremented. In this example, only the 16 underlined
values are analyzed to avoid access of corresponding pixels which are outside the
image-. The matrices C(k,l) resulting for the cases of horizontal , vertical and diago
nal neighborhood relationships are:

[
3 3 1] [1 4 1] [4 2 1]C(I,O) = 2 3 1 ; C(O,I) = 4 1 2 ; C(l,l) = 2 3 2 .

III 120 020

(7.19)

To establish criteria which are independent of the image size, the results are nor
malized by the pixel count:

I The number of amplitude levels must not necessarily be the same as for the original rep
resentation of the signal. To keep co-occurrence analysis simple, it is advisable to perform a
quantization of the signal amplitude levels into a coarser scale prior to the extraction of the
joint histogram .

2 In Problem 7.4, the same example is used with a periodic boundary extension.
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1] [4 2 1]2 ; p(I,I) = 1~ 2 3 2 . (7.20)

o 020

The co-occurrence matrices by themselves can be rather large (e.g. 16x16=256 in
case of 24 gray levels), and must be computed for several pixel shift distances to
achieve sufficient expressiveness about the texture feature. Hence, it is impractical
to use them directly for the representation. Reasonable feature criteria to character
ize the result of co-occurrence analysis (7.20) are listed subsequently, which can
then directly be used to compare features of different textures by applying com
mon distance measures:

Maximum occurrence and its index

Order p difference moment

Order p inverse difference moment

Entropy!

Uniformity

p(k,l )

i .j

I I (p (k:I»)2
I , j

i j

(7.21)

(7.22)

(7.23)

(7.24)

(7.25)

Co-occurrence matrices can also relate to model distributions . For example, let a
binary signal be modeled by a Markov chain of transition probabilities P(OII) and
POlO) between horizontally neighbored samples of distance (k,l)=(I,O) (see sec.
3.4). Then, the normalized co-occurrence matrix can be written as

p(l.O) =[P(I ,Q) (0,0) p(I,O) (0,1)] =[P(I .O)(O I0) p (I.O)(0 11)].[1 / P(O)] 726
p(I.O)(1,O) p(I,O)(l,I) p( I,O)(lIO) p(I,O)(lII) lIP(I) ' (. )

Autocorrelation analysis. The co-occurrence matrix p (k ,l) as computed for a
certain distance (k,l) between two pixels is an approximation (estimate) of joint
probability values. This can be used directly to compute an estimate of the auto
correlation function (3.31) ; observe that equality in (7.27) will only hold if the
same boundary value extension is used in the computation of the autocorrelation
and of the co-occurrence values:

! The entropy as defined here can use any base of the logarithm, as it is not directly related
to units of information
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J J • 1 M-l N - I

rxx(k,l) = L:~>i 'x j . p (k: / )""--L Lx(m,n) .x(m+k,n+l). (7.27)
i=l j=l I,) M .N m=O n=O

By a sequence of autocorrelation values (i.e. over a range -p~l6P, -Qg~Q), pa
rameters of an autoregressive (AR) image model can be determined using the Wie
ner-Hopf equation (4.74) and its 2D extensions. This model is then described by
the coefficients a of a recursive filter, which can be computed from the values of
the autocorrelation or autocovariance function by solving a linear equation system

rxx=Rxx ·a=:>a=Rxx-l ·rxx· (7.28)

An AR model is suitable for homogeneous texture feature description, which could
be regarded as quasi-stationary. Either the AR model parameters or the autocorre
lation function are equivalent approximations of the texture's power spectrum. A
texture is characterized by the vector of filter coefficients ax, in addition the auto
correlation matrix Rxx is known. It shall be compared against a reference texture
represented by filter coefficients a., The best approximation of the spectrum is
given, if the difference I

d=[ax-arf ·Rxx ·[ax-ar] (7.29)

becomes minimum. In addition, the filter ax can be used for linear prediction of the
texture signal. Then, statistical analysis of the prediction error signal e(n), which
must not necessarily be zero-mean Gaussian white noise, can further be used to
describe the texture as shown in Fig. 7.8. This includes

Probability distribution of e(n)
Variance and mean values of e(n)
Power spectrum of e(n)

The variance is pre-determined by the AR analysis. If the prediction error signal is
not a zero-mean signal, this is a clear indicator that the signal itself does not have
zero mean. Addition of a mean (bias) value can in fact be applied either before or
behind the AR synthesis filter, if a non-zero mean process shall be generated.
More interesting is the property of the prediction error spectrum in case that it is
not white noise. In particular, a lowpass characteristic of the prediction error spec
trum indicates the tendency that subsequent prediction error values are correlated
which leads to slow variations of average values measured over local groups of
samples. Such a characteristic can well be modeled by a non-recursive filter which

I The autocorrelation matrix and the coefficient vector are here by the form of (4.76) and
(4.79)-(4.82). As Rxxa=[C1z2 0 ... O]T, aTR

xxa=C1z2 . Apparently, (7.29) expresses the differ
ence between the variances of two prediction error signals, where the analyzed texture is
once predicted by the correct filter ax and once by the reference filter a.. It can be shown
that minimization of this criterion is equivalent to the best approximation between two
power spectra represented by AR model parameters.
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must be adapted to the spectral properties of the prediction error signal; this filter
is denoted as Moving Average (MA) filter. It can be characterized to be comple
mentary with the recursive AR synthesis filter, which always produces a zero-mean
signal globally and locally when the input is Gaussian white noise z(n). A process
which is generated by feeding z(n) first into a 'coloring' MA filter, and subse
quently into the AR synthesis filter, is called an ARMA process. Optionally, a
global mean value addition can be performed as well.

ARMA modeling can also be used for ARMA synthesis of textures (Fig. 7.8b) :
A white noise signal, optionally adapted to the PDF that was measured in case
when the prediction error signal is not Gaussian, is first 'colored' by the MA filter,
and finally fed into the AR synthesis filter. If statistical parameters at each stage of
this process correspond with those gained by the analysis, very naturally-looking
textures can be synthesized by such a method [CHELAPPA, KASHY AP 1985].

a)

x(n)

Texture features

Texture features

b)
z(n) x, nt(n)

Fig. 7.8. a Analysis of texture features by AR modeling and statistical analysis of the pre
diction error signal b ARMA synthesis of textures

Markov Random Fields. In the computation of co-occurrence matrices and in the
computation of the autocorrelation function, the statistical relationships between
pixels and their respective neighbors are determined separately for each particular
shift distance. This is sufficient if the statistical dependencies between the ampli
tude values are linear. Markov Random Field (MRF) models I are more generally
applicable, as they are based on conditional probabilities covering complete sets
of neighborhood constellations, which bears the capability to model nonlinear
dependencies as well. To implement this, it is necessary to determine the prob
abilities for a pixel x(m,n) to possess a certain amplitude value, if the pixels from a
neighborhood system show an amplitude pattern x(m,n) . In the case of a homoge
neous neighborhood system .NY)(m,n) of(4.1), this can be expressed as

I For a reference on the topic, see [CHELAPPA, JAIN 1996].
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P[x(m,n)=xj !x(m,n)=x j ]

with x(m,n)={ x(k,l) : 0«k-m)2+(l-n)2 $;c}.
(7.30)

Due to the high number of possible configurations x(m ,n), the definition of the
probability values can be a problem of extreme high complexity. Even for the most
simple homogeneous four-neighbor system (c=1) and J=16 amplitude levels,
x(m,n) can be instantiated by 164 different values. Practically, if analysis of the
transition probabilities is made from a given texture image, most of the state transi
tions will never occur, such that a conditional probability of zero can be assigned.
Another approach could be made by fit the available probability estimates by a
vector Gaussian distribution (3.40), which however will limit the statistical de
pendencies between pixels to linear cases. Then, the expressiveness of MRF mod
els will not go beyond the degrees of freedom offered by autocorrelation analysis.
In general, in MRF modeling it must be assumed that the neighborhood relation
ships are symmetrical, and the following condition must hold:

x(m,n) E .Ne(k,l) <=> x(k,l) E .Ne(m , n) . (7.31)

The MRF model has another interpretation as an extension of state models like the
Markov chain concepts (see sec. 3.4). With J different amplitude values per pixel,
J different transitions are possible towards the next state, but the entire number of
states will be.r when K is the number of pixels in the neighborhood vector. How
ever, in the most general case described by (7.30), the next-state transition prob
abilities can no longer be characterized as memoryless or independent of previous
state transitions. For case of memoryless state models (like the Markov chain), the
probabilities of a number of neighbored pixels to have identical amplitude values
will follow a negative exponential distribution (cf. (3.78)); this can be modeled by
a Gibbs distribution. For more discussion of these aspects, refer to the usage of
MRF models in the context of image segmentation in sec. 10.1.4.

It is also possible to perform texture synthesis based on the MRF approach [CROSS,

JAIN 1983]. First, conditional probability parameters must be estimated, which will
typically leave many of the states unresolved in a concrete texture analysis; these
do not fit the actual texture, such that they will never be entered by the synthesis
model. A random number generator can then be used to determine the respective
next state; sub-dividing the interval [0,1] into sub-intervals of widths which are
equal to the different transition probabilities, the next state is determined by the
number the generator produces . Depending on the local properties of the texture,
the size of the neighborhood system will be of high importance for natural synthe
sis. In the case of quasi-periodic regular textures, the neighborhood must at least
span one entire period [PAGETILONGSTAFF 1998].
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7.2.2 Spectral Features of Texture

Texture analysis based on Fourier spectra. The power spectrum is the Fourier
transform of the autocorrelation function. Hence, it can be expected that the tex
ture features can likewise be expressed by features in the spatial domain or in the
spectral domain. Spectral representations relating to the DFT can be computed by
the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).

Power spectrum values contain no information about phase, they are invariant
against statistical variations caused by small-scale location changes of the signal.
A straightforward approach to measure the similarity of a texture imagex(m,n)
against a reference texture xrejm,n) can use the distance of DFT power spectra
estimates (3.64)1

If the image is rotated or scaled against the reference texture , it will no longer be
possible to perform this comparison:

In case of rotation of an image, the power spectrum rotates likewise, see
(2.29) ;
If the image is captured from a different distance than the reference texture,
the spectrum will be down-scaled over all dimensions (in case of spatial ex
pansion) or expanded (in case of spatial down-scaling) ; the entire spectral en
ergy (normalized by the area in units of pixels) will however be identical in
both cases, if measured along a ray of certain orientation in the spectral do
main.

X(u,v) X(u ,v)

a)
u

b)
p=o

u

Fig. 7.9. Definition of ring spectra(a) and ray spectra(b)

1 Alternatively, a similarity criterion based on maximization of the normalized magnitude
of cross power spectra (3.62) would be applicable. This could be interpreted as a 'spectral
correlation coefficient' whichalsoabstracts fromphase shiftsbetween the textures,

c = ~~IX*(U, v)Xre/(u,V)1j ~~Sxx(U, v)Sxx,re/(U' v) .
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Both properties can be utilized, when first the spectral values (0],02) or their
discrete counterparts (u,v) according to (3.51) are transformed into discrete polar
coordinates (PrJ)q), and then spectral power values along R rings (constant p) or Q
rays (constant (J) are computed (see Fig . 7.9) The results are SxX<r) as a rotation
invariant ring spectrum and Sxx(q) as a scaling-invariant ray spectrum:

Q-I

Sxx(r) = :LSxx(Pr,(Jq)
q=O

R-I

Sxx(q) = :LSxx (Pr' (Jq)
r=O

rJr
Pr=R

. (J = qJr
, q Q

(7.33)

(7.34)

For the angular orientation q, it is sufficient to regard the angular range between 0
and Jr due to the synunetry properties of 2D spectra computed from real valued
signals (3.57). For the radial orientation r, the entire spectral information is also
contained in the range between 0 and Jr (half of sampling frequency) . As discrete
DFT spectra are used, an appropriate mapping onto the discrete radial and angular
orientations is necessary' ,

Using the methods described, it is possible to reduce the complexity of com
parison and classification, as the number of parameters to be compared is less than
the number of coefficients in the original power spectrum. Two textures can be
assumed to be similar except for a rotation angle, if the expression

R-l

d = :LISxx(r)-Sxx.re/(r)1
r=Q

(7.35)

becomes minimum. They are similar except for a scale factor, if the expression

Q-I

d = :LISxx(q)-Sxx.re/(q)1
q=O

(7.36)

is minimized. If textures have to be compared which may be both rotated and
scaled compared to the reference, it is still necessary to perform comparison by
determining the minimum over multiple angular orientations-,

(7.37)

or the minimum over multiple scaling factors s3

1 Even though approximations of discrete 2D polar Fourier transforms exist, none of these
can be accurate on rectangular grids. It is either necessary to interpolate a discrete polar
representation over the image plane, which loses resolution for radial distances far from the
origin, or to interpolate coefficients in the frequency domain.

2 Under the assumption of radial symmetry Sxx,re/(q) = Sxx,re/(q -Q) for cases q ~ Q .

3 For scaling factors s<l , it is necessary to interpolate values in the reference spectrum.
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min(R-l.s·r)
d=m}n L !Sxx(r)-Sxx.re/(s .r)I;Smin::;S::;Smax ' (7.38)

r;O

Texture analysis based on filter banks. Frequency analysis for texture feature
extraction must not necessarily be performed by the Fourier transform. One prob
lem of Fourier transform is the (rectangular) block size to be determined a priori,
while in natural images it may not be clear whether the entire block is covered by a
homogeneous texture; e.g. this will no be the case for arbitrary-shaped texture
objects. Frequency analysis based on filter banks, in particular by the Wavelet
transform, have successfully been applied to texture analysis, providing the advan
tage not to be restricted to block-based processing. The variable-resolution proper
ties of the Wavelet transform are beneficial due to the following reasons (cf. sec.
4.4.4): High-frequency components are analyzed almost by an accuracy of pixel
positions, which is favorable at the boundaries of objects. On the other hand, accu
rate frequency resolution is not necessary for high frequencies, except eventually
for narrow-band analysis of harmonic spectra. Compared to block-based trans
forms, an octave-band analysis significantly reduces the number of parameters
which are required to express the texture feature.

Depending on the depth of the wavelet tree and the size of the texture area, the
result of filtering will be a certain number of coefficients expressing each fre
quency band. As in Fourier analysis, a representation shall be defined which is
invariant against local variations and shift of the texture. This can be achieved if
absolute values of the coefficients are statistically analyzed. If a number of Nu•v

coefficients cu•v have been computed in one frequency band, the absolute moments
of first and second order are defined as!

The discrete WT (DWT) is orthogonal or biorthogonal, and hence is suitable to
achieve characterization of textures by a low number of feature parameters. If the
typical critically-sampled 2D wavelet transform is used (see Fig. 4.5Ic), restric
tions however apply regarding directional analysis, which may constrain the accu
racy of texture description. For more details, refer to sec. 4.4.4:

The typical frequency layout schema of2D DWT enables a unique differentia
tion between the horizontal and vertical orientations within a texture, however
not likewise for diagonal orientations-;

1 Alternatively, frequency bands can be established by combining second order moments
(energies) from adjacent DFT power spectrum coefficients. In principle, octave-band fre
quency partitions can be defined from such a method as well.

2 E.g. 45° and 135° orientations can not be distinguished, unless the signs of co-located
horizontal and vertical wavelet coefficients are evaluated.
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Orthogonality and biorthogonality are compromising the effect of alias sup
pression, such that frequency separation may not be optimum, depending on
the type of filters chosen .

Nevertheless, it is attractive to use the 2D DWT for texture analysis, in particular
if a wavelet representation is generated anyway, e.g. for the purpose of encoding.
An example of a 2D wavelet transform frequency layout with one scaling band S
and wavelet bands 1-9 is shown in Fig. 7.10. Analysis is based on a 2D wavelet
tree of depth 3. The dotted circles indicate how the frequency bands! can be com
bined for rotation-invariant (scale diversifying) spectral channel groups . The
straight lines indicate combination of bands into scale-invariant (angular orienta
tion divers ifying) spectral channel groups.

Horizontal Frequency '>

,..f

9 8
....................

Fig. 7.10. Frequency layout for a 2D wavelet tree of depth 3, and combination of wavelet
channel groupsfor rotation-invariant C·)and scale-invariant (-) texturecriteria

In contrast to the Fourier transform, which generates exactly one coefficient per
frequency over the entire analysis range, wavelet coefficients retain the localiza
tion property, where the accuracy of spatial localization increases dyadically to
wards the higher frequency bands. This has the following advantages:

By the wavelet transform, localized texture criteria can be separately ana
lyzed, which can e.g. be used for the purpose of a segmentation, and allows to
perform region-related texture analysis after computation of wavelet coeffi
cients-;
Statistical analysis can be applied to the different frequency bands, each of
which consists of a number of coefficient samples. The statistical parameters
are then used as feature criteria .

1 Wavelet frequency bands are often called channels in the context of texture analysis,
where not the coefficient samples, but rather the statistical description of information flow
ing by a certainfrequency is seen as relevant.
2 Region-oriented analysis is possible by the 2D Fourier transform as well, but the region
shape must exactlybe known before the transform, such that the region mask can be pad
ded accordingly.
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Example of wavelet-based texture feature analysis. A method of wavelet-based
texture feature extraction which has been proposed in [OHM ETAL. 2000] is shown in
Fig. 7.11. It is suitable for texture characterization both for homogeneous and
inhomogeneous texture types. The 2D wavelet transform is computed by the com
mon critically sampled method, which could directly be subject to the statistical
analysis described below. Another attractive method, providing rotation- and
scale-invariant texture analysis and reduced number of feature parameters, is real
ized by the combination of channels according to Fig. 7.10.

Channel+_. _ _ . _ -. -
Combiner

6-ch
Ouantizer

+
Upsampler

123 456 789 147 2 58 369
t-btt-lmaqe 'l-btt-image t-ou-unace t-bit-irnaqe 'l -bit-lmage t-bit-imaqe

'--_--Citc.J11 :::1: :so ; 1; ~ SIb'

D Texture
Histogramm

Fig. 7.11. Extraction ofa frequency pattern histogram from the wavelet coefficients

At each sample position (m',n') relating to the first level of the transform, coeffi
cients shall be combined into one ring 7-8-9 and three ray channel groups 1-4-7,
2-5-8 and 3-6-9. This requires using the lower-frequency coefficients multiple
times at 4 or 16 neighbored positions. The remaining ring channel groups 1-2-3
and 4-5-6 can be computed at the respective resolution of 2nd and 3rd transform
levels. By the schema shown, coefficients ci m',n') from a total of9 wavelet chan
nels are mapped into 6 combined channels, three of which represent scale-
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diversifying ring spectra, while three relate to angular-orientation diversifying ray
spectra. Linear sums of channel energies are used by the channel combiners.

The texture description can directly be made by the absolute-moment analysis
(7.39). This however assumes quasi-stationarity, and will only be an appropriate
method for the case of homogeneous textures. Another description method which
is capable to better characterize inhomogeneous textures, is based on a histogram
description of channel properties . For this, the coefficient energy values from the
wavelet channels or combination channels are subject to a binary (threshold) quan
tization, indicating whether relevant components are present in the respective
channel at position (m',n~1. This gives a very compact feature representation by a
frequency pattern vector b(m',n~=[ b, b2 ••• b6 f, containing the six bits of the
binary decision related to the combination channels. Only J=26=64 different fre
quency patterns are available. Optimum threshold values of the binary decision are
determined such that approximately half of the samples fall below the threshold,
which maximizes the entropy of the binary representation. A histogram analysis is
then performed related to the frequency patterns b(m ',n~, where the length-J vec
tor of histogram values is the descriptor of the texture feature.

The information contained in the scaling channel, which is a sub-sampled rep
resentation of the original image, can further be used to extract additional features
like mean and variance distributions as described earlier. Such features can then be
seen as an orthogonal complement with regard to the wavelet-based features. Fig.
7.12 shows an example of similarity search in a retrieval application, where the
texture feature representation based on wavelet frequency patterns as described
above was used. The 10 images at the right-hand side are the most similar items
from a large database, which were found when the feature comparison was made
relative to the left image. The rotation and scale invariance of the method is obvi
ous.

Fig. 7.12. Example of a set of images classified as similar, based on the wavelet texture
feature (source: HHI)

1 The sub-sampled positions (m',n1 depend on the depth of the wavelet tree. For high
localization accuracy of the texture feature, it may be useful to use no sub-sampling at all,
which means usage of an overcomplete wavelet representation in the computation of the
texture feature. This would for example be the case when the feature values shall be applied
for pixel-accurate texture-based region segmentation.
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Fig. 7.13. Frequency layout for texture analysis based on Gabor Wavelet function

If the requirement for a frequency representation without over-completeness is
released, it is also possible to use Wavelet filters having finer granularity of direc
tion and/or scale analysis. Due to their properties in orientation and scale adapta
bility, polar Gabor filters as introduced in (4.246) and (4.247) can favorably be
used for this purpose. Fig. 7.13 shows an example of a frequency layout which is
used for homogeneous texture description in the MPEG-7 standard based on polar
Gabor filters. The signal is analyzed within five octave-band resolution scales and
6 angular orientations distant by 30 degree steps. The other half of the frequency
plane is redundant due to the conjugate symmetry of spectra. The meaning of the
radial frequency wand angular frequency B is shown for the example of one cen
ter frequency (We,Be). With five radial scales and 6 angles, the total resulting
number of frequency channels is 5x6=30. Filters used for analysis are non
orthogonal, such that information from neighbored frequency channels is likely to
be redundant if the 30 frequency channels are represented by absolute-moment
features from (7.39). Up to 60 parameters are necessary to describe a texture;
comparison of two textures is made by analysis of the difference between the mo
ments.

High-frequency components contained in texture characterize high local variations
of image amplitudes . These can either be related to detailed structures, or to dis
continuities which indicate the boundaries of objects . If the analysis aims at the
identification of amplitude changes of the latter type, it could rather be denoted as
edge analysis. On the other hand, taking a global view onto an image by a coarse
scale, edges may appear very similar to local texture structures, which is somehow
related to the high similarity of microscopic and macroscopic structures of images,
which can be interpreted as self-similarity or fractal behavior of images over dif
ferent resolution scales. From this points of view, the methods of signal processing
applied in texture and edge analysis can not be regarded fully independent . Typical
edge analysis methods may be used to characterize textures, and texture analysis
will typically also capture edge characteristics. Texture analysis methods, if ap
plied to sub-sampled images, can be used to analyze the global structure of images,
in particular capturing the variations ofluminance at a global level.
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7.3 Edge Analysis

A high amount of semantic information about image content is conveyed by shapes
of objects -.The analysis of object edges, which are the physical basis to perceive
contours and shapes, plays an important role in the human visual system. In a sim
plistic view, an edge is a discontinuity of amplitude. In natural images, it will
barely happen that an edge sharply separates two distinct plateaus of amplitude .
This type of step edges (Fig. 7.14a) can primarily be found in synthetically
generated graphics images, and even there it is undesirable as it does not provide a
photo-realistic impression. In natural images, due to shadows and reflections, the
type of ramp edges (Fig. 7.14b) is a better model, which is characterized by an
edge width a and an edge slope b. Natural edges are even more smooth as shown
in the model of Fig. 7.14c; the slope is not constant over the edge, such that a point
of maximum edge slope can be identified .

AmplitudeB

AmpliludeA I
a)

Amplitude A

b)

AmplitudeB

I
!J;.(B-A)/a

I

I

I I
~~

Amplitude A

I
(

c)
a

AmplitudeB

I

I

- Maximum slope
I

I,

Fig. 7.14. Edge type models a Step edge b Ramp edge c Smooth edge

7.3.1 Edge Detection by Gradient Operators

The gradient of local amplitudes is an important criterion to detect the presence of
an edge within an image. It is necessary to apply a vertical gradient analysis to
detect horizontal edges and vice versa; the gradient is always relevant perpendicu
lar with the edge orientation. A discrete approximation of the gradient is the dif
ference between neighboring pixels,

(7.40)

for r=mR,s=nS
dx(r,s) I ]

dr "" R ' [x(m,n)- x(m - I,n)

dxt,S) se L[x(m,n)-x(m,n -I)] .
s S

If the normalization regarding the horizontal and vertical sampling distances Rand
S is omitted assuming unity sampling intervals, the gradient detection is performed
by horizontal and vertical filtering operations using the filter matrices!

! The subscripts 'h' and 'v' are not related to gradient directions, but here indicate the
orientation of the edge to be analyzed by the respective filter.
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(7.41)

These simple gradient filters are quite sensitive against noise. This can be avoided
if the gradient filter is combined with a local mean or lowpass filtering operation,
where the mean values are computed in parallel with the edge orientation, or per
pendicular to the orientation of the respective gradient filter:

M h = [1 1]. (7.42)

Simple edge detection operators for horizontal or vertical edges can then be inter
preted as a separable combination of 1D gradient and mean-value filters:

[-11]K =G xM =
v v v -1 1 (7.43)

In a similar way, gradients can be computed for diagonal directions. With gradient
and mean-value filters defined as

[1 0]M - .
d+ - 0 I '[-10]

Gr = ° 1 ; Md - =[~ ~l
(7.44)

the convolution of filter kernel pairs results in the following edge detection filter
matrices:

(7.45)

These latter filters have an output which is maximum for edges exactly crossing
the position of the center pixel - unlike the cases of (7.44), where the edge would
be positioned between two pixels. The previous horizontal/vertical filters can be
modified to analyze centered edges as well, where simultaneously more stability
results due to the usage of longer mean-value filters:

(7.46)

If also the mean value filters used for diagonal edge detection are modified into

(7.47)

an ensemble of edge-detection filter masks results by four directional orientations :
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[

- 1 0 1] [-1-1
K, = -1 0 1 ; K, = 0 0

-1 0 1 1 1

If another set of filter matrices1

1] [-1 -1 0]1 ; Kr = -1 0 1 .

o 0 1 1

(7.48)

I
; M h =_.[ I 2 I]

4

is used for lowpass filtering, the result is the Sobel operator:

[-I0I] [-IKv=±-2 0 2 ;Kh=± 0
-1 0 I 1

-I 0]o 1 .

I 2

(7.50)

Orthogonality of directional operators. Observe that in the edge operators in
troduced here, either the horizontal and vertical filters, or the two diagonal filters
are establishing orthogonal basis systems according to (4.107); on the other hand,
neither the horizontal nor the vertical filter are orthogonal with any of the diagonal
filters. As a consequence , the vertical operator outputs a zero value in cases of
pure horizontal edges, while neither of the two diagonal operators will do so; the
output of the diagonal operators will nevertheless be lower here than the output of
the horizontal operator. The system can be supplemented by further operator(s)
which are orthogonal with any of the other operators. This can be useful to identify
whether an area of the image shows high detail but with no unique edge orienta
tion. An operator of this kind which is orthogonal with all directional filters of
(7.48) and (7.50) is defined by the filter matrix

[

- 1 1 -1]
K.l = 1 0 1 .

-1 1 -1

7.3.2 Edge Characterization by second Derivative

(7.51)

The mathematical operation of second derivative eJ2X/dr+cJ2X/dS is described by the
Laplacian operator V'2x . The second derivative can be computed by derivation of
the first derivative . As this is a linear operation, it is also possible to define a sec-

1 For the horizontal and vertical orientations, these are binomialfilters .
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ond-derivative filter directly, which results by self-convolution of gradient filters(7.41),

Instead of separate directional analysis, the mean of horizontal and vertical second
derivatives can be computed. This result is identical to the convolution by the
subsequent filter matrix, which results by center-aligned addition of the two filter
matrices in (7.52). This is the non-separable 2D Laplacian operator using a
neighborhood system .N1(1) :

\72 =\7\ +\7
2

v =.!.[_~ -~ _~] . (7.53)
~' ) 2 4

o -1 0

If the horizontal and vertical second derivatives (7.52) are used as components ofa
separable filter, this is equivalent to a convolution by a 2D Laplacian operator
matrix over an 8-value neighborhood,

[
1-2 1]

\72( 2) =\7\x\72v=.!.-2 4 -2.
.¥, .sep 4

1 -2 1

Further defining diagonally-oriented second-derivative filters

(7.54)

o -1]
2 0

o 0
[

- 1 0

\72 =.!. 0 2
d+ 2

o 0
~] ,

-1

(7.55)

another non-separable version of a 2D Laplacian operator results by center-aligned
averaging of all four directional filters from (7.52) and (7.55),

2 2 2 2 [-1 -1 -1]2 _ \7 h + \7 v + \7 d - + \7 d+ _.!. _ _
\7 ( 2) - - 1 8 1.

.¥, 4 8
-1 -1 -1

(7.56)

The second derivative characterizes the change of the gradients. Hence, zero
crossings of the second derivative can be found where the gradient itself is maxi
mum or minimum, which can be interpreted as the true edge position in cases of
positive or negative edge slope, respectively . If the edge shall characterize an
amplitude transition of sufficient strength, one clear maximum and one clear
minimum must be found in the second derivative towards both sides of the zero
crossing . The distance between maximum and minimum can then be interpreted as
the width of the edge. Relevant zero crossings of the second derivative (being
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framed by a clear maximum and minimum) can be found by using maximum dif
ference filters (5.6)1. Fig. 7.15 shows amplitudes of a signal, its first and second
derivatives, where the models are a ramp edge and a smooth edge with a continu
ous change of the gradient. The simplistic model of the ramp edge does not show a
unique zero crossing, but extreme maxima and minima indicate the edge width.

Signal amplitude
~peb /max. slope c

1" derivative n b Aq ed~idth

I
I

2"" derivative
I

Fig. 7.15. Interpretation of first and secondderivatives of the signalamplitude at image
edges. Left: rampedgemodel, right: smoothedgemodelwith continuous changeof slope

Laplacian operators are also sensitive against granular variations of amplitude and
noise. This can be avoided by application of lowpass filtering before the second
derivative is computed. Filters with a Gaussian shaped impulse response are fre
quently applied for this purpose. The discrete filter coefficients are derived from a
continuous circular-symmetric 2D Gaussian function,

2 21 .: +s

h(r,s)=--'e 2r
.J21rT2

(7.57)

The parameter r influences the width of the Gaussian shape and thereby the
strength of lowpass filtering . The second derivative of this function is

(7.58)

This radial-symmetric function is commonly denoted as Mexican hat filter, of
which a 1D section is shown in Fig. 7.16. For a discrete approximation, this con
tinuous function is sampled, such that the center of the discrete impulse response is
at the maximum of the continuous function . The parameter t can be set to 1, and
the strength of lowpass filtering is simply varied by variation of the sampling dis
tance, which is equivalent to scaling. This Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) operator
provides a very robust method for second derivative based edge detection, and is
mostly applied in combination with multi-resolution edge analysis described in the
next section.

I See also Problem7.7.
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r

Fig. 7.16. Mexican hat filter impulse response

7.3.3 Edge Finding and Consistency Analysis

The gradient filters introduced in the previous section (for computation of first and
second derivatives) are linear filters, and their application is only a first step of
edge or shape feature extraction . If a set of I directional operators is used, a total
of I output signals y;(m,n) is computed. Further processing highly depends on the
goals of edge detection. Analysis steps can be as follows:

To analyze the edge direction 0, find the filter output of highest amplitude at
a given position, i.e.:

O(m,n) =arg max lyJm,n)1 (7.59)
;=l... /

Generation of a gray-value edge image . The largest absolute value ofall given
directional operator outputs at a given position is selected, such that

y(m,n) = maxlyJm,n)1 (7.60)
.=1../

(7.61)
if max(y;(m,n)) < e
if max (y;(m,n)) ~ e.

Fig. 7.17 shows an example generated from combination of the directional
outputs from (7.50).
Generation of binary edge maps. For the decision whether an edge is present
at an image position, a threshold criterion can be applied, by which a hypothe
sis about the presence of an edge is made. The resulting binary edge map can
be computed separately as b;(m,n) for each edge orientation, or be combined
from all directional operators as in (7.60):

{
o if y;(m,n) < e {O

bmn= i btm.nv»;( , ) 1 if y;(m,n) ~ e ' ( ,) I

The simple threshold and directional criteria are quite sensitive against noise, and
the optimum threshold values typically vary over a set of images. Further, it is
difficult to distinguish semantically between true edges and high details of texture.
To increase the reliability of edge detection, further criteria must be introduced .
An example are neighborhood criteria, checking whether only isolated high gradi
ent values are present, or whether the presence of consistently connected high
values allows to conclude the presence of an edge or contour chain. Useful meth
ods to analyze such consistency are hierarchical edge analysis and edge tracking.
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a) b)

Fig. 7.17. a Original image b Output image after combination ofdirectional Sobel operator
outputs (7.50) (high absolute values of gradients are shown dark)

Hierarchical edge analysis. This method investigates whether a detected edge is
relevant globally (separating larger objects) or just related to small-scale local
variations of amplitude. Edge analysis is performed at different resolution levels
using lowpass filtering of different strength, eventually followed by sub-sampling.
The reliability of edge detection is then judged by criteria which match the edge
presence over different resolution levels, checking whether edges are consistently
found over all resolutions. This can most efficiently be realized in a pyramid rep
resentation, where the resolution is varied by a factor of four from one level to the
next (cf. sec. 4.4.6) . Analysis typically starts at the tip of the pyramid, the lowest
resolution level. Edges which are detected at this level are regarded to be globally
relevant, as local fine structures will hardly be found at this level due to the strong
lowpass filtering. The processing then proceeds to finer resolutions, which in
creases the accuracy of localization; on the other hand, additional edge positions
which are only detected at finer resolution levels can be regarded as increasingly
irrelevant, most probably only expressing local fine structures. If a Laplacian
pyramid is used (see Fig. 4.55), the differential outputs can readily be interpreted
as the outputs of the LoG-Operator at different resolution levels.

Edge tracking. The binary edge image as defined in (7.61) will most probably
contain lines which are wider than one pixel. It is possible that no consistently
connected edge contours are found, such that it will be necessary to link isolated
contour segments. This requires to eliminate some pixels having a value 'I' in
b(m,n), or for the case of incomplete edge lines, to change values from '0' to 'I'.
This can be achieved by edge tracking procedures as illustrated in Fig. 7.18. Fig.
7.18a shows an example output image y(m,n) resulting by (7.60). Fig. 7.18b shows
those pixels which are retained in an edge image b(m,n) if a threshold value 8 0=7

is chosen in (7.61). These pixels are selected as initial points for hypothetical
edges to be tracked. Each initial point is then connected with its neighbor of high
est gradient value from Fig. 7.18a, this one again with the highest of the remaining
7 neighbors etc. The result is the contour image in Fig. 7.18c. In this example,
three different edge contour chains are found, numbered as 1-3. An edge needs
only to be continued if the highest-valued neighbor is at least higher than a thresh
old 8 b < 8 0 , This algorithm can be realized by different variants, e.g. edge con-
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tours of straight lines can preferably be tracked; edge paths can be compared,
where decisions are made by accumulated gradient values over chains of con
nected points. Fig. 7.l8d shows a result from a decision based on edge chains of
length 2. The value '9' in the lower-right quadrant could be connected either with
'4-4' or with '3-7'. While in the scheme underlying Fig. 7.l8c the decision for the
first path is made directly based on the higher value of '4', the schema of Fig. 7.l8d
also investigates the '7' following the '3' in the other path. This further results in a
merging of two contour chains.

9050804503
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Fig. 7.18. Edge tracking (for explanation related to a-d refer to the text above)

7.3.4 Edge Model Fitting

For a straight step edge, a simple 2D edge model can be defined as shown in Fig.
7.19. Model parameters are the amplitude plateau values A and B on both sides of
the edge, the edge position (red,Sed) and the orientation angle ()I:

A {Ay(r,s) = B

Amplitude A

if (r- red)' sin () ~ (s - sed)' cos()

else
(7.62)

Fig. 7.19. Amplitudes and directional orientation in the step edge model (7.62).

By employing more complex models, e.g. including the width and/or the gradient
of an edge, also parameters of ramp edges or other types of edges can be modeled.
The goal is to adapt the edge model signal y(r,s), such that an error criterion (e.g.

the mean squared error) is minimized when comparing the model to an image
signal x(m,n). A reasonable method in this context is decomposition of the image

I By definition here, 8=0 shall relate to a horizontal edge with region A positioned above B.
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signal and the edge model into orthogonal components . Basis functions are used
for this purpose which are adapted to a given edge model. An example of two
orthogonal basis images relating to a step-edge model is shown in Fig. 7.20. The
area over which these functions extend should not be too small; even though this
would simplify processing, the result would lack of reliability in detecting suffi
ciently large plateaus of clearly distinct amplitudes . Due to the properties of the
basis functions, local amplitude variations within these plateaus are implicitly
disregarded in the analysis. If the basis functions are defined over a quadratic
image area of size PxP pixels', the following conditions hold :

P-I P-I P-I P-I

L:~)o(m,n).t,(m,n)=0; LLtk(m,ni = P ·(P-l) ; k =0,1. (7.63)
m=O n=O m=On=O

Co =
-1

+1

P
values

+1

·1

P values P values

Fig. 7.20. Orthogonal basis images for edge model fitting (source: HARTMANN)

A (zero mean) approximation of the partial image within the given area is charac
terized as

where the coefficients Ck due to the orthogonality condition result as

1 P-I P-I

ck = LLx(m,n) .tk(m,n).
P .(P -1) m=On=O

(7.64)

(7.65)

The slope of the model edge, as related to the orientation of the basis functions,
will be

Ca = arctan -!.. ,
Co

(7.66)

from which finally the angle of the edge as presented in Fig. 7.19 is computed as

tana-l C -c C -ctan ()= = _1__0 ~ () = arctan _1__0 •

~na+l S+~ S+~

! Definitions over circular areas are also useful

(7.67)
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At least one of the two values should be above a threshold value to distinguish
between significant edges and local variations in amplitude. It is also possible to
use basis images and related coefficients of common linear block transforms, the
analysis will then however not be adapted to specific edge characteristics. If e.g. a
DCT or a Walsh transform is applied, an edge orientation within the block can
roughly be determined from the ratio of the coefficients which represent the first
horizontal and vertical basis images I ,

e=arctan~ .
CIO

7.3.5 Description and Analysis of Edge Properties

(7.68)

Edge Histograms. Occurrences of edges or edge directions within an image can
be described by an edge histogram. Depending on the accuracy of the underlying
edge detection method, a number of distinct edge orientations has to be analyzed-,
In addition, the number ofoccurrences for 'direction-less' edges as e.g. analyzed by
the filter matrix (7.51) can be counted. An example where the resulting edge histo
gram vector consists of five bins is shown in Fig. 7.21. The edge histogram as
shown here analyzes the frequency of occurrence for the different orientations,
without taking into account the positions of edges. Combination with a localization
method like a block grid structure (see sec. 7.1.2) is useful if the local distribution
of edge directions within an image shall be characterized-' .

Image signal

s
'"s
:::>
c.
E
8
E
~
Cls
J:

Fig. 7.21. System for extraction ofedge histograms

I To analyze edge positions exactly, it would however not be sufficient to compute the
transform over a set of non-overlapping blocks; in principle, the basis functions in edge
model fitting are appliedat any position of the image.
2 Practically, this should at least be the four basic orientations, i.e. horizontally, vertically
and two diagonaldirections. In fact, more distinct orientations can only be differentiated of
filter matricesor basis functions of sizes > 3x3 pixels are used.
3 This is used by the Edge Histogram Descriptor of the MPEG-7 standard.
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Hough Transform. The Hough transform is a parametric description, allowing to
determine sets of edge pixels which establish straight lines. The following equation
expressing line parameters by a polar form should hold for any points that are
members of a straight line1:

p = mp • cos a +np • sin a . (7.69)

(7.69) allows to establish a relationship between the coordinates of edge points
(e.g. points with b(mp,np)=l of (7.61», which are potentially situated on the same
line of distance p and angular orientation a (see Fig. 7.21a). The transformation
into the Hough space (p,a) results by one graph for each edge point, expressing
which straight lines characterized by (p,a) pairs might have this point as a mem
ber. If several graphs intersect within one single point in the Hough space, all
related edge points will be on the same straight line, which is then characterized by
the coordinates <Ps,as) of the intersection point (Fig. 7.21b). Practically, due to
measurement inaccuracies in edge detection and due to sampling inaccuracies, the
Hough graphs will typically not exactly intersect in unique points. It is then neces
sary to test for concentration of intersection points over certain neighborhood
ranges within the Hough space (Fig. 7.21c). To capture potential positions of
straight lines in an image, it is necessary to determine intersection points of Hough
graphs pair-wise and apply a cluster analysis to find concentrations (see sec.
9.4.3). Practically, this can also be implemented by a fine uniform quantization of
the Hough space, counting for each quantization cell the numbers of traversing
graphs. In general, the Hough transform is not limited to the analysis of straight
lines; if edge contours are described by higher-order polynomials, the dimensional
ity of the Hough space will increase, but in principle the same method is applicable
to classify memberships on a model contour. The Generalized Hough Transform
(sec. 9.1.3) extends the concept even further to analysis of arbitrary parametric
descriptions ofpoint features.

nA p P

A~ ps --~

p

a
lXs

>
lXsm a a

a) b) c)

Fig. 7.22. a Parametrization of a straight line in polar coordinates b Representation of edge
points by graphs in the Hough space in the ideal case and c in the realistic (non-ideal) case

1 Refer to Problem 7.8 for a parametrization of the Hough transform over Cartesian coordi
nates.
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7.4 Contour and Shape Analysis

7.4.1 Contour fitting

By contour fitting and boundary fitting, closed edge contours are generated im
plicitly. The underlying principle is approximation of the observed edge pixel
positions by function systems. Among the methods which can be applied in gen
eral, the Fourier, Wavelet, Spline and Polygon approximation will be treated in
detail.

b)
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Fig. 7.23. Indexing of discrete contour graphs: a Closed contour b Open contour
c Contour signals m(p) and n(p) relating to the closed contour

A discrete contour of P contour pixels indexed by 05p<P shall be given. This can
uniquely be described by the m and n coordinates of the contour pixels on a dis
crete grid. For each contour pixel, values m(p) and n(p) describe the position (Fig.
7.23). The contour can be closed (Fig. 7.23a) or open (Fig. 7.23b). Contour pixels
of indices p and p+1 can in principle have arbitrary distances. The coordinates
m(p) and n(p) are interpreted as two one-dimensional signals in Fig. 7.23c. To
realize a translation-invariant contour representation (describe the contour inde
pendent of its absolute position on the image grid), it is sufficient to subtract the
contour mean value I:

l~ l~
m'(p)=m(p)-m with m=- :Lm(p); n'(p)=n(p)-n with n=- :Ln(p) (7.70)

p~ p~

I Observe that the mean values iii and n are not typically integer values. If the contour
pixels shall still be at grid positions after mean subtraction, mean values must be rounded .
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An alternative representation, split into two one-dimensional signals as well, can
be gained by transforming the contour positions into polar coordinates,

pep) = ~m\p)+n2(p)

tp(p) = arctan n(p) +k(p) ' ff ;
m(p) {

oifm(p) 2:: 0
k(p) =

1 ifm(p) < O.

(7.71)

The subsequent descriptions of approximation techniques can be applied either to
Cartesian or polar contour coordinates . The representation by polar coordinates is
advantageous, as by neglecting tp(p) a rotation-invariant, and by neglecting pcp) a
scaling-invariant contour description results" . Using zero-mean coordinates ac
cording to (7.70), the distance between each contour pixel and the center of the
contour is determined as follows :

(7.72)

An appropriate distance criterion to measure the similarity between two contours A
and B is the area between the contours in the 2D image plane. If the angular dif
ferences tp(p)-tp(p-l) are roughly constant over all p, the following simple crite
rion is approximately proportional with the difference area-:

d = IIp'A(P)- p's(p)j ·
p

(7.73)

All methods introduced in the forthcoming subsections can also be used for lossy
or lossless encoding of continuous or discrete contours. It is then necessary to
quantize and encode the resulting contour parameters (see also sec. 12.6.2).

Fourier approximation. To describe a contour by Fourier coefficients, the two
'coordinate signals' are interpreted as the real and imaginary parts of a complex
number

t(p) =n(p) + i m(p) ; 05. P < P . (7.74)

The complex contour signal t(p) is a periodic function if the contour is closed.
Then, the DFT which implicitly interprets the analyzed segment of samples as
being periodic (cf. sec. 3.3), is an optimum transform for t(p)3. The contour coeffi
cients T(q) typically are also complex numbers and periodic in any case; as the

1 Under the assumption that contours are rotated or scaled with reference to the center
coordinates.
2 This wouldexactly be the case for the contour of a circle.
3 The DFT is the optimumdecorrelating transform for periodic signals. The contour which
can be describedmost compactly is a circle, where the signals m(p) and n(p) are a sine and
a cosine of period P, phase shifts depending on the definition of the contour startingpoint.
One complexDFT coefficient is then sufficientfor perfectdescription.
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signal itself is complex, no complex-conjugate symmetry exists between coeffi
cients T(q) and T(P-q). The number linearly independent values is 2P either in real
and imaginary parts of the DFT representation or in the contour coordinate repre
sentation. The contour can be reconstructed by computing the inverse transform:

P-I .2npq 1 P-I /npq

T(q)= Lt(p) .e-
Jp

and t(p)= - LT(q) .e P

p=O P q=O

By the properties of the DFT, the following conditions hold :

A translation of the contour (adding constant offsets in m or n) will only
change the coefficient T(O), which expresses the mean value of the contour
coordinates; T(O) will be zero, if removed in advance as in (7.70).
A scaling (change of size without changing the center point or shape) effects a
linear scaling of all coefficients T(q) with q>O.
A rotation of the contour around the center point effects a linear-phase shift
(proportional with the frequency) on all coefficients T(q) with q>O, while the
amplitude is not affected.

These properties are advantageous if the similarity of contours shall be compared
independent of size, position and orientation. If the shape of the contour is rela
tively flat, the contour spectrum exhibits a compaction of 'energies' at low frequen
cies. As the transform is linear, the squared deviation between two contours can be
computed directly in the transformed domain. The contour can also be approxi
mated by a reduced number of transform coefficients I P'<P, such that the com
parison of two contours can be simplified. A smoothing of contours can be per 
formed by discarding high-frequency coefficients. If contours are not closed, or if
the contour coordinates are extracted from positions which are not directly
neighbored, the Fourier representation will be less efficient, as discontinuities
appear which can not be approximated very well by sinusoids.

Spline approximation. Spline interpolation (sec. 5.4.3) approximates a continu
ous signal by discrete control coefficients. It is also frequently used to approximate
contours. I control coefficients cF[r(i) s(i)]T shall express contour sampling points
that are known by their continuous coordinate positions. The approximation results
in a continuous contour of values r(t)=[r(t) S(t)]Tby2

I-I

r(t) =Lc;¢/Q)(t) .
;=0

(7.76)

I It is highly probable that truncating off high-frequency coefficients will lead to a rela
tively low approximation error, as the signals m(p) and n(p) are smooth, when extracted
from direct neighbors.
2 t is a one-dimensional continuouscoordinatehere, which is the running variablealong the
contour, where t=0 is the starting point of the contour.
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The function ifJ/Q)(t) is the B spline of order Q according to (5,48) . If contour pix
els are extracted from discrete images, the input will be a discrete contour of P
observed points tpo The control coefficients must be determined such that the fol
lowing condition holds at the known positions of the contour tp (cf. (5.55) and
(5.56» :

I-I

r(tp
) = LcjifJ/Q)(tp

)

j=O

O$p<P . (7.77)

(7.77) represents an equation system which can also be written in matrix notation
as

with

R = ct>(Q)·C

[

r(O) S(O)]

C = r(I :-I) S(I :-I) '

(7.78)

(7.79)

ct>(Q) is a matrix of size IxP. If P>I (lower number of control points than original
number of contour coordinates), (7.78) is an overdetermined equation system. The
computation of the control point values can then be performed by pseudo inversion
of the matrix ct>(Q) (for definition of the pseudo inverse, refer to sec. 8.3):

C = [ ct>(Q)r.R , (7.80)

which for the special case of I=P is identical to the inverse of the matrix [ct>(Q)r1
•

Polygon Approximation. The principle of polygon approximation is a linear
interpolation of the contour, which means that it is identical to spline interpolation
of order Q=l. The determination of control points is performed iteratively, where
by each iteration step one more control point is set. The approximation starts with
one line, which interconnects the terminating points A and B of the contour for
case of open contours, or the pair of points having largest distance for the case of
closed contours . By each further step, one position on the original contour must be
found which has the largest geometric distance from the contour approximated by
the polygon. At this position, a new control point is set. An example is shown in
Fig. 7.24, where alb illustrate the first two approximation steps, in which the con
trol points C and D are selected . The approximation is terminated , if a fidelity
criterion is fulfilled, e.g. the approximated contour shall not deviate by more than a
certain maximum allowable distance dmax from the original contour (Fig. 7.24c). If
a contour shape actually consists of straight lines and has comers, polygon ap
proximation can achieve a better approximation than higher-order spline functions .
The polygon is uniquely described by a sequence of vertices, which are the coor
dinate positions of the control points .
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Fig. 7.24.Polygon approximation ofa contour
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Fig. 7.25. a Interpolation of a contourinto a number of samples P' that equals a powerof 2
(white dots inserted) b Dyadic wavelet decomposition of the contouroflength P'

Wavelet Approximation. For approximation of contours, wavelet basis functions
are also applicable [CHUANG, Kuo1996]. These can represent the contour signal by a
series of resolution scales represented by discrete coefficients . The coefficients are
simply obtained by wavelet analysis of contour coordinate sequences.

In the case of a dyadic wavelet bases, the largest possible depth of a wavelet
tree can be achieved if the number of contour points is a power of 2. Let P be the
number of contour pixels, and P' the next-higher power-of-two value, such that
R=P'-P contour pixels are missing. This can be resolved, if additional points are
inserted at each positionp where the modulo value mod(p, P/R)=O (see Fig. 7.25a)
[MOLLER, OHM 1999] . If the new points are generated by interpolation, the related
wavelet coefficients of the highest frequency band will be near zero. It is then
possible to decompose the shape by 10gzP' levels of2-band splits into P'-l wavelet
coefficients and one scaling coefficient (see Fig. 7.25b). The latter one represents
the mean value of the contour.

Horizontal and vertical coordinates m(p) and n(p) can be transformed inde
pendently into scaling and wavelet coefficients Cu(m)(p') and c;(n)(p'), where the
coordinates p' are the sub-sampled index variables. Due to the properties of the
wavelet transform, the following relationships apply:

A translation of the contour from one center (ml,nl) to another (mZ,n2) only

modifies the scaling coefficients co(m)(p') and co(n)(p').
A scaling by a factor e, performed with reference to the contour center coor
dinate, effects a constant scaling of all wavelet coefficients:
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[
elm)] [c(m)]
e~n) = e· c~n) for all u > O. (7.81)

A rotation by an angle 0 around the origin of the coordinate system effects a
shift of coefficient magnitudes between the two directional components of
scaling and wavelet coefficients, which can be expressed by a rotation matrix:

[e~m ) ] = [ cosO SinO][c~m)] .
e~n) -sinO cosO c~n)

(7.82)

The scaling and localization properties of the wavelet transform allow identifying
specific coefficients which have a more global or only local influence on the con
tour characteristics. For example, a change in a higher-frequency wavelet coeffi
cient mainly effects local changes of the contour (Fig. 7.26). If higher-frequency
bands are discarded, the remaining scaling and wavelet coefficients represent sub
sampled contours ; this simplifies the contour feature comparison at different con
tour resolutions.

Globalcontour deformation 8
by change in low-frequency
wavelet coefficient

8/ ~

Local contour deformation
by change in high.frequency
wavelet coefficient

Fig. 7.26. Effectof localization property of the wavelet transform in contourmodifications
(source : MULLER)

The contour wavelet transform can also be applied to the polar coordinate repre
sentation (7.72), which is advantageous as rotation of a contour affects the phase
coefficients, while scaling modifies the magnitude coefficients. For example, in a
similarity-search algorithm, the p-component is most important and can be used as
standalone criterion. Since wavelets are a naturally scalable representation,
comparison of contours having different sizes is straightforward; when contours
are scaled up to the next-higher power of two in the wavelet representation, it will
always be possible to find one scale where two contours are of equal size. Thus,
the dyadic wavelet representation is implicitly scale invariant. To obtain rotation
invariance, it is necessary to modify (7.73) such that search is performed for

P' - I

d = ,mill; LlpA(P)- Po(P+ pI)I· (7.83)
p =O...P -I p=O
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ds: secondary contour axis

dp: primary contour axis

Fig. 7.27. Principal axes ofthe contour (source: MOLLER)

Fig. 7.28. Examples of contours classified as similar by using a wavelet-based contour
description

For a given resolution, P' comparisons are necessary. For contours with a clear
difference between the lengths of the principal axes, the best energy compaction is
achieved if the wavelet representation is constructed such that the first wavelet
coefficient approximately represents the distance between points A and B on the
primary axis (see Fig. 7.27). By defining the coordinate p'=O at point A or B, and
retaining the samples with even values p' in the iterated sub-sampling over the
wavelet tree, the two points retained at the last level of the wavelet decomposition
tree will approximately span the primary axisl.
Fig. 7.28 shows examples of contours which were classified as being similar based
on the wavelet contour feature in a database retrieval application.

7.4.2 Contour Description by Orientation and Curvature

If a starting point and the length of a closed contour are defined, it is possible to
describe the contour by the tangential angle rp or its differential change !:lrp along
the contour line. Fig. 7.29 shows this principle of generalized chain coding2 for
the case of a continuous contour. The tangential angle at position t of a continuous
contour can be determined as follows:

! The two principal axes (primary and secondary) of a shape can be determined by eigen
vector analysis, cf. sec. 7.4.5

2 Refer to the principles of chain coding and differential chain coding in the case of dis
crete contours, sec. 12.6.2; in these cases, discrete sets ofangles are used.
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cos [rp(t)] =dr(t) ; sin [rp(t)] =ds(t) ::::> rp(t) = arctan ds(t) .
dt dt dr(t)

(7.84)

If a discrete contour is given by P positions p, the following approximation of the
contour coordinate derivatives can be used I:

dr(t) I ;:,:&n(p)=m(p+l)-m(p)
dt t=t(p)

ds(t) I ;:,: f:J.n(p) = n(p+l)-n(p)
dt t=t( p)

An approximation of the contour length is then given by

(7.85)

P-l

L;:,: 'L)f:J.m2(p)+f:J.n2(p) (7.86)
p=o

11
I

I
I

I
I

I rp

'---- -\-- - --------c>
r

Starting and ending point (/='0)

Abb. 7.29. Generalized chain coding of a continuous contour

Another contour feature is the curvature, which can be determined by computation
of the second derivatives of the contour signals, the absolute value giving one
single parameter for any given contour position:

(7.87)

For discrete contours, the curvature is computed by the following approximation
of the second derivatives at contour positionp, which is analogous to the computa
tion of second derivatives ofa signal by the Laplacian operator (7.52),

d
2
r(t )1-- ;:,:-m(p+I)+2·m(p)-m(p-l)

dt2

t=t(p)

I neglecting normalization by sampling distances Rand S, which is strictly correct for case
of directly neighbored contour points and I :1 sample aspect ratio.
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d
2
S(t)1-- :=:-n(p+I)+2 ·n(p)-n(p -I).

dt 2
1=I(p)

261

(7.88)

Fig. 7.30 qualitatively shows the graphs of curvature parameter IK(t)1 for the exam
ples of regular geometric shapes.

~ t-;'O,
a a

IK(t)1 IK(t)1 IK(t)1

I/R -a

o 27tR t o a/2 3a12 5a/2 3a t oa/2 3a/2 5a/2 7a/2 4a t

Fig. 7.30. Curvature parameters 1.\(1)1 for the examples of a circle, a triangle and a rounded
rectangle

Extreme turning points of the contour have a high significance to characterize a
shape, in particular when their relative positions are regarded . Many natural ob
jects which can be described by a contour are subject to geometric modifications
of shape, e.g. a horse will have four legs, one head etc., but they may be positioned
differently depending on the situation of acquisition. Nevertheless, the presence of
a specific number of contour curvature extrema, their strengths and positions on
the contour are highly expressive for the semantic interpretation. Extreme points of
the contour curvature can be determined by the zero crossings of the following
function, which could be interpreted as a direction-independent third derivative of
a contour signal, such that the zero crossings of this function express the turning
points of the contour:

(7.89)

To compute ACt) on discrete contours, the discrete approximations of second de
rivatives (7.88), and of first derivatives (7.85) are used. If two contours represent
ing the shapes of objects are sampled by the same number P of discrete contour
points (spaced equidistantly on the contour), information carried by ACt) can be
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used for comparison of contours, irrespective of the original (continuous) contour
sizes . It will however be necessary to determine the most relevant zero crossings,
which best express the global properties of the contour. The idea behind is very
similar to hierarchical methods for edge detection (sec. 7.3.3) I.

Tm~

F

7sp~E

D

C

•B
:=r

A
,
,

0
0 r, r, r, Iteration #

F E
Original shape Iteration r l Iteration r 2 Iteration f 3

Fig. 7.31. CSS plot of zero-crossing positions in curvature parameter A(t) of an iteratively
lowpass-filtered contour

Curvature scale space analysis. Smoothing of contours (elimination of local
irregularities and deviations) can be performed by lowpass filtering of the contour
signals m(p) and n(p)2. Relevant zero crossings of A(t) (extrema of curvature or
turning points of the contour direction) will however be preserved even after
strong smoothing of the contour, as they signify important global characteristics of
the shape. This process of smoothing can be applied iteratively, similar to a Gaus
sian pyramid approach (sec. 4.4.6); as a simple kernel to approximate a Gaussian
shaped impulse response, the binomial filter h=[1/4 1/2 1/4]T can be used. After a
certain number of iterated smoothing filter steps, any closed contour will become
convex and converge towards an ellipse orientated by the principal axes of the
contour. If the contour is convex, no contour-direction turning points will exist any
more, such that no zero-crossings are found in A(t). Due to the analogy with scale
space analysis of signals (cf. SeC. 4.4.4 and 4.4 .6), the method is denoted as Curva
ture Scale Space (eSS) analysis [MOKHTARIAN, BOBER 2003]. To use this for an ex
pression of contour properti~s, the positions and the strengths of the relevant zero

1 In fact, the zero-crossings of A(t) characterize the discontinuities in the contour signals
r(t) and set) or their discrete counterparts m(p) and n(p), as determined by gradient analysis.

2 See Problem 7.9.
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crossings must be described. After each step of lowpass filtering in the iterative
smoothing of contours, the function (7.89) is computed and zero-crossings are
detected. Obviously, the number of zero-crossings will become lower by tendency
with stronger smoothing of contours. Hence, the strength of a curvature turning
point can be characterized by the number of smoothing iterations which must be
applied until it disappears by convexity. Likewise, the curvature peak position can
be defined as the position where a zero crossing was last observed before it disap
peared. This behavior can be visualized in a CSS plot, which shows the positions
of zero crossings over the iteration number of the smoothing process (see Fig.
7.31). This method is used in the Contour Shape Descriptor of the MPEG-7 stan
dard, where the CSS peak parameters express the strengths and positions of the
most relevant zero crossings, computed as explained above. Fig. 7.31 shows the
example of a contour which is iteratively lowpass-filtered, and the related CSS
plot. Any concave segment in the contour is framed by two curvature turning
points, which move towards each other during the iterated smoothing and will
converge towards the same position when convexity is approached.

7.4.3 Geometric Features and Binary Shape Features

Methods for contour description are suitable to characterize the outline shape of
an object. Different analysis methods are used to describe the area-related shape
properties. A binary shape of an object shall be given by

{
I : part of the object

b(m,n) =
0 : not part of the object.

This can be used to determine a number of basic shape features. The area of a
shape (measured by the number of binary shape pixels) is

A= LLb(m,n).
m n

(7.91)

The geometric centroid of a shape - this is the center of gravity, not being identi
cal with the mean values of contour points (7.70) - is positioned at coordinate
(rs,ss) where

rs=m=~LLb(m,n) .m
A m n

Ss =n=~LLb(m,n) .n .
A m n

(7.92)

Observe that the centroid of the binary shape defined on a discrete grid is typically
not an integer value, such that it may be positioned between points of the sampling
grid. The bounding rectangle defines the size of the smallest rectangular image
which could contain the entire shape by original orientation. It is defined by the
side lengths (see Fig. 7.32a)
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a1= max [rlb(r,S)=1 ] - min [rlb(r,s)=lJ; a2 = max [slb(r,s)=t ] - min [slb(r,s)=! ]

for a shape on continuous coordinates and

a1 = max[ mlb(m,n)=l]-min[mlb(m,n )=J+l; a2 =max[nlb(m,n)=l]-min[nlb(m,n)=l]+l (7.94)

for a shape on discrete coordinatesl . Alternatively, a smallest circumscribing rec
tangle could be defined (see Fig. 7.27), where the orientations of sides a\ and ai

are determined by the principal axes-. Other circumscribing figures, e.g. ellipses,
are useful as well.

a)

m=() 2 34

1 :~
- - ----::-- --

b)

fA I 2 I I

fc I I 1t/4 12/49

fF 16 18 !6 16

;R 1t/4 21t19 I 37t/49

Fig. 7.32. a Definition of bounding rectangle in continuous (left) and discrete (right) binary
shapes. b Examples ofbinary shapes and their basic shape parameters

The following basic feature parameters can then be determined for shape descrip
tion:

! As the maximum and minimum coordinates in b(m,n) describe samples of the inner con
tour, it is necessary to increment the difference values by 1 in (7.94). This is based on a
geometric interpretation of a 2D image matrix to be a package of rectangular cells, where
the sampling coordinates are the centers, and contour positions are at the boundaries of the
rectangles.

2 Principal axes can be determined by eigenvector analysis, cf. (7.125)-(7.133).
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(7.95)

(7.96)

(7.97)

(7.98)

The contour length L can be computed according to (7.86). Examples of these
parameters are shown for different shapes in Fig. 7.32b. Except for the roundness,
no rotation invariance applies. If rotation invariance is required, adequate parame
ters can be computed by using the smallest circumscribing rectangle which must
be determined a priori-.

The projection profile consists of a horizontal component Ilb and a vertical
component Il., which analyze the numbers of shape pixels contained in each row
or column ofthe circumscribing rectangle image (see Fig. 7.33). If a discrete shape
has a circumscribing rectangle of side lengths al and az, a total of al+aZ values
characterize the projection profiles, which are defined by

0 \ - 1

Ilh(n) =L,b(m,n) ; 0 s n < N
m=O

Q2-1

Ilv(m) =L,b(m,n) ;O~m<M
n=O

(7.99)

Projection profiles only allow performing analysis of width and size of an object
related to a given orientation and size, they are not scaling- and rotation-invariant.

n ,(m)= 4 5 Z Z 4 4 4 Z Z

Fig. 7.33. Example ofprojection profiles

1 A similar parameter denoted as circularity is defined as (perimeterjvarea = 4;r/!;R'

2 A similar parameter as the aspect ratio relating to the circumscribing rectangle is the
eccentricity (7.I 35)
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Fig. 7.34. Skeleton description a Shape ofan object b Values of distance transform
c morphological skeleton

Distance transformation and skeleton description. By iterative application of
morphological erosion (see sec. 5.1.2), the shape of an object can be thinned until
only lines remain, which are denoted as the skeleton of the shape. This will possi
bly discard the information about comer positions which are relevant for descrip
tion of the object's shape properties . If in addition to the skeleton the distance of its
points from the object boundary is known, reconstruction of the shape is possible.
The combination of skeleton and distances provides a compact representation of
shapes, and the parameters can likewise be used as shape features. The distance
information can be generated by a distance transformation. For each pixel of the
binary shape (Fig. 7.34a), the shortest horizontal or vertical distance from the
object boundary is determined (Abb. 7.34b). This information can be gained by
iterative erosion using a nearest-neighbor structure element, where the distance is
the iteration number of the erosion step by which the respective pixel will be dis
carded. The morphological skeleton is then the set of points, for which no member
of the neighborhood system A';(I)(m,n) according to (4.1) will have a higher dis
tance value (Fig. 7.34c). Within the skeleton, points of highest distance values
have highest influence on description of the shape; comparing the constellations of
these points gives an indication about similarity of two shapes. From the example
in Fig. 7.34c, it is further obvious that the skeleton does not necessarily consist of
connected pixels.

Symmetry axis transform (SAT). In SAT, also denoted as medial axis transform
(MAT), the shape is described by a superposition of elements Ai with certain
symmetry properties. The elements may be overlapping, which means that the
entire shape A is a unification Al u Az u ... u Ap for the case of P single binary
elements. Fig. 7.35 shows an example, where the shape is described by P=5
squares of different positions and sizes. The SAT representation consists of the
number P, and for each square the parameters of center position (cross-marked)
and side length. Alternatively, rectangles, circles, ellipses etc. can be used as de
scribing elements. The center position and size signify translation and scaling of
the elements. Additionally, rotation, shear etc. could be parametrized, if useful by
the nature of shapes to be described in a given application. Lossy SAT representa
tions can straightforwardly be determined, where the largest elements have highest
priority, and the shape distortion is minimized if only smallest elements or ele
ments with lowest contribution to the shape (smallest non-overlapping areas) are
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with lowest contribution to the shape (smallest non-overlapping areas) are dis
carded .

- shape boundary

~
centers of
quadrats '-----t---OO--/ -......overlapping areas

Fig. 7.35. Synunetry axis transform

7.4.4 Projection and geometric mapping

One ultimate goal in characterization and comparison of shapes is identification of
exterior-world objects from image and video signals. The available projection into
the image plane depends on the relative positions of the camera and the 3D world
object which is captured. On the other hand, the features to be extracted for the
description of shapes should be independent of the situation of capturing. Hence, it
is useful to take into regard models for this projection process, to define criteria
which are mostly invariant against position changes in the capturing process. For
this analysis, the pin-hole camera model (Fig. 1.4) is used. Any point
P=[Xp Yp Zp]T from the 3D world is mapped by the central projection equation
(1.1) into image plane coordinates rp=[rp Sp]T:

(7.100)

If the 3D world object is at far distance from the camera, the orthographic projec
tion (parallel projection) can be used as an approximation. In this case, only the
horizontal/vertical 3D coordinates X and Yare projected into image coordinates,
while focal length and depth (distance) are both compensated by a factor C which
is constant over all points of an object :

Xr =_P.
PC'

Y
S - pp-- .

C
(7.101)

In the sequel, the projection relationships are described for the case of changing
3D position of a rigid object relative to the camera position. In principle, it is ir
relevant if this change of relative position incurs due to camera movement or due
to movement of the object. The change of a position of a rigid object can entirely
be described by three translational parameters (change of the object centroid in
X,Y,Z) . The change of its orientation is expressed by three rotational parameters ,
the rotation angles (j}x, qJy, (j}z around the axes of a coordinate system with origin at
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the mass centroid of the object. For a mass point belonging to the object, the re
sulting shift from position P=[Xp Yp Zp]T into position P'=[Xp Yp Zp]T can be de
scribed as

P'=R ·P+t . (7.102)

Herein, the translation vector t=[ 'X;; ;, ~f describes the shift of the centroid, and
the rotation matrix is defined by

(7.103)

(7.104)

The components of the rotation matrix Pi} are in principle functions of the rotation
angles f{Jx, qJy and f{Jz> which define the rotation around the object's centroid. The
relevant coordinate system of (7.103) has however its origin at the focal point of
the camera. An exact description of the relationships between the rp-values and the
matrix elements is beyond the scope of detail that can be given here; it shall be
noted however, that due to the change of the centroid relative to the camera coor
dinate system, the Pi} are not only dependent on the angles, but are influenced by
the r-values as well. A similar problem will be treated below in the context of a
2D rotation. From the matrix system, the coordinates after the change of the rela
tive position can be specified as

X; = P1lXp+ PIZYp + P13Zp +1'x

Y; = PZIXp + pzzYp+ PZ3Zp +1'y

Z; = P31 Xp + P3ZYp + P33Zp +1'z.

Substituting (7.104) into (7.100), the projection onto the image plane gives

(7.105)

This can be resolved for direct specification of r'r and s'p by

(7.106)

The equations (7.106) define the image plane coordinates r'p and s'p after the
movement as a function of the image plane coordinates rp and Sp before the
movement. Further dependencies from the parameters describing the movement,
from the focal length F and the depth Z are in effect. For the case of orthographic
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(7.107)

projection (7.101), a much simpler relationship expresses the dependency of image
plane coordinates before and after the movement:

r; = Pllrp+ P1Zsp+PI3ZP +Tx

s~ = PZ1rp+Pzzsp + PZ3Zp +Ty.

(7.108)

In this case, no dependency exists on the focal length and on the translation in Z
direction t; The entire mapping is described by linear relationships. According to
(7.101), no depth-dependency is given, such that the condition must be P13=PZ3=0.
These simplifications can however be seen as a tradeoff against the less accurate
modeling of the projection, which is only valid for objects which are at far distance
from the camera. A description of the relationships in (7.107) is then possible by a
total number of 6 parameters, which is the affine transform, expresses a linear
relationship ofcoordinates (r,s) and (r',s') by
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Fig. 7.36. Geometric modifications of squares as effected by single parameters of the affine
transform (center of the coordinate system at the centers of the squares) .

The affine transform is the most universal linear transform applicable to 2D coor
dinate relationships'. The single parameters of the affine transform have the fol
lowing effects regarding modifications ofa 2D geometry (see Fig. 7.36):

al / a4 : Scaling in horizontal/vertical direction
a2/ a3 : Shear in horizontal /vertical direction
tl / t2 : Translation in horizontal/vertical direction

1 (7.102) plays a similar role as a linear 3D coordinate transformation.
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Fig. 7.37 shows examples of geometric modifications which result by combina
tions of several affine transform parameters. These are in particular typical for the
2D projection from rigid 3D objects with planar surfaces. An overview is given in
Table 7.1. These geometric modifications are directly related to effects of the
3D~2D projection. Regarding the example of a planar surface which is positioned
in the 3D world in parallel to the image plane orientation, the following phenom
ena are observed:

A 3D translation in parallel to the image plane is perceived as 2D translation;
A 3D translation perpendicular to the image plane (distance change) is ob
served as 2D scaling;
A 3D rotation around the Z coordinate axis (optical axis) is interpreted as 2D
rotation;
3D rotations exclusively around one of the X or Y coordinate axes appear as a
change of the aspect ratio;
Mixed forms of rotations around several axes effect a mapping onto a non
orthogonal coordinate system, which can be described as shear.

Table 7.1. Relationship between geometric modifications and typical combinations of
several parameters of the affine mapping

al a2 a3 a4 II 12

Translation by k,l 0 0 k

Rotation by ±0 cosO ±sin O +sinO cosO 0 0

Scaling by O o 0 0 e 0 0

Change of aspect ratio p 0 0 v 0 0
by u.v

Shear ofvertical coor- ±sinO 0 0 0
dinate axis by ±0

Shear ofhorizontal 0 +sinO 0 0
coordinate axis by ±0

B 0 ~
/ ' D 0 0/ /

I I

/ b)' , " /
:- - - :

/

/
/ /

a) c) d) e)

Fig. 7.37. Affine transform mappings ofa quadratic area : a Translation b Rotation
c Scaling d Change of aspect ratio e Shear of vertical coordinate axis
f Shear ofhorizontal coordinate axis
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Analogies are obvious when compared to the coordinate and sampling system
transformations introduced in sec. 2.1.1 and 2.2.3 . The spatial/frequency mapping
relationships deduced there can directly be used to understand how the 2D spec
trum changes in case of an affine transform: All linear geometric modifications can
be interpreted as regular transformations into a coordinate system with different
origin, scaling and orientation of the axes. The determinant of the matrix A in
(7.108) represents the change of area, which is the effective scaling factor if all
dimensions are regarded, and is e.g. related to a change of distance between the
camera and the captured object. The translation corresponds to a change of the
coordinate system reference . In total, the spectrum is modified with a mapping
performed by the dual matrix [A-1]T and a linear phase shift d(llIlll+/V212) related to
the translation.

The affine transform has been shown to be the perfect model for geometric map
ping in 2D if orthographic projection (7.101) is assumed. For larger rigid 3D ob
jects which are not too far from the camera, all changes in the projection could still
be described by 6 parameters of 3D rotation and translation. This is no longer true
for the changes of image coordinates after the central projection (1.1), as can be
concluded from (7.106). For the special case of planar object surfaces, linear rela
tionships exist between Xp , Yp and z,', which can be used to eliminate the depend
ency on Zp in (7.106). The result is the following 8-parameter model, which is also
known as the perspective mapping model:

(7.109)

The geometric modifications which are enabled by (7.109) for a quadratic shape
are shown in Fig. 7.38a in addition to the modifications by the affine model. The
relationship with perspective mapping is obvious. Due to the division by variables
rand s, the implementation of the perspective mapping is no longer linear, and has
higher overall complexity than affine mapping. This also makes the estimation of
parameters more difficult. A simplified (but not accurate) approximation of the
perspective geometric mapping, using 8 parameters as well, is bilinear mapping-,
Here, parameters al-a4 are identical with those of the affine model, however b, and
b: are not identical with those of the perspective model :

r I =bl • rs +a l • r +a2 • s +t l

S' =b2 · rs +a3 · r +a4 ·s+t2 •
(7.110)

1 The following perfectmapping is also valid for the case whenan arbitrary static3D scene
is capturedand the camera is rotatedwithout changing the positionof the focal point. This
will no longer be true in case of camera systems where optical (lens) distortions occur, as
the centralprojection equations are thenviolated.
2 Bilinearmapping is equivalent to bilinear interpolation of the mapping destinations (r',s)
fromthe respective valuesof comerpositions,cf. (5.65)and (5.66).
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The differences between perspective and bilinear mapping are not visible by the
exterior shape e.g. of a square modified into an arbitrary quadrangle. Rather, the
inner structure of the quadratic area is mapped differently (see Fig. 7.38b-d). Both
models effect nonlinear relationships between the original and mapped coordi
nates. If a 3D object has non-planar (curved) surfaces, nonlinear geometric distor
tions of higher order can occur in the mapping when objects rotate in the 3D
world. For example, a line drawn onto a parabolic surface appears as a parabolic
curve after the projection into the image plane, where the actual curvature depends
on the orientation of the image plane relative to the surface. Such higher-order
geometric distortions can be captured by higher-order polynomial models. Beyond
the bilinear model I, the parabolic model includes all polynomials up to a degree of
two and has 12 parameters:

r I =CI • r2 +C2 • S2 +bl • rs +al • r +a2 • s + /1

S I =C3 • r2 +C4 • S2 +b2 • rs +a3 • r +a4 • S + /2 •
(7.111)

QI \

b, \
I \

'" ~

d
a) b)

Fig. 7.38. a Modification of a quadratic area by parameters b, and b2 of perspective and
bilinear coordinate mapping, and b-d modification of a pattern (b) in bilinear mapping (c)
and perspective mapping (d)

a) b) c) d)

Fig. 7.39. Geometric modifications ofthe pattern from Fig. 7.38b by parabolic mapping
a Parameter CI b Parameter C2 c Parameter C3 d Parameter C4

The parameters b, and b2 of the parabolic model have the same effect as for the
bilinear model (Fig. 7.38c). The effects of the other nonlinear parameters CI-C4 are
shown in Fig. 7.39. This model can also provide the effect of a perspective map
ping model by a combination of parameters bJc, and b-fc. ,

The effects of rotation and scaling were related to center coordinates so far (par
ticularly in Tab. 7.1). This is correct, if an object turns around the center of the
image, or if the camera performs rotation or zoom and the optical axis is exactly at

I Remark that the perspective model does not belong to this class of polynomial projection
models
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the center of the image plane. Scaling can more generally be described by the
scaling factor e and the coordinate of the center of scaling (rg,ss)1. The position of
a pixel (r,s) is then shifted towards (see Fig. 7.40a)

(7.112)

(7.113)

If a rotation by an angle 0 is performed around a not-centered axis (rR,oSR) in the
image plane, the coordinate position (r,s) is shifted to the destination (Fig. 7.40b)

r ' = cosO(r- rR ) - sin O(s - SR) + rR

s' = sin O(r - rR ) +cos O(s - S R ) + SR

Scaling center (rD,sD)

\
6=b /a

a) 1<:------~_7

(7.114)

Fig. 7.40. Illustration of geometric mappings effected by non-centered operations of scaling
(a) and rotation (b)

Beyond translation , rotation and scaling are the most important geometric modifi
cations. This can be integrated into a simplified mapping model, excluding all
other modifications of the affine transform. Substituting (7.112) and (7.113) into
the affine equations (7.108) gives

r' = E)·cosO · r - E) ·sinO· s-E)·(cosO-I)· rR + E) ·sinO ,sR -(E)-I) · rs + rT

s' = E)·sin O·r+ E)·cosO ·s - E) ·sinO · rR -E) ·(cosO-I) · SR -(E)-I) ·ss + ST'

The values rr and Sr represent pure translation here, as e.g. caused by a pan of the
camera. This leads to a model ofonly 4 parameters

(7.115)

where-

1 This is also denoted as the focus of expansion, the point at which straight extensions of
all vectors [ r'-r S'_S]T describing the mapping would intersect.

2 Observe that parameters tl and ti now contain information about the centers of rotation
and scaling, in addition to the original translation component.
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Geometric transformations so far were related to continuous coordinates (r,s). In
most cases of mapping, it will not be possible to map a sample directly with an
other sampling position. Even for the case where the original position is an integer
value from a regular grid (r=mR, s=nS), the mapping (r',s') will typically not be at
a regular sampling grid position, the mapping defines an irregular sampling grid.
If reference between two regular grids is required (see e.g. motion estimation in
sec. 7.6.4 and image warping in sec. 15.2), a signal interpolation must be per
formed . The mapping into discrete coordinates (m,n) further requires a normaliza
tion observing the actual sampling distances Rand S or the sampling aspect ratio.
For the cases of the affine and the parabolic mapping, where the parameters a.; b.;
c.; t, shall be identical with those of the respective mappings in continuous coordi
nates , examples of discrete mapping can be described as follows:

a) Affine discrete mapping:

, S t,
m =a ·m +a ·-·n+-

, 2 R R

, R t2n =a ·- ·m+a ·n +-
3 S 4 S

b) Parabolic discrete mapping:

, 2 S2 2 b S t,
m =c ·R· m +c ·-· n + ·S ·mn+a ·m +a ·_ ·n +-

I 2 R I ' 2 R R

, R
2

2 2 b R t2n =c ·-·m +c ·S· n + -Ri mn -va ·_ ·m +a ·n+-
3 S 4 2 3 S 4 S

7.4.5 Moment analysis

(7.117)

(7.118)

Moments were introduced to characterize statistical behavior of signal amplitudes
(see sec. 3.1 and 3.2), which can be interpreted as an analysis of mass concentra
tions under probability density functions in a one- or multidimensional signal
amplitude space. If the same concept of moment analysis is formally applied to an
image signal over spatial coordinates, the moments express criteria about mass
distributions within the image amplitude. In case of a binary image, the mass den
sity is assumed to be constant, such that the moments are useful criteria to charac
terize a binary shape . Nevertheless, moments over geometric figures can analyze
the general case of multiple-amplitude signals such as gray-level images. The
geometry-related moment of order k+l for a two-dimensional discrete image signal
x(m,n) is defined as
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M-IN-I
l1(k,,)= I Imknl ·x(m,n) . (7.119)

m=O n=O

The center of mass is located at

(7.120)

By subtracting the center of mass coordinate, the (translation-invariant) central
moment of order HI is defined by

M-IN-I
p(k,l)=I I(m-r=/(n -S)I · x(m,n) .

m=On=O

(7.121)

While the center of mass coordinate expresses the position of the object, the cen
tral moments can be used as parameters to express shape properties irrespective of
the position where the shape is found in an image. The following relationships
hold for the moments and central moments of low orders 1:

M-IN-I
p(O,O) =11(0,0) =I Ix(m,n)

m=O n=O

M-IN-I
p(I ,O) = I I(m -r) ·x(m,n)

m=O n=O
M-IN-I M-I N-I

= I Im ·x(m,n)-r · I Ix(m,n)
m~n~ m~n~

=11(1,0) - r 11(0,0) =0

M-J N- I
p(i ,l) = I I(m-r)(n- :n ·x(m,n)

m=O n=O

(7.122)

(7.123)

(7.124)= 11(1 ,1) - F ' 11 (0,1) - S ' 11 ( 1,0) + r ·S 'I1(O,O)

(0 ,1) (1,0)
= 11(1,1) _ S ' 11 ( 1,0) = 11(1,1) _ 11 ' 11

11(0,0 )

Similarly, p(O ,I)=O and p (1,1) = J.1 (1,1) - r ' J.1 (0,1) • In addition to the translation in

variance, it would now be useful to establish the central moments as rotation
invariant criteria. Assume that rotation is performed around the center of mass. To
simplify the following expressions, the reference of the coordinate system is de
fined by 'zero mean' at the center-of-mass coordinate (r =s=0 ). If the object is
rotated by an angle a; coordinates (m,n) are shifted to positions

1 Also refer to Problems 7.11 and 7.12, where in addition relationships of moments and
centralmoments with the projection profiles(7.99) are established.
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[~ ] =[c~sa -sin a]. [m] == ill =R. m .
n sma cosa n

(7.125)

The rotation matrix R in (7.125) is an orthonormal basis system according to
(B.20), with two orthogonal basis vectors [cos a sina]T and [-sina cosaf, and a
unity determinant value. The whole system is then orthonormal, such that accord
ing to (B.22), the following relationships apply:

All central moments of order 2 are now formally combined into a matrix 1

(7.126)

p(I,I)] _ M-I N-l[m2 mn]
(0,2) - LL 2 ·x(m,n) .

p m=On=O mn n
(7.127)

The rotated object of same shape results by another matrix

_ [iP'O)
r= p(I,I)

Additionally,

p (I ,I) ] _ M-I N-I [m 2 mn] __
-(02) - LL -_ -2 ·x(m,n) .
p' m=O n=O mn n

_ _ _ r r r [m 2

n]=m,m =R,m·m ·R =R,
mn

(7.128)

(7.129)

Using (7.127) and (7.128),

M-1 N-I [2 ]t= LLR. m m~ ·Rr .x(m,n)
m=On=O mn n

[
M-IN-l[m

2
mn] ]=R · LL 2 · x(m,n) ·R r =R·r·Rr

.
m=O n=O mn n

(7.130)

The rotation matrix R is equivalent to an orthonormal transform matrix. Hence, if

applied to the matrix of central moments r, the rotated matrix t must have identi
cal eigenvalues and determinant. The two eigenvalues Al and 11.2 can hence be used
as rotation-invariant criteria. An even better manageable criterion results, if the
sum ofeigenvalues is used, which must be identical to the trace of any of the two
matrices:

m
l
= A, +~ = tr(r) = tr(f) => p(2 ,0) + p(0.2) = p(2.0) + p(0.2) •

The eigenvalues are computed from the characteristic polynomial

1 This matrix is in fact a geometric counterpart of the covariance matrix in (3.39).

(7.131)
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.1,2 - .1, . tr(r) + Det(r) = 0, (7.132)

which gives the solution

A,.2 =~[tr(f)±~(tr(f))2 -4 · Det(f) ]

= ~[p(O.2) + p(2.0) ± (p(O,2) f + 2p(O,2)p(2 ,O)+ (p(2 ,O)f _ 4 p (O,2)p(2,O)+4· (p(] ,)) f ]

= ~[p(O'2) + p(2,O)± ~(p(O'2) _ p(2.0))2 +4 · (p(I.I) f1
(7.133)

Hence, the difference of eigenvalues can be used as a second rotation-invariant
criterion

(7.134)

For this method of rotation-invariant analysis, the eigenvectors are not needed at
all. They are however useful, as they implicitly determine the principal axes of the
shape orientation. This can be interpreted in a way that moments up to the order of
two fully characterize a Gaussian function, which forms an elliptical mass distribu
tion (cf. sec. 3.2). Hence, the eigenvectors span an ellipse which matches the mass
distribution of the shape as good as possible. The first eigenvector will be orien
tated over the main axis, which signifies the longitude extension of the shape, the
second will be perpendicular with the first and indicates the direction of lateral
extension. The ratio of eigenvalues could further be interpreted as a kind of shape
aspect ratio, giving an indication whether the shape has narrow width1. This is
denoted as the eccentricity

(7.135)

More rotation-invariant criteria can be defined for the central moments of higher
orders. As an example, up to an order k+I=3 , five additional criteria are useful (for
an explanation on my-m-, see [HU 1962]) :

m
3

= (p(3 ,O) _ 3p(l ,2) )
2 + (3p(2.1) _ p (O,3) )

2

m
4
=(p(3,O) + p(I.2))2 + (p(2 ,1) + p(O,3))2

(7 .136)

(7.137)

1 Even for a horizontal or vertical orientation of a shape figure, this will not be identical to
the aspect ratio of the circumscribing rectangle (7.95), as the latter one may be extended by
any thin appendices of the shape, which hardly contribute to the mass distribution .
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ms=(p(3,D) - 3p(I,2»). (p(3 ,O) + p(I,2») . [ (p(3,0) + p(I ,2)f -3(p(2,1) + p(0.3)f ]
+(3p(2,1) _ p(O,3»). (p(2,1) + p(O,3»).[3(p(3.0)+ p(I,2»)2 _ (p(2 ,1) + p(O,3»)2 ]

m
6

= (p(2 ,O) - p(O,2»). [(p(3 ,O) + p(I ,2)t -(p(2,1) + p(O,3)t ]
+4p(I,I) (p(3,O) + p(I,2») . (p(2,1) + p(O,3»)

m
7

= (3p(2,1) _ p(O,3) ) , (p(3 ,O) + p(I,2) ). [( p(3,D) + p(I,2»)2 _ 3(p(2,1) + p(O,3))2 ]

+(3p(2,1) _ p(O,3) ) . (p(2 ,1) + p(O,3) ) . [3 (p(3,O) + p(I,2) f -(p(2,1) + p(O,3) f J.

(7.138)

(7.139)

(7.140)

Feature criteria based on central moments can have very different value ranges,
such that they have no uniform influence on shape characterization. The aspect of
feature-value normalization, which can solve this problem, is treated by more
depth in sec. 9.2.1. If a normalization of the central moments is performed, the
criteria defined in this section can be turned to be scale invariant as well. A simple
normalization method which is specific for central moments of second order uses
the trace of the matrix r ,

(2 ,0) (0 ,2)

p(2,O)* =L-. p(O,2)* =L- with p2 =p(2,O)+p(O,2). (7.141)
p2 ' p'

As the sum of eigenvalues is then normalized by A,1 +A:2=1, the remaining compari
son criterion will be the ratio of eigenvalue differences and sums,

(7.142)

The expressed meaning is similar to (7.135), but values are limited to a range
-l:s;qM:S;1.

7.4.6 Shape Analysis by Basis Functions

Moment analysis describes the spectrum in terms of mass distributions related to
polynomials, where the distributions may become increasingly irregular when
higher orders are used. An alternative way is representation by coefficient expan
sions related to basis functions, which can eventually better be adapted to specific
shape properties. This method is used in the region shape descriptor of the MPEG
7 standard. To achieve invariance against scaling and translation, the binary shape
is centered within a square window of normalized size, which means that the shape
is scaled to the window size depending on the length of the primary axis. The
specific transform basis is the Angular Radial Transform (ART), which is a 2D
complex transform defined by the following continuous expression in polar coor-
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dinates on a unit disk, where also the binary shape image b(m,n) must be trans
formed into the polar representation for computation:

2ft 1

Ck •l = f ftk ,! (p,B)·b(p,B)pdpdB.
o 0

(7.143)

In (7.143), Ck.l is the discrete coefficient of order k and I, and tk.I(P,B) is the re

lated basis function, which is separable over the angular and radial directions,

with

tk •l (p,B) =ak (B)'i (p), (7.144)

(B) - 1 - j kOa - -e
k 2Jr ' {

I 1=0
'i (p)= 2cos(Jrlp) 1*0. (7.145)

These are in principle basis functions related to a complex (in angular direction)
and real-valued (in radial direction) Fourier/Cosine transform over polar coordi
nates . In the MPEG-7 Descriptor, twelve angular frequencies and three radial
frequencies are analyzed (Fig. 7041). The coefficient co,o relates to the area of the
shape that covers the unit disk. It may hence be omitted when other mechanisms
are provided to describe the area or size of the shape. The total number of coeffi
cients describing the shape will be 35 in this case. The first-order absolute mo
ments (absolute values of coefficients) are used as feature values.

Fig. 7.41. Basis functions ofART as defined for the MPEG-7 Region Shape Descriptor

7.4.7 Three-dimensional Shapes

In principle, most methods for description of 3D volumetric shapes can be inter
preted as extensions of the 2D methods. The 3D extension of contour shape repre
sentations are surface shapes, which relate to the hull of volumetric objects; the
3D extension of binary (area related) shape representations are volumetric shapes.
A third approach for description of 3D shapes is made by projection into 2D. The
extraction of three-dimensional shape parameters from still images or video frames
can be highly inaccurate, as the projection into the image plane is generally lossy.
More accurate approaches can be based on stereoscopic or multi-camera acquisi
tion (cf. sec. 7.7); further, if illumination conditions are known, the reflections and
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shading occurring over convex or concave surfaces can be exploited as additional
information to estimate the 3D shape [ZHANG ET AL. 1999].

3D surface shapes. One of the most widely used surface shape representations, in
particular in computer graphics applications, are wireframe models (see Fig. 7.42) .
Wire frames represent the surface by a finite number of vertices with (X,Y,Z) coor
dinates, which have to be connected by the closest configuration of interconnec
tions with their respective neighbors. In case ofpurely convex surfaces, this will be
a Delaunay grid (cf. sec. 9.4.3). For objects with noses or holes, deviations from
the global Delaunay topology occur; in such cases, the connectivity of vertices
must be explicitly described. The interconnection of vertices results in planar tri
angular surface elements, for which the orientation in space is descr ibed by the
three comer vertices. Within each triangular patch, the surface points can be inter
preted as a linear interpolation result from the related vertices. This can indeed be
interpreted as a 3D counterpart ofpolygon approximation for contours (sec. 7.4.1);
both methods are based on linear interpolation, but planes are interpolated in 3D
instead of lines in 2D. From a vertex-based representation, other methods for
dense surface interpolation are possible, e.g. by higher-order polynomial func
tions, spline functions, harmonic functions [LI, LUNDMARK, FORCHHEIMER 1994] or
wavelets [GROSS ET AL. 1996]; these will result in continuously curved surfaces in
stead of planar patches. Nevertheless, planar surface approximations are more
widely used in computer graphics due to the fact that light reflection and projec
tion parameters are constant over all points of the respective surface patch, which
highly reduces the computational effort in rendering, as compared to curved
surface approximations. On the other hand, for surfaces of high curvature, the
number of vertices necessary for accurate representation may be considerably
higher than with higher-order interpolation functions .

Fig. 7.42. Exampleofa wireframe modelseen fromthree different viewangles

Regarding the feature description of 3D surface shapes, very simple methods can
be realized based on histograms of the surface angular orientations, denoted as 3D
shape spectrum analysis. This is a histogram of the curvatures ofa 3D surface. The
strength of the curvatures is analyzed by comparing the angles between orienta
tions of neighbored triangular patches in the wireframe representation of a shape .
This method is included for 3D shape description in the MPEG-7 standard [BOBER

2001].
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3D volumetric shapes. An elementary description of volumetric information can
be made by voxels (volume elements), which are small cube elements defining the
shape. As an extension of the binary shape image (7.90), a binary volume b(m,n,o)
can be described, which is set to the value 1 if a voxel is present at the given loca
tion. The voxel representation is however not suitable for a characterization of the
volume shape by a small number of parameters.

Generalizations of more compact 2D area-shape descriptions into 3D can be
made as well. In analogy to the SAT method, 3D volumes can be represented by a
superposition of cubes of different sizes, so-called superquadrics. This is more
efficient, if the cube elements can be linearly deformed into deformable super
quadrics [BARR 1981]. For volumes showing curved surfaces, other basic elements
like cylinders are better suitable [MARR, NISHIHARA 1978]. Also morphological meth
ods, including skeleton generation, can be extended for 3D volumes , if 3D struc
ture elements are used.

The extension of moments and central moments (sec. 7.4.5) into 3D is straight
forward, and can be used again to describe the set of voxels establishing the vol
ume and their mass distribution in the 3D space . Of particular interest is the co
variance matrix I', which is the 3D extension of (7.127). Let the P voxels of the
volume be described by vectors v(p)=[mp np Op]T, p=I ,2, .. .,P, which contain the
positions of the respective voxels. Then, the mass centroid of the volume and the
covariance matrix can be written as

v=J..fv(p) ; r=J.. f[v(p)-v][v(p)-vf .
P p= ! P p=l

(7.146)

By performing eigenvector analysis of the covariance matrix, it is possible to de
termine the three principal axes of the volume, where the square roots of the ei
genvalues are related to the deviations of mass concentrations from the centroid
along the direction of the respective principal axis. The eigenvectors r, are or
thogonal and real-valued due to the symmetries in T:

A~R~'rR with A=[~ ~ IJ and R=[r, r, r,] . (7.147)

Description of 3D shapes based on projections. Volumetric shape extraction and
description can also be achieved when a 3D object is acquired by multiple cameras
or mapped into multiple 2D projections. For each of the projections, exact view
directions and other parameters related to the projection itself, e.g. the focal length
of a camera, have to be known 1. An example is shown in Fig. 7.43 for an ortho
graphic view projection. Apparently in this case, the 3D shape can perfectly be
reconstructed from the mapped 2D shapes, by analyzing the set of voxels for

1 These are extrinsic and intrinsic camera parameters, see further explanations in sec. 7.7.1.
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which the back-projections of shapes from both camera views intersect. The ex
ample of Fig. 7.43 allows this by a minimum set of only two camera views, as it
reflects a special case where the image planes are in parallel with exclusively pla
nar surfaces of the 3D object, and the viewing rays of the cameras are orthogonal.
In more general cases, including more complex objects with holes and concavities,
perspective projection etc., two camera views will by far not be sufficient nor may
a perfect reconstruction of the 3D shape from a finite number of camera views be
guaranteed at all.

3D coordinate
system of P1

3D coordinate
Y2 system of P2

,, ~ ,~~X2

Fig. 7.43. Orthographic projection of a 3D shape into two different camera views (source:
MOLLER)

The Radon Transform is a very general tool to reconstruct a signal of higher di
mension from a projection. Herein, the projection must not necessarily be binary,
but can be dependent on the depth or density of the volume that is projected. The
principle is illustrated in Fig. 7.44 for the case of a projection from a 2D slice of a
volume, which is equivalent to a 2D shape. The equation of a line with a distance
II and an angular orientation fJ relative to the origin of the coordinate system is

rcosfJ+ssinfJ = II . (7.148)

This line represents one projection ray passing through the volume. It is assumed
that the ray 'accumulates' the voxels which are found along this way. This can
mathematically be expressed by an integration along the line, for which the sifting
property of the Dirac impulse is formally used,

~(fJ,/I)= f fx(r,s) .b'(rcosfJ+ssinfJ-/.)drds ; O~fJ<lr. (7.149)

If applied by using a variable I instead of only one fixed distance 11> this defines
the continuous, two-dimensional Radon transform ~(B,I) of x(r,s). It allows to
analyze rays of any orientation and position on the slice plane. The first variant of
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the Radon transform is based on parallel (orthographic) projection (Fig. 7.45a),
which relates to the defin ition in (7.149). Another definition relates to point-source
(perspective) projection .Y!x(J3,t), where the angle Phas to be defined for each ray
separately (Fig. 7.45b). The Radon transform has a number ofproperties which are
very similar to the Fourier transform, in particular linearity, synunetry and scaling.

Fig. 7.44. Principle ofthe Radon Transform
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Fig. 7.45. Methods ofprojection in Radon Transform a Parallel b Point source

(7.150)

Further, it can be shown that ID Fourier transforms performed on the Radon trans
form output along the direction of t (for any angles B) are directl y related with the
2D Fourier transform of the original slice image ('projection slice theorem'):

X (wl' wJ =~D {x(r,s)} ; X(B,p) =~D {~(B,t)}

X(wl'w2 ) =X(B,p) for WI =pcosB, w2 =psinB

It turns out that X(B,p) is the 2D Fourier transform in polar coordinates (see also
footnote on p. 236). Consequently, it is possible to reconstruct the image from
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~(B,t), which can be shown by the inverse Fourier transform relationship formu
lated over polar coordinates:

2,,-
x(r,s) = f fX(B,p)ej 2"P(rCOS IJ+ssinlJ)pdpdB .

o 0

(7.151)

A perfect reconstruction is however only possible for the spatially continuous case;
for sampled signals, the number of projection angles is finite. Even worse, it is
hardly possible to define rays of arbitrary angular orientation consistently on a
discrete sampling grid. This makes it necessary to interpolate positions, with the
consequence that additional losses are introduced . Further, the resolution of 'ray
sampling' will not be constant over the entire area of the plane. The integrals in
(7.149) and (7.151) change into sums; the reconstruction improves when more
projections are available, which means 'finer sampling' in t and B. Even though
explained here for the case of plane projections, the extension of the Radon trans
form into the third dimension is straightforward by defining projections depending
on elevation angles rp. Due to its tight relationship with the polar-coordinate Fou
rier transform, the Radon transform is also closely related to other polar represen
tations in the frequency domain, such as the Gabor wavelet filters (4.246)-(4.247).

7.5 Correspondence analysis

Correspondence analysis is based on comparison ofsignal samples, where in addi
tion a modification by a linear or nonlinear operation (filtering, transform etc.) or
a geometric transform may be made before the comparison is executed. The actual
signal configuration to be compared is controlled by parameters from a parameter
set, where the parameter value giving optimum correspondence is mapped to the
feature value. Applications of correspondence analysis are

Comparison of signal samples or transformed representations of a signal to a
'catalogue' of patterns, e.g. for identification of objects, faces etc.;
Motion analysis by comparison of sample patterns from two or more video
frames;
Disparity analysis in stereo or multiview image processing by comparison of
sample patterns from different camera views;
Search for similar signal segments within one signal, e.g. for analysis of peri
odicities or structure analysis;
Phoneme analysis in speech recognition.

Correspondence analysis relies on a cost function, where optimization of the cost
gives a hint to the best corresponding match. Typical examples of cost functions
are difference criteria (to be minimized), but correlation criteria (maximum statis-
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tical dependency) or information related criteria (maximum mutual information,
minimum bit rate) can be used as well.

To identify corresponding (similar) configurations of samples in one or several
signals, these are interpreted as patterns from a neighborhood context. A pattern
typically consists of the amplitudes from a group of neighbored signal values. It
can also be a transformation thereof, e.g. amplitude gradients related to the sam
pling positions. The pattern comparison is usually performed sample-wise; if use
ful, a coordinate mapping or geometric modification can be applied prior to the
comparison. As an example, let a pattern be extracted from a one- or multidimen
sional signal x(n). The pattern to be compared shall have the shape A, where only
samples of coordinates belonging to a set DE A shall be used for comparison. This
can e.g. be characterized by a binary mask as in (7.90), where IAI is then the num
ber of samples in the pattern:

A={ n:b(n)=I} ; IAI=Lb(n) (7.152)

This pattern shall be set in correspondence with references from another signal or
several other signals, wherein also additional mappings of coordinates may be
allowed. The whole set ofpossible comparisons shall be finite, e.g. assuming that a
set S of reference signals Ys(D) E S is given, and for each of the signals different
coordinate mappings (which could be a simple shift, or also more complex geo
metric mappings in case of images) y(n) E (j, defined as members of a set (j, are
allowed. It is now necessary to perform a comparison of the pattern against the
different members of S, taking into account possible mappings of (j . A common
criterion to perform such comparison is the normalized energy of pattern differ
ences

O'e
2
(s,r) = I~I ~[X(D) - Ys (r(D))J

= _III[LX
2(D)+

LYs
2
(r(n))-2 Lx(n). Ys(r(n))] .

A IlEA DeA DeA

(7.153)

It is reasonable to assume the best correspondence where (7.153) becomes mini
mum. Then,

[s, r] opt =argmin-
I
I

I
L[x(n)- Ys(r(n))J .

se S .yeq A DeA

(7.154)

The difference energy will also be minimized, when the last term in (7.153) ap
proaches a maximum (provided that the first two terms are approximately constant
for two given signals):

I
[s,r] opt = argmax-

1

I Lx(n). Ys (r(n)) .
seS.ye q A IlEA

(7.155)
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(7.155) is the cross correlation between the signal pattern and a pattern from the
reference set under a given geometric mapping. The result gained by (7.155) is
however not necessarily identical to the result of (7.154). This is caused by the fact
that [YsCrCn))f will typically not be constant neither over the different mappings
rCn), nor over the different members from the set S. A better result can be ob
tained if the normalized correlation is used for comparison, where the normaliza
tion compensates variations:

(7.156)
Lx(n) .Ys(r(n))
IlEA

Lx2(n) .LY/ (r(n))
neA neA

[s, r] t = arg max----r=~=====:=====
op SES .rE~

The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality formulates an interdependency between the three
terms in (7.153). From this, it also follows that (7.156) is absolutely less or equal
than 1:

(7.157)

Equality in (7.157) holds exactly if x(n)=c·ysCrCn)), where c can be an arbitrary
real-valued constant. It follows that correlation criteria such as (7.156) are more
universally applicable to the problem of pattern matching than the difference en
ergy criterion (7.154): If a signal pattern x(n) is a linear amplitude-scaled version
of a reference pattern Ys(rCn))!, the normalized correlation will find the best
match, while the difference criterion can give a confusing result whenever the
energies of the image pattern and of the reference pattern deviate largely. In case
of signals which do not have zero-mean, a better comparison criterion is the nor
malized cross-covariance:

(7.158)
L [x(n)- .u.]. [Ys (r(n)) - .uy,]

IlEA

L [x(n) -.llxr.L [Ys(r(n)) - .uy, J
neA neA

[s, r] = argmax----;=~==========
opt SES. }'E~

In (7.158), the /1- and o-estimates represent mean and standard deviation of the
signals x(n) and YsCrCn)), each measured over the area ne A.

! In images or video, the corresponding areas in x(m,n) do not expose equal brightness with
the references ysCy(n» if lighting conditions change. For an audio signal, a similar case
would be for change ofloudness.
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Fig. 7.46. Typicalcost functions for normalized covariance criteria in correspondence
analysis: a Uniquemaximum bLack of maximum c Maximum, but diversified
d Severalunique maxima

The cost function itself gives an indication for the reliability of the matching result.
If a very unique minimum or maximum of the cost function is found, the decision
can be regarded as more reliable. Typical graphs of cross-covariance based cost
functions 1, some of which could cause wrong decisions, are shown in Fig. 7.46 2.

The ideal case is as in Fig. 7.46a, where one unique maximum exists; a decision
for the parameter r under this maximum can be identified as highly reliable. On
contrary, if only a weak maximum exists (Fig. 7.46b), it can be concluded that no
appropriately similar reference was available at all. If the cost function only decays
smoothly from the maximum (Fig. 7.46c) , the pattern is probably of insufficient
structure, such that any match could be valid. If several clearly distinct maxima
exist (Fig. 7.46d), several highly similar references exist, but there is no good
indication for a decision which one is actually the best; this is a typical case, when
periodic structures or other iterated copies appear in the signal pattern and/or in
the reference pattern. The phenomenon of non-unique matches is reflected as the
correspondence problem. If the cost function is convex and has only one unique
maximum, iterative or hierarchical search for optimum parameters can be made

1 For case of distance or difference criteria, the following statements would apply for 'min
ima' insteadof 'maxima'.
2 Parametrization is made here over dense variation of the geometric mapping y, which is
formally shown as a lD function; in fact, the optimization over differentparameters as they
appear in geometric mappingfunctions will typicallylead to multidimensional optimization
problems, where the cost function would become a multi-dimensional surface instead of a
lD graph. Nevertheless, the typical cases discussed here apply likewise for one-and multi
dimensional parameterdependencies.
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which will usually successfully find the global optimum; such methods play a
central role in fast motion estimation algorithms as explained in the following
section.

7.6 Motion Analysis

7.6.1 Mapping of motion into the image plane

In the pinhole camera model (Fig. 1.4), 3D world coordinates P=[Xp YpZp]T which
are representing the distance of a point P from the focal point, are mapped by the
central projection equation (1.1) into the image plane coordinates rp=[rp Sp]T.
The speed V(P)=[Vx Vy Vz] of a mass point P in the 3D space is determined by
the change ofposition P over time. By deriving (7.100), the movement observed in
the image plane will then be of speed u(P)=[u vf=drpldt :

(7.159)

Substituting (7.100) into (7.159), it becomes obvious that motions in the 3D world
can be invisible or be interpreted as not unique when observed in the camera im
age plane. For example, no motion will be recognized if Vx/Vz=XplZp and
VylVz=YplZp. In this case, motion occurs along one of the rays of the projection
towards the focal point. If temporal sampling of period T is applied (capturing a
sequence of image frames), the following relationship applies between the velocity
vector u and the (spatially continuous, but time-discrete) displacement vector
v=[.1r .1sf=M:

v
u=-

T'
(7.160)

Typically, velocity functions have a steady behavior over time due to mass inertia
properties of exterior-world objects. The speed is either constant (duldt=O) or
continuously accelerated (duldf::tO). The acceleration (second derivation of spatial
coordinates over time) can only be analyzed if at least three temporal positions of
the point, to be connected by the motion trajectory, are known. In the context of
identification and unique interpretation of displacements in the image plane , the
following problems occur :

Aperture problem: If the window area for motion analysis only captures a part
of an object which is homogeneous in amplitude, its motion cannot be deter
mined uniquely, or eventually only along one direction (Fig. 7.47). In general,
it is at least necessary that a signal contains non-zero frequency components
orientated by the direction where the estimation of motion shall be performed.
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Fig. 7.47. Aperture problem a Impossibility to detect motion in a homogeneous area
b Non-unique motion detection at a unidirectional edge c Unique motion detection at a
comer

Correspondence problem: In case of several equal objects or regular, periodic
patterns, it may be impossible to identify the true correspondence (Fig.
7.48a/c). A unique correspondence may also be impossible to find in case of
object deformations (Fig. 7.48b).
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a) c)

Fig. 7.48. Correspondence problem in cases of
a periodic structure b object deformation c multiple equal objects

Occlusion problem: Due to the projection, parts of scenes (background or
objects) can be occluded in one frame, but will become visible if the relative
position between camera and object changes (Fig. 7.49). If areas are covered
or uncovered, they cannot uniquely be matched in motion estimation.

Camera 1
posjtion

Cam~~a 2 / -: /_ - - Areas only
position • - visible from camera 2 position

Occluded
area

Fig. 7.49. Occlusions in case ofdifferent camera positions

Considerations as made above, concerning relationships between speed and dis
placement, are related to movements of mass points in the 3D space and the corre
sponding projected positions in the image plane. A point at position r shall be
subject to a translational displacement vCr) between the sampling times of two
frames. In most cases, the displacement v will not be constant over all positions r .
However, the motion of coherent objects in the 3D space typically effects only
differential changes of local displacement shifts in the image. To investigate this
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effect, it is necessary to establish a relationship between neighbored displacement
vector positions , which is characterized by the displacement vector field and its
changes v(r+dr). Fig. 7.50 shows examples which could be described by a para
metric geometric transform, e.g. the affine transform (7.108).

-, -, -, -, -, \ I ,/ ( ;:....; -,'" '" '" '" -~ ....:;-- \: ~ ~-,-,-,-, /';! \::.~ -, ~~k : j

a) '" '" '" '" b) c) "-- e-: ,/

Fig. 7.50. Displacement vector fields in cases ofdifferent object motions
a Translation parallel to the image plane b Scaling (e.g. zoom)
c Rotation around an axis which is perpendicular with image plane
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......../ dX / / / P(t+dt)
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.::....:JI'- Origin of world coordinates X=(O,O,O)

Fig. 7.51. Movement of a deformable infinitesimal volume element

Generic descriptions of volumetric movements are well-known from continuum
mechanics. Herein, a rigid body is decomposed into an infinite number of an in
finitesimal volume element dX=[dX,dY,dZ]T, and the movement within time dt is
described by the differential changes of these volume elements (Fig. 7.51). Ac
cording to the fundamental theorems of kinematics, the movement of infinitesimal
volume elements can uniquely be described as a sum of translation, rotation and
deformation. Translation and rotation have 3 degrees of freedom each1, while
deformation has another 6 degrees offreedom (each 3 for the changes in lengths of
the sides of the cube, 3 for the shear of the angles). The deformation of an infini
tesimal volume element can fully be interpreted as a linear transformation in a 3D
coordinate system.

By the projection into the image plane, only the surfaces of objects become
visible (except for the case of transparent objects). A very similar analysis can then
be performed using infinitesimal 2D area elements dr=[dr,ds]T. The description of
the displacement vector field can be described as a sum of translation (2 degrees of
freedom), rotation (one degree of freedom) and deformation (3 degrees of free
dom), which can be mapped into the 6 degrees of freedom supported by the affine
transform (7.108). The change in the displacement vector field is then described as

1 Those 6 parameters are sufficient to describe the motion of rigid bodies, cf. sec. 7.4.4
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v(r + dr) = v(r)+ Adr, (7.161)

where A would be identical to the matrix from (7.108) when r is at the center of
the coordinate system. It is however clear from the discussion in sec. 7.4.4 that this
model will not uniquely apply to larger, non-rigid objects of arbitrary shape; fur
ther, the occlusion problem is not considered at all. If occlusion occurs due to
object motion, where parts of the background will become covered or uncovered,
the assumption of continuity and differential changes of displacement vector fields
is no longer valid. In particular, differentiation will not be possible at the positions
of discontinuities . Fig. 3.41 shows possible configurations of displacement vector
fields at the boundaries between two regions which are moving in opposite direc
tions (e.g. foregroundlbackground). In Fig. 7.52a/b, part of the background object
is uncovered (the displacement vectors diverge at this position), while in Fig.
7.52c/d the case of covered background appears (the displacement vectors con
verge). It depends on the movement direction of the boundary, which of the two
regions is the foreground. The boundary movement is always coupled to the
movement of the foreground object. The width of the stripe which is covered or
uncovered corresponds to the displacement component which is perpendicular to
the boundary. In the example shown, the newly-uncovered or covered areas can be
allocated either to region A (Fig. 7.52a/c) or to region B (Fig. 7.52b/d).

Region boundary

- -- - - - - - - - - - - ------~- - .::-:::: :: - - - - - - - - - - - --
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Region Region Region Region Region Region Region Region
A B A B A B A B
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Fig. 7.52. Occlusion phenomena at region boundaries (for explanation, see text)

The displacement vector field v(r,s) , which is still continuous in spatial coordi
nates, can be set in relationship to the motion vector field k(m,n), which is discrete
in all three dimensions and expresses the motion shift by units ofpixel coordinates.
In digital video processing, usually only the motion vector field is directly proc
essed, however it is necessary to understand its relationships with the displacement
vector field and the velocity vector field if the result of analysis shall be used for
semantic understanding and interpretation of the exterior-world motion. By substi
tuting the following equation into (7.160), also the direct relationship between the
spatially- and temporally-discrete motion vector k and the spatially- and tempo
rally-continuous velocity vector u is given:

k e D vv => k =T·D·u => u =..!.. .D-1.k.
T
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The motion vector k(m,n)=[k,lf represents the translational motion at position
(m,n), the motion shift ofone single pixel. D is the sampling matrix (2.51).
Motion feature extraction shall allow to describe the behavior of an object or also
camera motion by a small set of motion parameters. According to a motion model
selected (e.g. affine transform), parameters must be estimated to fit the motion
vector field over smaller or larger areas, or even for the entire image plane if cam
era motion shall be estimated . In the following sections, the most widely used
classes of motion estimators, based on the optical flow principle and on matching
methods, are introduced. This is first done for the cases of translational motion
parameter estimation; in sec. 7.6.4, the principles are then generalized to estima
tion of arbitrary non-translational motion parameters.

7.6.2 Motion Estimation by the Optical Flow Principle

Fig. 7.53 shows signal amplitudes at time points t and t+dt for a continuous signal
x(r). The second amplitude is assumed to be a spatially-shifted but otherwise per
fect copy of the first, such that a difference dx=x(r,t)-x(r,t+dt) results at coordinate
position r. If only the linear part of this change is considered, the difference dx can
be linearly approximated from the differential slopes ax/or or ax/at:

dx dx
dx=.-·dr=.-- ·dt. (7.163)

dr dt

x(r) (t)

x(t+dt)

)

r

Fig. 7.53. Displacement shift dr of a signal occurring duringtime spandt, and relationship
withthe observed amplitude difference dx

If both spatial coordinates are regarded, the shift of the signal value x(r,s,t) by dr
and ds during time span dt can be expressed as

x(r,s,t) = x(r+dr,s+ds,t+dt).

A Taylor series expansion applied to the right side of(7.164) gives

( )
_ ( ) dx(r,s,t) d dx(r,s,t) d dx(r,s,t) dx r,s,t -x r.s.t + . r+ . s+ . t+8,

dr ds dt

(7.164)

(7.165)

where 8 are nonlinear approximation terms of orders two and higher. Further, the
following interrelationships exist between the speed u=[u,v]T and the shift
dr=[dr,ds]T :
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u = - => dr = u :dt
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ds
v = - => ds = v .dt .
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(7.166)

(7.167)

(7.168)

(7.169)

Neglecting the higher-order terms , the continuity equation known from hydrody
namics results from (7.165) and (7.166), which can then be used to determine the
flow speeds u and v :

dx(r,s ,t) . ( ) dx(r,s,t) . ( ) dx(r,s,t)_O
-~--'--'- u r,s,t + v r,s,t + - .

dr s» dt

In analogy with the flow of fluids, the terminology optical flow is used to charac
terize the projected motion in the image plane . For this equation, no unique solu
tion exists , as only one condition is given to determine two parameters u and v.
Assuming that the velocity vector field - similar to a flow field - will be approxi
mately continuous over a finite measurement window A, the following minimiza
tion problem can be formulated I :

u = [u v] = argmin If IIdx(r,s ,t)+u(rs t)dx(r,s,t)+v(rs t)dx(r,s,t) 11
2

opt 'opt dt' , dr ' , ds
[u,v] A

+c, '1IdU~;s,t) I dU~;s,t) 11

2

+C2 ' 1 I dU~;s, t ) 11

2

drds .

Constants Cl and C2 play the role of additional weighting factors . These will penal
ize strong spatial (c.) or temporal (C2) changes, fluctuations or discontinuities of
the velocity field as unreliable results , evaluating differences with measurements at
neighbored positions. (7.168) covers different solution approaches, which will be
discussed in the sequel. First, a discrete formulation of the flow conditions will be
introduced, where the constraints for continuity of the velocity field are not real
ized yet, which means that parameters c\ and C2 are set to zero.

For the case of sampled signals x(m,n,o), the analysis relates to discrete positions
m=r/R , n=s/S, o=tlT, where the following approximations of gradients can be
made:

dx 1 [ ] 1-""- x(m,n,o) - x (m - l, n, o) =-xr(m,n)
dr R R

dx 1 [ ] 1-;-""- x(m,n,o)-x(m,n-l,o) =-xs(m ,n)
oS S S

dx 1 [ ] 1-""- x(m,n,o)-x(m,n,o-l) =-xrCm,n) .
dt T T

Using motion vectors k=[k,W as in (7.162), a discrete formulation of the continu-

I The first term of the following cost criterion is for minimization of the energy from flow
condition violations over the measurement window. These are expressed as quadratic de
viations of the left-hand side in (7.167) from the ideal value zero, when constant u is as
sumed over the window.
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ity equation for position x(m,n,o) results; by assuming that motion estimation is
only performed in one frame at one time, the frame index variable 0 can be omitted
for simplicity. The motion shift components k and I are still of continuous value,
but only defined for discrete (sampled) positions in space and time:

k(m,n) ·xr(m,n) +/(m,n) · xs(m,n)+ xl(m,n) = O. (7.170)

This equation can be solved if differential values x" Xs and XI are available for at
least two pixel positions . In practice, due to effects of noise, errors can occur in the
estimation. Hence, it is advisable to use more than two positions to achieve stabil
ity. A measurement area comprises P positions of coordinates (mJ,nl),...,(mp,np),
which are typically accessed from a neighborhood window centered around the
position of current estimation. P realizations of (7.170) result in an over
determined equation system of order P, which is used to estimate the two unknown
parameters k and I. In a matrix notation, this can be written as

xr(l ) xs(l)

x/2) xs(2)

xJP)xs(P)

{~]=-
x,(P )

G ·k=g. (7.171)

By (7.168), the following criterion applies,

2 2 !
Ilell =llg-G .kll =min, (7.172)

for which a solution is achieved by computation of the pseudo inverse of the ma
trix Gl,

(7.173)

The error energy IIel12 is used here as a criterion to judge the accuracy of the mo
tion estimation. Specifically in case of large motion shifts and large fluctuations of
local signal amplitudes, the result of (7.173) will only be a poor approximation of
the true motion. This is partially due to neglecting the nonlinear terms from
(7.165), which is only practical in a small spatial neighborhood, and also due to
general sensitivity of the pseudo inverse solution against noise influences. An
improvement can be made by using recursive or iterative motion estimation meth
ods, where the minimum of the error energy (respectively the optimum motion
shift) is gradually approached by linear regression. The frame difference repre
sented by the vector g is then replaced by the displaced frame difference (DFD)

1 More background on pseudo inversion of matrices will be given in the context of least
squares estimation in sec. 8.3.
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vector g', which is taking into account the motion vectors computed in a previous
step of estimation:

X, '(1)

X, '(2)

g'{k) =

X , '{? )

In pixel-recursive methods, k is determined by values of previously-estimated
motion vectors from neighbored positions in the same frame, in frame-recursive
methods one or several vectors from the previous frame are used as initialization
of the new estimation step . The spatio-temporal continuity of the motion vector
field is an explicit condition for success of such methods. By using g' in the com
putation of (7.173), an update vector k, is determined, which results in the finally
estimated vector k,

(7.175)

In recursive methods, discontinuities of the motion vector field and undefined or
erroneous vectors at the positions of occlusions can be highly problematic. This
can partially be resolved by adaptation, e.g. selective switching of positions used

to determine k. Further, criteria can be used which penalize divergences in the
motion vector field as in (7.168).

In iterative flow estimation, the recursion is applied iteratively at the present posi

tion. The prediction vector k is the result k(r)=[lJr),z(r)]T of the rlh iteration step.
This is modified by an update vector ku(r),

(7.176)

(7.177)

The optimum update is typically found by a gradient-descent method, which is
based on the derivative of the DFD energy g'Tg',

k (r) = _ .!. e .~[g l(k (r » T g'(k(r»] .
u 2 dk(r)

Fig. 3.31 illustrates the ideal convergence towards the minimum of the cost crite
rion ; the number of necessary iterations is dependent on the choice of the conver
gence factor e, which can also variably be adapted by the instantaneous gradient.

The values of motion vectors estimated by the optical flow method are continuous.
A spatial interpolation of intermediate values is necessary to compute gO. Assuming
that bilinear interpolation (5.35) is sufficient for this purpose, a computation of
intermediate signal values can be performed by relatively low effort. Defining
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k(r) and 1(r) as integer-truncated values of the vector components, the derivation

of (7.177) results in the discrete linear approximation of the update vector

[I p x(m +k(r) n +/(r) o-I)-x(m +k(r) n +/(d a-I)]-2: p ' p' p - r: » ,
(r) ~ . T • P p=1 k( r) _!s.( r) (7.178)

k =e · [gJ .[gJ. .
U I p x(m +k(r) n +/(r) o-I)- x(m +k(r) n + I(r) a -I)

-~ p ' p ' p ' p - ,

P'f;;t I (r ) - I(r)

The iterative solution can now directly be computed without explicitly solving the
pseudo inverse of matrix G in (7.173); it may be advantageous to use the pseudo
inverse as the first step of estimation, but in principle it is also possible to use the
steepest-descent method from the beginning, starting by a zero vector or initial

estimate k(O) for the first iteration.

A

g"g'(k)

11 'i
-'" .~

k

Fig. 7.54. Convergence towards the minimum of the cost function in iterative estimation

If a spatial continuity of the motion vector field shall be enforced by setting Cl>O
in (7.168), the iterations at the different pixel positions can no longer be regarded
as independent. In such a case, it is best to perform any iteration step r simultane
ously (or sequentially) over all positions before proceeding to the subsequent step
r+1. Likewise, combinations of recursive and iterative optical flow estimation are
possible . A more systematic approach to impose constraints on spatially
continuous recursive flow estimation is described in the next paragraph.

Recursive estimation with smoothness constraint. As an initial condition for the
solution of the optical flow equation, the smoothness ofthe motion vectorfield can
be postulated. Then, according to (7.168), the gradient between neighbored esti
mated motion vectors must be minimized simultaneously with the DFD energy by
a joint cost criterion . The minimization of motion vector gradients is performed by
postulating the second derivative to be zero. The second derivative is approxi
mated by the Laplacian operator V 2k=a-(k- k), where k is the mean or
weighted mean over a discrete set of motion vectors from a neighborhood of the
current pixel position, and a is a weighting factor. The following solution pro
posed by [HORN, SCHUN CK 1981] can be realized for iterative computation of motion
parameters at position (m,n) :
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with

k(r+l} = prj -xr(m,n)· f3(m,n) /(r+l) =T(r)-xs(m,n) ' f3(m,n) (7.179)

( ) k- (r ) ( ) -I(r) '( )

f3( )
= xr m,n · +xs m,n' +xt m,n

m,n 2 2 •
C1 +xr(m,n) +xs(m,n)

(7.180)

Observe that only pixel-gradient approximations at the present pixel position and
local mean values of motion parameters from the previous iteration influence the
new result, which means that the DFD criterion is no longer computed over a lar
ger measurement window. The parameter Cl should be set approximately equal to
the error occurring in gradient approximation [xr(m,n)2+xsCm,n)2], as effected by
noise influences. A relevant influence of CI is therefore mainly effective in areas
where the local amplitude is almost constant.

7.6.3 Motion Estimation by Matching

Optical flow based methods use the difference between two images as a criterion
for motion estimation. The inherent assumption is made that the brightness of an
object will not change between the two frames when the motion is estimated. In
deed, illumination changes can occur (a lamp is switched on, the sun hides behind
clouds etc.), reflections from the surface of moving objects may change, or the
object as a whole can move into a shadowed area. As discussed in sec. 7.5, the
cross covariance (7.155) could be a more useful criterion for motion estimation in
such cases. Nevertheless, frame difference criteria are also frequently applied in
matching for motion estimation, as they are attractive in terms of complexity, and
have turned out to give very stable results as well. In application of correspon
dence matching for motion estimation, the following aspects must be observed:

Matching areas A must be defined, where for each area only one set of mo
tion parameters shall be determined. If the matching areas are non-overlapping
rectangular blocks of size MxN with start coordinate (upper left pixel) at
(pM,qN),

A(p,q) ={ (m,n): (pM' $; m < (p+ I)M ') /\ (qN' $; n < (q+ I)N')}, (7.181)

the method is denoted as block matching. In principle, matching areas of arbi
trary shape can also be defined.
Values of cost functions in matching can only be determined for a finite num
ber of discrete motion shift constellations. Hence, in contrast to the optical
flow method, resulting motion vectors are always given by discrete values. A
very generic definition for this is made when motion parameters are defined as
geometric mappings y(m,n) from a finite set (} as in (7.154)ff. A very simple
case occurs when the entire matching area shall be subject to constant transla
tional shift by a motion vector [k If. Then, the parameter space is often lim
ited by defining a symmetric search range, which specifies maximum allow-
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able shifts ±"m.x and ±/max' The set of values in case of integer (full-pixel) ac
curacy of motion vectors can then formally be written as

(7.182)

In addition, the number of elements in the set of allowable shift parameters
can be modified by the search step size s, which is s=l in (7.182), but could as
well be larger Or smaller than 1. The set of discrete motion shifts is then de
fined by

n ={(k,l): (Ikl:::; km.J /\ ( III:::; Im•x ) /\ (mod(k,s) =0) /\ (mod(/,s) = O)} . (7.183)

Fig. 7.55 illustrates how this simple method of translational block matching works.
In Fig. 7.55a, the terms 'matching area', 'search area' and 'search step size' are ex
plained. Fig. 7.55b shows a principal inconsistency of the block matching concept
assuming constant translational motion. The matching areas (blocks) are assumed
to be non-overlapping in the current frame x(m,n,o). As it can be expected that
different values of vectors are estimated for different blocks, certain related best
matching areas will probably overlap in the reference framer . Physically, this can
be explained only in exceptional situations: The block-shift motion model is gen
erally inadequate, whenever gradual changes of the motion vector field occur.
Further, the block matching definition allows discontinuities only at pre-defined
block boundary positions, which will hardly coincide with the real discontinuities
of the motion vector field.

current frame f----t- -+---j----l

5 87

reference
frame

9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16
a) '-------'--_...l.-----'_-' b) '-----'--_L..---'-----'

Fig. 7.55. Block matching motion estimation. a Definition ofmatching area, search range
and step size in the current frame b Possible overlaps ofbest-matching blocks in the refer
ence frame

1 In most of the subsequent equations, we assume that the reference frame, which is the
frame referred to by the motion vectors, is the previous frame x(m,n,o-l). In principle,
reference can be made to any past or future frame.
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If large search ranges are used, cost functions based on cross correlation can effi
ciently be computed in the frequency domain, see (3.63), which generates the
correlation results simultaneously for the entire search range . A special variant of
frequency-domain processing is phase correlation, where only the phase spectrum
is used in the correlation computation. This puts more emphasis on detail struc
tures, edges etc. in the matching comparison. Difference criteria are nevertheless
frequently used in block matching as well. To determine the optimum translational
shift motion vector [k,l]oPh a difference criterion of norm P can be used!

I

[k,lLpl =argminl-,
1III Ix(m,n,o)-X(m+k,n+l,o-ltI

P
(7.184)

[k,l]en A (m ,n)eA

The true motion between two sampled frames of a sequence will usually not be by
integer-pixel shifts. In the optical flow methods , this is no problem as continuous
value vectors are implicitly computed. To achieve a sub-pixel accurate comparison
by block matching, it is necessary to generate additional discrete sub-pixel posi
tions in the reference frame by interpolation (cf. sec 5.4), which is expressed in
subsequent equations by marking the reference sample as X. When the search step
size s is decreased over both dimensions, the total number of positions to be com
pared in matching is increased by l/i. It is however not useful to test all possible
sub-pixel positions over the entire search range, as it can be expected that the cost
criterion changes smoothly for very similar motion vector parameters. Mostly,
strategies are used which start by larger search step sizes and refine the estimated
motion vector into sub-pixel accuracy only by the last step.

The complexity of block-matching motion estimation is mainly influenced by
the size of the discrete parameter set, i.e. the different motion shift candidates
which have to be compared by the cost criterion. If all candidates are checked, the
number of operations is linearly dependent on the size of the search range, linear
reciprocally dependent on the search step size, and also linearly dependent on the
complexity of the elementary cost function computation-, If matching areas are
non-overlapping, the number of computations is in principle not changed if their
size is modified. Small and irregular-shaped matching areas may however be dis
advantageous regarding implementation of fast memory access .

Exhaustive block matching incorporates full search over all possible values of
the parameter set. This guarantees that motion vectors are found which are opti
mum regarding the given cost function criterion, but must not necessarily coincide
with the true motion . However, exhaustive-search matching is extremely complex
due to the linear dependency on several parameters like search range, step size etc.
Assume a rectangular search range, where all integer-shift positions up to ±k.nax
and ±lmax shall be compared. Then it is necessary to compute the cost criterion at

1 P=l for minimum absolute difference (MAD), P=2 for minimum squared difference
(MSD); a morethorough introduction of theLp normin general is givenin sec. 9.2.2.
2 The LI norm or Minimum Absolute Difference (MAD) criterion is frequently used due to
its low computational complexity.
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(2kmax+1}(2lmax+1) candidate positions, each implying at least one multiplication
or absolute-value computation, additions/subtractions and comparison operations.
If a maximum shift of only kmax=lmax=15 pixel is allowed, a total number of
31·31=961 candidate positions must be evaluated. In terms of arithmetic opera
tions, this has to be multiplied by the number of pixels per second, which is around
107 for video of standard TV resolution. A dramatic reduction of computational
complexity can be achieved by implementation of fast motion-vector search algo
rithms. Most of these algorithms do no longer guarantee that the global optimum
of full search over the same range of the parameter space is reached. However, as
the reduction of complexity may allow to increase the range of the parameter
space, fast algorithms can often achieve better results at the same or lower compu
tational complexity compared to exhaustive approaches . In one or the other way,
fast motion estimation algorithms inherently exploit

the smoothness of cost functions in case of slight variation of the parameter
values, which allows to gradually optimize the result by iterative steps;
the smoothness of motion vector fields, which allows to predict good initial
estimates from previously estimated results;
The scaling property of signals and motion vector fields, such that for lowpass
filtered and spatially down-sampled frames both the number of sample-related
operations, and the size of search ranges can be reduced 1•

Fast globally-optimum search. Under certain criteria, it is possible to reach the
same global optimum as for the case of full search, but save a significant amount
of computational effort nevertheless. As typically the cost function is computed
sequentially over pixel positions within the matching area, it can be checked dur
ing the accumulation of cost contributions, whether the cost of the best match
found so far was already superseded ; in such a case, the computation can be inter
rupted and the respective motion vector is rejected. More advanced methods inter
pret the matching and reference block areas as vectors in the signal space fJl!<.
Then, certain candidates can immediately be excluded by analysis of the triangular
inequality [BRONIG, NIEHSEN 2001], which is based on similar methods as described in
(11.55)-(1 1.58) for the case offast optimum search in vector quantization.

Multi-step search. Two principles of fast motion estimation algorithms are shown
in Fig. 7.56a1b. Both are based on selecting a small subset of search positions
which are tested out of the entire set of parameters, where an iterative multi-step
search tracks the favorable direction for optimization of the cost criterion. In Fig.

1 The scaling property also imposes an interesting relationship between the frame size and
the complexity of motion estimation. If the frame size is doubled horizontally and verti
cally, the number of pixels is increased by a factor of 4. However, the size of the search
range must also be doubled horizontally and vertically, as now any displacement vector v
maps into a motion vector k of double length in (7.162). Considering exhaustive search,
this leads to a complexity increase by a factor of 16 in case of doubled frame resolution.
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7.56a1b, all positions tested in the particular steps are drawn as black dots, the
steps are referenced by numbers, and the optimum as found in the respective step
is marked by a circle. In both of these examples, the motion vector is finally found
as k=-5, 1=2. These two algorithms are typical representatives for a variety of simi
lar approaches (see e.g. [GHANBARlI990], [NAM ETAL. 1995],[PO, MA 1996] ).

In the method of Fig. 7.56a, denoted as three-step search [MUSMANN ET AL. 1985],

only a small search range of 9 positions is evaluated in each iteration step. Simul
taneously, the search step size is decreased by each iteration (s=3, 2, 1 pixel for the
three iterations in the example shown). The center of the search range in iteration
step r is selected from the best-matching position of the previous iteration r-l, such
that cost criteria need to be computed only for 8 new positions in iterations 2 and
3. In the example shown, a total of 9+8+8=25 candidate positions are compared in
the three iterations; the possible parameter range is kmax=lrnax=±6 pixel. A full
search over the same search range would require comparison of 13·13= 169 posi
tions. The effective reduction of computational complexity is more drastic when
the search range is larger and more iteration steps are implemented.

In the logarithmic search method shown in Fig. 7.56b, 5 different positions are
compared in the first iteration step. The search starts from zero-shift position, the
other positions which are examined are distant by two pixels horizontally or verti
cally. After finding the best match, it is compared in the next step against three
more positions , which are the remaining horizontal and vertical neighbors at two
pixel distances that were not yet compared by the previous step. This process is
continued until the best-match position remains unchanged, which indicates that a
minimum over the cost function has been approached. Then, in a final step, all 8
positions around this optimum are once more checked as candidates. In the exam
ple shown, the cost function has to be computed for a total of 5+2·3+8=19 candi
date positions .
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Fig. 7.56. Multi-step block-matching estimation methods
a 'Three-step search' b 'Logarithmic search'

These algorithms will actually reach the globally-optimum result (as in full
search), if the cost function is truly convex, steadily improving over the parameter
space up to the optimum position . If however local optima of the cost function
exist, it is possible that the final result gets stuck in such a position . This can for
example be the case when periodic structures appear.
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Recursive block matching and usage of motion vector predictors. It is possible
to utilize estimation results available from spatial or temporal neighbors of the
current matching block. Due to the continuity of the motion vector field, it can be
expected that correct vectors or at least good predictions for correct vectors are yet
available from the neighborhood. In principle, this is the extension of the pixel
recursive methods described in sec. 7.6.2, now being applied over entire blocks.
The block recursion can proceed along the temporal axis and/or along both spatial
dimensions. Fig. 7.57 shows possible candidates of previously processed vectors,
which may be used to predict an initial vector value for the current block. The
temporal predictor should be selected such that the vector points from its position
in the reference frame into the current block.
Different approaches are possible to determine the current estimate:

The mean or median values of the previously-estimated vectors selected as
predictor candidates are computed, and the new value is optimized within a
search range around this initial hypothesis;
The range between minimum and maximum of the predictor candidates is
used as a search range, optionally extended by an additional margin;
Initially, from several candidate vectors available, the best-matching predictor
is selected by a block-matching criterion; the result is improved by testing an
additional search range around the predictor position.

To perform block matching within a search range around the initially predicted
vector value usually gives reliable results, but can still cost considerable effort,
depending on the size of the search range to be tested around the predicted posi
tion. Much faster methods for updating the predicted vector value have been pro
posed1, based on

selection of random values (which are chosen whenever better than the initial
vector according to the respective cost criterion) [DEHAAN ET AL. 1993];

pixel-recursive gradient optimization, where also the final result is only se
lected if it is better than the initial estimate [BRAUN ET AL. 1997].

reference frame current frame

Fig. 7.57. Temporal and spatially adjacent previously computed vectors as possible candi
dates in recursive block matching

1 These methods are optimized for block matching motion estimation of relatively small
block sizes, and are intended to preferably estimate smooth motion vector fields.
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Multi-resolution motion estimation. Like in multi-step methods, multi-resolution
estimation increases the accuracy of the estimation result stepwise, which is ac
companied by systematic modification of search parameters', In both approaches,
the size of the search range and the search step width are typically decreased dur
ing the iterative process. In multi-resolution estimation, also the size ofthe match
ing area is decreased, and the resolution of the signal is increased. This can ide
ally be combined with methods for hierarchical representation of signals, e.g. the
Gaussian pyramid decomposition (sec. 4.4.6); due to the decreased matching area
sizes, also a pyramid ofmotion vector fields of increasing resolution and precision
is produced . If the estimation starts at the top of the pyramid, the resolution (num
ber of samples in the signal) is increased by a factor of four with each iteration
step. If e.g. at each resolution level same parameter ranges, step sizes and match
ing block sizes are used in the estimation process, the desired effect is inherently
achieved: In the down-sampled image, the same block size covers a larger relative
area than in the full resolution image; a search range of ±(kmax,lmax) applied in an
image down-scaled by a factor of U in each dimension is equivalent to a search
range of ±(U·kmax,U·lmax) in the original full-resolution image. A similar relation
ship concerns the search step size.

Tab. 7.2. Parameters of a multi-resolution motion estimation over four levels

Iteration step # 2 3 4

Frame size ofpyramid level 88x72 176x144 352x288
704x576
(full)

Number ofblocks / frame
11 x 9 22 x 18 44x36 88 x 72

(horizontally x vertically)

Equivalent matching block size
64 x 64 32 x 32 16 x 16 8x8

offull resolution

Equivalent search range size of
±64 pixel ±32 pixel ±16 pixel ±8 pixel

full resolution

Equivalent search step width of
4 pixel 2 pixel 1 pixel 1/2 pixel

full resolution

Maximum accumulated search
64 pixel

64+32 96+16 112+8
range related to full resolution =96 pixel =112 pixel =120 pixel

Tab. 7.2 shows example parameters for a pyramid representation ofa frame, which
is down-sampled over three levels. If at each level of the pyramid, block matching
motion estimation is applied using a matching area size of 8x8 pixels, a search
range of ±8 pixels and a search step size of 1/2 pixel, it becomes evident that the

! Both multi-step and multi-resolution methods are often denoted as hierarchical motion
estimation .
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respective equivalent parameters (related to full image resolution) are much larger.
If the final result of motion estimation is generated by accumulation of the vectors
from the single levels, the maximum range of vectors is significantly larger than
the range used in each of the steps. From this point of view, multi-resolution esti
mation can be seen as a generalization of the fast estimation methods described
earlier, but has an additional effect in reduced computational complexity, as the
down-scaling of the image size for the first iteration steps also has a drastic effect
on the reduction of arithmetic operations (cf. footnote on p. 299).

By simultaneously decreas ing the equivalent reference and search area sizes,
the results of motion estimation are regularized such that neighbored blocks at the
highest resolution level can no longer be largely different'. Therefore, hierarchical
estimation implicitly generates spatially-smooth motion vector fields, which is in
harmony with the motion models described in sec. 7.6.1. The relationships be
tween matching areas and estimated motion vectors at two different levels are
illustrated in Fig. 7.58.

~lutiOninstep1

~
I '-

b)

result from step 2

~ 00- up-scaled resutt~_ ~~ ~ _ - fromstep1

estimation in step 1

estimation in step 2

referenceframe

estimated motionvectors
in steps 2, 1

current frame

sizes of matchingareas
in steps 2, 1

a)

Fig. 7.58. Hierarchical motion estimation over two steps a Interpretation at full resolution
b Principle of reduced resolution in the first step

Constrained estimation. In analogy to the smoothness constraint in optical-flow
based methods, it is possible in block matching to establish interrelationships be
tween adjacent blocks during estimation. An example for an optimization criterion
in analogy with (7.184) is

[k,i]~::q ) = argmin[-111II Ix(m,n,o)-x(m +k,n+l,o-lt
[k,/jen A (m,n)eA

1 It is also possible to allow larger search ranges, if adjacent blocks at the previous iteration
step (coarser pyramid level) have largely different vectors. Such methods can be well com
bined with the constrained estimation described subsequently.
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where (p,q) is the index of the actual reference position and A/(p,q) describes a
neighborhood system related to a set of 1.111 neighbored blocks. Again, the parame
ters CI and C2 weight for spatial and temporal smoothness of the motion vector
field, respectively. Temporal reference is made to vectors [k1 LilT estimated at the
(previous) reference frame". If the neighborhood system is causal, i.e. ifit includes
only blocks for which finally estimated motion parameters are available, the com
plexity is only marginally higher than with the conventional matching method
(7.184). For non-causal neighborhood systems, which in case of row-wise sequen
tial block processing could also include right-handed or lower neighbor blocks,
optimization can only be done iteratively due to the mutual influences. In motion
estimation for video coding, other criteria are applicable in constrained estimation,
e.g. the rate R(k) to be spent for encoding of the estimated motion vector,

[k,l]~;;q) =argmin(-IllLL Ix(m,n,o)-x(m+k,n +l,o-lt +A..R(k») . (7.186)
[k./Jen A (m,.)eA

This is a typical approach of Lagrangian optimization, where the optimum factor A.
has to be determined from the operational goal of the optimization, which could
e.g. be the minimization of distortion in motion compensated prediction coding
with a given overall rate target.

left upper neighbor

neigh~current block
- rightN'l- neighbor

N'
- - I bottom
~.l neighbor
M"M'

a) b)

block center pixel
representingthe position

of the motion vector

Fig. 7.59. Block matching with block overlap a Block positions having distances (M',N1
horizontally and vertically b Interpretation of the motion vector to be valid at the center of
the current block

I All vector differences are formally expressed referring to vectors k,which may be inter
polated from different previous-frame estimation results, or may relate to preliminary esti
mates in the current frame.
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Estimation with block overlap. Block matching was regarded so far to be based
on non-overlapping matching areas or block partitions . The block reference areas
can also overlap (Fig. 7.59a). Here, the block centers are positioned at distances
M' and N' horizontally and vertically, the matching block areas are of sizes M"xN",
with M"~M', N"~N'. The overlap towards each side is (M"-M~/2 horizontally and
(N"-N~/2 vertically. To implement fast algorithms, computations of the cost func
tion can be split into sub-blocks which can be re-used for estimation of the vectors
in several blocks . This also leads to the conclusion that the estimation results for
adjacent blocks will no longer be completely independent, such that a smoother
motion vector field would be a side effect. In principle, for M'=N'=1 it becomes
possible to apply block matching estimation at any p ixel position, such that a
dense motion vector field is generated . The matching area can then best be inter
preted as a block with the current pixel at its center position (Fig. 7.59b). Concep
tionally, this is not much different from solutions for the optical flow method,
where also an area from the pixel neighborhood is often used to stabilize the esti
mation result. In estimation with block overlap, it can be useful to apply a weight
ing function w(m,n) in the cost computation , which for the case of difference crite
ria can be implemented as

1

[k,ILp, = argminl-lll LL Iw(m,n)[x(m,n,o)-x(m +k,n+l,o -l)tI
P

. (7.187)
[k,l]en A (m ,n)eA

The function w(m,n) will typically decrease towards the block boundaries, such
that the motion estimation is more accurate for the center part of the block. Appli
cation of such a weighting function also establishes the optimum motion estimation
for overlapping block motion compensation (cf. sec. 13.2.6, (13.25)/(13.26»,
where the same weighting function must be used for the estimation step as in the
compensation itself.

In methods to generate smooth motion vector fields, it should be observed that
the motion vector field is by nature unsteady and discontinuous at object bounda
ries. Parameters in estimation should be chosen appropriately, e.g. by allowing
sufficient deviation between the motion vectors of adjacent blocks in hierarchical
search methods. In any case, it is most important to find a good compromise be
tween homogeneity (continuity) of the vector field and the necessarily-occurring
discontinuities. More exact solutions on this can only be achieved if motion esti
mation is directly coupled with region segmentation (see sec. 10.2.3).

Fig. 7.60 shows results of motion estimation, where different search strategies
have been used in block matching. It can in particular be observed that the meth
ods for generation of smooth motion vector fields are much better capable to cap
ture the true motion. The full-search method objectively minimizes the criterion of
DFD energy, which may not be the best choice from the viewpoint of true-motion
estimation. In the case of the example shown, this is obviously caused by the cor
respondence problem, where different similar structures appear in the background
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area. This also indicates that smoothness constraints can partially resolve the cor
respondence problem by introducing dependencies over larger areas I.

a) b) c)

Fig. 7.60. Block matching motion estimation employing different search strategies
a Full search b Multi resolution search c Constrained search

7.6.4 Estimation of Parameters for Warping Grids

Both in overlapping and non-overlapping block matching motion estimation, one
motion vector is computed for a relative area size MxN; this could also be inter
preted as a sub-sampled approximation of a dense motion vector field, where sub
sampling factors are M horizontally and N vertically. The interpretation made for
translational block matching is an interpolation of the dense field by a hold ele
ment , such that a constant motion vector is applied for the entire block. Alterna
tively, using the same factors of sub-sampling and same number of motion parame
ters, other interpolation functions could be used- , This can be interpreted in a way
that the motion vector field is described by a grid of control values. Methods of
this type have been introduced as control grid interpolation (eGI) [SULLIVAN, BAKER

1991] or quadrangle-based motion compensation (QBMC), where bilinear interpo
lation (5.35) is used component-wise to generate the dense motion vector field
from the control values. In a more general view, any parametric warping functions
can be used for the interpolation, which may be seen as more reasonable consider
ing camera projection models (cf. sec . 7.4.4)3. If such an approach is e.g. used for
the purpose of motion compensation, it is important to employ the same interpola
tion function during estimation yet, because otherwise the estimated vectors will
not be optimized for the desired result. The case of a bilinear interpolation func-

I Another very simple approach to resolve the correspondence problem in unstructured
areas can be made by a 'zero vector threshold ': If the variance ofthe matching area is below
a pre-defined threshold, the vector is forced into a zero value, or can be marked as unreli
able.

2 In fact, the dense motion vector field can be interpreted like a signal having two ampli
tude components, such that any conventional signal process ing approach can be applied to
increase resolution, eliminate outliers etc.

3 Bilinear interpolation (5.35) of the motion vector field is fully equivalent to bilinear
parametric mapping of coordinate posit ions (7.110).
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tion will be discussed here, as it is complexity-wise the most simple approach;
generalization to other functions is straightforward, as a one-to-one mapping be
tween parametric warping models and a set of support position shifts with the same
number of free parameters is always possible (cf. (7.192)) .

Optimization of motion parameters for bilinear warping. Bilinear interpolation
is applied separately to the horizontal and vertical motion vector components
k(m,n) and l(m,n). Motion shifts

k(p,q) = [k(p,q),l(p,q)r (7.188)

denote the vectors related to the control grid field, where horizontal/vertical dis
tances between the positions in a rectangular grid shall be M and N. The control 
value coordinates are (ma,na)=(m'M,n'N)l. The motion shift at any positions in the
area spanned by four comer points is then computed according to (5.35),

k(m,n) = k(p,q) .(1-(m l M'- p)) .(l-(n l N'-q))

+k(p+l,q) '(m l M'- p) ·(l-(n l N'-q))

+k(p,q+l).(l -(m l M'- p)) '(nl N'-q)

+k(p+l,q+l)·(m l M'- p)·(n l N'-q)

(7.189)

with ma=p·M'~m~(p+l}M' and na=q·N'~n~(q+l)·N'. If the control grid vector at
position (p,q) shall be optimized by a matching criterion, the result shall be

mo+M'-1

kop,(p,q) = argmin L
[k./jen m=m.-M'+l n=na-N'-I

Ix(m,n,o)
(7.190)

-x[m +k(m,n),n +!(m,n),o-lr,
where the summation limits exactly specify the range of influence for k(p, q) . In

the current frame, this is a rectangular area of size (2M'-1)(2N'-I), as shown in Fig.
7.61. Within this area, the values of the eight nearest-neighbor control positions
will influence the result as well, which means that the optimum motion parameters
can no longer be estimated independently of each other. As however in one step of
the estimation process, only one vector is locally optimized according to (7.190),
the global optimum for the motion vector field can only be obtained by an iterative
procedure, where the results for the neighbored control positions from the previous
iteration are used for the optimization of the current control point in the next itera
tion.

The speed of convergence in an iterative estimation for global optimization is a
central problem in grid-based motion estimation. Starting from a grid field where
the values k(p, q) are initially set to zero would lead to a very slow process. Start-

1 Optionally, as shownin Fig. 7.61 , positions can be shiftedby an offsetof (M'/2,N'/2) .
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ing from values that were obtained by conventional block matching gives reason
able initial values. Likewise, application of a smoothness constraint as in (7.185)
is advantageous . By guarantee, no iteration step will ever deteriorate the cost crite
rion when the parameter set of the previous best result is one of the candidates for
the next iteration. There is however a risk of getting stuck in local minima, de
pending on the surface of the cost function. This is in particular the case as the cost
function value depends on a high number of parameters due to the interdependen
cies of adjacent grid positions, such that it is not straightforward to detect the pres
ence of local minima on the function surface. In practical realization of grid-based
motion estimation, convergence to some minimum of the cost function is often
observed by two or three iterations, when a block-matching vector field computed
by a smoothness constra int is used for initialization.

reference frame

current frame

matching area

Fig. 7.61. Motion field interpolation based on bilinear warping from control positions
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Fig. 7.62. Examples of warping grids. Top: Support grid in current frame (e) and reference
frame (0); Bottom: Interpolated motion vector field
a Case of rotational motion b Unreasonable configuration with overlapping vectors
c/d Motion discontinuities in cases ofa covered area (c) and an uncovered area (d)
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Fig. 7.62a illustrates how rotational motion can be captured by a warping motion
model. This is a clear advantage as compared to conventional block-independent
matching, which only supports translational motion, even though the number of
parameters to describe the motion vector field is equal in both cases. Warping grid
interpolation has however severe limitations as well. First, overlapping motion
vectors are unreasonable, as they would lead to mirrored coordinate relationships
within partial areas (Fig. 7.62b) . Such configurations can nevertheless occur, when
an object is moving fast in front of a background; however in this case, a large
occluded area is typically present. As motion vector fields must show discontinui
ties at object boundaries, the application of smooth interpolation across the
boundaries is not reasonable under physical model considerations; warping inter
polation is in fact only advantageous for motion vector field areas of smooth varia
tion. A possible solution to solve this problem is shown in Fig. 7.62c/d. When
large differences between adjacent grid vectors are observed, the grid is artificially
disconnected, and extrapolation using a hold function is performed towards the
object boundary, for which a position has to be defined between the two extrapo
lated areas. The determination of this boundary can also be performed as part of
the estimation process [OHM 1994B], [OHM 1996] [HEISING 2002] . In the simplest case,
the boundary is arbitrarily defined at the center between the diverging or converg
ing grid positions . It is then possible to perform flexible switching between inter
polative motion description and block-based (hold-element interpolation) motion
description, where during the estimation process, the method which better mini
mizes the cost function is selected. As a by-product, overlapping motion vectors as
in Fig. 7.62b, which are in fact reasonable in the case of fast moving objects, are
fully supported . In [HEISING 2002], also a hybrid switching between warping interpo
lation and an overlapping block matching method has been investigated, which is
reported to mostly resolve the problem of discontinuous motion vector fields.

Feature matching. When availability of motion vectors on a fixed discrete grid
(e.g. block or control point grid) is not a prerequisite in an application, motion
estimation based onfeature matching can provide another factor of stability. This
is for example the case when a global motion vector field shall be estimated from a
finite set of local vectors. The first step is selection of unique feature points or
feature areas which should have significant properties to make them unique
matches. This can e.g. be edge points, comer points or points with highest avail
able variation of neighborhood pixels, such that sufficient structure guarantees
avoidance of the aperture problem. It is then possible either to employ matching
over block areas centered around the feature points, or directly match feature data
such as edges, which can be represented by gradients or as binary lines.

7.6.5 Estimation of non-translational Motion Parameters

When the purpose of motion estimation is extraction of motion-related semantic
features or motion-compensated frame interpolation, the true motion must be
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found. Further, the number of parameters should be as low as possible. An exam
ple case are global motions, as effected by zoom or pan of a camera, which can be
described extremely compact by only one set of parameters for the entire frame.
Similar principles can be applied if the goal is to characterize non-translational
motion properties of smaller regions. Non-translational parameters can be esti
mated by analysis of occurrences and relationships between local translational
parameters . The positions where local motion parameters are available shall be
denoted as measurement points which can best be determined by feature matching.
By defining the motion shifts of measurement points as k(m ,n)=m'-m and
I(m,n)=n'-n, using the discrete version of the affine mapping (7 .117) as an example
here, the parametrization is made by

k(m n)=(a -1) ·m+a .~ .n+!J.. . I(m n)=a . R .m + (a -1) .n+!l. (7.191)
, I 2 R R' , 3 S 4 S

From the k- and I-values of one singular measurement point, it is not possible to
compute non-translational parameters (cf. sec. 7.6.1). To determine the parameters
of the affine model, information from at least 3 measurement points of coordinates
(m"n\), (m2,n2), (m3,n3) and their translational motion shifts (k"/\), (k2,/2), (k3,/3)
must be available' . This will result in a uniquely solvable equation system of six
unknowns; in fact, this equation system can be separated into two systems of three
unknowns each:

(7.192)

If data from more than 3 measurement points are used, an overdetermined equation
system results analogously to (7 .171), for which a solution can e.g. be achieved by
pseudo-inversion-:

(7.193)

It is useful to select measurement points such that estimated values kp,lp shall be
come highly reliable. This can be achieved by additional criteria, e.g. selection

I As a generalization, for a parametric model with N free parameters, at least N/2 measure
ment points with unique motion shifts in both directions must be given.

2 Pseudo inversion (c£ sec. 8.3) gives a reasonable result to fit measurement data by a
function based on a least squares criterion, provided that the data set used is not affected by
noise. For the problem of non-translational motion estimation, this means that the error in
motion estimation shall be small for the measurement points. Methods to detect outliers in
such a process are presented in sec. 8.7.
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from positions of high spatial detail, or by checking the reliability of the motion
estimation for the measurement points by analysis of the cost function.

Optical flow estimation. Parameters of a non-translational motion model can
directly be estimated by an optical-flow method. Substitution of (7.191) into
(7.170) gives

[(u, -l) ·m+u, . % . n +~} x, (m, n )+ [U3 ·i ·m+(u. -l).n+~}x,(m,n) =-x,(m,n). (7.194)

(7.195)

r

x,(l)]
x,(2)

=- . .
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If P measurement points are used (P~6) , the matrix formulation is
a)-l

s
a, ' R

R
a3 ' s

u. -1

t) .{
t, . ~

For P>6, this can again be solved by computation of the pseudo-inverse (7.172).
Recursive and iterative methods for minimization of the estimation error can also
be applied, as described in sec. 7.6.2.

All methods introduced here for estimation of non-translational parameters by the
example of the affine model can be extended to other polynomial parametric mod
els without any restrictions. For the perspective model however, the parameters
influencing the denominator term do not allow direct expression by a matrix-form
equation system1•

Matching-based direct estimation. The matching principle can also directly be
applied to estimate motion modeled by a parametric geometric transform. As
matching always optimizes over a discrete parameter space, a finite number of
'quantized' parameter configurations must be defined in advance. Best definition of
this discrete parameter set is not a trivial problem, as parameters of polynomial
models will usually have a nonlinear effect on the geometric transform. If the pa
rametric model is defined over a Q-dimensional parameter space (e.g. Q=6 for the
case of an affine transform), each of which could be expressed by Ji. J2, •••, JQ
discrete values, a total of J1 x J2 X ••• x JQ constellations of the model is possible.
The application of exhaustive search methods is almost impossible for parameter
spaces of Q>2. If gradient methods such as multi-step search are employed, this
will lead to similar solutions as in the case of the optical-flow approach. A very
general notation for the matching problem based on arbitrary geometric transfor
mations y(m,n) was already introduced in (7.153)-(7.158).

1 Perspective mapping can be expressed by a matrix-form equation system, if mapping into
homogeneous coordinates is performed (cf. (7.207», which linearizes the problem in a
higher-dimensional feature space.
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7.6.6 Estimation of Motion Vector Fields at Object Boundaries

To resolve the occlusion problem, discontinuities of the motion vector field must
be properly detected and resolved. However, no valid motion parameters can be
estimated for these areas, when no correspondences exist. If it is tried to estimate
motion nevertheless, the result will be erroneous and can even affect the parame
ters of neighbored not-occluded areas, e.g. if a matching area occasionally contains
both occluded and non-occluded positions. If reliable information about positions
of object boundaries was available, the motion estimation might become perfect;
unfortunately, such information is usually not known by the time of motion estima
tionl. A hypothesis about the general presence of a discontinuity, and also a
categorization of the type of occlusion (covered or uncovered area) can however
be gained from unreliable motion information.

current frame0 current frame0-1 .

uncovereduncovered

object

consistent
motion vector
~

inconsistent
motion vector
...........>

becoming becoming
covered covered

o~ect o~ect

0-1 o 0-1 o

Fig. 7.63. Detection of occluded areas by forwardlbackward motion estimation

Forwardlbackward estimation. In forward-directed motion estimation, the refer
ence frame precedes the current frame. In most motion estimation algorithms,
motion vectors are estimated for each pixel position of the current frame, irrespec
tive if they are valid or not. In this case, it can however be expected that motion
vectors for areas newly uncovered are undefined, as no correspondence can then
be established with the reference frame. Areas of the reference frame which are
becoming covered in the current frame can eventually be identified, as these will
not be referenced by a motion vector. In a backward estimation (where the subse
quent frame is the reference frame), these conditions are reversed (Fig. 7.63). For a
detection of the presence of occluded areas it is useful to compute the sum of re
lated forward and backward motion vectors from a frame pair. The vector kt<:m ,n)
is the forward vector estimated with frame 0 as 'current' frame, and kb(m,n) is the
backward vector, where frame 0-1 is the 'current' frame. Typically, vectors should

1 This is a hen-egg problem: Reliable motion information may even be needed to give
sufficient evidence about positions of object boundaries . Possible solutions are discussed in
sec. 10.2.3.
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be consistent, which means that they should uniquely connect two positions; as
forward and backward vectors are only different by sign, the sum should be zero.
Hence, a criterion to detect occluded positions can be gained by comparing the
norm of the vector sum against a threshold e. A criterion for pixel position (m,n)
in frame 0-1 becoming covered will be

Ilkb(m,n) +k r(m +kb(m,n),n +lb(m,n))11 > e,

while position (m,n) in frame 0 is potentially becoming uncovered if

Ilkr(m,n)+ kb(m +kr(m,n),n +Ir(m,n))11 > e .

(7.196)

(7.197)

11 II/ I[11/
i \\~
r\\~

a) b) c) d) e)

Fig. 7.64. Constellations in motion field divergence analysis: a Expansive, div>O b Con
tractive, div<O c Antipodal, div=O d Uncovered area, div >0 e Covered area, div<O

Divergence analysis. The divergence of the discrete motion vector field can be
defined at the pixel position of index (m,n) as I

div (k(m,n)) = l(m,n +1)-l(m,n) +k(m + l ,n) -k(m,n). (7.198)

The divergence is in general a criterion for geometric contraction or expansion
between the two frames that are referenced. For example, the divergence will be

>0 (Fig. 7.64a), when the reference frame scales up compared to the current
frame, which will be denoted as an expansive motion vector field;
<0 (Fig. 7.64b), when the reference frame is down-scaled , which means that
the motion vector field is contractive.

At positions of discontinuities in the motion vector field, a divergence :;to can be
observed in case of occlusions . The difference as compared to largely contractive
or expansive behavior is the abrupt change of the divergence, which means that the
derivative of the divergence is :;to at discontinuities . If however a discontinuity is
such that two objects move antipodal in opposite directions without effecting
occlusions, the divergence is zero (Fig. 7.64c). Otherwise, it can be concluded that
for div>O a new area is becoming uncovered (Fig. 7.64d), and for div<O, an area is
becoming covered.

I For the case of block motion vectors, this analysis would relate to the pixel position at the
bottom right corner of each block.
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The divergence criterion is only valid if the estimation is correct, which is critical
in the vicinity of motion discontinuities anyway. Divergence analysis should hence
not be applied to vectors detected as unreliable, such that in fact only combination
of different criteria, such as forwardlbackward estimation, cost-function analysis
etc. is useful. To eliminate small noise influences, a threshold value 8 is defined to
determine whether the motion vector field shows 'normal' behavior, whether it is
'contractive' (an area being covered) or 'expansive' (an area being uncoveredjl:

a) Idiv(k(rn, n))1 $ 8 ~ 'normal'

b) div (k(m,n) ) > 8 ~ 'expansive' or 'uncovered area'

c) div (k(m,n) ) < -8~ 'contractive' or 'covered area'.

(7.199)

The absolute value of the divergence can also be used to estimate the width of an
occluded area .

Contractive or expansive behavior of motion vector fields will be detected un
der different scenarios, e.g. zoom, an object approaching or disappearing from the
camera etc., but these will typically exhibit a smaller divergence than for cases of
severe occlusions. At boundaries of frames , occlusions are also present in case of
global camera motion.

7.6.7 Analysis of 3D Motion

Projection relationships, e.g. the central projection equation (1.1) and the related
speed equations (7.159) can be integrated into the formulation of the motion esti
mation problem, where parametrization is made similar as in (7.191)-(7.195) . This
can be used to perform motion and speed analysis directly relating to the 3D
world, provided that the distance Z is known. Due to the reciprocal dependency on
Z, the problem formulation in the respective equation system will neither be linear
nor can a polynomial form be described. In this case, it is possible to perform the
analysis by a system of homogeneous coordinates (cf. (7.207)). In general, solu
tions are very similar to depth estimation, which will be described in sec. 7.7.

For 3D shapes described by grids of vertices, motion estimation can be per
formed similar as in warping grid estimation (cf. sec. 7.6.4). For the case of a wire
frame description, it is either possible to project the vertices and their connectivity
into a grid on the image plane, or to estimate 3D motion of the vertices and per
form linear plane interpolation for the positions on the planar triangular patches
(cf. Fig. 7.65). In case of extraordinary shape deformations, it may also happen
that vertices are removed or added, or that a new interconnection topology of ver
tices has to be defined. It is however dependent on the application whether such
changes are desirable; in particular if it is expected that the original 3D shape will

I Definitions in (7.199) are for the case of backward estimation; in forward estimation, the
roles of 'covered' and 'uncovered' have to be interchanged.
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appear once again, or if temporary geometric distortions are acceptable, it will not
be useful to change the topology of vertex interconnections. In the case of moved
or animated 3D objects, which can contain components of rigid or non-rigid body
motion, the representation of motion will be more compact if the global (rigid
body) motion which applies to all vertices is described independently; this requires
3 parameters for translation and 3 parameters for rotation. Then, the deviation
between the vertex point movements and the prediction determined by global mo
tion parameters characterizes the local deformations of the object.

I

I
I

A ;'

A'

Fig. 7.65. Movement of vertices and surface points in a wireframe model

7.7 Disparity and Depth Analysis

Disparity analysis is also based on estimation of shift vectors by correspondence
analysis, where the reference of estimation is the image from another camera si
multaneously capturing the same exterior world scene. This is often used for the
purpose of depth analysis by stereoscopic camera systems. The relationship of two
images acquired by cameras from different positions I and II at the same time can
be interpreted as equivalent to the relationship of two frames from a video signal,
when the scene is static and the camera translates from position I to position II in
the sampling difference time between two subsequent frames. From this observa
tion, it can be expected that no fundamental difference exists between motion
analysis and disparity analysis. It must however be observed that in video camera
movement translations of the camera position are less frequently performed than
rotations e.g. on a tripod. Occlusion effects are more severe and occluded areas
can be much wider in cases of camera translation and in stereoscopic acquisition,
which is in particular true when an object is at relatively short distance from the
cameras. As a consequence, robust methods are needed for disparity estimation,
which gives a favor to methods like multi-resolution block matching and feature
matching. In stereoscopic analysis, mostly two equal cameras having a pre-defined
distance and relative orientation are used to gain depth information about a scene
or an object.
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I b
I

: r,(P)

Fig. 7.66. Projection of a point P from the exterior world into the image planes of a stereo
scopic camera system

The principle of stereoscopic acquisition is shown in Fig. 7.66. Regarding the
central projection equation (7.100), the focal point of camera I is at Ki=[O,O,O], the
focal point of camera II at K 1F[b\,b2,0] . The distances b, and bi are the baseline
distances between the cameras in horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.
The optical axes are assumed to be parallel here, both cameras 'staring' into the
same direction. The centers of the image planes are at [O,O,F] and [b"b2,F], and
the image planes are in parallel with the (X,Y)-plane of the global coordinate sys
tem. A point P=[Xp,Yp,Zp] from the exterior world is projected into the image
plane of camera I at position rF[r,(P) SI(P)]\ into the plane of camera II at posi-

tion ru=[ru(P) su(p)f (see Fig. 7.66) 1. Substituting these values in (7.100) gives

(7.200)

(7.201)

Assuming that both cameras have identical focal lengths F=FFFu, the depth dis
tance of the point can be computed as

Z =F . bl =F . b2

p 'i (P) - rn(P) SI (P) - sn(P)

The relative shift between the coordinates, at which the same point is observed in
the image planes of cameras I and II, is the stereoscopic parallax. The discrete
equivalent thereof, i.e. the shift by a certain number of pixels in the sampled im
ages, is the disparity dh (horizontally) or d; (vertically) ; disparities relate to paral
lax values normalized by the sampling distances Rand S:

1 The image plane coordinates refer to an origin which is the center of the image plane of
the respective camera.
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d (P) = 'i(P)-rn(P) = b,F
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Fig. 7.67. Stereoscopic camera system with convergent camera axes, and position ofworld
coordinate points at which the disparity will be zero

Parallaxes and disparities are reciprocally-dependent on the depth distance of P:

F . b2

S ·dJP)
(7.203)

In principle, the depth can be determined either from horizontal or from vertical
disparities, but the result will be more reliable if the direction of higher baseline
distance is used. Substituting (7.201) into (7.200), the coordinates X p and Yp ofP
can be computed as1

(7.204)

By the given equations, it is possible to determine the position of a point in the 3D
world, if the properties of the stereoscopic camera system are exactly known, if the
baseline distances are greater than zero in horizontal and vertical dimensions- and
if the parallax or disparity can be estimated. If only the depth Zp shall be deter
mined, it is sufficient to estimate either the horizontal or the vertical disparity. In
general, (7.200)-(7 .204) reflect only a specific case of stereoscopy, where both
cameras have parallel optical axes, which is a co-planar stereoscopic system. The
optical axes of the two cameras in this case only converge at infinite distance. In
normal human vision and stereoscopic camera acquisition, it is typically desirable
that an object at a given distance shall be visible at or near the center of the image

1 Provided that Zp<oo, where the disparity converges towards a zero value.

2 If e.g. b2=O, the vertical distance Yp can not be estimated.
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planes in both cameras'. Then, the optical axes must be convergent. Assume the
cameras are at the same vertical position (b2=0), and the convergence is achieved
only by a rotation of the image planes around axes which are parallel with the Y
axis. The optical axes are tilted towards each other by a convergence angle a. Only
the horizontal disparity dh=d shall be estimated, and the horizontal baseline dis
tance shall be b. Then, the disparity will not be zero for infinite distance, but at the
po int ofconvergence; it will also be zero for any points P which are positioned on
an elliptic curve as shown in Fig. 7.67. Rough and simple depth estimation is pos
sible if a correction factor is introduced in (7.203). In a coplanar geometry, the
point ofconvergence at distance tJ of the cameras, would cause a disparity

R·do =F . ..!:.....-"" F ·az" '
with ameasured in radians. Approximately, the case of convergent cameras can be
interpreted such that only a constant offset of horizontal disparities applies as
compared to the coplanar case, if the depth to be analyzed is not too much differ
ent of tJ, and the point P is not too far from the optical axes. Then, for small con
vergence angles, the following relationship can be given for the disparities d*(P)
measured in the convergent camera system, and the absolute depth position of the
respective point p2:

Z "" F . b _
P R.(d*(P)+do)

b

(R /F)·d*(P)+a
(7.206)

visible only
for camera I

visible for visible only
no camera for camera \I

Fig. 7.68. Correspondence problem caused by occlusions in stereoscopic acquisition

1 In human vision, an object which is focused by the eyes will also be projected to the
fovea centralis of the retina where it appears by highest resolution (cf. sec. 6.1.1).

2 It is very likely that the human visual system performs similar simplified methods of
'depth estimation'; all the constraints given here hold for the case where an object is focused
by the eyes.
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For an exact estimation of the 3D world coordinates and for cases where the con
straints as given do not apply, a full analysis of the projection mapping into both
cameras is necessary, which will be explained in detail in sections 7.7.1 and 7.7.2.

As in motion estimation, the underlying problem in disparity estimation is to de
termine exact point-wise correspondences between the projected points appearing
in the image planes of cameras I and II. This can be problematic at boundaries of
foreground objects, where parts of the background will be occluded in the image
of one of the cameras: For these positions, it is impossible to determine disparity
and distance (see Fig. 7.68) . This phenomenon also applies to human vision, how
ever the human subject will often utilize semantic knowledge to make a guess
about the distance of these areas, e.g. by extrapolating from the depth of surround
ing areas which are visible to both eyes 1•

The position at which a corresponding point can be found in the other camera
image is not arbitrary, if the exact configuration of cameras is known as shown in
Fig. 7.69. IfP appears in image plane I at pdrI(P),sI(P),FIf, it must be positioned
in the 3D world on the line (KIPD, which connects the focal point KI with PI' This
line is one of the 'rays of vision' of camera I, it is however not known at which
distance (Zp) P is positioned on the ray. The projection of P into image plane II
must originate from some point on (KIPI), and will be directed towards the focal
point Ku of camera II. The epipolar plane is defined as a plane spanned by (KIPD
and the base line (K[Kn) between the projection centers. All possible projection
positions of P in image plane II must be on the epipolar line, which is the intersec
tion between the epipolar plane and image plane II. By reversing this principle, an
epipolar line in image plane I is defined. Corresponding points need only to be
searched along the epipolar lines, which highly simplifies disparity estimation for
the case where the stereoscopic camera configuration is known . The epipolar plane
and also its intersection with the respective image plane (the epipolar line) depend
on the position ofP. In correspondence estimation, for any point in the left plane, a
unique epipolar line can be determined for the right plane and vice versa . In case
of co-planar cameras with b2=O, the epipolar lines are horizontal, i.e. for a given
point in row n of the left image, the epipolar line is the row n of the right image
and vice versa. Then, correspondences between the two images can exclusively be
found in identical rows ; consequently, disparity estimation for co-planar configura
tions is extremely simple . A very accurate adjustment of cameras is however re
quired. By application of camera calibration [ZHANG, Xu 1996], it is possible to
determine the exact camera configuration which allows to compensate deviations
from the perfect co-planar adjustment-, The following section gives a more gener-

1 In general, for depth perception in human vision, the stereoscopic parallax is of higher
importance only in the relatively near range «10m). Other effects, in particular the motion
parallax (where the viewpoint is slightly changed) playa similar important role.

2 Camera calibration requires availability of 3D information assigned to a number of char
acteristic points from the 3D scene, which can uniquely be identified in the image plane;
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alized view of projection relationships in stereoscopic and other multiple-view
camera systems.

possiblepositions
in the right imageplane

epipolarplane

Fig. 7.69. Epipolar geometry in a convergent stereoscopic camera system

7.7.1 Central Projection in Stereoscopic and Multiple-camera Systems

In a system of two cameras I und II, the world coordinate system shall have its
origin at the focal point Kr, and the optical axis of cameraI shall be the Z axis. The
mapping of a point P from the 3D world into the point PI of the first camera's im
age plane can according to (7.100) be described as

(7.207)

This nonlinear relationship can be linearized if a homogeneous coordinate map
ping is used. Homogeneous coordinates of a vector in a K-dimensional space are
extended by one additional dimension, which expresses a 'scaling factor' for the
original components:

PI

=[AP]=A[P] => P=~[;:]n pz
Pz - (7.208)

P == ;K ¢:> p ==
PK

A, 1 PK+l '

PK+I Pn

Using homogeneous coordinates on both sides, the mapping of a point into plane I
(7.207) can be re-written as follows:

the problem simplifies, if groups of reference points are found on planar surfaces which
allow unique mapping into all three coordinate axis orientations of the 3D space.
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(7.209)

It is assumed that the origin of the image-plane coordinate system is at the center
of the image plane, the system shall be equally scaled and axes (r,s) have the same
orientations as the (X,Y) plane of the world coordinate system. To allow usage of
discrete coordinates on the image plane , it is necessary to shift the origin into the
top-left comer as for common addressing of image matrices (Fig. 1.6). Further,
horizontal and vertical sampling distances Rand S are included in the formulation.
This is achieved by applying a coordinate transform A, which describes a rectan
gular sampling! and a translational shift; in the new coordinate system, the center
of the image plane is at position (mo,no).

(7.210)

(7.211)

For camera I, the following discrete image matrix positions reflect the projection
ofP:

A'PI=A'L'P=[I/~(I) l /~(I) ::(:I:].[~ ; ~ ~] .P
00 10010

[

F; / R(I) 0 mo(I)] [1 0 0 0] _
= 0 F; / S (I) no(I) . 0 1 0 O·P.

o 0 10010
, ,~

H(I) LN

The matrix H holds the intrinsic camera parameters, LN is the normalized projec
tion matrix . The scaling factor A can in principle be chosen arbitrarily, and is not
explicitly used in the subsequent deductions.

! Other sampling matrix definitions are possible.
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The mapping process (7.211) shall now be described separately for the two cam
eras. Herein, it must be observed that the origin of the world coordinate system
was defined by relationship with the orientation and focal point K1 of the first
camera; regarding camera II, a 3D translation shift vector t and a rotation matrix R
express the position and orientation. (7.102) can be mapped into homogeneous
coordinates by

- [R t] ~P'=R ·P+t ~ P'= 0 I 'P ,

'-----v----'
D

(7.212)

The matrix D contains the extrinsic parameters of camera system III; (7.212)
expresses at which position P' of the exterior world a point must be located, if it
shall be visible in the image plane of camera II at position PI. By reversion of this
principle (camera is interpreted to be translated and rotated, while the point is
fixed), it is straightforward to determine the actual projected position Pn which
exactly corresponds to PI:

PI=H(I)·LN·P ~ Pu=H(U) ·LN ·D ·P=H(II) .[R t) ·P. (7.213)

7.7.2 Epipolar Geometry for arbitrary Camera Configurations

As shown in Fig. 7.69, the point P and the focal points Kh Kn span the epipolar
plane II p, on which the projected points Ph Pn and the rays of projection are found.
II p intersects the camera planes I and II by the epipolar lines Ip(l) and Ip(ll). Epipolar
planes IIp; which are spanned by points P; and the focal points Kh Kn, establish a
'set of planes'I, All members of this set intersect at the baseline connection (KIKn)
between the two focal points of the cameras (see Fig. 7.70).

The intersecting lines of epipolar planes and image planes also establish a set
of epipolar lines . All epipolar planes intersect in (KIKn), and further all epipolar
lines must be on the respective image plane. Hence, it can be concluded that all
epipolar lines related to an image plane will intersect in just one point, which is the
intersection of (KIKn) with the image plane or its infinite extension; these unique
points el for camera I and en for camera II are the epipolesi . The epipoles can be
interpreted as the projection of the focal point KI into image plane II (giving en)

I The stereoscopic camera configuration is now fully described by the 12 extrinsic parame
ters and each 5 intrinsic parameters (7.211) for cameras I and II. If the world coordinate
reference is not the coordinate system of camera I, also the extrinsic parameters of camera I
must be given. For any additional camera, another 12 extrinsic and 5 intrinsic parameters
must be provided .

2 The number of epipolar planes is in fact much lower than the number of possible points
Pi, as many points will 'share' each epipolar plane.

3 In case of a co-planar stereoscopic camera system, the epipoles are at an infinite distance,
and all epipolar lines are in parallel.
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and vice versa. The image plane coordinates of the two epipoles are determined in
the sequel; when the epipoles are known, the computation of the epipolar line
parameters is simple.

,

,
,
,

Fig. 7.70. Set of epipolarplanes, epipolar lines and epipoles(source: PASEWALDT)

The focal point K) of the first camera has homogeneous coordinates [0 0 0 If in
its own coordinate system which is also the world coordinate system. Substituted
in (7.213), the homogeneous image plane coordinates of the epipole en as projec
tion of'K, into image plane II result by

e =H(II) .[R t] .[~]=H(II).t=[:r] .t:::::>e =_1 .[hr.t].II 0 2 II hT.t hT.t
hT 3 2

I 3

(7.214)

The coordinates Kn in the (non-homogeneous) coordinate system of the second
camera are [0 0 O]T. The coordinate transformation (7.212) maps Kn into the sys
tem ofcamera I as

O=R ·KII +t:::::> KII =-R-1 ·t . (7.215)

R describes a rotation along three orthogonal coordinate axes without scaling,
which means that R represents an orthonormal and real-valued transform matrix,
for which R"1=RT. Using (7.213), the epipole on image plane I is
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(7.216)

A point PI in image plane I corresponds with P" in plane II which must be On the
epipolar line IpIIIl. This can be described by the epipolar equation as follows. As
the 3D world point P must be on the projection ray (KIPI) (see Fig. 7.69), its coor
dinates can be determined from the coordinates of PI except for a scaling factor c.
The non-uniqueness follows from the arbitrary selection of the value A when map
ping into the homogeneous coordinate system is made, such that the reverse map
ping is not unique. From (7.207) and (7.208),

If (7.217) is substituted into the equations related to camera II from (7.213), the
following relationship (epipolar equation) results :

[[
(I)J-I ~ ]

Pn=HIII) ·[R t]· H c ' PI =H(I1) .R{H(I)T'·PI+C .H(I1) .t. (7.218)

It can be shown that the same factor c also applies for the reverse mapping P,,-)PI'
Therefore, if the correspondence between the positions of mappings PI and PII of P
into the two image planes can be found (e.g. by disparity estimation), the factor c
can be determined, and subsequently, by substituting into (7.217), the full position
of P in the world coordinate system can be computed1. To achieve this, all intrin
sic and extrinsic parameters of the camera system must be known and used in HIll,
HIlI), Rand t. (7.218) establishes a very general relationship between the image
plane mappings of arbitrarily positioned cameras. It is straightforward to extend
this to multi-camera configurations, where e.g. correspondences between points in

1 Of course, this is not possible ifno correspondence can be established between PI and Pn.
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more than two camera planes are sought. The relationship is further applicable in
view point synthesis , e.g. to determine the mapping of a point into the image plane
of a virtual camera with desired position and orientation (cf. sec. 15.3 and 15.5). In
typical stereoscopic camera configurations with almost identical intrinsic parame
ters for two cameras of same type, K I and Ku differ only by coordinate X, and
vector t equals zero except for the horizontal component, such that significant
simplifications are possible.

7.8 Mosaics

A mosaic is a large panoramic view which is made up of patches of image content
as appearing over a certain period of time in a video sequence, typically perform
ing global motion. It can also be constructed from several still images shot under
different view angles with partially overlapping areas. A prerequisite condition
will be that no local motion occurs in the frames, or that at least locally moving
objects are excluded when the mosaic is generated. Mosaics are usually defined
using parametric motion models that describe the geometric transform (warping)
of the single frames into a common reference coordinate system. For the case of
mosaics generated from video sequences, it is also useful to retain the temporal
reference information of each of the contributing frames along with the sets of
motion parameters, which allows to use any spacing of frames in generating the
mosaic. This will in particular be useful if single frames shall be reconstructed
from the mosaic, by performing back projection into the image plane coordinates
for the original temporal position.

If the mosaic is defined on a plane, the key step in constructing is parametric
global motion estimation, which can be performed as described in sec. 7.6.5. Once
the global motion is known, the frames can be warped and blended into one com
mon mosaic frame, which can be interpreted and further processed as a larger-size
image. For more general cases, mosaics can also be defined on cylindrical, spheri
cal and adaptive manifold coordinate systems [PELEG ET AL. 2000]. However, these
transformations are mathematically more complex and require exact knowledge
about the intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters related to each view [McMILLAN,

BISHOP 1995]. It is important to note in this context that high-quality mosaics can
only be generated if no significant occlusion occurs between the different frames
of the video sequence or the different images from a series of stills. This can
strictly only be guaranteed if the relevant scene content is at far distance (e.g.
panoramic view over a city or landscape), or if the camera is strictly rotated
around the focal point. In both cases, when the pin hole camera model is used and
the central projection equation (Ll) applies, perspective mapping (7.109) is the
perfect warping model to generate the mosaic on a plane [SMOLIC, SIKORA, OHM 1999] .

If however the camera acquisition bears geometric distortions such as lens distor-
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tions, it can be advantageous to use higher-order parametric models like (7.111) to
obtain a better global mapping in case of camera movements.

Fig. 7.71 Example ofa mosaic image generated from a video sequence which was shot by a
panning camera (source: SMOLlC)

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 7.72. a Mosaic extracted from a video sequence b Three original frames from the
sequence c Background-only frames reconstructed from the mosaic (source : SMOLlC)
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Various schemes can be used for integrating and blending of the aligned frames in
the construction of the mosaic. A regular or weighted temporal average of the
intensity values from different frames may cause an effect of blurring; alterna
tively, a temporal (optionally weighted) median filtering of the intensity values can
be applied. A third way is to use only information from nor more than one frame at
one specific pixel position of the mosaic, such that the mosaic is constructed e.g.
by pasting the data found first for this position in the sequence of pictures. Finally,
if the motion warping is done with sub-pixel accuracy, it is also possible to gener
ate mosaics which have higher resolution than the original frames of the sequence
[SMOLIC, WIEGAND 2001] . An example ofa mosaic generated from a sequence of video
with slowly-panning camera is shown in Fig. 7.71.

Usage of mosaics. As mosaics contain the condensed image information either
from a video sequence or from a series of still images, they can be used right away
to extract any feature data that relate to an entire scene; in case where the motion
information and temporal reference information are evaluated, localized features
contained in the mosaic can also be related to specific positions in time.

Another usage of mosaics is for the purpose of frame reconstruction. This is
done by back projection, inverting the motion equations and warping from the
mosaic into the reference coordinate systems of the output images I. Conventional
image compression techniques can be applied to represent the mosaic, which then
along with the global motion parameters represents the information which is static,
except for the global motion.

Reconstruction from mosaics can also be used to artificially remove moving
objects from a video scene. Fig. 7.72a shows a mosaic which was extracted auto
matically from a scene with a camera panning and zooming, where the white boxes
indicate the positions of three original frames shown in Fig. 7.72b. The horse rider
in the foreground is not visible in the mosaic, because only areas are included
which match the global motion parameter model. Fig. 7.72c shows the respective
background parts, as reconstructed from the mosaic using the inverse global mo
tion mapping parameters for back projection into original positions .

7.9 Face Detection and Description

Human faces are an important content of images and video sequences with direct
relationship to semantic meaning. It is firstly important to analyze where faces are

1 If this is done for the purpose of video encoding, the mosaic which establishes a large
image memory containing pieces from several frames is also denoted as sprite. Actually,
this denotation originated from computer games, where it was used for a large (graphical)
background image from which only a projection of a smaller area is shown at each moment.
The term 'sprite' was later taken up in the MPEG-4 standard.
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in an image and eventually perform further processing aiming at recognition of
persons or analysis offacial actions.

Po

P,

Fig. 7.73. Positions offeature points and feature areas in a simple 2D face structure model
for frontal-view analysis.

For face detection, color is an important feature; colors of human skin are quite
characteristic and can be modeled by vector Gaussian distributions in the color
space, such that statistical criteria can be applied for confidence testing and classi
fication (cf. chap. 9). It is however important to distinguish between face areas and
other areas of same color, such as hands etc. This can be done by incorporating
either face structure models or face texture models. Face texture models are also
frequently used for face recognition as described below. A simple 2D face struc
ture model is shown in Fig. 7.73. Typically, morphological operations are first
applied to the patch areas which fulfill the color model, to fill holes, remove ir
regularities from the outer shape etc. Pre-selection of candidate face regions is
made based on primitive form parameters such as (7.95)-(7.98). Edge detection is
then applied to the texture in the candidate areas, where it is analyzed if e.g. char
acteristic edge shapes are found by the expected orientations as specified by fea
ture points within typical feature areas like eyes, nose, mouth etc.

Face texture models. Face texture models are often used for face identification.
As a first step, it is necessary to align a face by geometric mapping, such that eyes,
mouth etc. are at the same positions as assumed by the texture model; such align
ment can again be made on basis of a structure model as shown in Fig. 7.73. It is
further necessary to compensate effects of different illumination conditions. For
the case of frontal-view analysis, the face texture is typically defined within an
elliptical shape. One of the most common approaches for face texture description
is eigenface analysis [TURK, PENTLAND 1991]. The face eigenvectors are constructed
from autocovariance analysis of a model face and are basis images of the optimum
transform of the face texture model (cf. sec. 4.3.2). An example of first 10 eigen
faces extracted from a mean face texture model is shown in Fig. 7.74.
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Fig. 7.74. 'Mean face' texture model computed from a set of geometrically adjusted face
images and its first 10 eigenfaces (source: MENSER)

Eigenface texture models can either be generated for individual persons or as an
average over the face texture of multiple persons; the first approach is useful for
face identification, where it can be tested if a face of an acquired image fits with
the pre-defined eigenfaces of a specific person. Alternative basis functions which
are used for face texture analysis are Gabor wavelets [BUHMANN ET AL. 1992] (sec.
7.2.2) or bases from linear discriminant analysis (cf. sec. 9.2.5 and 17.6.3).

Facial action analysis. Facial action analysis is important for recognition of facial
gestures and expressions, but can also be used for synthesis ofgraphical face mod
els. Again, pre-defined models must be aligned to the captured images, e.g. by
matching the face acquired from a camera to the correct position of a head model,
such that the model can accordingly be adapted. Alternatively, 3D head models
based on wireframe constructions (sec. 7.4.6) are used, which must then be
matched by projection with an actual face image. Two examples of such models
are shown in Fig. 7.75, which put explicit emphasis on important areas such as
eyes or mouth. It can be assumed that a person's head is moved within the 3D
world as an entire unit (globally). If the head is interpreted as approximately rigid,
6 parameters are sufficient to characterize the global head motion, e.g. if a person
is nodding the head. The visible surface of the head is subdivided into smaller
segments or patches, which can continuously be aligned with the actually observed
image by properties of color, texture etc. The movements of some patches will
show typical deviations from the global motion e.g. by mimic expressions of the
face, by opening of the mouth or the eyes. As the patches of the model are pre
defined for specific areas of the face, a semantic relationship can be assigned, and
an analysis of mimic expressions becomes possible.

Fig. 7.75. Prototypic head models a as proposed by AlZAWA et. al.
b "Candide" after [RYDFALK 1987]
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Most important mimic expressions can be related to movements of eyes, eyebrows
and eyelids, of mouth and lips, and of the nose I. Fig. 7.76a shows face control
points, which can be used to characterize the most important mimic expressions. In
addition, Fig. 7.76b shows examples how typical lip configurations can be ex
pressed by a very low number of control points. It is not even necessary to regard
each of these control points independently, as usually symmetry is present, and
groups of control points will be moved simultaneously in typical mimic expres
sions. Such groupings of control point movements are denoted as facial action
units (FAU). Accurate description of mimic expressions can be achieved by defini
tion of a finite set of FAUs2, which can however hardly be analyzed by automatic
systems today. These FAUs can further be structured and combined into visemest
which are rudimentary elements of facial expressions. The most relevant facial
expressions are related to the moods of surprise, disgust, anger, fear, happiness
and sadness.

a) b)

Fig. 7.76. a Control points for mimic characterization b Typical lip movements
[after AIZAWA et. al.]

7.10 Audio Signal Features

In definition of reasonable features for characterization of audible signals, it is first
useful to categorize the signals into classes such as speech, acoustic or sound
events, music, single instruments etc. Certain basic features are however applicable
to any type of these signals. Important aspects for audio signal categorization are
also related to room acoustics, where a detailed treatise would however go beyond
the scope of this book. In the following sections, an overview is given about the
most important features for description of audible signals and related feature
extraction methods. For audio signals, it is in some cases straightforward to define
features which are quite analogous to subjective perception, since the properties of

1 Observe this is the same as for graphical characters drawn in comic books or movies.

2 For facial description in the MPEG-4 standard, 66 FAUs are defined.

3 The term viseme is borrowed from the denotation ofphonemes which are often used in
speech description and recognition .
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the human hearing system are well-known. In other cases, such as speech recogni
tion, a direct relationship with semantic meaning can be established; automatic
extraction methods exist for such applications.

7.10.1 Basic Features

Time/frequency descriptions (spectral properties in dependency of time) are very
important for audio signal analysis. By spectrograms, basic features like pitch
frequency, harmonic properties, changes or fluctuations of tone frequency, and
spectral amplitude distributions over time can be analyzed1. For this purpose, in
principle any frequency transform method can be applied. To achieve a continuous
change of the spectrum over time, it is advantageous to employ a transform with
overlapping windows (see Fig. 7.77). This is equivalent to a short-time Fourier
transform (cf. sec. 4.4.4) , where now the DFT is used over a finite window of
samples. To avoid errors in the spectrum estimation due to the finite analysis inter
val, windowing functions like e.g. the Hamming window (5.45) are applied prior
to DFT computation.
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Fig. 7.77. Generation of a spectrogram representation for audio signals

Audio signals are often harmonic by nature, such that the spectrum can be inter
preted by a pitch frequency and harmonics, which altogether establish a line spec
trum. The analysis of pitch is an important task in audio signal analysis, applicable
both to speech signals and music signals. If the pitch shall be detected from the
spectrogram, the accuracy is however dependent of the DFT analysis length-.

1 In fact, spectrograms are often visualized by 2D images, where the horizontal position
relates to the time axis, the vertical position to the frequency axis.

2 Ideal spectral lines are often spread over a range of neighbored frequencies when spectral
analysis is performed over finite segments. This occurs in particular when the analysis
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Other methods of pitch analysis are based on autocorrelation analysis (where side
maxima of the autocorrelation function are found at the pitch period and its multi
ples) or computation of the cepstruml

V - I "2 mu

c(m) = ~)og[I+IX(U)ll/ Jrlj

u=o
(7.219)

In the signal c(m), a pulse train appears for periodic signals which by the period
between the pulses relates to the pitch frequency. In particular for speech signals,
also the linear-prediction parameters can be utilized for raw pitch analysis (see sec.
4.2.2 and 14.1). The z-transform of an LPC synthesis filter exhibits poles, which in
case of harmonic signals will be positioned near the unit circle in the complex z
plane, at angular orientations which correspond to the frequencies of the pitch and
its harmonics.

7.10.2 Speech Signal Analysis

Speech signals can be decomposed into voiced and unvoiced segments (see sec.
14.1). To classify the signal into its voiced/unvoiced parts, cepstrum analysis can
be applied as well: In unvoiced segments, the cepstrum possesses just one peak at
n=O, while for voiced segments a pulse train appears. One important application of
speech analysis is speech recognition. It is however not possible to identify spoken
letters directly by the sound of speech, as the context is important to determine
how a letter is pronounced. An indirect mapping between speech sound and letters
is enabled by the meta-unit of phonemes, which are combinations of letters in a
certain pronounciation. Definition of phonemes highly depends on the language,
typically the number of phonemes will be significantly higher (l0-15x) than the
number of letters.

Properties both of voiced and unvoiced phonemes can also be determined from
the spectrum. In voiced speech, spectral distribution into a low number of spectral
lines is characteristic. The dominant harmonics are called formants , where usually
the largest three formants are sufficient to distinguish the different voiced speech
sounds. In unvoiced speech, criteria like spectral maximum and roll-off character
istics (decay towards higher frequencies) also play an important role . In addition
temporal properties like the amplitude envelope are important, which e.g. allows
distinguishing between plosive and whizzing sounds.

To recognize speech reliably, a simple concatenation of recognized phonemes
is not sufficient, either. This is in particular true, as the features of phonemes are
subject to variations, while some phonemes have a high similarity (e.g. sounds

block length of the DFT is not a multiple of the pitch period. Only if the latter condition is
perfectly fulfilled, a true line spectrum can be detected by DFT analysis.

1 This artificial word denotes the inverse Fourier transform of a logarithrnically
transformed amplitude spectrum. The following definition assumes usage of a DFT spec
trum.
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containing spoken letters 'b' or 'd', 't' or 'p'). Hence, the decision may be ambigu
ous; it is rather necessary to analyze the occurrence of sequences ofphonemes,
giving the context of words. This can be achieved by application of probability
models. The most widely used methods for speech recognition are based on Hid
den Markov Models (HMM, cf. sec. 9.4.6), which are described by state transition
probabilities, with states characterizing the subsequent phonemes . On this basis,
the sequence of highest probability is detected by comparing the likelihood of the
analyzed phoneme sequence against different hypotheses of state sequences.

An important aspect is also the detection of speechless intervals. This is neces
sary to segment the signal into sections for further analysis, e.g. separate sentences
into single words. In the most simple approach, this can be achieved by a threshold
detection (suppression of small amplitudes), which will however fail if background
noise is present. The separation of phonemes is more difficult, but often also a
transition phase of smaller amplitude will be present ; furthermore, the change of
characteristic phoneme properties is a criterion by itself. The separation can then
be achieved by first performing analysis over a fixed block-length raster, where a
hypothesis about a change of the phoneme is made when the characteristics of two
subsequent analysis blocks are significantly different. The exact boundary is then
found by analysis on a more granular level. In general, the reliability of speech
recognition will be clearly worse in an environment distorted by background noise.

Due to the generation by the human vocal tract, tones which are sung have similar
characteristics as speech. The methods for speech analysis can hence partially be
applied to analyze music pieces of song type. In general, tones in singing are much
more pure and less subject to temporal variations than speech tones.

7.10.3 Musical Signals, Instruments and Sounds

Due to the physiological properties of the human ear (excitation of the basilar
membrane by oscillations, cf. sec. 6.2.1) harmonic sounds are better distinguish
able and are perceived as more comfortable. Traditionally, many musical instru
ments produce tones of harmonic characteristics, and also melodies and music
pieces use sequences or an orchestration which preferably gives a harmonic im
pression. Similar to voiced and unvoiced speech, music sounds and the related
instruments can be roughly characterized into harmonic and percussive. Harmonic
sounds are typically also sustained and coherent, which means they keep similar
properties over a longer time interval. Percussive sounds do not have a sustain
phase, as percussive instruments are typically excited by pulse-like events (key of
a piano, beat on a drum) instead of the permanent excitation of harmonic instru
ments (air blown through a flute). A sustain phase will however exist for instru
ments which are excited by pulses but tend to resonance, as e.g. bells. Such inhar
monic sounds are also coherent. Further, non-coherent sounds exist. The spectral
models for harmonic instruments are similar as for voiced speech, however for the
identification of some instruments (e.g. violins), three formants are not sufficient.
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Instrumental sounds, synthetic sounds and mixtures of any of these can be charac
terized either by the properties of the spectral envelope (peaks, roll-off characteris
tics) or by the envelope of temporal amplitudes (e.g. transitions where a tone
starts, increases/decreases by amplitude or stops). Some of the features subse
quently described can directly be mapped into semantic characterizations known
from music science, and e.g. establish a solid basis for automatic annotation of
music pieces or music genres. Most of the basic methods introduced in this section
are also implemented as audio feature descriptors in the MPEG-7 standard (cf. sec.
17.6.4)

Tone frequency and loudness. The pitch of a tone and its harmonics are usually
generated much cleaner by music instruments than it is the case for speech. For
some instruments, the possible number of different tones is finite, i.e. except for
the case of mis-tuning, the instrument will only be capable to generate tones from a
discrete set (Examples: flute, piano; counter-examples : string instruments). For the
overall impression of a sound, the pitch is rather important as well; the pitch dis
tance between two tones is however not a good metric to be mapped into human
capability to distinguish different sounds. As an example, a tone which is higher by
one octave is perceived as being more similar than a tone which may only be
slightly higher, but not a harmonic of the first tone's pitch. Related to the similarity
and capability to distinguish between two tones by their height, the 'pitch helix'
shown in Fig. 7.78 is an interesting concept [SHEPARD 1999], where tones which are
different by one octave in pitch are stacked directly above each other. For reliable
pitch analysis, a minimum number of periods must be available. Humans also
typically need to hear at least 10-20 periods of a waveform until being able to
recognize the frequency of a short tone burst.

Fig. 7.78.Pitchhelix [afterSHEPARD]

A rough analysis of the instantaneous loudness can be gained by a windowed
power analysis, taking the squares of signal amplitudes over a local neighborhood
window of length 2M+I,
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1 m+M

~(m)=-- L x2(m+k).

2M +1 k=m-M

The signal Pim) can be sub-sampled by a factor that corresponds to the window
length; on the other hand, the window should be short enough to capture instanta
neous power fluctuations whenever this is required by the target application of the
analysis.

Spectrogram Ear transfer Bark-scale-- function I-----extraction
equalisation

transformation

Spreading!
loudness
mapping

Silence
indication

Fig. 7.79. Method to analyze loudness and silence

Loudness relates to the actually-perceived sound level of a music piece or sound
event. Subjectively-adapted loudness measurement units are phon and sone (where
the latter one is based on the psycho-acoustically adapted Bark scale, see sec.
6.2.2) [ZWICKER 1982]. Subjectively perceived 'doubling of loudness' does not corre
spond to a doubling of sound pressure level. Another important aspect of loudness
measurements is related to detection of imperceptible or irrelevant sound events,
which could be characterized as perceptual silence. A schema to analyze loudness
and silence based on psycho-acoustic criteria is shown in Fig. 7.79. As loudness is
frequency-dependent, the analysis is performed by application of a short-time
Fourier transform over a given analysis window. The result is weighted by the
psycho-acoustic transfer function, the mapping of spectral coefficients into the
Bark scale and finally the loudness computation from the energy contributions of
the frequency groups (in units of sone) . Based on the loudness values, a threshold
operation is applied to detect silence, which however also may need to take into
account the temporal masking effects (cf. sec. 6.2.2)

Due to temporal masking, silence periods will only be relevant if they are
longer than a certain minimum duration, which further depends on the previous
loudness level. To avoid that the silence detection will frequently tum on and off
in cases where low loudness levels fluctuate by a certain variation, a principle
based on two threshold levels as shown in Fig. 7.80 can be appliedl. The start ofa
silence period is detected when a lower threshold value is reached. Only if an
upper threshold level is superseded, the silence period is terminated again. Switch
ing to a silence period is performed only if the lower threshold criterion holds for a
certain minimum duration tmin' A sliding-window mean filtering ofloudness ampli
tudes can be performed in addition to stabilize the procedure. Different variants of
such a scheme are possible, e.g. using more than 2 threshold levels, adaptive
thresholds or context-dependent definitions of minimum durations.

1 Similar dual-threshold methods are used in edge tracking (sec. 7.3.3) and video segmenta
tion (sec. 10.2.1).
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Fig. 7.80. Threshold analysis using two different thresholds to detect perceptual silence
[after MPEG]

Basic spectral features. Direct spectral analysis based on (windowed) DFT coef
ficients or DFT power coefficients is not useful. Perceptually weighted frequency
band partitions have rather non-uniform distribution. A typical approach in par
ticular for music analysis is octave band scaling, where a logarithm of base 2 is
used to perform a nonlinear mapping of the frequency axis. It is necessary to ob
serve lower and upper band edges of the frequency range that shall be analyzed,
typically bounding the range of the audible spectrum. Assume that k=I is the low
est band within the relevant range, and K DFT coefficients X(k) are available be
tween lower and upper band edges. The centroid of spectral power distribution as
related to an octave-scale frequency axis with an anchor frequency of 1 KHz is
then computed as

K 2

L)og2 (j(k)11000) ·IX(k)1
C = ..o.k;:,=I__-.,;;-- _

x K 2 '

L:IX(k)1
k=1

(7.221)

where j(k) is the frequency [Hz] associated to coefficient k. The actual frequency
associated with the centroid will be 2c kHz. The spectral spread can be expressed
on the same logarithmic scale as a 'standard deviation' of the power distribution
around the centroid,

s =x

K 2

L:log2 (j(k)11000-C x / ·IX(k)1
k- I (7.222)

C, and S, are scalar parameters which only roughly express the spectral power
distribution. On the other hand, using the linear frequency scale of the DFT does
not provide a good match with the perceptual properties. More reasonable analysis
is made by usage of a constant number of frequency bands per octave, or by using
the nonlinear Bark scale (cf. sec. 6.2.2). In these cases, the numbers of DFT coef-
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ficients that fall into the different bands are not constant. Assume that within a
band b on the nonlinear frequency axis, the lowest DFT frequency index will be
kl(b) and the highest index will be kh(b). Then, the percentage of spectral power
that falls into band b can be computed as I

kh(b) 2

IIX(k)1
P (b) = k=kJ(b ) .100 [%].

x K 2

IIX(k)1
k=l

Another feature related to single frequency bands b is the spectralflatness

kh( b) 2

kh(b)-kJ(b) +\ II /X(k)1
SF (b) = k=k /( b)

x kh(b) 2 '

kh(b) ~/ ( b )+ l I IX(k)1
k=k/(b)

(7.223)

(7.224)

which is the ratio of geometric and arithmetic mean, expressing the homogeneity
of the DFT power coefficients within the given frequency band; for a flat (white)
spectrum, SFx(b)=I; otherwise values will be between 0 and 12.

Harmonicity. The measurement of harmonicity of an audio signal can - in addi
tion to the methods introduced in sec. 7.10.1 - also be performed by autocorrela
tion analysis which will show a peak when the signal is shifted by a pitch period.
The minimum reasonable pitch period is Pmin=2. Analysis is performed over a
segment ofM adjacent samples starting at mo:

rno+M-l

I x(m) ·x(m-P)
m=mo

mo+M-l mo+M-l

I x 2(m)' I x2(m-P)

(7.225)

After the maximum off(P) over the entire search range of P has been determined,
a useful harmonicity criterion is given by the harmonic ratio

(7.226)

For a clean periodic signal, (7.226) gives HR=I, while for a totally aperiodic sig
nal (e.g. white noise), HR=O. Now, for the case where harmonicity is detected by a

I If a DFT coefficient is positioned near the edge between two frequency bands, its power
can also be spread into both bands using weights which should sum to unity.

2 For the case of no power within the band (all coefficients zero), a limit transition also
gives a value of I.
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sufficiently large HR value, a comb-jiltered signal can be computed for the seg
ment starting at me,using the period P as detected by (7.226)

(7.227)

Then, the DFT can be computed over the segment both for x(m) and for Ycomb(m) .
For each discrete frequency positionj{k), starting with k=1 at the lower band edge,
the ratio ofpowers of the comb-filtered and original signal spectra is computed as

K 2Llf(!)1
R (k)=....:.:/~':"-k__

x K 2LIX(l)1
I~k

k=I, ...,K . (7.228)

The comb filter has the property to eliminate the pitch and its harmonic compo
nents. Thus, a low value of RxCk) will appear whenever a harmonic has been fil
tered out successfully. The frequency at upper limit ofharmonicity can be defined
as the highest frequency for which RxCk) is lower than a pre-defined threshold e.

Temporal envelope and timbre description. An envelope computed over the
absolute amplitude of the temporal signal allows detecting the transient behavior
of audio signals . To stabilize the result, averaging is performed over a number of
adjacent samples. In (7.229), a window over 2M+1 samples is used, which is cen
tered on the position of the current value:

1 m+M

hx(m)=-- L Ix(m+k)l·
2M +1k=n-M

(7.229)

To detect transient behavior reliably, M should be relatively low, typically corre
sponding to a duration of -10 ms. The temporal envelope of a tone is often sepa
rated into the following segments (see Fig. 7.81):

the period ofrising signal amplitude up to the maximum level (attack) ;
the period of (fast) decreasing amplitude from the maximum level to a sus
tained level (decay)
the period of (almost) constant signal amplitude (susta in);
the period of finally decreasing signal amplitude (release).

hx(t)

silence level

to t, t2

attack decay sustain release

Fig. 7.81. Qualitative shape ofthe temporal envelope
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The values of attack time (tl-to), decay time (t2-tl), sustain time (trt2) and release
time (t4-t3) are important parameters to characterize the temporal properties of
tones generated by an instrument. These are also commonly used as control pa
rameters in sound synthesis. Percussive sounds are typically characterized by a
lack of the sustain phase. The temporal envelope as extracted from signals will
usually not have the idealized characteristics indicated in Fig. 7.81.

Timbre is a semantic notion which could be interpreted vaguely as the sharpness
of a sound; it is the criterion that makes two sounds of same tone height be per
ceived as different. Regarding the behavior over time, this is mainly related to the
attack phase and the compactness of the envelope . Hence, good parameters de
scribing timbre by its temporal characteristics are the logarithmic attack time
(LAT)

(7.230)

and the centroid of the temporal envelope, with offset by the starting time to

(7.231)

Spectral timbre description. To express timbre for arbitrary monophonic (in
strumental) or polyphonic (orchestral) sounds, and to allow timbre-based compari
son of the characteristics of different instruments, it is necessary to use additional
features from the spectral domain. For harmonic signals, timbre can closely be
related with the roll-offcharacteristics of the spectrum, which express the relation
ship of the spectral amplitude levels at the pitch frequency and its harmonics. As
sume that a number of L-I harmonics exists at frequencies f(/)=1:I;" with pitch

frequency J;,=f(l). Let further X(l,p) express the DFT spectrum estimate of the

harmonic I within analysis block p (one block of the short-term analysis over the
spectrogram time axis, cf. Fig. 7.77) I. Then, a roll-off based timbre criterion can
be computed from the spectral power values of B blocks at those harmonic fre
quencies as

L 10glO(fIX(l,p)l/fIX(l,p)l]
II ff 20 "" p=1 p= lro -0 =- .L.

L 1=1 logzl

IX(l ,p)! > o.

[dB / octave] (7.232)

1 In case where the DFT analysis block length is a multiple of the pitch period, the har
monic frequencies will be at exact frequency positions of DFT coefficients. Otherwise, it
may be necessary to interpolate the estimate from several neighbored spectrum coefficients.
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Signals having a roll-off factor of 0 dB/octave are perceived as 'extremely sharp',
those with a factor of 12 dB/octave are judged as 'less sharp' [MATHEWS 1999].

The Harmonic Spectral Centroid (HSC) is defined over a group of B analysis
blocks of a sustained harmonic sound as follows :

L

L:!(u) ·IX(/,p)1
HSC(p) = 1=1 L [Hz]

L:IX(/,p)1
1=1

1 B
=> HSC=-L:HSC(p).

B p=1

(7.233)

The Harmonic Spectral Deviation (HSD) is the difference between the pure har
monic spectral lines and their envelope, allowing determining the 'pureness' of a
tonel:

L

L:!X(/,p)I -X(/,p)
HSD(p) = 1=1 L =>

L:IX(/,p)1
1=1

1 B
HSD= - L:HSD(p).

B p=1

(7.234)

The envelope values are typically determined by averaging neighbored harmonic
amplitudes such as2

(7.235)
1 I+M

X(/,p)=-- L: IX(/,p)l ·
2M +1 k=/-M

The Harmonic Spectral Spread (HSS) characterizes the standard deviation of the
spectral amplitude concentration around the centroid:

(7.236)

L

L:!X(/,p)l ·(/(/)- HSC(p))2
1=1

L

L:IX(/,p)!
1=1

HSS = 1.t HSS(p).
B p =1

HSS( ) _ 1
p - HSC(p)

The Harmonic Spectral Variation (HSV) expresses the normalized cross correla
tion between spectral amplitudes from adjacent analysis windows:

1 The HSD is more expressive, if logarithmic amplitudes are used for the harmonic spec
trum and the envelope spectrum. In this case, either the expression log(1+X) should be
used, or the normalization by the denominator should be skipped to avoid negative values.
The latter approach is taken in the definition of the HSD in the MPEG-7audio standard.
2 At the boundaries of the spectral range, where (7.235) would access spectral lines with
1<1 or l>L, a modification is necessaryby averaging less values.
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(7.237)

HSV(p) = l--r======--r=====

LIIX(l,p)I ·IX(l,p-l)!
u=1

i:IX(l,p)r· i:IX(l,p-l)r
1=1 1=1

I B
HSV = - I HSV(p).

B-I p =2

For non-harmonic signals, criteria (7.232)-(7.237) are not applicable. Here, the
Spectral Centroid (SC) can be computed from the DFT power spectrum coeffi
cients (at all available frequency positions), from which first the spectral envelope

is computed similarly to (7.235); alternatively, the values IX(k)1 can be computed

as averages from several analysis blocks p of the spectrogram:

K

If(k) ·IX(k)1
2

SC= k=l K [Hz] .

IIX(k)1
2

k=l

(7.238)

For timbre classification of non-harmonic sounds, (7.238) can be combined with
(7.230) and (7.231) . The logarithmic attack time (7.230) is also applicable to har
monic sounds, along with the more specialized feature values introduced above.
The temporal centroid (7.231) is not expressive to analyze the timbre of harmonic
signals, as it may highly vary depending on the length of the sustain phase (length
of the note that is played) .

(7.239)

Modulations. Modulations are regular periodic fluctuations of a signal property .
The most important types of modulations applicable to musical sounds are vibrato,
which is a modulation of the pitch, and tremolo, which is a modulation of the am
plitude envelope (hull). Vibrato is equivalent to frequency modulation, if the tem
poral variation of the tone frequency follows a sinusoidal function. In the example
of Fig. 7.82a, the vibrato over a harmonic tone (with pitch frequencyhand 2 har
monics) is shown; Fig. 7.82b illustrates tremolo applied to a sinusoid tone. If the

amplitude is modulated by a cosine function of frequency i ,the modulated signal

and its spectrum will be

x(t) = x(t) -[1+ Acos(2Jrft)]

X(f)=X(J)+ ~[X(J - i)+x(J + i)].

This is equivalent to a double-sideband amplitude modulation, where typically i
is much smaller than the bandwidth of the signal, such that the two additional cop
ies of the spectrum in (7.239) overlap.
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f

f, -

2A

(7.240)

a) b)

Fig. 7.82. a Spectrogram ofa constant harmonic tone in case ofa narrow-band vibrato
b Tremolo of a sinusoid tone

Tempo. The tempo of a melody sequence played can be analyzed by the rate of
distinguishable tones, which are differentiated by their starting times to. If e.g.
N tones of starting times to(n) are found, the mean value of differences is

1 N
~Tone = --l>o(n)-to(n -1),

N -1 n=2

and an analysis of tone length variations can be performed according to the follow
ing criterion:

(7.241)

Music structure. The basic analysis elements described so far can be used to
capture the structure of music pieces like songs etc. For this, it is necessary to
perform a segmentation, to analyze periods with relatively constant properties of
basic features in temporal context and variation. A time-dependent feature vector
then has a structure

By analyzing a sequence of such vectors in their temporal variation, it is possible
to characterize the structure of entire music pieces, including detection of verses,
refrain etc. in songs. The problem of segmentation based on features is further
discussed in sec. 10.3.

Melody. Melodies can be extracted from audio signals by analysis of tone-related
segments. This must typically be done by a combinatiou oftemporal (power, enve
lope) analysis to best determine start and duration of tones as well as the different
transition phases, and spectral analysis to determine the tone height. Melodies
played with tone bindings by harmonic instruments can best be analyzed from
spectral criteria. Spectral variation criteria can be used to detect sustained tones or
transition phases, where however the temporal granularity of the analysis will
highly depend on the transform block length that is used to compute the spectrum.
In principle, the spectrum is sufficiently expressive to separate both monophonic
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and polyphonic sounds, where however for complex orchestra sounds it will be
necessary to use a priori knowledge about characteristic properties of specific
instruments, such as harmonic power distribution and typical attack characteristics.

7.10.4 Room Properties

In the description of audio signal properties, their features and underlying physical
phenomena, the effects of sound propagation in the 3D exterior world were not
considered so far. This is approximately correct for reflection-free sound fields,
e.g. in an outside world without any obstacles, where effects of reflections and
reverberations can be neglected. A distance-dependent amplitude transfer function
will be in effect in any case, where higher frequencies are typically subject to
stronger attenuation if the sound source is farther away. Reflections can also be
neglected in reflection-free rooms which are specifically designed to test acoustical
phenomena; recording rooms in sound studios for music production are designed
similarly, because room effects can then be supplemented independent of the re
cording in a controllable way. Under normal situations, in particular when audio
signals are recorded within rooms, the sound field is diffuse, and reflections occur.
This plays an important role in the resultant characteristics of the signal, including
their perception as being 'natural', but also makes signal analysis more difficult.
Further, good modeling of room properties is important if a natural-sounding syn
thesis of audio signals shall be performed.

Ih(m)1

Directsignal

Earlyreflections

m
a) b)

Fig. 7.83. a Qualitative properties of a roomtransfer function b Physical interpretation of
direct signal (...) andearlyreflections (-)

The reflection properties of a room can be characterized by the room transfer
function, which is in fact the impulse response of the room. Typical components
which are contributing are shown in Fig. 7.83a. The room transfer function corre
sponds strictly to one point PI of a room, where the sound is received, while the
sound source is located at another point P2 (see Fig. 7.83b). First, the direct signal
arrives. Then, early reflections follow, where the delay depends on the room size,
in particular the distance of the sound source from the walls or other obstacles.
Early reflections can be observed as relatively discrete pulses in the transfer func
tion. For the first reflection, exactly one sound path is possible from P2, that is
reflected by the nearest wall towards Pt . If Wwalls or other obstacles are present,
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the ]l/h reflection may be arriving over W" different sound paths, all of which may
not be much different by length. Hence, after a short time, the room transfer func
tion will approach characteristics of diffuse reverberation instead of the pulse-like
first echoes; single reflections can no longer be distinguished . The attenuation of
the reflections depends on the absorbing capabilities of walls or other obstacles .
The reverberation time is usually defined as the time span, by which after an im
pulse-like sound event) the sound pressure level decreases by 60 dB. For natural
like sound synthesis it is usually sufficient to simulate the reverberation in general
as an exponentially decaying function, and insert in addition some early echoes.
Deviations of single reflections by phase characteristics are hardly perceived,
while the impression about the room size is highly influenced by the reverberation
time and decay at large scale. This also implies that it is usually sufficient to record
the room transfer function related to one single point PI, if the reflection properties
of the walls are not too much different; the amplitude transfer function of the room
will then almost be invariant against changes in the position.
Room transfer functions can also be measured by feeding a signal from a noise
generator- into a loudspeaker, recording the resulting sound field by a microphone .
By measuring the power spectrum of the input noise and the cross-power spectrum
between the input and the recorded signal, the overall transfer function of the sys
tem (including speaker and microphone) results as:

Sxy un) =x *un)· Yun) =x *un) ·xun) ·Hun)
S ( '0.)

= S (0.) .H( '0.) =::;. H( '0.) = xy } .
D } } ~(n)

(7.243)

If the frequency transfer functions of loudspeaker and microphone are known, and
if these have sufficient bandwidth such that no spectral zeros appear in the range of
frequencies to be investigated, the frequency transfer function of the room can be
computed by

H ('0.)= Hun)
Room } H Speakerun) .H Microphoneun)

(7.244)

By discrete approximation and inverse DFT of sufficient length, it is then possible
to determine the room transfer function (impulse response) . It is also possible to
regard the speaker system as part of the entire transfer function, which is in par
ticular made if the goal is the optimization of a sound system within a room. The
transfer function given in (7.244) is again related to exactly one position of the
speaker as sound source, and one position of the microphone as receiver . For
sound synthesis, analysis of reverberation time and other applications this will be
fully sufficient. If the transfer function would exactly be known for any position,
the influence of room acoustics to the analysis of signal properties could be com-

) E.g. a shot, which could be seen as the acoustic version of a Dirac impulse.

2 E.g. flat-spectrum noise, band limited within the audible range of frequencies.
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pletely eliminated. As it is almost impossible to capture the transfer function for
any combination of speaker/microphone positions, it is more practical to use
acoustical room models for this purpose . Two types of models are shown in Fig.
7.84:

The ray tracing model (Fig. 7.84a) assumes a point sound source with omnidi
rectional emission of sound waves. If the reflection properties of walls are
known, 'sound rays' can be constructed. Considering the sound propagation
speed, the transfer function can be determined for any location in the room.
In the mirror image model (Fig. 7.84b), virtual 'mirrored copies' of the room
allocated in all three spatial dimensions are assumed, in which the sound rays
propagate linearly. Each time when a wall is virtually passed, the respective
sound ray is attenuated by a factor which is determined by the reflection prop
erties of the wall. The impulse response of the room at any given position can
then be determined by superposition of the sound field amplitudes of the room
and all of its mirrored copies, where the time of arrival at a certain place is
proportional with the factor of sound speed and the length of the ray. Fig.
7.84b shows the direct sound wave which arrives at the destination D, as well
as the first four reflections which exactly traverse one wall.

a)

\

b)

Fig. 7.84. Models to characterize room transfer functions a Ray tracing b Mirror image
model with S=source, D=destination

7.11 Problems

Problem 7.1
Compute the angles between the basis vectors (rows of transform matrices) for the follow
ing color transforms. Are the basis vectors perpendicular? Is any of the transforms orthogo
nal? [The R,G,B space shall be interpreted as an orthogonal reference]
a) Y,Cb,Cr transform (7.2)
b) X,Y,Ztransform (7.3)
c) I,K,L transform according to the following definition :
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Note: The I,K,L transform is the linear first step of the I,H,S (intensity, hue, saturation)
transform. It is followed by a transform of K and L into a polar coordinate system, where H
expresses the hue angle and S the saturation by the distance from the origin. It is also obvi
ous that this transform is fully invertible:

H=arctan[~l S=-1Kz+Lz
::::> K=ScosH ; L=SsinH.

Problem 7.2
a) Determine the inverse mapping ofthe H,S,V color transform (7.6).
b) Determine the color values in the R,G,B color space for the secondary colors yellow,

cyan and magenta (see Fig. 7.1) with S=I, V=O.5 and S=0.5, V=0 .5
c) Compute the distances between the black value (V=S=R=G=B=O) and the colors of b)

in the H,S,Vand R,G,B color spaces. Interpret the result.

Problem 7.3
A color transform from the primary components R,G,B shall be defined by

[
I] [ 1/3 1/3 113] [R]

D, = 2/3 -113 -113 · G .

o, -1 /3 -1 /3 2 /3 B

a) Express the components D1 and D2 each as a function of I and one of the primary
components.

b) Check ifthe transform is orthogonal.
c) Determine the inverse color transform,
d) Two pairs ofR,G,B color triplets are defined as follows:

fA.dO 0 of ,fB.1=[1 I If; fA,dl 0 O]T , fB,2=[0 0 l]T

Compute the Euclidean distances d2(fA,i,f B,;) in the R,G,B color space and in the I,Dj,
D2 color space. In which of the two color spaces will differences by intensity (I) take
stronger influence?

e) Assume that the three primary components have a Gaussian PDF, are mutually uncor
related and have mean values IlR = 5 ; IlG = 8 ; IlB = 2 and variances

a R2 = 4 ; aG
2 = 3 ; a B2 = 2 . Determine the mean value and the variance of the com

ponent I .

Problem 7.4
a) Determine for the image matrix X in (7.18) the co-occurrence matrix C(l ,I) assuming

that the signal shall be periodically extended beyond the boundaries [cf (4.7)]; all 25
pixels shall then be used to determine the co-occurrences.

b) Determine the co-occurrence-Matrix C(I ,I) for the following image matrix, also assum
ing periodic extension of the signal:
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I ° ° I °2 ° ° ° I

x= I I I ° I

° 2 2 I °
° I I ° 2

c) For a signal of three amplitude levels 0,1,2, which will be the values of the criteria
(7.22) with q=2, (7.24) and (7.25), when i) all entries in p(l,I) are equal ii) an image
has a constant gray level? Compute the same criteria from the co-occurrence matrices
ofa) and b), compare and interpret the results.

Problem 7.5
The texture feature of a binary image b(m,n) shall be characterized. For this, co-occurrence
matrices referencing horizontally and vertically adjacent neighbor pixels are available by
the normalized form:

pO,O) =[0.45 0.05]. p(O ,I) = [0.4 0,1] with p(k,f) = [P(k,f)(O,O) p(k,f) (0, I)]
0.05 0.45 ' 0.1 0.4 p(k,f)O,O) p(k,f)O,I)

Assume that the occurrence values are identical to the values ofprobability distribution for
a signal model.
a) Determine probabilities P(O)and P(I).
b) Determine mean and variance of the binary texture.
c) Compute the autocorrelation values rbb(O,I) and rbb(I,O), the autocovariance values

r'bb(O, I) and r'bb(I,0), and the autocovariance coefficients P'bb(O, I) and P'bb(I ,0).
d) A similar texture shall be synthesized by the method according to the block diagram

given in Fig. 7.85. Herein, z(m,n) shall be white, zero-mean Gaussian noise of vari
ance 0/. It is assumed that correlation properties of the continuous-value process
x(m,n) are inherited by the binary process b(m,n) , S shall be a threshold decision cir
cuit of following characteristics:

{
o if x(m,n) s C

b(m,n) =
I if x(m,n) > C

Determine parameters A, Band C.

z(m,n) b(m,n)

A B

Fig. 7.85. Circuit for generation of a binary texture

Problem 7.6
A texture shall be described by the parameters of an isotropic first-order autoregressive 2D
model. The power spectrum is given by (4.60) . How is this spectrum changed in case of
a) Rotation of the texture pattern by 45° or 90° ?
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b) Uniform scaling of the texture pattern by factors of 0.5 (compressed) or 2.0 (ex
panded)?

Problem 7.7
a) The image matrix X as shown below shall be filtered using the different directional

masks of the operator (7.48) . The analysis shall be limited to the bounded area. De
termine the results.

5 5 5 5 10 10

5 5 5 5 10 10

5 5 5 10 10 10

5 5 10 10 10 10

5 5 10 10 10 10

10 10 10 10 10 10

b) Using the results from a), determine an edge image by absolute-value computation and
maximum search among the different directional filter results . Determine a threshold
value by (7.61), such that an edge image with an edge width of one pixel is obtained.

c) Now, the Laplace operator (7.53) shall be applied for edge detection in the bounded
area. Determine the zero-crossings of the second derivative by application of a maxi
mum difference filter (5.5) with a homogeneous neighborhood .#1(1). Assume that the
result ofLaplace filtering is set to zero outside of the marked area.

Problem 7.8
An edge detector has identified the presence of following six (r,s) coordinate pairs of edge
pixels within an image:

r(p) = [2.0 1.5 1.0 -0.5
s(P) = [1.0 1.5 2.0 0.5

o 0.5]
1.0 1.5]

By applicat ion of the Hough transform, the parameters of two straight lines (angle a:, dis
tance of coordinate origin p) shall be determined. The Hough transform for continuous
polar coordinates is p =r ·cos(a ) +s · sin(a) .

a) Draw an image plane and sketch the positions of edge pixels.
b) Compute and sketch the resulting curve sets in the Hough space, and determine the line

parameters .
c) Determine a parametrization of the Hough transform according to the slope/intercept

form of a line equation . Sketch the result in the Hough space, based on this parametri
zation.

d) How would it be possible to determine the end points of line segments?

Fig. 7.86. Binary shape and its inner contour on a discrete grid
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Problem 7.9
The inner contour of a binary shape is given in Fig. 7.86.
a) The contour start position p=O shall be the top-left pixel of the contour. Perform a

mean-value filter operation of the contour coordinates m(p) and n(p) using each three
neighbored values (contour pixel and its neighbors on both sides) ; observe the cyclic
continuation of the contour, where the pixel at positionp=7 is neighbored to p=O.
Round the result to nearest integer and sketch the filtered contour.

b) Compute the contour lengths, areas ofthe shape, compactness parameters 4'K and form
factors 4'F for cases oforiginal and filtered contours.

Problem 7.10
In Fig. 7.87, three continuous contours A, Band C are given . First, determine the lengths of
the contours, assuming that the horizontal and vertical grid distances are unity. Now, the
contours shall be sampled. The sampled contour shall be constructed such that lines inter
connect the centers of adjacent cells; the interconnections shall be done such that the area
between the continuous and the resulting discrete contour is minimized. Now, the lengths
of the discrete contours shall be determined in the following two configurations ofneighbor
interconnections:
a) Neighborhood system .N1(1) of(4.1);
b) Neighborhood system .N2(2) of (4.1.
Compare the lengths of the continuous and discrete contours.

A

B C

Fig. 7.87. Three continuous contours A, B, C drawn upon a discrete sampling grid

Problem 7.11
Determine relationships by which the central moments p2.0) and pO,2) can be computed
from moments Jik,l) with k+I~2 .

Problem 7.12
The binary shape shown in Fig , 7.88 is given (black: b(m,n)=I).

a) Compute the distance transform. The shortest distances from the boundary shall
be determined only horizontally and vertically, Sketch the skeleton of the shape .

b) Compute the projection profiles.
c) Determine the center of gravity from the values of the projection profiles.
d) Compute the central moments p2.0), pO,2), und pl,I). Construct the matrix r ac

cording to (7.127) and determine the rotation invariant criteria (7.131) and
(7.134) .

e) Construct the matrix f for the same form, rotated by 90° counterclockwise.
Compare the rotation-invariant criteria to the result from d).
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Fig . 7.88. Definition ofa binary shape

Problem 7.13
The following image matrices express the values of two subsequent frames from a video
sequence. The motion shift shall be determ ined for the bounded block of the reference
frame X(o), using a block matching method with a search range of±l pixel both horizon
tally and vertically .

X(o) =

5 5 5 7 9 9

5 5 5 7 9 9

5 5 7 999

5 7 9 999

5 5 5 5 5 5

5 5 5 555

X(o-l)=

5 5 599 9

555999

555999

5 5 9 999

59999 9

555555

a) How many shift positions must be compared for the case of one-pixel accuracy?
b) Compute the values ofthe cost functions (matching criteria) over the search range

for the cases of cross correlation between the frames (7.154) and mean squared
error (MSE) of the frame difference (7.153) .

c) Compute the value ofboth cost functions for the case ofhalf-pixel accuracy at the
shift position k=-O.5, /=1. Use bilinear interpolation to compute the intermediate
values .

Problem 7.14
Construct the optical flow equation similar to (7.194) for the case of the parametric model
with four parameters (7 .115) . What effect would pure rotation-and-zoom motion have on
the parameters of the affine model, if the horizontal/vertical sampling distances are indeed
R*S, but the motion estimator assumes equality R=S?
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Methods to estimate signal or parameter values are frequently needed in multime
dia signal coding and analysis. In this chapter, a more general introduction into
principles of linear and nonlinear estimation is given. Some examples and proce
dures ofestimation were already explained in the context oflinear prediction and
motion estimation. This chapter is intended to provide a deeper understanding of
the underlying methods and the related optimization procedures. This is partially
done for examples from signal restoration, which can straightforwardly be ex
tended to prediction and interpolation of incomplete signals; most ofthe methods
introduced are not restricted to the estimation ofsignals, but likewise applicable
to the estimation ofparameters. This is in particular true for cases where parame
ters are used for optimum modeling, mapping or similarity comparison between
signals. The most general applicability is given for nonlinear estimation methods,
which do not rely on linear filter models. Finally, methods are discussed which
are capable to reject unreliable data in estimation procedures.

8.1 Observation and Degradation Models

Methods for signal and parameter estimation rely on an observation (input), and an
assumption which must be made, how this observation is related to an actual signal
that shall be estimated either itself or be described by parameters. Usually, a statis
tical model of the signal (process) and a model for the degradation must be pro
vided; optimization of parameters characterizing these models can also be part of
the estimation process. On this basis, objective criteria (e.g. minimization of ex
pected differences between original signal and estimated signal) are used to
achieve optimum results. A degradation model which supports a variety of possi
ble degradations that can occur in multimedia signals is shown in Fig. 8.la. It
consists of

a linear shift-invariant filter of impulse response h(·), which can be used to
model degradations as smoothing or blurring which may e.g. be caused by the

J.-R. Ohm, Multimedia Communication Technology
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limited resolution capability of the acquisition device (camera lens focus, mi
crophone), or inaccurate sampling (shutter time too long, motion blur).
a nonlinear distortion g(.), which typically expresses the nonlinear behavior of
the acquisition device, often expressed by an exponential function (where a,j3
are type-specific constants) :

y(n) =g[x(n)] =a·x(nl. (8.1)

a geometric distortion Y(.), which models the mapping into the camera plane,
can include nonlinear optical distortions of the lens, but may even more gen
erally be interpreted such that a camera has another position or orientation
than would be desirable . Geometric distortions can be of linear nature (e.g. af
fine transform) or nonlinear. Some geometric distortions are globally valid for
the signal, but effects of local motion in video can also fall under this cate
gory.
a noise component zl(m,n), which is coupled to the signal by a nonlinearity
/0. This is e.g. useful to model granular film noise, noise occurring in elec
tronic cameras, or model coding noise where signal-dependent (e.g. compand
ing) quantization functions are used.
an additive noise component z2(m,n) which is not correlated with the signal.

x'(n)
y(n)

a)

b)

Signal
model

'-------~ Parameters describing signal

'----------~ Parameters describing degradation

Fig. 8.1. a Degradation model including linear, nonlinear and geometric distortions, cou
pled and uncorrelated noise components b Estimation process inputs and outputs

A high-level view on the inputs and outputs of an estimation process is shown in
Fig. 8.1b. The signal observation y(n) is the input of the estimation algorithm,
which is optimized based on signal models and degradation/observation models.
The output can be an estimate of the signal, but parameters describing the signal or
the degradation can also be provided.
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8.2 Estimation based on linear filters

In this class of estimators, the goal is to use an optimized linear filter h\n) for the
estimation of the signal, such that the output is

(8.2)

The assumption on degradation involves only the linear distortion component h(·)
and the additive noise component z2(n) (subsequently denoted as z(n», such that
the process ofdegradation can be described as

yen) = x(n)*h(n)+z(n) ¢:::> f(jn) = X(jn) ·H1(jn) + z(jn) . (8.3)

8.2.1 Inverse Filtering

A linear distortion of impulse response hen) has a transfer function Hun). The
inverse filter then has a reciprocal transfer function

(8.4)

and will enable perfect elimination of the distortion, when no zero value is present
in Hun) at any frequency. Otherwise Hun) would be unstable with an infinite
gain (singularity) at certain frequency positions. A possible solution to this prob
lem is the pseudo-inverse filter

{

I .
-- for H n *0

H1(jn) = H(jn) (j )

o for H(jn) = O.

(8.5)

Pseudo-inverse filters can be realized very efficiently for finite signals like images
by frequency-domain (FFT) processing. Inverse and pseudo-inverse filters are
however quite sensitive in the case of additive noise distortions. The noise in the
observation is not subject to the linear distortion hen), such that in cases where the
noise component has higher energy than the linearly-distorted signal component, it
may become unacceptably amplified by the inverse filter.

In principle, linear prediction can also be interpreted as an application of inverse
filtering in signal estimation from the following point of view: It is assumed that a
correlated AR process has been generated from a white noise innovation process
by using a synthesis filter with transfer function l/(l-H(z). The inverse filter is the
prediction error filter I-H(z), which indeed perfectly estimates the innovation
signal zen), providing the core of the information within the correlated process.
This however is only perfect when the filter transfer function is known and the
correlated process is indeed a stationary AR process. Otherwise, estimation of the
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optimum decorrelating filter must be performed as discussed in sec. 4.2.1, which is
highly related to Wiener filtering, the topic of the subsequent section.

8.2.2 Wiener Filtering

The Wiener! filter is the optimum linear filter for the problem of signal estimation
and reconstruction in case of an observation according to (8.3). The concept is
closely related to the problem of linear prediction (cf. sec. 4.2) . The goal is to
determine an estimate x(n) for the (unknown) signal x(n), suppressing the noise

and eliminating the linear distortion as good as possible , such that the error vari
ance

is minimized. When realized by FIR filters, the following relationships result:

yen) = ~)(p) .x(n-p)+z(n)
p

x(n) =Lhl(p). y(n-p)
p

(8.6)

(8.7)

(8.8)

Substituting (8.8) into (8.6) and performing a derivation over the Wiener filter
coefficients gives:

u.' ~E{X(D)'}-ZE {X(D) .~h'CP)·Y(D - P)} + E {[~h'(P)· YCD -p)n (8.9)

~ d~/ =-2E{x(n). yen -k)}+2E{[Lh I(P) ' y(n- p)] .y(n-k)}. (8.10)
~(~ p

The optimum set of coefficients is determined when the derivative (8.10) gives
zero, which results in another form of the Wiener-Hopf equation

rx/k) =Lhl(p) .ry'v(k-p) .
p

(8.I I)

The order of the filter is equal to the order of the resulting linear equation system.
Similar to (4.72)-(4.74), this can be expressed in matrix notation as

(8.12)

It turns out that only statistical model relationships expressed by the cross
correlation between original and observed signal have to be provided, while the
statistics of the observed signal is known anyway. In (8.12), the impulse response

I Norbert WIENER was one of the fathers of system theory.
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of the linear-distortion filter h(p) is also hidden in the cross- and autocorrelation
parameters. As the Fourier transforms of auto- and cross-correlation functions are
power spectra and cross-power spectra (cf. sec. 3.3), the Wiener-Hopf equation
can more elegantly be expressed in the frequency domain, where

(8.13)

Assuming that signal and noise are uncorrelated and using relationships!

(8.14)

the following transfer function results for the optimum filter:

(8.15)

The optimum Wiener filter is uniquely described by the transfer function of the
distorting linear filter and the power spectra of the original signal and the additive
noise. For Sxx, a model (for image and speech signals : e.g. autoregressive models)
can be used which describes the expected statistical behavior of the original signal.
In a restoration problem, Wiener filtering can also be applied iteratively, where the
resulting estimate from one iteration is used to determine an improved approxima
tion of the original power spectrum for the next iteration. Specifically for video
sequences, the restored previous image can be used to compute a good estimate of
Sxx. because the power spectrum is invariant against phase shifts of the signal oc
curring due to motion .

A comparison of (8.4) and (8.15) shows that the Wiener filter in the zero-noise
case inherently reduces into the inverse filter; otherwise, compared to inverse
filtering , the Wiener filter will influence the attenuation of a specific frequency
component depending on the ratio of noise power and signal power at this fre
quency. Hence, even though the reconstruction quality highly depends on the
power of the noise , the Wiener filter achieves at least the optimum solution in
terms of minimization of the squared error between signal and estimate .

Wiener filtering can also be used for optimum linear interpolation in the pres
ence of noise and by adaptation to the signal statistics. Even though this is not
straightforward to see from the formulation of the problem in the spatial domain
which assumes a fixed sampling rate, it is obvious that (8.15) can be combined
with sampling-rate conversion, when the frequency transfer function is scaled by
the desired factor of up-sampling, and the transfer function is combined with an
ideal lowpass interpolation filter . Even though this will result in filters of infinite
impulse response, approximations by causal filters can be used (cf. sec. 5.4.2) .

1 The equivalent expressions relatedto autocovariance matrices are
R.w=h[Rxxh]T+~z and rxy=Rxxh.
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8.3 Least Squares Estimation

In Wiener filtering, the criterion is the minimization of error energy between the
estimated (restored) signal and the original signal, provided that the linear distor
tion filter hen) and the statistical behavior of signal and noise are known. In least
squares estimation, the criterion is the minimization of the energy between the
observed signal yen) and the filtered estimate x(n) *h(n) , where hen) is again

assumed to be known. This starting point (in contrast to Wiener filtering) does no
longer require a statistical model for the original signal':

(8.16)

At first sight, the problem formulation seems to be quite similar to the case of
Wiener filtering when no noise is present, E{i(n)}=O. The resulting filter will in
fact be identical to the case of inverse filtering, if the number of samples in the
reconstructed signal x(n) is exactly identical to the number of samples in the

observed signal yen) . Least squares estimation inherently includes the problems of
interpolation and decimation, where less or more samples shall be reconstructed
than are available by the observation. This can be expressed in a matrix filter nota
tion (cf. sec. 4.1.3) . The observed signal is

y=H ·x, (8.17)

where the filter matrix H is a KxL matrix, with K the number of values in x, L the
number in y. This means L samples are available, while K samples shall be recon
structed. The solution of this least squares problem targets for minimization of

I

IIel12 =Ily-H .iI1
2=[y-H .i f [y-H .i ] ';" min .

A straightforward solution is provided by the pseudo inverse matrix HP:

(8.18)

1 Remark that this is a quite universal approach. As a variant, observe the case where the
signals x(n) andy(n) are known and the function hen) is unknown. Then, the formulation of
the estimation problem wiIIbe

Ily(n) - x(n) *h(n)112
~min,

and subsequent optimization is done regarding estimation of the filter function. As convo
lution is commutative, all foIlowing steps can be performed by interchanging the role of x
and h. Observe that this is exactly the approach taken in optical-flow motion estimation
(sec. 7.6.2), where two video frames x and yare known, and the task is to estimate the
motion shift, which gives in principle the parameters of a linear (phase-shift) filter. Even
more, the concept is not limited to linear distortions, but can be extended to estimate pa
rameters of nonlinear and geometric distortions, as long as the underlying processing ap
plied to the signal can be expressed by a matrix-vector form, where the vector shaIl contain
the parameters to be estimated. For an example, refer to (7.195).
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x=W ·y, (8.19)

where different cases have to be distinguished:

K <L : HP =(HT·HrIHT W ' H = I ; H ·HP:t:1

K = L : HP = H- I HP .H = H .HP = 1

K >L: HP =HT(H ·HTrl H·HP =1 HP·H :t: I.

(8.20)

The pseudo inverse has a size LxK, and for the case of K=L is identical to the con
ventional inverse of a matrix (B.14). For K<L, the inverse solution will be unique
as well, which means that in both cases x= x , whenever the inverse or pseudo
inverse can be computed. For K>L, the equation system is underdetermined, which
means that less conditions (free parameters) than unknowns exist, and hence typi
cally x:t: x. Even in this case, the solution of the pseudo-inverse minimizes the
error energy in (8.18), when no noise is present [JAIN 1989]. The pseudo inverse will
however no longer be the optimum solution if noise is added to the degraded sig
nall,

Y=H ·x+z => E{[y-H .x][y-H.xf} =E{Z'ZT}.
'---v-"

Ru

(8.21)

In this case, it is necessary to observe the properties of the noise as well. Multiply
ing both sides of (8.21) by Rzz·

1
, it can be concluded that the following error en

ergy shall be minimized now:

(8.22)

where Rzz•
1 is the inverse of the noise autocovariance matrix-. Assuming that the

noise is not correlated with the signal, the derivative of the error function over the
estimate will be:

(8.23)

A common solution to this problem is to determine an initial estimate Xo by

pseudo-inversion, and then to optimize x using the gradient of the error energy
function (8.23). In an iterative process of linear regression, an estimate xr is

computed by the rIb iteration. Then, xr+1 of the subsequent iteration is optimized

I (8.21) is the matrix formulation of (8.3).

2 A zero-mean noise process is assumed here. Weighting the squared vector norm by the
inverse of a covariance matrix is equivalent to a spectral weighting adapted to the spectral
property that this covariance matrix expresses. This will more explicitly be shown in sec.
9.2 in the context of the Mahalanobis distance criterion; presently, we just conclude that the
error energy is weighted by the spectral properties of the additive noise.
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by the direction of the negative gradient vector gr' In the steepest descent method,
the gradient is multiplied by a convergence factor e; such that]

Xr+1 =xr+crgr with g, = -HT(y-H .xr ) ·

From this,

xr+1 = xr -crHT(y- H ·[x r _1+cr_1gr_1])

=> gr = HT(y- H ·xr_1 ) +cr_1.HTH·g r -l = gr-l +cr_1.HTH·gr-l •

(8.24)

(8.25)

It turns out that gr by itself can be computed recursively, which simplifies the pro
cedure. The optimum convergence factor for iteration r in the case of the steepest
descent method is2 [JAIN 1989]

(8.26)

Fig. 8.2a illustrates the problem of iterative optimization, where IleW is the cost
function which shall be minimized. In general, the gradient-descent optimization
guarantees that the optimum is found, if the cost function is convex. If several
local minima exist (Fig. 8.2b), the process may get stuck without reaching the
global optimum.

b)

I
A

lIeW I lIell2
I

"MIai
i : i ,

--+---+-------±-----;c--~*_

x
a)

Fig. 8.2. a Convergence towards the minimum of the cost function in linear regression
b multiple local minima

] under simplified assumption that the additive noise shall be spectrally white, i.e. Rzz=cr/I.

2 The general form of this approach is commonly denoted as Gauss-Newton method.
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8.4 Singular Value Decomposition

A generalization of pseudo-inversion is provided by Singular Value Decomposi
tion (SVD) of the matrix H. As H is non-quadratic (K columns and L rows), nei
ther an inverse nor a determinant can be computed. It is however possible to define
quadratic sub-matrices of size PxP, 1::;?::;;min(K,L). The rank R of a non-quadratic
matrix H is the size P of the largest quadratic sub-matrix having a non-zero deter
minant. According to the definition of determinant computation (B.9), all possible
larger sub-matrices where P>R must have a zero determinant. The method of
pseudo-inversion as previously introduced allows the optimum solution of the
estimation problem in the least-squares sense, if for the matrix H, R=min(K,L).
An LxL-Matrix U and a KxK-Matrix V are defined, which shall have the following
relationship with H:

..}}'(1) 0 0

]R
0 0

0 (8.27)
UTHV=A(1/2) = 0 0 ..}}.(R)

0 0 } L-R

......
R K-R

The elements in A(1 /2) are the R singular values ,,1/2(r) of H. They are square roots
of the R non-zero eigenvalues of the LxL-Matrix HHTand the KxK-Matrix HTH
(for L>R or K>R, the remaining eigenvalues of HHT or HTH are zero, respec
tively). The columns of U are the eigenvectors Ur of HHT, the columns of V the
eigenvectors v, ofHTH. The following conditions apply:

}.(1) 0 0

]R
0 0

0
UT[HHTJ U=A(K)= 0 0 }.(R)

0 0 } L-R

......
R L-R

}'(1) 0 0

]R
0 0

0
yT [ HTH] v = A(L) = 0 0 }.(R)

0 0 } K-R

......
R K-R

(8.28)

(8.29)
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By reversing the principle in (8.27), it is possible to express H as follows; due to
the diagonally populated matrix A(liZ), only R non-zero components are retained:

R

H=UA(1 /2)VT = LAl/2(r).urvrT .
r=l

(8.30)

Obviously, H can be expressed as a linear combination of outer products of eigen
vectors urvr

T from U and V, weighted by the respective singular values A,lIz(r). As
all eigenvectors are orthogonal, this set of matrices will be orthogonal as well.
Their inverse will then be the transpose, while the inverse of A( 1/2) is a matrix
A(-lIzl, which has a similar structure as A(lI2), but replaces singular values by their
reciprocals A,-II2(r) . The generalized inverse Hg of (8.30) is then the formal con
catenation of the three inverted matrices, and is for the case R=min(K,L) identical
to the pseudo-inverse HP:

R

Hg = VA(-1I2)UT = LA-1/2(r) .vrurT .
r=l

(8.31)

Similar to (8.19), the signal estimation can be performed by the pseudo inverse,
again the solution minimizes - if no additive noise is involved - the error in esti
mation in the sense of a least-squares problem. Like the pseudo-inverse, Hg is an
LxK-Matrix such that

(8.32)

By SVD, it is now possible to perform an estimation without using all singular
values. SVD performs a decomposition of H into an optimally compact trans
formed expansion, similar to the Karhunen-Loeve transform (4.148)1. Conse
quently, the always-positive singular values are ordered by sequence of decreasing
amplitude or relevance. Hence, using only the first R' singular values (R'<R) will
give a sufficiently good approximation for the estimation as well. This can be
advantageous for suppression of noise influences.
Applications of the SVD method are not limited to the restoration problem. If SVD
is applied to matrices which bear statistically dependent values (e.g. feature vec
tors captured at different time instances), SVD provides an optimum compact
representation by the singular values (cf. sec. 9.1.2).

1 Actually, SVD could also be interpreted as a generalization of the KLT for the case of
orthogonalization ofnon-quadratic matrices.
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8.5 ML and MAP Estimation

The methods of signal estimation introduced so far were restricted to compensate
linear degradations. Consequently, methods as linear filters, linear transforms and
other linear optimization (e.g. regression) were applicable to solve the estimation
problem. If however nonlinear relationships exist between the signal x to be esti
mated and the observed signal y, the results achievable by linear methods are
probably sub-optimum. Most commonly, methods for nonlinear estimation are
based on statistical criteria of conditional probabilities pC-I·) for signals of discrete
values, or conditional probability density functions p( 'I') for continuous-value
signals. Here, the case of continuous values is regarded first, where the vector
Gaussian distribution (3.40) shall be fitted as a model for the probability density of
signals and noise 1. Identical principles are applicable for the case of discrete
value signals, which are used by numerical approximations of the continuous-value
case anyway. The conditional PDF p(ylx) expresses by which probability an ob
servation y can be expected from a given signal value x; p(ylx) is the 'a priori'
conditional PDF, which can fully be determined by signal and degradation models.
Assume that a nonlinear distortion gO is effective in addition to the linear distor
tion hO, and a noise component z shall be added such that

y=g(H·x)+z . (8.33)

A vector Gaussian distribution may characterize the zero-mean noise process,

(8.34)

(8.35)

The a priori PDF p(ylx) then describes the remaining uncertainty in the statistical
description of the observed signal y, provided that the distortion of x occurs by
functions hO and g(.). This is characterized by the difference y-g(H ·x)=z, where
the additive noise causes a deviation as described by its covariance parameters-:

Ix =[__I_JYz e-K [y-g(H,xll'Ru - ' [y-g(H.x)]
p(y) (2Jr )KjR

u
l .

1 Remark that processes of Gaussian distribution can fully be modeled by linear methods.
This imposes for the moment a certain restriction to model nonlinear behavior; however,
usage of Gaussian models is highly attractive as it allows analytic optimization and simpli
fies understanding of the principles behind the optimization.

2 Note that the exponent of this conditional probability is identical to (8.22), when no
nonlinear distortion is in effect.
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The Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation selects an estimate x in the case when
y is observed such that

x= argmax p(y Ix),
x

(8.36)

which means that just one signal constellation vector x is selected as estimate, for
which the a priori conditional PDF is largest. A simple solution can be obtained by
a logarithmic transformation of (8.35). The logarithm is a steady function, such
that it is irrelevant for optimization whether the maximum is sought in p(ylx) or by
the logarithmic mapping:

lnp(ylx) = - ~ [y - g(H ·x)rRzz-1 [y - g(H · x)J- ~ln[(2Jlf IRzzIJ. (8.37)

The rightmost term is a constant not depending on x, such that the optimum esti
mate for i will be achieved by inverting the sign and minimization of the follow
ing cost function:

LlML(x) = ~ [y - g(H ·x)rRzz-1[y - g(H ·x) J.

Derivation of (8.38) gives

aLlML(i) _ HT G'R -I [ (H A)Jax -- . . zz y-g ·x .

(8.38)

(8.39)

The 'derivative' of the nonlinear function is expressed by a diagonal matrix G',
which can be gained by linear approximation of partial derivatives around an ac
tual value v, which is the input to the nonlinear distortion block from Fig. 8.1,

G'=

Jg(V )1
-a;- v=u(l)

o

o

o
Jg( V)1
-a;- v=u(2)

o

o
o Jg (Vll

-a;- v=u( K)

A A [ A A A ]T (8.40)
u = Hx = u(l) u(2) ... .. . u(K) .

Observe that for the case where only linear distortion is involved, g(Hi) = Hi,

G'=I, such that the result (8.39) would be identical with the derivative of the least
squares cost function (8.23) . In general, the ML estimation is performed by similar
iterative solutions as used in least-squares estimation to find the minimum of
(8.38). In such procedures, the linear approximation of G' can be computed by
using the result of the previous iteration step.

The Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) method for signal estimation is based on the
conditional PDF p(xIY), which is in analogy with the previous explanation the 'a
posteriori' conditional PDF. It expresses how large the probability is that a certain
value x has been the original signal, when a value y is observed. As an optimum
value for x,it is then reasonable to choose an estimate
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x=argmaxp(xly) . (8.41)

According to (3.26), the following relationship exist between the two conditional
PDFs and the first-order PDFs p(x) and p(y):

p(xly)' p(y) = p(ylx) ,p(x).

Re-formulation gives the Bayes theorems

p(xly)=P(yIX) 'p(X) .
p(y)

(8.42)

(8.43)

This optimization can be performed independently of p(y)2. Substituting (3.40)
and (8.35) into (8.43) , and again performing a logarithmic transformation gives

lnp(xly) =-7i [y- g(H .x)f a, -I [y - g(H .x)J-7i ln [(21lf IRzzlJ

-7i[x - xmf R ',:' [x - xmJ-7i ln [ (21lf IR 'xxIJ-ln p(y).
(8.44)

All logarithmic terms in (8.44) do not depend on the actual value of x and are
hence constants, such that they can be neglected in the maximization of the poste
rior PDF. By reverting the signs in the remaining terms, the following function
must be minimized:

The derivative of (8.45) is

aLlMAP(x) _ R' -I [" J HT G' R -1 [ (H ")Jax - xx X- Xm - • • zz y - g . x . (8.46)

Comparing the cost functions (8.38) and (8.45), it becomes obvious that estimates
i which largely deviate from the mean Xm will have less chances to be considered
as optimum values, unless high variance/covariance values of the source would
support the presence of such outliers (cf. Problems 8.4 and 8.5). Similar to the
iterative approach in least-squares estimation, the minimization of the cost function
in ML or MAP estimation can be approached iteratively as follows:

1 MAP estimation is often also denoted as Bayesian estimation .

2 The irrelevance of statistical expectation about the observation was already shown for the
case of Wiener filters. In fact, standalone statistical knowledge about the observation is
useless in general, as it does not help to gain any knowledge about the source signal. Only
statistical knowledge that helps to understand how the source is mapped into the observed
signal is useful, such that conclusions about the signal can be drawn from the concrete
observation. This is also in harmony with the information-theoretic as discussed in sec. 3.5:
Only if the mutual information between source and receiver alphabets is larger than zero,
useful knowledge about the source status can be available at the receiver side.
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(8.47)

The MAP concept is a widely used nonlinear optimization method in signal resto
ration, parameter estimation, signal classification and segmentation.

8.6 Kalman Estimation

Estimation methods considered so far were based on the optimization of the esti
mated result for an observed set of signal values (vector y). In particular for sig
nals which change over time or space, values or parameters must be estimated at
various spatio-temporal instances (e.g. motion parameters to be estimated at dif
ferent positions for each video frame). In such cases it can be advantageous if
recursive estimation methods are applied, in which previous results are fed back
into subsequent estimation steps. This follows by an assumption that the signal or
the parameters to be estimated are only changing slowlyl. Similar constraints were
already introduced in the context of motion estimation (cf. sec. 7.6.2 and 7.6.3).
An additional advantage of recursive estimation is the suppression of noise influ
ences which may otherwise affect the reliability of the estimation result. To
achieve this, a good model must be available about characteristics of such possible
perturbations in the estimation process. The most widely used method to optimize
recursive estimation in the presence of noise fluctuations is Kalman filtering,
which is an estimation approach based on a state model. Again, the method is
introduced based on an example from signal restoration, where a model for the
signal to be estimated is needed. A vector state model is used here, where a vector
consists of signal values x, in state r,

(8.48)

which is described from the previous-state vector Xr-l> and a zero-mean error vec
tor en not to be correlated with the signal. The observation is however not the
signal vector x., but a disturbed version thereof, which is modeled here by a linear
filter matrix H and an additive zero-mean noise component Zn

(8.49)

Further, the autocovariance matrices Ree,r=E{ e.e,"} and Rzzor =E{zrz/} shall be
given, describing the statistical properties in state r, and the estimation result xr -I

of the previous state r-l is available. By this, a preliminary estimate for the signal
in state r can be defined by the state prediction equation :

! As an example, the motion of a video sequence, due to mass inertia of the object that
actuallymoves, follows a more or less continuous and steadytrajectory.
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from which an estimation error

(8.51)

characterized by the autocovariance matrix Ra;r= E{e,.e/} will occur' . The esti
mate i r ' is now used to compute an estimate for the observed vector:

(8.52)

The difference

(8.53)

is the Kalman innovation, which reflects the uncertainties both about the new
signal state and about the distortions. Assuming that e and z are uncorrelated, v,
has an autocovariance matrix

(8.54)

During the state recursions, the error (8.51) shall be minimized. Herein, the matrix
Ra;r accumulates all information about the covariance from all previous observa
tions Yk> where k<r. For a K-dimensional state vector x, this matrix has the form

E { e,'(I) Iv,,...,y,}
E{ e,(2)e,(I) Iy" ....r.]

E{ e,(I )e,(2) Iy" ...,y,}
E{ e,2(2)ly" ....r.]

E{ e,(I)e,(K) Iy". ...v.]

E{ e,(K)e,(I) !y" ...,y,} E{ e,2(K)ly" ...,y,}

(8.55)
If the goal of optimization is minimization of the energy of e, the trace of this
matrix must be minimized. This is achieved by performing a prediction of the
matrix, which describes the state change according to (8.48). This gives the co
variance prediction equation:

(8.56)

by which the Kalman gain matrix is determined as

(8.57)

The Kalman gain is finally used to perform the state update and achieve the esti
mation result

! If for an initial state Xo=0::::> x, '=0 is assumed, the autocovariance of E is identical to

the signal autocovariance, Ret;l =E{xoxoT
} .
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(8.58)

The last step is the update of the covariance matrix for the next state, also denoted
as Riccati equation

(8.59)

If H, is a KxL matrix (where K is the length ofxJe/E, L the length of y/z/v), K, will
be an LxK matrix, and the Kalman estimator is also applicable to the case where
the number of samples in the observed signal is not equal to the number of samples
to be estimated.

a)

b)

e,

y,

x,
I
I
I
I
I
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State model Observation model
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~p~ate
Prediction

Fig. 8.3. Principle ofa Kalman estimator

Fig. 8.3a shows the elements of the state model and the observation model. Fig.
8.3b illustrates the structure of a Kalman estimator as described above. If the up
date of all elements is performed within each step, Kalman estimation is computa
tionally rather complex . Simplifications are achieved if an invariant signal-state
model or invariant observation models are assumed. Kalman estimators are also
applicable as predictors for signals with high additive noise components .

Kalman filtering for image restoration. The separable AR(l) model (4.62) can
be written in row-wise vector form, when all elements of the signal relating to the
nth row are brought to the left side of a difference equation

x(m ,n)- phx(m-l,n) = pvx(m,n -1)- PhPvx(m-1,n -1)+e(m,n), (8.60)

where e(m,n) is the non-predictable component. Each row characterizes one state
(r=n) of Kalman filter processing. The AR(l) model can then be expressed in the
following vector state notation for row n:

(8.61)

Herein, x and e are vectors of M elements each, and the two filter matrices of size
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MxM are organized such that they only process values from the same row (S\) or
from the previous row (S2):

o
o 0 -Ph I

o o Pv 0 0

-PhPv
S2 = 0 (8.62)

0

0 0 -PhPv Pv

The observation is an image disturbed by noise z(m,n). No linear distortion filter
shall be present here (H=I), which gives the observation:

Yn=Xn+Zn· (8.63)

Then, the preliminary estimate is identical to the observation estimate, Yn = xn ' •

Only results of the restoration up to the previous row (state) are required to com
pute this estimate

(8.64)

The output estimate xn is computed by the update step, using the actual observa

tion y:

en=K'nvn (8.65)

Yn

Y.
+

L r-- - - - - O----. in
+

K,

Fig. 8.4. Structure of a Kalman estimator for line-sequential restoration of images

A block diagram is shown in Fig. 8.4. Due to the signal model chosen, Br=SJ-1and
Ar=SJ-1S2 are constant. As further the noise component z; can be regarded as sta
tionary, the update step can fully be interpreted as a computation of an estimate
en from the Kalman innovation vm by which the noise component z; should be

suppressed as good as possible. The Kalman gain operation Kn=K'nAJ-l can then
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be realized as concatenation of a ID Wiener filter optimized to suppress the noise
and a matrix operation A t-

1 expressing the recursive AR synthesis in the nth row.

Kalman tracking of motion trajectories. Kalman filters are often used for tem
poral stabilization in feature extraction problems. For estimation of a motion tra
jectory, the state vector for a point P in a frame consists of the coordinate rp, the
first derivative (speed) and the second derivative (acceleration); the state model is
characterized by an assumption about motion continuity, for which an extrapola
tion of trajectory parameters from those of the previous frame is sufficient. The
velocity state vectors u(o):=xr in a state (r=o) can be formulated separately for hori
zontal and vertical coordinates rand s,

lr. (0) ] ls (0 ) ]
0 (0) = ~: (0 ) • 0 (0) = ~ ; (0)

r dt P 's dt P .

d' r (0) d' S (0)
di"P di" P

(8.66)

The prediction for the respective states of the vector (8.50) results from the previ
ous state, consisting of the motion parameters estimated for the previous frame.
Considering the temporal distance !1t=Tbetween two states,

r
I !1t !... !1t

2
]

o (0 ) = Ao (0 - 1) with A = 0 I 2!1t .
(r ,s) (r, s )

o 0 I

(8.67)

The observation vector Yo results from a motion estimation applied separately, the
vector Zo is the error occurring by this estimation, and H=I. Then, according to
(8.49), (8.52) and (8.53) vr = Yr - x'r . The remaining processing in Kalman esti

mation follows the scheme described earlier, in particular the covariance matrix
R et:r is continuously updated based on the estimated point positions. More parame
ters of a motion model (e.g. affine transform) can also be included in the state
vector. The motion trajectory which finally results from the Kalman recursion is
temporally stabilized, such that instantaneous fluctuations which otherwise occur
in separate estimation of the motion vectors Yr are eliminated.

8.7 Outlier rejection in estimation

Measurement data used in estimation can be unreliable. As an example, motion
vectors can be erroneous at positions of occlusions; also, if motion parameters
shall be determined on the basis of parametric models (cf. sec . 7.6.5), disturbances
may occur due to different local motion of small objects or deformation of object
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parts. Similar problems occur in disparity estimation, in estimation of shapes from
edge data etc. Two different cases can be distinguished in this context:

Additional information is available, which gives a classification about the
reliability of measurement data at specific positions; for the example of mo
tion estimation, this can be determined from the value of the matching cost
function or other reliability checking mechanisms such as forward/backward
estimation (cf. sec. 7.6.6). In such a case, unreliable data can a priori be given
a lower weight in the global optimization of the estimate.
No hint on reliability is available, except for the poor fit of certain measure
ment data with the hypothesis of the estimation. This is the more general case,
applicable to many estimation problems . The remaining part of this section
will rather concentrate on this aspect of the problem.

Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. The steepest-descent criterion (7.20) is a
specific formulation of the Gauss-Newton method, which determines the best up
date of an estimate xr +1 = xr +A r as

(8.68)

where e is the residual error vector (as e.g. given by (8.18)) based on the estimate
of iteration r, and J is the Jacobian matrix consisting of the partial derivatives of
the residual error vectors e=[eo ez .. . eM_dT. With estimates relating to length-M
vectors x=[xoxz ... XM_l]T this can be written as

aeo(x) aeo(x) aeo(x)

axo aXI aX
M

_
1

ae1(x)

J(x)= axo (8.69)

aeM _ 1(x) aeM _1(x)

axo aX
M

_
1

The Gauss-Newton minimization is based on optimum curve-fitting of the quad
ratic error function, and is optimum in linear sense. The Levenberg-Marquardt
method can be seen as a nonlinear extension of this approach, where the update
vector is modified into

(8.70)

The factor A,. is adapted such that a trust region (or by negative expression : a re
jection zone) is established which gives different weight to the different elements
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of the vectors, depend ing on the steepness of the individual gradients. The radius
of the trust region is typically adjusted in the iterations according to an agreement
between predicted and actual reduction in the error function. This way, fast con
vergence is guaranteed.

M-estimators. M-estimators are developed from maximum likelihood theory to
minimize the influence of outliers on optimization problems [HUBER 1981]. Herein,
each observation value is given an individual weighting factor which depends on
an error criterion. The influence on the estimation result is minimized when the
error criterion is increased.
In maximum likelihood estimation, an estimate is determined which is the most
probable cause for the observed data. M-estimators work similar in principle, but
eliminate outliers a posteriori; no prior knowledge about the properties of outliers
is necessary. As a criterion, the residual error vectors e=[eo e2 ... eM-If can be
evaluated at each position; in the case of parameter estimation, e.g. the deviation
of the measurement data from the estimated model can be used as an error crite
rion. The error criterion should be positive, such that it is appropriate to use the

absolute value em= lemI.The mean oferrors is

1 M-I

/1"=-Iem •
M m=O

(8.71)

In the subsequent iteration step of the gradient approach, the update vector is com
puted such that outliers with high values em are given less importance by a weight
ing function. A robust function typically used in M-estimators is Tukey's bi-weight

w(m)=
o

(8.72)

The correct selection of the factor A is crucial for the performance of the algo
rithm. For A=O, no weighting is applied, such that the normal gradient-descent
approach without weighting is performed . By increasing A, outliers are given less
and less weight, where in principle for A-7 00 all measurement data might be
classified as outliers (except for perfectly-fitting samples) ; the weighting function
converges into a unit impulse. Again, A must be adjusted such that the fastest
descent of the cost function is achieved, but criteria such as maximum percentage
of outliers can be set additionally.
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8.8 Problems

Problem8.!
An image signal is distorted by motion blur during acquisition. The distortion can be de
scribed by a hold element, which performs averaging of three horizontally-adjacent pixels
in the image matrix. The following operations for reconstruction shall be performed in
horizontal direct ion:
a) Compute the transfer function of the linear distortion.
b) Determine the transfer function of an inverse filter and of a pseudo-inverse filter (for

the case where inverse filtering leads to an unstable result) . Would the potential insta
bility still be critical, if the inverse filtering is performed in the DFT domain with hori
zontal size of the image i) M=30 pixels ii) M=32 pixels?

c) The signal has a one-dimensional spectrum X(jQl)=A .e"q>x(Q). A noise of spectrum
Z(jQ j)=(A/2) ·e"q>z(Q) is added to the blurred signal. How should the pseudo inverse fil
ter be modified, when after reconstruction the spectral noise energy shall not be higher
than the signal energy at any frequen cy?

d) For the case of c), determ ine the transfer function of a Wiener filter and its gain at the
cut-off frequency found in c).

Problem 8.2
An image signal is distorted during acqui sition by an out-of-focus lens . This shall be mod
eled by a linear filter with a transfer function characterized as H(Z)=(ZI+2+z-1)/4 in any
radial direction.
a) Compute the transfer function H(jQ) ofthe linear distortion.
b) Compute the transfer function H1(jQ) of an inverse filter. Will inverse filtering allow a

perfect reconstruction in the frequency range O:S;IQI<ll' ?

c) The sampled signal has a power spectrum Sxx (Q) =sin -2 Q and is distorted by the

noise of the CCD chip with power spectrum Snn(Q)=1I4. Determine the transfer func
tion of the optimum Wiener filter H1w(jQ) .

d) H 20(jQ l, jQ2) shall be a rotation-symmetric 2D transfer function, such that
H 20(jQ l , jQ2)= H(jQ), where IQI is the distance of any frequency pair (QI>Q2) from
the origin of the 2D frequency plane . Express H 20(jQI> jQ2) as a function of Q l and

Q2'
e) Define the inverse and (in case of instability) the pseudo-inverse filter H I

20(jQl,jQ 2)

in the frequency range O:S;[QJ!<n; 0:s;IQ2[<ll' .

Problem 8.3
A signal vector x=[3 9 15]T is mapped by the following matrices into an observation y:

[~ ~ 0] [l ~ ~]
i) H = ~ ~ ± ii) H = ~ f ~

o 0 I

a) Compute the values ofy for both cases .
b) Compute the pseudo-inverses of matrices i) and ii).

c) Determine the reconstruction values i .
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d) For case i), determine the singular values ofHHT
• Then, perform the reconstruction by

the SVD method using only the first singular value.

Problem 8.4
A binary image signal x (amplitude values 0 and I) with P(0)=0 .2 and P(I )=0.8 is disturbed
by white Gaussian noise of variance 0/=0.1. Nothing is known about possible correlation
in the signal. Values y=0.3 ; 0.5 ; 0.7 are observed . Determine the optimum reconstruction
of the three values using
a) the maximum-likelihood criterion;
b) the maximum-a-posteriori criterion.

Problem 8.5
A signal x(n) can be described as an AR(I) process with p=0,75 and a/=1617. The signal
is distorted by additive white Gaussian noise zen) of variance 0;2=1. Two adjacent samples
are observed, which are combined into a vector y = [I 3]T.
a) Determine the autocovariance matrices R'w R' xx and their inverses.

Now, two hypotheses for estimates, XI = [0 4rand x2 = [3 3r are given .

b) Determine the best ofthe two estimates by a maximum-likelihood criterion .
c) Determine the best ofthe two estimates by a maximum-a-posteriori criterion.
d) By which factor should the variance of the signal be larger, such that ML and MAP

estimation would lead to identical results?



9 Feature Transforms and Classification

One single feature is usually not sufficient to detect, characterize or classify the
content of a multimedia signal. Decisions must often be derived from multiple
features, which can be quite different in terms ofphysical meaning, but also statis
tically may be significantly distinct in terms of value ranges, mean values, vari
ances etc. Further, linear or nonlinear statistical dependencies may exist between
different features, which makes definition of subsequent classification criteria
more difficult. In this chapter, methods offeature transforms are regarded first,
which allow to reduce the set offeature values available to a possibly small num
ber of independent, significant values. These must then be adapted (be normal
ized) in value ranges such that the combination offeatures in the subsequent clas
sification step becomes as simple as possible. The classification itself requires
similarity criteria by which a certain feature constellation can be matched against
characteristic properties ofa class, or by which similarity oftwo different signals
is judged. Different similarity criteria are discussed, including the comparison of
statistical distributions and comparison ofentire sets. Finally, classification meth
ods are introduced, where optimization typically relies on class definitions
obtained by training sets. Linear classification, cluster-based and nearest
neighbor methods, maximum a posteriori classification, artificial neural networks
and hidden Markov models are representing state of the art classification ap
proaches.

9.1 Feature Transforms

The goal of feature transforms is to analyze mutual interdependencies between the
values of different features as extracted from a multimedia signal. This can then be
used to generate a feature description which is as compact as possible. Interde
pendencies will as well exist between values expressing the same feature extracted
at different locations or different time instances of one signal. In this section, lin
ear dependencies are considered first, which can be captured by analysis of the
covariance between different feature values. These can either be resolved by ei-
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genvector analysis or by independent component analysis (lCA), which is a vari
ant of singular value decomposition (SVD). Finally, as an example to resolve
nonlinear dependencies, the usage of parametric models in combination with a
transformation into generalized Hough parameter spaces is discussed.

9.1.1 Eigenvector Analysis of Feature Value Sets

Assume that feature vectors m=[mJ, m2, ... , mdT, are compiled from K different
feature values. Linear statistical dependencies between the elements of these vec
tors can be described by the covariance matrix

with

cmm O;I)

cmm(2;1)

Cmm= cmm(3;1)

cmmO;2)

cmm(2;2)

cmm(3;2)

<:0;3)

cmm(2;3)

cmm(I;K)

(9.1)

Cmm=E{ [m-iii].[m-iiif} resp. cmm(k;I)=E{(mk-mk) ·(mk-mt)}, (9.2)

where iii=E{m} resp. mk =E{mk}.

As compared to the autocorrelation or autocovariance matrices of type (3.41),
which are related to signals, this matrix directly expresses the covariances between
any possible pair of feature values contained in the vector). Like the autocovari
ance matrix, Cmm and the underlying set of feature vectors can be orthogonalized
by an eigenvector transform (cf. (B.16) and (4.148)):

~ 0 0

0 ~ 0

<J>T ·C · <J> = A = 0 ~ (9.3)mm

0

0 0 AK

In the transform matrix <1> , columns are the eigenvectors of Cmm, which can be
used as basis vectors of the transform. This results in K uncorrelated transform
coefficients with variances expressed by the eigenvalues A.t ... A.K. For a given fea

ture vector m, the transform f = <1> T . m is applied for generation of the transform
coefficients, which are also denoted as principal components. If the elements of
the feature vector are highly correlated, only a negligible error occurs when the

) For an autocorrelation matrix ofa stationary signal, rxx(k;I)=r"ilk-lJ), which can be inter
preted as a special case of (9.1).
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first T components are retained (see (4.139)-(4.146)). A good indicator for the
amount of covariance between the different feature values can be obtained by
entropy analysis of the eigenvalues, which expresses the 'flatness' of the trans
formed representation I. First, the eigenvalues are normalized such that their sum
will give the value of 1:

~. - ~ - ~
- tr(A) - L~ .

k

(9.4)

L-\ ·log-\
k +log" A ' (9.5)LA

j
LJ J

j

". .H*=-LJ-\ ·log -\ =
k

Using the definition of entropy (3.85), substituting Ak' == P(k) gives

~[-\ ·log-\ --\ ' IOg ~Aj ]
LAj

In case of a uniform distribution, Ak=l/K. This would indicate that the feature
values in mare uncorrelated, and the result will be H*=logK.

9.1.2 Independent Component Analysis

Statistical dependencies can be present not only within feature vectors, but also
between feature vectors of same type, e.g. expressing the features of a signal for
different locations in time or space. Assume that a number of L feature vectors m
of same type are available, which can be arranged in a KxL matrix

(9.6)

As this matrix is non-quadratic except for the case K=L, it is not possible to com
pute eigenvectors; as an alternative solution for non-quadratic matrices, the SVD
expansion was introduced in sec. 8.4. If (8.27) is applied to the matrix M, the
result is

(9.7)

where F is a diagonal matrix containing an independent component representation
ofM. In principle, eigenvectors u, of the LxL-Matrix MMT are used to remove the
temporal correlation between the vectors, while the eigenvectors v- of M™ are
used likewise to remove the correlation between the elements of the vectors. Even
though it is not possible to reconstruct M when only the values in F are known,
these establish a very compact representation summarizing the feature values ex
pressed by the vectors m. Alternatively, if m already contains uncorrelated ele-

1 The notion 'flatness' is used here similar to the usage in the spectral flatness measure
(11.19), however applied to the values of a discrete transform. The computation can be
performed analogouslywith (3.85).
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ments (e.g. values of a spectral representation or another decorrelating transform),
it is only necessary to compute the eigenvectors u, and apply the transformation
UTM. By retaining only components which are related to the first L'<L eigenvec
tors, a very compact representation is generated, which represents the feature val
ues from L vectors of length K by only L'K independent component values.

9.1.3 Generalized Hough Transform

The Hough transform was originally introduced for parametric description of con
tour features (see sec. 7.3.5). The concept is much more universally applicable as a
transformation of measurements related to any parametric feature description into
a related (generalized Hough) feature space [BALLARD, BROWN 1985]. In the Hough
space, local concentrations of parametrized functions (gained from measurement
data) are searched to determine if a parametric model fits consistently. The gener
alized Hough space has to be defined over a number of dimensions which is equal
to the number of free parameters in the parametric model.

Example: Generalized Hough analysis ofparametric motion. The motion shift as
described by the 4 parameter model (7.115) expresses translation, rotation by 0
and scale change G between two frames of a video sequence by!

[m'] [a -a .§..] [m] [t ..!..],= ~~ 2 R . + 1.1; a1=G ·cosO; a2 =G ·sinO . (9.8)
n a2 S a1 n t2 S

If motion shifts k=m'-m and I=n'-n have been estimated for a number of pixel posi
tions, the following relationships apply:

k = (G ·cosO-I) ·m -G ·§.. ·sinO ·n + t . .!..R I R

I = G ·~ ·sinO · m +G· (cosO -I) ·n +t ..L
S 2 S'

which can e.g. be re-formulated for dependency of the two translational parameters
on the rotation and scale-change parameters,

t1 = (m +k) .R +G(n.S .sin 0 - m.R .cos 0)

t2 = (n + l) .S - G (m .R .sin 0 +n . S .cos 0) .
(9.10)

As k.lm.n.R and S are constants for a given measurement point, (9.10) describes
(hyper-) surface equations tl=j(G,O) and t2=j(G,O). A unique parametric motion
behavior for a set of measurement points is detected if concentrations of plane
intersections occur around given points (Gs,Os ;tls,t2S) in the generalized Hough
space. In principle, the positions of intersections in tl and tz are independent in this
example, but must relate to the same parameters (Gs,Os) for validity of the motion

1 Discrete coordinates are usedhere similarto (7.191) .
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model. Consequently, it can be concluded by presence of such intersection clusters
that measurement points falling into one cluster belong to an object which follows
a consistent motion model [KRUSE 1996].

9.2 Feature Value Normalization and Weighting

Normalization and weighting of multiple feature values of different meaning and
sources is an important condition for successful application of classification meth
ods introduced below in this chapter. Typically, features to be used for classifica
tion will have different value ranges. Second, it is necessary to define distance
functions which allow determining the similarity of two distinct feature vectors in
the feature space. The problems of feature weighting and normalization can in
principle not be regarded independent of the subsequent classification. In particu
lar, optimal methods will be gained by analysis of a training set of typical values,
which are often selected as relevant for a given classification problem. In some
cases it will further be necessary to build on a priori knowledge about the class
separation to be expected, e.g. number of classes, statistical distribution of feature
values within each class etc. At the first sight, this seems to be a 'hen-and-egg'
problem. It should be considered however, that these a priori assumptions can be
of preliminary nature, which can be updated dynamically based on classification
decisions already made. This means that adaptive and learning systems can con
tinuously improve their performance by iterative applications of such basic meth
ods (cf. sec. 1.1.3). The subsequent discussions require the following definitions:

m*=[ml*,m2*,... ,mK*]T is a feature vector consisting of Knot-normalized
feature values mk*.
m=[mJ,m2,... ,mK]T is a normalized version of the feature vector m*.
m, is one normalized feature vector from a training set M , which has a total of
Q members indexed by q=1,2,...,Q; mq contains K feature values mk,q.

mq(l) is one normalized feature vector from the same training set, to which a
class label S(q)=S, was assigned a priori, which designates one out of L
classes. The entire training set M can be seen as a unification of class-related
sub-sets M" where the number of elements in each sub-set shall be Q" and
Q=I.Q,.
il)=[zt(l) ,z2(l),... ,zK(l)]T is a centro id vector which has the same meaning as m;

z(l) contains K normalized mean feature values Zk(l) related to class Sf. Even
though it is possible to define these centroids a priori by a statistical model,
they can also be computed from the values ofa representative training set as

1Q {I if S(q)=S,
z (1) =- Lmq • w(q) where w(q) =

Q, q=1 0 else.
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9.2.1 Normalization of Feature Values

To adapt the range offeature values , the following methods are typically used:

Extreme value normalization, The normalization factor Ck is derived from the
difference between any occurring minimum and maximum value over the en
tire training set; optionally, the minimum value can be subtracted as an offset ,
such that the normalized value will be strictly positive:

[ ]

m *-min(m *)
c = max(m *)-min(m *) . m = k q=I..Q k,q

k q=I..Q k ,q q=I..Q k ,q , k c
k

The method is disadvantageous in cases where single outliers occur as minima
and maxima. It can then be improved by truncating the outliers in favor of
more reasonable values by clipping, e.g. for minimum and maximum values
which are representative for a sufficiently large percentage of the training set
members.
Variance normalization, Feature values are normalized regarding the variance
over the training set; by optional subtraction of the mean value, zero-mean
feature vectors are generated:

1 Q - m *-;; * - 1 Q
(j 2= _ "(m *-m *)2. m = k k. m * = - "m *

k QL..J k k' k ' k QL..J k
q=l (jk q=l

Relevance normalization. This approach can strictly only be applied if a priori
knowledge about the relevance of the given feature for a certain classification
problem is available. This could be achieved by using additional reliability infor
mation gained during feature extraction, or by using methods of relevance feed
back, where relevance information is assigned by users in an operating classifica
tion system. It is then possible to adjust the relevance of a given feature value in
relation to the other feature values in a vector, e.g. by defining weighting factors
Wb

(9.14)

In principle, relevance weights related to a given classification problem can also
be derived from class likelihood functions, which express whether a feature is a
good indicator for class separation in this case. Measures which indicate whether a
classification problem is clearly solvable based on a given set of feature values are
discussed in the subsequent sections , in part icular sec. 9.2.5. Further, an interesting
framework that can be used for relevance normalization and weighting has been
developed by the Dempster-Shafer evidence theory [DEMPSTER 1968][DEMPSTER

1976][SHAFER 1976]. This is generalized from Bayes estimation theory, based on
concepts of knowledge certainty. For different information components, parame
ters expressing beliefand plausibility are assigned, which are used to develop the
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best rule ofcombination for different information components, which could actu
ally be mapped into the weighting factors of (9.14).

9.2.2 Simple Distance Metrics

The distance measures introduced in the sequel are defined to express similarity or
dissimilarity between a feature vector m and a class centroid if) by one numerical
value, as typically needed for classification. It is also possible to compute the dis
tance between two distinct feature vectors, e.g. to express the similarity between
two given signals. One of the most widely used distance metrics is the Euclidean
distance, which is based on the quadratic norm of the difference between two
vectors:

K

d2(m,z(/») =Ilm-z(/)112 = ~)mk _Z//»)2 =~(m-z(/)f ·(m- z(/) ).
k= l

This is a special case of the Lp norm I

(9.15)

(9.16)

(9.17)

Two interesting cases of Lp norm are given for P=1, the sum of absolute differ
ences over all feature values , and P-,;oo, which is dominated by only one largest
absolute feature value difference-:

d~(m,z(/») = p,;~*lmk -z//)I ·

A geometric interpretation of distances L\, L2 and L~ in a 2-dimensional feature
space is shown in Fig. 9.1.

m,

m,

Fig. 9.1. Interpretationof Lp norms in a feature spacewith K=2 forP=1 ,2,oo

I Throughout this book, if the subscript indicating the norm P is missing, assume the
Euclideannorm P=2.

2 In general, larger distances between feature values in the vector take higher influence on
the result whenP is larger.
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In general, it is possible to weight the distances for the single values of the feature
vector m individually, such that the relevance weighting introduced in the previous
section becomes part of the distance measure :

(

K p)i
d (m z(/) - "w P 1m - z (/)IW,P , - L.., k k k

k=l

(9.18)

Specifically for the Euclidean norm, a weighting matrix can be introduced which
also allows considering mutual interdependencies of feature values in the computa
tion of the distance:

K K

dw,2(m,z(/ » = IIW j ,k ' (mj -z/I) ,(mk - z/)
j=1 k=1 (9.19)

=J(m-z(/)/ .W ·(m - z(l) ; W =[W j ,k]

If no correlation exists between the different feature values in m, W is usually
defined as a diagonal matrix, where only the values Wj,k~~k are populated by the
respective values Wk from (9.18).

9.2.3 Distance Metrics related to Statistical Distributions

Statistical moments such as mean, variance etc. (e.g. of a texture) can in principle
be treated like any other feature value, and can directly be used for feature-based
comparison. In some cases (e.g. color histograms , edge histograms) , approxima
tions of probability or occurrence-count functions are also used to characterize the
properties of signals. Typical distance functions for probability distributions can
be based on statistical tests such as the i test (3.73) or the Kolmogorov-Smimov
test (3.74). Another distance function, which is derived from information-theoretic
concepts, is the Kullback-Leibler distance, expressing the distance between two
probability density functions by

(9.20)

For discrete probability distributions, this can also be interpreted as the relative
entropy

(9.21)

Observe that the Kullback-Leibler distance is not symmetric, /).(PA,PB)i=/).(PB,PA). If
symmetry is required, the following function can be used:
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X(PA,PB) =~[ il(PA,PB )+il(PB,pJJ . (9.22)

Distance functions as (3.73), (3.74) and (9.21) are suitable to judge the similarity
of mass distribution functions which are statistically reliable and can in the best
case be expressed by parameters of a model distribution. If approximations of
statistical distributions are made by extraction of histograms (occurrence counts)
from finite signals or signal segments, the functions may be much more irregular.
While model distributions are typically smoothly changing for neighbored ampli
tude values, this is not necessarily the case for histograms. Alternatively, the oc
currence values of histograms can directly be interpreted as a vector feature. The
comparison of two signals is then e.g. performed by computation of the Lp norm
difference between the normalized histogram values H'(j)=H(j)/N. In fact, the
difference in the underlying feature (e.g. color) itself changes linearly with the
difference in the probability distribution; also statistical tests are approximately
computing the area between two distributions, which is rather related to the analy
sis of absolute differences of probability values. In practice, it usually turns out
that the L I norm is most appropriate to compare features which are described by
histograms. For example, comparing the histogram vectors hA and hB describing a
feature of signals A and B, the L I difference function is

J

d\(hA,hB)= IlhA - hB111 = IIH'A (j)-H'B(j)1
j=l

(9.23)

A histogram expresses the frequency of occurrence of quantized values Yj, whereas
(9.23) does not at all consider the distance of underlying feature values that are
described by the different histogram lines: Assume similarity of two quantized
values Y,=Yj' Then, two signals are indeed quite similar when
HA(i)+HA(j)""HB(i)+HB(j), but indeed much higher differences HA(i)::tHB(i) and
HA(j)::tHB(j) may be found. To take this effect into regard, the distance computa
tion can be performed considering sums over different histogram lines, when these
represent similar feature-value amplitudes. Assuming that IIj describes a set of
other feature-value amplitudes Yi which are most similar with Y» a modified histo
gram distance considering these relationships is defined by

J

d(hA,hB) = I IH'A(i)- IH'B(i) .
j=l ienj ienj

(9.24)

For example, in case of a uniform scalar quantization of the respective feature, a
useful set IIj should include the values falling into neighbored quantizer cells. A
more exact mapping of feature value similarities can be achieved by using a
weighting function. Subsequently, a method is introduced which is based on the
weighted Euclidean distance between quantized feature amplitude values in the
feature space. This weighting function shall have a value of 1 in case of greatest
similarity, and 0 in case of greatest dissimilarity. This can be realized by the fol-
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lowing function, where L\max expresses the maximum Euclidean distance of any
possible pair (Yi' Yj) of quantized values:

(9.25)

As an example, regard a histogram in (H,S,V) color space with maximum-value
normalization of Euclidean distance (7.7). Between two quantized color points
indexed as i andj, the following weighting can then be applied:

W .. = 1- (V(i) - V(j)? + (S(i) .cosH(i)- S(j) · cOSH(j»)2 + (S(i) ' sinH(i) - S(j) · sinH(j)?
~ 5

(9.26)
The computation of distances between two histograms having J bins each is then
perfonned by using the weighted Euclidean distance (9.19),

dW.2(hA,hB)=J(hA -hB? ·W· (hA -hB)

J J

IIW j ,j · (H'A(i)- H'B(i)) ·(H'A(j) -H'B(J))
;=1 j =1

J J

IIW i ,j · [H 'A(i ) · H 'A(j ) + H 'B(i ) · H 'B(j ) - 2H 'A(i) .H'B(J)] ·
;=1 j =l

(9.27)

By generalization of the last line in (9.27), it is also possible to compare histo
grams which represent the same feature by different underlying quantization of the
feature, which means that numbers of bins JA and JB are different:

J A J", J B Ja J", J a

d(hA,h B ) = IIWi•j • H'A(i) ·H'A(j)+IIwk,I · H'B(k).H'B(I)-2IIw1•k ·H 'A(i ) ·H 'B(k ).
; =1 j =1 k=1 /=1 ; =1 k= l

(9.28)
Statistical representations of features can also be represented by parameters of a
continuous PDF. This can for example be mean values, variances and co-variances
of a scalar or vector Gaussian distribution. Two vector Gaussian distributions shall
be indexed as i andj, defined by the mean-value vectors Il(l) and 1l(O and the co
variance matrices R'.u(l) and R'n(/) ' A simple evaluation of similarity is defined by
the following likelihood weighting, which approaches one for equality of the mean
values and has a value ofzero for the case of maximum dissimilarity :

- -{-[P.l'R '~-l[p.1 ith R- ' - I (R' ( I) R' (j») d - (I) (j)w.. -e WI -- + an ".-" -II •
I , j xx 2 xx xx "'0"'" r

(9.29)

In many cases, one single Gaussian hull is not sufficient to characterize the prob
ability distribution of a feature. For example when an image shows several signifi
cant concentrations of dominant colors, modeling can better be performed by a
mixture of Gaussians, which consists of J different Gaussian distributions , each
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characterized by a weighting factor cfJ), mean value vector 1l(J) and Covariance
matrix R'xx(iI,

p .(x) =±GU). 1 . e-~[X-I'(j)nR·u())nX-I'())] with ±GU)=I.(9.30)
mix j =1 ~(21rt .IR ,X-\(j)I j=1

Assume that two signals A and B are described by Gaussian mixtures consisting of
JA and JB contributing Gaussians, which are defined by parameters GAV} ;GB(j),

IlA(i) ;IlB(j), R'xxIAV};R'xx,B(j). The following distance measure can be interpreted simi
lar as (9.28)1; herein, the weighting function (9.29) is used :

t:
J JA i n J R J A J s

"w. . ' G ( i) • G (j) +"" W • G (k) • G (/) - 2""w. .G (i ) . G (k )L., I,) A A L., L., k,1 B B L., L., I ,k A B'
i =1 j =1 k=1 1=1 i=1 k=1

(9.31)

9.2.4 Distance Metrics based on Class Features

The Gaussian distribution is a widely used model to characterize statistical proper
ties of signals and features, and is in particular suitable for analytic optimization.
Assume that the PDF of those feature vectors, which have been assigned a priori to
the set of class Sf, can be expressed as a vector Gaussian distribution

(9.32)

(9.33)

(9.34)

Here, Cmm(1j expresses the covariance matrix similar to (9.1) , but only describing
members of class Sf. When the number Q, of class members is sufficiently large,
the covariance matrix and the class centroid z(1j can reliably be approximated from
the training set,

1 QI I QI
C (I)=-"(m (I)-z(l)·(m (I)_Z(l»T. z(l)=-"m (I)

mm QL..J q q , QL..J q.
I pl I~

In analogy with (9.3), eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix can
then be determined specifically for this class. By using the transpose of the eigen
vector matrix [<I>(ljf, the distance between a given feature vector m and the class
centroid can be transformed into a decorrelated component space ,

f(1) = [ <1>(1)r(m - z(l) .

1 The weights Gj play indeed a similar role as histogram values, but do not represent dis
crete amplitudes, but a discreteset of Gaussian hulls (Jl{j) describingthe sampling position,
and R'xx(J) the shape). As the shape influences the definition ofthe weightsW'J' the compari
son (9,31) is in principlecomparingcontinuousmixturePDFs.
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The eigenvalues J.l) according to (1.14) express the expected within-class vari
ances of transformed component vectors f (l). If the Euclidean distance criterion
(9.15) is applied to transformed components and normalization by variances (ei
genvalues) is applied, the distance between the vector m and the class centroid can
be expressed in the component space as follows:

K ( (I) )2
d/(m,z(l») =~ 1(1) =[ f (l)r·[A(I)f ·f (l).

Formulating the matrix equation on the right-hand side of (9.35) explicitly by
relationship with the distance in the feature space gives

d/(m,z(l»)=[ m-z(l)r ·<I>(I):[ <I>(l)r,Cmm-1 .<I>(I),.[ <I>(l)r{ m-z(l)} (9.36)

[r(;)r [A(;)r i l)

Then, from the conditions of an orthonormal transform [<I>(I)]T=<I>-l and <1><1>-1=1

(9.37)

The distance measure (9.37) is the Mahalanobis distance. Compared to (9.19), it
becomes obvious that the inverse of the covariance matrix plays a similar role here
as a weighting matrix. This weighting is fully equivalent to a decorrelation and
variance normalization in the related component space, while it is not even neces
sary to compute the transform itself. The given feature vector m can then be allo
cated to the class Sfwhere dl is minimum.

c
..[J, I

(9.38)

Fig. 9.2. Interpretation of the Mahalanobis distance, K=2

Example : Interpretation ofthe Mahalanobis distance for K=2. Obviously,

[ (I)J2 [ (I) J2
d 2 ( (I»)_ 1; J;

I m,z - ~(I) + =---~"""(I'=)-

is the equation of an ellipse, and the distance function will have a constant value
on elliptic contours within the transformed component space. The transformed
value of the centroid establishes the center, and the square roots of eigenvalues are
the extensions of the principal axes (see Fig. 9.2). For a decision on assignment of
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a feature vector into a class, a higher deviation from the centroid is apparently
allowed over those components which show high variation within the class. This is
the case here for the direction of the primary axis. For K>2, the same interpretation
applies to a K-dimensional ellipsoid hull indicating positions of constant Maha
lanobis distance in the K-dimensional component space.

9.2.5 Reliability measures

While distance metrics establish criteria for classification, the question is impor
tant how reliable a decision can be when several classes have to be distinguished.
In this context, the following observations can be regarded as relevant :

the actual value of distance between a feature vector and the centroid of the
chosen class SI> in particular if compared to the distances of other class cen
troids ;
the a priori probability parameters of the selected class SI> in particular the
probability of the class in general and the expected variations of feature values
around the centroid.

These criteria implicitly include the distances between the centroids of different
classes and possible overlaps of class-related probability density functions. If for
example centroids of two classes are very close, the decision about a feature vector
in between will be unreliable, even more if a high variance is observed within the
classes towards the centroid of the respective other class. To determine these rela
tionships analytically, first the probabilities of classes SIare estimated from a train
ing set as

where the global centroid of all feature vectors over the training set is

L

Z =L}(/)' z(/) •

I:}

(9.39)

(9.40)

Now, by defining a covariance matrix related to the deviations of the class cen
troids from the global centroid

c, =IP(/){ z(/) -z}[z(/) -zr'
1: 1

(9.41)

covariance parameters 'between classes' can be expressed. In addition, the follow
ing 'within class' covariance matrix is computed as a mean value over the class
covariance matrices (9.33) ,
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L
" A (/)Cmm =LJP(l) ·Cmm •

1=1

(9.42)

To achieve a reliable separation of classes, it is advantageous if values of (9.41)
get as large as possible, while values in (9.42) should be as small as possible' .
Possible criteria are as follows, each expressing by one single (scalar) value the
reliability ofa certain set of features for a given classification problem:

(9.43)

(9.44)

(9.45)

c _ detlCzzl
4 - detlCmm +Czzi

detlC Ior c I = log zz
4 detlCmm +Czzi

(9.46)

In all criteria (9.43)-(9.46), larger values express larger reliability of class separa
tion decisions. These criteria can e.g. be used to select optimum features for a
given classification problem, providing a priori statistics which enables a reliable
classification. If the centroid vector z in (9.41) is replaced by an instantiation of a
feature vector m, the same criteria can be used to judge how reliable a classifica
tion decision for this vector will be.
Another approach is to maximize the separability of classes in a classification
problem by application of a linear transform qt to the feature vectors m, which
shall fulfill the condition that the ratio of the between-class and within-class co
variances is maximized. Usage of a criterion similar to (9.45) gives

c = det I'I'TCzz '1'1
5 detlqtTCmm'l'l·

(9.47)

The transform f = cI> T . m determined from (9.3) describes a Principal Compo
nent Analysis (PCA) based on statistics of the entire set of vectors, which would
not be very efficient in terms of decorrelation in the case where the set is a mixture
of various classes. (9.34) uses a priori knowledge to apply PCA adapted to class
properties for better discrimination . Maximization of (9.47) or similar criteria is
achieved for a transform satisfying the condition

I A large 'between class' covariance expresses that class centroids are widely spread over
the feature space, while a small 'within class' covariance expresses a narrow concentration
of class-member feature vectors around the respective centroid.
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where again the matrix A will be a diagonal matrix containing the expected values
of the transformed components by order of relevance . The transform f ='PT

. m
applied to a feature vector is denoted as Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
[MUIRHEAD, CHEN 1994]. It maximizes the capability for class discrimination for any
given feature statistics.

9.3 Feature-based Comparison

Single features or combinations of features can be used to compare two multime
dia signals regarding their similarity. For a signal with features represented by a
normalized feature vector m, the most similar signal shall be found from a set ofN
other signals. Each signal is represented by a feature vector of same type, m, ...mN.
Based on a given distance criterion dO, the index i of the most similar signal can
be determined as

i = arg min d (m, m.) .
m,e{m,,,.mN}

(9.49)

In some applications (e.g. search and retrieval of similar signals from a database),
it is further interesting to get as the result of similarity comparison a ranked set of
M most similar signals, where usually M «N. Then, it is necessary to determine
not only a best match, but in addition to compute indices i( ...iMranked by decreas
ing similarity, such that I

d(m,mj):5:d(m,m,. ):5: ... :5:d(m,m,. ).
1 2 M

(9.50)

In value-wise comparison, a linear dependency exists between the complexity of
comparison and the number K of values in the feature vector on one hand, the
number N of feature vectors to be compared in total on the other hand; the compu
tational effort is proportional with KN. If a difference measure is used which is
based on a weighting matrix (e.g. the Mahalanobis distance or the weighted histo
gram difference), the complexity even increases by the squared number of values
in the feature vector, but still increases linearly with N. Nevertheless, as usually
N»K, the reduction of comparisons in N is a key to reduce complexity e.g. for
search within huge data bases. Typically, most feature vectors of items in the data
base will be very dissimilar when compared to the target, such that after testing
only some significant feature values, they can be rejected as candidates . This can
be utilized to reduce the complexity of comparison: Hierarch ical search strategies
intend to use a small sub-set of feature values to achieve a preliminary selection of

I i] in (9.50) is identical with i in (9.49).
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some good candidates for a more accurate comparison, and reject most of the other
items. This can also be applied over several levels. A reduction of the feature
space dimensionality in the pre-selection is important, while the retained features
should be as expressive as possible.
Assume that m,(I) shall be a sub-vector of m, with K!-/)<K feature values . With a
total of T steps in a hierarchical search, the following conditions apply:

m
n

(I) C m
n

(2) c ... m
n
(T-l) C fin ; K(I) < K(2) < ... < K(T-I) < K • (9.51)

Only in the first step, the entire set of N feature sub-vectors of length K(l) is com
pared . Then, the M(l) best matches are selected, compared by more accurate crite
ria of K(2) feature values to select M(2) best matches etc .; by the final step, M(1)

most similar items (compared by all K(1) feature values available) are retained in a
ranked list as provided by (9.50). The number of items retained by each step will
be ever decreasing, such that M (I»M(2» . . .>M(1). The number of value-comparison
operations (e.g. difference computations) is NK(l)+M(I)K(2)+•..+M(T-l)K. The prin
ciple is shown by the block diagram in Fig. 9.3.

The definition of sub-spaces for pre-selection is much simpler, if feature values
are transformed into decorrelated component representations, e.g. by eigenvector

analysis (9.3). The values in the component vectors f = <I> T . m will inherently be
ordered by a sequence of decreasing relevance, since the related eigenvalues (ex
pected values) are ordered by decreasing size. The optimum sub-space partitioning
can then simply be done by truncation of the transformed feature representation
into a lower number of components, which are still as expressive as possible con
cerning the feature discrimination from the given reduced number of values. The
vector f is partitioned into T sub-vectors according to the following schema:

f=[~ (KI')+I ... f K(2),''' (KIT-')+I ... fK r (9.52)
r(I) :K(I)elements «2) :K(2)_~( I)etements r(T):K-K( r - I)elements

K(2)el:mcnts ,
Kelements

:>Final result

Fig. 9.3. Hierarchical comparison offeature vectors
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The sub-vectors f( /) establish orthogonal complements, and the full vector f is the
concatenation [f(l) f(2) ... f(1)f, which contains the same evidence about the feature
as the original vector m. The transformed component representation must only be
computed once for the vectors contained in the database, and can then be used in
any comparison operations. If the set ofN reference feature vectors in the database
is fixed, they can further be organized into a hierarchy of sub-space clusters for
tree-based decisions which further improves and speeds up the pre-selection proc
ess.

Comparison of similarity between sets of data. When properties ofa multimedia
signal are expressed by multiple feature vector samples, a similarity between sets
must be determined, A set could e.g. be a series of feature vectors extracted from
frames of a video shot, from a collection of still images or from segments of a
music piece. A reasonable criterion analyzing the similarity of two data sets a and
91 is the Hausdorff distance. Assume that a basic distance criterion d(ma,mb) is
defined, signifying the similarity between two feature vectors relating to any two
items ae a and be 91. This can e.g. be the Euclidean distance, which has to be
computed for any pair-wise combination of members from a and 91. The Haus
dorff distance d; is then defined as follows:

dh(a,.'iI) =max {min d (ma,mb)}; dh(.'iI,a) =max {min d (ma,mb ) }
aeD be$ be$ aeD

~ dh(a,.'iI) =max (dh(a, .'iI),dh(.'ii, a)).

9.4 Feature-based Classification

The features of multimedia signals or a transformed equivalent thereof shall be
classified, which in the ideal case shall result in semantic categories. This requires
a priori knowledge which maps feature characteristics into content-related charac
teristics. Thereby, knowledge about typical feature constellations or rules will
enable a system to conclude on specific content, and allow describing multimedia
signals by a more abstract level. On the other hand, some decision criteria may not
be unique, or feature data may be flagged as unreliable by mechanisms as de
scribed before. In such a case, a level of uncertainty must be associated with the
classification decision, and it may be tried to obtain more evidence by additional
features . Remark that cognition as performed by a human observer works quite
similar: Conclusions are drawn which are coupled to reliability considerations. For
example, even though an observer recognizes that a face is visible in an image, it
may be difficult to actually recognize a person if due insufficient lighting condi
tions the face appears under low contrast. A subsequent step of verification can
then be made checking an initial hypothesis by more specific features, e.g. investi-
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gation of very particular facial features for a specific person who is assumed to be
visible in the scene .

Reliability of classification. For most class ification methods covered in this chap
ter, optimization of the classification algorithms requires availability of a typical
training set of features extracted from signal data . The a priori knowledge about
class allocations can e.g. be gained by manual annotation of the training set, or by
preparing the training set such that the optimum classification is inherently known.
For example, in the problem of person recognition mentioned above, it would be
necessary to provide a number of pictures for each person that shall be identified.
Features are then extracted from this set which are used to train the classifier. The
suitability of the training set in the foreseen purpose ofclassification must however
be validated. To evaluate the performance of classifiers, criteria exist which are
typically based on the percentages of right and wrong decisions (see Appendix
A.2). A validation of the classification performance can be achieved when the
training set is partitioned into several sub-sets. The algorithm is then trained only
by some of the sub-sets, and verified using other sub-sets as ground truth, which
were not used for the training. By using each subset once for training and once as
ground truth, a mean value of performance over the entire set can be computed.
From the reliability considerations discussed in sec. 9.2.5, the number of correct
decisions will be high, if the classes are clearly separated in the feature space. The
training set must however be compiled in a way that it reflects the situation of the
envisaged classification purpose. This even means that preferably most criti
cal data shall be included in the training set. For the example of face recognition
mentioned above, representative feature data for one specific person should be
selected from a variety of images showing the same person, which have a variety
as expected by the application (e.g. photographs showing a person from different
view angles , under different lighting conditions etc.). The general goal of classifi
cation will be correct detection of as many members of a given class as possible,
while not allowing members of other classes to be falsely classified into this class .
These two paradigms are reflected by the concepts of precision and recall rates
(see Annex A.2). While often an optimum solution of this problem for one specific
class can be formulated, multiple-class decisions will in many cases be compro
mising .

The class separation problem. The optimum separation of classes as expressed
by feature constellations in the available training set is the basic problem to be
solved. If feature vectors of dimension K are available, the classification is per
formed within a K-dimensional feature space, which must be partitioned into sub
spaces according to the number of classes L. This class separation problem is illus
trated for the example of a feature space with K=2 features (dimensions) and L=2
classes in Fig. 9.4. It is necessary to define boundaries between the partitions of
distinct classes in the feature space, such that the allocation of any feature vector to
a class becomes straightforward. These boundaries should be determined such that
the number of mis-classifications is minimized. In principle, this can be interpreted
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as a quantization of the feature space, which also has a high similarity to methods
of vector quantization (cf. sec. 11.5)1.

First, the linear classifier will be introduced, which is a good model to study the
effects of class separation and distinction based on linear statistical properties of
classes (e.g. mean values, variances , covariances). The linear classifier does how
ever not provide a unique solution to the class separation problem in cases where
more than two classes exist.

x
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Fig. 9.4. Optimum sub-space partitioning in a classification problem with two classes

9.4.1 Linear Classification of two Classes

In linear classification, the decision boundary between two classes is described by
a straight line in a two-dimensional feature space, by a plane or hyperplane in three
or more-dimensional feature spaces , An illustration for the 2-dimensional feature
space is given in Fig. 9.5. The decision line has an equation

(9.54)

Any feature vectors mO=[ml ,O,m2,O]T are on the decision line, where w=[wl>w2f is
the normal vector of any length >0, perpendicular to the decision line. The dis
tance between the decision line and the origin of the feature space is

(9.55)

Normalization by the length of w gives the distance between any feature vector
m=[ml>m2]T and the decision line

1 The criterion for optimum partitioning is however not the minimization of squared error
as in VQ, but rather the correct association of feature-value constellations to semantic
classes.
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I
w +wm +w m IlwT ·L\I

d(m)= 0 11l~1I 2 2 =l;r with L\=m-mo '

----4t<~====~,,~---->
m,

Fig. 9.5. On definition ofa linear classifier for K=2 dimensions ofthe feature space

(9.56)

For a feature space of arbitrary dimensionality K, Wo can be included in w by ex
tension ofm into homogeneous coordinates (cf. (7.208». Simultaneous normaliza
tion by the length ofw gives!

d(m)=lwT .m! with w=[II:II]=[~] and m=[~]=[~'] ' (9.57)

Ilwll wK mK

Setting d(m)=O, an equation describing a decision hyperplane results analogously
with (9.54) . The problem to be solved is the optimization of position and orienta
tion of this hyperplane . A first approach for optimization can be determined from
the analysis of those elements from the training set, which were wrongly classified
for the case of any given decision hyperplane. Let mp (211) be a feature vector which
was mistakenly assigned into class 82, though it is known to belong to 810 and let
mp(112) express the opposite case. The number of vectors assigned wrongly into
classes 81 and 82 will be R1 and R2, respectively. The overall error of classification
can then be expressed by the cost function

! The argument function wTmcan be interpreted as the 'signed Euclidean distance' from
the decision line, where the sign indicates on which side of the decision line a feature vec
tor m is positioned in the feature space. In the example of Fig. 9.5, the sign will be positive
in the partition of class S2' This can be used as a very simple classification criterion in the
2-class decision .
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(9.58)

Similar to the gradient optimization algorithms described in chapter 8, an optimi
zation is made by the direction of the negative gradient of the cost function, de
rived over w. For the right side of (9.58), the argument wT ill is always negative
in the partition of class St . The derivative is

(9.59)

Iterative linear optimization of the orientation vector w can then be performed as

w(r+1) =w(r) +.1w(r) =w(r) _d r
) . :w (.1(w)) with 0 < d r ) ::; 1. (9.60)

Typically, dr
) must be decreased when convergence is approached, which can e.g.

be achieved by proportionality with the percentage of mis-classified elements,
'LR,<r)/Q. The optimization can however show poor convergence behavior if the
number of feature vectors which are close to the decision boundary is high, as
these may arbitrarily change their class allocation with each iteration step. This can
be avoided by introduction of a rejection zone (Fig. 9.6), which can be interpreted
as a 'no man's land' stripe being parallel-symmetric on both sides of the decision
boundary]. In principle, the 'accept/reject' decision lines are now individually
defined for each class, but parallel and distant by the width of the rejection zone.
Using a squared Euclidean distance norm and a decision hyperplane shifted by a
rejection zone width Ilwll into the partition of the respective class, the following
cost function results :

(9.61)

Optimization is done by computing the derivative of the cost function separately
over Wo and w. The following conditions result:

] This is a nonlinear optimization approach similar to the Levenberg-Marquardt method
(cf. sec. 8.7); a one-step optimization approach is however assumed in the sequel. If per
formed iteratively, the widthof the rejection zonecouldalso be variedstepby step.
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Fig. 9.6. Definition ofa 'rejection zone' for optimization of linear classification

With the conditions for the relationships of class centroids and class occurrence
distributions,

I Q, Q- "m (I) =z(l) · Q +Q =Q' P. =---l...
Q

LJ q , \ 2 , / Q
/ q=!

(9.64)

(9.65)

the following formulation results by (9.62):

Qz' wT,z(l) +Q2-w"'Z(2)+(Qz +Q2)'WO+(QI -Q2) ·llwll=O
=> ~ ·wT-z'" +~ ·wT'Z(2)+wo+(~ -~Hwll=O.

Defining the global centroid of the training set as z=p! .i1
)+ pz·iZ

), the final result
is

Wo=(~ -~Hwll-WT ·Z.

From (9.63),

[~m/){m/)rJw+[~m/2){m/2)rJw

+wo{Q\ ·z(\) +Q2 .z(2)]+llwll{Q\ ·z(l) -Q2 'Z(2)]=O.

Resolving the third term in (9.67) by using (9.64) and (9.66) gives

Wo{ Q\ ·z(\) +Q2 'Z(2)] =Wo·Q ·z =(Q2 -QIHwll·z-Q{ Z'ZT} w.

(9.66)

(9.67)

(9.68)

If further the definition of the 'within-class' covariance matrix (9.42) is used, (9.67)
can be re-formulated as
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which finally results in the definition of the optimum vector w characterizing the
direction of the decision line or plane,

w _ C -I [p. (2) ) P. (I) )JIlwll- mm . 2 Z - Z - 1 Z - Z .

For the special case of equal class probabilities (PI=P2),

(9.70)

T T Z(I) + Z(2)
Wo=-w ·z=-w .

2
(9.71)

and for another special case of uncorrelated feature vectors being normalized by
variances (Cmm=I), using condition z=p.·z(l)+P2• z(2),

11:'1 = [Pz (Z(2) - z) - ~ (Z(I) - z)J= 2P2 • ( z(2) - z) = 2~ . (z - Z(I)) . (9.72)

The decision hyperplane in the latter case will be perpendicular with the intercon
necting line between the two class centroids. The position for P1=P2 will be ex
actly at the center position of this line I . Otherwise, the decision line is shifted
towards the centroid of the class with lower probability (see Fig. 9.7a)2, where the
amount of shift depends on the width of the rejection zone .

In case of correlated feature vectors, the vector Gaussian distribution is character
ized by ellipsoids in the K-dimensional feature space which indicate points of
equal probability density of feature vectors m that belong to a given class Sf. The
principal axes of the ellipsoid are gained by eigenvector analysis of the class co
variance matrix (see e.g. Figs . 3.5 and 9.2) . The decision boundary will then be
positioned such that those parts under the PDF volumes are minimized, which
would be within the partition of the other class. In cases of correlated feature val-

I The interconnection line betweentwo directly neighbored centroids is denoted as Delau
nay line. It is divided into two pieces of equal length by the perpendicular Voronoi bound
my (also a line in case of K=2, a plane or hyperplane for K>2). Points on the Voronoi
boundary are at equal Euclidean distance from both of the neighbored centroids. In case
Pt=P2 and Cmm=Diag{ OJ?} , the class partitions are Voronoi cells, which are sub-spaces of
the feature space, separated by Voronoi boundaries. Two centroids are regarded as direct
neighbors, if the interconnection line (which then is a Delaunayline) does not traverse the
Voronoi cell of a third centroid. For more background on Voronoi regions, Voronoi and
Delaunay lines, which also play an important role in Vector Quantization (VQ), refer to
sec. 11.5.1 , Fig. 11.23.
2 In principle, the latter case is very similar to entropy-constra ined VQ (sec. 11.5.5),where
however the optimized linear classification solution (9.70) is more general, taking into
accountcorrelations betweenthe feature valueswithin m.
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ues, the decision line (or plane) boundaries will hence no longer be perpendicular
with the Delaunay line connecting the two class centroids (see Fig. 9.7b) .

m2 m2

z<2)

/. /

." P,>P2

j>

P2>P,

m, m1

a) b)

Fig. 9.7. Positions of class centroids and optimum decision lines in linear classification,
K=2 a uncorrelated feature values b different covariance characteristics in the two classes

9.4.2 Generalization of Linear Classification

The linear classifier is defined by infinitely-extended decision lines or hyper
planes. For L>2 classes, a total number of (L-I)-L/2 pair-wise decisions between
classes would have to be performed. However then, overlapping areas between the
class partitions occur, where decisions can not be unique. This is shown in Fig. 9.8
for an example ofL=3 classes .

A possible solution to this problem is piecewise-linear classification, where the
extension of the decision lines or planes is bounded. This can also be applied for a
two-class problem, where the class partitions are then described by a polygon of
line segments as shown in Fig. 9.9a; this will obviously be advantageous when
nonlinear dependencies are observed between feature values. For the example
shown here, the correct class separation is clearly improved by defining three deci
sion lines of bounded validity. The complexity of the decision process is increased,
as multiple conditions (depending on the number of lines) have to be tested to
decide whether a feature vector falls into the region ofa class' . In the case ofmul
tiple classes, the decision process can be seen as a solution of the problem illus
trated in Fig. 9.8, where for each of the non-unique areas, a clear allocation to a
specific class is set by rules. This is shown in Fig. 9.9b for a case of five different
classes, where the dotted lines mark the extensions beyond the valid pieces of the
decision boundaries.

The optimization criteria regarded so far are also based on the assumption that
the decision boundary extends to infinity; only then, it is defined as a steady func
tion which can be differentiated for linear optimization. Hence, usage of the opti
mization methods described earlier would be sub-optimum. A possible solution is

1 The numberof decisions in the piecewise-linear two-class approach is equal to the num
ber of decision linesor planeswhichform the boundary between the classpartitions.
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to select only those class members from the training set for optimization, which are
positioned in the vicinity of the valid piece of a decision boundary. This can be
achieved by setting selection conditions related to the other decision boundaries
involved.

Decision line
for classes SItS)

Unique partition
of class S, Decis ion line

for classes 81/82

Decisionline
for classes SiS)

~ambiguous

i.Il!J partitions

Fig. 9.8. Non-unique areas in a multiple-class decision problem
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Fig. 9.9. Piecewise-linear classification a in case of two classes b in case of five classes

Support Vector Machines (SVM). The idea behind SVM is to map a nonlinear
class decision problem into a higher-dimensional feature space, where it can be
resolved by a linear classifier [BURGES 1998] . The basic approach still performs a
two-class decision. Following (9.56) and assuming unity norm of w, the linear
classification decision into class Sf, 1=1,2 for a given vector m is made by the func
tion

(9.73)

where e(x) is the unit step function, e(x)=O for x<O, e(x)=l for x>O. In the SVM
approach, a set of I support vectors m, is defined , which are used in combination
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with a kernel function k(x,Y) to map the problem into a nonlinear decision function
of type

(9.74)

Low-complexity kernel functions suitable for analytic optimization are e.g. poly
nomial kernels, radial basis function kernels, and sigmoid kernels. For a given
kernel function, the remaining problem is the determination of appropriate support
vectors and associated weights Vi. Support vectors are typically positioned within a
margin on both sides of the (nonlinear) decision boundary in the input feature
space. They are then mapped by the chosen kernel function into the higher
dimensional space where they shall be located on hyperplanes which are co-planar
at equal distances from the decision hyperplane . Under these constraints, it is pos
sible to determine the support vectors m, and the weights Vi, usually by nonlinear
regression . SVM classifiers are perfectly suitable for binary ('yes/no') decision
problems such as identification of face areas in images. Applicability to multiple
class problems with a larger number of classes is not yet fully resolved, or at least
does not provide significant advantages as compared to other nonlinear classifica
tion methods.

9.4.3 Nearest-neighbor and Cluster-based Methods

In nearest neighbor classification, feature vectors from the training set are used for
direct classification. For a given feature vector m, the most similar vector (nearest
neighbor) from the training set shall be found, e.g. using the criterion of Euclidean
distance. As the a priori allocation of any training set vector mq(I) to a specific class
is known, the vector m can simply be allocated to the same class as its nearest
neighbor. This allows approximating almost arbitrary separation boundaries be
tween classes, which can also be interpreted as a highly accurate polygon ap
proximation of almost any class boundary shape . Fig. 9.1Oa shows an example
where the Euclidean distance is used as nearest neighbor criterion 1. Instead of this
one-neighbor method, the k nearest training-set vectors can be sought for each
feature vector m; this is denoted as k-nearest-neighbor classification. The decision
is then made in favor of the class for which the majority of neighbors is pre
assigned. The percentage of neighbors belonging to the same class can then further
be used as a reliability criterion.
The complexity which results from these exhaustive search methods is hardly
manageable in the case of a large training set. Fortunately, the training set is typi
cally highly redundant in terms of the classification decision in particular for cases
of training set vectors which are at higher distance from the decision boundary.

1 The training set vectors can then be interpreted as centroids of Voronoi cells. Whenever a
different class is assigned for two neighbored cells, the related Voronoi boundary estab
lishes a section of the class separation polygon. See also footnote on p. 397.
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The nearest neighbor comparison can consistently be limited to a small subset of
training set vectors. The Delaunay net (cf. footnote on p. 397) defines an intercon
nection topology of all directly neighbored training set vectors . Then, all vectors
can be discarded from the set, which exclusively have nearest neighbors belonging
to the same class. In Fig. 9.10a, all Delaunay lines retained by this condition are
drawn by dotted lines. The associated Voronoi boundaries establish the pieces of
the actual class boundary. Further vectors may be removed from the nearest
neighbor set, when the associated segments of Voronoi boundaries are almost on
identical lines (or hyperplanes for higher number of dimensions). Fig. 9.10b illus
trates the example of a largely reduced set of vectors; the effect is indeed very
similar to piecewise linear classification.
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Fig. 9.10. Nearest neighbor classification (one-neighbor method) a class separation as
resulting from the training set b approximation by reduced set of nearest-neighbor vectors

In the simplest method of cluster-based classification, a feature vector m is com
pared against L cluster centroids, and assigned to the class 8, where the Euclidean
distance is minimum1:

(9.75)

To perform this comparison, cluster centroids must be given. When the allocations
of feature vectors from the training set into the respective classes are known a
priori, it is possible to compute the centroids z(lJ according to (9.11). The classifi
cation can then also be interpreted as a nearest-neighbor search related to these
centroids .

lOne cluster per class is typically sufficient if the classification problem is locally linear,
such that the class membership can be expressed by a maximum-distance function around a
class centroid; this is typically a spherical or elliptic function - the typical cases which can
be interpreted by Gaussian PDF models . In other cases, it may also be appropriate to define
several cluster centroids which map into the same class. In this case, the a priori PDF of the
class can rather be interpreted by a mixture ofGaussians (9.30).
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Fig. 9.11 shows an example of a two-dimensional feature space. Each dot marks a
feature vector m=(mI,m2) from the training set. In this case, three different concen
trations (clusters) are obvious, while some other feature vectors cannot uniquely be
allocated to one of the clusters, as they are relatively far away from any of the
cluster centroids. Such vectors would e.g. be positioned outside a trust region,
which can best be determined based on the standard deviations among the feature
vectors securely assigned to the respective cluster. If(9.75) is used for the decision
on class allocation, the decision boundaries between clusters are in principle still
Voronoi lines, where however the decision about values outside the trust regions
can be flagged as potentially unreliable.

cluster 1

.~" "::" " " " " "

c...:..:~:.:.:)

/ :..:: .

~ : .~.:~~..)
cluster 2

(....•.: ~~ : \,

~. . . ./
\ " .•../

..................... eluster3

x Cluster centroid

..._ ........ Trust region of cluster

- Voronoiline

Fig. 9.11. Cluster-based classification in a K=2 dimensional feature space

One important advantage of clustering is the capability to be applied in blind clas
sification processes, where no class allocation of training vector data must be
given a priori. L' centroids must then be pre-defined, where the parameter L' re
lates to a hypothetical number of classes. Different strategies are applicable to
determine the centroids initially. In k-means clustering, those vectors are selected
from the training set which are as far apart as possible from each other. Random
selection of vectors may also be reasonable in some cases. If initial centroids are
defined, it is possible to form class-related subset partitions from the training set
using (9.75). As a result, clusters St' will have QI'feature vectors mq(t~ as members.
When the quadratic Euclidean distance

(9.76)

is employed as a cost function, an optimized cluster centroid can be determined by
derivation of (9.76) over z(/~. Assuming independency of the cost function in the
different feature value dimensions, this can be performed separately for each di
mension:
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_d_(d(l'») =_1 ._d_[~((m (1,»)2 -2 ,z (I') .m (I') +( Z(1'))2)]
d (I ') Q d (/') L" k,q k k,q k

Zk I' Zk q=1

1 [ Q" ] 2 Q" I=-. "(-2.m (I')+2z(I'») =2z(/')-- ,"m (I')~O.
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Then, the optimized cluster centroids are given by)
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(9.77)

Q"
Lrnq(l')

(I ') _ q=l
Z opt --"-'---

QI'
I' = 1,2,.. .,L' . (9.78)

By any of the optimization steps, the mean distance between the training set vec
tors and their respective cluster centroids

d =-.!-:tQ .d(l')
ges Q /'=1 I '

(9.79)

becomes lower. The optimization step (9.78) can however lead to a change of the
cluster allocations, as another optimized centroid vector may now be a better
choice for a given training set vector. Due to this fact, the cluster design must be
performed iteratively until convergence is achieved. Regarding the mapping of
clusters SI' into classes SI, different strategies are possible. As the number L' is
arbitrarily selected in the beginning, it is not useful to retain clusters separate
which are hardly distinguishable-, These can be merged before a next iteration
step is done, setting L '<;-L '-1. Further, for clusters with high variation, it can be
advantageous to perform splitting3. Finally, it is useful to eliminate clusters which
do not have a pre-defined minimum number of members from the training set.
These different methods must be iteratively applied until certain requirements
(reasonable number of classes, distinguishable classes etc.) are fulfilled. By the
end, the number of clusters will be equal to the number of distinguishable classes",

) In principle, except for selection strategies for initial centroids and strategies to reject
outliers which are not in the trust region, the cluster optimization algorithm is equivalent to
the Generalized Lloyd Algorithm (cf. sec. 11.5.3-11.5.5) for vector quantizer design.

2 Usage ofcriteria similar to (9.43)-(9.46) is possible in this context.

3 Cluster splitting is similar to splitting procedures in vector quantizer design (sec. 11.5.4).
The cluster centroid z(/) can be artificially modified into two different values if)+E and
Z(f)-E. For these new centroids, allocation of training-set vectors must be determined again,
followed by optimization (9.78).

4 Complicated class constellations as mentioned in the footnote on p. 401 may be reasona
bly described by a mixture of several clusters. The decision whether this is reasonable or
not can only be made by comparing the semantic meaning behind the different clusters,
which typically must be done by human interaction.
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At the boundaries between two class partitions, it is probable that certain feature
vectors m are assigned to wrong classes both in nearest neighbor and in cluster
based methods. Classification is anyway unreliable outside the trust regions (or
inside rejection zones) . These decisions can either be flagged as 'undefined', or
vectors are allocated to one of the clusters based on probability considerations.
The a priori PDF p(mIS/) can e.g. be derived by modeling the cluster PDF by a
vector Gaussian distribution. If further the first-order probabilities for selection of
the different classes are evaluated, the optimum MAP decision for such outliers
can be made based on the Bayes rule (cf. sec. 8.5)

l(m) =argmax [P(S, 1m)] =argmax [p(mIS,) .P(S,)J.
5, ...5, 5, ...5,

(9.80)

In this case , the decis ion will eventually not be made for the cluster with the cen
troid nearest to m, but it will rather be considered

which cluster has largest probability P(S/)
for which cluster the a priori probability p(mIS/) is more wide-spread, such
that also feature vectors which are relatively far from the centroid may be rea
sonably assigned as members.

9.4.4 Maximum a Posteriori (Bayes) Classification

Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) optimization methods are based on statistical crite
ria of conditional probabilities. In the context of estimation methods, the basic
principle was introduced (see sec. 8.5), other applications are in classification and
segmentation of multimedia signals. P(S,lm) indicates the probability by which a
given feature vector m shall be assigned to class St. This aposteriori probability is
not explicitly known in the beginning. It is a plausible assumption however, that
the optimum classification decision will be made for the class where P(S,lm) be
comes maximum. The a priori PDF p(miSD defines the opposite relationship, ex
pressing the probability that a certain feature vector m appears when a class S, is
given . This probability density can e.g. be approximated by analyzing the members
of the training set which are pre-assigned to St. As an analytic model for this case ,
the vector Gaussian PDF (3.40) shall be used again. The parameters of the PDF
are estimated from the vectors mq(f) by computing the class centroid vector and
covariance matrix (9.33). The following relationship exists between the two condi
tional probabilities and the first-order probability functions p(m) and P(S,):

P(S, 1m)·p(m) = p(m IS,) ·P(S,).

Re-formulation into the BAYES rule gives

P(S,lm)= p(mIS,)'P(S,) = /(mISJ 'p(S,)

p(m) l>(mISk),P(Sk)
k=l

(9.81)

(9.82)
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If (9.82) shall be maximized for a given m, the denominator can be regarded as a
constant. Using the vector Gaussian PDF as a model for the a priori probability of
class S" the optimum MAP classification decision is

_ [ I -±[m-z(l)n Cmm(l)r' [ m_z(l)]]
Slop! - arg max P(S,)· ·e .

• S, .S' .....SL ~(2Jrt . ICmm(l)I

By taking the logarithm of (9.83), the following function results, for which still the
maximum must be found :

In[ P(S,) ' p(m IS,)]

=InP(S,)- ~ In2Jr-~lnl Cmm(l)I-~[ m-z(l)T[ Cmm(l)J' [ m-z(l)].

To analyze this result , the optimum Bayes decision is now applied to a decision
between two classes, even though it is clearly not restricted to this case. Assume
that the MAP decision determines a sub-division of the feature space into two
different partitions ~l and ~. The probability of a mis-classification within one
class results by analysis of the volume under the a priori PDF, as far as it falls into
the partition of the respective other class. The total probability of mis
classifications then results by summing the mis-classification probabilities of the
single classes, weighted by the respective class probabilities:

P.rr = P(S2) fp(m IS2)dm +peSt) fp(m ISl)dm .
91, 91,

From (9.82), class SI will be selected if

(9.85)

(9.86)

Now, regard the case where both classes are modeled by a vector Gaussian PDF of
identical covariance matrices, which then will be both also be identical to the mean
'within-class' covariance matrix Cmm (9.42). Taking the logarithm of (9.86) and
substituting (9.84) results in the condition

lnp(m ISl)-lnp(m IS2)

=-·Hm-z(l)T .[Cmmt -[m-z(l)]+±[m-z(2)T .[Cmmt -[m-z(2)]

=-±mT[cmmtm+[z(llT .[Cmmt m-±[z(I)T .[Cmmt -z'"

+±mT [Cmmt m-[Z(2lT .[Cmmt m+±[z(2)T .[Cmmt 'Z(2l

= [Z(ll -Z(2lT .[Cmmt .m-±[z(ll -z(2)T '[Cmmt .[Z(ll +Z(2l]
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_[(I) (2lJT [c ]-1 [ z(ll +z(2)] I P(S2)- z -z · . m > n--.
mm 2 P(SI)

(9.87)

(9.88)

By this rule, an optimum decision boundary is defined where p(mIS\),P(SI) and
p(mIS2)-P(S2) are equal. This is shown for the example of one single (scalar) fea
ture value (which could also be interpreted as a plane section of a PDF along the
Delaunay line of a multi-dimensional feature space) in Fig. 9.12. A graphical
interpretation of (9.87) for a case of two features is given in Fig. 9.13. Any vector
mopositioned on the separation line is described by the equation

[
z(i) _ Z(2)JT .[c ]-I .[m _ Z(l) +Z(2)]= In P(S2) .

mm 0 2 P(SI)

First, regard the case Cmm=Cmmol=I. From the multiplication of the two vector
parenthesis expressions on the left side of (9.88), a constant value InP(S2)-lnP(SI)
will result for all points mo, which are positioned on a line perpendicular with the
Delaunay line between the two class centroids, Z(l)_Z(2). For P(Sl)=P(S2), the sepa
ration line intersects the Delaunay line at the point (z(1)+z(2))/2, which means it is a
Voronoi boundary. For P(Sl)i=P(S2), the line is shifted from the center towards the
class centroid of the class having less probability. For Cmmi=I, the inverse covari
ance matrix plays the role of a rotation matrix, the separation line will no longer be
perpendicular on the Delaunay line. This is reasonable, because then the vector
Gaussian PDF also takes the shape of an ellipse around the class centroid, which is
tilted by orientation of the principal axis .

z(l )

I
I

p(mIS,)P(S,) :
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I

Optimum
class separation p(mIS2)P(S2)

wrongly classified as S, wrongly classified as S2 m

Fig. 9.12. Interpretation of the optimum MAP decision for the case of one single feature
value and decision between two classes

For more than 2 classes, the problem of MAP decision is not fundamentally differ
ent. Still it will e.g. be possible to model a priori probabilities by vector Gaussian
functions, such that finding the maximum value P(S,lm) can fully be solved ana
lytically.
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Fig. 9.13. Interpretation of the optimum MAP decision for the case of a 2D feature space
and decision between two classes

9.4.5 Artificial Neural Networks

Artificial neural networks (ANN) are capable to capture nonlinear behavior of
signals or features extracted from signals in a much wider sense, and can also be
adapted to specific signal behavior by training procedures. The notion 'neural'
reflects the similarity of the scheme with the functionality of neurons in the nerv
ous system of humans and animals. These systems are inherently nonlinear, as
excitations at the input of the neurons are only forwarded if a certain threshold
level is superseded.

Fig. 9.14. a Typical basic node (perceptron) of an ANN b sigmoid function

A typical basic node of an ANN, the perceptron, is shown in Fig. 9.14. This was
originally developed from a model ofneurons in the retina (cf. sec. 6.1.1, Fig. 6.1).
At the input stage, a linear combination of J input signals X m is produced, and a
bias value Wo is added:
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J

y=wo+ LWmxm,
m=l

(9.89)

The bias shifts the effect of the subsequent nonlinear function by a value B=-wo.
The nonlinear function which is most commonly used in ANN is the sigmoid func
tion

(9.90)

The signal u can have values between 0 for y« Band 1 for y» B; the factor 13
regulates the 'steepness' of the transition in the range aroundy=B; For the extreme
case 13=0, the output is a constant value u=0,5; for 13--:;00, the function is equiva
lent to a hard-threshold limiter (unit step function). The advantage of the sigmoid
function is the steadyness, which makes it continuously differentiable. This is an
important condition for optimization of neural networks. The derivative of the
sigmoid is computed by

f s(y)=(l+e-h ( => df~~) =-(l+ e-PY( .(- fJ).e-PY =fJ. e-PY . f s(y f .

From (9.90), .fs(YHl+e·~Y]=1 =>.fs(y)-e-PY=l- .fs(y), such that

dfs(y) = 13 . f s(y) . [1- f s(y)] .
dy

(9.91)

(9.92)
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Fig. 9.15. Structure of a multi-layer perceptron

The real effect of the ANN is achieved by defining a topology of interconnections
from many basic nodes. One of the commonly-used topologies is the Multi-Layer
Perceptron (MLP) shown in Fig. 9.15. By the interconnection of nodes, it is struc
tured similarly to the neuron structure in the human retina (cf. Fig. 6.1). The input
layer of the MLP has K inputs, which will be the values from a feature vector m if
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the network is used for classification1. The nodes of the input layer are indeed no
functional nodes of the network, but have rather a distribution functionality, for
warding the inputs towards all the nodes of the subsequent layer. The MLP con
sists of one or several hidden layers and one output layer of L outputs, from which
the result of classification can be concluded, e.g. by selecting the class which cor

responds to the maximum output-. The node structures of the hidden layers and the
output layer are identical to the structure shown in Fig . 9.14a. In the MLP, each
output of nodes at any layer of the network is connected to each input of nodes in
the subsequent layer, where however input weights may be set to zero.

For usage as a classifier, the ANN must be trained by using a typical training set.
For the MLP, the Back Propagation Algorithm (BPA) is the usual training proce
dure, which tracks possible errors in classification backwards from the output
through all layers, thereby optimizing all weighting factors such that the classifica
tion error is minimized. Assume that an MLP consists of I active layers, where in
the layer i a number ofJ, perceptrons is used. For nodej in layer i, J;-l+ I weighting
factors W ij,m, m=O,...,Ji_1> are needed for the connections from the outputs of layer
i-I. The output signal of node (iJ) is

[

Ji_' ]
«; =Is L Wi ,j,m • u i_I ,m ; Ui-1 ,O =I .

m=O

(9.93)

The optimization of the network shall be performed using a training set with a total

of Q vectors rnq• The vector- w shall contain all weighting factors W ij ,m of all
nodes of all layers of the network. Hence, the global criterion for the quality of the
classification decision can be defined as

Q

A(w) =LAq(w) .
q=l

(9.94)

1 The input values of the network could as well be signal values. In such a case, the output
of the network can be a feature vector m or also a classificationdecision computed directly
from the signal. The network is implicitly used as feature extractor in such a case. Addi
tionally, ANN can also be applied for nonlinear estimationand prediction.
2 Observe that the outputs of the ANN are continuous in amplitude. Hence, the amplitudes
of the different outputs, which are in the range between 0 and 1, can be used as criteria for
the reliability of a decision. A unique classificationwill be made if the network responds by
only one strong output; the a posteriori probability of a class assignment could be derived

from the output signals as P(SI [m) = ul~Uk •

3 w could also be interpreted as a 3D tensor
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As a quality criterion for classification of any training set member mq, the squared
error in the classification resulting at the output of the network can be used, where
c,(mq) shall be the ideal expected result for rnq at output II :

(9.95)

(9,96)

(9.97)

(9.99)

Optimization is performed by an iterative gradient algorithm, where the weighting
factors in iteration r+1 are optimized by the direction of the negative gradient of
the cost function as expressed by partial derivatives,

w. . (r+l) =w. . (r ) rr E >O~(W)I =W . . (r ) -c 'f O~q(W)1 •
I.l,m l,l,m ow. . l,l,m -lOW..

I,J,m w (r) q- I,l,m w( r )

The factor e influences the speed of convergence in the iterative gradient optimiza
tion. The gradient can be decomposed into a linear and a nonlinear component

o~/w) _ o~/w) oUi,i

ow. . - ou.. .~'
', l .m I ,J ', l,m

where the linear term is with (9.92)

-::.OUi'i =~[is(t wi,i ,n . Ui_I,n)]
oWi,i ,m oWi,i ,m n=O

(~ ) [(~ )] 0 ( J;_' )= fJ· i s L Wi,i ,n . Ui_I,n . 1- is L Wi,i,n . Ui_I,n . --::.-- LWi,i ,n . Ui- 1•n
n=O n=O ow;,j ,m n=O

=fJ·u.. · (I - u. )· u. , . (9.98)
t , } ' ,J 1- ,m

The nonlinear term is re-written as

aL\/w) _~[aL\q(w) auj +I,.] _~[aL\q(w) a ( (~ JJ]---- L. --_._- -L. ---.-- Is L..JWj+l ,n,p ·uj,p
auj ,) .=1 aUi +I,. aUi, l .=1 aUi +I,. aui ,} p=o

1", [aL\ (w) ( J; J((~ JJ a J, ]=L -:>-q--, f3 ,Is LWj+I,. ,p » : . 1- Is L Wi+I,. ,p •«: .--,-LWi+I ,.,p •«;
n=1 UUj +1,n p=o p =O aui ,) p =O

~[~(~ ]=fJ· L --,-q-_ .Uj+l ,n •(1-Ui+l,n ). Wi +l ,n,j •

n=1 oUj+1,1t

The following initial conditions are set at the output layer for the nonlinear term:

I Ideally, as said in the footnote on p. 409, c/(IIlq)=l for the true class I=S(q), zero other
wise. If however the classification of a training set member is vague, other than ideally
expected weights can be assigned.
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(9.100)

Now, the optimization can be started at the output, because according to (9.99),
each previous layer nonlinear derivative term can recursively be computed from
the subsequent layer result. Though algorithmically simple, the BPA is computa
tionally costly when the number of perceptrons is high. After each iteration step,
the cost function (9.94) must again be updated. Alternatively, it is possible to up
date the cost function in each iteration only for a subset of vectors, which should
then represent sufficient variety over different classes.

u(P)

a)

m(p) - ---L-J

u(P)

b)

m(p) - -----'--t

Fig. 9.16. Networks establishing relationships between subsequent classification results
a Time-delay network b Recurrent network

The topology of neural networks can also be augmented such that a relationship is
established between subsequent classification decisions. A time delay network can
be interpreted as an ANN embedded into an FIR filter, replacing the linear super
position by the perceptron structure. The feature vectors are fed into a tapped
delay line at the input, such that they take influence on several subsequent classifi
cation decisions (Fig. 9.19a). In a recurrent network, a similar approach combines
FIR and IIR structures, such that also feedback of previous outputs (classification
decisions) is used (Fig. 9.19b).

Radial Basis Functions (RBF) network. The REF network in its most simple
form (Fig. 9.17) consists of only 2 layers, where the first layer is not a perceptron,
but a maximum-likelihood classifier) as defined by Gaussian a priori distribution

) An ML classifier follows the same principle as the maximum-likelihood estimator
(8.35),(8.36). The function (9.101) is proportional with the a priori probability that a fea-
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functions for J different classes. The output signal of node j in this layer, with
feature vector m as input, will be

(9.101)

Here, zW and Cmmware defined as centroid vectors and covariance matrices in J
different a priori defined classes; the respective output values Ul j tend against 1 for
a good match with the expected distribution probability of the class, and will tend
towards 0 otherwise. The class parameters can e.g. be determined by cluster analy
sis, or by direct computation of (9.11) and (9.33). The output layer consists of
perceptrons, for which the weighting factors can be optimized by a procedure
similar to the back propagation algorithm.

~
a.
.E

Input layer
(no function)

Hidden layer Outpullayer
(ML classificator) (perceplrons)

Fig. 9.17. Radial basis function (RBF) network

In general, the performance of a neural network highly depends on the topology,
which was assumed to be given a priori so far. For an optimization of the topology
itself, different strategies are applicable . It is e.g. possible to start with a network
of high number of nodes, and prune out in an iterative process those nodes and/or
complete layers which apparently only take low influence on the quality of the
classification result. Due to the inherent nonlinear behavior of the network, there
will however not be a linear dependency between the number of nodes/layers and
the classification performance. Further, as in all classification algorithms, the final
performance highly depends on the correct selection of the training set data used
for optimization.

Self organizing feature maps (SOFM). SOFM, also known as Kohonen maps
[KOHONEN 1982] or topographic maps are competitive neural networks, which allow
mapping feature data of arbitrary dimension into a low-dimensional feature space,
where items of similar characteristics will be clustered, and maximum dissimilar
data will be located at a far topological distance. This allows for example blind

ture vector m is assigned to class Sj described by a Gaussian PDF with mean value zW and
covariance c;».
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sorting of any feature data sets M which have no prior class assignments; it can
then also help to find class-related systematic properties.
A general structure of an SOFM is shown in Fig. 9.18. K-dimensional input feature
vectors shall be clustered into L cells of a P-dimensional feature space. The matrix
W=[WI Wz .. . wdT is a KxL matrix consisting of synaptic weights related to L
neurons. The neurons are associated with cells of the feature space, competing for
allocation of incoming vectors mq, q=l, ...Q, where typically Q»1. Initially, the
weights wk,/ are populated by a random selection of vectors mq from M . For any
incoming vector mq, the winning neuron is the one with minimum squared or
Euclidean distance regarding the synaptic weights,

K 2

1* = argmin I(mq(k)-wk,!)
'=I •...,L k=1

(9.102)

The mapping matrix P=[PI ... pdTof size PxL receives the index 1*, and maps mq

to the position of the winning neuron PI" in the feature space; in addition, the topo
logical distance relative to all other neurons is evaluated, which is then used to
compute an update for the synaptic weights for 1=1, .. .,L by

!;"w, =Er ·rrU,l*)·[m-w,] ; w, =[WI,! w2" .. . wK"r, (9.103)

where e; is a step size factor depending on the convergence status of the SOFM.
rrU,I*) is a neighborhood weighting function, which typically applies a Gaussian
shaped weight depending on the topological distance between 1and 1* in the fea
ture space. The synaptic weights are then updated as Wl+!;"Wl, and the process of
competition continues until convergence is reached.

space

P,

mq(l) ... mq(K)

Ctll~ ,..t t t
~ I I
I I Z , ,

W-I
I I I ' ~OO'""~I I I neuron X X

X

L -.- ,~ ~-
X X

Lx
P

P,

I
Distance computation and SOFM feature

update of weights

W

Fig. 9.18. Self-organizing feature map (SOFM) network, example L=lO, P=2
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9.4.6 Hidden Markov Models

Markov models (cf. sec. 3.4) are fully described by transition probabilities be
tween states, where the most general definition (3.79) describes all transition prob
abilities P(Sj!S;) as elements of the matrix P. Often, a semantic event can be de
scribed by the coincidence of different single observations which should occur by
certain expected sequence(s). The observations are categorized beforehand into a
finite set of observation symbols (e.g. phonemes in speech recognition) . The num
ber ofpossible events (e.g. spoken words) shall be finite as well. Only the observa
tions are known. Furthermore , there shall be a degree of uncertainty about the
association of an observation with a state of the Markov model, which could be
due to the fact that the method of observation is inaccurate, that the source of
events is biased etc. Typically, the sequence of observations ~ will also be finite.
A Hidden Markov Model, if used for classification, will evaluate such sequences
and determine the amount ofcertainty that the underlying sequence ofobservations
corresponds to an expected event. This is made on the basis of the following pa
rameter sets:

The probabilities of initial states by which sequences start;
The probabilities of transitions between the states, which are actually the pa
rameters of the Markov model itself;
The probabilities by which an observation will occur in association with a
given state.

Assume that the entirety A. of these parameter sets shall characterize the HMM.
Typical optimization problems are [RABINER 1989]:

1. Given the model parameters A., determine P(~IA.), the probability of occur-
rence for an observation sequence. A common solution to this problem is the
forward-backward procedure, which from a given state at any position in the
sequence determines the probabilities once towards the beginning, and once
towards the end of the sequence.

2. Given the model parameters A., choose a state sequence S, such that the joint
probability with the observation sequence P(~,SIA.) is maximized. This is a
typical classification problem, where one of different pre-defined state se
quences S is expected (e.g. the sequence of phonemes constituting a spoken
word, a sequence of gestures in sign language for deaf people , a sequence of
turns that ends by a goal in a sports game). The usual solution to this is the
application of the Viterbi algorithm (cf. sec. 11.6.1), which analyzes a likeli
hood metric for paths of state sequences. The maximum number of paths to
be compared is then upper bounded by the number of states in the model.

3. Derive the model parameters A., such that P(~IA.) or P(~,SIA.) is maximized.
While the former two problems were analysis-related, this one concerns the
synthesis of the model, or training for a given classification problem. Typical
solutions to this problem are the segmental k-means algorithm, which meas
ures the variations of observations ~ from a training set against idealized
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state sequences S, and the Baum -Welch re-estimation method, which adjusts
the model parameters iteratively such that the probability is increased up to
the maximum.

As HMMs are fully described by statistical parameters, it is possible to compute
the distance between two models by statistical distance metrics. Of particular in
terest is the Kullback-Leibler distance (9.20)-(9.22), which could be re-formulated
as follows, assuming e.g. that A.I are the parameters of a given reference model,
and A.z the parameters related to an observation. Then,

!J.(A A) =" P(£91 A ) In P(£91 AI) .
p 2 ~ I P( £91 A

2
)

Unfortunately, the direct solution by (9.104) would become overly complex, as
minimization would require computing all possible state sequences. By re
formulating the distance function based on the likelihood metric provided by the
Viterbi algorithm, more practical solutions can be implemented.

9.5 Problems

Problem 9.1
The following set of feature vectors, and related a priori assignments into two classes Sf,
1=1,2 shall be given:

SI : ml(l) =c-[~l mz(l) =c-[~l m 3(1) =c-[~l m 4(1) =c-[~]

s. , mI(Z) =[~l mz(Z) =[~l m 3(Z) =[:l m 4(Z) =[~]
Two cases are regarded: i) c=O,5 ii) c=2.
a) Compute the covariance matrices and determine the achievable quality of feature selec
tion for the class separation by (9.43) for both cases.
b) Determine the position of the separation line for both cases according to the MAP crite
rion (9.87); Illo shall be feature vectors which are positioned on the separation line, i.e.

[z(l) _z(Z)Y.[Cmm]-I .[m o _ z(l) ~z(Z) ]=In :~~:; .
c) Sketch for both cases the positions ofthe feature vectors 1Ilq(TJ, the class centroids z(l) and
the separation lines in the feature plane. Determine the number of wrongly classified cases.
Interpret the results .

Problem 9.2
A continuous-value signal feature shall be given, where the probability density according to
Fig. 9.19 can be interpreted as the superposition ofprobability densities from two classes SI
and S2, both ofwhich are uniformly distributed in the respective ranges.
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o 3 4 9

Fig. 9.19. Probability density by superposition of two classes

a) Sketch the resulting PDF p(m), and compute the class centroids z(l) and z(Z) .

b) Compute the probabilities peS)) and P(Sz), and express the 'a priori' density functions
p(mIS)) and p(mISz).

c) Determineand sketch the 'a posteriori' probabilities P(Sllm) and P(Szlm).
d) The classification shall be performed according to a threshold method based on an

MAP criterion. Determine the optimum threshold ~AP and the probabilities of a
wrong classification, separately for each class and in total.

e) For which threshold value 8_ would the numbers of wrong classifications in both of
the classes become equal? Which would then be the overall probabil ity of wrongly
classified elements?

Problem 9.3
The two features of three distinct classes SloSz and S3 shall be uniformly distributed within
the areas of the feature space as shown in Fig. 9.20. The probabilities shall be P(S))=0.25,
P(Sz)=0.6 and P(S3)=0.15 .

m'A
71 ClassS

6
5
4
3
2
1
-+-t-'-j=f-'--t-f---ll- t- I - ;>

6 7 8 m\

Fig. 9.20. Probability density by superposition of three classes

a) Determine the class centroids z(l) and the covariance matrices Cmm(/), /=1..3 according
to (9.33).

b) Determine the contributions to the overall probability density, p(mIS/)p(S/) within the
ranges of the three classes.

c) Determine the a posteriori probabilities peS/1m) within those ranges of the feature
space where two classes intersect (marked by AlB) .

d) An MAP classification shall be performed . Determine the probabilities of classifica
tion errors P(Sd S2), P(S21 S)), P(S21 S3), P(S31 S2) and the overall probability of classi
fication errors.
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The goal of signal decomposition is extraction and separation ofsignal compo
nents from composite signals, which should preferably be related to semantic
units. Examples for this are distinct objects in images or video, video shots, mel
ody sequences in music, spoken words or sentences in speech signals. Signal
decomposition methods are closely related to classification ofunderlying features,
which characterize the component to be separated. An important category of
signal decomposition methods is segmentation of image, video, audio and speech
signals, which is often a prerequisite for useful feature extraction and classifica
tion, but can also be used to improve the performance ofcompression algorithms.
Segments are localized either over a time interval or over a spatial region; they
will typically be defined by criteria that indicate homogeneity ofcertain features
or semantic coherence. In segmentation, usually no overlap of the signal compo
nents to be isolated occurs. A more challenging approach of decomposition is
separation ofsingle components from mixed signals, where the composite signal
consists ofa sample-wise superposition from multiple components.

In image and video signal analysis, the following segmentation approaches can be
distinguished:

Spatial segmentation: Decomposition of the signal into distinct regions, for
which in the ideal case a semantic meaning can be assigned (e.g. localization
of faces, persons);
Temporal segmentation: Decomposition of a video sequence into sub
sequences (e.g. shots);
Spatio-temporal segmentation: Separation of regions by their temporal behav
ior (e.g. movement of a particular object through a video sequence within a
certain period of time).

A superposition of components is rare in natural images (it can happen e.g. in case
of reflections or in case of transparent objects); it is however often applied as arti
ficial production effect (e.g. transitions, fades in a video). In audio signal analysis,
also segmentation along the temporal axis is typically needed, e.g. for separation
of spoken words, breaking a music piece into lyrics and refrain, breaking it further
into times, breaks and notes. As polyphonic sounds are superpositions from differ-

J.-R. Ohm, Multimedia Communication Technology
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ent audio sources, separation of these composite signals is also of high importance
for audio signal analysis, e.g. for detection and isolation of single instruments from
an orchestra.

Separation is often done manually, in particular in media production and post
production (editing, cutting, manual separation of objects from movies). As this is
time-consuming, development of fully automatic decomposition methods, or at
least automatic aid in manual decomposition is an important task. The basic prin
ciple of signal decomposition is very similar to classification, i.e. identification of
signal sections which are coherent regarding underlying features. Considering
different types of signals, the optimum strategy may also differ largely. Due to this
fact, a huge variety of signal-specific segmentation algorithms have been devel
oped over the past decades. In the sequel, it is tried to characterize and categorize
common approaches regarding the underlying strategies, even though a consistent
theoretical framework for segmentation does not exist yet. It is further important to
select segmentation algorithms for a given application, based on the computational
complexity of these methods.

10.1 Segmentation of Image Signals

The goal of image segmentation is to identify regions of homogeneous or coherent
features within an image or a frame from a video sequence. It is then assumed that
these regions relate to objects shown in the image, which can further be catego
rized by their semantic meaning afterwards. Semantic recognition can e.g. be per
formed by analysis of shape or other features. In this context, the selection of cor
rect combinations of features is important, which may indeed be context-dependent
such as a priori assumptions about expected object sizes, color or contrast varia
tions within the area of an object, or statistical assumptions about allowable pa
rameter variations within closed segments. Important criteria in image segmenta
tion are

local amplitudes and colors of pixels, as well as their differences;
statistical parameters characterizing the image globally or locally;
Texture parameters characterizing object surfaces;
Edges, comers etc. which can be found by edge detection .

10.1.1 Pixel-based Segmentation

In pixel-oriented segmentation, pixel-wise attributable features like luminance,
color or local difference are subject to statistical analysis in a one- or multidimen
sional feature space. Based on this analysis, each pixel is assigned to a class, where
it is then assumed that neighbored pixels belonging to the same class will be mem-
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bers of one segment. The histogram threshold segmentation described first can be
regarded as a special case from a larger category of methods, which extend to
multi-dimensional feature space analysis and more than two segmentation clusters.

Histogram-based thresholding. Thresholding separates segments by classifica
tion related to amplitude ranges . Often, the luminance (gray-value amplitude) ofan
image signal is used as an analysis criterion in this context. Assume that the ob
jects to be separated (e.g. foregroundlbackground) can be distinguished by their
luminance levels, such that separation into just two luminance classes is sufficient.
A good indicator for the suitability of such a simplified model is given by the his
togram or probability distribution of such images, which will typically show two
characteristic value ranges with concentration around significant peaks. If a
threshold value is defined, this will effect a binarization of the image according to

{
F if x(m,n) ~ 0

b(m,n) =
B if x(m,n) > 0 .

Here, a semantic categorization is assumed where the background (B) is lighter,
and foreground (F) is darker in the original image1. By assuming a gray-value
signal x(m,n) which is quantized into J amplitude levels, for which further the
histogram or occurrence distribution P(j) shall be available, the probability of a
pixel to be classified as background or foreground under the constraint of the
threshold level 0 in (10.1) will be

6

P(F) = 'LP(j) ;
j =1

J

PCB) = 'L P(j).
j=6 +1

(10.2)

(10.3)

(lOA)

Then, the mean values and variances within the foreground and background seg
ments can be computed as

1 e 1 J

/lA0) =--'LXj ·P(j) f.lB(0)=- 'L xj ·P(j)
P(F) j=1 PCB) j=6+1

1 6 1 6

0/(0) =--'L(xj -f.lF(0))2 ·P(j) =--'Lx/ ·P(j)-f.l/(0)
P(F) j =1 P(F) j =1

0"/(0)=_1_ t (x j-f.lB(0)i· P(j) =_I- t x/ ·P(j) -f.l/(0)
PCB) j =6 +1 PCB) j=6+1

The global mean and variance of the discrete-amplitude image are given by

J

f.l ='LXj ' P(j) =P(B) ·f.lB(O) +P(F) ·f.lF (0)
j =1

(10.5)

1 This definition could as well be made vice versa; a typical example where the background
is light and the foreground is dark are printed letters or drawings on a white sheet ofpaper.
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J J

a' =L(xj - fJi· P(j) =LX/ .P(j)- fJ2
j =1 j=1

If now the mean of the variances within the two segments is defined as

a 2(8) = P(B) ·a/(8)+ P(F) ·a/(8)

(10.6)

(10.7)

and the variance between segment mean values (deviation of class centroids from
the global centroid) as

a/(8) =P(B) ·(fJn (8) - fJ)2 +P(F) ·(fJF(8) - fJ)2 ,

it can be shown that (10.6) is the sum of (10.7) and (10.8) :

a 2=a2(8)+a/(8) .

(10.8)

(10.9)

The probability of segmentation errors Perr will result from the percentage ofpixels
which either belong originally to the background and are larger than 8, or belong
to the foreground and are less or equal to 8 . This can be expressed in dependency
of the conditional (a priori) probabilities that a foreground or background pixel
have an amplitude Xj,

e J

r: =P(B) ·LP(jIB)+P(F) . L P(jIF).
j =l j =e +1

P(jIF) .P(F)

(10.10)

Background wrongly dassified
as foreground

j
Foreground wrongly classified

as background

Fig. 10.1. Segmentation error contributions in a two-class threshold segmentation

The error can be interpreted as the percentage of occurrences expressed by those
histogram lines which are shown gray in Fig. 10.1. If the distribution functions of
the foreground and background classes are assumed to be Gaussian, the overall
probability distribution of the image can be interpreted by a mixture of Gaussians
(9.30) . Minimization of the segmentat ion error can then analytically be achieved
by derivation of (10.10) over 8. If a mixture of Gaussians is assumed, the error

will become minimum in a case when a2 (8 ) becomes as small as possible ,
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while 0',,/(8) becomes as large as possible . A useful optimization criterion can

then be defined as1

(10.11)

where the constraint will be that the given probability function of the image
P(j)=P(j1 v)+P(jIH) can be expressed as close as possible by a mixture of Gaus
sians. Mean values, variances and weights (probabilities) of the foreground and
background classes must be fitted by joint minimization of a statistical test crite
rion (sec. 3.4) and maximization of (10.11). An example ofa simple threshold
segmentation using different threshold values is shown in Fig. 10.2.

a
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vlethoden HiBt 5

PrinzipieJI sind
irnbinierbar, jed
nne iterative U
.rten Methoden

d

Fig . 10.2. Binary image segmentation example: a Original 8-bit sub-image area and
b-d Results ofbinary image segmentation using different thresholds, b 110 (too low)
c 230 (too high) d 184 (optimum) [source : HOYNCK]

If images of more complex gray-value statistics have to be segmented, the method
using one single global threshold value is not suitable. Alternatively, the threshold
value optimization can be performed locally , e.g. by determining optimum thresh
old values within smaller blocks of an image.

Relationship with cluster-based methods. The basic assumption in the histo
gram-threshold approach is the expectation of significant agglomerations of values
(clusters) which can be detected by statistical analysis in the feature space. So far,
only one feature was considered, and only assignment into one of two possible
classes was made-, This may only be suitable for images of very simple structure .
In more challenging segmentation applications, multiple features must be regarded,
e.g. several color components, texture, edges. In many cases where partitioning
into two classes is not sufficient, color including chrominances is a much better
classification criterion than luminance. Significant statistical agglomerations in a
multidimensional feature space can be identified by cluster analysis. A cluster is a
sub-space of the feature space, which is typically described by a centroid and a
certain surrounding sub-space variation , e.g. described by a hypersphere or elliptic

1 This criterion is a scalar expression closely related to vector criteria (9.43)-(9.46).

2 An example of threshold-based segmentation into three different ' classes is treated in
Problem 10.2.
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volume. Cluster positions can be pre-defined, which is viable when image regions
of certain features are expected1; automatic analysis and adaptation of clusters to a
given image is also possible (see sec. 9.4.3) . In the general case, K features ex
tracted at one pixel position (m,n) are combined into a feature vector

(10.12)

To decide about cluster allocation for the pixels, a comparison against L different
cluster centroids

Z(/)= [z (I) z(/) z (/) JTI , 2 , • • • , K (10.13)

must be performed. A typical comparison criterion is the Lp norm (9.16) by which
the pixel is allocated to the feature class

K p

S(m,n) =argmin I!mk(m,n)-z/,)I .
I=I ,...,L k=1

(10.14)

For the case of Euclidean distance (P=2) this will be the centroid which is a closest
linear distance within the feature space. The clustering can also be an iterative
process of classification and cluster optimization, e.g. following (9.75) and (9.78) .
Specifically in video (image sequence) segmentation, this iterative optimization of
clusters can be performed recursively from one frame to the next [OHM, MA 1997].

It should be observed that the definition of the number of clusters is not inde
pendent of the goal of segmentation. When the number of clusters is too high, an
over-segmentation occurs, resulting in a multitude of small segment patches,
which have barely anything in common with semantic objects shown in the scene.
This can be avoided, if clusters are not defined at the global image level, but rather
over local areas, where it can be expected that a smaller variety of feature classes
will be present, or by pre-filtering which eliminates detail (see sec. 5.1 and 10.1.3).
The result of clustering will be an image consisting of cluster (segment) labels
S(m,n). In principle , this image can be further processed like any image, e.g. it is
possible to eliminate small patches of labels which diverge from their local
neighborhood. This can be done by application of median or morphological filters,
or by statistical correction, e.g. deterministic relaxation (see sec. 10.1.4). The
cluster labels however do not yet directly identify connected regions of homoge
neous features, as indeed two or more disconnected areas may have been assigned
to the same cluster. It is hence still necessary to perform segment labeling (see sec.
10.1.5).

1 An example of cluster segmentation using only one class known a priori is chroma key
segmentation (see sec. 15.1). In movie studios, foreground objects are frequently captured
in front of a saturated blue background, a color rarely occurring in nature. Only for this one
color a cluster definition must be made; all pixels not contained in this cluster are then
assigned to the foreground object.
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10.1.2 Region-based Methods

Region-based segmentation methods are implicitly designed to find connected
regions of pixels which show similar features. They do not explicitly expect pre
defined clusters or feature classes, but can also be combined with statistical analy
sis approaches. In principle, they are suitable to blindly analyze where homogene
ity or significant changes of feature characteristics can be found in images. By
definition of the homogeneity criteria, the sensitivity of region-based methods in
case of gradual changes can be flexibly tuned. Typical parameters to decide for
presence of a region boundary are e.g. the maximum allowed feature value differ
ences between a pixel and its neighbors or between a pixel and the feature value
centroid of the region. Optimization of these parameters is often made on a heuris
tic basis, and optimum settings can be quite different depending on images proper
ties.

seed pixels

a)

Region 1

b)

Region 3

Region 2

Fig. 10.3. Region growing: a Evolution of regions starting from seed pixels
b Merging of regions

Region growing. These methods start from single seed pixels which can either be
selected randomly within an image, may be pixels with highest possible distance in
feature space (like in k-means clustering), or pixels which are good representatives
of expected segment statistics. Originating from these seed pixels, the region
grows by checking feature homogeneity towards the nearest neighbors (see Fig.
IO.3a). The homogeneity criterion can be based on luminance or color of pixels,
local mean, variance, covariance, mean difference of pixels in a neighborhood, but
can also include features like spectral characteristics signifying textures, input
from edge-detection methods etc. If the homogeneity is violated, i.e. if the feature
of a neighbor pixel deviates by more than a pre-defined maximum (threshold crite
rion), this neighbor will by itself become a seed pixel of another region. If in the
growing-process two regions converge, they can be merged provided that the ho
mogeneity criterion is not violated across the boundary. The principle of merging
is indicated in Fig. IO.3a by the dotted lines; the final result of the segmentation is
shown in Fig. 10.3b. Region growing can directly be coupled with segment label
ing, as initially one distinct label is assigned to each seed pixel; in the sequel, if
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two regions are merged, one of the labels is eliminated, or if a new seed pixel is
set, a new label is created I.

Many variants of region growing algorithms have been proposed, which
achieve improved segmentation results e.g. by adaptation of the homogeneity crite
ria depending on the region size. This is in particular advantageous to avoid small
regions (over-segmentation) by supporting merge or elimination of small regions
even in cases of higher deviation from homogeneity.

Split-and-merge methods. These methods work by a principle which is somehow
antipodal with region growing. While the latter ones start from the level of pixels
and then performs segmentation until the entire image is covered ('bottom up'),
split and merge starts at the level of the entire image and then builds a hierarchy of
sub-areas, which can proceed down to the level of single pixels ('top down'). The
basic approach of split-and-merge schemes is shown in Fig. lOA. During each
step, rectangular blocks from the image- are split into sub-blocks, typically of
same size. Splitting into four sub-block is often applied as in the example of Fig.
lOAb, but other sub-partitions can be made likewise. Then for each sub-block,
feature criteria are computed such as mean, variance of colors etc. If the features
of neighbored sub-blocks are found to be homogeneous, a merge is applied. If the
merge leads to the same result which was available before the split, the sub-block
never needs to be split again. A merge can however be performed across the
boundary of a block which was previously split. In the example shown, no merge
is possible yet after the first splitting step. Then, a second split is applied (Fig.
lOAc), after which a merge can be performed across the boundaries of adjacent
larger-scale block units. This leads to the final segmentation result (Fig. lOAd). In
principle, blocks that could not yet be merged must provisionally be further subdi
vided in order to analyze whether they are sufficiently homogeneous internally.

Segment layout Split 1st step Split 2nd step Merge

Fig. 10.4. Split-and-merge segmentation

A combination of region-based methods with other principles introduced before is
possible, e.g. with the pixel-based feature classification methods from sec. 10.1.1.
This is in particular advantageous in finding a compromise between statistical
separation criteria which can be derived systematically from image characteristics,

1 Methods of segment labeling are introduced in sec. 10.1.5.

2 in the first step only splitting is possible, starting by one single block covering the entire
image
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and other goals of segmentation, e.g. the targeted resolution precision of the re
gionsl .

10.1.3 Texture Elimination

If texture features are used for the segmentation decision, it is possible to detect
segments of homogeneous texture . Texture-related segmentation is however sig
nificantly more complex than segmentation based on simpler features like color,
gradients etc.; it usually involves frequency analysis or statistical neighborhood
analysis, which in addition means that texture features cannot be gained as true
single-pixel features. Texture-related segmentation can be simplified, if the pixel
wise texture properties are already available by a compact representation, e.g. by
using the wavelet coefficient signature patterns as extracted in the scheme shown
in Fig. 7.11.

If segmentation is performed purely on the basis of luminance or color features,
presence of structured textures can play a role which counteracts the goal of a
good segmentation, as the amplitude variations within local texture structures can
be mis-interpreted as being region boundaries. By systematic elimination of tex
tures, this effect can be reduced, where however edges should be preserved. Tex
ture elimination is either done before (as pre-processing) or during the segmenta
tion process. In the ideal case, only homogeneous areas with clearly distinct
boundaries shall remain; this can hardly be achieved by usage of linear filters, but
nonlinear filters or combinations of adaptive linear and nonlinear methods can
achieve this goal. An important constraint regarding the operation of the filters is
the preservation of true region boundaries; this requires high accuracy if the goal
shall be a pixel-wise accurate segmentation. Median filtering and more general
rank order filters or morphological filters (cf. sec. 5.1) are preprocessing methods
of good effect, while being of small or moderate complexity. If texture elimination
methods are in the extreme case capable to produce ideally-jlat areas, the remain
ing segmentation problem can entirely be solved by application of segment label
ing (sec. 10.1.5) based on the amplitude plateau values of a perfectly detail- and
noise-free signal.

Anisotropic diffusion. This is a scale space approach, which falls under a similar
category as wavelet decomposition (sec. 4.4.4) and Gaussian pyramid decomposi
tion (sec. 4.4.6), but is nonlinear in contrast to the previous methods . By reducing
the resolution of the signal, texture details are inherently eliminated, but linear
filtering would eliminate edge information simultaneously. The iterated applicat ion

I The region-based segmentation must not necessarily be performed down to the pixel
level,but could as well stop at a level of small blocks,whichcan be realized veryelegantly
by the split and merge approach. Examples for application of 'block-based' segmentation
are found in image and videocodingschemes using variable blocksizes (cf. sec. 12.6.3 and
13.2.6). Split and merge can also closely be combined with feature extraction methods,
where feature homogeneity analysis is performed as part of the feature extraction process.
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of Gaussian filter kernels in the Gaussian pyramid is also denoted as isotropic
diffusion, which however loses the localization accuracy about prospective region
boundaries. Anisotropic diffusion can also be based on Gaussian filter kernels, the
strength and directional orientation of these filters are however additionally steered
by properties of the signal [PERONA, MALIK 1990]. The optimized methods of filter
adaptation can be quite complex, and it is beyond the scope here to give a detailed
insight. Instead, a more practical method is presented, which adapts the smoothing
filters by parameters gained from edge analysis. A Gaussian filter kernel is used
which has an extension of -P/2...+P/2 in horizontal direction and -Q/2...+Q/2 in
vertical direction around the respective position (m,n) . In the following example,
the absolute values of the differences in the second derivative 1, and deviations by
intensity from the given central position are used to define criteria d(p,q) and
e(p,q), where

d(p, q)=IV'x(m, n)-V'x(m + p,n + q)1 ; e(p,q)=!x(m,n)-x(m + p,n + q)1

for -PI2~p~PI2 ; -QI2~q~QI2 . (10.15)

The weighting of the 2D Gaussian-shaped filter impulse response (7.57) is then
determined at position (m,n) by the following method:

w(p,q;m,n) = (J[d(p,q)] ·g[e(p,q)] ) ·[1- s(m,n)] +s(m,n) . (10.16)

Setting the switching function to a value s(m,n)=1 at the given position will invoke
an isotropic diffusion process (which means that edges will be smoothed out as
well). This can be based on additional rules or criteria, e.g. desirable minimum
size of a segment, or other features gained independently like homogeneity of
motion, when the method is used for moving-object segmentation. The functions
flJ and g(.) are nonlinear, ranging between zero and one for large and small argu
ment values, respectively. An example is the following definition of a ramp hys
teresis between two threshold values 0. and O2,

I
I for dO~01

f[d( ·)]= I_ d( .)-01 for 0
1
<dO~02

O2-01

o for d( ·) > O2 ,

From the corresponding unweighted (isotropic) Gaussian kernel h(p,q) in (7.57),
the anisotropic kernel at position (m,n) is computed by the formula

h(p,q) = w(p,q;m,n) ·h(p,q) ; -PI2~p~PI2; -QI2~q~QI2. (10.18)
IIw(p,q;m,n) ·h(p,q)

p q

For the case w(p,q;m ,n)=I, the anisotropic filter process is identical to the Gaus
sian filter. The anisotropic diffusion method can also be implemented iteratively,

1 this is a similarcriterion as the zero-crossings of the second derivative, cf. sec. 7.3.2
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like a pyramid approach, using only short filter kernels by each iteration step. Fig .
10.5 shows 2D impulse response shapes of an unweighted and a weighted Gaus
sian kernel for the example of a significant image edge that shall be preserved.

a) b)
Fig. 10.5. Isotropic (a) and anisotropic-weighted (b) Gaussian filter kernels
[source: IZQUIERDO]

Morphological smoothing and segmentation methods. Morphological filters
(sec. 5.1.2) are often used for pre-processing and other tasks in the context of
segmentation. Direct elimination of textures can be achieved by iterated applica
tion of open and close operations to gray-level images, which brings amplitudes to
unique plateaus, while preserving edges. Likewise, median filters can be used to
eliminate isolated labels from a segmentation result, or straighten inconsistent
segment boundaries.

Watersheds (local maxima)

Values of
morphologica l
gradient

Fig. 10.6. Watershedalgorithm a Interpretation of morphological gradient as surface shape
topology b Mergingof segmentsin case of 'water overflow'

Preferably after texture elimination e.g. by open/close operations, the morphologi
cal gradient can further be applied to localize segments within an image. The wa
tershed algorithm is a useful method to evaluate morphological gradients for the
purpose of segmentation. The amplitude shape of the gradient is interpreted like
the 3D surface shape of a mountain (Fig . 10.6a) . Local maxima of the gradient are
interpreted as 'watersheds', which are assumed to be identical with the segment
boundaries of objects. The search for watersheds starts however at local minima of
the gradient, the lowest points in height where the 'filling of basins by water'
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startsI . If water would flow into a neighbored basin, a lowest elevation of a water
shed is found, from where the watershed can further be tracked by the direction of
the maximum gradient. If the watershed is yet found at a relatively low elevation,
this indicates a weak gradient, such that it can be decided to discard this boundary;
this means in principle that two basins (segments) are merged (Fig. IO.6b). In fact,
by setting threshold levels as rules for segment merging or retaining the water
sheds, the number of segments finally obtained can be influenced; from this, the
watershed algorithm can be tuned by just one parameter to rather achieve 'over
segmentation' or a low number of segments. All watersheds finally retained estab
lish segment boundaries . By guarantee, these boundaries will always be closed
contours.

10.1.4 Relaxation Methods

As introduced in sec. 8.5, statistical methods are suitable to gain additional evi
dence about the reliability of a segmentation decision. In general, statistical reli
ability criteria can be invoked in any of the methods introduced so far. In relaxa
tion methods, they are run in the context of pixel-based segmentation decision,
where the reliability criterion is in principle a consistency check of segmentation
information within a neighborhood. Iterative methods must be applied to achieve
this. In a statistical approach, decisions are weighted as unreliable if a high devia
tion among a set of neighboring pixels is observed. This is a plausible assumption
in the context of segmentation, as pixels near segment boundaries may eventually
arbitrarily have been assigned to one or the other segment. As this is an open com
petition, the final assignment will be made to the segment which turns out to be the
winner by statistical evidence. As in any statistical method, an underlying statisti
cal model must be assumed, where it is the task of the optimization to align the
parameters of the model as good as possible with the observation about the signal.

Markov Random Fields and stochastic relaxation. The concept of Markov
Random Fields (MRF) was introduced earlier in the context of texture modeling
(sec. 7.2.1). It is generally based on multi-dimensional conditional probabilities of
pixel amplitudes, regarding a neighborhood context. For segmentation of image
signals, the model can also be applied based on conditional probabilities for a
neighborhood of pixels to belong to the same or different segments-. A useful
model for this is the Gibbs distribution function, a type ofexponential distribution,

1 The water-filling process can be implemented by a gray-level dilation filter, which fills
the troughs of a signal.

2 In the segment relationship modeling, the property of Markov random fields as a state
transition model becomes more illustrat ive than for the case of texture modeling, where the
number of states can indeed be rather high. For example, the case ofbinary segmentation as
performed by the histogram thresholding method results in just one foreground and one
background region class. This could well be modeled by a simple 2-state Markov chain (cf.
sec. 3.4).
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by which the probability of a pixel to belong to a given segment decays exponen
tiallyl, when less pixels from the neighborhood hypothetically belong to the same
segment. As a basis, a definition of boundaries within the sampling raster of a 2D
signal must formally be made. As every pixel shall finally belong to only one seg
ment, the segment boundaries must be positioned between pixels. Two different
approaches for this are shown in Fig. 10.7. In the pixel raster (0) in Fig. 10.7a,
segment boundaries can be found at the positions marked by 'I' and '--'. In the
alternative definition of Fig. 1O.7b, boundary positions are marked as '+'. The
number of boundary values to be described is identical to the number of pixels in
the representation of Fig. 10.7b; however, both representations can uniquely be
mapped into each other. Fig. 10.7c shows an example, where the boundary posi
tions are drawn as bold elements, marking the transition from one segment (light
pixels) to another (dark pixels). A label field of boundary positions t(i,j) is thereby
defined which shall have the value 'I' if a boundary is present towards the respec
tive neighbor, '0' otherwise.

0 1010
- - -

a) a Ia Ia
---
0 1010

010 1_
- - -

c) a Ia I_
0 1_1 _

Fig. 10.7. Positions ofpixels and boundary points for modeling of segments by Markov
random fields.

Fig. 10.8. Clique configurat ions ofhomogeneous neighborhood systems for A';,(2)(m,n)
a c=O b c=l c c=2, and clique ensembles for d c=l e c=2.

1 Exponentiall y decaying probabil ities are typical for state durations in memoryless state
models, where the time of rest in a state does not depend on the previous state.
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To define a relationship between neighbored pixels, homogeneous neighborhood
systems .;fI;,(P)(m,n) of (4.1) are usedl, which have the property of being symmetric,
such that pixels are mutually members of their respective neighborhoods.

The concept of symmetry can even further be extended; a group of pixel posi
tions, where each is a member of each other's neighborhood system .;fI;,(m,n), is
denoted as a clique. Fig. 1O.8a-c shows the respective clique configurations for
cases of homogenous neighborhood systems with c=O, c=l and c=2. Connections
of pixels within a clique are indicated here by graphs . The number of possible
cliques increases drastically by an increased size of the neighborhood system: For
a system of c=8, cliques of up to 9 pixels would be possible, and each possible
subset of the largest clique can be regarded as a disjoint clique as well. Further, in
a clique configuration of Q pixels, the actual pixel can be found at Q different
orientations. A clique ensemble e,,(m,n), related to a homogeneous neighborhood
system .;fI;,(m,n), is the set of all possible cliques by all possible orientations. Fig.
10.8d-e shows e,,(m,n) including all possible orientations for cases c=l and c=2.

An important property to be analyzed for the ensemble e,,(m,n) are the lumi
nance differences between the pixels contained in the cliques, by which a potential
V(m,n) can be computed at each pixel position (m,n). This can be regarded as a
criterion about the probability for presence of a segment boundary. V(m,n) is influ
enced by information about amplitude differences d between the pixel x(m,n) and
its eight neighbors x(i,j), further a hypothesis about presence of a segment mem-

bership of the different clique members, S(m,n) for the current pixel and S(i,j)

for the eight neighbors is considered. The value of the boundary position field t(i,j)
is defined as follows:

A A

if S(m,n)*S(i,j)
A A

if S(m,n) = S(i,j)
(i,j)E ~(m,n). (10.19)

The definition of the potential at position (m,n) is

V(m,n) = L A{ .t(i,j) + At. .(l-t(i,j») ' d(x(m,n),x(i,j») . (10 .20)
(i .j)el!"m.n)

0 101010
0 1'_ 1010
Olaf_Ie
ololele

0 101_1_
olelele
010 10 (_
ololele

Fig. 10.9. Examples of irregular segment boundary configurations

The function dO is a pixel-amplitude difference which can e.g. express the abso
lute or squared difference values between the pixels; alternatively, nonlinear func-

! In the sequel, "y"(m,n) is used with default order P=2, i.e. should read as .,Y,,(2)(m,n).
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tions based on threshold criteria or adaptive functions can be used. The constants
~ and A,t. effect a weighting regarding the influence of boundaries and local ampli
tude differences'. In addition, irregular or undesirable configurations of bounda
ries are penalized, as then a higher potential is assigned due to the higher number
of boundary positions within the cliques (see examples in Fig. 10.9).

The principle of optimization is based on modeling the segmentation field t(iJ)
by an MRF. The Gibbs distribution signifies how large the expected segment size
(rest of the MRF model in the same state) will be; the probability of smaller seg
ments obviously becomes higher, when the potential increases, as then the expo
nential function decays more rapidly:

p(t) =Le-v(,)
z

with z = Le-v(t ) .
I

(10.21)

If this distribution function is assumed to be the a priori PDF, an optimization
based on an MAP criterion can be applied (cf. sec. 8.5 and 9.4.4) . The hypothesis
about presence of segment boundaries is then judged in the posterior estimation,
based on criteria such as the fit it gives with the prior model. The goal is minimiza
tion of the potential over the entire image, where interrelationships exist in princi
ple between all pixels. If the A, parameters and the difference function L\(-) are
appropriately selected, the optimum result will be achieved with a minimum num
ber of segments under the constraint of the given amplitude differences. The solu
tion can only be obtained iteratively, where the segmentation result from the previ
ous iteration is modified such that the potential is further minimized. The statistical
optimization algorithm used for this purpose is denoted as stochastic relaxation
[GEMAN, G EMAN ET AL. 1985]. It is based on a model from thermodynamics, which
assumes that elementary particles at high temperatures possess an almost-free
capability to move. Movement capability of gas particles is usually modeled by a
Boltzmann distribution- , For optimization of segmentation, the initial phase uses a
'high temperature', which means that segment allocation of pixels will have a high
degree of freedom in the beginning, they may easily become member of one or
another segment. This can be achieved if the parameter A,t. is set to a higher value
initially. By gradual reduction during the subsequent iterations, the optimum of
segmentation is finally reached-' . The method has been proven to reach the global
optimum, but typically requires a very high number of iterations.

1 by presence of a boundaryhypothesis, the contribution to the potential V becomes ~; if
no boundaryhypothesis is made, the contribution in Vis 4t.·~(·) .

2 which is actually similar to the Gibbs distribution given above, however the potential is
temperature dependent.
3 A similarprinciple is applied in annealing of metals- by exactlyobserving a 'temperature
schedule' the desired result is achieved, e.g. to produce steel of high durability. In stochas
tic optimization, such methodshave been denoted as simulated annealing, which are often
appliedto avoid convergence towards localminimain iterative optimization processes.
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Deterministic Relaxation. While stochastic relaxation reaches an optimum from
any given initial segmentation at high computational cost, deterministic relaxation
is more simple but requires a good initial hypothesis about the segments contained
in the image. An optimized result is then achieved by a relatively low number of
iterations. An example of a deterministic relaxation algorithm, which is purely
based on probability criteria determined from segment assignments within pixel
neighborhoods, is described here. Deterministic relaxation can also be applied as
statistically-based post-processing of a segmentation result originating from any
other segmentation procedure.

Initially, for each pixel position (m,n), a probability value rO(m,n;l) must be
available , which indicates by which certainty this position could be assigned to a
segment or cluster 81 (out ofL different) . The sum over all values about assignment
ofa pixel at position (m,n) to any of the L segments must be unity] :

L

IP'(m,n;l) = 1 .
1=1

(10.22)

The basic principle of deterministic relaxation is the iterative refinement of prob
ability values by update values qr, where the index r expresses the iteration step.
The update process at position (m,n) is as follows:

,+1 • _ P'(m,n;l) · [ l+q'(m,n;l)]
P (m, n,l) - -=L-------'=-----=---

IP'(m ,n;k){ l+q'(m ,n ;k)]
k=l

(10.23)

To determine the update value q" for the r+1th iteration, the probabilities of
neighborhood pixels are evaluated . As an example, the eight pixels belonging to
neighborhood .N2(m,n) can be used. A procedure to determine the update is

with

q'(m,n;l) =~.[ ..I (IC(k,I) 'P'U,j;k))]
(J,J )e-¥, (m,n ) k=l

(10.24)

c(k,l) ={ 1
-1

if k =I

if k ::;:.1.
(10.25)

Other weighting functions c(k,l) are possible . For larger neighborhood systems, it
is useful to establish a weight which is adaptive by the distance, or take into ac
count geometric criteria such that straight segment boundaries are given a prefer
ence. Relaxation increases the probability of a pixel to be member of a segment, if
its neighbors are by high probability members of the same segment as well, and

] If the starting point is some arbitrary segmentation result where the segmentation label
S(m,n)=l' was assigned without any further knowledge about statistical reliability, set ini
tially r(m,n;I=11=1 and pr=o(m,n;I-:l=I1=O.
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vice versa. If convergence is reached by iteration R, the pixel at position (m,n) is
finally allocated to the segment which is found by highest probability

S(m,n) = argmaxP\m,n;I) .
/

(10.26)

In principle, this is still an a posteriori decision, however the neighborhood rela
tionships are taken into account here, such that the reliability of the segmentation
results can be expected to be much higher than in pixel-separate decisions .

10.1.5 Image Region Labeling

The segment classification label S(m,n) as e.g. provided by a histogram-threshold,
cluster-based or other segmentation algorithms is not yet a unique criterion for
pixels belonging to a closed region. In fact, pixels with same class labels assigned
could be members of two disparate regions. As an example, an image may show
different patches of grass which will be indexed with same class labels by a texture
classification, but shall be treated as different regions'. Hence, an identification of
those pixels is necessary, which have been annotated by identical class labels
S(m,n) and are connected in one region. Typically, the number LR of distinct re
gion labels R(m,n) must be larger than the number L of different classification
labels S(m,n). Due to the fact that region shapes may be topologically difficult
(contain holes, noses etc.), simple implementation covering all possible cases is an
issue of high importance. This can still be done by a sequential scan of pixels,
however the region assignment must eventually later be revised, as two patches
that are disparate in an earlier phase of the scan may later be identified as con
nected . Assume that a sequential scan is performed row-wise, starting in the top
left comer of an image. A new region label is assigned , whenever a pixel does not
have the same classification label as any of its previously processed neighbors.
However, in the example shown in Fig. 1O.10a,only during the scan of the last row
it can be identified that the pixels which are marked by horizontal and vertical
stripes actually belong to the same region. An example algorithm is presented here,
which distinguishes the following cases and implements suitable decisions-:

1. S(m,n)=S(m-l,n) and S(m,n)~S(m,n-l) ~ region label R(m,n)=R(m-l ,n)
2. S(m,n)~S(m-l,n) and S(m,n)=S(m,n-l) ~ region label R(m ,n)=R(m,n-l)

! It however depends on the application and the semantic context, if eventually two
disparate regions shall better be treated as one object.

2 The algorithm given here excludes 'weak' connections of regions, which means that two
pixels are not assigned to the same region when they are diagonally adjacent, while neither
horizontal nor vertical neighbors belong to the same region. This would for example make
any square on a checkerboard a separate region.
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3. S(m,n)=S(m-l ,n) and S(m,n)=S(m,n-l) and S(m-l,n-I):;tS(m,n-l) => merge the
regions previously assigned to the left and top neighbors, then assign the same
region label R(m,n)=R(m-l,n)=R(m,n-l) to the present pixel

4. S(m,n):;tS(m-l,n) and S(m,n):;tS(m,n-l) => create a new region label Rnew and
assign R(m,n)=Rnew '

Only three comparisons of classification indices are necessary at any pixel position
by this procedure . Possible configurations corresponding to cases 1-4 are shown in
Fig. Ia.lOb, where the dotted lines indicate that it is irrelevant for the decision
whether a region boundary is found at the position or not.

0 0 0 @ @ 0 10 ....6.. 1
•1--'- 2

0 0 0 @ @ • • •
a) 0 0 0 @ @ b)

• • •? 0 3~ • 010
4 ·..·

0
..reConnection of regions • •

detected here

Fig. 10.10. a Il1ustration of a case 3, where two regions which are handled separate initially
are identified as connected b illustration of the 4 cases in the algorithm described above

The management of the segment labels can best be performed by table processing.
Usually it will be sufficient to mark which regions have been merged, and run a
second pass which assigns the final labels to pixel positions.

10.2 Segmentation of Video Signals

10.2.1 Temporal Segmentation for Scene Changes

Goal of a temporal segmentation is partitioning of longer video sequences into
sub-sequences of unique characteristics. This is not only useful for recognition of
movie structures, but is also very important in the context of encoding, where
correct usage of temporal correspondences must be observed in case of scene
changes. Typically, the similarity between adjacent frames also highly depends on
the speed of motion, which could be either object motion or global (camera) mo
tion. Scenes can change either abruptly (at shot boundaries) or gradually (e.g. by
fade effects, camera focusing on different content, new objects entering the scene
etc.). Basically, many different features can be used to analyze the changes within
a video sequence. The simplest approach is analysis of frame differences, which
may however lead to false scene cut hypotheses when the gradual change by mo-
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tion is high. Instead of perfonuing motion-compensated difference analysis, it is
then simpler to analyze features which are invariant against motion translation or
other forms of motion. Among the most simple (and most effective) features in this
category is color analysis, where e.g. color histograms are largely invariant against
motion effects, and can only change significantly by presence of larger cov
ered/uncovered areas. To analyze the impact of gradual changes more thoroughly,
motion features are nevertheless most important, as it is then e.g. possible to dif
ferentiate between fast and slow motion, analyze percentage of covered/uncovered
areas etc.

a) direct cuts
........ . ..............

b) P'i t' frame #

······························..···················l ··· ..

................· · ··r;.. ~· ..(· .
FE frame #

Fig. 10.11. Color histogram difference thresholding between subsequent frames: a Primary
difference between adjacent frames to detect direct cuts b Secondary difference with refer
ence to frame Fs for detection of gradual scene transitions (source : HOYNCK)

A typical model assumption for shot-boundary detection is that global features like
color distribution will only change gradually unless an abrupt scene change occurs.
Assume that a color histogram analysis shall be used to detect scene changes. A
shot boundary can be identified if two subsequent frames are clearly different,
which can be concluded if histogram differences (9.23) supersede a pre-defined
threshold value 8 H• Direct cuts will be clearly detected by such an approach. The
case of indirect cuts, e.g. by fades or wipes as frequently used in production, is
more critical, as these could be mis-interpreted as gradual changes. Definition of a
lower threshold value might solve this problem, but would increase the possibility
of false scene cut hypotheses'. The problem can better be solved by a strategy
introducing a second threshold value, 8 L < 8 H. When 8 L is superseded, a hy-

! For general concepts of trade-offs between false hypotheses and missed hypotheses, see
annex A.2.
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pothesis about the potential presence of a gradual scene transition is made, but not
finally decided yet. In the example shown in Fig. 10.11a, this will be the case at
frame Fs. A secondary histogram difference is then computed for all subsequent
frames, taking reference to frame Fs. If after a pre-defined maximum number of
frames the difference threshold 8 H is indeed superseded in the secondary differ
ence, a gradual change is classified. Color histogram analysis is however quite
sensitive in cases of sudden illumination changes, e.g. flashlights which may be
falsely interpreted as scene cuts; such problems can however also be resolved by
setting rules about typical relationships of differences between several adjacent
frames. In any case, with more features used, the detection of true video segment
boundaries will be more reliable.

In principle, segmentation of video based on frame-wise features can also be per
formed by cluster analysis. A contiguous video shot can in many cases be charac
terized by similarity of the frame features, which then establish a clear cluster in
the feature space. As an extension of such a concept, it is also possible to find a
characteristic key frame, which as a still image gives most relevant information
about the content of the underlying video segment. This should be the frame which
by its feature values is nearest to the centroid of the cluster, as computed from
feature values of all frames belonging to the segment.

10.2.2 Combination of Spatial and Temporal Segmentation

In image sequence segmentation, the temporal continuity of segmentation results
is of high importance, in particular if it shall be possible to track an object by its
temporal changes. Further, in particular the motion information can be utilized to
identify objects, where in many cases it will not be possible to classify an object as
one entity by pure spatial segmentation, as only the homogeneity of motion will
give sufficient evidence. Finally, it is also possible to improve the motion estima
tion itself by combination with segmentation information.

a)

I

Frame 0-1

Segmentprojected fromframe0-1 into0

L
~~ consistent

'~
Segmentanalysed inframe0

Segment projected fromframe0-1 Into0

'/\~ not
, -, , consistent

-, ,
Segment analysed inframe0

b)

Fig. 10.12. Segment tracking a projection into subsequent frame b identification of corre
sponding segments
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Object Tracking. The problem of object tracking is in principle a prediction prob
lem. In a very simple method, forward-oriented motion vectors can be used to
project segments from frame 0-1 into frame 0 (Fig. 10.12a) . Then, a comparison
with the segmentation results obtained independently for that frame at the same
position is made. If area , contour and other feature parameters are coherent, a
continuity of segmentation can be concluded (Fig. 10.12b) . There is however no
consistent rule how to handle segments when no continuity is found, which could
either be caused by erroneous segmentation or by erroneous motion estimation.

As it can be expected that for moving image content at least small deviations in
the segmentation occur, a further stabilization is necessary, where in particular the
segmentation can no longer be performed independently within the single frames .
The following methods are often used in this context:

Kalman Tracking. When the Kalman estimation method is used for tracking of
motion trajectories as described in sec. 8.6, stabilization of the temporal varia
tion of possible segmentation errors can be included. In this case, the estimate
of the state vector xr of the Kalman filter can be defined such that it contains

the coordinate positions of pixels exclusively from a segment to be tracked,
the respective motion shifts and acceleration parameters. The matrix A from
Fig. 8.3 and (8.67) then performs the prediction of segment positions from the
previous state vector xr _1 •

a) b)

Fig. 10.13. Manually-markedouter shape of an object in a video frame (a) and update by
an automatic ACMmethod (b) (source: KRUSE)

Active contour models (ACM). In ACMs, also denoted as snakes , the control
points describe the segment or object boundary by a contour, which can e.g.
be gained from a contour approximation method, see sec. 7.4.1. Approxi
mated contours are projected from one frame to the next using motion pa
rameters. Then, an update is performed using an 'elasticity model', which
means the control points are shifted by shortest possible distance under the
constraint of approximating a contour shape in the new frame (as e.g. found
by gradient detection) as good as possible. The snake method can also be used
to improve the result of a raw segmentation, e.g. to find automatically a pixel-
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accurate closed contour in the vicinity of a polygon that was manually marked
as the outer shape ofan object (see Fig. 10.13).

10.2.3 Segmentation of Objects based on Motion Information

If a scene has been captured by a static camera (e.g. on a tripod), it is possible to
identify static scene parts by very simple methods of frame-difference computa
tion; when the difference is above a pre-set threshold level, the corresponding
position can be identified as being probably part of a moving foreground object.
High differences may however also appear in case of shadow projections from
foreground objects; these can better be distinguished by analyzing chrominance
differences instead of gray-value differences'. Granular local motion appearing in
a scene may be another problem, e.g. caused by movement ofa curtain or of leaves
of a tree. This can be avoided by increasing the difference threshold within regions
where random small-scale fluctuations of motion are found.

It can not be expected that a foreground object which has been detected and
separated within a video sequence moves permanently. Hence, it is necessary to
freeze an object in the segment memory when it stops moving and track it again
when it restarts a motion action.

Combined Segmentation and Motion Estimation. In pixel-based motion vector
estimation, the following criteria apply-, which can be used to judge the reliability
of the estimation, and can also be used as a basis for hypotheses about segment or
object boundaries:

Energy of displaced frame differences (DFD), except for occluded areas,
where higher values may be allowed when a hypothesis about presence of an
object boundary is made;
Homogeneity of the motion vector field, except for positions of object
boundaries;

Similar criteria are applied in matching-based motion estimation, in particular
when homogeneity of the motion vector field is one goal of the estimation, see
(7.185). Methods of motion estimation introduced so far did not systematically
define exception conditions at segment boundaries. This can indeed only be
achieved by combining motion estimation and segmentation. In the stochastic
relaxation method for segmentation (sec. 10.1.4), it is possible to include the prop
erties of the local motion vector field in the computation of the potential for the
segmentation model. As a side effect, by introducing a condition of motion vector
homogeneity, the number of actual hypotheses about segment boundaries can be-

1 By a shadow that changes lighting conditions, the color hue and saturation are mainly
unchanged, while the luminance changes significantly.

2 c£ (7.168) for the case of optical-flow based methods
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come much lower than by a criterion of gray-value homogeneity, in particular for
cases of uniformly moved (object) or uniformly static (background) textured areas.

The segment boundary field t(i,j) in (10.17) carries the actual hypothesis about
the presence of a boundary by image-based criteria (amplitude, gradient), another
field v(i,j) is now introduced analogously for definition of possible boundaries in
the motion vector field. Herein, a threshold parameter Gv indicates which maxi
mum difference between neighbored-pixel motion vectors will be allowed without
formulating a hypothesis about a motion boundary:

v(i,j) ={~ if Ilk(i,j)-k(m,n)II> Gv

if Ilk(i,j) - k(m,n)ll::; Gv

(i,j)e At;(m,n). (10 .27)

In addition, a field u(m,n) is defined , which indicates the presence of an occlusion
area. A useful criterion for this is a typical cost function relating to the deviation
between the pixel and its correspondence in the reference frame, while considering
the motion shift of the actual estimation. Here, the absolute difference criterion
which should not supersede a threshold parameter Gu, is taken as an example:

{
I if d(m,n) > e,

u(m,n)= 0 if d(m,n)::;G
u

with d(m,n) = Ix(m,n,o) -x(m +k,n +1,0-1)1.

(10.28)

d(m,n) establishes a simple criterion for the reliability of the motion estimation
based on the DFD. The potential at position (m,n) then is

V(m,n) = V; (m,n) +V2(m,n)+ V3(m,n)

where the three components are

~ (m,n) =Au ·u(m,n) + Ad .(1- u(m ,n)) · d(m,n)

V2 (m, n) = L Av ' v(i,j) + A~ .(1- v(i , j)) . il (k(m ,n), k(i,j))
(i.j)e~(m.n)

V3(m,n) = L A/·(l-t(i,j)) ·v(i,j) .
(i .j)e ~(m.n)

(10.29)

(10.30)

(10.31)

(10.32)

The goal of the estimation is global minimization of the potential, both based on
decision about motion vectors and motion boundaries. Herein, the first component
is based on the DFD, where occluded areas are explicitly excepted; on the other
hand, an occlusion hypothesis [u(m,n)=l] is weighted by the factor Au. The second
component is the typical potential used here for the motion-based segmentation
hypothesis, analogously with (10.20); il(-) again expresses an arbitrary motion
vector difference function, where e.g. the function in (10.28) based on the Lp norm
can be used. The third component penalizes a hypothesis about the presence of a
segment boundary in the motion vector field, for the case where not simultane
ously a hypothesis of a segment based on gray-value criteria is made. The field
t(i,j) is equivalent to the definition in (10.19), but could simply be determined from
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an edge-detection gradient filter with subsequent threshold decision (sec. 7.3.1),
when no gray-value based segmentation information is available a priori . Minimi
zation of (l0.29) must then be performed iteratively to find an optimum joint con
stellation for

the motion parameters k(m,n)
the occlusions positions u(m,n) where motion parameters are undefined,
the motion vector field discontinuities v(i,j).

After convergence , motion parameters and a moving-object segmentation are
available.

10.3 Segmentation and Decomposition of Audio Signals

In audio signal segmentation, the definition of features, by which the uniformity of
segments shall be judged, is of prior importance as well. This highly depends on
the goals of segmentation : In particular , different temporal granularity levels, e.g.
segmentation into units of single tones/notes, time-based units, or larger units like
melody sequences and detection of song structures have to be considered:

Regarding separation of single, separable tones or notes, the analysis of the
temporal envelope (hull) is of highest importance. This can be achieved by
threshold analysis of the loudness, similar to the method illustrated in Fig.
7.80, if the tones are clearly separated.
For single (monophonic) tones with bindings, as they will frequently appear
in harmonic musical instruments, pitch analysis of sufficient granularity will
enable detection of tone transitions. This can also be done by spectral analy
sis, where it must however be observed that increased resolution of frequency
analysis leads to decreased time-domain resolution. Shorter transform block
lengths are advantageous to detect the point of tone transition exactly.
The analysis or separation of polyphonic tones, or analysis of time structure
in case of polyphonic sound events, is more challenging. Possible criteria can
be the analysis of signal power over a short window of samples, which will
often show some periodic characteristics. Criteria testing the homogeneity of
spectral properties also allow a separation, where however the precision of
the time position is low when the window length used for the spectrogram
analysis is too long.
For segmentation of the global structure of music pieces , the temporal granu
larity is less important, while changes of global features like tempo, loudness
or timbre are more important. Best results will be achieved when different
features and rules are combined in the decision-making process .
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Separation of mixed sound sources is another challenging problem in audio
signal decomposition, which is still far from development of fully satisfactory
solutions . Prospective applications are sound identification, speech recognition in
noisy or multi-speaker environments , post processing ofsingle sounds from mixed
signals in music production, and separate analysis of mixed sound sources for
analysis/synthesis audio coding methods (sec. 14.3).

In blind separation, most successful approaches are based on SVD (sec. 8.4),
ICA (sec. 9.1.2) or similar methods like independent subspace analysis [CASEY,

WESTNER2000]. A basic prerequisite of these methods, which will not necessarily be
fulfilled in reality (e.g. when an orchestra is playing), is the assumption that the
single sound sources are statistically independent. Another group of methods uses
acquisition by multiple microphones, which allows localization by combination
with beamforming, and single input, multiple output modeling in the ICA context
[SARUWATURI, KAWAMURA, SHIKANO 2001] . Also this approach seems to be problematic
when the number of sound sources exceeds the number of microphones available.

For cases where blind separation is an ill-posed problem, separation of mixed
audio components originating from different sound sources could additionally be
based on a priori assumptions about the properties of the individual sources. Hu
man listeners utilize knowledge about additional features to distinguish instru
ments within an orchestral sound. This will in particular be characteristic temporal
changes of spectra, identification of melodies, localization of different instruments
by binaural hearing, a priori knowledge about instrument characteristics or even
about the music piece itself, where it may be known which instrument takes which
part.

lOA Problems

Problem 10.1
The following gray-value image shall be binarized by a thresholding segmentation (cf. sec.
10.1.l).

I 2 4 5 5

I I 2 4 5

x= I 2 4 5 5

I I 2 4 5

1 1 1 2 4

a) Determine the allocations of pixels with coordinates (m,n) into two regions S/, 1=1,2 for
three cases 8={ 1,5 ; 3 ; 4,5}. The region index shall be computed according to the formula

{
1 if x(m,n)<8

I(m,n) = . >
2 If x (m,n ) _ 8 .
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b) For all three cases of 8, compute the mean values PSI and variances 0\ of the pixels
x(m,n) allocated to the different regions . Which threshold value would be optimum accord
ing to the criterion (10.11)?
c) Determine for the best case found in b) the segmentation error under the assumption, that
the mean value and variance are representative parameters of a Laplacian probability den
sity functions, which represent the amplitude values in the two regions,

·Ji:jx-/is,1
I 

p(xIS/)=~.e "s,
2as,

Give a graphical interpretation.

Problem 10.2
The following gray-value image X shall be processed by threshold segmentation. Using a
threshold set 8=[ 8 1 8 2 t, an allocation into three different region classes Sf, 1=1,2,3 is
performed. The region allocation shall be performed according to the following rule:

{

I ifx(m,n)<81 [1 2 345]
l(m,n)=2if81:5x(m,n):582 with X=12345 .

3 if 8 2 <x(m,n) 1 2 345

The following sets of threshold levels can alternatively be used : 8 A=[ 2 4 ]T, 8 B=[ 3 3 ]T.

a) Determine for 8 A and 8 B the matrices of index images .
b) Determine for 8 A and 8 B the mean values PSI and variances 0\ as well as the occur

rences ofpixels within the three region classes.

c) Determine the 'within class' variance a 2(0) and the 'between classes' variance

a/(e). Which of the two threshold sets is the better selection, according to a criterion

to maximize a/(e)/a2(0) ?

d) Give an example for a set of threshold values, where all pixels will fall into the same
segment. Give reasons, why this is the worst possible case of segmentation, according
to the criterion tested under c).
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11 Quantization and Coding

After sampling, multimedia signal are discrete in space and/or time. Transformed
equivalents ofthese signals, e.g. frequency coefficients or prediction error signals,
and feature values or parameters related to these signals are often represented by
continuous (or large sets offine-granular discrete) amplitude values. To obtain a
more compact digital representation, quantization is necessary. Quantization
typically effects a distortion, which depends on the chosen quantizer step size and
the number of quantization levels. On the other hand, the number of levels has
direct influence on the rate that is necessary for representation. The relationship
between rate and distortion is an important topic ofinformation theory, by which
the rate-distortion function and the source coding theorem were developed. The
rate-distortion function defines the minimum rate to be provided for representa
tion when a maximum distortion shall not be superseded, and depends on the
statistic properties ofa source. An analytic derivation is however only possible for
stationary signal models. Statistical dependencies within source processes can
implicitly be integrated into the rate-distortion dependency formulations. Follow
ing the statements of the source coding theorem, the minimum rate expressed by
the rate-distortion function can be approached, ifa large number ofsource sym
bols are encoded jointly, which can be implemented by block codes or sliding
block codes. Concrete methods to approach the rate-distortion bound for mini
mum-rate lossless representation of continuous and discrete signals are entropy
coding, vector quantization, tree and trellis coding.

11.1 Scalar Quantization

To process and transmit multimedia signals digitally, they must be sampled and
transformed into a discrete set of values, which is done by quantization . If the
signal has continuous values, the process of quantization can be regarded as a
unique mapping procedure, where exactly one reconstruction value from a discrete
source alphabet can be selected if the continuous value is within a certain range of

J.-R. Ohm, Multimedia Communication Technology
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amplitudes'. For representation, it is then sufficient to provide an index i, which
uniquely identifies the value from the discrete alphabet. The continuous signal
shall be denoted as x(n) , the quantized (or reconstructed) signal as yen) . The pro
cedure of quantization can then be regarded as a mapping x(n)~i(n), the
reconstruction is the mapping i(n)~y(n)=Yj(n), which is not exactly the inverse, as
in general the quantization mapping is non-invertible- if x(n) is truly continuous
by value. If it is a discrete signal of high-precision integer or float representation, a
comparably high number of bits must be spent for the representation; this is the
case of lossless coding of discrete sources. If high-precision discrete signals are re
quantized into a lossy representation, the basic effects are not significantly differ
ent from the quantization of truly continuous signals; consequently, this is not
treated as a separate case here.

Uniform quantization. In uniform quantization, the distances between reconstruc
tion values which are neighbors on the amplitude scale are quantization intervals
of constant width ~. Each reconstruction value Yj is positioned at the center of a
quantization interval, and all continuous-amplitude signal values within this inter
val are mapped into Yj ' If however a continuous value x is beyond the minimum or
maximum reconstruction values, an effect of overload occurs; the quantization
intervals at the boundaries of the value range supported by the quantizer are in
principle open and reach to infinity. The effect of overload shall be neglected for
the moment; it is further assumed that the quantization intervals are sufficiently
narrow, such that the PDF of the input signal can be regarded as constant within
the interval-'. The quantization error q(n)=x(n)-y(n) can then be modeled as being
uniformly distributed within the range [-LV2,LV2] and have zero mean. Then, the
variance of this quantization error is

1 sn ~2

0'/ =- f q2dq =-.
~ -tJ. /2 12

The properties of quantizers are fully described by the quantizer characteristic,
which defines the nonlinear mapping x(n)~y(n). It is important to properly adapt
the minimum-maximum range, considering the expected statistics of the input
signal. Fig. 11.1 shows different examples of uniform quantizers, and also illus
trates the relationship between an input signal amplitude x(n) and the quantization
error amplitude q(n), which results as the difference between the quantizer charac
teristic and a function y=x, the zero-distortion case.

1 This statement is true when quantization is regarded as an independent process . In the
context of rate-distortion optimization (cf. sec. 11.3), re-mapping into different reconstruc
tion values is intentionally performed to achieve a lower rate.

2 For interpretation of quantization from a more general view of amplitude-mapping func
tions, see also sec. 5.3.1.

3 These assumptions are strictly true only for signals which have a uniform PDF and per
fectly fit by their amplitude range with the range of the quantizer .
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y y y
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x

Fig. 11.1. Uniform scalar quantizer characteristics , and characteristics of quantization
errors in dependency of the signal amplitude variable: a Quantizer for positive-only signal
and ble Quantizers which are symmetric about value zero (b with, e without zero recon
struction value)

If a uniform quantizer is used, the processes of quantization and reconstruction
(,de-quantization') are extremely simple due to the linear relationship between the
reconstruction values and the indices . For computation of the index i from the
signal value x, it is sufficient to divide the continuous value by ~ and perform
nearest-integer rounding. Optionally, an ofJset shift can be compensated in the
quantization step. To compute the reconstruction value y, scaling of the index by ~
and reverse offset shift must be performed, For indices within the rangej=I, . .. ,J, a
uniform quantization process determines the optimum index i and reconstruction Yi

as follows" :

. . (x-ofJset) 1I =mnt +
~

Y = (i - 1)·~+ofJset.

i=max(i,I) i = min(i,J)
(11.2)

For the examples of Fig. 11.1, ~=AIJ in all cases, ofJset=O for Fig. II. Ia, and off
set=Al2 for Figs. 11.1b/c. In case of Fig. 11.la, J can be an even or odd number,
while due to symmetry reasons J must be odd for Fig. 11.1b and even for Fig.
I1.lc.

Non-uniform quantization. The application of a quantizer with non-uniform step
size (Fig. I1.2a) can be useful if the signal x(n) has a non-uniform PDF. Further,
quantizers of non-uniform step sizes can be used to implement nonlinear ampli
tude-mapping functions as a by-product of quantization. This can e.g. be useful if
quantization errors are perceived as more severe at low amplitude ranges, where

! Other methods of indexing can be used which address the sign and the magnitude sepa
rately. For the case of the quantizer in Fig. 11.1b, it would not be necessary to convey the
sign in the case of the zero reconstruction value.
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more accurate quantization should be performed. The classical method for the
design of non-uniform quantizers is the Lloyd Algorithm [LLOYD 1957], which is
based on a criterion for minimization of the squared error in the case of a given
signal PDF . If a signal value x is mapped by an arbitrary quantizer into the nearest
reconstruction value Yj from a codebook B={Yj ;j=I,..,J}, the index is

i=argmin(x- yy .
Yjee

Y

x

(11.3)

Abb. 11.2. Quantizer characteristics a ofa non-uniform b of a dead zone quantizer

All amplitude variables x which would be mapped into an indexj by this procedure
shall be denoted as xU). For these values, the expected squared distortion is

The mean squared distortion over allj will be

J

D ="IP(j).Dj.
j=l

(11.4)

(11.5)

To minimize Dj, which is dependent on the choice of values Yj, the following deri
vation is performed:

Dj =E{(xU)f}-2E{xU)} .v.+Y/

:::::> d Dj =-2E{xU)}+ 2. y . and
dYj J

:::::> Yj •opt = E {xU)}.

so .
__J =0 for Y

j
=Y

j
•
oP1dy ,

(11.6)

The updated value Yj,opt can be determined if either a sufficiently large training set
of typical values x is available, or if an appropriate model of the PDF p(x) or a
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discrete approximation thereof is known. In analogy with (11.6), for the case of a
continuous PDF,

(11.7)

for which the optimized value is

reconstruction values

--:/ --

(11.8)

x

:!
11

M ~
Il

!

=-= before iteration
= after iteration

•
\ Yj

\ I

quantization interval boundaries

! I
j I

! I

~ r: ~
1 ~

b)

x

a)

lower " '- upper
interval boundary interval boundary

optimum reconstruction value

Fig. 11.3. a Optimum position of a reconstruction value, depending on the shape of the
PDF within a quantization interval b update of reconstruction values and interval bounda
ries by one iteration

Unlike uniform quantization, the optimized reconstruction value is no longer at the
center position of the interval, but it is the mean value ofall signal values xv)which
are allocated to this interval, or the mass centroid of the respective PDF partition
(Fig. II.3a). For a scalar quantizer, the distance between each of two neighbored
reconstruction values and the interval boundary in between must be equal I. When
a set of new values Yj,opt is computed, the optimum boundaries between the quanti
zation intervals will implicitly move (Fig. 11.3b). As a consequence, the optimum
solution can only be approached iteratively, where it is guaranteed by each itera
tion step that the result can never become worse: Optimization of the reconstruc
tion values Yj,opt guarantees a lower distortion; then, by the re-definition of the
quantization interval boundaries other reconstruction values may provide quantiza
tion by even less distortion than before for some given x. However then, the set of
values Yj,opt that was computed in the previous iteration is no longer optimum, as
the centroids of the quantization intervals again are shifted. Another optimization
step is necessary. This process of iterative optimizations by guarantee converges;
by guarantee, the overall distortion can never increase by any iteration step, but the

I According to (11.3), the interval boundaries are at positions where the distortion of a
signal value is equal compared to both adjacent reconstruction values.
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improvement will also continuously decrease. A quantizer with a finally optimized
set of reconstruction values is obtained, if the overall distortion D is not changing
significantly any more as compared to the previous iteration step.

A specific category in between uniform and non-uniform quantizers is defined by
the dead zone quantizer characteristic shown in Fig. Il.2b. Here, the innermost
quantization zone (for values near zero) is enlarged. Beyond this dead zone, the
quantizer characteristic is of uniform step size. The purpose of the dead-zone
quantizer is an increase of the probability for the zero-quantized values. This can
be advantageous when the zero values can be encoded by a very low rate as com
pared to non-zero values.

11.2 Coding Theory

11.2.1 Source Coding Theorem and Rate Distortion Function

The source coding theorem [SHANNON 1959] can be summarized as follows:

For the encoding of a discrete, memoryless source, where a distortion smaller
or equal to D shall be allowed, a block code of minimum rate R=R(D)+£ with
e> 0 exists;
To approach R(D), the block length K of the code must be sufficiently large.

The determination of R(D), the Rate-Distortion Function (RDF) for signals of
arbitrary PDF is in general quite complex and only possible by numeric approxi
mations'. An analytic solution can be given for the case of an uncorrelated, sta
tionary Gaussian signal zen), which is white noise of variance (Jz2. For a given
squared distortion metric D,

1 (Y 2

R(D) = "2log2 't:
D can e.g. be expressed by the quantization error variance according to (11.1) . The
uncorrelated Gaussian model is important, as in terms of the rate-distortion behav
ior, it is at the verge of the worst case among all memoryless sampled signals of
same variance d- [BERGER 1971]. However, (11.9) only applies to cases D~(Jz2, as
otherwise the logarithmic function would bring the rate into the negative range. A
more general expression can hence be formulated as2

1 An algorithm to compute the approximation of the RDF from a set of data samples was
proposed in [BLAHUT 1987]

2 For R=O, no information about the signal is conveyed; the squared distortion metric is
upper bounded by a/, the maximum possible uncertainty about the signal.
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(1Ll 0)

By using a block code, the properties of the multi-dimens ional PDF of a signal can
be exploited. The K-dimensional vector PDF of an uncorrelated Gaussian signal is
the product from the PDFs of the contained random variables, according to (3.28)
pE!...x) = P(Xl)·P(X2) ..... P(XK)' The vector x usually consists of K subsequent sam
ples x(n), even though for uncorrelated sources any samples of the signal could be
combined for encoding. Practical realizations of block codes are the methods of
entropy coding (sec. 11.4), vector quantization (sec. 11.5) and sliding block cod
ing (sec. 11.6). The advantage of block coding results from the fact that even for
uncorrelated sources, certain 'untypical' vector constellations exist which are of
extreme low probability. For a PDF like the zero-mean Gaussian, where ampli
tudes concentrate around the value zero, combinations where all values have a
high amplitude are of extremely low probability. Typical combinations are vectors
with many low and some higher amplitude values, which can be considered ac
cordingly in the design of codes.

As R(D) is always a convex function, a unique inverse function D(R) - the Dis
tortion-Rate Function (DRF) - is defined, which also 'inverts' the source coding
theorem as follows:

If a rate R~O is available for encoding of a discrete, memoryless source, the
distortion can never become lower than D(R) .

11.2.2 Rate-Distortion Function for Correlated Signals

For a correlated (AR) Gaussian process, the RDF is

R(De) =_1 lrf max ( 0' IOg2 Sxx(Q))dQ .
4~ e

-lr

(1Lll)

Here, the correlated process is interpreted as being decomposed into an infinite
number of orthogonal frequency components, represented by statistical properties
of the power spectrum. As an argument function of the spectral integration, (1Ll 0)
is used I. If the spectral power at a given frequency is above the threshold e, the
rate of (11.9) is assigned, otherwise the rate will become zero. In the latter case,
the spectral distortion for a given frequency Q is equal to the power spectrum
itself; in the former case, the distortion equals e. When not all power spectrum
values within the range OS;IQI<~ are above the threshold, the integration in (1Lll)
can only be solved piece-wise. If all spectral values are above the threshold, the

1 Similar to Parseval's theorem (3.71), where the variance is computed by integration over
the values of the power spectrum, (11.11) interprets the rate by the rate contributions of the
orthogonal frequency components.
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resulting overall distortion D equals e. For the more general case, the distortion
De~e must also be determined by piece-wise integration:

De =_11min [e,Sxx(Q)]dQ .
21r-1f

(11.12)

spectral values
encoded \

\
\

-1r

a)

I
\ I

spectral values discarded

Fig . 11.4. Interpretation of the rate distortion function for an AR(I) process : a Equal
distortion over all spectral components b Spectrally weighted distortion threshold function

Fig. 11.4a illustrates the totally resulting distortion De by the shaded areas below
the argument function of (11.12). The distortion shall never become larger than the
signal power at a specific frequency. The spectral components of the dark-shaded
areas are hence not encoded at all: The signal loses high-frequency components in
the given example. Fig. llAb in addition shows the example of a frequency

weighted thresholdfunction I.
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Fig. 11.5. a R(D) of an AR(1) process parametrized over different parameters p
b Gain of rate and gain of distort ion by exploitation of correlation properties
(Graphical presentation after [CLARKE 1985])

Example : R(D) ofan AR(1) process. The AR(1) process is described by the corre
lation coefficient p and variance of the innovation signal (J/..The power spectrum

1 Such functions are often used in encoding of multimedia signals. Due to spectral masking
inherent in human senses ofvision and hearing, higher distort ion can be allowed for certain
components . In principle, this also allows to define distortion metrics and RDF definit ions
which are adapted to human perception.
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Sxx(Q) is given by (4.58). If Sxx(Q»0 throughout the range O::;IQI<n; the rate dis
tortion function is

(11.13)

It turns out that R(D) for the AR(1) process! of variance 0;,2 can directly be ex
pressed as the RDF of its white-noise innovation signal which has variance a/.
This is however only valid for the case where all spectral components are above 0 .
As the power spectrum (4.58) of the AR(1) process steadily decreases up to the
minimum value at IQI=n; the maximum allowable distortion for validity of(lLl3)
is

D::;DITIJJ.X=1-p .a / .
l+p

(1Ll4)

If this condition holds, also D=0. For larger D, the parametrization over 0 in
(lLl1) and (11.12) can be resolved as follows for the AR(1) process. By defini
tion the frequency Qe where Sxx(Q)<0 for IQI>QEh

R(D ) = _lore log Sx,(Q) dO. .
o 21C 2 0 '

o

! a 2

with 0 z
1-2pcosQe+p2

(1Ll5)

Fig. l1.5a illustrates R(D) graphs for AR(l) processes of different parameters p.
The D axis is shown on a logarithmic scale, such that the R(D) relationship (11.9)
is linear for the uncorrelated process . The dotted line interconnects the values Dmax

according to (11.14) for different values of p ; above Dmax. the R(D) curves of the
correlated processes are lines in parallel to R(D) of the uncorrelated process (P=O).
The corresponding value in rate is

(1Ll6)

The distance between the R(D) plots of p=O and p >O can be interpreted as either
a gain in terms of rate (vertically) or in terms of distortion (horizontally), see Fig.
ll.5b. This gain however decreases when the distortion grows larger than Dmax.

! This applies for any AR(P) process .
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The drastic breakdown of rate-distortion performance can indeed be observed in
encoding of multimedia signals at low rates. By using a coding scheme which
utilizes the correlation between samples of an AR(1) process while observing the
constraint (11.14), a maximum coding gain

1 (}2( 1 )G = - = _x_ =-- for AR(1) model
r, 2

(}z
2 1- p2

(11.17)

(11.18)

(11.19)

can be achieved. The coding gain expresses the factor by which the distortion
decreases when a coding scheme utilizes the correlation, as compared to independ
ent (PCM) encoding of samples at the same rate. Alternatively, keeping the same
distortion as for the case of independent encoding of samples, the rate can in the
case of AR(1) be reduced by the factor

RG=_L log2(1- p2).
2

By substituting (11.14) into (11.13), it is found that this gain can be realized when
R~(Dmax). The coding gain can be interpreted here as the factor , by which a
decorrelating coding scheme! is able to reduce the distortion as compared to a
PCM scheme. The coding gain is also the reciprocal value of the Spectral Flatness
Measure (SFM) [JAYANT, NOLL 1984]

[ 2~ }Og2 S~(n)dn] [ 2~ }Og2S~ (n)dn]
2 2 - K 2 - K

Yx = 2 = Jr '

v. _1 JS (Q)dQ
2li xx

-Jr

which is the ratio between the geometric mean over the power spectrum compared
to the variance or arithmetic mean. Both values are equal and the coding gain
becomes unity, if all spectral components contribute equally to the overall power,
which is the case of white Gaussian noise . In any other case (non-uniform spectral
distribution), the geometric mean is lower than the arithmetic mean, such that a
coding gain can be realized. Observe that the SFM can only be determined for
processes where in the range [-Jr,li] all spectral components are larger than zero,
and is strictly valid only for Gaussian processes.

11.2.3 Rate Distortion Function for Multi-dimensional Signals

The RDF for a 2D Gaussian (e.g. AR) model is an extens ion of (11.11)

I In case of Gaussian (AR) processes, all statistical dependencies are linear and can be
expressed as correlations.
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and (11.12)

455

(11.20)

(11.21)

If the AR model and its spectrum are separable, the separability of R(D) does not
follow implicitly except within the range of low distortion, where no spectral com
ponents are discarded by encoding. A 2D separable AR(1) process is specified by
horizontal and vertical correlation coefficients Ph and Pv, where according to the
relationship between the variances of the process and its innovation signal

(72(1 2)(1 2) 2
R (D) - ~ l x -Ph -Pv -~l ~2D - og2 - og2 .

2 D 2 D

The validity of (11.22) is now constrained to cases oflow distortions!

(11.22)

(11.23)

which by identical correlation parameters results in a lower value than for the ID
case (11.14). The maximum coding gain by exploiting correlations along both
horizontal and vertical directions is

(11.24)

but can only be realized for rates R~(Dmax.2D)=log2(1+Ph)+log2(1+pv). The reduc
tion in rate then is RG•2D= -Y21og2(I-p/)-Y21og2(1-p}). Within the low distortion
range, the correlations in both dimensions contribute independently to the overall
gain in the case of the separable model.

Example. For a 2D separable AR(1) source with Ph=Pv=.95, a further reduction of
distortion by 10.1 dB or reduction of rate by 1.68 bit/sample can be achieved in
comparison to the ID case. As compared to PCM (not exploiting correlation at
all), the gain is 20.2 dB in distortion, or 3.36 bit/sample in terms of rate. This
model analysis matches fairly well the gain which can e.g. be achieved in lossless
coding of still images; typically, an 8 bit/sample PCM image representation can be
lossless encoded (without any modification of samples) into 3-5 bit/sample by
methods of linear predictive coding.

! cf. Problem 11.1
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11.3 Rate-Distortion Optimization of Quantizers

A continuous-amplitude signal is mapped by quantization into a signal of discrete
amplitude levels. Another case is a signal having discrete amplitudes originally,
which is re-quantized, i.e. mapped into a signal ofless amplitude levels. To repre
sent the indices i which express the reconstruction values in case of digital trans
mission, the rate of entropy (3.94) is necessary at minimum, where the set of indi
ces establishes an alphabet with finite number of symbols. As coding method, any
of the entropy coding schemes described in sec. llA could be applied . The ap
proach to regard quantization and entropy coding as separate entities is however
only useful in the range of high rates, where the number of symbols in the alphabet
is large. In particular at low rates, the optimization of quantization and encoding
must rather be regarded as a combined problem. For example, it may be useful to
select a reconstruction causing slightly higher distortion, if this leads to signifi
cantly reduced rate as compared to another value giving slightly lower distortion .
In the process which optimizes the quantizer (e.g. (11.4)-(11.8)) or during the
quantization itself it is then necessary to observe an additional rate constraint. The
goal should be to allocate the available bit budget in an optimum way, such that
the overall distortion is kept as low as possible under the rate constraint. Assume
that R(j) is the number of bits to be spent when quantization index j is selected.
Then, the overall rate is

J

R ="f- P(j) .R(j) .
j = l

(11.25)

Modifying (11.5) by formulation of a constrained problem that can be solved by
Lagrangian optimization includes the rate into the 'distortion' criterion

J

D*=D+A ·R= "f-P(j){Dj+A.R(j)J.
j=!

(11.26)

Depending On the factor A, the influence of D and R can be adapted, and obviously
A=O gives exactly (11.5). The optimum factor A can be found, if D* is minimized
depending On the rate by derivation of (11.26),

so- aD! aD
aR = aR +Aopt =0 => Aopt = - aR . (11.27)

The optimum A for a given rate is determined by the negative slope of the DRF
D(R), which is the inverse function ofR(D)l . Indeed, for multimedia signals, R(D)
is usually unknown, such that this slope must be estimated. This can be achieved
by introducing an Operational Rate-Distortion Function (ORDF), which is tracked

1 As R(D)=D'I(R), the optimum A an also be interpreted as the reciprocal negative slope of
the RDF for a given distortion point D.
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during the iterative optimization of a quantizer or during the quantization deci
sions. If a number of values is quantized and encoded by the output entropy of the
quantizer, a certain pair ofD (11.5) and R (11.25) results which can be localized in
the R-D plane. An assumption that generally applies is the convexity of the RDF.
By testing different configurations of quantizers, all those with RID pairs which
contradict the assumption of convexity can be rejected as sub-optimum. This can
be done by linear interpolation between known RID pairs, eliminating all pairs
which are above the lowest resulting interconnection curve, which is the ORDF
(see Fig. 11.6). Then, a new optimization trial can be performed, adjusting A ac
cording to the local slope as estimated from the recent ORDF approximation.

R(D)

true R(D)
(unknown)

- 0 - eliminated RID pairs (non-convex ORDF)

-- retained RID pairs (convex ORDF)

'----- - - - - - - - - - - - >

D

Fig. 11.6. Development of the ORDF based on convexity constraint

This method is denoted as Entropy-constrained Quantization (ECQ). During the
process of quantizer optimization, the self information i(j)=-logzP(j) can be used
as an approximation for the expected rates R(j) . It can be estimated from the occur
rence counts of the quantizer cell selections or the area below the PDF within the
range of the quantization cell. When rate constraints are employed during encod
ing by a given quantizer/encoder configuration, the actual resulting rate allocation
or an entropy-based estimate thereof can be used.

For high rates (low distortion), quantizer designs optimized by ECQ are ap
proaching uniform characteristic. If a quantizer has to be optimized for lower rates,
it is advisable to start by a uniform quantizer with a high number of reconstruction
values J, and increase Aduring the iterative optimization process, until an optimum
around the target rate (point on the ORDF) is approached. By increasing the rate
cost, an effect occurs that certain reconstruction values are not used anymore;
these can be eliminated from the set of reconstruction values. Asymptotically, for
A~oo only one reconstruction value remains (J=1), which is the mean value de
termined from the training set or the source PDF used for optimization; the encod
ing rate is zero. This is the point where R(D) approaches the D axis, such that
D=a,/ (see Fig. 3.12).

For higher-rate encoding of stationary sources such as Gaussian processes, it
would be possible to approach any point on the rate-distortion curve by performing
a uniform quantization and fine-tune the step-size Ll such that a discrete output is
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produced for which the rate of the entropy is R(D). For real-world multimedia
sources, the stationarity assumption does not apply. These could rather be inter
preted by a switched or composite source models, where statistics vary locally. For
example, clearly disparate regions of high detail and regions of low detail co-exist
in images. The steepness of the 'localized' rate-distortion functions will be very
different for a given overall rate/distortion point; refer to Fig. 11.5, where some
areas of an image may follow the graph for {FO.9, other less-detailed areas may
better be characterized by the graph for {FO.99. If a certain rate budget can be
spent, it is best invested for components which give the highest value in terms of
distortion minimization. This is guaranteed by choosing a fixed value of A in
(11.26) for rate-constrained quantization of all components, regardless of their
local statistics. This leads to following consequences:

Assume an amplitude value which is near the boundary between two quantiza
tion cells. If a rate constraint is applied, this value would better be represented
by the reconstruction value which requires the lower rate, even though the dis
tortion (e.g. according to squared error criterion) may be slightly higher. This
can also be interpreted such that the quantizer characteristic is modified de
pending on A, where the decision boundary is no longer at the centered posi
tion between two neighbored reconstruction values Yj ' A more thorough analy
sis for the more general case of vector quantization is given in sec. 11.5.5.
Assume that different quantizer configurations are available for selection,
which relate to different rate-distortion points. A straightforward example
would be a uniform quantizer of variable step size ~. Again, the decision can
be obtained by adding the resulting A-weighted rate as a penalty over the dis
tortion metric of the quantizer. The decision for the optimum quantizer con
figuration should be performed for groups of samples from local neighbor
hoods or from signal components of similar rate-distortion behavior. This
would lead to a selection of different quantizers for components of different
statistical properties in the composite source.

Embedded quantization. The distortion which occurs due to quantization is di
rectly related to the quantizer step size ~, see e.g. (11.1). Assume now that the
residual error shall be re-quantized by a quantizer which has exactly half of the
step size, M2. Then, the number of reconstruction values J will be roughly dou
bled. The layout of the second quantizer shall divide each of the previous quantiza
tion cells into two halves of equal width. If the reconstruction values are assumed
to be positioned at the centers of quantization intervals, each reconstruction value
Yj for the quantizer of step size ~ will branch for the M2-quantizer into two values
at positions yjW 4. Two different quantizer characteristics of this type are shown
in Fig. 11.7; the dotted lines represent the quantizers of half step size. Fig. 11.7a
shows a configuration for quantization of only positive values, while Fig. 11.7b
gives the example of a dead zone quantizer (cf. Fig. 11.2b); the dead zone width is
2~, and the zero-quantization threshold is ~. The dead zone is divided into three
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intervals, one of which is a new dead-zone of exactly half width ~, the other two
are 'normal' quantization intervals of width t:J2.

a) o t. A x b)

x

Fig. 11.7. Quantizer characteristics for the case ofre-quantization by step size!iJ2
a Asymmetric positive-only range ofquantizer b Symmetric dead-zone quantizer

Fully embedded quantizers perform the method of re-quantization over multiple
levels, starting with only two quantization intervals for the case of positive-value
signals, and three intervals for the case of the dead-zone quantizer. This is shown
in Fig. 11.8; the reconstruction values are always positioned at the centers of the
quantization intervals. The final result of the quantization is an integer-value index
which has a word length equal to the number of levels; the first level relates to the
Most Significant Bit (MSB), the last level to the Least Significant Bit (LSB) of the
integer word. This index can then be truncated starting from the LSB, which di
rectly relates to a coarser quantization with lower number of levels. The entire
quantization could indeed be performed by the binary tree decision as explained
here. A much simpler way is to employ an ordinary uniform quantization using the
interval width (quantizer step size) of the last level (LSB), where the total number
of quantization intervals must be a power of two, 2B

• Implicitly then, each level of
the embedded quantizer corresponds exactly to one bit at the related significance
position of a positive integer of word length B. This corresponds exactly to the
scheme in Fig. 11.8a which shows the quantization of positive-amplitude signals.
The quantized representation of the amplitude range between MIN and MAX is
becoming more accurate with each additional bit becoming available. This is de
noted as a bit-plane representation, where a bit-plane is constructed by the respec
tive bits of a certain significance level from all available samples of a signal. One
single bit-planes can then be interpreted as binary signal of same number of sam
ples, by combination of all bit-planes a multi-level representation is established.

The dead-zone scheme in Fig. 11.8b must allow zero, positive and negative re
construction values at any step of quantizer refinement. The zero value does not
require a sign bit. In a magnitude/sign representation, the sign must only be con
veyed for the non-zero amplitude levels.
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- decision threshold

_ reconstructionvalue

Bit 3Bit2Bit )

MIN

a)

Fig. 11.8. Embedded quantizer structures and associated bit-plane code a for positive
valued signals b with dead zone for sign/magnitude signals; sign bit underlined

Embedded quantization and bit-plane coding are useful for scalable representation
of quantized signals, where the more significant bits are a representation which
allows reconstruction by a higher distortion at a lower rate. It is however not pos
sible to move freely on the rate-distortion curve by adding or omitting bits from
the bit-plane representation. More specifically, even when efficient entropy coding
is applied to the bit-plane signals, the rate-distortion curve can exactly be mapped
only at those rate points where full bit-planes are available, allowing to decode all
samples of the signal by exactly the same bit-plane resolution. This phenomenon is
known as the problem ofJractional bit-planes, and can be interpreted as follows:

Assume that it is possible to approach the rate-distortion bound by adjusting
some quantizer step size fl, which maps into a distortion D fJ., and the rate
R(DfJ.) is the entropy of the quantizer output.
Towards higher rates, the embedded quantizer will not allow to select arbi
trary smaller step-sizes fl, but it will again exactly perform equal to a freely
adjustable quantizer at rate-distortion points that relate to step sizes M2, M4,
M8, ...., etc. (see Fig. 11.9). At these points with rates R(DN2b), all samples of
the signal can be quantized by the same accuracy.
For points between the rates R(DN2b), the available bit budget should be used
to encoding at least some samples by the higher accuracy of the next finer bit
plane. As the squared distortion D results as a mean value over all samples, it
will statistically decrease linearly with each additional sample (bit) encoded
by the next bit-plane. Hence, the phenomenon is observed that for bit-plane
coding the rate-distortion function is a polygon approximation of the original
RDF, which connects the exactly-matching rate-distortion points R(DfJ./2b) of
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full bit-plane populations by straight lines (see Fig. 11.9). The optimum per
formance could only be achieved if all samples are treated equally, which is
simply impossible for all rates in between.

By rate-distortion optimized bit-plane truncation, re-ordering of information in the
bit planes can be performed, such that samples or components which contribute by
highest reduction of distortion at minimum cost of bits are conveyed first. Such
strategies partially compensate the phenomenon of fractional bit-planes. This is
however only achievable if the method of bit-plane encoding allows clustering the
information into components of more or less significance. Such strategies are e.g.
applied by the EBCOT algorithm used in the IPEG 2000 standard (cf. sec. 12.4.2).

R(D)

D(Il) D

. R(D) obtained by
........,.., / bit-plane coding

..............

D(4) D(M2)

true R(D)

Fig. 11.9. Problem ofJractional bit-planes in bit-plane truncation

11.4 Entropy Coding

11.4.1 Properties of Variable-length Codes

The entropy H(1l) of (3.93) and (3.94) is the minimum rate, by which a discrete
source with source alphabet tl={at.aZ,..,aA} can be lossless encoded. The goal of
entropy coding is to define a code ~ which allows this encoding by approximately
the rate of entropy. In principle, this is possible by using Variable-Length Codes
(VLC). One important constraint of binary codes is the prerequisite of integer bit
allocation. Each element of the alphabet shall be assigned a codeword (binary
string) consisting of Zj bits, which as good as possible should match the self infor
mation of aj, i.e. z}.:;i(j)=-logzP(j).

Codes of variable length must be decodable not only codeword by codeword,
but also if a stream of codewords is received by the decoder. This incurs the
following constraints:

Uniqueness ofcodewords (same condition applies to fixed-length codes);
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Uniqueness ofcodeword lengths, which means that during decoding, it must
be possible to identify the start bit and the terminating bit belonging to each
codeword within the stream.

The latter condition could be realized by using a specific terminating symbol or
separation symbol after each codeword inserted into the stream. Such an approach
is e.g. implemented in the Morse code, where the break (no beep) between the
codewords indicates their separation. Unfortunately, this introduces an overhead,
which can make it impossible to approach the lower bound of the entropy rate. The
most important class of codes fulfilling the condition of unique decodability with
out overhead are the prefix codes. These are constructed such that never a valid
entire string of one codeword shall be the prefix of another codeword's bit string.
Regard two codes of 4 codewords each, e=[O, I0,110,Ill] which is uniquely de
codable, the other e=[O,lQ,lQO,IlI] which is not unique, as the string '10' can
either be the entire second codeword, or the prefix of the third. Prefix codes are
the only class of uniquely decodable codes which allow direct or instantaneous
decoding, which means that decoding can immediately be performed if the entire
bit string characterizing the codeword is available at the decoder. Prefix codes can
be mapped onto the structure of a code tree (Fig. 11.10). In case of binary coding,
the tree consists of binary (two-way) branches, each of which represents one bit.
The branches connect nodes; specific nodes are the root and the leaves, which
represent the start and termination of valid codewordsl. The entire path of
branches between root and leaf signifies the bit string associated with one code
word.

" codeword
(bit string)

• "011"

"0101"

~"0100"
leaf /

node G=I ."III" "1101"
" , 0 ~

-, ~" I IOO"

I "1011"

o I tc: "1010"

~" IOO'"-,
-,

-,

root

branch
"00"

Fig. 11.10. Code tree representing a variable-length code of 10 symbols

I If parsing of an entire stream of codewords is regarded, the leaf terminating one code
word establishes the root ofthe subsequent codeword.
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For a given set of binary codeword (bit string) lengths Zj, it is always possible to
construct a valid prefix code ifKraft's inequality applies [COVER, THOMAS 1991]1

J

~)-Zj =c:5:l.
j=l

(11.28)

For other uniquely-decodable codes, which do not belong to the class of prefix
codes, decoding must impose additional constraints (e.g. forbid certain codewords
if they are not part of a clearly-defined sequence of codewords; disallow certain
codewords at the beginning or at the end ofa stream etc.).

The expected mean rate by using a variable length code to encode a source al
phabet tl={aj;j=I, .. . ,J} is

J J

R =E{zJ= 'LP(j)'Zj ~ H(tl) =-'LP(j) .log2 P(j).
j=l j=l

(11.29)

(11.30)

The self information i(j) = -log2P(j) is in general not an integer number, while bits
cannot exist by fractional units, i.e. Zj must be an integer number. This means that
only for the specific case where all p(j)=2,m (integer powers of two), the rate of
entropy (3.85) can exactly be approached. A simple design for a code of variable
length is the Shannon Code, where

{
int [i(j)] if P(j) = T m

Z -
j - int [i(j)] +1 else.

A Shannon code can by guarantee approach the entropy by a margin- :

H(tl):5: R < H(tl) +1 (11.31)

A very effective method to improve the performance of a variable-length code is
combination of several source symbols (letters) into vectors. From (11.31), in the
most inconvenient case of Zj value configurations, the rate could be almost one bit
above the entropy. In case of vector combinations, this penalty is spread over all K
source symbols which are combined for encoding. Then, a Shannon-type prefix
code exists by guarantee which has a rate per symbol (letter)

1 1 1 1
- ·H (tl):5: R<-·H (tl)+-:5:H(tl)+-
K KK KKK'

(11.32)

1 In (11.28), condition c=l holds true, if the code tree is fully occupied, i.e. no 'open leaves'
remain in the code tree. If c<l, strings exist that are not used to represent letters from the
alphabet; codes are indeed sometimes constructed such that additional strings may be re
served for re-synchronization or other purposes .

2 (11.31) is indeed a guaranteed upper bound for any method of entropy coding which tries
to approximate the self information of source symbols by the binary length of code symbols
as close as possible.
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where HKJIZ) denotes the entropies of vectors a=[a(1) a(2) ... a(K)]T, assembled
from K source symbols of values from the alphabet fl. The equality in the right
most equation of (11.32) applies for the case where the source symbols a(k) within
a are statistically independent. Then, following (3.24),

with a . E fl (11.33)
t,

(11.35)

and HKJIZ)=KH(IZ). In any other case, the entropy of the vector will be lower than
the K-fold entropy of single source symbols, as joint statistical properties can be
implicitly exploited by the design of the code. Hence, in any case, the entropy of
the source can be approached by a margin c=l/K, in case K-:;oo it is possible to get
arbitrary close, which is exactly the message of Shannon's source coding theorem.
The real problem is the complexity of such codes (in terms of code tables to be
managed, decisions to be made etc.), which grows exponentially by the length of
the vectors. Hence, it can be concluded that Shannon codes are an impractical
solution. The real challenge in entropy coding will be to find coding mechanisms,
which are able to approach the rate of the entropy closely, while still keeping the
complexity low. Such schemes should also be capable to utilize statistical depend
encies between source samples to be encoded, and should be adaptable to arbitrary
source statistics.

(11.29) can be re-written as

where the constant c shall be as defined in (11.28). Now, the difference between
the rate that a variable-length code produces and the lower bound of entropy can
be expressed as

J J

R -nia, =-LP(j) .log2 [c·R(j)] + LP(j) .log2 P(j)
j=1 j = 1

J P( .) 1
= L P(j) -log,~+ log, - .

j=1 R(j) c

For codes which fulfill the upper bound of Kraft's inequality (11.28), the right term
will be zero, and the left term is the relative entropy (9.21). In fact, this code
would be optimum for a source with probability distribution R(j), and the differen
tial entropy exactly expresses the rate penalty which has to be paid if this is not the
case.

11.4.2 Huffman Codes

Huffman codes [HUFFMAN 1952] are one of the most widely used design methods for
variable-length coding. The Huffman code design is more efficient than the Shan
non code, as it allows to choose some of the symbol lengths as zj<i(j), while retain-
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ing the property of a decodable prefix codel. The principle of Huffman codes can
best be understood by the following code design procedure, for which it is only
necessary to know the probabilities of the symbols aj in the source alphabet tl:

1. Construct a list .e of probabilities P(al),P(a2), ...,P(aJ)' Associated with each
item in the list are indices j of the source symbols, where initially each list
field relates to exactly one source symbol. These indices further point to the
bit strings {cj;j=I, ...J} of the code e. Initially, the bit strings consist of zero
bits each.

2. In ~ search for the two list fields of smallest probabilities. Extend all bit
strings associated with these two fields; all strings related to the first field are
e.g. extended by a 'O'-bit, all associated with the second field by a '1'-bit. The
code grows 'from the tail', i.e. the first bit allocated will become the terminat
ing bit of the actual code string ; expressed in terms of a code tree, this means
that the code design starts at the leaves and propagates towards the root.

3. Within the list ~ the two fields processed before are removed. The sum of
their probabilities is associated with a new list field . This new field is further
associated with all source symbol indices and bit strings which were previ
ously associated with the two deleted fields .

4. If.e contains only one field , the code is readily designed. Otherwise, the pro
cedure iterates over steps 2-4 again .

r.-;;-=:-------- -e P(7)=0.29 '11'P=0.57 '1'{,;\
'1' 'o,1..V

1-"---- - - - - - - -e P(6)=0.28 '10'

'00001'

'0001'

'000000'

'000001'

'001'P=0.43 @~1'---'P(4)=0.14
'0' r7\

P=0.27 \.V~1' P(3)=0.07
'0'

P=0.13 CD 'l ' P(2)=0.03
'0' ®

P=0.06 , ,
2

'1' P(1)=0.02
,0,CD

P=0.03 P(O)=O.Ol

'1' P(5)=0.16 '01'

'0'

P=1.00 0

Fig. 11.11. Construction of a Huffman code tree by a total of7 steps

Fig. 11.11 shows the design of a Huffman code with an example of 8 source sym
bols of different probabilities, which can best be interpreted by steps of a code tree
construction. Each node in the tree is marked by the probability value as stored in
the list, which determines the decision about the next two paths to be extended. In
this example, 7 iterations are necessary. While the design starts from the leaves of
the tree, decoding must start from the root. Any step produces a fully populated
code tree, such that by guarantee c=l in (11.28). In principle, the upper bounds

1 The Shannondesign often leads to bit allocationswhere (11.28)gives a value c<1, which
indicates that certain branches of the tree would not be occupied (see Problem 11.2). An
additionalpenalty occurs whichcan e.g. be characterized by (11.35)
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(11.31) and (11.32) still apply, however it can be shown that the upper bound is
never met. The following approximation gives an estimate of the penalty over the
entropy rate [COVER, THOMAS 1991]:

1
R<-(HK(tZ)+Pmax ) if P

fMX
<0.5

K ; Pmax =max [PAa)] (11.36)
R < J..-(HK(tZ)+ P

fMX
+0.086) if Pmax 2:: 0.5

K
The number of code symbols in e and hence the complexity grows exponentially
with K. The code table must typically have the size JK. The entropy is better ap
proached even for lower K than it is the case by the Shannon code. The usage of
vectors however affects the complexity of

the design process, where the list .ebecomes rather very large;
the coding process, where it is necessary to use a large memory containing all
different code strings;
the decoding process, where not only a large memory is required, but also the
parsing for valid code strings becomes increasingly complex due to the irregu
larity of the code tree.

11.4.3 Systematic Variable-length Codes

Of particular concern in the case of Huffinan codes are long code strings which
must be provided for untypical source symbols or source symbol vectors of ex
tremely low probability . From the complexity point of view, it may be preferable
to not consider these cases at all in the design of VLCs. Alternatively, an upper
bound can be imposed to the length of the codeword strings. Some methods fol
lowing this paradigm are described in this and the subsequent sections, such that
both good performance of the code and moderate complexity can be compromised.
Besides a reduction of the code table size, the decoding complexity can also be
reduced by introducing more regularity in the code design. For example, subsets
of symbols can be identified which have common prefixes to allow simplified
parsing of the code string. Another aspect is the universality of the code design,
which means that the same code can be adapted to sources of different probability
distributions. This will in particular be important when adaptive entropy coding
shall be used; it is however also favorable in terms of complexity, when the same
decoding unit (hardware or software) is able to decode different source compo
nents, and is not 'hard-wired' to parse only one specific VLC.

Escape codes. A common solution to reduce the complexity in terms of code table
size is made by not assigning variable-length codes to source symbols which are
untypical (expected to occur with a very low probability). In escape codes, a cer
tain VLC symbol is reserved which indicates that one of the untypical source sym
bols is expressed by a fixed-length code suffix. If J' untypical symbols are identi
fied, the number of bits to be attached to the escape symbol is R '=logz.!' if J' is a
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power-of-two number, R'=log2J '+1 else. The escape code can still be expressed by
a code tree, where a regular binary tree of depth R' unfolds beyond the path lead
ing to the escape symbol. The rate penalty to be paid is usually rather low, depend
ing on the total percentage of untypica1 source symbols. The VLC length for the
escape codeword is determined by adding all probabilities of the untypical sym
bols .

Table 11.1. VLC table for encoding of'AC' coefficients and separate encoding ofexcep
tional RUNILEVEL combinations not contained in the VLC table (excerpt from the MPEG-l
standard)

1. VLCs for run length and quantizer index, 's'=sign

*) differently defined for first and last coefficient
**) largest LEVEL value in the table ***) largest RUN value in the table

RUN LEVEL code RUN LEVEL code
EOB 10 9 1 0000101s
0 1 Is/11s*) 0 5 00100110s
1 1 OIls
0 2 0100s 13 1 00100000s
2 1 0101s 0 7 0000001010s
0 3 00101s
3 1 01111s 21 1 000000010110s
4 1 00110s 0 12 00000000110 lOs
1 2 000110s
5 1 000111s 0 40**) 000000000010000s

ESCAPE 000001 31*** 0000000000011011s

2. Fixed-length code, separate coding of run-length and quantizer level index . Invoked by
ESCAPE codeword: 6 bit express run length, 8 bit for lindexl<128, 16 bit for lindexl<256.

RUN code
o 000000
1 000001
2 000010

63 111111

LEVEL code
-255 1000000000000001

-128 1000000010000000
-127 10000001

127 01111111
128 0000000010000000

255 0000000011111111

As an example for such a strategy, an excerpt of a VLC table from the MPEG-1
standard is shown in Table 11.1. This is a so-called '2D VLC', which combines
source symbols RUN and LEVEL into a vector (cf. sec. 12.4.1). Combinations of
short RUN and small LEVEL are expected to occur most frequently due to the statis
tical properties of transform coefficients and are represented by the shortest code-
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words. In case of ESCAPE (6 bit code), the RUN and LEVEL symbols are encoded
independently, one by a fixed-length code, the other by a primitive VLC support
ing only two different codeword lengths. The length of codewords in the case of
ESCAPE is 20 or 28.

Universal variable-length codes. Source models of Gaussian distribution and its
generalized extension (3.20) shows an exponential decay of probabilities towards
higher amplitude levels. Markov chains are typical models for correlated binary
sources, and also have an exponential decay of probabilities for increasing length
of same-value runs (3.78). Optimum VLCs for such sources will typically show an
increasing VLC length towards source symbols of higher values. According to
(3.10), the probability of a quantized source symbol is equivalent to the area under
the continuous PDF within the quantization interval. The optimum bit allocation in
a variable length code usually approximates the self information as good as possi
ble, which means that one bit more shall be assigned to a source symbol of roughly
half probability compared to another one. In exponential distributions, the tangen
tial slope of the PDF decreases towards higher amplitudes. Hence, it can be ex
pected that the number of adjacent quantized source symbols which have to be
encoded by using the same number of bits in the VLC codewords increases expo
nentially towards higher amplitude levels when uniform quantization is used (see
Fig. 11.12).

groups of quantizer cells
'I with approximately

' I equal areas
/;1 \~\\\.

1\\\

111\
II \\
II II

\ \ I I
\

x
Fig. 11.12. Groups of quantizer cells which will be assigned an equal numbers of bits in a
VLC design for the case of exponentially decaying source distribution and uniform quanti
zation

Codes which are appropriate to encode sources of increasing code-length property
by systematic codeword assignment are the Golomb-Rice codes (GR) and the
Exponential Golomb codes (EG). While the numbers of codewords having the
same length is constant for GR codes, it is exponentially increasing with the code
word length for EG codes. To comply with the phenomenon illustrated in Fig.
11.12, the EG codes are the better choice. An example of a Universal VLC
(UVLC) constructed on the basis of an EG code is shown in Fig. 11.13. This code
is highly regular. For any possible codeword length, a prefix I , 01, 001 etc. ex
presses the number of bits b, to follow in the codeword. The prefixes are however
interleaved with the b.; which has the advantage that most probably two subsequent
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'I' bits (when appearing in the code stream) indicate the end of a codeword. This
way the code provides an additional capability of detection and eventual recovery
from transmission errors .

Source symbol Codeword

0 1
1 001
2 011

a) 0 bo 1 b) 3 00001
4 00011

0 b, 0 bo 1 5 01001
0 b, 0 b, 0 bo 1 6 01011

7 0000001
0 b, 0 b, 0 b, 0 bo 1 8 0000011

9 0001001
10 0001011

Fig. 11.13. Universal VLC construction based on an EG code design
a Construction schema b Code table

Table 11.2. Construction of RVLC from GR and EG codes

Reversible OR code Reversible EO code
Source
symbol Prefix Suffix Prefix Suffix

0 0 00 0 0
I 0 01 0 1
2 0 10 101 0
3 0 11 101 1
4 11 00 111 0
5 11 01 111 I
6 II 10 10001 0
7 11 II 10001 I
8 101 00 10011 0
9 101 01 10011 I
10 101 10 11001 0
II 101 11 11001 I
12 1001 00 11011 0
13 11011 1

Reversible variable-length codes. Variable-length codes as discussed so far are
typically prefix codes. In decoding, the string has to be parsed in a unique direc
tion, corresponding to the path in the code tree which originates from the root. If a
bit error occurs, a wrong path may be selected which has a different length, such
that the starting bit of the next codeword will be misinterpreted, and also subse
quent decisions can be affected. To overcome this problem, Reversible Variable
Length Codes (RVLC) were developed, which can also be parsed in reverse direc
tion [TAKASHIMA, WADA, MURAKAMI 1995][WEN, VILLASENOR 1997] . In addition to the pre
fix condition, a suffix condition is formulated, which says that no codeword's suffix
shall coincide with any longer codeword's suffix, such that the code can instanta
neously be decoded by reverse order. RVLC design methodologies are known for
Huffman, GR and EG codes, where the latter two have the most efficient solutions.
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A systematic construction can be made for codewords of length Zj which are parti
tioned into a prefix of length zrm and an m-bit suffix. For GR codes the suffix
condition is fulfilled, if the prefix starts and ends by a 'I ', all other bits of the prefix
being '0'. For EG codes, this condition can be formulated such that the prefix shall
also start and end by a 'I', imposing the additional zero constraint only to the odd
indexed prefix bits. A prefix of length one shall always be '0'). Bit strings can be
found which use GR or EG codewords as prefixes fulfilling these conditions .
Examples of a GR code with m=2 and an EG code with m=l are shown in Table
11.22.

Application of RVLC (as other systematic code designs) imposes a penalty on
efficiency due to the constraints imposed on the codeword length allocations,
which can numerically be expressed by (11.35). More recently, an RVLC design
was proposed which can largely close this gap [GIROD )999] .

11.4.4 Arithmetic Coding

Arithmetic coding is a method of entropy coding which has found wide acceptance
in the newest generations of standards for multimedia signal compression. In con
trast to Huffinan or systematic VLCs, it can no longer uniquely be identified how
bits from a bit stream relate to specific source symbols; arithmetic decoding can
rather be interpreted as a sliding window method, where encoder and decoder are
in a well-defined state at each step, depending on past source symbols. The de
coder reconstructs a source symbol by combining the information carried by bits
newly arriving with the decision rules valid by the present state. Decoded source
symbols are output whenever this is uniquely possible by the bits received. The
notion arithmetic coding is related to the fact that the underlying computation must
be performed by a high arithmetic precision, as otherwise the performance will
suffer.

The simplest type of an arithmetic code is the Elias code [ELIAS 1975]. It shall be
presented here to explain the case of arithmetic compression for an unequally
distributed binary source producing symbols 'A' and 'B' without correlation be
tween subsequent source outputs.

PA and PB=l-PA shall be the probabilities of the two source symbols. For se
quences 'AA', 'BB', 'BA' and 'AB', the respective probabilities then are PA

2
,

(l -PA)2, (l-PA) ,PA and PA·(I-PA). To perform the code mapping, probability
intervals of widths equal to the probabilities of the associated source sequences are
constructed . Initially (at the 'root' of the code), only one interval IN=o=[O,l] of
width 1 exists, which means that nothing is known about the state of the source yet.
This interval is then sub-divided into decreasingly smaller intervals, each express
ing by its width the probability of a possible source symbol sequence. For exam-

) The suffix condit ion is of course also fulfilled, if the role of 'O' and '1' bits is interchanged.

2 The prefixes of the RVLC are complete EG codewords. To fulfill the suffix condition, the
code pyramid of Fig. 11.13 must be modified as '0', 'lbol', 'l bIObol ', 'I b20b iObol' etc.
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ple, if the first source symbol is qt='A', the associated interval is IN=I=[O,PA], while
for the source symbol qt='B', the interval is IN=t=[I-PB,l]=[PA,l ] . If e.g. the first
source symbol is qt='B' and the second is q2='A', the next step of sub-division will
be an interval IN=2=[PA,PA+PB·PA]=[PA,PA+(1-PA) ,PA]. In general, the interval
which is associated with a sequence of N source symbols Q=[qioq2,q3, ..., qN] has
lower and upper limits

IN= [W; '1j +Wz·rz+" ,+WN·rN,

W; ' 1j +Wz •rz +...+WN.rN+ WN .(PA.(1- rN)+r».(1- PA))]PA

=[tw" ' J;" t w" ' r"+~'[PA · (l - rN)+rN ' ( l - PA )~]
width of the interval

with

(11.38)

(11.39)

The factor Wn continuously decreases the interval widths by increasing n, accord
ing to the probabilities of previous source symbols. The last term in the interval's
upper limit expression is the actual width of the interval, related to the probability
of the entire sequence. The central mechanism in arithmetic encoding is compari
son of the non-uniform grid of probability intervals against a uniform grid of code
intervals 1M• The grid of code intervals associated with a possible code string se
quence B=[biob2,b3, •••, bM] oflength M is defined as

1M=[O.5·b, +O.25·b2 +...+2- MbM , O.5·b, +O.25·b2 +,..+TMbM+TMJ

=[~Tm ' bm ,~Tm ·bm+T
M1

The rule of encoding is to release all bits of this sequence for transmission , when
ever an interval IN is completely contained in 1M, i.e. if the following conditions
hold true; I=[Ilo,!up] representing intervals by their lower and upper boundaries:

INolo ;::: I Molo and IN,up ::; IMoup • (11.40)

As the width of interval IN is identical with the probability of the source symbol
sequence of length N, the associated self information can be expressed as
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(11.41)

From (11.40), the code interval 1M is always larger or equal as compared to the
probability interval IN' From (11.41), the number of bits sent up to this step is
always less than or equal to the self information of the source sequence. Hence,

The number of bits sent is smaller or equal to the accumulated self informa
tion of the source symbols;
The sequence of source symbols can not yet fully be decoded from the bits
sent so far, unless the probability intervals perfectly match with the code in
tervals, in which case the number ofbits sent equals the self information.

A unique decoding of the source sequence associated with interval 1M is only pos
sible, if the number of bits received is at least equal to the self information of the
source sequence to be decoded ,

-logz (IM .up - IM ,lo)+ log, (IN ,up - IN .IO) ~ 0 . (11.42)

In principle, decoding is performed by the reverse principle of encoding. It is
tested whether the interval 1M, associated with the received sequence of code bits,
fully fits into an interval IN associated with a source sequence:

IN ,lo ~ IM .lo and IN ,up ~ IM,up • (11.43)

If the sequence of source symbols grows sufficiently long, the intervals will get
arbitrarily small, such that the entropy can also be approached arbitrarily close.
This however is the constraint of arithmetic coding: As computation of the interval
boundaries can only be performed by finite arithmetic precision, it is not possible
to approach the entropy perfectly. However, as will be discussed below, even for
case of finite arithmetic precision the margin over the entropy rate will be very
small.

Fig. 11.14 graphically shows the grids of probability intervals and code inter
vals for the case PA= l/4. As an example, regard two sequences of source symbols,
which are actually the cases of most rare and most probable occurrence among all
sequences of length N=3 :

Sequence 'AAA' : For q(='A', the probability interval IN=1=[0,l/4] falls exactly
into the code interval IM=2=[0,l/4] . Bits b1=0 and b2=0 are sent immediately.
Likewise, IN~2=[0,1/16] falls exactly into IM=4=[O ,l/16] and IN=3=[O,l/64] falls
exactly into IM=6=[0,1 /64], which means that in total the code bit sequence
'000000' is sent up to this point. This is the special case where both encoding
and decoding can be performed instantaneously, which is caused by the fact
that probability and code intervals are exactly equal. Here, the probability
PA=l/4 is an integer power of2, for which also Huffinan and Shannon codes
give optimum performance.
Sequence 'BBB' : Neither IN=1=[l/4,1] nor IN~2=[7/16,1] fall entirely into any
code interval, both expressing self information of less than one bit. The next
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sub-division IN~3=[37/64,1] is contained in IM=1=[l/2,1] . Withq3='B', b)='l'
has to be sent. This intuitionally shows that a sequence of higher probability
causes significantly less bits to be sent; however receiving b1='1" it will only
be possible to decode the first two source symbols ql='B' and q2~'B' :
IM=1=[l/2,1] falls entirely into probability intervals IN=1=[l/4,1] and
IN=2=[7/16,1], but the third source symbol can not be decoded yet. The partial
information about q3 which was carried by b l is however retained in the state
of the decoder, such that it can uniquely be decoded when future bits are re
ceived.

This example illustrates that in arithmetic coding a variable number of source
symbols is mapped into a variable number of code bits. It can be observed that
untypical sequences of source symbols, such as long chains of the less probable
letter 'A', are encoded almost instantaneously without imposing a critical burden on
the complexity, as it is not necessary to parse code trees of large depth. It is further
interesting to note that due to the uniform code interval raster, the probabilities of
'0' and '1' code bits will be equal. The code bits will not have any statistical de
pendency, such that further entropy coding of the code bit sequence would be
useless. Any efficient entropy coder would show this property .

source probability intervals
.q='A'

D q='s'

• b='O'

D b='1'

IN=,
IN=2
IN=3~ _

IM=1
IM=2
IM; 3

IM=4

IM=5 rrlo-ll~r.- .--I' r-.-"'r r-.-"',-I'I.-I""'I""""'rI''.-IIM=6 c..~ ___..L La..J ...............___.. _"LJ

Fig. 11.14. Code intervals and probability intervals in the example discussed above

q,='S'

q,='S'

O_~===============II
0.25( ------------- ~I q,-'A' 1

0.25
1

>0.435

~.
0.296875. r0.435

Fig. 11.15. Expansion ofprobability intervals into the full range between 0 and 1 after
each encoding step; the source sequence is 'BAB'

In practical realizations, neither the encoder nor the decoder need to construct the
complete set of intervals; it is only necessary to track the path corresponding to the
source symbols arriving at the encoder and of the associated bit sequence received
by the decoder. An interpretation is that after each successful encoding or decod-
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ing step, the recently-active probability interval is expanded to the full scale [0,1]
(see Fig. 11.15). This also implies that the factor Wn in (11.37) must not explicitly
be computed.

The interval computations must actually be performed by integer arithmetic ; if
an integer word length of B bits is used, the probability interval boundaries can be
approximated by an accuracy of 2"B. The step of interval expansion described
above can in fact implicitly be combined with the integer rounding of probability
intervals. It is further not even necessary to compute the code intervals at all, be
cause the integer-number representation inherently carries the information about
the code interval mapping] . After a probability interval corresponding to a source
symbol has been computed by an integer representation of its lower and upper
boundaries, all leading bits that are equal in representation of both boundaries can
be sent as code bits. As an example, with a 6 bit positive integer representation, let
the lower boundary of the current probability interval be represented by an integer
number 'Q.l0000', the upper boundary by 'Q.lIIOO'. Then, the leading bit string '01'
can be sent, the interval is expanded into full six bits by left-shifting the remaining
bits, such that the lower boundary becomes '000000', the upper boundary'110000' .
The decoder receives the bits by the sequence they are sent, shifts them in from the
left, and compares the leading bits continuously with the boundaries of probability
intervals, where the same interval expansion is performed each time a source sym
bol can be decoded.

Due to the rounding , it even turns out that it is possible to map finite sequences
of source symbols directly into code strings as directly decodable units (cf. Prob
lem 1104). Even though this direct mapping is in fact not needed to perform the
encoding or decoding, it is interesting to see that arithmetic coding handles untyp
ical combinations of source symbols as simple as possible by releasing the associ
ated bit string as soon as the fractional self information of a source event is ap
proached sufficiently close.

If computation is performed using integer arithmetic of B bit precision, the en
tropy can by guarantee be approached within a margin of 10gzrB

+
z bit [PENNEBAKER

ET AL. 1988]. The 'loss' of two bits as compared to the smallest integer step size r B

can be explained due to the facts that rounding errors occur at both lower and
upper interval boundaries-. Nevertheless, using sufficient arithmetic precis ion, the
entropy is approached by a much smaller margin than usually achievable by Huff
man or systematic code designs, while the arithmetic encoding and decoding proc
esses are still quite regular.

The method of arithmetic coding is not restricted to binary sources as discussed
so far. When a source alphabet of an arbitrary finite number J of source symbols
shall be encoded, the binary code intervals remain identical, whereas for a source

I For more detailon efficient implementation of arithmetic encoders and decoders, refer to
[WITTEN, M cNEAL, CLEARY 1987] and [PENNEBAKER ET AL. 1988].

2 This seems indeedto be a strongworst case assumption. Regarding the rounding inaccu
racy of the algorithm described above, and by statistical expectation of equallydistributed
rounding errors,a boundofR~H+log2TB+l bit appears morerealistic.
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alphabet of J symbols each step of sub-division will generate J new probability
intervals. Fig. 11.16 shows an example of a three-letter alphabet with probabilities
P(IA")=O.4, P(IB I)=P(IC")=O.3.

source probability intervals

:~:~ rlIN=3~~~
code intervals

• b='O'

O b='1'

Fig. 11.16. Example ofprobability and code interval grids for a source with 3 different
symbols

Unlike Huffman coding or other types of prefix-based variable length codes, it is
not necessary to use a code table. Moreover, the probability values are directly
used to run the procedures of interval subdivision in encoding and decoding. This
largely simplifies usage of dynamically changing probability values, which means
that arithmetic encoding and decoding devices are universally applicable to any
source statistics and alphabets, and easily adaptable to changing source statistics .

11.4.5 Context-dependent Entropy Coding

In all algorithms for entropy coding introduced so far, first-order probabilities,
joint or condit ional probabilities can be used to design the codes . If conditional
probabilities are used, it is possible to achieve a more efficient coding of sources
in which subsequent symbols or subsequent vectors of symbols are statistically
dependent. This even applies if they are not encoded as joint units. Assume that a
context Xis established from previously decoded source symbols. In the simplest
case, this context could be the state of the directly preceding source symbol, which
is then used to pre-determine the probabilities of values in the present state. The
goal is then to approach the conditional entropy of source alphabet Il relating to
the known context X, which gives according to (3.91)

H(IlIX) =H(Il) - I(Il;X)::;; H(Il) . (11.44)

Realization of context-dependent entropy coding can nevertheless be of consider
able complexity. The number of conditional probability values that have to be
considered is increasing exponentially by the size of the context .7l. In particular
for Huffman coding, this may be difficult to realize, as then a huge number of code
tables would have to be managed and stored. In case of arithmetic coding, only
tables of conditional probabilities have to be provided which are then used for sub-
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division of the probability intervals. The concepts and implementations of coding
and decoding procedures are not changed in principle.
The conditional probabilities to be used for context-dependent entropy coding
could be based on linear dependenciesl , or can also relate to nonlinear dependen
cies. The latter category is difficult to derive analytically or on the basis ofmodels,
but can be captured by analysis of a training set or from statistics of previously
decoded samples of the current signal. Context-dependent entropy coding has
become more widely used recently, and is in particular extensively exploited in the
arithmetic coding parts of the JBIG and JPEG 2000 still image coding standards,
and in the H.264/MPEG-4 AVC video coding standard.

Due to complexity reasons, the analysis of statistical dependencies is often re
duced to binary context models. If'multiple -amplitude signals shall be encoded, the
first step to be performed is a binarization , which is often done by one of the fol
lowing approaches :

Integer representation of a signal x(n) is separated into sign and magnitude as
~(n)l=bo(n).2o+b\(np\+ . ..+ bB.\(npB.l, x(n)=~(n)l·sgn(n). The B bit-plane
values b;(n) establish a binary representation (cf. sec. 11.3). The binary con
text can then be defined by values from previously decoded values of the next
higher bit plane at or around the current location. This method is e.g. applied
in the EBCOT algorithm of the JPEG 2000 standard (cf. sec. 17.3.1).
Representat ion by a simple VLC which systematically leaves statistical de
pendencies after the mapping of source symbols into the binary codewords.
An example for this is the universal VLC method described in sec. 11.4.3. By
defining contexts either within or across binary codewords, a context
dependent arithmetic coder is able to further compress such representations
significantly. Context-adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC) as im
plemented in the MPEG-4 AVC standard [MARPE ET AL. 2003] additionally uses
a selectable initialization and adaptation of contexts, such that the scheme can
universally be used for different source components .

The binary representation can be modeled as a Markov source of vector context as
described in (3.81)-(3 .82). For a binary context definition consisting of K previ
ously decoded bits, the specification of 2K transition probabilities is necessary. As
the arithmetic decoding process can be interpreted as a finite-state machine any
way, the inclusion of state-dependent context probabilities is straightforward.

11.4.6 Adaptive Entropy Coding

In the previously described methods of entropy coding, the probability distribution
of the source was assumed to be known a priori and should not be subject to

! For example, autocovariance values estimated from a signal can be used with a vector
Gaussian distribution to determine conditional probabilities (3.29) ofadjacent samples or in
a vector context.
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change during encoding. For the case of stationary sources, this allows the design
of an efficient code approaching the entropy rate. As multimedia signals include
instationary components, this can lead to sub-optimum solutions. In the worst case,
it may happen that the rate is considerably increased by a badly designed variable
length code which does not fit the statistics of the source. This problem can be
solved by adaptive entropy coding. The core approach for compression is not
different from the methods described so far, but the code tables or probability
parameters have to be adapted using the actual source characteristics. This can be
done by one of the following principles:

Forward adaptation (Fig. 11.l7a) : For a given segment of the source, which
can be a window over a certain number of values or an entire signal like an
image, occurrences are measured and used for code adaptation. Either the
probability maps resulting from the measurements, or the related code pa
rameters must separately be conveyed to the decoder as side information,
which means they are part of the encoded representation. The disadvantages
of this method are two-fold: The source signal must be stored temporarily to
determine the occurrence values, which causes a delay; the rate is increased,
as the parameters for code adaptation have to be transmitted separately.
Backward adaptation (Fig. 11.17b) : As entropy coding is lossless, both the
encoder and the decoder can measure the occurrences of source symbols over
a defined window from the past. If the signal does not show too much varia
tion of statistical behavior, this can well reflect the current statistics and be
used for adaptation of the entropy coder and decoder. A disadvantage occurs
in the case of transmission errors, where encoder and decoder might run into
states where they use different parameters for adaptation, which will typically
lead to uncontrollable errors during decoding. On the other hand, in contrast
to the forward-adaptive approach, no transmission of side information is nec
essary.

a)

source
symbols

decoded
symbols

b)

o
or
Ql
:>

source ~ ;

symbols ~ J::~-----~) decodedC::.J symbols

Fig. 11.17. Adaptive Entropy coding. a Forward adaptation b Backward adaptation
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A method for probability estimation. Probabilities must typically be estimated
by counting the occurrences of the different events. In the case of binary context
related coding decisions, the probability P(b(n)=Olb)=l -P(b(n)=llb) must be esti
mated for each of 2K different contexts. Assume that COlb and ClIb are the zero- and
one-counts found for the conditioning context b, either analyzed in the window of
forward estimation, or over a past window in case of backward estimation. The
following scaled-count estimate can then be made:

A A C I «sr: I
p{b=Olb}=I-P{b=llb}= Ob ,Ob ,

COlb +Cllb+!1.(p 0lb +P lib)
!1> O. (11.45)

The values P'Olb and P'l lb effect an initialization of the probability estimate, which
will give a reasonable result even when no single instance of a certain value b was
found previously. These are initial guesses about the probabilities of zero- and
one-values. The factor !1 plays a role regarding the speed of the adaptation. If!1 is
set to a higher value , the adaptation will only take significant effect when a certain
number of counts is found; otherwise the probability estimate will be roughly re
tained by the initial guess .

For context-independent encoding of an alphabet having J different source
symbols , J probabilities P(i) must be estimated. The same method is applicable
and extends as follows :

!1> O. (11.46)

11.4.7 Entropy Coding and Transmission Errors

Variable length codes are rather sensitive in case of transmission errors. By dele
tion or flipping of one single bit, a mis-interpretation can occur such that a differ
ent prefix is recognized, which may belong to a codeword of different length . The
problem likewise affects Huffinan-type VLCs and arithmetic codes; systematic
VLCs (cf. sec. 11.4.3) can be designed in a way that effects of error propagation
are minimized, or that even partial recovery can be performed at the decoder. In
principle, the mis-interpretation can propagate from one code symbol to the next ,
until finally an invalid code symbol is identified, or until it is recognized that the
number of decoded source symbols is larger than expected. In both cases, it is
almost impossible to identify the position of the original erasure, such that often
the whole decoded sequence must be considered as invalid . The following exam
ple explains different possible cases in the context of a simple prefix code .

Example : Propagation oferrors in case ofa variable-length code ofprefix type.
The code string representation of four source symbols shall be 'A'¢::>'O', 'B'¢::>'lO',
'C'ee'Ll O' und 'D'es'Ll I' . The original encoded sequence shall be 'ABCD', such
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that the code sequence '011011101111' is sent. In the following cases, the respective
distorted bit is underlined.

Case A: Receive stream '011110111', interpretation of the decoder: '011111101111'
~ 'ADBD'. 2 letters are wrong, however the error is occasionally com
pensated, i.e. the last letter 'D' is decoded correctly. No error is detected
by the decoder, as the code stream can be separated into valid codewords.
The number of decoded source symbols is correct as well.

Case B: Receive stream '110110111', interpretation of the decoder: '11011101111'
~ 'CCD'. All decoded symbols are wrong, the error is not detected as the
code stream can be separated into valid codewords, unless the decoder
would know to expect 4 symbols. In fact, the last letter 'D' is decoded cor
rectly, but it will be mis-interpreted as it is found at the wrong position.

Case C: Rece ive stream '0 IOQ10111', interpretation of the decoder: '0110101101111'
~ 'ABABD'. In principle the same case as B, however the number of let
ters is by one too high .

Case D: Receive stream '0101101Ql', interpretation of the decoder: '0110111011011'
~ "ABCB?". The last letter is wrong, however the error is recognized, as
the code stream can not entirely be separated into valid codewords, the
last bit remains isolated.

By a certain degree of probability, the decoding process may catch up again after a
number of code symbols decoded. Then, it synchronizes again with a correct start
ing bit of a valid codeword string, as in cases A-C. In the meantime however, it is
also quite probable that a wrong number of source symbols are decoded (cases B
and C). To detect and at least partially recover from errors, one of the most effec
tive counteractions is the introduction of resynchronization mechanisms. A resyn
chronization code consists of a bit string which must be unique, i.e. will not be
allowed to be part of any other string of the variable length code, nor be repro
ducible by concatenation of different code strings. For systematic construction, it
is often defined as a long string of only '0' or '1' bits , which can easily be forbidden
within other codewords by systematic construction of the code. By using re
synchronization, it is possible to detect the occurrence of transmission errors with
a high reliability, and re-start the decoding process from that point. If RVLCs as
described in sec 11.4.3 are used, it is also possible to recover source symbols
backwards from the resynchronization point up to the position where the error
actually occurred, or where a divergence is found between the forward and back
ward decoding processes.

11.4.8 Run-length Coding

Run length coding is a specific type of entropy coding applicable on two-level
(binary) signals , by which positions of changes between the two levels are en
coded. It is likewise applicable for encoding of anyon-off decisions. In principle,
run-length coding is a lossless, reversible transformation of a two-level signal into
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a multi-level signal with lower number of samples. If typical signal statistics let
expect that not all values of the multi-level signal are equally probable, application
of variable-length codes to the run-length information attains an even more effi
cient encoding of the two-level signal. An advantage of the run-length transforma
tion is the implicit joint encoding of binary samples, where however the complex
ity of the code only grows linearly by the maximum run-lengthI. The run length
indicates the number of subsequent samples having an equal level in the binary
signal. Two different methods are commonly used, which are illustrated in Fig.
11.18; it depends on the properties of the binary signal which of these methods
would be the better choice:

If both levels are approximately equally probable, and adjacent samples are
highly statistically dependent: The run-length code signifies the number of
subsequent samples of same value, i.e. in principle the positions of transitions
('O'~'I', '1'~IO') are marked (Fig. l1.l8a). It is in addition necessary to con
vey the starting level (here : '(1)') to the decoder. The smallest possible run
length is one.
If one of the two levels is much more probable than the other: The run-length
code describes the numbers of samples instantiated by the level of higher
probability between two samples of the lower-probability type (Fig. 11.18b) .
A run-length value of zero signifies that another sample of low-probability
level follows immediately. It is not necessary to convey the starting level : This
is by default assumed to be the level of higher probability; otherwise, the first
run-length will be a zero value, as in the example shown.

Level:~
) )-) ) -----)0

Run length (1) 3 3 1

a)

Level
1 n nn n r
o~

t --------:. -). ) t ---»
Run length 0 3 0 2

b)

Fig. 11.18. Run-length coding a Methodassumingequal probabilitylevels b Method
assumingunequalprobabilitylevels [P(O»P(l)]

Run-length coding of lD binary sequences can be interpreted as an approach to
optimally encode binary processes generated by the 2-state Markov chain model
described in sec. 3.4. The entropy is determined by (3.96) . Accordingly, the en
tropy of the two-level signal, determined separately for the two states is

H(b)! b=1 = -P(D 11) · 10g2 P(D11)- P(lII) -log, P(lll)

H(b)Lo = -P(ll 0) ·10g2P(ll D) - P(D I0) ·10g2P(D10),

(11.47)

(11.48)

1 In contrast, if binary samples are combined into vectors for the purpose of entropy cod
ing, the complexity would grow exponentially with the vector length. The design of a run
length code, even in tandem combination with VLC of the run length, has a much lower
complexity than direct VLC encodingof the binarysequence.
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where the total entropy results from weighting by the probabilities of the two states
(3.77)

H(b) = P(O) ·H(b)lb=O +P(l) · H(b)lb=1 . (11.49)

The transition probabilities of the Markov chain model can be adapted from statis
tics of a given signal by counting the occurrences of run-lengths of '0' and 'I' se
quences from a training set, and then using (3.78) to determine best-fitting parame
ter sets. This can in principle also be interpreted as an approach to adapt a hidden
Markov model (cf. sec. 9.4.6). Extension to more efficient coding of run-length
values for 2D or multi-dimensional signals can be made by defining a binary con
text b as in (3.81), which includes more values to determine the transition prob
abilities, e.g. pixels from the line above in a binary image.

A coding scheme approaching the entropy rate according to (11.49) can be de
signed using the expected run length probabilities as determined by (3.78). Any
common entropy code design method can be applied. Observe that (3.78) defines
an exponential distribution of probabilities, such that longer run lengths will have
higher self information and will be encoded by longer code symbols. Usually, this
will lead to code constructions which can excellently be matched by systematic
codes such as Golomb-Rice or Exp-Golomb codes (cf. sec. 11.4.3).

Due to the relative addressing inherent in run length coding, a high impact of
transmission losses results. This can even get more severe, if the run-length values
are variable-length coded. Hence, the introduction of resynchronization mecha
nisms, as discussed for the case of error-prone transmission of variable length
codes, is very important in the case of run-length coding as well. In fax transmis
sion standards, which extensively use run-length methods, a resynchronization is
typically set at the beginning of each line.

11.4.9 Lempel-Ziv Coding

Lempel-Ziv (LZ) codes are widely used for universallossless compression. Due to
flexible adaptation mechanisms, these are in principle applicable for compression
of any kind of digital data. For generic compression of multimedia signals, LZ
codes are of limited value however, as mechanisms that are using models of signal
statistics can typically achieve still better results; further, for lossy compression, a
tight integration of quantization and entropy coding is required.

LZ codes are frequently applied to compress text files, the variant LZ78 is also
used in the modem standard V.42 and in the graphics/image representation format
GIF. Technology-wise, LZ codes nicely complete the review of entropy coding
methods. Fixed-length codewords are used to encode source symbol vectors of
variable length, the contrary principle of Huffinan coding. This is achieved by
installing a dictionary which contains source symbol vectors of high expected
probability. In particular the adaptive modifications of LZ are interesting: LZ77
(having fixed length of the dictionary, but automatic adaptation of its content) [ZIV,

LEMPEL 1977], LZ78 [ZIV, LEMPEL 1978] and LZW [WELCH 1984], supporting dynamic
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adaptation and growth of dictionary size. Here, a sliding window over past values
is used to update the dictionary from occurrence counts of recently decoded source
symbols (see Fig. 11.19). Source symbols which cannot be found in the dictionary
are encoded uncompressed .

00010

Codeword sequence

000001111000010

00000
00001

window

source '--,----,- ---,'-'----------'i-'-'--'-'-"-r'-'-.,.:-'-------J

Fig. 11.19. Principle of dictionary adaptation in Lempel-Ziv-Welch coding

Due to the fixed length of codewords, error propagation in case of transmission
errors can not occur by wrong identification of codeword starting points, but the
number of decoded source symbols may be wrong, and a wrong adaptation of the
dictionary can be caused at the decoder. Further, as source symbols are of variable
length, the reconstructed source sequence may indeed have less or more elements
than the original one.

Table 11.3. Properties of different entropy-coding methods

Source vectors

Codewords
fixed-length variable-length

fixed-length Fixed-length coding (FLC),
systematic VLC with
'escape' condition

Run-length coding with FLC,
Lempel-Ziv coding

variable-length Shannon & Huffinan coding,
systematic VLC with
'typical' condition

Run-length coding with VLC,
arithmetic coding

It is interesting at this point to summarize the different entropy coding methods by
the way how they implement codes which as close as possible match the self
information of the source symbols by the codeword lengths. Generally, it is possi
ble to use fixed or variable length ofsource-symbol vectors and fixed or variable
length ofcodewords. The overview given in Table I 1.3 shows that the methods of
run-length coding and arithmetic coding exploit all possible flexibility, as both the
input and output of the code mapping are based on the variable-length method.
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This gives one interpretation for the good performance of these methods, while
relatively low complexity is retained .

11.5 Vector Quantization

Vector quantization (VQ) is another method to combine samples in block-wise
encoding. Unlike the method of 'scalar quantization plus entropy coding', the com
bination of samples into vectors is applied during the quantization step. Fig. 11.20
illustrates how vectors can be formed from 1D or 2D signals. If groups of K sam
ples are combined into vectors, a sequence of vectors x(n') is available for quanti
zation and encoding. In case of 1D signals, the vectors are often composed by
natural sample order, x(n')=[x(n'K),x(n'K+1), ...,x(n'K+K-1)]T, where n'=int(n/K)
as shown in Fig. 11.20a. Other methods of vector formation are possible, e.g. al
ternating or interleaved packing of samples into vectors 1. In vector quantization of
2D image signals, vectors are mostly defined as rectangular or quadratic blocks of
dimension K=M'xN' (see Fig. 11.20b). Vector quantization can not only be applied
directly to the signal, but can also be used for representation of transform coeffi
cients, prediction error signals, filter coefficients, motion vectors or other parame
ters which have to be encoded.

11.5.1 Basic Principles of Vector Quantization

A typical block diagram of a vector quantizer is shown in Fig. 11.21. A codebook
e={ Yj ; j=I,..,J } contains a set of J different K-dimensional codewords (recon
struction vectors) Yj=[YiO),Yi1), ...,YiK-1)]T. The task of the encoder is to find the
codeword Yi which is most similar when compared to an incoming vector x=x(n').
The output of the encoder is the index i associated to the codeword; if necessary,
the discrete index values can be subject to additional entropy coding- according to
their probability distribution. If a squared-error criterion is used as a distortion
metric, the optimum vector from the codebook is found as

1 This can be advantageous for purposes of scalability, robust transmission etc., but will
reduce the compression efficiency in case of signals where statistical dependency between
direct neighbors is high.

2 Additional constraints can be imposed during codebook design, such as equal probability
of codeword usage over the whole set, or optimizat ion based on entropy constraints (cf. sec.
11.5.5). If fixed-length coding of indices is used, high robustness is achieved in particular
when transmission is made over error-prone channels. Transmission errors will then not
take influence on subsequent source symbol reconstructions , as it would usually be the case
when variable-length codes are used.
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K-I

i = argmin [d(x ,y)J; d(x ,y) = Z)x(k)- y/k»2 = [x-Yjr-[x -yJ. (11.50)
y jEe k=O

The decoder simply uses the received index i to pick the vector Yi from an identical
codebook; the output is then placed in the reconstructed signal at the respective
position n'. The vectors x and Y can be interpreted as points within a K
dimensional signal space fRK (cf sec. 3.2) with K orthogonal coordinate axes. The
Euclidean norms of the vectors, Ilxlb and IIyI12 express the distance from the origin
of fRK. The square root of (11.50) is the Euclidean distance or L2 norm distance
between points in fRK, which is identical to the linear geometric distance. For the
case of two-dimensional vectors (see Fig. 11.22), this is obvious by Pythagoras'
theorem.
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Fig. 11.20. Examples for combinations of samples into vectors a in lD signals bin 2D
signals

The most elaborate task of the VQ encoder is the search for the optimum recon
struction vector y. The complexity of the decoder is comparably low. Hence, VQ
is quite attractive for applications where low decoding complexity is mandatory,
while the encoder complexity is not as important e.g. in cases where the content is
encoded only once, and decoded multiple times.
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Fig. 11.23. Voronoi net and Delaunay net in m?, example codebook ofJ=9 codewords Yj

Fig. 11.23 shows the layout of a codebook by the positions of the reconstruction
values Yj in [il2. From (11.50) it is possible to determine the boundaries of J dis
tinct regions in [il2, which are the quantization cells of the codewords Yj' For the
case of an Euclidean distance criterion, these partitions are denoted as the Voronoi
regions in [ilK (also Dirichlet or nearest-neighbor regions). The net of boundaries
is the Voronoi net. It is a complementary representation of the Delaunay net,
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which is constructed from the connecting lines between direct neighbors Yj (cf.
footnote on p. 397). The lines of the Voronoi net are perpendicular with the lines
of the Delaunay net, and divide them into equal halves. It is obvious that the
Euclidean distance from any x positioned on the Voronoi net towards the directly
neighbored Yj is exactly equal.

p(X)

a)

x

x x

x x

c)

x x

d) e)

Fig . 11.24. Interpretation about the efficiency ofVQ: a PDF ofa signal b related joint
PDF of two samples c Voronoi regions as realizable by a scalar quantizer d-e Voronoi
regions of codebooks with same number J=9of uniformly distributed (d) and non
uniformly distributed (e) reconstruction values.

The advantage ofVQ, as compared to a scalar quantization using the same number
of reconstruction values, is illustrated in Fig. 11.24. Fig. 11.24a shows the non
uniform PDF p(x) of a signal. Assuming that samples are statistically independent,
and each two samples over variables Xl and X2 are combined into vectors x, the
resulting joint (vector) PDF is P2(X)=P(Xl,x2)=P(XI)-P(X2), as shown in Fig. 11.24b.
Now, a scalar quantizer shall be used allowing J=3 different reconstruction values
per sample; if applied to the vectors, the degree of freedom in terms of reconstruc
tion value selection is limited to the configuration of Voronoi regions as shown in
Fig. 11.24c. A vector quantizer with a codebook constellation as shown in Fig.
11.24d places 9 different reconstruction values by more preference at positions
where higher occurrence can be expected; concentration of higher values also
along the axes of 9l,2appears reasonable, as signal constellations where either both
values are of low amplitude, or one value is lower and the other is higher are typi
cal. Even though the layout of Fig. 11.24d is still regular, having equal distances
between any sub-sets of neighbored reconstruction values, it can no longer be
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described as a scalar quantizer-, Such types of codebook constellations with
equally-shaped Voronoi cells will be denoted as uniform VQ codebooks, in anal
ogy with uniform scalar quantization. The configuration in Fig. 11.24e goes one
step beyond, as reconstruction values are irregularly distributed (non-uniform VQ
codebook). More reconstruction values are concentrated around the origin of fR2 ,

the area of highest probability according to the joint PDF.

b)

x

c)

Fig. 11.25. Capability of VQ to exploit statistical dependencies: a Layout of a uniform
codebook (Voronoi regions of highest probability in case of correlated signals are shaded)
b Layout of a non-uniform codebook for correlated signals c Layout of a non-uniform
codebook for an example ofnonlinear statistical dependencies

If the values within the vector are correlated (linearly statistically dependent),
concentrations around the principal axis with an angular orientation of 45° within
fRK can be expected (see Fig. 3.7). This can be considered in the design of entropy
coding for the uniform codebook VQ in Fig. 11.24d, where shorter VLC code
words can be used to encode the indices associated with the shaded Voronoi re
gions in Fig . 11.25a. A non-uniform codebook layout can directly be optimized
such that the correlation within the signal is taken into account (Fig. 11.25b). An
other advantage of non-uniform vector quantization methods is the capability to
exploit nonlinear statistical dependencies as well. These are related to concentra
tions of values which are disparate from the principal axis, but contradict the con
dition for statistical independency, P(Xl,xz)=P(X()-P(X2); an example of a non
uniform codebook optimized for such a case is shown in Fig . 11.25c .

If a codebook ofJ reconstruction values is used, it is possible to represent the
information by a rate of logzJ bit/vector or logzJ/K bit/sample, not considering
entropy coding yet. In the subsequent sections, the principles to design vector
quantizer codebooks ofuniform and non-uniform characteristics are described.

1 In fact, the same set of reconstruction values would be possible by application of a Haar
transform, which rotates the coordinate axis of 912 by 45°, performing subsequent scalar
quantization of transform coefficients ; see Problem 11.7
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11.5.2 Vector Quantization with Uniform Codebooks

If the codebook describes a regular grid of reconstruction values, the VQ scheme
is denoted as uniform-codebook or lattice VQI. For the following illustrations the
two-dimensional space fR2 is chosen again. Fig. 11.26a shows a rectangular grid of
reconstruction values, the lattice ~. Reconstruction values represent a 2
dimensional grid of integers. This expresses the vector counterpart of a uniform
scalar quantizer, where the axes have to be scaled by the quantizer step size Ll. Fig.
11.26b shows the lattice A2, which for K=2 describes the optimum uniform VQ,
showing Voronoi regions of hexagonal structure- .

x x x x

x x x x

x x x x

x x x x

a) b) c)

Fig. 11.26. Lattice structures for K=2 a ~ lattice b hexagonal A2 lattice c D2 lattice

A clear analogy exists between lattice VQ and regular multi-dimensional sampling
(see sec. 2.2.3). In fact, lattice VQ can be interpreted as regular sampling' of the
vector signal space fRK. ~ is equivalent with rectangular sampling, A2 relates to
hexagonal sampling. Another group are the DK lattices, which consist of the set of
all integer numbers in~ where the elements of the vector have an even sum. D2

(Fig. 11.26c) relates to quincunx sampling in fR2.

For any vector size K, the optimum lattice is given by the densest packing of
identically-shaped Voronoi cells. Likewise, this is also the best possible approxi
mation of a K-dimensional hypersphere (where the hypersphere-shaped cells
would not allow truly dense packing, as empty spaces remain between the non
planar surfaces). For K=3 , the D3* lattice is optimum. Here, the packing of Vo
ronoi cells can be interpreted as a 'pile of balls' (Fig. 11.27a), which find their
densest packing system by gravity, provided that the bottom layer is densely
packed. While the centroids of the Voronoi cells are identified by the centers of

1 An excellent reference on lattice VQ is [CONWAY, SLOANE 1988].

2 This lattice, for a given number of reconstruction values (or given area of the elementary
Voronoi regions) describes the densest packing within a 2D plane, such that the mean
distance between the centroid of the Voronoi region and the points falling into this region
is smaller than in the case of~.

3 Also scalar quantizers perform sampling of amplitude variables x. The mass distribution
function p(x;)can straightforwardly be interpreted as a sampled expression ofthe PDF p(x) .
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the balls, the actual shape of the cells is the dodecaeder shown in Fig. 11.27b.
Assuming that the Voronoi cell has a unity volume, the approximation error as
compared to a hypersphere is decreased by increasing vector dimension K. Opti
mum lattices are often determined from optimum error-protection block codes,
which should have the property of equal Hamming distances between any pairs of
nearest valid code words. For example, the lattice A\6 which is optimum for K=16
is constructed from a Reed-Muller code, and the lattice A24 is derived from an
extended Golay code.

a)

;<

/
J.. ~L :'JJ7

» b)

Fig. 11.27. a lllustration of D3* lattice packing as 'pile of balls' b geometry of a single
Voronoi cell

The regular lattice structure of reconstruction values can be described by a genera
tor matrix G=[go gil, which for the examples of lattices 'k, A2 and D2 can be de
fined as!

[
13]I 0 2 0 -- J2 I I

G - -I ' G - 2. G -~-[o 1]- , ',- J3 1 t ' .. --d-I J (11.51)

(11.52)

G is equivalent to the sampling matrix D of (2.51). The columns of G are the basis
vectors gkof the lattice, for which the set of reconstruction values can be obtained
by a K-dimensional vector of integer index values ih k=O...K-I by

A = {y: y = iogo+ i\g, +...+iK_.gK_,} => y = G ·i

As the number of discrete points defined by A could in principle be infinite, it is
necessary to limit the range of values ik for encoding. Then , a codebook with finite

1 Several definitions of dual lattices exist, which are addressing the same lattice grids in
principle, but would lead to another range of quantization when addressed by a finite set of
index values i as in (11.52). Observe that detlGI determines the areas or volumes of the
Voronoi cells, which have been normalized to unity in all cases of (I 1.51). Fast algorithms
exist for quantization, which do not actually need to perform the scaling by the irrational
numbers.
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number of reconstruction values Yi is obtained. The encoding step of lattice VQ is
rather simple, as in principle the generator matrix can be interpreted to define a
transformation of the coordinates in [ilK. The inverse transformation G-I is applied
to the signal values, which can then be quantized in a ZK lattice (i.e. scalar), which
directly gives the index values. For some types of lattices (in particular for the
optimum lattices in K=2,3,4,8,12,16 und 24), more simple algorithms exist for
direct quantization. Decoding is performed directly by (11.52).

A lattice VQ with highest packing density of Voronoi cells for a given vector
dimension K is an optimum quantizer for encoding of signals with a uniform PDF.
As it is known from scalar quantization, the uniform quantizer in combination with
entropy coding is optimum for any PDF at least in the range of higher rates". To
still better adapt a lattice quantizer for encoding of signals with non-uniform PDF
it is possible

to adapt the 'outer shape' of the codebook ; the 'spherical' shape in Fig. 11.28a
is asymptotically optimum for uncorrelated signals of Gaussian PDF, the
'pyramid' shape in Fig. 11.28b is better suitable for signals which by their sta
tistical behavior follow the Laplacian PDF [FISHER 1986, 1989].

Companding of signal values can be performed, where nonlinear amplitude
mapping functions (cf. sec. 5.3.1) are applied to the signal values prior to
quantization , and the inverse mapping is then applied after reconstruction
from the lattice points [SIMON 1998]. In fact, this is equivalent to a vector quan
tizer with non-uniform distribution of the reconstruction values as shown in
Fig. 11.28c.
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Fig. 11.28. Structures oflattice codebooks.
a spherical b pyramid c spherical with non-uniform expansion

Lattice vector quantizers also provide nearly-optimum solutions for embedded
vector quantization at least in the range of higher rates. Assume that a representa
tion of the signal shall be provided in multiple amplitude resolution levels, such
that re-quantization of the Voronoi cells is necessary. Due to the equal shape of the
cells, the same finer-level cell partitioning can be used everywhere, which should

1 In general, VQ with uniform codebooks is mainly useful in higher-rate encoding, while
non-uniform codebooks are better suitable for low rates.
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as good as possible approximate the shape of the larger cells of the previous level.
Fig. 11.29a shows an example for the A2 lattice, where each cell is re-quantized by
a package of three smaller cells; the leftmost part shows a root cell, which marks
the entire range of quantization. This approach is conceptually very similar to
embedded scalar quantization and bit-plane coding, however ternary symbols are
required to represent each next-finer resolution level. As three additional symbols
are required to encode the refined information about two samples , the 'non
fractional' points on the rate-distortion curve (cf. sec. 11.3) will be apart of each
other by distances of Y2 log, 3 "" 0.79, which is closer than in the case of scalar
quantization I. The distances between the 'non-fractional' rate-distortion points can
be further decreased by increasing the vector length. Fig. 11.29b shows the imple
mentation of a dead zone lattice VQ; again , an embedded sub-partitioning can be
realized which reduces the size of the dead zone into one third for the next finer
resolution level.

X2

b)

Fig. 11.29. a Embedded A2 latticeVQ, root-cell partitionand first two levels 00 and 9
reconstruction values in the codebook b Embedded A2 latticeVQ with a deadzone

11.5.3 Vector Quantization with Non-uniform Codebooks

To design codebooks for non-uniform VQ, the Generalized Lloyd Algorithm
(GLA), also known as Linde-Buzo-Gray algorithm [LINDE , Buzo, GRAY 1980] or one
of its numerous variants are usually applied. The principle is a vector extension of
the Lloyd algorithm for the design of non-uniform scalar quantizers as described in
(11.4)-(11.8). For VQ design , a training set is commonly used instead of a model
distribution, which gives the advantage that eventually linear or nonlinear statisti
cal dependencies between the samples of a signal can implicitly be exploited, even
if they cannot be described analytically-, The training set must be selected care
fully, such that the signals contained are statistically typical representatives of the
signals which later shall be encoded by the quantizer. As in the (scalar) Lloyd
algorithm, an iterative procedure is applied. Within one iteration, let xj denote

I A performance penalty is causedhoweverby the mis-match betweenthe shapesof the re
quantizing Voronoicells and the largercell. As compared to scalar embedded quantization,
this is not severe,as latticeVQ achieves a lower-distortion encoding anyway.
2 When a training set is used, the similarity betweenthe GLAand cluster-based classifica
tion algorithms (cf. sec. 9.4.3) becomes obvious.
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those ~ vectors, which fall into the Voronoi cell of Yi' Instead of using statistical
expectation as in (11.4) and (11.6) the values from the sets {xi} are used, the oc
currence counts approximate the probabilities, such that

A N .
P(j)=_J_ .

'LNj
j

(11.53)

By deriving D, over Yi' the elements Yi,opt(k) of the reconstruction vector which
minimizes the distortion are determined as

(11.54)

Yi,opt is the arithmetic mean over {xi} or asymptotically, Yi,oPt=E{xi} . An example
how the algorithm works with a small training set is illustrated in Fig. 11.30 for a
vector quantizer of K=2 and J=4. 25 samples ('e') are used as training data. Recon
struction values Yi are marked as 'x', Initially, a symmetric uniform codebook is
used (Fig. 11.30a); in this case, the boundaries of the Voronoi regions are the
coordinate axes of fll? In the next step, the Yi are shifted towards the mean values
(centroids) as derived by the sets {xi}. This modifies the Voronoi net (Fig.
11.30b). As a consequence, some of the training vectors can become members of a
different set {xi'}, relating to a more similar reconstruction vector y)' which has
been generated by the past iteration. Hence, in the next iteration (Fig. 11.30c) it is
again possible to reduce the overall distortion D by a further optimization of the
reconstruction vectors . In this whole process, it is guaranteed that D can never
increase from one iteration to the next) .

X2

)E- -y,
.' .

y,_ -x

a) b) c)

Fig. 11.30. Graphical illustration of two iterations ofthe GLA

) Also refer to sec. 9.4.3, optimization of cluster centroids
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Fig. 11.31. Graphical interpretation a of the triangular inequality b of a method to limit
the search to a specific range ofthe codebook, according to (11.58) (after BRONIG)

No guarantee exists for any regularity in the structure of non-uniform codebooks.
Hence, it is necessary to compare a vector x to be coded against each Yj e.g. by the
criterion (11.50). The resulting complexity in terms of multiplications and addi
tions will be J operations per sample, or KJ operations per vector. As the rate
grows logarithmically by J (if expressed as rate per sample, R=(lOg2J)/K =>
J=2RK) , the complexity of encoding grows exponentially by the rate. Hence, it is
impractical to apply VQ algorithms with unstructured non-uniform codebooks ,
when a large rate is required. A possible solution would be the reduction of K,
which however may have a negative effect on the performance, according to the
postulates of the source coding theorem1. Algorithms exist which can at least par
tially resolve this problem by excluding those Yj from the search which most
probably are no good candidates to encode a given x. For this, ajix point z is de
fined, and distances IIZ-YjlIbetween the fix point and all Yj are computed in advance
(which is possible if the codebook is frozen after it has been designed). Further, an
arbitrary initial vector shall be selected from the codebook, e.g. the vector Yo.
Then, according to the triangular inequality (see graphical interpretation in Fig.
11.31a) the following conditions apply regarding the vector x:

liz - Yo II :s; liz- xii +Ilx - Yo II =: R

Ilz-yoll ~ Ilz-xll-lix-Yoll =: r .

Further, for the best match Y! available in the codebook

must give by combination with (11.55)

(11.55)

(11.56)

1 A small vector length K is more disadvantageous if the signal samples contained in the
vector are statistically dependent. Further, for instationary sources, it may be advantageous
to use different codebooks or also different rates and vector lengths for different character
istics of data to be encoded. Methods which can be applied based on such ideas are more
specifically discussed in sec. 12.2.
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liz - Yill ~ liz - xii +Ilx -Yill ~ R

IIZ-Yill 2:: IIz- xll-lix-r.] 2:: r.
(11.57)

Consequently, it is sufficient to constrain the search to all those codebook vectors
Yj for which the following condition holds:

(11.58)

This can easily be checked by once computing rand R, and compare the range
they express against the distances relative to the fix point, which are pre-computed.
However, the efficiency of such an approach, i.e. the percentage of Yj which can
actually be excluded, depends on proper selection of z and the initial vector Yo. A
graphical interpretation is given in Fig. 11.31b. Methods which use several fix
points are advantageous when large codebooks are used, but the principle remains
similar.

11.5.4 Structured Codebooks

The VQ methods described in this section also use non-uniform codebooks, but
lead to implementations of lower encoding complexity. In contrast to the method
described before, the performance will however be inferior if compared against
full-search results gained on monolithic non-uniform codebooks. The best way for
complexity reduction is to break down the decision process into a sequence of
partial decisions on a decision tree, which are related to a pre-defined structure in
the codebook. A by-product of some of these methods is scalability, where it is
possible to structure the resulting stream of code symbols such that parts relating
to the first decisions can be used as a raw approximation, the remaining parts as
refinement or enhancement information to achieve lower distortion.

x

~
.

1-- - - - -- ;, ) va," " 1: -Y

f--- - ----c> ;, fvai'l'~

Fig. 11.32. Multi-level vector quantization

The multi-level VQ method shown in Fig. 11.32 consists of T levels or stages of
vector quantizers which work sequentially. The subsequent levels encode residuals
to reduce the coding errors of previous levels. By initial settings Yo=O and Xo=X,
the input signal of level t is described as XI = XI-I-YI-l' For each level, a specific
codebook el containing .It reconstruction vectors is provided. For t2::2, these are
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residual signal vectors. The entire information is the concatenation of indices it>
relating to the partial codebooks. The overall data rate is (without entropy coding
of indices)

I T
R = - ~)Og2 J , [bit/sample] .

K 1=1

The reconstruction vector y results as the sum ofall vectors ,

T

Y=LYi/ '
1=1

(11.59)

(11.60)

Decoding could be terminated at any level, as all previous levels represent more
raw approximations of the signal (scalability property) . For optimality of multi
level VQ it would have to be assumed that statistical properties of the residual
signals in the respective levels are independent, such that no statistical dependency
should exist between the Yit . This is apparently not the case, as selection of a vector
with a relatively small Voronoi cell in a previous stage will typically lead to selec
tion of small residual vectors in subsequent stages. The particular values JI have to
be chosen before codebook generation. In this process, the codebooks for each of
the single levels, starting from level one, must be optimized successively. Hence,
multi-level VQ will be inferior in terms of coding performance as compared to a
any single-level VQ.

A tree-structured codebook layout is shown in Fig. 11.33a. Here, the search for
the best reconstruction vector is also performed by several steps related to levels of
a code tree. The tree-like nature of decisions is more obvious here than in multi
level VQ. In each step, the new choices depend on the result of the previous step.
If the tree consists of T levels, and each node within the tree at level t can branch
into II different nodes at the subsequent level, the number of vector comparison
operations to be performed is

T

M=LII'
1=1

(11.61)

while the total number of different reconstruction vectors which could be reached
by any tree path up to level t is

1

JI = IT I I"
1'= 1

(11.62)

The entire number of possible choices at the last level is J=Jr, such that
R= (log-,') /K is the number of bits/sample necessary to represent the information
(without considering entropy coding). In case of a binary tree, 11=2 over all levels,
and only M=2 ·log2J comparisons (instead ofJ in case of full search with the same
total number of reconstruction vectors) are necessary. In a binary-tree decision, the
complexity of VQ only grows linearly with the rate, in contrast to the case of ex
haustive (full) search, where an exponential growth is observed.
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The multi-level VQ described above can also be interpreted by a code tree, and is
hence a specific type of tree-structured VQ. By constraint of the multi-level ap
proach, reconstruction vectors are defined as superpositions of all residuals along a
tree path; the extensions of the paths at the same level of the tree are not defined
independently, as the same residual codebooks are used at any node to extend into
the next level. The advantage of multi-level VQ is the reduced memory for code
book storage; in fact, for binary tree-structured VQ, a memory of
J+J/2+J/4+.. .:o=2J vectors must be provided at the encoder, while the decoder must
only store J vectors of the highest level T. This means that the codebook size and
thereby the memory complexity of tree-structured VQ still grows exponentially
with the rate. The refinement of quantization performed at the subsequent tree
levels perfectly matches the residual errors of the previous levels, whereby it can
be concluded that tree-structured VQ compensates the major drawback of multi
level VQ as described abovel. On the other hand, the number of vectors to be
stored in multi-level VQ is only 'LJr, which is drastically lower. Hence, due to
memory constraints, multi-level VQ is a better candidate for higher-rate applica
tions, whereas scalability is supported in a less optimum sense.

2nd iteration
d)

1111 iteration
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c)

xx: XI
.~

'.~O, l,
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Initialization

-,
-,
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Fig. 11.33. a Tree-structured codebook b-d First iteration steps illustrating the 'splitting'
of quantizer partitions for the case of a binary tree structure

Codebooks with a symmetric tree structure can be designed by a sp litting algo
rithm (see Fig. 11.33b). The numbers of branches It at the respective levels have to

1 Indeed, tree-structured VQ provides a fully-embedded quantizer solution, where each
1l1H,nt17PT {'p11 1'l inn i ",i rl ll ~ lh, fi:!nlit in tn finPT n~rtitinnC! h" th p n pvt c::tpn Thic:: u rill hp{"ntnp
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be defined in advance. In Fig. 11.33b, the example for a binary tree structure with
1(=2 over all levels is shown. From the training set .2'={x(n'); n'=O,I,...,N-I}, the
initial reconstruction vector YO,t at the root of the tree, is computed as the global
centroid, which is the mean over all vectors from the training set. The associated
Voronoi region is the entire space 9l!, which is then arbitrarily divided into two
sub-spaces (see Fig. 11.33b)1. Within each hemisphere, the two optimized vectors
Yt,t and Yl,2 are then computed according to (11.54), see Fig. 11.33c. Each of the
two new Voronoi regions is again split, such that during the second iteration which
generates the second level of the codebook tree, 4 reconstruction vectors are gen
erated (Fig. 11.33d). As a splitting procedure, additive splitting

Ysplit,l =Y- E ·1 ; Ysplit,2 =Y+ E . 1 ; °< E « 1

was used here; another procedure is multiplicative splitting

Ysplit,l =Y. (1- E) ; Ysplit,2 =Y.(1+E) ; °< E « 1 .

(11.63)

(11.64)

If it is necessary to split into more than two vectors, it is useful to employ a set of
orthogonal basis function, e.g. those of the Hadamard transform (4.125) (also
weighted by E) in (11.63) /(11.64) instead of the unity vector. The optimum split
directions could further be determined by an eigenvector analysis of the second
moment mass distribution in the given quantizer partition, which is equivalent to a
covariance analysis between the elements within the training-set vectors quantized
into this partition-, The separations should then be done by adding and subtracting
the s-weighted first eigenvectors of the covariance matrix. This will also have an
effect of newly-formed Voronoi cells to be orthogonally orientated, such that most
likely each covers a similar-size subspace in 9lF The split procedure described
here is also frequently used to generate initial codebooks for a VQ design of an
exhaustive-search VQ encoder. Further, it is possible to run several iterations for
codebook optimization after each of the splitting steps to gain better optimized
structured codebooks.

In a tree-structured codebook search, it can nevertheless occur that at the last
level t=T, a vector YTj exists, which is actually more similar (by the Euclidean
distance criterion) to the signal vector x than the vector selected by the tree-based
decision. This is caused by the fact that configurations of quantizer partitions at
previous decision levels take influence on the subsequent results of the best-vector
search. In Fig. 11.33d, the signal vector 'lRJ' is originally closest to the reconstruc
tion vector Y2,2; indeed Y2,3is selected , because at the first level of the tree, Yl ,2 was
chosen. A more thorough analysis of this behavior shows that the decision bound
ary between the quantizer partitions of Y2,2 and Y2,3 is not a Voronoi line (not per-

1 In case of correlated samples within the vector, it is best to perform the sub-division
orthogonal to the principal axis of the mass distribution of the training set (cf. Fig. 3.7a).
This is in principle done both by the additive and multiplicative splitting procedures de
scribed below.

2 cf. e.g. (9.33), which is an equivalent case for feature vectors allocated to a class
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pendicular and centered on the Delaunay line). It can be concluded that tree
structured VQ cannot be optimum in the sense of rate-distortion minimization. A
possible method to circumvent this problem is tracking of multiple tree paths,
which could actually be done similar as in the M-algorithm described in sec.
11.6.2.

Both the multi-level VQ and the tree-structured VQ can be interpreted in a
more general sense as product codes. If the reconstruction of a VQ method is de
scribed by a combination from indexing of T codebooks, the set of possible com
binations establishes a super codebook, which can be expressed as the outer prod
uct of all sub codebooks:

T

«-x«.
1=1

(11.65)

This super codebook could only be equally efficient as one monolithic codebook
addressed by same number of freely-selectable indices, if no statistical dependen
cies are effective between the partial information encoded by the sub codebooks,
and if the rate allocations to sub codebooks are optimum in a rate-distortion sense.
From this point of view, proper design of sub codebooks turns out to be a very
difficult optimization problem, and definitely none of the methods presented so far
is capable to fulfill these conditions.

Another simple form of a product code is Gain/Shape VQ [SABIN, GRAY 1984].

This uses reconstruction vectors y/ which are normalized by unity norm Ily/lb= 1.
To generate the final reconstruction y, these normalized vectors are multiplied by a
gain factor OJ. The task is to find the pair (OJ,y/) which minimizes the Euclidean
distance compared to an incoming vector x. This metric can be expressed by

d2(x;y j*,0';)=Ilx -O'; ,y j *11 2=xTx-2 ·0'; ·xTyj *+0'/ {yj *rYj *. (11.66)

This expression can first be minimized independently of the choice for the gain
factor, if the term xTy/ becomes maximum; this is the cross correlation between
the input vector and the respective codebook vector. Finally, by deriving (11.66)
over OJ and due to [y/Fvr: I, the optimum gain factor results as OJ =xTy/.

11.5.5 Rate-constrained Vector Quantization

Methods which are similar to schemes for optimization of scalar quantizers con
sidering rate constraints (sec. 11.3) can also be applied in the context ofVQ. In the
GLA, minimization ofdistortion during each iteration step is guaranteed; it might
happen however that the rate increases (as e.g. measured by entropy) during the
optimization of the codebook. This lead to cases where the result, regarding the
gap towards the rate-distortion bound, is worse than before the iteration. This can
of course only be relevant if variable-rate encoding is performed, e.g. by entropy
coding of index values. Again, a modified distance metric is used in analogy with
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(11.26), taking into account the rate R(j) to be spent for encoding of the code sym
bol by a Lagrangian multiplier weight):

(11.67)

The parameter .It expresses the weight by which the rate shall influence the deci
sion, the optimum is given by (11.27). At the decision boundary between two
quantizer partitions, this distance metric must be equally balanced regarding the
two reconstruction vectors . Hence, depending on .It, the boundary between the
quantizer cells related to the reconstruction vectors of indices i, and h is now
placed according to the following condition, where Xb denotes any vectors residing
on the boundary/

which can be re-written as

(11.69)

vectors x _Y,+ Y,
b 2 '

\ '
\

,
Y,+Y,

2

boundary
with points x,

y,

\ ,
\ vector y,-y,

Fig. 11.34. Positions of two neighbored reconstruction vectors, and boundary between the
quantizer regions in rate-constrained VQ (after BRUNIG)

An illustration for the case of K=2 is given in Fig. 11.34. For .It=O ('ordinary' VQ
without rate-constraint criterion), this results in a line which crosses the point

) During codebook design, the rate can best be estimated by the self information (3.84), as
computed from the normalized occurrence counts; if rate constraints are applied during
encoding, the actual rate of a VLC used to encode the codebook indices can be used.

2 This expresses a line in !il2, a plane or hyperplane in higher-dimensional !ilK
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(Yjl+Yj2)/2 (the center of the Delaunay line between the vectors), and is perpen
dicular to the vector YjrYjl (which actually is a vector of length and orientation of
the Delaunay line). In this case, the decision boundary is the Voronoi line. For
.-1>0, the boundary is shifted towards the reconstruction vector requiring larger
rate, but remains perpendicular with the Delaunay line. For the case R(h)=R(h),
the boundary will also be a Voronoi line, regardless of A. Else, if the vector x is at
approximately equal distance from both reconstruction vectors, the vector requir
ing lower rate is selected, as this choice helps to approach the optimum in the rate
distortion sense.

An optimization of the VQ for a specific entropy rate can also be done by tun
ing the parameter A. For growing A, the rate decreases, and for A~oo, R~O. Then,
all vectors x from the training set are exclusively allocated to only one reconstruc
tion vector, which is the global centroid of the set.

Rate-distortion optimization in tree-structured codebooks. Tree-structured VQ
as described in sec. 11.5.4 always leads to symmetric-tree codebooks with equal
path lengths of the code tree. As variable-length coding is typically related to
asymmetric code trees of different path length (see sec. 11.4.1), it is obvious that
asymmetric-tree codebooks would certainly provide better results in the rate
distortion sense. In the splitting procedure described earlier, in fact no guarantee
exists that simultaneous splitting of all quantizer partitions will lead to the appro
priate reduction in distortion, as could be expected by spending one more bit (in
the case of binary trees). If e.g. the quantizer cell of YtJ is relatively small and
populated by a small number of training-set vectors, the effect by further splitting
may be minimum. One possible solution to this problem is made by application of
tree pruning algorithms [CHOU, LOOKABAUGH, GRAY 1989][RISKIN, GRAY 1991], where
branches are removed from a full regular tree depending on their effectiveness,
which means that nodes that have least effect on additional distortion as compared
to the saved bit budget are removed first; this again relates to the slope of an op
erational rate-distortion function (cf. sec. 11.3). In principle, growing a tree step
by step is a similar but antipodal design approach. In growing, the quantizer parti
tions are not split simultaneously for all YtJ' but rather step by step, where the next
splitting is made such that the largest decrease ofdistortion is achieved. Let Dj be
the distortions (11.53), and PV) the probabilities of codebook members accepted
so far by the growing algorithm. Both values can be determined by analysis of the
training set. Further, tV) expresses the depth of the tree at the given position. If
partition j would be split into 2 sub-partitions j' with indices as given below, the
decrease of distortion is

with

j'=2(j-l)+i ; t(j')=t(j)+l.

(11.70)

(11.71)
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The two new index values j' are extended by one bit as compared to their ancestor
indexj. Splitting is performed for a cell with maximum of tllJ(j) at any position of
the tree. Then, the two new vectors are integrated into the codebook by supple
menting indices j' and retaining the ancestor j as an intermediate step for tree
based search. The procedure is continued until some pre-set termination criterion
is reached. Observe that this results both in an asymmetric tree structure and in a
variable-length code representation of the vectors residing at the leaves of the tree.
Indices j relating to the leaves of the tree can readily be used as variable-length
code strings and represent a unique prefix code. The rate related to the indices at
any phase of the splitting procedure or by the time of termination will be

R = "LpU) .t(j).
j

(11.72)

As the probabilities of the resulting new cells are not necessarily equally distrib
uted by each splitting step, it can still be useful to apply entropy coding of the
index values; optimum growing of the tree can then be made by including a rate
constraint in the decision for splitting (11.70) .

11.6 Sliding Block Coding

In VQ, each vector or block ofsamples is encoded separately, i.e. independently of
its neighbors"; a unique code symbol (index value) is generated, which can be used
for direct decoding, where a one-to-one mapping is performed. This is the typical
case of a block code. In sliding block coding, several code symbols are needed for
decoding of each output, where each of these code symbols takes also influence on
the decoding of several other outputs. The principle of decoding in a sliding-block
method is shown in Fig. 11.35.

Each code symbol i(n') is combined with its L-I predecessors i(n'-l )...i(n'-L+ I)
to generate a reconstruction (output) yen'), which can be a scalar or a vector value.
Linear or nonlinear mapping functions can be used. The current code symbol i(n')
is also used in the following L-I decoding steps, such that in total it takes influence
on L subsequent outputs-, The parameter L is the constraint length of the sliding
block code. Important sub-classes of sliding block codes used in source coding are

I This statement is not fully true for the methods of Predictive VQ and Finite-state VQ
which will be introduced in sec. 12.2. A major difference as compared to sliding-block
coding is still that the quantization decision is made instantaneously in VQ, such that a
code symbol (index) can always be directly related to a source symbol (vector). In sliding
block coding, the decision about the optimum code symbol can only be made by evaluating
sequences of source symbols.

2 If the mapping function is an IIR filter, L could theoretically approach infinity, but usu
ally the effect of a code symbol decays gradually.
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trellis and tree coding . If linear mapp ing functions (fillers) are used . sliding block
cod ing is also denoted as convolutkm ai coding .

i(n"\J ijn '·2 )

i(" "1 _ .~
I I I ,.,

.iii

i(,,'·L+I ).

Unear or non-lnear
mapping funcliorl

,-Jl i( ,,'·L+I ),·,,,j(""l l

__I> yl ll '·L+ I :

Fig. 11.35. Decoder in sliding block coding

11.6.1 Trellis Codt ng

If the mapping function is a codeboo k. the subsequent code symbo ls are inter
preted as a concatenated codebook index. Then, the number of possible recon
struction values is fi nite . If each code symbol can be instantiated by J different
values. the codebook e={yj; j =I •.. . f } will output one « » different reconstruc
tion vectors J(n1=Jl i(n 1.i(n '-I ),... ,i(n '-L+I)J. Each J(n1 can be a vector relating
to K source samples in the most general case . The configuration of possible de
coder states is shown in Fig. 11.36 for an example of J"'2. L=2. The regular struc
ture of state transition graphs as shown in Fig. 11.36a is a trellis diagra m. In each
decoding step n', one of 4 different reconstruction vectors J(n 1 is generated, which
are related to the nodes representing possible states at each level of the state dia
gram. The mapping table is shown in Fig. 11.36b. It follows e.g. if )'(n '-I )=Yl or
=)'2, J (n1 can only be e Ya or =Yl etc. The code symbols i(n 1 are related to the
branches that lead towards the nodes' . Due to the finite-state property of L=2, the
code symbol i(n '-2) will no longer have any direct influence on y(n1; however it is
obvious that the selec tion of i(n '-I ) influences which two nodes at level n ' are
addressed by selection of i(n 1- The task of the encoder is the search for the opti
mum sequence of codewords, such that the overall reconstruction error over the
path in the trellis is minimized.

The task of the trellis encoder can best be interpreted. if the sequences of code
symbo ls i(n 1 are mapped to a path in the trellis diagram (Fig . 11.36a). 11 would in
princip le be necessary to compare all poss ible paths in the trelli s to find the opti
mum code symbol seque nce. The decision is based on the accum ulated distortion
along the different paths aimed to find one that minimizes the overall path disto r-

I In this case, binary codc symbols are used, hence there are two branches emanating from
or leading to each node.
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tion. In principle this means to run as many decoders in parallel as paths exist I.

Before the optimum code symbol i(nj can be determined, at least L-l further de
coding steps have to be evaluated. After these L- I steps, it may however still not
yet be possible to come to a final decision. Even though a certain code symbol
directly influences only L reconstruction values, there is an indirect influence as
the subsequent steps are not necessarily independent from the initial state . A final
decision about the optimum path in the trellis can hence only be made ifan i(nj to
be selected is the code symbol i(n*) which is the common root of all paths (Fig .
11.37). By the Viterbi algorithm described in the next sub-section, the number of
paths to be compared in trellis coding is always upper bounded by J L

+
1
, even

though a code symbol may take indirect influence on a considerably larger number
L*» L of reconstruction vectors.

message
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~------o-t----+----------i
prolog
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Fig. 11.36.a TrellisdiagramforJ=2, L=2 and b relatedmappingtable
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Fig. 11.37.Viterbialgorithm. Retained paths fromthe trellis diagramand position of the
rootnode a in case of minimum possible L*=L=2 b in case L*>L

Viterbi algorithm. In the trellis diagram (Figs . 11.36 and 11.37), each of the JL
nodes can be reached by any of J different paths . Emanating from the node, each
of the paths also has J poss ible extensions. As however each of these extensions
will add the same amount of distortion to any of the incoming paths , the path with
minimum distortion occurring up to the position of the node will by guarantee be
the optimum among all incoming paths of this node. All other paths can be ex
cluded from further decisions. The globally optimum path must be one of the op
timum paths leading towards the JL different nodes . According to the algorithm

1 The task of a VQ encoder can be interpreted similarly: In an exhaustive search of the
codebook, J differentdecoders arc run in parallel to find the optimumresult. The VQ can
also be interpreted as Trellis codingof constraintlengthL=I.
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proposed in [VITERBI 1967], it is only necessary at each node to compare J incoming
paths and select the best during one encoding step. If then all M=JL optimum paths
of the single nodes at this encoding step originate from one identical root node, the
code symbol i(n*) which leads to this root node is by guarantee a member of the
globally optimum path and can finally be released. The root node resides L* steps
in the past, wherein the number L* is variable (see the examples in Fig. 11.37a/b).
By consequence, the search depth over the trellis and the encoding delay are vari
able as well. The computational complexity of the encoding process is constant, as
in total per encoding step (and hence per code symbol released) never more than
J.M=JL

+
1 comparison operations will be necessary.

Codebook optimization. Optimization of codebooks for trellis-coded quantization
(TCQ) can be performed by a variant of the GLA described in sec. 11.5.3. It is
simply necessary to use the Viterbi algorithm during the encoding step of each
iteration, while the optimization of code words is not modified [STEWART, GRAY,

LINDE 1982], [AYANOGLU, GRAY 1986]. Without significantly modifying the methods
described in sec. 11.5.5, it is also possible to run codebook optimization for TCQ
using entropy or rate constra ints [FISCHER, WANG 1992].

11.6.2 Tree Coding

In multimedia signal coding/decoding algorithms, recursive processing is fre
quently used. For example, IIR filters are employed in linear-prediction synthesis,
or backward-related conditional decisions are made by entropy coders. If a linear
filter with infinite impulse response supplements the convolutional decoder de
scribed above, the number of states and therefore also the constraint length will in
principle be asymptotically infinite. The same is the case for any nonlinear con
text-related decisions of entropy coding. It is very unlikely then that paths fre
quently merge; at least this will not happen systematically as it was the case in a
trellis. The related graph structure is a genuine tree with the number of nodes at
each level exponentially growing by the depth. The number of branches emanating
from each node will still be the number J of code symbols available, assuming that
a constant J is used by each encoding step. An interesting example is tree coding
of correlated sources, where an AR synthesis filter is used as code generator (see
Fig. 4.11) , which is fed by an innovation signal from a codebook; this could be
represented by scalar or vector values. IfJ different code symbols are used at each
encoding/decoding step, the possible states of the decoder can be interpreted by a
Jary code tree (Fig. 11.38).

No algorithm of finite complexity would be able to determine the globally op
timum path through this tree, but sub-optimum algorithms typically are sufficiently
powerful for this purpose. An example is the M-algorithm described below, some
other tree-search algorithms are e.g. compared in [ANDERSON, MOHAN 1984]. All these
algorithms could also be applied to trellis structures, if the number of paths to be
compared by the Viterbi algorithm would grow too large due to complexity limita-
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tions . Further, these algorithms are applicable in any encoding methods with re
lated decisions, e.g. tree-structured VQ, but likewise in motion estimation, contour
or motion trajectory tracking etc. If a coding method is based on a decoder with
recursive decisions, a multiple-path tree decision will usually improve the per
formance at the cost of increased complexity only of the encoder, without modify
ing the decoder at all. Examples for this are delayed-decision DPCM [MODESTINO,

BHASHKARAN 1981] or predictive VQ [OHM, NOLL 1990].

i(n~

a)

L-I

Linearor non-linear
mapping function

y=fli(n'-L+ 1),...J(n~}

i(n'-L+I )

Recursive
filler

y(n'-L+I)

b) path of index "J1J1"

Fig. 11.38. a Decoder and b code tree in tree coding

M-algorithm. The steps performed by this algorithm are described here by the
example of the state where the signal vector x(n') arrives . The encoding delay
introduced shall be constant and is defined a priori by a parameter L*. It does not
influence the search complexity of the algorithm, except for the size of the parame
ter tables to be stored. These contain at position n " for any of M paths existing in
the table with temporary-assigned table indices m,

path indices im(n')=[im(n'-L*+I), im(n'-L*+2),..., im(n'-l )];
accumulated coding distortions of the paths d.; such that dl~d2~...~dM;
previous reconstruction values Ym(n')=[Ym(n'-L*+I), Ym(n'-L*+2), ..., Ym(n'-l)].

The decoder mapping function is given for path m and a code symbol j emanating
from this path as

(11.73)

Herein, the interdependency of preceding reconstruction values is effected by the
recursive filter . The algorithm consists of the following steps:

1. Output (final decision) of index i(n'-L*)=i1(n'-L*) related to the root node of
the code tree, which relates to the minimum distortion path as retained prior to
this encoding step at table position m=1. Hereby, the reconstruction vector
y(n'-L*)=Yl(n'-L*) is finally determined.

2. Checking of all remaining M-1 paths from the table (m=2,3, ...,M) for identity
of their own root node index with the root node index decided under 1. Elimi-
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nation of all paths with im(n'-L*):l:i1(n'-L*) is made. M"'~ paths are retained
after this step .

3. Coding of x(n') for all retained M'" paths, extending them by each J possible
reconstruction values, and accumulation of the resulting distortions to the path
distortions:

For m=I,2,...,M ;j=I,2,...,.l:

y j.m(n ') =f[im(n '),Ym(n '),j]

dj.m=dm+d (Y j,m (n '),x(n '))

4. Among the M'"J paths available now, search M paths with smallest accumu
lated distortion; update the Mary table for the next encoding step, which again
results in a list ordering by decreasing distortion:

For k=1,2,...,M :
d, =mindj •m ; j =I,...,J ; m =I,...,M

(i,m) = arg min dk ; dl •m= dmv. I

ik(n '+ 1)=[im(n '- L *+ I),im(n '- L *+2),...,i]

Yk(n'+ 1)=[Ym(n '- L *+I),ym(n '- L *+2)'''''YI,m(n ')]

The search complexity of the M-algorithm is only dependent on M and J. For lar
ger values ofM, better results can be expected, as the probability is higher to find
a path which is near to the global optimum. The algorithm can flexibly be adapted
to the requirements set by a specific tree- or trellis-based encoding approach, and
is also well suitable for hardware realizations [MOHAN, SOOD 1986].

11.7 Problems

Problem 11.1
a) Show for the AR(1) process the relationship of the spectral flatness measure

r/=a//(r/ under assumption of 'low distortion' according to (11.14) ,.
b) Show the validity of(II .18). Which gain in rate can be achieved in coding a 2D sepa

rable AR(1) process, if the 2D correlation properties are exploited? Compute the val
ues ofthe gains in the ID and 2D cases with p,,=p,,=O.95.

c) Which is the rate at the boundary of the range of 'low distortion' according to (11.23)
for the separable 2D AR(I) process? Compute the value of this rate for fJt,=p,,=O.95 .

d) The distortion parameter e in (11.11) shall be chosen such that in coding of a ID
AR(I) process, a band limitation to i) nmv.=JZ'/4, ii) n rmx=JZ'/2 and iii) ilrrax=JZ' is
achieved. Determine the e values for these frequencies ilrrax, where the AR( I) process
is defined by I) p=O.5 and II) p=O.95.

I dmax is an arbitrary high value, which prevents that a path which was already accepted for
the table is investigated again in the loop.
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Problem 11.2
The probabilities of the 4 symbols of a discrete source alphabet are P(I)=D.4;
P(2)=P(3)=P(4)=D.2. Determine the code symbol lengths of a Shannon code design, and
sketch the code tree. Further, design a Huffman code. Compute the entropy and the rates
that are necessary for both codes. Why is the Huffman code more efficient?

Problem 11.3
A memoryless binary process [D,l] is characterized by the first order probabilities
P(D)=D.25 and P(l )=D.75.
a) Compute the entropy.
b) Determine the joint probabilities for pairs of samples P(D,D), P(D,I), P(1,D) and P(l,l)

and for triplets of samples P(D,D,D), P(D,D,I), ... , P(l,l,l).
c) Determine the resulting rates in entropy coding by the Huffman method, using first

order probabilities, then for vectors of samples the second order and third order joint
probabilities as determined in b). Compute the differences compared to the entropy.

The samples shall now be statistically dependent (same first order probabilities), which is
characterized by a binary Markov chain model (Fig. 3.10). One of the two transition prob
abilities is P(1ID)=D.5 .

d) Determine the probabilities P(Dll), P( 111) and P(DID).
e) Find the probability values of sample pairs P(D,D), P(D,I), P(I,D) and P(I ,I).Then,

determine the code symbol lengths for a Huffman code, compute the rate and give an
interpretation in comparison to the result of c).

f) Compute the entropy according to (11.49), and give an interpretation in comparison
with the results of c) and e).

Problem 11.4
A discrete source is arithmetic encoded. The source can output two different letters 'A' and
'B' ofprobabilities P(A)=D.8,P(B)=D.2.
a) Compute the entropy.
b) Sketch the layout ofprobability intervals within the range [D,l] for all combinations of

3 subsequent source symbols, assuming statistical independency. For each interval,
compute the lower and upper boundaries.

Encoding shall be performed by an arithmetic unit which has a precision of 3 bit.

c) Sketch the code interval raster for three subsequent code bits. Perform rounding ofthe
probability interval boundaries from b) according to the 3 bit precision. In this case,
do not further subdivide probability intervals which exactly match a code interval, as it
can be assumed that the encoding process again starts independently afterwards.
Sketch a code tree relating to all intervals that are retained. For each path within the
tree, identify the string of code bits that would be transmitted along the path, and the
sequence of source symbols that is expressed.

d) Which bit rate (per source symbol) results ? Compare against the entropy, and check
whether the value is within the guaranteed bounds of arithmetic encoding, regarding
the given precision of arithmetic operations.

Problem 11.5
A binary source with memory shall be encoded by a run-length code. An analysis of the
source has given the parameters ofa 2-state Markov chain model: P(DII)=D.8 ; P(IID)=D.4.
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a) The source outputs the sequence '0110000101011000'. Determine the run-length
codes for both methods illustrated in Fig. 11.18a1b.

b) Compute the probabilities for '0' and '1' sequences oflengths 1,2 and 3.
c) Determine the probabilities for run lengths 0,1,2 and 3 for the method according to

Fig. 11.18b. The run lengths shall be encoded by a Huffinan code, where an ESCAPE
symbol shall signal run lengths larger than 3. Determine the code string lengths for the
run lengths 0-3 and for the ESCAPE symbol.

Problem 11.6
In a VQ constellation of vector length K=2, and J=2 reconstruction values, the codebook
shall be opt imized using the Generalized Lloyd algorithm (see sec. 11.5.3) The training set
is A'={[-1 0]T;[-3 -2f;[ 1 I]T;[-5 -4]T ;[O I]T;[1 0]T;[2 2]T} . Initially, a codebook with
vectors Yo=[-1 -1f and Y1=[1 1]T shall be used.
a) Determine the optimized Yo and y, in two iteration steps.
b) For the second iteration, determine the optimized vectors for an entropy constrained

VQ method (see sec. 11.5.5) with value 4=65 . The selfinfonnation i(j) shall be deter
mined from the occurrence counts of the Yj selections in the first iteration . From the
first iteration, determine the boundary line between the two quantizer cells for cases
4=0 and 4=65, and sketch the boundary lines as well as the reconstruction values in
Ik.

Problem 11.7
The vector PDF P(X,,x2) ofa signal shall be uniform within the area sketched in Fig. 11.39.

A

-A

-A

Fig . 11.39. Layout ofa 2D uniform PDF

a) Express the PDF in dependency ofx, and X2 '
b) Determine the probability of signal values with lx,1 ~ A/2.

A vector quantizer with the following set of reconstruction values is used for quantization:
y,=[-a,OlT ; Y2=[a,Of ; Y3=[0, -alT ; Y4=[0,a]T.

c) Sketch the Voronoi regions and determine the optimum value ofa.
d) Before quantization, a linear block transform shall be performed, such that the vector

quantizer can be replaced by a scalar quantizer applied to the transform coefficients.
Which linear orthonormal block transform is suitable for this purpose? Sketch the Vo
rono i regions in the transformed signal space.

e) Determine the variance of the quantization error for the optimum value ofa.



12 Still Image Coding

Still image coding includes compression ofbinary images and multiple-amplitude
level (gray scale or color) images. Substantially different methods are applied for
these two cases. This chapter gives a broad overview on different methods, which
are in principle combinations of methods for signal decorrelation and analysis,
quantization and coding, optimized for the specific characteristics of image sig
nals. For binary images, run-length methods and methods related to conditional
entropy coding are most relevant. For multiple-amplitude image signals, vector
quantization, predictive coding, transform coding and fractal coding are pre
sented in more detail. Transform coding methods can further be clustered into
block transform, filterbank and wavelet transform related methods. These methods
are presented mainly for examples of luminance (gray-level) compression, as
typically the chrominance components are compressed by the same techniques,
but are less challenging in terms of structure and hence will allow higher com
pression ratios. Building blocks which are necessary to understand the principles
ofstill image coding standards like lPEG and lPEG 2000 are discussed in detail.
Further important aspects relate to the robustness of still-image compression
methods in the case oftransmission losses, and to content-related encoding, which
allows to further improve the quality by adaptation to the content properties and
signal structure. The basic methods for still image coding are also important as
elements within video compression methods, which will be further discussed in
chapter 13. When applied to video, still image coding is also denoted as intra
frame coding, expressing that compression of a sequence ofvideo frames is per
formed without exploiting the interframe redundancies.

12.1 Compression of Binary Images

A binary image is an image of only two amplitude levels, e.g. a bi-level black and
white image; typical binary images are scanned text pages or two-tone prints. Also,
shape masks expressing binary shapes (7.90) are binary images. Transmission of
binary images has a long history in telecommunications. Long-distance transmis-

J.-R. Ohm, Multimedia Communication Technology
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sion of bi-level image material was first performed in telegraphy during the 19th

century. Fax services were the first wide-spread application for transmission of
personalized picture information. As many image sources, in particular photo
graphs, have more than 2 gray-amplitude levels, it is first necessary to transform
them into binary images if required for transmission, storage or processing. The
simplest method is a thresholding operation, where the binary image is processed
from the gray-level image by the operation

{
o if x(m,n) < e

b(m,n) = . >
1 If x(m,n) _ e.

By determination of optimum threshold values e, it can be avoided that the rele
vant picture structures disappear by thresholding. Methods to compute best
choices of threshold values are in principle similar to histogram-based threshold
ing described for the purpose of segmentation in sec. 10.1.1. Concerning the statis
tical behavior, it can be expected that the binarized image inherits properties of
statistical dependency between adjacent samples (e.g. correlation) from the origi
nal gray-value image (cf. Problem 7.5). The coherence between adjacent samples
in the binary signal is best modeled by Markov chains (cf. sec. 3.4).
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Fig. 12.1. Contributions of single bits to overall gray levels of a 3 bit discrete amplitude
representation.

Encoding of a gray-level image can also be performed by binary-image coding
techniques, if the signal is interpreted by a series of bit planes as obtained by em
bedded quantization (cf. Fig. 11.8). In an unsigned-number code (e.g. positive
integer numbers for PCM representation of an image), each bit interprets a certain
difference ofgray level (see. Fig. 12.1). In the example ofa B=3 bit representation,
23=8 different gray levels can be represented, where the most significant bit (MSB)
signifies a change of the amplitude level by 2B

-
1 (=4), the second bit effects a value

difference by 2, and the least significant bit (LSB) a change by 20=1. The respec
tive (0,1) bit values from each pixel position are combined into B separate binary
images, which does not increase the total number of bits as compared to a B bit
PCM representation. Fig. 12.2 shows an example of the first three bit planes of a
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gray-level image . It is interesting to observe that the structural detail increases by
decreased significance of the bit plane; most structure is usually observed in the
LSB, where also the effect of local amplitude fluctuations caused e.g. by texture
structures or additive noise is highest. As a consequence, binary coding methods
which exploit the spatial coherence of the signal are becoming less efficient when
applied to bit planes of lower significance; direct bit plane coding of images is
typically not useful for more than 4 bit-plane levels, which in total would corre
spond to a representation of 16 different gray-level amplitudes'.

Fig. 12.2. Left to right: Bit planes 1 (LSB), 2 and 3 (MSB) of a PCM signal.

Haljtoning is another method which is often used (in particular in printing sys
tems) to map a multiple-amplitude signal into a binary signal, while retaining a
gray-level illusion. This is achieved by increasing the binary sample density . For
the case of printing on white paper, the percentage of black dots is made higher in
dark areas and lower in light areas. If the packaging of dots is sufficiently dense ,
the observer's visual system, which has a lowpass amplitude transfer function,
performs an interpolation such that a mixture of black dots and white areas appears
to be a certain gray-level-, By halftoning, high-frequency components are intro
duced systematically into the bi-level signal, which effects frequent changes be
tween levels 'a' and '1'. Consequently, half-toned signals do not expose the typical
nearest-neighbor coherence behavior usually expected from simple binary image
models. As halftoning patterns however usually show periodic structures or struc
tures that can be broken down into elementary groups of equal pixel constellations,
application of larger-area coherence or context models can better be used for sys
tematic data compression. Halftoning is a typical example, how reduced amplitude
resolution can be traded against increased sample resolution, thereby preserving
the relevant information in the signal-'.

1This is the usual approach taken by a fax transmission with 'photo quality' setting.

2 Halftoning methods are known, which are optimum for subjective impression, see e.g.
[ME§E, VAIDYANATHAN 2000].

3 Interestingly, run-length coding is in a certain sense the antipodal approach, where a
binary signal is transformed into a multi-level signal ofless samples.
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Run-length coding. The method of run-length coding as introduced in sec. 1104.8
is widely used in binary signal coding. For 2D signals, row-wise processing is
usually performed. However, additional methods can be employed in case of 2D
signals to utilize the redundancy (correlation) between adjacent lines. The follow
ing methods can be applied:

Prediction : Previously-encoded samples either from the current row, or from
the row above can be used to predict the current sample X. It is necessary to
use only samples already known to the decoder, which must perform the same
prediction. In Fig. 12.3a, it is assumed that four samples A-D are used, which
can have a total of 16 different configurations. For each configuration, a pre
diction rule must be defined; examples of three different rules are also illus
trated in Fig. 12.3a. The prediction error will then be set to '0', when the actual
value fits with the prediction and '1' otherwise. A high occurrence of zero
values can be expected if the prediction is successful, such that it is advanta
geous to apply the run-length method of Fig. 11.18b afterwards 1.

Relative Address Coding (RAe) and Relative Element Address Designate
(READ): The addresses of transitions (white-oblack, black-ewhite) are en
coded relative to the address of a transition in the previous row (Fig. 12.3b);
only for the first row, direct run-length coding is necessary. Different variants
of this principle are possible, which are e.g. implemented in the fax standards
of classes G3/G4.
Line skipping: If a row is completely identical with the previous, this is indi
cated by a specific code.

~ ~Er~A X

a) X='white' X='black' Xe'white'

Run-length coding
2

b) 0\ -2 +1 -1
Relativeaddresscoding

Fig. 12.3. a Prediction ofbinary samples, prediction topology (left) and examples of three
different prediction rules b Relative address coding

Template prediction. Run-length methods have a disadvantage if applied to fine
structured drawings and raster graphics, as these systematically show frequent
changes between white and black pixels. In such cases, the method of template
prediction can achieve significantly better results (see Fig. 1204a): A template is a

1 Application of such prediction schemes is not limited to combination with run-length
coding; any other entropy-coding method can be used as well to encode the prediction error
signal.
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pattern from the direct neighborhood of the current pixel position. Within a certain
surrounding range of pixels previously transmitted, the best match for this template
(excluding the current position itself) is searched. The identical search is then
possible at the encoder and the decoder. The prediction for the current pixel will
be the value which is found at the related position of the best match. If the actual
value of the current pixel deviates from the prediction, a '1' is encoded, otherwise a
'0'. In the case of complex and periodic structures as they appear in rastered images
and shaded graphics, the prediction result will be much better than the simple
nearest-neighbor prediction shown in Fig. 12.3a. Any entropy coding can be used
to encode the prediction errors; adaptive arithmetic coding is one of the best suit
able methods here, a combination which is e.g. used in the JBIG standard (see sec.
17.3.1).
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template prediction
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current pixel
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Abb. 12.4. a Template prediction b context-based arithmetic encoding

Context-based arithmetic encoding (CAE). CAE is typically based on exploita
tion of conditional probabilities over a local area of samples (cf. sec. 11.4.5). In
principle, the effect is similar with prediction methods, however a direct coupling
is made between the (nonlinear, i.e. conditional probability based) prediction step
and the step of entropy coding. An example is shown in Fig. 12.4b. The context X
is a pre-defined mask of pixels. If the neighborhood is defined over P pixels, 2P

different configurations can occur; for Fig. 12.4b, P=8. For each of the possible
configurations, the conditional probability must be given, by which the current
pixel will have a value '0' or '1'. A fixed probability table can be used, where only
one of the two probabilities must be stored in the table due to the relationship
P(1I:K)=I-P(OI:K). Arithmetic coding is directly employed using this probability
table; additionally, adaptation of probability values can be used, as discussed in
sec. 11.4.6. CAE is likewise applicable to binary signals or to bit-planes. CAE is
used in the MPEG-4 standard to encode the binary shape of segmentation informa
tion, based on fixed probability tables, but with context configurations that can be
switched depending on shape orientation, temporal prediction etc. In JPEG 2000,
it is applied for bit plane coding of wavelet coefficients, where also different con
texts are used and the probability tables are continuously adapted.
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12.2 Vector Quantization of Images

VQ can be applied directly to image signals, as shown in Fig. 11.20b. If the values
within the vector blocks are statistically dependent, this is implicitly exploited
when codebooks are designed by the Generalized Lloyd Algorithm (GLA, see sec.
11.5.3).

a)

c)"'~

b)

"lid)
Fig. 12.5. VQ in image domain, codebook size J=256 a Codebook generated by GLA
procedure from a training set of 15 images b VQ reconstruction ofan image not contained
in training set c codebook generated from single image d VQ reconstruction of this image

An important aspect is proper selection of the training set. If the set is not statisti
cally representative, the characteristics of the codebook may be biased to the prop
erties of the set, and quality may suffer when different images outside of the train
ing set are encoded 1. Alternatively, it is possible to use adaptive VQ, which has a
similar effect as adaptive entropy coding. If the overhead needed to transmit the
codebook is not too high, a gain in coding performance can be achieved by using a
codebook specifically designed for one image. This also applies for image se
quences, where images within one shot can be expected to be quite similar, such

1 This statement is true for any optimization of coding algorithms where fixed code tables
are used, including methods of entropy coding .
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that the rate needed for transmission of the entire codebook or some adapted vec
tors can be held reasonably small as compared to the overall ratel .

The effect of the codebook design on the quality of the reconstruction is illus
trated in Fig. 12.5. Codebooks designed for an image domain VQ with J=256
vectors and K=4x4 pixels vector block size are shown in Figs. 12.5a/c; each of the
small squares is one reconstruction value. The codebook in Fig. 12.5a was gener
ated using a training set of 15 images. The reconstruction result of an image not
contained in the training set is shown in Fig. 12.5b. In contrast, Fig. 12.5c shows a
codebook which was specifically designed for this one image. Observe that some
vectors exactly show structures like the brim of the hat. Obviously, the reconstruc
tion image in Fig. 12.5d shows much less blocking artifacts.

The block-separate VQ method described here has the following disadvan-
tages:

Blocking artifacts become visible in the reconstructed signal, most typically in
flat areas and around edges;
Due to relatively small block sizes which have to be used to keep codebook
size and algorithmic complexity low, a high redundancy can exist between
neighboring blocks.

In the remaining part of this section, some methods are described to solve these
problems-,

Mean separating VQ. Amplitude discontinuities in images (e.g. at edges) result in
a locally variable mean value. In the codebook examples from Fig. 12.5, many
vectors are apparently optimized purely for quantization of approximately flat
areas. Separating the mean value of a block prior to VQ encoding will hence en
force a higher percentage of codebook vectors to represent details within the
block. In mean separating VQ (Fig. 12.6a), the block mean value of the vector
x(m',n')

1 (m'+I)M '-1 (n '+I )N '-1

/l(m',n')=-,-, L L x(m,n)
M .N m=m'M' n=n'N

(12.2)

is computed, subtracted from the elements of the vector and encoded separately.
After decoding, the reconstructed mean value is added to the pixels of the zero
mean reconstruction vector. If a rate RM is used to encode the block mean values,
the total rate per vector (without entropy coding) becomes RM+logzJ. As high
correlation can be expected between amplitude levels of neighbored blocks , pre-

! This means that the codebook either should be small, or can be represented by a reasona
bly low number of bits; alternatively, it is also possible to adapt only a sub-set of vectors
from the codebook.

2 Most of these methods are likewise applicable to other types of multimedia signals. They
are however more effective and hence mainly used in image coding due to the specific
properties like non-zero mean, high correlation ofnearest neighbors etc.
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dictive (DPCM) coding of mean values (see sec. 12.3) allows to allocate even less
rate, such that a better compression performance is achieved.

Classifying VQ. In classifying VQ [RAMAMURTHY, GERSHO 1986], afeature classifica
tion of the vectors is performed prior to encoding (Fig. 12.6b). This is in principle
based on a composite-source model, assuming that the image consists of different
types of sub-sources like edges, textured areas etc.; optimization of encoding is
then done separately for each sub-source type. Useful classification criteria are
block variances and dominant edge directions within the blocks. Based on the
classification result, each vector is assigned a class label St, indicating one out of L
classes. For each class, a specific sub-codebook et={Yj,/ ;j=I,2,.oo ,Jt} is provided;
these sub-codebooks can be generated when an identical classification is applied
before running the codebook-generation algorithm, such that the training sequence
is partitioned a priori into the given classes. The vector index j and the class index
I must be conveyed to the decoder . The reconstruction vector is then addressed
from a codebook which is the unification of all sub-codebooks

L

e = U~ ={Yj,l;j = 1,2,oo·,JI;1 = 1,2,oo.,L} .
1=1

(12.3)

x

a)

x

b)

y

Fig. 12.6. Specific types ofVQ a Mean-separating VQ b Classifying VQ

The minimum rate achievable by encoding, which is the entropy per sample, re
sults from the probabilities of the different classes peSt) and the probabilities of
related code symbols PUISt):

L P(S) l J , 1R~-t;T ' ~Og2:(S/~ +~PUIS/)·log2PUISJ
1 class Index entropy ,1 '(12.4)

vector ind~x entropy

<,tP(S/) ' log2~'
1=1 K1 P(S/)

Here, also the case is considered where different block sizes (vector lengths K t) are
used in the classes. If the distortion D 1 occurs in class Sf, the total distortion over
all classes will be
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L

D= LP(S/) ·Ds/ . (12.5)
1=1

Classifying VQ allows to use a higher rate for classes which are more complex,
e.g. more detailed or edge blocks. Due to the classification, better adaptation of the
codebooks to locally changing (instationary) source statistics is achieved.

(12.6)

Block-overlapping VQ. Block overlap techniques use information from two or
more decoding block units at a given pixel position, which typically achieves re
duction of blocking artifacts'. The principle is illustrated in Fig. 12.7a. The top
left position of a block with index (m',n') is at the coordinate (m'·M',n'·N'), the
block size (of the vectors) is K=M'xN'. The block overlaps with eight direct
neighbors by a width M"-M' horizontally and N"-N' vertically. A separable win
dow function w(m",n'') can be used to realize the block overlap and the composi
tion of the respective neighbored blocks, such that

, , _ {w(m')' w(n') for 0::;; m" < M' and 0::;; n" < N"
w(m ,n ) - If If" 11 ""o for m < 0 or m ? M or n < 0 or n ? N

with

m'=m-m'M' ; n'=n-n'N', (12.7)

(12.8)

and the lD window functions defined such that the following conditions hold:

w(m') =w(M' - m" -1) ; w(m") + w(m"+Mj =1

w(n') =w(N"-n" -1) ; w(n")+w(n"+N') =1.

w(rn'')

Ji
1

- - - - - - - 0.5

m '~ - ~,- - - ~ '~M"' l
M"

b)

N"

r - - - - -- r-
I I

IN'lI I
I I
I I
I I
I I
r - - - - - - r

7
<----->

a)

M"

Fig. 12.7. VQ with block overlap a Overlap geometry in the 2D spatial domain
b Example of a trapezoid window function, with overlap positions for neighbored blocks

An example of a trapezoid window function which increases/decreases linearly
within the range of overlap is shown in Fig. 12.7b. It is also possible to realize
non-separable window functions or complete block overlaps (e.g. M"=2M' will

1 Similar block-overlapping methods are also applied in context of other block-based cod
ing schemes, like block transforms and block-based motion compensation .
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give an overlap up to the block center position). The distortion after decoding
results by the superposition of coding errors from all blocks contributing to one
sample position, weighted by the respective window function. If the weighting by
the window function shall be applied prior to encoding ofx(m',n'), also the vectors
within the codebook must be appropriately windowed:

x(m',n') =[X(m'M',n'N')' w(o,o),...,X(m'M ' + M' -I,n'N' + N' -I) ' W(M' -I, N' -I)r. (12.9)

This allows to stick to the VQ procedures as introduced previously; also design of
the codebook must then be performed from a training sequence of windowed vec
tors. The search for optimum reconstruction vectors can be performed as in con
ventional VQ, separately for the single blocksl . According to (12.8)

M'-I N'-I

L L w(m",n") =M'·N',
m'=O n'=O

(12.10)

however it is further straightforward to show that for any window function that
fulfills (12.8),

M ' - IN'- I

L L w\m",n")'!{,M' ·N',
m' =On'=O

(12.1I)

where equality is exactly and only obtained for the case of non-overlapping rec
tangular blocks, M"=M' and N"=N'. From this, it is interesting to observe that,
even though the area of the vector is extended, the squared vector norm of the
windowed vectors is apparently decreased. Hence, while the vector size K in
creases by the percentage overlapping block areas, the codebook size J needs not
to be increased or can even be made lower for comparable performance. Introduc
tion of block overlap in VQ will not result in an increased data rate, but will help
to reduce the unnatural blocking artifacts. Observe however that block-overlapping
VQ as introduced here does not take into account the statistical dependencies be
tween adjacent blocks; all vectors are encoded independently, and the overlap
processing is done prior to encoding, or in the reconstruction after decoding.

Finite State VQ (FSVQ). When the vector x(n') is processed, coder and decoder
are in a certain state s(n') , which can e.g. be determined from the constellation of
reconstruction vectors selected previously in the neighborhood. If the number of
possible values s instantiated in s(n') is limited to S, encoder and decoder can be
interpreted as finite-state machines. In any state s, only a subset of possible recon
struction vectors, which are organized within a state codebook ~, are allowed to
be addressed. The unification ofall state codebooks forms the super codebook

! The 'normal' block-wise VQ can be interpreted as a special case, where the window func
tions are non-overlapping rectangles, such that M"=M',N"=N'.
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s
e=Ue. ; e. ={Yj ,s;j=1,2, .,.,Js}'

s=1

(12.12)

By the formulation in (12.12), it is not yet determined whether reconstruction
vectors can be members of different state codebooks. If the ~ are overlapping sets,
the total number of reconstruction vectors will be lower than the sum over all J,
from the single states. The computation of the code symbols i(n') and the follow
up state s(n'+ 1) are performed according to the relations I

i(n')=argmind(x(n'),y) ; s(n'+l)=f(i(n'), s(n '» .
YjE~(n ')

(12.13)

In state s, Js different code symbols can be selected. This requires a significantly
lower rate as compared to the address space necessary for the entire super code
book e. The performance highly depends on the definition of the next-state func
tion fU,s) . By this function - dependent on the previous state and the previous
transmitted code symbol - the state codebooks t; are defined. These should con
sist of those subsets of reconstruction vectors, which are most likely to be selected
within a certain state configuration. General methods for optimization of FSVQ
codebooks are described in [DUNHAM, GRAY 1985], [FOSTER, GRAY, DUNHAM 1985].

The block diagram of an FSVQ encoder and decoder is shown in Fig. 12.8a.
Observe the structural similarity with classifying VQ (Fig. 12.6b) - FSVQ could
also be interpreted as a backward-controlled version of classifying VQ, not requir
ing encoding and transmission of the information about the sub-codebook which is
actually selected.

x

a)

y(m'-l ,n') --I":=t"::;.+-+-+-f./
<,

b)

y(m',n')

Fig. 12.8. a FSVQ encoderanddecoder
b Example for definition of the next-state function in side-match VQ

Side-match FSVQ. In this method which was introduced in [KIM 1992], a super
codebook ofJ reconstruction vectors is designed as in conventional VQ. The num
ber Js=J* of code symbols shall be constant in all states. Within one state, those J*
reconstruction vectors are selected , for which the lowest differences in amplitude
occur at the boundaries between the actual vector and its left and top already
decoded neighbors (see arrows and shaded areas in Fig. 12.8b). The maximum
possible number of states is then JxJ. The state selection function is

I For n'=(m',n'), n'+l means e.g. (m'+l,n') in the caseofrow-wisesequential processing.
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s(m',n')=f[y(m'-l,n'),y(m',n'-I)], whereby the reconstruction vectors again result as
a function ofprevious states and code symbol indices.

Combination ofFSVQ with entropy coding. The side-match method or other next
state functions can also be used for conditional entropy coding of the code symbols
(indices) as output by a common VQ encoder. Assume a codebook has size J,
where only (J*+1)« J code symbols are represented by a variable-length code.
These are J* vectors best fitting according to the side-match method, and One
'escape' code indicating that the best match from the codebook is not One of the J*
side-match vectors. As it can further be expected that the vectors are selected by
highest probability when the amplitude difference across the block boundary is
lowest, the entropy rate can in fact be significantly below log~ . For typical im
ages, the escape condition is used by less than 10%. Only by these exceptional
cases, the index allowing to select one ofJ vectors of the super codebook directly
must be encoded by log2J bits. With J=256, the encoded data rate of a typical 2D
block VQ can be reduced by a factor of almost two without any loss. This again
shows the high amount of redundancy still inherent in methods of separate-block
encoding. Fig. 12.9 shows reconstructed results generated by entropy-encoded
FSVQ.

a) b)

Fig. 12.9. Side-Match-FSVQ used for conditional entropy coding
a R=0,31 bpp(J=1024, Js=64) b R=0,21 bpp(J=256, Js= 16)

FSVQ is based on a context-dependent nonlinear prediction, or in the latter
method can also be interpreted as a conventional VQ with subsequent context
adaptive entropy coding. Vector quantization in combination with linear predic
tion will be treated with more detail in sec. 12.3.3.
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12.3 Predictive Coding

Predictive coding has been applied in speech, image and video compression over
decades . Even though the main stream in still image coding performs transform
coding today, even the most recent developments of multimedia compression stan
dards make extensive use of predictive components. Besides the image informa
tion (color, texture) itself, parameters such as motion vectors, and also transform
coefficients are often predictive encoded. Predictive coding is also frequently
applied in the area of lossless compression. In particular by combination with more
advanced quantization and entropy coding techniques, still more improvements
seem to be achievable .

12.3.1 DPCM Systems

In Fig. 4.14, the general princ iple oflinear prediction was shown. If the signal e(n)
can be represented by a discrete set of amplitude values, entropy coding can di
rectly be applied to the prediction error signal. This will lead to a reduction in data
rate, compared to independent sample-wise encoding of the (likewise discrete)
x(n), which is by the order of magnitude of the gains derived in (11.17), (11.18)
and (11.24) for the case of AR processes. A different situation occurs however,
when e(n) is quantized into reconstruction values v(n), as shown in Fig. 12.l2a1.

Here, a quantization error q(n)=e(n)-v(n) occurs . The resulting effect can be ex
pressed in the spectral domain for any z-dimensional prediction system as follows.
Frequency spectra over Q=[n.,nz, ..,n K] shall be defined for the original signal
X(Q) , the reconstructed signal Y(Q), the prediction error signal £(Q), the quan
tized prediction error signal V(Q), the predictor filter H(Q) and the quantization
error Q(Q) . Then, the spectrum difference between the signals x(n) and y(n) can
be determined as

by which

X(.Q)-Y(Q)= Q(.Q) => x(n)- y(n)=q(n) *b(n).
I-H(Q)

(12.14)

(12.15)

In (12.15), b(n) is the impulse response of the recursive synthesis filter with trans
fer function B(z)=I /[I-H(z)]. The effect of convolving the quantization error by
the impulse response of the synthesis filter is denoted as drift. Due to the high
correlation properties of image signals, synthesis filters will typically be recursive

1The system shown in Fig. 12.l2a is also denoted as D*PCM [JAYANT, NOLL 1984].
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filters with poles near to or even on the unit circle/hypersphere in the z domain; in
such cases, the drift becomes extremely critical and uncontrollable.

a)

b)

i(n)

j-------r~> y(n)

j--- - - -r-->y(n)

Fig. 12.10. Encoders and decoders ofpredictive systems with quantization of the prediction
error signal a Open loop (D*PCM) b Closed loop (DPCM)

The system from Fig. 12.12a has an open loop, where the recursion at the decoder
is not under control from the encoder side. As a consequence, the estimates x(n)

and x'(n) diverge. The block diagram of a Differential Pulse Code Modulation

(DPCM) system, which is a closed-loop approach and compensates this crucial
defect, is shown in Fig. 12.10b. The predictor computes an estimate x(n) for the

pixel x(n). The prediction error

e(n) = x(n) -x(n) (12.16)

is quantized into the value v(n), which is then encoded and transmitted. At the
receiver side, the decoder performs the following operation to generate the recon
structed value

yen) = v(n) + x(n) . (12.17)

As only the quantized value v(n) is available at the receiver, both the encoder and
the decoder must use identical estimates x(m,n) . This can be achieved if the de

coding step (12.17) is identically performed at the encoder side, which is the basic
difference compared to the D*PCM scheme of Fig. 12.10a. As a result, the quanti
zation error between e(n) and v(n) becomes identical with the reconstruction error
(coding error) betweenx(n) andy(n):

q(n) =e(n)-v(n) =[x(n)-x(n)]-[y(n)- x(n)] =x(n)- y(n). (12.18)

Only for the case e(n)=v(n), which means when lossless encoding of e(n) is per
formed , DPCM and D*PCM give identical results . This also requires that the sig-
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nal x(n) and the prediction x(n) are both quantized into a set of discrete ampli

tude values, such that e(n) will also be instantiated from a discrete set. In any other
case, DPCM encoding is lossy, such thaty(n);ex(n), andy(n) must be used to com
pute the prediction.

The transfer function of the predictor filter is unchanged as compared to (4.92),
however the input-output relationship of a DPCM encoder loop can no longer be
described as a linear system as in (4.88), as the mapping x(m,n)-w(m,n) includes
the nonlinear operation of quantization. The coding gain of a DPCM system is
defined as the ratio of variances between original signal and prediction error signal
in analogy with (11.17),

2

G = (Yx
2 •

(Ye

(12.19)

(12.20)

The solution to the drift problem made by DPCM does however not come without
a penalty. The related effect is known as quantization error feedback, which is
derived here again generically for any z-dimensional DPCM system. By formulat
ing (12.16)-(12.18) in the frequency domain, we get

Q(n) =E(n) - V(n) =X(n) - Yen)

Y(n)= v(n) ; E(n)=X(n)[I-H(n)],
I-H(n)

which gives

v(n) = [x(n)-Q(n)] ·[I-H(n)]

E(n) = !(n) .[I-H(n)l+Q(n) .H(n) .

£ '(0)

(12.21)

When e'en) is defined as the prediction error of the lossless or D*PCM cases, the
prediction error in DPCM can be expressed by

e(n) = e'(n)+q(n) *h(n), (12.22)

which means that the DPCM prediction error signal contains an additional compo
nent, which is the convolution of the quantization error by the impulse response of
the predictor filter. Hence, it is unavoidable that the prediction gain of DPCM
(12.19) is lower than the maximum possible gain (11.17) whenever the encoding
gets lossy. This means that lossy DPCM can never realize the maximum possible
coding gain, unless specific encoding mechanisms would be used that take into
account the characteristics of quantization error feedback and the resulting correla
tion in the prediction error. The spectrum of the prediction error signal, even in the
case of ideal prediction of a stationary Gaussian process (AR model) would not be
flat (white noise) anymore. This means that further compression of the prediction
error could be made by utilizing the feedback phenomenon, which is however not
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easy to achieve due to the recursive relationships in the DPCM loop. Further, it
can be concluded that this effect increases towards lower rates, where E{q(n)}
grows larger. Regard the extreme case of quantizing all samples into zero, V(Q)=O,
Q(Q)=X(Q) and hence E(Q)=X(Q). This will be the point D=cr}, R=O where all
rate-distortion graphs in Fig. 11.5 converge; prediction is useless, as the decoder
does not hold any information about previous samples, either.

12.3.2 Predictor filters in 2D DPCM

The computation of estimates must only use values already known to the decoder
due to causality considerations. This is guaranteed in the DPCM scheme shown in
Fig. 12.10, when a causal filter is used in the prediction loop. For simplicity, it
shall be assumed that the sequence of processing starts in the top left comer and
proceeds row-wise over an image. The prediction equation in DPCM using a quar
ter-plane filter of order PQ-1 is by modification of (4.91)

P-l Q-I

x(m,n) = "II. a(p,q) ' y(m- p,n-q) .
p =O q=O

(p ,q);«O.O)

(12.23)

The choice of the predictor filter highly influences the performance of the DPCM
system. The predictor filters may be chosen according to separable or non
separable AR models, but sometimes are designed under more heuristic considera
tions. Examples are the following non-separable predictor filters, where the first
performs the prediction from the nearest horizontal and vertical neighbors

x(m,n) =ah •x(m -l,n)+av ' x(m,n -1) => H(ZpZ2) =ah . z,-' +a v ' Z2-I, (12.24)

where e.g. ah=av=0,5 (averaging) is a typical choice of values. The other example
is the asymmetric half-plane filter of four nearest causal neighbors

x(m,n) =ah-xim -I,n)+av · x(m,n - I) +ad, · x(m -I,n -I)+ar · x(m -I,n +I)
_I _I _ I _ I _I 1 (12.25)

=:}H(z"z2)=ah,z, +av ,z2 +ad, 'z, ' Z2 +ar ,zl ' Z2'

For natural images, predictors with fixed settings of predictor coefficients will not
generally be optimum, as image signals are non-stationary. Hence, schemes using
an adaptation ofpredictors can be expected to result in a performance gain. For
example, correlation will be lower in edge regions than it is in flat areas, further a
dependency on edge direction or texture properties can be observed. Components
of predictor adaptation are included in the block diagram of Fig. 12.11. The fol
lowing methods are typically applied for adaptive prediction:

Forward adaptation : On the basis of local analysis and estimation of the auto
covariance statistics of the image, predictor coefficients can be determined
that would be optimum for an autoregressive model having same statistical
properties (see sec. 4.2.1) . In case of forward adaptation, the estimation of the
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parameters is performed from the area to be encoded, and it is necessary to
convey the prediction filter parameters as side information to the decoder.
Backward adaptation: Adjustment of predictor coefficients is performed from
signal values and prediction error values which at this step are already known
to the decoder. In contrast to (4.95) and (4.96), the LMS algorithm must now
use quantized prediction error values v(rn,n). It is not necessary to encode and
transmit predictor parameters, since the operation can identically be per
formed at the encoder and decoder sides; no overhead information increases
the bit rate.

j-- - - - T-- y

Fig. 12.11. DPCM encoder and decoder, integrating components for predictor adaptation

Switched prediction. Here, a small set of different predictor filters (e.g. specific
predictor geometries for horizontal, vertical, diagonal prediction) is pre-defined,
from which the most appropriate is selected according to criteria like minimization
of the prediction error. Switched prediction is the most simple type of adaptive
prediction, and can also be realized either by backward or forward adaptation. In
backward-adaptive switching, a typical approach is made by analysis of the causal
neighborhood for edge orientations to adapt the predictor geometry by pre-set
rules [RiCHARD, BENVENISTE,KRETZ 1984]. An example is given in Fig. 12.12. The pixel
X shall be predicted by a combination of the neighbored decoded pixels A-D, which
corresponds to (12.25). Depending on the local edge orientation, different rules for
the computation of the estimate x are set.

C D
X A X

D C D
A X

X=(C+D)/2 X=C/2+(B+D)/4
A

X=D X=C/2+(B+D)/4 X=(A+C)/2
A

X=(A+B)/2

Fig. 12.12. Examples ofedge directions and appropriate prediction rules

In forward-adaptive switching, the settings have to be encoded as side information.
This can either be done for groups of pixels, or in the extreme case for each pixel
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individually. For example, in the lossless mode of the JPEG standard, a predictor
setting is valid for a group of subsequent pixels, until a new setting is made. Typi
cally, forward-adaptive switching should also include a case where no prediction is
performed, which then degenerates the scheme into PCM coding. A backward
adaptive switched prediction scheme is implemented in the lossless and near
lossless coding standard JPEG-LS .

If DPCM is employed for lossless encoding of discrete-value (PCM) signals,
the prediction error values shall be integer numbers, which can only be the case if
the estimates x are integer as well. This can either be achieved by appropriate
setting of the predictor filters, or by a direct integer rounding of the estimates.

Nonlinear predictors. In edge regions, prediction often fails. This can be inter
preted such that assumptions of stationarity and linear statistical dependencies
between samples do not apply. Nonlinear prediction methods can eventually tackle
this problem. Variants of nonlinear predictors are

Median predictors: The median value of a set of neighbored samples results
in a simple but nevertheless efficient nonlinear estimate x. Typically, rela
tively small filters of three or five input samples are used; weighted median
filters or hybrid median/FIR filters can be applied as well.
Volterra predictors: These polynomial filters introduced in sec. 5.1.3 can
straightforwardly be applied for prediction, if filter inputs are defined from a
causal neighborhood. These filters are however extremely sensitive in case of
changing signal statistics, and must be implemented as adaptive filters in any
case.
Neural network predictors: Pixels from a causal neighborhood are used as
inputs to an ANN, e.g. a multi-layer perceptron (cf. Fig. 9.15). The number of
pixels to be used for prediction corresponds to the K inputs of the network,
and one output node (J=1) gives the prediction result 1. The adaptation is per
formed by training the network accordingly. In addition to the better predic
tion properties at positions of signal discontinuities, ANNs are less sensitive
against transmission errors and noise in the signal [DIANAT ET AL. 1991]. The
overall procedure is however significantly more complex than for the case of
simple linear or median predictors.

12.3.3 Quantization and Encoding of Prediction Errors

Fig. 12.13 shows PDF estimates of one-step prediction error signals, as determined
by occurrence counts from a set of natural images. The significant concentration of
occurrences for low amplitude values is obvious. In general, even though the im
age signal is entirely positive, prediction error signals can have positive and nega
tive values and tend to be of zero mean. In the simplest case, a scalar quantization

1 unless a vector prediction of several samples shall be performed.
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and subsequent entropy coding can be applied. Due to the non-uniform PDF with
high concentration around e=O, an entropy H(V) «log2J can be expected when a
quantizer with a set of J reconstruction values V={ vj;j=I, ...J} is used. For exam
ple, let the original signal be represented by 8 bit PCM. The range of possible
integer prediction error values is -255 :5e:5255, which are 511 different values
requiring roughly 9 bit/sample for direct representation. Nevertheless, the entropy
of the prediction error signal will be much lower than 9 bit/sample, depending on
detail and noise in the original signal. Natural images can typically be lossless
encoded by DPCM at rates in the range between 3 and 5 bit/pixel. DPCM using
scalar quantization and entropy coding is still a dominating technique in lossless
encoding of images, which is e.g. applied in the standards JPEG (lossless mode)
and JPEG-LS (see sec. 17.3.2). For the case of B-bit integer precision of the PCM
original and usage of integer estimates, the value range of prediction errors must
apparently be represented by B+1 bit precision integer values. If B bit positive
integer arithmetic units are used for the computation of the prediction error differ
ence, an underflow of the value range can occur at the encoder during the subtrac
tion in (12.16); the carry flag can however simply be ignored, as the complemen
tary addition in the decoder (12.17) will exactly compensate this by an overflow.
This has been denoted as/aided quantization [BOSTELMANN 1974]. As a consequence,
the binary representation of DPCM prediction errors e(n) requires only the same
bit-depth precision as given for the original x(n) . In fact, for each concrete value
x(n) , only 28 different values of e(n) are possible. For the B=8 bit example and

x= 100 : -155 :5e :5100 , if0:5x:5255 .

pee)

32o-32
1-----11-"""---1--"""-+----17

64-64

Fig. 12.13. PDF estimate ofa prediction error signal
in separable 2D prediction (--) , and in 1D horizontal prediction (-.. )

By combination of scalar quantization and entropy coding of the prediction error
signal, encoded rates of less than 1 bit/pixel can be realized. For example, with a
set of J=3 reconstruction values V={-V,O,+V}, the probability of selecting v=0 is
increased when V is set to a higher level. As all values lel<V/2 would be mapped
into the zero reconstruction, the entropy becomes lower as well. For V-,;oo,
P(v=0)-,;1, such that H(V)-,;O. The whole image will then be decoded by the value
that is used as an initialization of the predictor memory before the decoding starts.
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This is indeed the case of maximum possible distortion according to the properties
of the rate-distortion function for a rate ofzero (sec. 3.5 and 11.2).
Fig. 12.14 shows reconstructed images obtained from DPCM coding by different
numbers of quantizer reconstruction values J and resulting entropy rates H(V). Fig.
12.14a represents the case of lossless coding.

c)

Abb. 12.14. DPCMusing scalar quantization and entropy coding.
aJ=511 , H(V)=4 .79 bpp b J=I5, H(V)=1.98 bpp cJ=3, H(V)=O.88 bpp

Predictive vector quantization. An alternative way to obtain rates of less than
one bit/sample by DPCM-based coding schemes is Predictive VQ (Fig. 12.15). A
vector predictor computes an estimate, which is then subtracted from a signal
vector, resulting in a prediction error vector. A vector quantizer, however now
using a codebook of prediction error vectors, is then used within the prediction
loop.

+
----~ L }--- - - - --. -----'» Y

T A
X

Fig. 12.15. Predictive vector quantization (encoder and decoder)

In predictive VQ, the entire vector must be predicted at once, because otherwise
the simultaneous vector quantization would not be possible. As a consequence,
samples must not be predicted from other samples within the same vector, which
implies as a consequence that the prediction error samples are no longer obtained
by one-step predictions, where a filter operates recursively .sample by samplel.

1 An altemative way to combine vector codebooks with one-step linear prediction synthesis
filters is code-excited linear prediction (CELP), which is widely used in speech coding (cf.
sec. 14.1). In CELP, the encoder cannot perform the operations of prediction and VQ se
quentially in a prediction loop, but must compute the reconstruction from each vector
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This shall be shown here for the example of a H) vector prediction of samples
from an AR(1) process. Assume that a K-dimensional vector x=[x(n+1) x(n+K)]T
shall be predicted and mapped into a prediction error vector e=[e(1) e(K)f.
Obviously, all samples will best be predicted by the nearest neighbor x(n) which is
available from the previous vector'. The optimum prediction will then be

x( n +k) = p k .x( n) => e(k) = x(n +k) - pk .x( n) ; k > 0 . (12.26)

This is an optimum one-step prediction from a direct neighbor x(n) only for the
first sample in the vector, x(n+l). Now, (12.26) can be used to determine the auto
covariance values of e, which could e.g. be used to set up an autocovariance matrix
E{eeT

} :

E { e(l) ·e(k )} = E { (x(n +/)- / x(n)) .(x(n + k) - pkx(n))}

=~{ x(n + /)x(n + k) ~ - pl ~{x(n)x(n+k) ~

(12.27)

=(J'x 2
• (p1k-l l _ p 1k+/I ) .

Obviously, the samples within the prediction error vector are correlated, even
though the correlation is weaker than for samples within the original signal vector
x. This effect similarly applies to the case of 2D vector prediction.

y(m',n'.1)

~=bl2+d12 ,/ ,/ x(m',n') y(m'.1,n1 x(m',n')

y(m',n'-1)

x(m',n')

a) ~=a/~+b/2-d2+dl2+ef4 b) c)

Fig. 12.16. Vector structures in predictive vector quantization: a block-wise b diagonal
c block-wise directional

Fig. 12.16 shows three different methods of2D vector prediction. In the scheme of
Fig. l2.16a, a block vector arrangement (block size K=4x4 pixels) is used [HANG,

available in the codebook. This makes both the encod ing procedure and the codebook
design strategy substantially different compared to predictive VQ.

I Actually, the prediction should be performed from the reconstructed value yen). We as
sume lossless compress ion here, which allows to study the effect of vector prediction with
out the additional effect of quantizat ion error feedback.
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WOODS 1985][BHASHKARAN 1987]. In Fig. 12.16b, a group of diagonally-neighbored
samples is combined into a vector (in this example, K=4). This technique allows
the usage of a set of quarter plane predictor filters as vector predictor combination,
such that in fact one-step (nearest-neighbor) prediction is possible for any sample,
which minimizes the prediction error [OHM, NOLL 1990] . Fig. 12.16c shows a con
figuration of directional prediction, where the direction itself can be adapted by a
switched prediction1.

a) b)

Fig. 12.17. Predictive VQ a with block vector structure , R=0,5 blp
b with diagonal vector structure and delayed decision coding, R=0,3 blp

In fact, the correlation within the prediction error vectors is not critical for com
pression performance, as the VQ codebook design can inherently take into account
any statistical dependencies. From this point of view, predictive VQ also partially
resolves the problem of quantization error feedback, as the codebook statistics will
exactly follow the statistics of signals that are used in training. Fig. 12.17 shows
reconstruction examples obtained from predictive vector quantization schemes,
clearly showing the improved quality over simple DPCM at rates below one
bit/sample.

Training
sequence

Computation of
pred iction error

vectors

Codebook
optimization

(GLA)

Fig. 12.18. Codebook design in vector DPCM

Codebooks for predictive VQ can also be generated using a training sequence of
image signals and the Generalized Lloyd algorithm (cf. sec. 11.5.3). For best adap
tation of the codebook to the prediction error signal statistics (where in particular

1 This type of vector prediction is used for intraframe coding in the Advanced Video Cod
ing standard, even though not VQ is used for encoding of the residual, but a block trans
fonn is applied to remove the remaining redundancy .
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the properties of within-vector correlations and the rate-dependent quantization
error feedback are important), the closed-loop design shown in Fig. 12.18 should
be used. The mapping from original image signal values into prediction error vec
tors is again performed by each iteration, using as a reference the codebook which
was optimized in the previous iteration step.

Tree encoding and DPCM with delayed decision. Scalar and vector DPCM
schemes can also be combined with tree encoding, exploiting recursive dependen
cies over subsequent encoding steps (cf. sec. 11.6.2). In principle, the final deci
sion about the quantization is withheld until it is known which effect it would have
on the prediction of subsequent samples. Additionally, the variability of the quan
tizer can largely be extended by a sliding block code (cf. sec. 11.6). A scheme in
combination with vector prediction was introduced in [HANG, WOODS 1985]. If in
addition an entropy constrained codebook design is employed (cf. sec. 11.5.5),
encoding by variable bit rate better approaches the entropy rate [COHEN, WOODS

1989] .

A specific case, where identical quantizers are used by each step, is DPCM
with delayed decision. The quantization of the prediction error sample into the
reconstructed sample v(n) has a direct effect on the reconstruction value y(n), and
can straightforwardly be selected to be optimum for this one value. As however
y(n) is again used for prediction of subsequent values, the question arises whether
not another v(n) would be a better choice with regard to future estimates and re
constructions. If the effect of the recursive DPCM decoder is tracked by a multi
ple-path comparison within a tree, the task is to determine the optimum path. This
means an optimum sequence of coded prediction error values v(n) shall be se
lected, such that the error over the sequence of all related reconstruction values
y(n) is minimized. In this context, the M-algorithm has been applied successfully
both for scalar DPCM [MODESTINO, BHASKARAN 1981] and for vector DPCM [OHM,

NOLL 1990]. The gain of SNR as compared to methods without decision delay is
reported to be around 4 dB. The decision delay implicitly counteracts the effect of
quantization error feedback in the prediction loop, as the prediction error energy as
well as the quantization error energy are minimized over sliding windows of sam
ples. While the encoder complexity grows significantly by the introduction of the
decision delay, the DPCM or vector DPCM decoder structures must not be
changed at all.

12.3.4 Error propagation in DPCM

The effect of drift generally occurs in cases where different predictions are used at
the encoder and decoder sides of DPCM, as then the encoder side makes wrong
assumptions about the information which is available for prediction at the decoder.
Another severe source of drift are transmission losses, as occurring in error-prone
channels. To avoid interrelationships between quantization error feedback and
transmission error propagation in the subsequent analysis, lossless encoding is
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assumed, such that E(n)=V(n) and X(n)=Y(n) if no errors occur in the channel.
Assume that by a data loss a component K(n) is superimposed to the prediction
error before being fed into the synthesis filter. The reconstruction signal is then
influenced as follows:

v(n) = E(n) +K(n)

Yen) = E(n) + K(n) = x(n) + K(n) .
I-H(n) I-H(n) I-H(n)

(12.28)

The additional interference component in the reconstructed signal is the convolu
tion of the channel error component K(n) by the impulse response of the (recur
sive) synthesis filter. If K(n) has the characteristics of impulse noise (single bit
errors), the signal is augmented by impulse responses of the synthesis filter, origi
nating from the positions where the errors occur. Fig. 12.19 shows examples of
error propagations in cases of ID and 2D predictors. While in the first case,
propagation can only be observed along one of the horizontal/vertical directions,
in the latter case the interferences propagate over both dimensions.

Fig. 12.19. Transmission error propagation in DPCM, random bit error probability
Perr=1O-3 , no VLC coding: a ID prediction, horizontally b lD Prediction, vertically c
separable 2D prediction (3.15) d non-separable 2D prediction (3.17)

As compared to the separable predictor , the non-separable predictor in Fig. 12.19d
effects less visible interferences, because due to the choice of coefficients
a=ah=av=O,5 , the influence decays exponentially by at over both dimensions
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(0.5; 0.25; 0.125; ...)1. For the separable filter using Ph,Pv""1, a much slower decay
can be observed. Indeed, the non-separable filter has worse performance in terms
of data compression-, while its properties regarding resilience against channel
errors are significantly better. This is a typical example where the design of data
compression methods should take into account the entire transmission chain. In the
case given here, it would be advisable to select the best filters by knowing the
specific error properties of the channel, and eventually go for a compromise re
garding compression performance in the error-free case. Drift and error propaga
tion are crucial problems in DPCM systems. Similar effects occur in motion
compensated DPCM encoding of video signals, which will further be discussed in
sec. 13.2.8 and 13.2.9.

12.4 Transform Coding

Transform coding (TC) comprises encoding methods based either on orthogonal
block transforms, or based on filterbank / wavelet transforms . The basic principles
of these transforms were introduced in sec. 4.3 and 4.4; this section now concen
trates on the aspects of quantization and encoding of transform (frequency) coeffi
cients. These methods are to a certain extent different for cases of block transforms
and filterbank transforms; it is tried to show the commonalities whenever possible.

12.4.1 Block Transform Coding

The decorrelating effect of discrete linear transforms was analyzed in detail in sec.
4.3.3 . The general method is to perform the transform over a finite block of sam
ples, by which property the scheme is denoted as block transform coding . The
following derivations are made in particular for orthonormal transforms. If the
transform is orthogonal in general, it is necessary to consider the normalization
factor A, as e.g. used in the analysis of the correspondence between distortion in
the signal and frequency domains (4.161)3. To encode the coefficient Cu,v by an
expected distortion DTC, the rate

1 See Problem 12.2c

2 See Problem 4.4

3 For non-orthogonal transforms (e.g. bi-orthogonal wavelet bases), (4.161) does not apply,
which means that it is not straightforward to map the distortion introduced by encoding of
the coefficients directly to the distortion appearing in the reconstructed signal. In such
cases, it is mostly assumed that the transform is 'almost' orthogonal, which may in fact
introduce additional errors. More exact solutions for optimum definition of quantization in
case ofnon-orthogonal transforms are discussed in sec. 12.4.2.
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(12.29)

has to be provided according to (11.10). If the max(·) function which cannot be
described analytically is neglected1, and constant distortion is assumed over all
U V coefficients, the mean rate is

1 U- 1V- l E{ c 2}
RTC=--IIlog2 U,v

2.U .V u=o v=o DTC
1 [ U-l V-I E{c 2}]

10g2 IIII U,v •

2 .U .V u=o v=o DTC
(12.30)

(12.31)

If the image is encoded without exploiting the correlation properties (i.e. by PCM,
and for strict definition, also assuming a Gaussian model), the following relation
ship exists between rate and distortion, which can be determined by (11.9) :

1 a 2 a z
RpCM = -logz _x_ => DpCM = 2f- .

2 D
pCM

2 - PCM

An interesting question is by which factor the distortion DTc will be decreased in
transform coding as compared to Dpc M , if the same rate RTC=RpCM is used.
Substituting (12.30) into (12.31) gives

z
D = ax

PCM V - I 1'-1 E{ c'}
2--

1-
108' [1[1-"- .

2 z-u-v """ """ v,.C

(12.32)

The ratio of Dpc M over DTc can be interpreted as coding gain, which for a 2D
transform of block size UxV turns out to be the ratio of arithmetic and geometric
mean values of the expected energies over the discrete set ofcoefficients-,

1 U-1V-l z
-IIE{ cu,v}

G - DpCM _ U ·V u=ov=o

TC - DTC - [UUE{ Cu/}J~ V .
(12.33)

The coding gain of block transform coding (12.33) can also be interpreted as a
discrete counterpart of (11.17) and the related spectral flatness measure (11.19), in
which the geometric mean of a continuous spectrum is derived by integrating over
the logarithmic spectrum. The coding gain becomes larger, when the spectral
power is better concentrated in a low number of coefficients. From the definition

1 This is valid in the case ofhigh rates where E{cu}r~DTC'
2 In an orthonormal transform, the arithmetic mean over the expected coefficient energies
within a block is identical with the power (variance) of the (zero-mean) signal. The follow
ing condition holds for any orthogonal transform, as then the factor A from (4.161) must be
considered in the computation ofthe coding gain.
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of the spectral flatness measure, it is straightforward to show that for a 2D AR
process

(12.34)

(12.35)

(12.36)

In (12.33), the numerator term is equal to CYx2 for the case of an orthonormal trans
form, as can be concluded from (4.161). The denominator can be rewritten as

[

V - I V-I ].Yu.v I V - I V-I

log, !lUE{ cu/ } =UV ~~IOg2 E{ cu/ }

I lC lC

2::-2 f flog2SXX(n"n2)dnldn2'
4Jr -lC-lC

The inequality is concluded by the fact that even for the optimum transform
(4.149), the values E{cu} } are transformed from afinite autocovariance sequence,
which must be periodic or symmetrically extended. Sxx(nhn2) relates to an auto
correlation sequence of infinite extension, which decays towards zero and will
clearly lead to a lower 'spectral entropy'. This penalty becomes larger for smaller
block length and higher correlation of the signal). The reason for this penalty can
also be interpreted by the fact that block transform coding by itself can not take
into account the statistical dependencies between adjacent blocks. It can be con
cluded that for the transform of an AR process

[

V-I V-I ].YuV
}t~~ !lUE{ cu/ } = O'z2

=>[utiE { Cu/}].YuV 2:: O'z2 => GTe ~ GAR '

where GAR is the maximum possible coding gain of an AR model as given by
(11.17). This conclusion can however not be generalized unconditionally to the
case of image signals, as it assumes stationarity of the signal; in fact, images show
highly instationary properties with frequent changes of the local amount of detail,
change of mean, edges etc. From this point of view, usage of smaller transform
block sizes is justified, however the reason for the penalty (12.36), the lack of
exploitation of statistical dependencies between adjacent blocks, should be tackled
as well.

In 2D transform coding, the image signal is typically partitioned into small
blocks of size M'xN' (Fig. 12.20a). The block with index (m',n') has the starting
coordinate (top-left pixel) at position (m,n)=(m'·M',n'·N') of the image. For the
case of a linear block transform, U·V 2D frequency coefficients are computed per

) see also Problem 12.3
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block, where U=M', V=N'. Meaningful block sizes in natural-image transform
coding are between 4x4 and 32x32 pixels, The choice of the optimum block size
depends mainly on the spatial correlation of the signal; for highly correlated sig
nals large blocks are advantageous, while in case of lower correlation smaller
blocks are preferable:

If the signal is highly correlated and the block size is too small, a high redun
dancy may still exist between coefficients of adjacent blocks;
if the signal has low correlation, or if the transform block consists of image
sub-areas with different statistical behavior (e.g, at edges), it is better to select
smaller block sizes which may improve the concentration of information in a
smaller number of coefficients ,

M
M' . --->< x(m'M',n'N') x(m'M'+l ,n'N') x(m'~ '+m'. l, n')

U'=U·l ; V'=V·1

Coo c IO c20 Cu'O

COl e ' l

Linear block CO2
transform

~

x(m'M',n'N'+N'·l) x(m'M'+M'·l ,n'N'+N'· l )

a)

Block (m',n')

/

/

g
,

/ -,

1/

x y

Encoder Decoder
b)

Fig. 12.20. a 2D transform coding of sub-image block partitions
b Overall scheme ofblock-based transform coding and decoding

To minimize the problem of inter-block correlation, DPCM coding is often applied
in combination with transform coding, where prediction is made by information
from previously decoded blocks. If fixed block sizes are used, a choice of 8x8
pixels can be regarded as a good compromise, as it is e.g. defined in the DCT
based block transform coding as applied in JPEG and other standards, Smaller
block sizes such as 4x4 pixels are only appropriate if sophisticated inter-block
prediction techniques are applied additionally . Fig. 12.20b shows a typical block
diagram of a transform coding scheme, After the transform has been performed,
coefficients are quantized and encoded, At the decoder, the reconstruction of the
quantized coefficients is followed by the inverse transform, Application of DPCM
or other prediction techniques are interpreted by this high-level view as part of the
encoding and decoding processes , Specific prediction techniques include:

Mean ('DC') prediction: The coefficient coo bears most information about the
local mean value of the signal, which typically varies only gradually within a
local neighborhood, It can be predicted using the respective DC coefficients of
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any previously decoded blocks, e.g. as shown in the configuration of Fig.
12.21a.
Detail ('AC') prediction: In specific image configurations, e.g. horizontal or
vertical edge structures which extend beyond the block boundaries, also struc
tures can be predicted . This will in particular apply to the first row (in case of
vertically-oriented structures) or the first column (in case of horizontally
oriented structures) of 'AC' coefficients. The first row is predicted from the
block above; the first column is predicted from the left-handed block. As it
can usually not be expected that both horizontally and vertically oriented
structures play a dominant role simultaneously, switching can be performed
(see Fig. 12.21b).
Directional prediction: For separable 2D transforms, it is difficult to directly
analyze the effect of structures different from horizontal and vertical orienta
tions by the values of transform coefficients. Moreover, as the transforms are
typically not shift invariant', it is almost impossible to predict coefficients by
the values from a neighbored block in the case of diagonally-oriented struc
tures. Alternatively, a directional prediction can be performed on the block di
rectly in the image domain, where then the transform is applied to the residual
signal. In principle, this is a method of vector prediction, as it was analyzed in
sec. 12.3.3; the block transform will then exploit the remaining correlation in
the prediction error signal.

I I,c",,(m'- I,n1

c,o(m',n'-l )- f11IifIill+I:jIflfI
coo(m',n'- l )

~oO(m '- I ,n 1 ~oO(m ',n 1

a) b)

Fig. 12.21. Prediction ofblock transform coefficients a DC coefficient b AC coefficients

Fig. 12.22 shows probability distributions of coefficients co,o, Cl ,O and Cz,O as ana
lyzed from a 2D DCT of size 8x8. For a sufficiently large set of images, the block
mean coefficients co,o show a wide range of amplitude distributions, while for
individual images, distributions with characteristic peaks of amplitude concentra
tions occur (Fig. 12.22a). In contrary, the higher-frequency coefficient statistics
show a concentration of values around zero, and show this statistical behavior
quite consistently, when analyzed either over large sets or single images.

1 Very different amplitudes of coefficients can result, if the block position is shifted.
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Fig. 12.22. PDF ofDCT coefficients a Coefficient co,o of one single image
(... ) and averaged over 15 images (-) b Coefficients C l .O(-) und cz.o (.. .)

Quantization of transform coefficients. The transform coefficients as resulting
by block transforms like the DCT have an extended value range as compared to
the original image signal. For sinusoidal basis function transforms, the coefficients
can hardly be mapped onto a discrete set of values, even when the input is a dis
crete image with a finite number of amplitude levels. As a consequence, sinusoi
dal-basis block transforms are not usable for lossless coding. This case is different
for transforms over integer-defined basis function sets, as e.g. the rectangular-basis
transforms (4.119)-(4 .126), or the integer-basis transforms (4.136)-(4.138). How
ever even in these cases, higher bit precision is needed for the transform coeffi
cients as compared to the original image samples. Only by sophisticated exploita
tion of inter-relationships between values of different coefficients, efficient loss
less coding is achievable, which then is considerably more complex than DPCM or
similar solutions. Hence, block transform coding is mainly useful in the range of
lossy representat ion of image signals. The coefficients have to be quantized, which
introduces the distortion DTC' In principle, any quantization method can be used,
such as uniform, dead-zone or non-uniform scalar quantizers. Due to the concen
tration of transform coefficient values around zero, quantizers allowing a zero
reconstruction value should be selected. Vector quantization can also be applied,
which is discussed separately in sec. 2.4.3.

Of particular importance are schemes employing frequency-dependent quanti
zation, which is justified under psycho-visual aspects (cf. sec. 6.1.2). An individual
quantizer attenuation factor wu•v must then be defined for each coefficient, while a
step size reference ~ shall apply globally for all coefficients . The quantizer step
size to be used for the quantization of coefficient cu•v then is ~u.v=wu.v'~ ' Normally,
all coefficients of values less than ~u.v /2 will be quantized into the zero reconstruc
tion value. For the case of dead-zone quantizers, all coefficients which are below
the threshold e are quantized into zero (cf. Fig. 11.2). Neither in cases of fre
quency-weighted quantization nor for dead-zone quantizers, improvement can be
expected with regard to squared-error distortion metrics; in contrary, cases can be
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found where frequency-weighted quantization increases the squared reconstruction
error significantly without having a beneficial effect in terms of rate reduction I .

After quantization, entropy coding has a significant effect to minimize the en
coded rate, in particular when many coefficients are quantized into zero. An im
portant difference between natural images and a statistical model like AR(l) is the
lack of stationarity, where in natural images a local variation between blocks of
lower and higher detailed content is typical. This could best be modeled as a com
posite source, which makes it however difficult to design unique codes of variable
length which are applicable to approach the entropy rate for any category of blocks
within an image. In addition, particularly at low bit rates, a high percentage of
coefficients must be quantized into the zero reconstruction value (see Fig. 12.22b).
Hence , alternative methods should be used in entropy coding of zero-quantized
coefficients, or to signal groups ofcoefficients which shall entirely be set to zero.

Zonal coding and classification based coding. Early methods in transform cod
ing of images were based on zonal coding, where non-zero coefficients were as
sumed to occur only in sub-partitions or zones of transform blocks . Block layouts
in the following examples are arranged as in Fig. 12.20a right, with coefficient
co,o in the top-left comer. Fig. 12.23a shows an example of a zone separation into
'quantized' and 'not quantized' coefficients, as it can e.g. be determined from a
separable AR(l) model for a given rate-distortion point . Here, all those coeffi
cients which statistically fall below the spectral threshold parameter e according
to Fig. 11.4 are assigned into the 'not quantized' zone. Such an approach would
however only be reasonable for stationary signals . When the amount of detail
varies,

many coefficients would be present in the 'quantized zone' which actually can
be set to the zero value in blocks of low detail;
relevant coefficients would be found in the 'not quantized' zone, such that
detail is lost in high-detailed blocks .

Both cases are sub-optimum for best rate-distortion performance, as either rate is
wasted, or unnecessarily high distortion occurs .

As extensions of zonal coding methods, being better adaptable to composite
sources of different block activity, classification-based methods of adaptive block
transform coding [CHEN, SMITH 1977] were introduced. The best fitting zonal separa
tion scheme is then selected for each block from a set of different schemes avail
able. Examples of zone configurations for blocks with horizontal and vertical
structures, low and high detail are shown in Fig. 12.23b-e. Such layouts must how
ever be adapted to the characteristics of individual images to achieve the best per
formance .

I See Problem 12.4; this comparison is however not balanced, as the SNR is a squared
distortion metric which assumes uniform frequency weighting of errors over all transform
coefficients due to the validity of Parseval's theorem (3.70). Unequal quantization of coef
ficients is basedon reasoning aboutperceptually weighted distortion.
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Fig. 12.23. a Zonal transform coding b-e Different configurations ofclassified transform
coding with adapted zero-quantization zones: b Highly detailed horizontal structure
c Highly detailed vertical structure d Low detail e High detail without specific direction
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Fig. 12.24. Scanning schemes in run-length coding within a transform block:
a zigzag scan b row-wise scan c Peano-Hilbert scan

Run-length coding. The most-widely used scheme to describe positions of rele
vant (non-zero quantized) coefficients individually for each block is based on run
length coding. As however run-length values relate to a unique ID technique, it is
necessary to 'unwrap' the 2D block of coefficients in a first step by defining of a
scan sequence. The number of runs is equal to the number of coefficients quan
tized into non-zero values. The most commonly used sequence is the zigzag scan
shown in Fig. 12.24a1. It can be expected that coefficients of higher frequencies
will by higher probability be quantized into the zero value. In the zigzag scheme,
these are visited last, regardless of directional orientation (horizontal, vertical,
diagonal). Thus, a distribution of many short, and only few long run-lengths can be
expected which is more favorable for the subsequent entropy coding. Even though
the zigzag scan is the best scheme on average, switching of the scan mode for
individual blocks can be useful in some cases. The row-wise scan sequence of Fig.
12.24b (iftumed by 90°: column-wise) is advantageous if the block shows vertical
(horizontal) edge structures, as then high-energy coefficients can mainly be ex
pected in the horizontal orientation. The Peano-Hilbert scan (Fig. 12.24c) is the

1 The zigzag-scan method was first proposed in [CHEN, PRATT 1984]. Many variants exist,
which e.g. give preference to visit coefficients in one ofthe two directions earlier.
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best approach when statistical dependencies (concentrations of high-energy coeffi
cients) can be expected in local areas of the coefficient matrix. This can be the
case in specific transforms like the Discrete Hartley transform (4.135). In the case
of transform coefficients which encode the residual from a directional spatial block
prediction (Fig. 12.l6c), also a double scan method is used in the Advanced Video
Coding standard (cf. sec. 17.4.4). The DC coefficient coo is mostly excluded from
the run. As was shown previously, its statistical properties differ significantly, such
that it can better be encoded separately.

Over the scan sequence, it must be checked whether coefficient amplitudes fall
below the threshold of the zero quantizer cell (see Fig. 12.25). The run-length
values in Fig. 12.25 indicate the numbers of zero-quantized coefficients between
two coefficients quantized into non-zero values. This is equivalent to the run
length coding scheme of Fig. IU8b. Following this scheme, also the run-lengths
for the different scan modes are given in the examples of Fig. 12.24. If all non
zero coefficients have been visited, this is often signaled by an 'end of block'
(EOB) symbol.

threshold- -

run length 0 3 0 4 o 0

Fig. 12.25. Generation of run-length code sequence based on a zero-threshold decision

Even with entropy coding, the bit rate to encode the run-length information can be
unacceptably high. This is in particular the case when many coefficients have to be
transmitted, i.e, in high-quality encoding (small quantizer step size). In schemes
for run-length coding as widely used in image and video coding standardsl , en
tropy codes are used which combine the run-length information (which is basically
a position information) and the quantizer level information for the non-zero coeffi
cients in a {RUN;LEVEL} code- . Similar methods with a combined code for
{RUN;LEVEL;EOB} are also used. The latter is usually denoted as 3D VLC, the
former as 2D VLC, indicating the number of sources symbols (vector length K)
which are combined in entropy coding. For AC coefficients, amplitudes of positive
and negative signs can be expected to occur by approximately equal probability.
The information about the sign is therefore simply appended to the VLC as an
additional bit

Bit-plane coding of transform coefficients. Embedded quantization and bit-plane
coding as described in sec. 11.3 can also be applied to transform coefficients.
Again, the DC coefficients coo should be treated separately, as they have only posi-

! E.g. JPEG, MPEG, H.26x, see sec. 17.3 and 17.4.

2 See Table 11.1.
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tive values and are different by their statistical behavior compared to the AC coef
ficients. As AC coefficients can have positive or negative values, it is useful to
encode amplitude and sign separately. A simple method is the combination of run
length coding with bit-planecoding; it is then necessary to perform one run per bit
plane, starting from the MSB, proceeding down to the LSB. In principle, no genu
ine quantization step is necessary, when the whole procedure is applied to an inte
ger representation of the transform coefficient magnitudes, where the full represen
tation of all bit planes relates to the .lowest distortion level that can be achieved.
Positive and negative signs can be expected to be of same probability if the PDF is
symmetric; hence, entropy coding of the sign would not have significant effect.
However the significance of the sign depends on the significance ofthe highest bit
plane where a 'I' value is found in the amplitude representation. As the PDF of the
coefficients indicates concentration around the value zero, it can further be ex
pectedthat less 'I' bits are found in the more significant bit planes.
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binary coded

Fig. 12.26. Bit-plane coding of transform coefficients using a sequence ofcoefficients in a
4x4 transform block b run-length coding c combined run-lengthlbinary coding

Two different methods of run-lengthlbit-plane coding realizations are shown in
Fig. 12.26. Both examples relate to a zigzag scan of a 4x4 block, where only the
bit-plane coding of AC coefficients 1-15 is considered here (Fig. 12.26a). The end
of each bit-plane scan is indicated by an End ofPlane (EOP) symbol, which ful
fills a similar functionality as the 'EOB' described above. In the method of Fig.
12.26b, numbers indicate run lengths of zero values, and'S' indicates that a sign bit
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is encoded whenever the highest significant bit related to a coefficient is found. It
can be expected that runs are getting shorter towards the lower bit-planes. In the
method of Fig. 12.26c, the run-length code only marks the highest-significance
non-zero bit of each coefficient. All less significant bits of the same coefficient are
encoded in a binary representation 'B' within their respective bit-plane position'.

The advantage of this scheme is that the run-length statistics are less different
for the individual bit-planes, such that the design of entropy coding of run-length
values must not be made separately for each plane, as it would be advisable for the
first method. On the other hand, the values '0' and 'I' of the binary coded part may
not be uniformly distributed over all bit planes. This could deteriorate the coding
performance, unless additional entropy coding is used for this part of the informa
tion.

The method of bit-plane coding is in particular of high importance for scalable
or embedded coding of transform coefficients. When a specific rate shall be out
put, the process of encoding can stop anywhere as soon as the bit budget is con
sumed. As the significance of the bit planes directly relates to the amount of distor
tion which will be introduced, this allows to approach a reasonable rate-distortion
behavior at different operational points of quantization-,

For block transform coding, aspects which can further improve the compression
performance include the utilization of all statistical dependencies between the
different transform coefficients, both within the blocks, and between the blocks.
To some extent, it can be concluded that the choice of the transform, even the
choice of the transform block size, becomes less important if sophisticated meth
ods are applied which can make use of any remaining linear (correlation) or
nonlinear dependencies-'. Even though this is a problem ofextreme dimensionality,
methods like context-based and context-adaptive entropy coding, in particular
implemented by flexible arithmetic coding, can be expected to provide further
progress in compression. Second, due to the choice of the transform basis func
tions, certain limitations exist which introduce systematic errors to the recon-

I It is also a common practice to perform two scans, one searching for coefficient positions
which are encoded for the first time ('significance scan'), the other refining the magnitude
representation of previously known coefficients by on more bit (the values 'B'). Similar
strategies are applied in bit-plane coding ofwavelet coefficients

2 Note that the problem offractional bit-planes (c£ sec. 11.3) applies likewise in bit-plane
coding oftransfonn coefficients.

3 From statistical models of power spectra like the AR(l) model, it can e.g. be expected
that when within a specific location (transform block) spectral energy is present in certain
frequency bands, it is highly probable that energy also resides in neighbored coefficients
expressing similar directional orientation etc. This dependency will not be expressible as a
correlation, as the total energy will result from coefficients of either positive or negative
sign; the dependency can however be utilized in entropy coding, when signs are encoded
separately from magnitudes. Statistical dependencies between magnitudes, which are in
deed generated by a (nonlinear) absolute-value computation, are a typical example of
nonlinear coherence.
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structed signal. In the case of block transforms, typically blocking artifacts are
observed when encoding is performed at low data rates. By a more systematic
removal of these errors, both on the basis of statistical signal models and by distor
tion models including characteristics of basis functions and quantization, a much
better improvement would be possible than by the simple methods of post
processing as introduced in sec. 5.2.

12.4.2 Subband and Wavelet Transform Coding

In general, quantization of subband coefficients can follow the same principles as
developed for block transform methods. If a block-overlapping or subband trans
form is used which results in frequency bands of equal width, the resulting coeffi
cients can be interpreted exactly like block transform coefficients, just produced
by a different set of basis functions. This is indeed the typical point of view when
block-overlapping transforms are used for 2D image compression [MALVAR, STAELIN

1989][MALVAR 1991] . In contrast, the first methods for 2D subband coding of images
were designed such that the subbands were regarded as independent, where only
intra-band dependencies were further taken into consideration [WOODS, O'NEILL

1986][WESTERINK ET AL. 1988][GHARAvl, TABATABAI 1988]. In particular, as for the 'DC'
coefficient of a block transform, predictive encoding (DPCM) of the scaling coef
ficients can significantly improve the compression performance; this signal, in
spite of sub-sampling, still exhibits high spatial correlation along both horizontal
and vertical directions. Significant directional correlations can also be observed
within any frequency bands where lowpass filtering is applied along one spatial
direction. This can be exploited by horizontal/vertical directional prediction, which
is conceptually comparable with the 'AC prediction' for the first row or first col
umn of coefficients in a block transform. Due to the frequency-inversion principle
in sub-sampling of highpass bands (cf. sec. 4.4.1), slight negative correlations
typically appear between samples of these bands, which are however relatively low
such that exploitation for encoding is not worthwhile.

Strictly spoken, both of the aforementioned approaches are simplistic, and best
compression performance can only be obtained if both inter-band and intra
band statistical dependencies are exploited.

A fundamental barrier, which eventually inhibits utilization of statistical depend
encies between adjacent samples of one subband, is the interference of alias com
ponents, which are unavoidable during sub-sampling. This alias is also a general
problem in reconstruction, as it cannot be compensated (see (4.175)), when a com
plementary component required for alias cancellation is suppressed during encod
ing. While this loss of information results in blocking artifacts for the case of block
transforms, a smooth transition over block boundaries is guaranteed by block
overlapping transforms due to the longer basis functions. For the case of more
general filterbanks, blocking artifacts are also inhibited if the filter length is larger
than the sub-sampling factor. For the case of longer filters, the problem is differ-
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ent; the suppression of highpass coefficients typically causes ringing artifacts at
amplitude discontinuities of the signal, e.g. at edge positions 1.

During the last decade, Wavelet transform coding has evolved as one main direc
tion in subband coding of 2D images. The principal reasons for this are as follows:

Very efficient methods exist to utilize inter-band and intra-band dependencies
between scaling and wavelet coefficients simultaneously;
In the vicinity of edges, the Wavelet transform which uses shorter basis func
tions with better localization property for the high-frequency components, is
advantageous both in terms of compression performance and minimization of
the ringing problem;
The Wavelet transform allows usage of bi-orthogonal filters (cf. sec. 4.4.2
4.4.4) with perfect reconstruction and other attractive properties, still leading
to a quasi-orthogonal frequency representation when a sufficient depth of the
wavelet tree is used. Subband decompositions of equal bandwidth should defi
nitely be implemented using orthogonalfilters (e.g. QMF), as otherwise the it
erative decomposition of highpass bands would cause problems of irregularity.
This typically imposes constraints in terms of filter length, perfect reconstruc
tion capability etc.
The Wavelet transform provides a naturally scalable representation of image
signals in a resolution pyramid, while still being a critically-sampled represen
tation (cf. sec. 4.4.6).

Zero-tree coding. To illustrate what statistical dependency between frequency
bands in wavelet transform means, Fig. 12.27a shows the result of a 2D wavelet
transform, where at the top-left position the lowest frequency band (scaling band)
appears. In 2D wavelet transform, a decomposition of the previous scaling band
into one scaling and three wavelet bands of quarter size is performed again by each
subsequent level of the wavelet tree (cf. sec. 4.4.5). This procedure is iterated on
the respective sequence of scaling-coefficient images, which are in fact images
being down-scaled by factors of 4, 16, 64, ..., etc. as compared to the original.
From Fig. 12.27a, the localization property of the wavelet transform becomes
obvious. Each wavelet coefficient represents its respective frequency component at
a specific position within the image. Herein, the coefficients from different fre
quency bands which relate to the same positions are obviously not statistically
independent: If high energy is observed in a lower-frequency band at a specific
location, it is very likely that the next higher band also contains relatively high

1 This can also be interpreted by the Gibbs phenomenon, where the reconstruction of a
signal with amplitude discontinuities from the coefficients of a Fourier expansion is shown
to produce a ringing of constant amplitude at this discontinuity, whenever Fourier coeffi
cients are discarded; for other transform bases than Fourier, ringing is less severe, fortu
nately.
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energy around the same location, however with quadruple number of samplesl .
This effect can be observed in Fig. 1227a in particular at vertical, diagonal and
horizontal edges. The statistical dependencies between the wavelet bands follow in
general by the horizontal, vertical and diagonal orientation characteristics, as it is
shown in Fig. 12.27b2. Hence, in entropy coding it will be useful to determine the
probabilities under a condition on whether the directionally adjacent wavelet band
of next-lower frequency contains significant energy at the respective position or
not. This implies that a higher rate must be spent for encoding of less probable
configurations such as a low value of a lower-frequency coefficient accompanied
by a higher amplitude ofa high-frequency coefficient at any co-located position.
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Fig. 12.27. a 2D wavelet decomposition b geometric referencing in zero tree coding
c structure of the tree relationships within the MSB bit plane ofthe horizontal direction

I Amplitudes were amplified by a factor of4 in Fig. 12.27 to make structures in the wavelet
components visible at all.

2 The same property can be observed in block transform coding; if a block covers an area of
high detail , many different coefficients ofhigh amplitude will be present in specific orienta
tions , which is e.g. utilized by best scanning sequences of run-length coding, or by the
adaptat ion mechanisms in classified coding .
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One of the earliest approaches to use a tree-like data structure over the entire
wavelet tree was proposed in [LEWIS, KNOWLES 1992]. A key step was then made by,
the development of Embedded Zero-tree Wavelet (EZW) coding [SHAPIRO 1993]. As
in Fig. 12.27b, trees are defined separately over coefficient groups of horizontal,
diagonal and vertical orientations. The method integrates the concept of embed
ded quantization (cf. sec. 11.3), and also has a high similarity with bit-plane cod
ing as introduced for the case of block transforms in sec. 12.4.1, where however
instead of the zigzag scan, a scan of coefficients over the zero tree is performed.
Each parent branches into four children at the next resolution level, where the
ordering is made as shown by numbers 1-4 in Figs. 12.27b/c. An example concern
ing the scan of the most significant bit plane over the horizontal orientation is
given in Fig. 12.27c. Possible decisions of the quantizer as shown in Fig. 11.8b are
positive, negative or zero values, which can occur for the MSB at any coefficient
position. As however it is highly expected that a zero-value parent node will have
zero-value children as well, two cases are treated differently in the symbols to be
quantized into zero. The following symbols are defined:

Zero-tree root (T'): The value is zero at the given parent posit ion, and at all
subsequent children down the entire tree. Encoding of all levels below is ter
minated.
Isolated zero ('Z'): The value is zero at the given parent position, but may be
positive or negative significant at a child anywhere in the entire tree.
Positive ('P'): The value is of positive amplitude, and above the given thresh
old of the embedded quantizer level.
Negative ('N'): The value is of negative amplitude, and below the given (nega
tive) threshold of the embedded quantizer level.

All coefficients found as positive or negative are regarded as implicitly relevant at
the subsequent passes to be performed for the next, less significant bit plane . Ob
serve that the encoding of the sign, which was regarded as separate in the block
transform bit-plane coding methods presented in the previous section, is integrated
in the information of these four symbols . It must never again be encoded when a
coefficient was once found as relevant. Hence, for the subsequent bit planes, the
method described so far is called the dominant pass, which is only performed for
those positions which were not yet found as relevant from upper bit-planes. For all
relevant positions, a sub-ordinate pass is performed, which only encodes the
branching into the upper or lower half ofthe next-finer embedded quantizer cell by
'0' and '1' symbols; this exactly corresponds to the method of binary-coded infor
mation in Fig. 12.26c.

The informat ion symbols 'T, 'Z', 'P', 'N', '0' and '1', as occurring at the respec
tive coefficient positions within one bit plane, are re-ordered to obtain sequences
which proceed from coarser to finer spatial resolution levels. A typical scan se
quence is shown in Fig. 12.28. The resulting sequence of symbols is then arith
metically encoded, taking into account the expected probabilities at the respective
bit-plane levels.
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Fig. 12.28. Typical scanning sequence ofzero-tree information in EZW

EZW has been the ancestor for a number of subsequent algorithm designs, which
further improved its excellent performance. One of the most popular zero-tree
approaches is Set Partitioning into Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT), presented in [SAID,

PEARLMAN 1996]. The key concepts are partial ordering of the transformed coeffi
cients by magnitude using a set partitioning sorting algorithm, and ordered bit
plane transmission of refinement bits. The re-ordering of the information, which
aims to send the most relevant bits first, introduces a certain amount of overhead
information. Nevertheless , it has been shown that SPII-IT in most cases clearly
outperforms EZW. In particular, by the 'relevant first' paradigm, the so-called
problem of fractional bit planes (cf sec. 11.3) can be reduced to a minimum ef
fect, when the algorithm is used to implement a scalable representation of image
signals. However, SPIHT does not provide an implicit mechanism to truncate bit
streams for a reconstruction by reduced spatial resolution, discarding higher
frequency wavelet coefficients.

Context-adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC), which is now used as
an arithmetic encoder in the Advanced Video Coding standard, was originally
developed for adaptive entropy coding of wavelet coefficient over zero trees. This
scheme allows flexible exploitation of intra- and inter-band dependencies in the bit
planes of embedded-quantized wavelet coefficients, and also allows bit-stream
truncation by reduced spatial resolution [MARPE,CYCON 1999].

Nevertheless, context-based codecs not using zero-tree correspondences over
wavelet trees have also been shown to provide excellent compression performance,
in particular when proper context modeling and sophisticated rate-distortion opti
mization is performed [LI,LEI 1999]. An algorithm of this class (EBCOT, see below)
has become the basis of the JPEG 2000 compression standard. Complete omission
of inter-band contexts is attractive due to the low complexity and simpler realiza
tion of spatially scalable streams. Nevertheless, for certain classes of images, bet
ter performance can be expected if the coherence between subbands can be ex
ploited, similar as in the zero-tree approach. A scheme which combines both of
these aspects is Embedded Zero Block Coding (EZBC) proposed in [HSIANG, WOODS

2000]. EZBC performs a quadtree-based set partitioning within subbands of a
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wavelet tree, signifying zero blocks in a hierarchical structure. The underlying
context modeling allows flexible exploitation of statistical dependencies between
coefficients within one subband or across subbands. A method of bit-plane inter
leaving additionally improves the compression performance . Due to the block
structure, EZBC provides a fully embedded solution supporting both spatial and
bit-plane scalability, similar to EBCOT.

Embedded Block Coding with Optimum Truncation (EBCOT). The EBCOT
algorithm [TAUBMAN 2000] is the method of embedded entropy coding of wavelet
coefficients used in the IPEG 2000 standard1. It is based in principle on the same
methods of embedded quantization of the coefficients represented by a wavelet
tree as described earlier; however, EBCOT does not belong to the class of zero
tree methods, as it encodes the coefficients over the different scales of the wavelet
representation basically independent of each other. Instead, EBCOT makes exten
sive usage of intra-band redundancies by employing highly sophisticated context
based and adaptive arithmetic coding. The motivation to give up the zero-tree
paradigm is a more flexible access to coefficients from different wavelet bands. In
principle, though not implemented in IPEG 2000, this gives a sufficient degree of
flexibility to support wavelet packet representations (cf. sec. 12.4.4). The method
enforces an artificial block structure to groups of wavelet coefficients, where all
information relating to certain local areas can be uniquely accessed and decoded
independently. These structures are entitled as code blocks, which span over the
same areas for all subbands of the wavelet pyramid, which means that the number
of coefficients contained in a code block increases by factors of four with each
level towards the higher-frequency bands. The entropy coding related to bit planes
of the embedded quantizer performs different passes. The first is significance
coding, which has again the target to find coefficient positions which were still
insignificant (all zero) in the already encoded higher bit planes. The conditional
probabilities of a coefficient to become significant in a bit plane are determined
from spatial neighborhood contexts of the next-higher bit plane. The contexts
themselves are defined by horizontal and vertical primitives, which are combinable
into larger contexts. This is performed differently for subbands of horizontal, ver
tical or diagonal directionality. Depending on the number of significant coeffi
cients in the neighborhood, an expectation is determined for the current coefficient
to become significant by the next step. This is called the normal mode of the sig
nificance scan. In addition, a run mode is defined, which allows to efficiently en
code cases of multiple adjacent coefficients to stay insignificant, which is indeed
very similar to the run-length coding ofbit planes in block transform coding in Fig.
12.26c. The remaining two steps are again sign coding for newly found significant
coefficients, which is invoked immediately after the significance was found, and

1 It is poss ible here to give only a rough idea how EBCOT works, and how it is related to
other methods discussed so far. An excellent treatise on all detailed aspects is [TAUBMAN,
MARC ELLIN 2001] .
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magnitude refinement coding of coefficients, which were already found to be sig
nificant in higher bit planes.

The important core of the EBCOT algorithm is a re-ordering of the information
into streams using rate-distortion optimization criteria, which is denoted as post
compression RD optimization . Given a certain bit budget, it has to be checked for
each code block whether it is reasonable to consume additional bits from this
budget, which must typically be spent for units of completely decodable informa
tion from one of the coding passes. For example, at low rates, the magnitude re
finement is typically found to provide a significant contribution to minimize the
distortion with lowest amount of bits to be spent, while for higher rates, the sig
nificance propagation seems to become more important. With a relatively low
amount of overhead information, the bit streams can be re-ordered such that the
optimum performance is achieved at a given number of operational rate-distortion
points. The reasoning behind is similar as in the re-ordering made by SPIRT, how
ever EBCOT may performs optimum due to the consistent application of rate
distortion criteria and optimization . Clearly, the problem of 'fractional bit planes' is
solved by this method likewise.

A clear advantage of wavelet coding in general and of its combination with bit
plane based entropy coding in particular is the free scalability of the coded infor
mation, both in terms of spatial resolution and quality. Bit rate savings achievable
by wavelet-based methods as implemented in the JPEG 2000 standard, as com
pared to the block-DCT method of the previous JPEG standard, are in the order of
magnitude of 25-50% at low rates, depending on the characteristics of images. It is
however difficult to say which percentage of this gain is made due to the trans
form, and how much is contributed by more sophisticated entropy coding methods,
in particular context-related and adaptive arithmetic coding.

Lossless coding using the Wavelet transform. The compression performance of
wavelet coders highly depends on the specific transform basis which in chosen. In
principle, by using the bit-plane representation, it will be possible to achieve loss
less compression, if the output of the filters provides a finite set of integer values.
This can e.g. be realized if short-kernel PRFs (4.193) or integer-precision bior
thogonal filters (4.194) are used. On the other hand, such filters are less efficient at
lower rates due to worse frequency separation between the bands, which cause
higher aliasing errors when subbands are discarded. Nevertheless , it is remarkable
that Wavelet transform methods are able to keep their excellent performance up to
the range of lossless or near lossless coding, a range which traditionally was domi
nated by DPCM based methods, and that this can be integrated as part of a unique
scalable representation from lossless quality down to lossy levels.

Quantization adjustment and coding gain in wavelet coding. The considera
tions about the coding gain, which were introduced in the context of block trans
form coding in sec. 12.4.1, are not directly applicable to the case of Wavelet cod
ing due to the following reasons:
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The direct mapping of the coding error in the frequency coefficients towards
the reconstruction error in the image domain as introduced in (4.161), is
strictly valid only for the case of orthogonal transforms.
The formulation of the coding gain as made in (12.33) assumes frequency
representations of equal bandwidth and equal number of samples.

To study the effect of a quantization or coding error which is added to the signal in
the domain of wavelet or scaling coefficients, it is useful to formulate the mapping
of the quantization errors Qo(Q) and Q\(Q) into the reconstruction error E(Q) , as
occurring in the lowpass and highpass bands ofa 2-band system as

(12.37)

Taking the squared absolute values and assuming statist ical independency of the
two transform quantization errors gives

(12.38)

From this, and due to the validity of Parseval's theorem we can conclude that
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which means that the quantization errors are weighted by the squared norms of the
reconstruction filter impulse responses. Now, it has to be considered that in a
wavelet tree, the number of samples is different within the particular wavelet
bands, and that the coefficients residing at the deeper levels of the tree will be
weighted multiple times as they pass through several reconstruction filters . For a
ID wavelet transform with Tlevels of the wavelet tree, scaling coefficient Co and
wavelet coefficients C\ • • ,CT, the resulting reconstruction error will be

(12.40)

Similarly, for a 2D wavelet tree of T four-band decomposition levels, assuming
equal filter pairs for the horizontal and vertical steps and a frequency layout with
indexing scheme as shown in Fig. 4.49d, the result is

(12.41)

A signal-flow scheme which allows to interpret the respective contributions of the
quantization errors into the reconstruction error is shown in Fig. 12.29.
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Fig. 12.29. Signal flow and weighting of quantization errors from wavelet bands into the
reconstruction a for a ID wavelet tree b fora 2D wavelet tree

It is now straightforward to determine how the quantization step sizes have to be
chosen for the particular wavelet bands, such that the overall reconstruction error
is minimized . As the squared quantization step size is proportional with the quanti
zation error variance, it is necessary to adapt the quantization step size by the re
ciprocal square root of the respective subband's weighted influence in (12.40),
which gives the quantizer step size for the single subbands, normalized by a global
step size factor L\
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By the last equality, it is possible to establish a relationship between the quantiza
tion step sizes of all wavelet bands with the step size used for quantization of the
scaling band. For the case of a 2D wavelet tree, the related dependency follows
from (12.41) as
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Observe that for the case wo=wt=l, all quantization step sizes shall be chosen
equal. This would exactly be the case for an orthonormal transform. Some bi
orthogonal filters exist, e.g. the 9/7 filter (4.195), which indeed almost approach
the orthonormality case.
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It is now possible to determine the coding gain of wavelet coding in a more gen
eral formulation . A factor M*(t) is introduced which describes the number of coef
ficients in a specific wavelet band by proportionality with the scaling band, where
M*(t)=l for t=0, and M*(t)=21

•
1 for the wavelet bands, O<~T. Assume further that

the distortion will be dependent on the squared quantizer step size, where D, may
e.g. be /1//12 according to (1 I.J). The mean of the rate is
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For PCM, the rate is assumed to be (e.g. with DpCM=/12/12)
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Substituting (12.44) into (12.45) with Rwc=RpCM gives

(12.45)

(12.46)

(12.47)

If now the quantizer step sizes are separated from D" assuming that all wavelet
coefficients will contribute to the total reconstruction error in (12.39), the ratio of
DpCM over Dwc can again be expressed as the coding gain,
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The related formulation for a 2D wavelet tree is

where now M*(t)=l for t=0, and M*(t)=41
•
1 for the wavelet bands, O<~T.
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12.4.3 Vector Quantization of Transform Coefficients

From the aspects discussed in the previous sections, a crucial aspect in frequency
coding is the best exploitation of any existing statistical dependencies, both within
and between frequency bands. This is the motivation behind the usage of predic
tion methods and context-based entropy coding. Vector quantization of frequency
coefficients (resulting from block transforms, block-overlapping, subband or
wavelet transforms) is another method to approach this goal. By combining a lar
ger number of spectral coefficients during quantization yet, a better performance in
the rate-distortion sense can be expected than by separate scalar quantization and
entropy coding. This will in particular be true at low data rates, where the disad
vantage of pre-determined scalable quantization thresholds may not fully be com
pensated by sophisticated entropy coding. Different methods of transform vector
quantization are e.g. compared in [BLAIN, FISCHER 1991], [SENOO, GIROD 1992], [COSMAN,

GRAY, VETTERLI 1996]. Sliding block codes, like methods of tree and trellis coded
quantization, have also been shown to provide compression advantages [OHM 1990],

[NANDA, PEARLMAN 1992], [PEARLMAN, JAKATDAR, LEUNG 1992], [XIONG, WU 1999]. In princi
ple, it is possible to combine vectors from spectral coefficients of only one fre
quencyband

cuv = [cuv(m',n '),cuv(m '+ l,n '),...r ,
or from difJerentfrequency bands at the same spatial position (m',n')

c(m ',n ') = [cu .v(m',n '),cu+1.v (m ',n '),...T.

(12.49)

(12.50)

The method (12.49) shall be denoted as intra-band VQ, and the method (12.50) as
inter-band VQ.

Intra-band VQ. For subband transforms of constant bandwidths, a decomposition
of a size MxN image is made into UxV subband images of sizes MIUxNIV each
(see Fig. 12.30a). For the case of the wavelet transform, the subband images are of
dyadically increasing size. Small spatial blocks of sizes M'u.vxN'u.v are extracted
from the subband images as vectors to be encoded. The case of block transform
coding is shown in Fig. 12.30b. Here, the coefficients of identical frequency are
extracted from different transform blocks and then arranged as vectors. This al
lows to exploit any spatial dependencies between the samples from the same fre
quency band by a proper design of the codebooks. The vectors should be orien
tated along directions where most statistical dependencies are expected, e.g. for
subbands of horizontal low frequency it is appropriate to use vectors of large hori
zontal extension. As it can be expected by (12.29) that higher rates have to be
spent on the lower frequency coefficients, the vector (block) sizes should be vari
able over the different frequency bands, such that approximately codebooks of
constant size are obtained. The codebook size and vector dimension for a particu
lar subband with an expected rate Ru,vcan be determined as
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::::>K =M' ,N ' =log2 J
u,v

U,v u,V u,v R
u.v

(12.51)
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Fig. 12.30. Arrangement of intraband vectors
a for SubbandNQ coding b for block TransformNQ coding

Due to the instationary statistical behavior of image signals, it is however not rea
sonable to allocate constant rates anywhere in the image. Methods which can be
used to solve this problem are

Classified VQ, switching of codebooks depending on the amount and charac
.teristics of local detail;
switchirig of codebooks or selection of sub-codebooks depending on contexts
gained from other frequency bands;
combination with run-length or zero-tree coding to employ VQ only for those
coefficients which are above a given threshold .

Both types of dependencies between samples, inter-band and intra-band, can be
exploited by these methods or a combination thereof

Inter-band VQ. Inter-band VQ methods combine coefficients from different spa
tial bands of the same spatial location into vectors, and will hence inherently ex
ploit inter-band dependencies when an appropriate codebook design is made. For
block transform coding, simply coefficients from the same transform block are
combined as vectors . For wavelet coding, the combination can be performed simi
lar to the zero-tree correspondences. When applied to a larger transform block
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which is split into smaller vector block partitions, transform VQ coding can indeed
also be interpreted as a product code (cf. sec. 11.5.4) with the entire transform
block as a larger vector entity to be encoded from sub-codebooks [CUPERMAN 1989].

If the entire transform block of size K=U V-I (excluding the DC coefficient) is
regarded as one block vector x, this is first transformed into a coefficient vector c.
Subsequently, c is subdivided into T sub-vectors CJ,C2, •••,CT of lengths KJ,K2, •••,KT•

Similarly, sub-vectors can be constructed from partial elements of a wavelet tree.
At one sampling position of the scaling-band image in a wavelet tree of T levels, a
total of 2T_l wavelet coefficients exist for the case of aiD transform, or 4T_ l for a
2D transform. These can be arranged into sub-vectors, e.g. for the three directional
orientations as in the zerotree method, each of a vector length Kr=(4T_l)/3 or
smaller sub-vector partitions . In general, it should be observed that coefficients are
combined into vectors for which highest statistical dependencies are expected. If
codebooks er of sizes J, are used for the sub-vectors, the following conditions
hold:

T

K='LK,
1=1

TIT

e=X~ ; R=- 'L1dJr'
1=1 K 1=1

(12.52)

Here, R expresses the rate per sample. The unified codebook e (representing one
transform block or one full scan of the wavelet tree) is established by the outer
product of the single codebooks, where all possible combinations of sub-vectors
can be used. To achieve rate allocations depending on the amount of detail in the
signal, entropy coding or classifying mechanisms with codebook switching can be
used. As both intra-band and inter-band statistical dependencies will exist, combi
nation with spatial prediction mechanisms or entropy coding based on spatial con
texts can be used. In general however, it must be concluded that VQ of frequency
coefficients has insufficient flexibility with regard to rate allocation, or will be
come overly complex when a sufficient degree of flexibility is needed, which
could e.g. be achieved by discarding of samples, dynamic change of vector length
etc. Further, implementation of scalability by methods like tree-structured code
books will hardly allow to cover comparably broad ranges of rates as with scalar
embedded quantizers. Possible applications of transform VQ coding can mainly be
identified for ranges of extremely low data rates, where scalar quantizers suffer
from an insufficient degree of variety by their constrained sets of reconstruction
values.

Trellis-coded quantization. A lack of variety in quantizer reconstruction values
occurs at low data rates when scalar quantizers are used. This problem can also be
tackled by trellis coded quantization (TCQ) of transform coefficients, which fol
lows the basic scheme as introduced in sec. 11.6.1. The set of allowable recon
struction values is expanded, however restrictions are made which values may be
used in combination by subsequent encoding steps, as defined by the paths in the
related trellis diagram. This can be interpreted similar to a VQ codebook. TCQ can
also be combined with embedded quantizers, where improvements over conven-
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tional quantization techniques have been shown (see e.g. [BILGIN, SEMENTILLI,

MARCELLIN 1999]).

12.4.4 Adaptation of transform bases to signal properties

Local statistical properties of image signals vary largely. For example, the amount
of local detail influencing correlation and frequency characteristics can abruptly
change at boundaries of objects. For large flat areas or large areas with regular
structure (texture), frequency transforms can best exploit the correlation properties
of the signal by using large contexts (e.g. large blocks in transform coding). For
areas with instationary signal behavior like edges, it is better to use narrow con
texts. For Wavelet transform methods, this problem is partially solved by the lo
calization property. Nevertheless, it may happen that a dyadic Wavelet representa
tion loses coding gain as compared to a transform which performs a more narrow
band frequency analysis also in the high-frequency range; for example, in the case
of signals containing high-frequency periodic components, a representation by
longer basis functions similar to the STFT (sec. 4.4.4) could be advantageous.
Better compression performance can eventually be expected if variable block sizes
are allowed in a block transform (see Fig. 12.31a). For the case of a wavelet trans
form, the strategy would be adaptation of the transform decomposition depth,
which leads to frequency bands of freely variable bandwidth and variable spectral
resolution; this is denoted as Wavelet Packet decomposition (see Fig. 12.31b).

Variable block size transforms (VBST). A VBST method based on the DCT was
proposed in [VAISEY, GERSHO 1992]. Quadratic block sizes in the range between 4x4
and 32x32 pixels are considered, where the block layout structure is encoded by a
quad-tree (see Fig. 12.42). The optimization problem is the decision about the best
local block sizes. Starting from the largest block size, this can be done by joint
analysis of mean value and variance differences between the next smaller sub
blocks, where typically large variations indicate that a significant change of detail
structure occurs, such that a division into smaller sub-blocks will be useful. It is
however necessary to track occurrences of mean/variance deviations between sub
blocks down to the smallest block size before the decision over all levels can be
made; cases occur where no deviation is found between larger block partitions e.g.
of size 16x16, while significant deviations are observed between blocks of smaller
sizes.

In [WIEN 2003], a VBST method is developed which is based on an integer-value
transform (4.136)-(4.138), in combination with sophisticated spatial prediction
methods and rate-distortion criteria. The method has also been applied to motion
compensated frame differences in video coding. Block partitions are either quad
ratic with sizes ranging between 4x4 and 16x16, or rectangular of sizes 4x8 and
8x16 with horizontal or vertical orientation.
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a) b)~~~

Fig. 12.31. a Spatial block layout in variable block size transform coding
b Wavelet Packet transform result using variable bandwidth of frequency decomposition
[Source: SPERLING (a), VAN DER SCHAAR (b)]
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Fig. 12.32. Wavelet splitting trees and related frequency bandwidth! layouts: a Binary
(uniform-bandwidth) b Dyadic (Wavelet) c Irregular (Wavelet Packet)

Wavelet Packet transform. Subband decomposition of equal-bandwidth fre
quency resolution over all bands and wavelet transform of octave-bandwidth fre
quency resolution can be interpreted as binary tree and dyadic tree structures; both
are highly regular. In between, other irregular decomposition structures are possi
ble, which correspond to cases where high-frequency bands from the elementary 2
band split are decomposed whenever useful (Fig. 12.32).

In the case of the 2D Wavelet transform, the elementary split steps can be
based on quartile decompositions as shown in Fig. 12.31b, where again a quad tree
code can be used to represent the frequency layout; otherwise it would also be
possible to regard the horizontal/vertical decomposition steps as two independent
two-band splits, such that non-quadratic frequency layout cells would be realizable
as well.

1 Frequency bands are shown in Fig. 12.32aJc by correct (increasing) frequency ordering,
where the frequency-axis reversal occurring in H band sub-sampling is compensated by
interchange ofL and H decomposition filters (cf. sec. 4.4.1).
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As a criterion for the split/non-split decision, the formulations of coding gain
(12.47)-(12.48) can be used by slight modification I to examine whether at any
level of the tree an additional split will increase the coding gain. It is however
possible that no increased gain is observed by growing the tree one level, but a
significant gain could be realized if a split was performed at a higher level. From
this point of view, strategies are preferable which start from the full decomposition
as in Fig. 12.32a, and prune the tree by removing any splits which do not contrib
ute to the coding gain. In [RAMCHANDRAN, VETTERLI 1993], tree-pruning methods are
studied in combination with rate-distortion criteria. In fact, coding gain criteria
will only be valid at low distortion or high data rates (cf. sec. 11.2.2), and it turns
out that significantly different best packet bases are found depending on the opera
tional point on the rate-distortion curve. The approach in general is very similar to
rate-distortion optimization of quantizers (cf. sec. 11.3), where now band-split
decisions are preferred which contribute the steepest decrease of the rate-distortion
curve.

Adaptation of basis functions. Even though certain standard types of wavelet
filter kernels are widely used, their energy compaction properties will hardly be
optimum for any characteristics of signals. In particular, bi-orthogonal filter de
signs offer a considerable degree of freedom when performed under the constraint
of a given signal's frequency characteristics. Another goal of adaptive filter designs
could be stronger removal of details from the scaled versions of the signal, which
indeed would shift additional energy into the higher-frequency wavelet bands
[YANG, RAMCHANDRAN 2000] [MAY ER, HbYNCK2001].

Completely different types of filter bases exist which adapt very specifically to
detail characteristics of 2D signals like edges, comers etc., and will eventually
leave the paradigm of dyadic decomposition. Some examples of this category have
been proposed under names like edgelets, curvelets, ridgelets, wedgelets , or chirp
lets. Usability for image coding is not fully clear yet; nevertheless it can be ex
pected that adaptive and more flexible designs of filter bases will remain as a hot
research topic in the future.

12.4.5 Transform coding and transmission losses

Transform coding schemes are generally more robust in the case of transmission
losses than predictive coding methods. This is in particular caused by the fact that
the basic principle is non-recursive, in contrast to the fully recursive structure of
DPCM decoders, such that error propagation is less severe when independent
frequency components are decoded. Where in DPCM the effect is propagation of

lIn (12.47)-(12.48), the index t relates to the position in a wavelet tree which can uniquely
be mapped to the respective wavelet bands. For wavelet packets, it is now necessary to use
an index which indicates each node of the tree individually. The principle of computation
and the meaning ofparameters 6 and M* is not changed.
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the error by the impulse response of the recursive synthesis filter, in transform
coding the effect are erroneous components of synthesis basis functions which are
superimposed to the decoded signal. This effect occurs for any types of basis func
tions, irrespective of block transform, overlapping-block transform or wave
let/subband types. Consequently, bits which contribute most to the reduction of
distortion in the rate-distortion sense will also have the highest impact on distor
tion when channel errors occur. E.g. in a bit plane representation, the most signifi
cant bit planes will have the highest effect in deteriorated visual quality when af
fected by transmission losses. Likewise, it can be expected from statistical models
that low-frequency coefficients have highest energy and would contribute most to
the visibility of errors if corrupted by channel errors. Hence, most emphasis for
error-resilient transmission must be put on DC and lowest-frequency AC coeffi
cients in transform coding, on scaling and lowest-frequency wavelet coefficients in
wavelet coding.

A very efficient protection to guarantee highest attainable quality in presence
of data losses can be made by appropriate error protection of these most relevant
components . Embedded quantization and bit-plane coding offer a natural solution
to this problem. If higher-significance bit-planes are protected accordingly, a
minimum reconstruction quality is guaranteed; errors in less significant bit-planes,
which usually take the highest percentage of rate, can eventually be tolerated 1.

However, even for cases of quite conventional compression methods like block
transforms with one-step quantization and entropy coding, certain parts of informa
tion can be identified which are more important than others. It can statistically be
expected that errors in the lower-frequency coefficients have more impact on the
reconstruction result, such that the associated run/level entropy coded values have
to be protected . Splitting of the bit stream into sub-streams which represent signal
components of different relevance is denoted as data partitioning. An example
which is applicable in a zigzag run-length scanning scheme is shown in Fig. 12.33.

Similarly, in wavelet compression, the information residing within the wavelet
tree may be cut at a certain resolution level, such that a signal of lower spatial
resolution is more safely transmitted. Even though data partitioning is attractive
due to its simplicity, there is no guarantee that the information which is contained
in the gray-shaded area of Fig. 12.33 is upper bounded to a maximum percentage
of the entire information. Typically, low-frequency coefficients consume a consid
erable amount of the entire data rate, and in general, significant error protection
should be applied only to a relatively small part of the information, as otherwise
the effort to be made for channel coding would significantly increase the rate to be
transmitted. If this principle is not observed, the quality decreases substantially if
no errors are present, as less bits are available for source coding. From this point
of view, coding schemes are preferable which allow to clearly identify which parts
of the information shall be protected by which priority. This is an eminent advan
tage of transform coding schemes in general over predictive schemes. From this

1 Methods of unequal error protection, which can fulfill this requirement, are discussed in
sec. 15.2.2.
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point of view, transform coding schemes with flexible priority identification prop
erties such as wavelet and bit-plane coding are preferable.

Protected
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point
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Fig. 12.33. Principle of 'data partitioning' in a zigzag scan ofa transform block

As the analysis in this section has shown, substantial increase in compression effi
ciency can be expected when inter-band (or intra-block) and intra-band (or inter
block) statistical dependencies are largely exploited . On the other hand, regarding
error resilience of the encoded representation, this is not very useful, as eventually
infinite error propagation may occur as it was the case in prediction-based coding.
Clearly at this point, any approach to separately optimize source and channel cod
ing is obsolete, as eventually a small gain in source compression would require a
considerable amount of error-protection overhead to recover from problems in
case of transmission losses. In such cases, joint optimization of compression and
error protection methods is necessary.

a)

Abb. 12.34. DCT with bit plane coding at a rate R = 1 bpp, channel error rate of statisti
cally independent errors Perr =10-2: a Transmission without error protection b Transmis
sion with error protect ion in significant bit planes

Fig. 12.34a1b shows reconstructed images for the case of an error-prone transmis
sion. The encoding scheme in these examples is a DCT with embedded quantiza
tion and a bit-plane coding scheme. In Fig. 12.34a, no error protection is done 1, in
12.34b, 10% of the bits belonging to the more significant bit planes are error pro-

1 except for resynchronization after an error, which can be made at the starting coordinate
of any block; this comes at the cost ofan additional overhead in the encoded information .
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tected with no losses remaining]. Observe that errors affecting the DC coefficients
are most visible, which is consistent with the assumption that they contain the
largest percentage ofoverall energy.

12.5 Fractal Coding

The theory of fractals is based on the assumption of self-similarity (similarity be
tween different scales and resolutions), which is inherent to many natural processes
and most probably appears in image signals as well. A typical example is the simi
larity of structures appearing in the directional wavelet bands at different resolu
tion levels (see e.g. Fig. 12.27a). To exploit this for image compression, it is nec
essary to define afractal transform for entire images or at least smaller areas from
images, which would be able to describe the self-similarity. The collage theo
rem establishes the foundations, by which an image signal can be reconstructed
with sufficient accuracy by the parameters of a fractal transform. The efficiency of
a fractal transform highly depends on the strategy by which the parameters of the
transform are determined and encoded. In principle, matching is applied for com
putation of the fractal code, which can also be interpreted as a specific form of
vector quantization, with a codebook that is extracted from the image itself. At the
end of this section it will be discussed how fractal coding can be combined with
other coding methods introduced so far, which also may shed some light on possi
ble ways to further improve encoding e.g. of wavelet or block transform coeffi
cients.

The theory of iterated function systems, which is the most common basis of
image coding methods denoted as f ractal, is however only weakly connected to the
theory of complex fractals like the Mandelbrot sets-. Moreover, it is tried in a
brute force approach to describe the assumed self-similarity of an image by pa
rameters ofa linear or nonlinear transformj'(-), which usually includes components
of an amplitude-value transform and of a geometric transform.

1 Random bit errors (no burst characteristic) are assumed here, such that the latter assump
tion is realistic when channel coding is applied for error protection.
2 Mandelbrot sets can be visualized by a 2D graphical presentation of infinitely renewable
and refinable image structures. Even though being chaotic processes, convergence is guar
anteed up to infinitely fine resolution. For applications in image coding, it is interesting that
in principle images with extremely fine resolution and infinitely increasable amount of
detail can be generated by a finite set of parameters.
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12.5.1 Principles of Fractal Transforms

Regard a certain area (e.g. a block) from an image to be encoded . It shall be tried
to describe this area (target) as good as possible from another area (origin) of the
same image. For this purpose, the origin area may be modified in geometry,
brightness and contrast.

First, it is important that any change is performed at all, it would not be reason
able to select origin and target to be identical.

Fig. 12.35. Principle ofa fractal block transform

The principle of a fractal block transform is shown in Fig. 12.35. In this case, an
origin area described by coordinates (r,s) is mapped by a geometric transform rO
into a block-shaped target area described by coordinates (r',s'). In the example
shown here, the geometric transform consists of a translation and a scaling, such
that the origin area will also be block-shaped, and 3 parameters are needed to
describe the transform for the given block. In general, any geometric transform
(typically a parametric coordinate transformation, as e.g. the affine transform) can
be used. In addition, an amplitude transform A(.) is applied, by which mean value
and variation (contrast) of the origin block amplitudes are adapted to the actual
values of the target block in the image to be decoded. The entire fractal transform
for the given block area is then the functional combination of geometric and ampli
tude transform, f( ·)=y(·)OA,(.).

12.5.2 Collage Theorem

r
Contractivity of the geometric transform y(.). The geometric transform per-
forms a mapping of coordinates (r,s) from an origin area into coordinates (r',s') of
the target area. This mapping is contractive, if no geometric distance between any
two points in the target system (r',s') is larger than the distance between the corre
sponding points in the origin system (r,s). Herein, k is the contractivity factor, such
that .

(r,s)~(r',s')
!

k<l.
(12.53)

Regarding the degrees of freedom as shown for the affine transform in Fig. 7.37,
translation and rotation will not effect any change of the distance at all, these are
non-contractive. Scaling will be contractive when the scaling factor is less than 1.
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If other transform modifications like shear are used, a much lower scaling factor
must eventually be used to still guarantee a contractive transform.

Contractivity of the amplitude transform A{). The amplitude transform modi
fies the variation between the pixels by a gain factor a, and shifts the mean by an
offset value b; in case of color images, separate factors can be applied to the dif
ferent components. The transform is contractive, if the variation of amplitudes is
not increased during the mapping, which means the gain factor must be less than
unity:

,
x(r',s')~ y(r',s') =a ·x(r',s')+b ; k =lal<l (12.54)

The offset value should be constrained such that the output image needs not to be
clipped into the allowable amplitude range 0.. .Amax •

Collage Theorem. The Collage Theorem [BARNSLEY 1988] states that an iterative
generation of an image from an arbitrary source image is possible by a fractal
transfonnfO if

1. The description of the image from itself can be achieved by the transform with
sufficiently small distortion;

2. The complete transform fO=YO 0.40 is contractive.

Proof of the Collage Theorem. Let X be an original image, and f(X) be the im
age which results when the fractal transform is applied once to this image. This can
be seen as the optimum case of decoding from the fractal transform parameters
f(X), which have to be designed such that the image can be described as good as
possible from itself. Let yr=fr)(z) be the reconstructed image after the rlh iteration
of the fractal transform applied to an arbitrary initial image Z. Further,fr)(X) shall
be the result after the rlh application of the transform to the original image X; ob
serve thatpr)(X) probably will have a larger deviation thanf(X) from the original
image X, as in the iteration 2...r the original is not used. By the triangular inequal
ity, the following relationship applies (where de·) expresses the Euclidean dis
tance):

Further,

(12.55)

d (X,j(r)(x») ~ d (X,j(l) (X) )+d (J(I)(X),j(2) (X))+...+d (J(r-I) (X),j(r) (X))

s (1+k+...+kr-I).d(X,j(l)(X») s (l-krl·d (X,j(X»)

and

(12.56)

d (J( r) (X),f(r)(z) ) s k-d (J(r-I)(x),fr-I\Z») s ... :5k' -d (X,Z) . (12.57)
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Using (12.55), (12.56) and (12.57), the following upper bound condition holds for
the resulting distortion:

d (X, yr) s ~1-krl.d (X,/(X»),+kr·d(X,Z).

e

As according to (12.53) and (12.54) k must be smaller than 1, the distance between
the original image X and the output Y" of this iteration will converge towards e
after a sufficient number of iterations r. This distance is lower bounded (for k---70)
by the distance between X and /(X). The convergence will be faster for smaller k.
Due to the many inequalities contained in this proof, the distortion in the recon
structed signal will usually be much smaller than the upper bound given by
(12.58) .

a)

b)

Fig. 12.36. Convergence of fractal decoding, first three iterations:
a Generated from uniform gray image b Generated from different image

12.5.3 Fractal Decoding

Fig. 12.35 shows the procedure how the collage theorem is applied in fractal de
coding of one area (block) of an image, using parameters of the fractal transform.
It is now necessary to provide parameters for any area of the image. If the proce
dure is applied iteratively, the initial source image must not be in any way related
to the image to be decoded, and an arbitrary image can be used as starting point.
Whenever the fractal transform is contractive, convergence is guaranteed, and
even after one iteration the result will be more similar to the image to be decoded
according to (12.58). Further iterations are performed, until convergence is
achieved, i.e. until no or no more significant changes occur from one iteration to
the next. This is the decoding process. The parameters of the fractal transform can
hence be interpreted as a code describing the image . The encoder has to determine
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these parameters by analysis of the original image, which means to find the opti
mum fractal mapping of the image into itself. The result of decoding, as shown
above, can however not become better than the result from applying the fractal
transform once to the original image.

The convergence of the fractal decoding process is illustrated in Fig. 12.36.
Same parameters are used in both cases, however the initial source image is once a
uniform gray image, and once a different image than the image to be decoded . It is
nevertheless obvious that the difference decreases significantly after a small num
ber of iteration steps in both cases. Convergence is apparently faster, when the
initial image has uniform gray-level values.

N

2M'

~ ~

Fig. 12.37. Fractal block coding: a Positions of target blocks where parameters of the
fractal transform must be defined (non overlapping) b Example of possible selection of
origin blocks (overlapping)

Fractal block coding as described in [JACQUIN 1992] is a simple realization to deter
mine and encode parameters of a fractal transform. The principle is shown in Fig.
12.37. Certain limitations are imposed to the geometric transform, which helps to
speed up the search for the fractal parameters and make their representation more
compact:

The target block areas are of equal size MxN (denoted as range blocks in
[JACQUIN 1992]);

Contractivity of the geometric transform is fixed to a scaling factor 0=0,5 ;
The free parameters of the geometric transform are translations, rotations of
blocks by 0°, 90°, 180° and 270° and horizontal or vertical (mirrored) reflec
tions about the central axes.

The origin blocks (denoted as domain blocks in [JACQUIN 1992]) must possess a size
of 2Mx2N. To strictly fulfill the contractivity criterion and avoid alias in the re
constructed signal, they must be lowpass filtered and sub-sampled by a factor of
two when mapped into the target blocks. To limit the number of code symbols, the
number J of allowable source blocks is limited; J is the product of translational
and rotational variants to be checked.

Computation of transform parameters. Let x be the block of the original image
to be coded, y/ a member from a set of source blocks to be used for the geometric
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transform, sub-sampled to a size MxN, j= 1,2,...,J. The parameter a of the ampli
tude transform shall be applied to zero-mean source blocks, where the actual mean
value shall be f.Jy .e , If the source block of index j is selected, the reconstruction
result after geometric and amplitude transforms is

(12.59)

In addition, a constant offset value aocan be used, which effects that in the case of
similar mean ofx and y/ (a case which is very likely if the source and destination
of the mapping are close), the parameter b of the amplitude transform can be kept
small:

(12.60)

The optimum source block to be selected shall have maximum cross covariance
between source and destination

,_T *M'N'II IIrxy/ -x Yj - . °r x ' r Yj * ' (12.61)

This criterion is similar to Gain/Shape VQ (11.66) , however the covariance is used
in (12.61) as zero mean is assumed in (12.59).

Optimum parameters a and b of the amplitude transform are determined as in the
procedure for (11.66), again observing the mean subtraction:

, T * M' N'r xy .' x Yj - . ' /1 x ' /1 y. '
aopt = _ J-2 = [ JT J 2 ; bopt = /1 x - ao./1y/ •

O'y .• y .* y .*-M'.N'.II
J J J r y/

(12.62)

If the parameter aopt resulting from (12.62) violates the condition of contractivity,
it must be modified for laopt!<1. The search for the optimum transform to be per
formed at the encoder side turns out to be a problem ofmatching (cf. sec. 7.5).

M
l< ) 1

~M' Extraction and contraction of origin blocks

J

j

- Block to be coded

= :===r ------f

N'
N I~--+--

Fig. 12.38. Interpretation of fractal encoding as 'VQ with virtual codebook'

Interpretation as 'VQ with virtual codebook'. The set of allowable sub-sampled
source blocks can be interpreted as a codebook, where the optimum reconstruction
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Yj has to be found according to the criterion of cross covariance . The vectors con
tained in this codebook however depend on the image content (in the decoding
they also change by each iteration). The interpretation of fractal encoding as a VQ
using a virtual codebook is shown in Fig. 12.38.

Choice of parameter ao. A typical case in fractal block transform is the choice of
an origin block at the same position or in the near neighborhood ofthe target block
to be encoded. In this case, x and Yj* will have almost identical mean values. The
introduction of the parameter ao then even allows to exploit the fractal self
similarity in encoding of the offset parameter b. The image shall be decoded, start
ing iterations from an image with a constant gray value c. For ao=O, the mean value
of the blocks would be readily reconstructed after only one iteration of decoding,
however b=flx has to be encoded separately. Setting a constant ao>O, only b=f1x
ao'/ly/ has to be encoded according to the relationships given in (12.60). The re
constructed mean /ly after one iteration will be b+ao'c, after two iterations
b(1+ao)+ao2·c, and after the rlh iteration (cf. (12.56»

(12.63)

Using ao=l, no reconstruction would be possible at all; useful choices are in the
range ao=0.5 ... 0.6 [BARTHEL, VOYE 1994]. In the following examples, some typical
configurations of images are investigated, by which the benefit of the fractal trans
form becomes obvious.

c)a)

Origin block, length2M'

" "

(m'-l ,n') (m',n') (rn'+t ,n')

Blocks to be coded

b)

Reconstructionby
a=1

<i::;;;~::::: .~~;::· : ~~:~:

Blockto be
coded (m ',n')

Originalsignal

~.(m ...~)..«:~..,....
~.. 4"'iteration

••••••• ••• 3<d iteration

2"diteration

Block to be 1" iteration

coded (m',n')

Fig. 12.39. a Image signal with ramp increase of amplitude b effect ofparameter a
c iterations offractal decoding using a=O.5, ao=O.5, b=pxl2

Example: Linear ramp increase of amplitude. Fig. l2.39b shows the effect of a
fractal transform with geometric contractivity k=0.5, where the original signal has
a ramp-type increase of amplitude (Fig. l2.39a). The value a=0,5 will result as an
optimum amplitude gain,; the contractivity condition is hence fulfilled for both
amplitude and geometric transforms. Observe that the increasing ramp of ampli
tude can only be reconstructed when neighbored blocks have different mean val
ues; the contractive mapping of the geometric transform implicitly effects a utiliza
tion of neighbored-block redundancies, which could also be interpreted as a mu
tual prediction process. In the evolution of iterations, Fig. 12.39c shows the results
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of the first four iterations of fractal decoding; fast convergence towards the actual
amplitude values of the signal is observed both for the ramp-like characteristics
and for the block mean values.

Example: Step and ramp edges. In the case of step and ramp edges (cf. Fig. 7.14),
the origin block is again usually found at the position or in the direct neighborhood
of the target block to be encoded. If an edge is located at the center of the block, a
geometric transform of zero translation will be optimum (cf. Fig. 12.40). The pa
rameter a of the amplitude transform will however now be near to I ; this also
implies that more iteration steps are necessary to achieve an adequate reconstruc
tion of edges. Accurate decoding of edges by a minimum number of parameters is
a strong aspect of fractal coding as compared to transform coding].

Reconstruction by
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Fig. 12.40. Effect of fractal block transform a at a step edge b at a ramp edge

Encoding of fractal transform parameters. The capability for compression in
fractal coding highly depends on smart strategies to encode the parameters of the
transform. Due to the highly nonlinear interdependencies, the optimization is not
straightforward . When a higher number J of geometric transform variations is
supported, the resulting data rate increases, but the quality will increase as well. As
not all positions will be selected by equal probability, application of entropy cod
ing is useful; from the examples above, origin blocks in the vicinity of the target
blocks are likely to be selected by higher probability. Evidence for a suitable sta
tistical model in entropy coding of fractal parameters is however not shown so far.
Classification of blocks into flat, texture, ramp and edge types can help to over
come this problem. As typical in still image coding, more variety of transform
parameters will be required to obtain sufficient quality in highly-detailed areas,
while areas of low structure are less critical and can be represented by a lower
number of bits (fractal parameters with less variation or valid for larger block
sizes). The offset parameters b of the luminance transform playa similar role as
the DC coefficient in block transform coding and are likely to be redundant be
tween neighboring blocks. DPCM coding can be applied to these components.

] Recall that both in block and wavelet transforms, typically a large number of coefficients
will be necessary for accurate representation of edges, while still running into the danger of
blocking or ringing artifacts.
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In general , the performance of fractal coders saturates for higher data rates . Fractal
coding is not universally applicable over a wide range of rates, nor is it straight
forwardly possible to scale the information of the fractal transform. A solution to
this problem is hybrid fra ctal/transform coding, where the fractal coder performs
an encoding at very low data rates, and a transform coder encodes the residual
error of fractal decoding towards higher rates with arbitrary precision. Conceptu
ally, this is very similar to hybrid MC prediction/transform video coding (cf. sec.
13.2.2), where the residual of motion-compensated prediction is encoded by a
transform coder [MURPHY 1993]. In this sense, fractal coding could also be inter
preted as 'motion compensated prediction of the image by itself.

a) ......._

c) ........_ ll.-

b)

d) ....._

Fig. 12.41. Decoded images using fractal block coding (a/b) and hybrid fractal/DCT trans
form coding (e/d) at rates a R=0,4 bpp b R=0,22 bpp c R=0,22 bpp d R=0,12 bpp

In a method presented in [BARTHEL ET AL. 1994], the complete amplitude transform
(after geometric transform) is performed in the DCT frequency domain. The gain
parameters a and offset parameters b are individually adapted for each frequency
component by defining individual gain factors auv and offset values buv, whenever
necessary to obtain a sufficiently low reconstruction error. This allows to adapt
much better to local details in the image in cases of low self-similarity' . In most
cases, a constant auv can be used, which due to the linearity of the DCT is exactly
equivalent to the fractal block coding methods described so far. Another extreme
case would be to set all auv=O. The buvwill then reflect the entire information about
the block to be encoded , such that the method is equivalent to pure block trans-

1 Observe that a decomposition of the gain factor into a DC component ao and AC compo
nent a was already applied in the modification from (12.59) into (12.60).
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form coding. More interesting are the cases in between, because there is potential
to adaptively exploit advantages of both block transform and fractal coding. The
resulting reconstruction quality is reported to be significantly better over a wider
range of rates than the quality of standalone fractal or standalone DCT transform
coders.

Fig. 12.41 shows decoded results of fractal block coding at 0.4 and 0.22 bpp, and
of hybrid fractal/DCT transform coding at 0.22 and 0.12 bpp.

12.6 Region-based coding

The subjective relevance of different regions in an image will not be equal. For
example, a human typically first looks at faces if present in an image, to recognize
the person that is visible. In many cases, the most relevant content can be found in
the center area of an image. Consequently, it is reasonable to use compression
schemes which adapt their properties according to the content of specific areas or
regions. This appears in particular useful if regions are homogeneous by color and
texture, for which good models are available, and also the perception by humans is
well known. It is not unrealistic to replace such areas by synthetically generated
pixel values, even though early methods of this kind have never really met the high
expectation that were initially formulated (see e.g. [KUNT ET AL. 1985]) .

If the adaptation to the properties of the region shall be exact in terms of a
pixel-accurate shape, it is necessary to convey shape parameters for decoding as
well. Such an accurate representation of the shape is inevitable if specific manipu
lations shall be applied to the image signal, e.g. replacement of areas in produc
tion, or if interactive applications shall be enabled.

In general, properties of regions can be expressed by their shape (typically a
binary mask expressing which pixels belong to the region) or by their contour
(positions of boundary pixels of the region). In the subsequent sections, typical
shape coding methods are explained first. Then, modifications to coding methods
introduced earlier are described, such that encoding of color and texture informa
tion within regions of arbitrary shape can be performed consistently and effi
ciently. The aspects of contour/shape coding and representation are also treated in
sec. 7.4.1-7.4.3 from a recognition-related perspective. Here, we concentrate on
methods which will allow an exact (lossless) representation of contours and
shapes.

12.6.1 Binary Shape Coding

The rough position of a region is typically described by a bounding rectangle given
by comer position, width and height. If a more exact location and rough descrip-
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tion of the global shape features are required, any shape approximation method (cf.
sec. 704.1) can be employed. The exact information about the shape of an arbitrary
region is defined as a binary image within the area of the bounding rectangle or
other circumscribing approximation,

{
I : pixel is contained in the region

b(m,n)= 0 . l ' . d i h .: ptxe IS not contame m t e region .

Methods for binary image coding as presented in sec. 12.1 can directly be used for
shape coding . For example, binary context arithmetic coding (CAE) is defined in
the MPEG-4 standard to describe the shape of arbitrary regions, either in single
images or in an image sequence, where in the latter case the context is extended to
the third (temporal) dimension.

Another efficient method of shape coding is the quad tree representation [SAMET

1984], which is in principle a block-based approximation of a region, but can also
reach the granularity of a pixel-accurate representation. This method or variants
thereof are also perfectly suitable to express the properties of block-based coding
with variable block size (e.g. variable block-size transform coding, variable block
size motion compensation), or frequency layouts in wavelet-packet decomposi
tion I. In the original quad-tree approach, the code expresses whether a block of
size KL is sub-divided into 4 smaller blocks of size K/2·LI2 , or is left by its origi
nal size. Any of the smaller blocks can again be split into four children etc., such
that a hierarchy of quad-block sub-partitions results , which is mapped onto a hier
archical tree structure. An example of a region shape to be expressed is shown in
Fig. 12A2a. The associated quad tree is outlined in Fig. 12A2b. Each node of the
tree has 4 branches, if the associated block is further sub-divided. If no sub
division is made, the tree terminates, i.e. a leaf is set instead of a node .

The information about the sub-division is represented by the quad tree code,
where in the example of Fig. 12042 nodes (quadrangles) are represented by '0' bits,
while leaves (circles) are represented by '1' bits. This code is uniquely decodable
like a prefix code, as each '0' must be followed by at least four additional bits . In
the example shown, the decoder would interpret the tree as follows, where the
parentheses express the levels of parsing: 0(10(1111)10(1110(1111»). At the last
level of sub-division, additional bits can be saved, as it is known they can not be
further split. In the example shown, the bit string '0101111101110' would be suffi
cient, if it is clear that the blocks J...M belong to the smallest unit which can be
generated. If e.g. an image shall be sub-divided into blocks of maximum size
32x32 pixel, minimum size 4x4 pixel, the smallest possible code consists of 1 bit
(a single '1' would indicate that the largest-size block is not sub-divided any more),
while the maximum number of bits would be 21 (1x '0' for size level 32x32, 4x '0'
level 16x16, 16x '0' for level 8x8; then, it is uniquely indicated that all blocks shall

I Also the zero-tree concept used for wavelet coding is conceptually very similar to the
quad tree.
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be sub-divided into smallest size of 4x4). Such a range of sub-divisions may be a
typical example for variable block size processing, e.g. in block transforms. In
principle, the quad-tree splitting can continue until the level ofpixels is reached.

A

BA

BB

Code : 01011111011101111
DDA Doe DOC 000

a) b)

Fig. 12.42. a Quad-tree sub-division of an image b associated quad tree with code

If the quad tree shall be used for binary shape representation, it is necessary to
assign the information about the region membership to the leaves. One single bit
attached to the leaf then expresses whether pixels belonging to the related sub
block are or are not member of the region. Alternatively, multiple labels can be
used which allow to express segmentation information related to multiple regions.
This is illustrated by the gray-shaded areas and nodes in Fig. 12.42.
The method of sub-dividing regular rectangular blocks is not limited to usage in
image shape or structure representation; An extension into the third (temporal)
dimension are octree codes for representation of volumetric data. Other hierarchi
cal tree codes, e.g. allowing non-quadratic layouts like horizontal/vertical 2-block
splits, are possible as well. .

12.6.2 Contour shape coding

Chain codes. A lossless description of discrete contours (Fig. 12.43a) can be en
coded by chain codes [FREEMAN 1970] from a start point to an end point. A chain
code points from one contour pixel to the next, which in the simplest case will be
restricted to be one of the four or eight nearest neighbors (Fig. 12.43b)1. If start
and end points are direct neighbors by themselves, the contour is closed. The co
ordinate reference of at least one point (usually the starting point) has to be en
coded in addition, if the exact position must be given.

Contour descriptions based on interconnections in 4-neighborhood systems
(.N1(2) of (4.1» can also be used. It can however be expected that the number of
contour pixels increases due to the fact that no direct interconnections by diagonals
are supported (cf. Problem 7.10). Assuming that all contour directions are equally

1 This corresponds to the system .Nz(Z) of(4.1).
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probable, the .N1 system will require log2(4) = 2 bit per contour pixel for encoding,
while in the .N2 system log2(8) = 3 bit per contour pixel are required. The expected
mean rate will be the same, as for case of diagonal interconnections (which could
be half of all cases when equal probability of directions is assumed) two contour
points must be encoded in the .N1 system. For direct chain coding, application of
entropy coding will only be useful if certain contour directions have higher prob
ability, which would definitely be the case for regular geometric forms such as
rectangles.

- -, - - r - -I - - r - - I - - 1

I I I I I I I I
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I I I I I I I

I I I I I I I I
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Code : 7,1,2,3,4,3,1,2,
2,3,4,6.4,6,6,6,7,6,5

b)

-1 ° 1
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-3 \ 3
previous
chainelement

Code : '7",2,1,1,1,-1,-2,
1,0,1,1,2,-2,2,0,0,1,-1,-1

c)

Fig. 12.43. a Discrete contour and its chain description; interconnnection directions for an
8-neighborhood b in direct chain coding c in differential chain coding

Differential chain codes. Differential chain codes describe changes of the contour
direction from one element of the chain to the next [KANEKO,OKUDAIRA 1985] . If no
1800 (back) turns are allowed, the differential code must support 3 different con
tinuation directions in the case of the .N1 system, and 7 different directions in the
case of the .N2 system (Fig. 12.43c), In particular for smooth contours, the combi
nation of differential chain coding and entropy coding is highly efficient, where the
00 direction (straight continuation) is expected by highest probability, while direc
tions '-3' and '+3' would only be selected at extreme comer locations which can be
expected to occur rarely , Typically, in the case of the .N2 system, discrete contours
can be represented by differential chain/entropy coding using around 1.5 bit per
contour pixel.

To further reduce this rate, chain codes can be extended to encode combina
tions of subsequent elements. Also in this case, more smooth contours will require
less bits for representation, as e.g. chains of double or triple continuations in the
same direction would occur by higher probabilities. Systematic smoothing of con
tours could be employed as part of the encoding process to achieve lower rates,
however the contour will then no longer be lossless encoded.

Other methods which can be applied for lossy contour encoding are based on
interpolation of contours from a number of control points, which must no longer
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be direct neighbors (cf. sec. 7.4.1). By these methods, also hierarchical representa
tions with variable accuracy of the contour representation can be realizedI.

12.6.3 Coding within arbitrary-shaped Regions

In region-based coding, it is still necessary to encode the image information (color
and texture) within the regions, unless the values are generated by color or texture
synthesis. The following modifications of coding schemes described earlier can be
used for this purpose:

a) b) c)

Fig. 12.44. a Arbitrary-shapedregion, embedded withina largerrectangular block b Pad
ding for extension of the signal to the size ofa 16xl6 block transform c Shiftof rowsand
columnsin the computation of a shape-adaptive transform

Block or wavelet transform coding with signal extension. Due to the inherently
sub-sampled representation of transform coefficients in critically sampled trans
forms, a conflict occurs when an arbitrary number of pixels shall define regions of
arbitrary shape. This can be resolved by a properly defined extension of the signal
beyond the boundaries of the region. The signal outside the region is filled up by
copying pixels within the region, such that a size of the signal is obtained that
allows the processing of the transform. For example, in the case of a block trans
form, the area outside the region must be filled up to next-higher block size. This
method is generally entitled as padding. As the number of transform coefficients
will become larger than the number of samples within the region, the transform is
in principle over-complete; by appropriate definition of the padding process, as
many coefficients as possible are becoming irrelevant. This can usually be
achieved if amplitude discontinuities in the extended signal are minimized; mostly,
replication of pixels from the region boundaries is performed-, Fig. 12.44b shows

I A typical criterion to judge the similarity of two contoursor shapes is the area between,
which can be determined from an exclusive-or combination of the underlying binary shape
images.
2 This is equivalent to a constant-value extension of rectangular images, as it was shownin
Fig. 4.2c. Symmetric extension (Fig. 4.2b) is also useful, while periodic extension is im
practical for the case of arbitrary shaped regions. For symmetric wavelet filters, boundary
extension methods like constant-value or symmetric extension can be implemented very
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an example of a region padded up to a size of rectangular blocks, such that subse
quent processing by a block transform of size 16x16 pixels can be employed. It is
also possible to decompose larger regions into a number of smaller blocks, where
the blocks in the inner part of the region are rectangular by nature, and padding
will only be necessary for boundary blocks. In such a case, a rectangular area must
be defined around the shape, which has at least the size of the bounding rectangle
(7.92), but shall be a multiple of the smaller block side lengths (see Fig. 12.45).

Region shape

Arbitrary-shaped boundary blocks

Rectangular shaped inner blocks

Bounding rectangle

Fig. 12.45. Partitioningof a largerregion into rectangular-shaped inner blocksand arbi
trary-shaped boundaryblocks

Transform coding of arbitrary-shaped regions. Orthogonal 2D transforms have
been proposed for which the basis images are not rectangular, but of arbitrary
shape [GILGE ET AL. 1989]. The computation of optimum basis images is similar to
KLT eigenvector computation, but imposes additional constraints due to the non
regular region structure. The advantage of these transforms is that they are not
inherently over-complete. From a complexity point of view, the usage of rectangu
lar blocks in the inner part of a region as shown in Fig. 12.45 is advantageous as
well, because transforms of arbitrary shape must then only be performed for
boundary blocks which are of limited size. A simple variant which is nearly opti
mum for small blocks is the shape-adaptive DCT as defined in the MPEG-4 stan
dard [SIKORA, MAKAI 1995]. The principle is shown in Fig. 12.44c. First, all rows of
the region area are left-aligned, and vertical transforms are computed over the
individual length of each column. Subsequently, the columns are top-aligned fol
lowed by a horizontal transform. This transform is indeed separable, as it can be
broken down into a series of ID transforms, individually adapted by the lengths of
the columns and rows. In the example shown, first a series of vertical ID trans
forms of lengths 11,10,8,8,8,7,7,7,4,2 is performed. Subsequently, horizontal 1D
transforms of lengths 10,10,9,9,8,8,8,5,2,2,1 are applied to the intermediate re
sultl. The design is slightly inconsistent by the fact that the DCT coefficients
gained by transforms of different block lengths do not express identical frequen-

efficiently without padding; for a detailed discussion, refer to [KARLSSON, VETTERLI
1989][BAMBERGER ETAL. 1994].

1 Remark that the shape-adaptive DCT as defined in the MPEG-4 standard allows a maxi
mum transform length of 8, such that the region shown here would have to be separated
into 4 blocks of size 8x8 each.
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cies in the signal. Further, the orthonormality of the transform is not guaranteed. It
is possible to uniquely reconstruct the region by application of the inverse trans
form, followed by the inverse verticallhorizontal shift operations, if the shape of
the region is known to the decoder.

Predictive coding, vector quantization and fractal block coding. As scalar
DPCM methods use pixel-based processing, they can directly be used for encoding
of arbitrary-shaped regions. Adaptation of predictor filters can then be made based
on the autocovariance function computed over the region. In general, the perform
ance of predictive coding at lower rates is however inferior to transform coding
schemes. Vector quantization (VQ) is less suitable for arbitrary-shape region en
coding, as it would be necessary to provide a large set of different codebooks to
support different region shapes; the same restriction applies to Predictive VQ. As
fractal coding can however be interpreted as VQ with self-generating codebooks,
this limitation is released, the shape of the origin area can flexibly be adapted to
the shape of the target area.

Instead of representing color and texture information by waveform coding meth
ods, synthesis can be performed, where however a highly natural impression must
be achieved. Regions of exactly constant color will hardly be found in natural
images. Typically, slight amplitude fluctuations occur between neighbored pixels,
which could be modeled by additive noise; using noise overlay in synthesis is
called dithering) , Further, large-scale color amplitude variations are typically
present within larger region patches, as e.g. caused by gradual shade transitions on
curved object surfaces, which could be modeled by a low number of parameters
using polynomial functions fitted to the color amplitude surface. If more structure
is present within a region, texture synthesis must be performed. Different methods
exist to generate naturally-looking textures by random processes. These include
autoregressive and ARMA synthesis [CHELAPPA, KASHYAP 1985], random feeding of
wavelet synthesis filters [PORTILLA, SIMONCELLI 2000] and generation from Markov
random field models [PAGETILoNGSTAFF 1998].

When different region patches are generated separately, an unnatural impres
sion can still occur at the region boundaries. This problem can be avoided by ap
plication of transition or blending functions (cf. sec. 16.1).

1 The synthesis of some special types of (non-white) noise, such as signal-dependent film
grain, may however require more sophisticated models.
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12.7 Problems

Problem 12.1
A common distortion measure in image and video coding is the Peak Signal -to-Noise Ratio
(PSNR) (A.2). In case of an 8 bit digital signal as original source, value ranges are 0.. .255,
such that the maximum amplitude is A=255. Let an original signal be given by an image
matrix

[

20 17 18]
X = 15 14 15 .

19 13 14

Reconstruct ion images are output by two different coding schemes as

[

19 18 17] [20 17 18]
Y1 = 16 15 14 ; Y2 = 15 23 15 .

18 14 13 19 13 14

For both reconstruction images, compute the mean absolute difference of pixels !x(m,n)
y(m ,n)1 and the PSNR. Give an interpretation of the result. In particular, which of the dis
tortions would be more clearly visible?

Problem 12.2

Let an image matrix be given, X =

o 0 000
~ "_·_-----"-"' ''lo : I I I 0:, ,

oil I I 0:., ,
oil I I 0:
o lP 9 Q__pl

a) Compute the associated matrix X of the prediction estimate within the marked area
for the cases
i) x= x(m-I,n) ii) x = 0,5 · x(m - l, n) +0,5 ·x(m, n - l)

iii) x =x(m -I,n)+x(m,n -I)-x(m-I, n -I).

b) Determine the values e in the following prediction error matrix E =X - X for the 3
cases from part a) of this problem:

0 0 0 0 0

0 e(I,I) e(2,1) e(3,1) e(4,1)

E= 0 e(I,2) e(2,2) e(3,2) e(4,2)

0 e(l,3) e(2,3) e(3,3) e(4,3)

0 e(I,4) e(2,4) e(3,4) e(4,4)

c) Compute the reconstruction matrices Y =E'+X' provided that E'=E at all positions

except for the value e'(l ,I)=O. The prediction X' shall recursively be computed from
Y. Then, compute the difference between X and Y and give an interpretation of the re
sult.
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d) To quantize the prediction error signal, a quantizer with 3 reconstruction values
'V={-l/3,0,l/3} is available. Compute the matrices of the reconstruction Y, the related

prediction X', the prediction error E =X - XI and the quantized prediction error V.
Then, compute the differences X-Y and E-V, and interpret the results by comparing
against the results from b).
[Hint: Recursive processing is necessary in computing the solutions of c) and d). As
sume that the predictor memory is initialized by zero values.]

Problem 12.3
Compute the coding gain for DCT transform coding of an autoregressive model with corre
lation parameters p =0.5 and p=0.95. Four cases of ID and 2D-separable transforms shall
be considered : U=2, U=3, UxV=2x2, UxV=3x3. Compare the results against the maximum
achievable coding gain for an AR( I) model for the 1D and 2D cases.
[Hint: Use the result from Problem 4.7 to determine the variances of coefficients for the
DCT block lengths {U,V}=3 .]

Problem 12.4
By computation of a 2D DCT over a block size of 4x4, the following matrix of transform
coefficients results, coefficients ordered as in Fig. 12.20a:

[

235 35 15 3]
- 67 3 5 -9c=
-17 13 -7 9

5 37 2 1

a) Perform a quantization by the following matrices Ql und Q2, which characterize the
quantization step sizes related to the particular coefficients. To compute the quantizer
indices i from coefficients Cu,v and for reconstruction of the quantized coefficients
c(q)u ,v, use the following method

i =nint (Cu
•
v

) . c(q) =i .q
q u,v' " t V utv

[ nint ( ) expresses rounding to the nearest integer value. ]

[

8 8 8 8] [4 6 8 12]8 8 8 8 6 8 12 16
Q1 = 8 8 8 8 ; Q2 = 8 12 16 20

8 8 8 8 12 16 20 24

b) Run-length coding shall be applied to the zigzag-scanned coefficients (cf. Fig. 12.23a)
for both cases of quantization. Determine the run-lengths if coding according to the
method illustrated in Fig. 11.18b is used.

c) Entropy coding of quantizer indices (without using run-length coding) shall be per
formed by using a systematic VLC according to the following bit allocation table.
Compute the resulting bit rates for both cases of quantization.

Number of bits

Index
o +1

1 3
+(2..3)

5
+(4..7)

7
+(8..15)

9
+(16 ..31)

11
+(17 ..63)

13
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d) Construct the table of a valid code that results in the given bit allocation.
e) Compute the distortion expressed by the Peak SNR (A.2), related to a peak amplitude

A=255 for both cases of quantization. Which difference in rate could theoretically be
expected for encoding of an AR(l) process, assuming that both quantizations are still
in the linear range of the RDF (11.23)?

Problem 12.5

An AR(1) process described by correlation coefficient Pn= J3 /2 and variance 0/=4 is
coded by DPCM. Fig. 12.46 shows the case of one-dimensional linear prediction; in the
two-dimensional case, a separable AR(l) process with Pn=Pv and appropriately optimized
prediction shall be used accordingly.

e(m,n)}-- - - - - - -----,- '> x.,(m,n) ----,--------~z(m,n)

+~-0 @-c
I

A A
Fig. 12.46. Prediction and synthesis of an AR(l) process

a) Compute the variance of the prediction error e(m,n) and the coding gain for the lD
and the 2D cases.

b) By how many bit/pixel can the rate be reduced in the low distortion range fulfilling i)
(11.14) and ii) (11.23), when i) one-dimensional ii) two-dimensional DPCM is ap
plied?

c) Instead of the conventional DPCM encoder structure (Fig. 12.1Ob), a modified struc
ture in Fig. 12.47 shall be used. Supplement the "+" and "_" signs at the summations,
such that both structures produce exactly the same signals i(n).

i(o)

yO
L- _

Fig. 12.47. Alternative DPCM encoder structure

Problem 12.6
Black and white (binary) image patches of size 4x4 pixels shall be compressed.

a) Determine the maximum entropy rate per sample. Which number of bits should be
used at maximum to encode the entire patch?

Now, the image patch shown in Figure 12.47 shall be compressed.

b) Determine the occurrences of black and white pixels. Then, determine the entropy
under the assumption that the occurrence values map exactly into probabilities.
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c) Statistical independency of neighbored pixels shall be assumed. Design a Huffinan
code, which combines each two samples into a vector before encoding. Which rate per
sample results?

Fig. 12.48. Binary image patch to be compressed

Vectors can be configured either from horizontally-adjacent or from vertically-adjacent
pixels, as shown in Figure 12.49. In an adaptive entropy coding method, one additional bit
is needed to signal which configuration is used. The code table from Figure 12.49 is used
for encoding.

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

i) honzontal

ITm
DIE

ii)vertical

' W W ' 0

' B W' 10

'WB' 110

'BB ' 111

code table

Fig. 12.49. Combinations of two pixels into vectors, and code table

d) Determine the occurrences of the different black/white combinations for both configu
rations i) and ii), when the image from Figure 12.47 is encoded.

e) Determine for both configurations the number of bits needed to compress the image,
using the code table. Discuss the advantage of adaptive coding.

Problem 12.7
An AR(I) process is characterized by parameters p=O.75 and 0/=16. For encoding, a rate
R=2bit/pixel is available.

a) Determine theoretically the minimum possible distortion and the maximum coding
gain, if all correlation properties are exploited properly.

b) For encoding, a Haar transform kernel with U=2 is employed. Compute the expected
variances of coefficients Co and c,. Determine the coding gain. Which distortion results
by a rate R=2 ?

c) The distortion D shall have a variance not higher than I . Which is the necessary rate,
i) according to the rate distortion function of an AR(l) process ii) if the Haar trans
form is used?

d) A 2D separable AR(I) process of same variance with fJI,=Pv=P shall be coded. Deter
mine the variances of the coefficients, using the results from b), and the coding gain of
the separable transform for U=V=2.
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In encoding of video sequences, similarity between subsequent frames can be
exploited for compression. By many aspects, video coding schemes can be re
garded as extensions of still image coding schemes as presented in the previous
chapter, however techniques of motion compensation play a key role to achieve
high compression performance. Highest redundancy between adjacent frames will
be found along the motion trajectory; also coding errors will be less visible if they
are consistent with the motion of the scene. This chapter starts by introducing
more simple schemes which are aiming to exploit the temporal redundancy with
out motion compensation. Then, the combination ofmotion-compensated predic
tion with spatial transform coding is investigated, which is denoted as hybrid
coding. This is the type of video coding scheme which is implemented in most of
today's video coding standards, for which the foundations are investigated in
detail. Methods of advanced motion compensation are discussed. scalable and
multiple-description coding concepts are introduced. Hybrid coders are based on
a temporally recursive DPCM loop, which imposes a number of constraints in
encoding and enforces provisions to prevent possible error propagations. As a
possible alternative, motion-compensated wavelet methods are introduced, which
extend methods ofwavelet coding into the dimension ofthe temporal axis. Recent
research has shown that no limitation exists in principle to combine wavelet filter
ing along motion trajectories with any type ofmotion compensation. This in par
ticular provides flexible scalability ofvideo streams and gives significantly higher
robustness in case ofdata losses as compared to the hybrid solution. The chapter
concludes by investigating methods for motion vector encoding, which is ofpar
ticular importance as the data rate to be spent for motion information can reach a
significant amount in the more sophisticated classes ofvideo coding schemes.

13.1 Methods without Motion Compensation

In principle, a movie can be encoded by processing each frame separately using
one of the still image coding methods described in chapter 12. The processing

J.-R. Ohm, Multimedia Communication Technology
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should then be performed as fast that real-time constraints (e.g. for video presenta
tion by 25 or 30 frames per second) are met. Such methods are denoted as intra
frame coding, where only the spatial redundancies within single frames of video
are exploited for compression. An example for this is Motion JPEGl, which is
built by the same compression algorithm as the DCT based still image coding
standard, but in addition conveys synchronization information (e.g. for syncing
video and audio, or syncing video with the display). A disadvantage of intraframe
coding methods is the potential of high visibility of coding errors in video due to
inconsistency. Temporal variation of coding errors occurs when motion or other
differences (e.g. noise) between subsequent frames are present in the scene. This is
most critical if the underlying principle of intraframe coding is shift variant; e.g.
the results from DCT or wavelet transforms can be significantly different if the
block grid or the sub-sampling phases are shifted. Application of still image cod
ing to video compression hence appears only useful in the high-rate and high
quality ranges, where such effects can be ignored.

Single frames from a decoded sequence processed by intraframe compression
are often perceived to provide a good quality, however when displayed as moving
video, coding errors are becoming clearly visible due to temporal fluctuation. If in
contrary interframe motion-compensated coding is employed, coding errors are
typically shifted along the motion path, such that they are not visually annoying.
Due to this phenomenon, motion-compensated methods typically perform percep
tually more pleasing than intraframe methods, even if quality metrics like SNR
seem to indicate equivalence in quality. On the other hand, motion-compensated
methods have also disadvantages, in particular a higher complexity of encoder and
decoder.

More simple methods of interframe coding are presented in sections 13.1.1
13.1.3, which exploit the temporal redundancy in a video sequence without using
motion compensation. They are still more complex than pure intraframe coding
methods, specifically due to the need of frame memories. Other general disadvan
tages of interframe coding methods with or without motion compensation are lack
of capability for direct decoding (access) of arbitrary frames, and necessity of
transcoding if editing or cuts are made. Due to such considerations, usage of intra
frame coding methods can be justified for certain video coding applications. If
only low motion appears in the scene, interframe schemes without motion compen
sation will be significantly more efficient than intraframe schemes, e.g. if the
background is static due to a fixed camera. Such properties can typically be found
in applications ofvideoconferencing, surveillance etc.

1 Motion lPEG is not an international standard format, but originally a proprietary solution
which has found wide acceptance in products.
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13.1.1 Frame Replenishment

Frame replenishment is a video coding method which can be combined with any
still image (intraframe) coding technique, exploiting cases when no changes occur
from one frame to the next. The first frame of a sequence is fully intraframe en
coded, while from subsequent frames only those areas are encoded which are sig
nificantly changing compared to the predecessor. Small changes should be ig
nored, which are potentially caused by noise, jitter in sampling positions etc. It
must be signaled to the decoder which areas are subject to change. This can effec
tively be achieved by performing a decision on a block-by-block basis, such that
the amount of side information is kept low. Useful decision criteria are based on
cost functions as e.g. the variance or mean absolute value of the differences be
tween the original image X(0) and a decoded copy of the previous image Y(0-1),
which is stored in a frame memory. The principle is shown by the block diagram of
Fig. 13.1.

X(o)--1~----~

L--'---'--~ Y(o)

CC- Codercontrol
CF - Costfunction (e.g. variance)
TO• Threshold decision
MUXlDMUX- MultiplexerlDemutliplexer

Fig. 13.1. Frame replenishment, coder (left) and decoder (right); switch shown in a posi
tion where newintraframe encoding is performed

For interlaced video sequences, the non-replenished parts should refer to the field
of same parity from the previous frame, as this is located at the identical spatial
position. This means that a full frame memory (not only a field memory) must be
provided for interlaced video. In case of motion, replenishment can be expected to
apply in most areas, which means that no substantial difference in performance
could be expected then, as compared to pure intraframe coding of same type.

Also in the case of motion-compensated hybrid coding (see sec. 13.2), the goal
is to obtain as much information as possible from the previous frame, and mecha
nisms are provided to apply intraframe coding on single blocks. From this point of
view, frame replenishment can be interpreted as a special case and early predeces
sor of the interframe prediction methods, where however no motion compensation
is performed and no prediction error signal is ever transmitted. Most hybrid coding
schemes can be operated in modes which are very similar to replenishment ; this
may in particular be useful, when the encoder complexity shall be kept low.

A method of replenishment is defined in ITU-T recommendation H.120, de
signed for 2 Mbit/s video transmission rate in conferencing applications . Here, 2D
DPCM is used as intraframe coding method. Further, some proprietary formats
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defined for storage and replay of video on computer systems are based on
replenishment.

1< Temporal block length W ~

A B A B A B A B
a)

Frame 0-4 0-3 0-2 0-1 o 0+1

b)

Fig. 13.2. a Extension of a block transform into the temporal dimension by definition of a
spatio-temporal cube b Spatio-ternporal wavelet decomposition using T=3 levels of a
temporal wavelet tree

13.1.2 3D Transform and Subband coding

It is also possible to extend (block-based, subband or wavelet) transform coding
methods to the third (temporal) dimension [NATARJAN, AHM ED 1977] [KARLSSON,

VETTERLI 1987]. As an example, regard a 3D frequency decomposition defined over
W frames from a video sequence. The transform shall be a 3D DCT, which is then
applied to cubes of side lengths V,Vand W in the two spatial dimensions and the
temporal dimension, respectively:
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Ehc =c ·
u,v,w 0 U .V . W

V - I V-I W-I

. L LLx(m,n,o) ' COS [u(m+o,5)~} COS [v(n+o,5 )f} cos [W( O+O,5){t-] (13.1)
m=On=O 0=0

with Co =

F2;{ for (u,v,w)=(O,O,O)

12: for (u,v,w)=[(O,O,c) or (O,b,O) or (a,O,O)]

F7{ for (u,v,w)=[CO,b,c) or (a,O,c) or (a,b,O)]

1 for (u,v,w)=(a ,b,c)

(13.2)

Fig. 13.2a shows the placement of a transform cube, having spatio-temporal exten
sions (U,V,W) within a video sequence. Fig. 13.2b illustrates a 3D Wavelet trans
form, where in the simplest case a Haar basis can be used for wavelet decomposi
tion along the temporal axisl. This can be interpreted as decomposition of frame
pairs into average (lowpass) and difference (highpass) frames

1
L(m,n) = -[A(m,n)+ B(m,n)] ; H(m,n) = A(m,n)-B(m,n),

2

where pairs of lowpass frames are then again combined, iterating the procedure
over the different levels of the wavelet tree. At the end nodes of the temporal de
composition, a 2D spatial wavelet transform is applied. A specific advantage as
compared to a block transform comes due to the localization property, which bet
ter allows to identify positions of temporal changes, which otherwise would spread
as high energy over all coefficients of the temporal block extension. With a num
ber of T wavelet tree levels temporally, the resulting temporal block length- in 3D
wavelet transform is W=2 T

•

The 'temporal' frequency characterizes temporal changes between the frames .
The following interpretations can be made (cf. sec. 2.1.2) :

In the case where no motion occurs, all information will be concentrated in the
lowest-frequency coefficients, the temporal-axis 'DC' or scaling coefficient. If
only the temporal-axis transform is performed, an image constituted from the
low-frequency coefficients at their respective spatial position is the average
over all W frames of the block, typically scaled by an amplitude factor, de
pending on the normalization of the transform basis.

! In fact, a non-orthonormal version of the Haar basis is used in the following explanations,
which allows to interpret the temporal lowpass and highpass filter outputs as average and
difference frames, respectively.
2 Indeed, for the case of a Haar basis, this can still be interpreted as a block transformof
block length W over the temporalaxis.
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As the 3D spectrum is sheared depending on the amount of translational mo
tion shift, the positions where relevant 'temporal' frequency coefficients are
found depend both linearly on the presence of spatial high frequency compo
nents (detail) and on the strength of motion.
If both spatial detail and motion are high, this will effect a spreading of energy
over a broad range of spatio-temporal bands.

Best strategies for encoding of 3D frequency coefficients require careful consid
eration of these effects. In particular 3D wavelet schemes allow utilization of con
texts which implicitly relate to the shear effects of the 3D spectrum. To illustrate
this, the 3D wavelet decomposition of Fig. 13.2b is re-interpreted as a wavelet
transform cube in Fig. 13.3. 3D zero-tree methods have been proposed, where
typically correspondences between spatial bands are unchanged as compared to
conventional 2D zero-tree structures (Fig. 12.27). Additional correspondences
exist however over the bands of the temporal-axis wavelet decomposition, which
implicitly reflect the fact that the 'temporal' frequency linearly increases with 'spa
tial' frequency if translational motion occurs. This means that once a directional
correspondence relating to the sheared spectrum is found, it is most probable that
the same shear direction can further be traced towards higher frequencies, with
high probability to find zero-tree correspondences. A 3D version of SPIRT has
been introduced in [KiM, XIONG, PEARLMAN 2000]. A 3D extension of EBCOT (which
is not a zero-tree method, indeed) was proposed in [xu, LI, ZHANG 2000].

Fig. 13.3. 3D Wavelet transform cube with possible zero-tree correspondences

In any interframe video coding scheme, it is reasonable to perform a scene change
detection and switch off temporal-axis processing where correspondences would
not exist beyond scene boundaries . In 3D frequency coding, high energy in tempo
ral-axis high-frequency coefficients would otherwise result. This can be avoided
by proper adaptation of temporal analysis block lengths in cases where scene
changes are detected.
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FrameB

Frame A

2: 11---.,;..:..::::.:.:.::...:=-------~-~--_____,

~
L2:1 1---~-,_____-_f_--------'----'

CD

a)

Switchposition :
I - Intracoding '-------- - - -.. ®

b)

Streamoutput

Fig. 13.4. 3D Wavelet decomposition with temporal-change adaptation
a Temporal2-band split element b Cascaded structure

A next step would be implementation of a local change analysis. It is also useful to
switch off the temporal-axis frequency decomposition locally, if large changes are
detected [PODILCHUK, JAY ANT , NOLL 1990], [QUELUZ 1992]. This can be interpreted as an
adaptation to the presence ofmotion, which is simple to integrate into the tempo
ral-axis wavelet decomposition. In particular when Haar filter kernels are used, the
analysis can be performed in any local area for any frame pair , such that the deci
sion on whether to use the temporal redundancy can be made very flexible. A
block diagram of a motion-adaptive method is shown in Fig. 13.41. After differ
ence threshold analysis between a pair of frames, which can be performed locally
or globally, the temporal-axis filtering is discarded in the 'intraframe' position. A
non-orthonormal set of Haar filters using different norms for the lowpass and
highpass basis functions as in (13.2) is used here in the 2-band split element, which
is implemented by a polyphase structure (cf. sec. 4.4.3) .

Further discussion of these concepts can be found in the context of their exten
sion to fully motion-compensated Wavelet coding in sec. 13.4.

1 This is indeed a very similar concept as in frame replenishment, where switching to intra
frame coding is performed when the temporal similarity compared to the corresponding
area from the previous frame is low.
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13.2 Hybrid Video Coding

13.2.1 Motion-compensated Hybrid Coders

The notion hybrid coding was introduced in multi-dimensional image and video
coding to characterize the combination of different encoding principles which are
applied along the different dimensions of the signal [ROE SE, PRAIT, ROBINSON 1977].

For video coding, this could e.g. be combinations of DPCM (in temporal dimen
sion) with DCT or wavelet transform coding or vector quantization in the spatial
dimensions. Today, the term Hybrid Video Coding is mainly used to express the
combination of motion-compensated DPCM with block transform coding, which
has become the basis for most video coding standards existing today.

x(m,n,o) -'---~

"(51')"1
... ... ....~ l"f._......l

~ ".......... 1= 101

Decoder

I

I
motion Iframe
vectors Iselect

I

../T • 20 Transform
Q - Quantization
FM - Framememory(optionally multiple)
Mep • Motion-compensated prediction
SP - Spatialprediction
SF • Spatialfilter
MUXlOMUX- Multiplexer/Demultiplexer

Fig. 13.5. Hybrid (temporal predictive + 2D transform) interframe coding with motion
compensation

The structure of a hybrid video coder, combining motion-compensated prediction
(cf. sec. 4.2.2) and a 2D spatial transform coding of the motion-compensated pre-
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diction error signal, is shown in Fig. 13.5. Regarding the temporal dimension, this
could be interpreted as a conventional DPCM with forward predictor adaptation
performed by the motion vector parameters1. The estimation of the motion vectors
can either take into account the comparison between two original frames, or the
comparison between the present original frame and the previous decoded frame,
which is available in the frame memory for computation of the prediction anyway.

The functional block 'prediction control' allows optional switching of different
options in the prediction loop, including to switch off the prediction entirely. The
following signals can optionally be fed into the 2D (spatial) block transform
coder-:

Current block minus motion-compensated prediction from previous frame;
Current block minus spatial prediction from previously decoded blocks ; this is
a directional block prediction as introduced in sec. 12.4.1;
Both previous options, spatially filtered;
Original frame only (switch mid position 'prediction off); in this case, pure
intraframe coding is used.

Different variants are possible, e.g. spatial prediction is often performed in the
transform domain by the 'DC' and 'AC' prediction methods introduced in sec.
12.4.1. The spatial loop filter operation can alternatively be applied before writing
into the frame memory (see dotted arrows), such that it can simultaneously be used
to improve the quality of the reconstructed signal Y(o)3.

For the case of a scene change, global switching to intraframe coding should be
performed. Global intraframe coding can also be enforced for other purposes such
as capability of direct access to a frame. Frames which are not predicted from
other frames are denoted as l-type frames. Settings of prediction control and adap
tation of motion parameters are typically performed locally (e.g. for units of
blocks), which still includes the possibility to encode only selected areas by intra
frame coding.

The hybrid coding scheme as shown in Fig. 13.5 has a low delay; only one previ
ously decoded frame is used for temporal prediction. The encoding and decoding
delays will in principle not be longer than in intraframe coding. Frame memories
are necessary both at encoder and decoder sides, which must be randomly accessi
ble as the motion shift is locally varying. At the encoder side, the motion estima
tion often is the element of highest computational cost, which also imposes a high
number of memory accesses. Random decodability of frames is difficult due to the
fact that each frame relies on its predecessors in the recursive prediction loop; in

1 Backward-adaptive motion-compensated prediction has also been studied (see e.g.
[NETRAVALI, ROBBINS 1979], [LIM, CHONG, DAS 2001], but is often regarded to be less robust
and to cause an additional burden in decoder complexity.

2 Not all of these options are supported in any realizations of hybrid coders as e.g. defined
in video coding standards.

3 This configuration is used in the Advanced Video Coding standard (cf. sec; 17.4.4).
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principle, decoding must always start at the most recent I-type frame. From this
point of view, and also for the purpose of increased stability in case of potential
transmission failures or decoding inaccuracies 1, intraframe encoded information
should be inserted within certain time intervals.

13.2.2 Characteristics of Interframe Prediction Error Signals

In the following analysis, the case of lossless coding is regarded first, which means
that original frame X(o) and reconstructed frame Y(o) are assumed for simplicity
to be identical. If a motion shift by k pixels horizontally and l pixels vertically
occurs from one frame to the next, the optimum motion-compensated prediction
generates a prediction error signal

e(m,n,o) =x(m,n,o)-x(m-k,n -/,0 - 1) =r(m,n,o). (13.3)

(13.4)

The signal r(m,n,o) characterizes all components which can not be predicted even
by perfect motion compensation, e.g. newly uncovered parts of a scene-. If no
motion compensation is applied in the prediction, which means that prediction is
always performed using the identical coordinate position from the previous frame
as estimate, the prediction error signal is

e(m,n,o) = x(m,n,o)-x(m,n ,o-l)

= r(m,n ,o)+x(m,n,o)-x(m+k,n +/,0).

To analyze the coding gain achievable by motion-compensated hybrid coding, it is
useful to compare the 2D power spectra of the original frame, and of the prediction
error frames with and without motion compensation. As these 2D signals are sub
ject to subsequent spatial transform coding, the spatial frequency characteristics
take high influence on the overall effectiveness . For the case of 'ideal' motion
compensation, the spatial prediction error spectrum of frame 0 follows by (13.3)3

1 Decoding inaccuracies can e.g. be caused by slight deviation in the arithmetic precision,
by which the inverse transform is computed at the encoder and decoder. Some video coding
standards define a mandatory refresh by intra coding after 132 frame cycles to circumvent
this problem.

2 Observe that this residual will not be a white noise signal, such that it is not a type of an
innovation process . It can rather be modeled like an image signal, however in the case of
ideal motion compensation only consisting of small non-zero patches which are the newly
uncovered areas. These components are spatially correlated. In reality, additional compo
nents will appear which are caused due to noise which is temporally uncorrelated, as well
as effects of imperfect motion compensation. In principle, both correlated and uncorrelated
components will be present in e(m,n,o), but the spatial correlation is generally lower than in
original images. For an investigation on these properties, refer to [SHISHIKUI 1992].

3 This statistical modeling analysis asymptotically assumes infinitely extended frames,
which are moving by constant translational shift.
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such that the power spectrum is

See,mc(QI' Q2'o) = Srr(QI'Q2 ,o). (13.6)

'Ideal' motion compensation may be interpreted such that just switching to intra
coding must be performed whenever no motion compensation is possible, and
otherwise the prediction would be perfect. If no motion compensation is applied at
all, the prediction error spectrum can be determined by the difference of actually
shifted pictures,

E(jQl'jQ2,o) =X(jQ.. j Q2,O)-X(jQ.. j Q2,o) .ej kQ
, ,ej iCI

, +R(jQ.. j Q2'O), (13.7)

which is re-formulated into

The result is a power spectrum1

See,no_mc(QI'QJ = Sxx(QI'QJ '4{sin( kQ I ;IQ2 )J +Srr(Q ..Q2 )

= 2· Sxx(Q1,Q2) ·[l-cos(kQ} +lQ2)J + Srr(QI,Q2 ) .

(13.9)

This prediction error spectrum is highly coherent with the spectrum of the frame
X(o) , which means that the prediction error picture will be correlated with the
original picture in the case where no motion compensation is performed. The char
acteristics of this spectral component depend on the actual motion shift that pa
rametrizes the 'sin" function which is modulating the signal spectrum. In addition,
the component Sm which can not be predicted from the previous frame, is still
present. It is interesting to observe that specific power spectrum components of the
uncompensated prediction error can be larger by a factor of four as compared to
the original signal spectrum. This means that temporal prediction without motion
compensation can even perform worse than intraframe coding, depending on the
characteristics of the signal and the strength of motion. This will be the case in
particular for images with a high amount of spatial detail. In the case of 'ideal'
motion compensation, the performance can never be worse than for intraframe
coding.

1 Assuming for simplicity that r(m,n,o) would be uncorrelated with x(m,n,o), which in fact
would not be the case. The additional components of cross power spectra can however be
ignored for the subsequent analysis.
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Fig. 13.6. lD spectrum of an AR(I) model, fFO,96 (a) and related intern-arneprediction
error spectra (without motion compensation, without considering component Srr) for the
case ofhorizontal motion shift k=1 (b)

As an example to illustrate this phenomenon, Fig. 13.6 shows a ID power spec
trum of an AR(1) model, and the prediction error spectrum according to (13.9) for
k=1. If the deviation from the true motion is significant , the application of inter
frame prediction is advantageous only for very low spatial frequencies . Even for
the case k=1, the break-even point is roughly at one third of the maximum spatial
frequency. This means that interframe prediction of all higher-frequency compo
nents would be useless and would only deteriorate the coding performance. The
same effect applies if motion compensation is used, but the motion is estimated
erroneously. By more accurate motion compensation, the 'break even frequency'
will be increased .

In this context, it must be observed that in motion estimation and compensation
a certain deviation from the optimum often occurs . In the sequel, the deviation
error is denoted as [ke,lel In principle, the characteristics of the motion
compensated prediction error signal are then similar to the uncompensated case,
but [ke,le] will usually be relatively small. In analogy with (13.9),

See,mc(01'02) = 2 ·Sxx(0I'0z} -[1- cos (keO l + le02)] +s;(01' 0 2) . (13.10)

In practice, the deviation from true motion will not be constant as assumed in
(13.10) . Moreover, a superposition of different cosine components occurs in the
spectrum. The contributions can then be determined by the PDF of the motion
deviationp(ke,le) [GIROD 1987], respectively the real part of the Fourier transform f}

thereof",

1 The Fourier transform of the PDF is also called its characteristic function (cf. sec. 3.2). In
the case regarded here the interpretation is as follows: If only one constant motion devia
tion of value [k',f] exists, p(ke,le)=o(ke-k',le-l'), for which the Fourier transform is
e j (k'O,+/'Q,). The real part thereof is the cosine function in (13.10) . If several discrete
values of motion errors are present by certain probabilities, the spectral error results as a
superposition of their corresponding cosine functions (weighted by probabil ities), which
constitute the real part of the Fourier transform. The limit transition for any PDF of con
tinuous-valued motion deviations then gives (13.11).
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The PDF of deviations from true motion can e.g. be modeled by a two-dimensional
Gaussian distribution, the Fourier transform thereofis a real-valued Gaussian func
tion as well.

13.2.3 Quantization error feedback and error propagation

The effects of quantization error feedback and propagation of transmission errors ,
as analyzed in the context of2D DPCM (see sec. 12.3.1 and 12.3.4), are likewise
present in the case of motion-compensated interframe prediction. Quantization
error feedback is expressed by the component Q(n)-H(n) from (12.21), where
H(n) is described from the z-transfer function in (4.100) for motion-compensated
prediction. As the 2D power spectrum is invariant against motion shifts of the
signal at least in the case of translational motion 1, the 2D quantization error spec
trum resulting by encoding of the previous frame can be modeled by the argument
of the function in (11.21),

(13.12)

This spectrum is superimposed to the spectrum of the motion-compensated predic
tion error (13.11). For the case ofiossy coding with higher distortion, the quantiza
tion error spectrum is not white, but identical to the spectrum of the signal in par
ticular for higher frequencies (refer to the example of the AR(l) model, sec.
11.2.2) . If e.g. the first frame is intraframe coded and the high spatial frequencies
are eliminated due to lossy coding, these can never be used in prediction, such that
they will again fully appear in the motion-compensated prediction error of the next
frame-, Finally, the application of a spatial loop filter A(zl ,Z2) from (4.100), which
could either be a noise reduction filter or an interpolation filter, must be consid
ered as part of the predictor filter. Then, the prediction error signal for the case of
constant deviation from the true motion is

(13.13)

such that

1 Translational motion of otherwise unchanged components effects a pure phase shift of the
spectrum.

2 In practice, this effect may even be worse, as the spectrum Sqq(Q"Q2) can include com
ponents of non-linear and spatially variant coding artifacts (e.g. blocking), which would be
superimposed to the signal e(m,n,o).
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See(Q 1, Q2) = E' (jQI' jQ2)· E(jQ1, jQ2)

= Sxx(Q1,Q2)· [ [1- Re{A(jQ, ,jQJ}' cos(keQ I+ leQJ

+ Im{A(jQl'jQ2)}·sin(keQI+leQ2)f

+[Re{A(jQI,jQ 2)}·sin(keQI +leQ2) (13 .14)

+lm{A(jQl'jQ2)}·cos(keQI+leQ2)f ]

= Sxx(Q"QJ '[l +IA(jQ"jQJI
2
-2Re{A(jQl'jQ2)}·cos(keQ1 +leQJ

+21m{A(jQ"jQ2)} ' sin(kp, + leQ2)] J.
By taking the same approach as in (13.11), a generalization for the case of arbi
trary PDF in the deviation of motion gives

SeeCQI'Q2 ) = SxxCQI'Q2 ) -[1+IAUQI' j Q 2)1
2

- 2 ·Re{A'UQ"jQ2 ) ' g(PCke,le))}} (13.15)

The overall power spectrum of the motion-compensated prediction error is then

SeeCQ, ,Q2)=Sx.cQI'Q2)-[1+IAUQ"jQ2)1
2

- 2· Re{A'UQ!,jQ2) ' g(PCke,le))J]
(13.16)

+min[e,SXXCQ1,Q2)] ·IAU Q " j Q2)1
2

+ S"CQI,Q2)'

In case of high deviation from the true motion and in case of high distortion (low
rates), this spectrum can have a higher density of power than the spectrum of the
original signal; this will mainly be the case for high spatial frequency components .
For an optimum solution, prediction should only be applied for those spectral
components, where the prediction error signal would indeed have a lower power
spectrum than the original signal. Referring to See(Q(,Q2) of (13.16), an ideal filter
would have an amplitude transfer function

Sxx(Q"Q2) < See(QpQ2)

Sxx(Q"Q2) ~ See(Q"Q2)'
(13.17)

(13.18)

which would however be an ideal filter that cannot practically be realized. A typi
cal linear optimization could use a Wiener filter that minimizes the area under See
in (13.16) under the given constraints of the loop model [GIROD 1993]. In practice, in
particular if the motion estimation is relatively inaccurate anyway, much simpler
lowpass filters can be used. ITU-T Rec. H.261 defines the separable binomial loop
filter, which can selectively be turned on or off:

[

1/ 16 1/8 1/16]
H= 1/8 1/4 1/8 .

1/16 1/8 1/16

If on the other hand motion compensation can be expected to be highly precise,
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but feedback of coding errors turns out to be the major problem (in particular at
low data rates), other strategies can be applied. For this purpose, the AVC/H.264
standard defines a nonlinear de-blocking filter as loop filter, which adapts by the
quantizer step size (reflecting the expected coding error) and local signal proper
ties.

If motion compensation is performed by using sub-pixel accuracy, an interpola
tion of intermediate values is necessary. This is also performed by a filter A(ZI,z2)
residing in the loop, which is typically a spatial lowpass filter. Even though low
pass filtering may be advantageous as indicated above, this may not always be the
case, in particular if the encoding quality is high and motion estimation is suffi
ciently accurate. Assume an almost perfect motion compensation which means
p(ke,le}·"5(ke,le), such that the Fourier transform of the PDF is almost constant.
Following (13.15), this leads to a power spectrum of the prediction error signal

(13.19)

which means that for a lowpass interpolation filter with strong roll-off characteris
tics, a considerable part of the high frequency components would be unpredictable
and will appear in the prediction error signal. This effect has led to the definition
of high-quality sub-pixel value interpolation filters in the most recent generations
of video coding standards.

If channel losses occur, the power spectrum of the reconstructed signal is distorted
by a component which results as K(O)/(I-H(O)) according to (12.28). This effect
shall now be analyzed for the case of a motion-compensated prediction using a
spatial filter A(Z\>Z2) in the prediction loop. Assume that a loss occurs at frame OK,

where an error spectrum component Skk(O\>02) appears in the prediction error
frame, which will likewise appear in the reconstructed frame Y(o). Subsequent
reconstructed frames will then recursively be distorted by a component which is
fed back by the prediction loop

0-1

Skk(O,,02'O) =Skk(OI,02) ' IT [IA(jO"j02,P)I ·IH(jO"j02,P)IJ

for O>OK'

(13.20)

Herein, the transfer function HOO,p) expresses the motion shift occurring by the
respective past frames, and the transfer function AOO,p) expresses all elements of
spatial filtering, including interpolation of sub-pixel positions in motion compensa
tion. The model in (13.20) cannot fully reflect reality, as again constant motion
shift is assumed over frames which are infinitely extended. In this case, occlusion
effects would never occur in the motion-compensated prediction process, and
jHOO,p)12=1. Provided that no spatial filtering is applied (IAOO,p)12=1 likewise),
an infinite propagation of errors will occur.

If spatial filtering is performed in the loop, the effect of the loss at frame OK is
gradually smoothed out over time, however mainly the spatial high-frequency
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components of the error will be suppressed. In the more realistic case where the
motion compensation is spatially variant, in addition the effect can be observed
that some of the lost pixels will no longer be used for future prediction. This will
in particular be the case at positions where the motion is discontinuous, which
happens at boundaries between differently moving objects or at the boundaries of
the frame. Fig. 13.7 shows this effect of error propagation as it evolves within a
time span of 10 frames. It was assumed here that motion vectors are decoded with
out a loss. As the motion vectors are a dominating factor influencing the predictor
filter's impulse response, the effect on the reconstruction error will be much more
severe if wrong motion vectors are used for reconstruction.

It can be concluded that most attention must be paid to the error protection of
motion vectors and other prediction control parameters, and to the lower
frequency components of the prediction error signal. The effect of visibility after a
loss is clearly dependent on the importance of the lost component with regard to
subsequent predictions . The inherent problem is the deviation of the prediction
between the encoder and the decoder after an error occurs. This effect was previ
ously introduced as the drift problem (sec. 12.3.1. and 12.3.4). By systematic pro
visions, e.g. error protection for bits which would cause a large reconstruction
error in case of losses, it can be tried to keep the amount of drift to a minimum. In
any case, if it can be expected that errors occur occasionally, secure mechanisms to
guarantee recovery from errors are systematic insertion of I-type frames, system
atic refresh of smaller areas or other mechanisms which reset the prediction loop
into a controllable state (see sec. 13.2.8, 13.2.9 and 15.2.2);

a)

Fig. 13.7. Error propagation in case ofmotion-compensated prediction
a Reconstructed frame OK where loss occurs b Reconstructed frame 0K+IO

13.2.4 Forward, Backward and Multiframe Prediction

In motion estimation, the definitions of current frame and reference frame were
introduced. Typically, the coordinate system of the motion vector field to be esti
mated relates to the current frame, and the best match is searched in the reference
frame. In the special case of block matching, blocks are fixed in the current frame,
while the highest-similarity blocks are floating in the reference frame (cf. Fig.
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7.55). Hence, not all pixels of the reference frame are used for prediction of the
current frame; this is even reasonable, as areas may exist which are actually not
visible in the current frame due to occlusion effects. Less reasonable are double
references which typically also occur and indicate an inconsistency in the motion
definition. Ifthe reference frame precedes the current frame (as it was assumed in
the principles of motion compensated prediction discussed so far), motion estima
tion and compensation are denoted as forward oriented (Fig. 13.8a). If the refer
ence frame follows the current frame, motion definitions are backward oriented
(Fig. 13.8b)l.

In motion-compensated prediction, the difference computation to obtain the
prediction error signal is usually performed between the pixels of the current
frame, which is the frame to be encoded, and the estimate thereof which is gener
ated from the reference frame by observing the estimated motion shift. Both the

prediction frame X and the prediction error frame E are aligned with the current
frame coordinate system in this case. To obtain a causal sequence of frame
recursive processing, forward-oriented motion compensation must exclusively be
used. This shall be denoted as the conventional motion compensation method.

D single referenced

til double referenced
(not unique)

• unreferenced
(becoming covered)

~1::::::=;:::;;;,=tI

D single referenced

IIi!double referenced
(not unique)

• unreferenced
(newly uncovered)

a) reference frame current frame b) current frame reference frame

Fig. 13.8. Forward oriented (a) and backward oriented (b) motion compensation

Usage of backward-oriented motion estimates is nevertheless possible in strictly
frame-recursive prediction processing, however the 'current' frame of motion esti
mation can then no longer be the frame which is encoded. Assume that the previ
ously decoded frame takes the 'current' role in motion estimation, while the frame

to be encoded is the reference frame. The prediction frame X must then be gener
ated by back-projecting pixels from the previous frame into the present frame
coordinate system. In this case, empty holes will be generated where no projection
is made, which are in fact the unreferenced positions as illustrated in Fig. 13.8b.
Existence of these holes is reasonable, as they may typically relate to newly
uncovered positions in the frame to be encoded. To generate a prediction for these
positions, methods of spatial interpolation/prediction can be applied (cf. sec.

1 A consistency relationship between backward and forward oriented motion vectors was
introduced in sec. 7.6.6 for methods to detect discontinuities in the motion vector field.
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5.4.5), or they are otherwise intraframe encoded. Nevertheless, this method of
projection-based motion compensation is rather applicable in context of highly
accurate motion compensation, warping grid motion compensation or other types
of motion compensation using dense motion vector fields.

Forward-oriented vectors can also be used for prediction of the current frame
in the conventional motion compensation method, if a future reference f rame is
already available at the decoder. For this, it is however necessary to break the
natural order of the frame-by-frame processing sequence, and transmit certain
future frames earlier. This is used in the method of bi-directional prediction (see
sec. 13.2.5).

Neither in forward-oriented nor in backward-oriented motion compensation the
reference frame must necessarily be a direct neighbor of the current frame. Often
cases occur where a better prediction is found from a frame which is at a farther
distance. This freedom to choose one out of an available set of reference frames
for prediction is denoted as multiframe prediction [WIEGAND, GIROD 2001]. As a con
sequence, multiple frames have to be stored in the encoder and decoder, and also
motion estimation becomes more complex, as it is necessary to determine the best
match among the multiple candidate frames available. Considerable gain in predic
tion quality is achieved by this technique in certain cases. As an example, assume
that a person shown in a video closes the eye or opens the mouth for a short mo
ment in the directly preceding frame. Then, a better prediction can clearly be ob
tained from an earlier frame, where the eye was likewise open or mouth was shut
as in the current frame.

13.2.5 Bi-directional Prediction

So far, a strictly-recursive approach of motion-compensated prediction was re
garded, enabling frame-wise sequential processing. A better compression effi
ciency - even though at the expense of increased computational and memory com
plexity and increased delay - could be expected if usage of future frames was
additionally allowed for prediction. If two reference frames are used for predic
tion, where typically one is a predecessor and one a successor of the current frame,
this method is denoted as motion-compensated bi-directional prediction),

The bi-directional principle as implemented in MPEG standards is illustrated in
Fig. 13.9. To guarantee a causal processing sequence at the decoder, it is necessary
to first process (encode/decode) those frames which are intended to be used for bi-

1 Prediction could also be made using two past or two future frames as references, which
would however not be hi-directional in the strict sense of the word. This generalized mode,
as implemented in the AVC standard, is denoted as hi-predictive. In principle, there is no
limitation to further extend these concepts into a true multi-frame prediction, where an
arbitrary number of frames with arbitrary weights is used as in (4.99). It is however ques
tionable how efficient this would be in video compression, in particular regarding the fact
that motion parameters and weight adaptation parameters would have to be encoded for
each frame used for prediction.
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directional prediction. The prediction of those frames (drawn shaded in Fig. 13.9)
is hence restricted to the uni-directional sequential principle . This can be inter
preted as a sub-sampled video sequence of lower frame rate which is processed by
the conventional method. The members of this sequence are denoted as P-type
frames. If preceding and subsequent decoded P-type frames are available, the
remaining frames can be encoded by bi-directional prediction (these are denoted as
B-type frames). Two sets of motion vectors (forward-oriented and backward
oriented) must be estimated for the B-type frames. The sub-sampled sequence
needs only to be processed in advance as far as needed for causal recursive proc
essing. In the example shown, the necessary causal sequence of frame encoding
steps would be ...1-...-4-2-3-7-5-6-... . This imposes a delay, where the frames of
B-type have to be stored intermediately until the next P-type frame needed for
prediction is available and readily processed . Additional frame memory is neces
sary at the decoder side as well, as both the previous and the subsequent P-type
frames have to be available for the prediction of the B-type frames, and have to be
stored until they can be output by correct display order.

Bi-directional prediction

Fig. 13.9. Causal processing sequence by combination ofuni-directional and bi-directional
prediction

The block diagram of a hybrid video encoder modified for support of bi
directional prediction is shown in Fig. 13.10. It is useful to have a choice of differ
ent prediction modes for the B-type frames, which are forward- or backward-only
and bi-directional predict ion, as well as intraframe coding. Typically, these predic
tion modes can be switched on a block-by-block basis.

To analyze the coding gain which can be achieved by bi-directional prediction,
we assume a simple case where exactly one B-type is between two P-type frames,
and the predictions obtained from both neighbors are averaged:

(13.21)

Herein, subscripts b andfindicate backward-oriented and forward-oriented motion
compensation, respectively. Both partial compensations will most probably not be
perfect, where the bi-directional prediction error signal results as

ebi(m,n,o) =x(m,n,o) -x(m,n,o). (13.22)

In analogy with (13.9) and (13.10), taking into account motion compensation inac
curacies (ke,le), the following 2D spectrum results:
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(13.23)
The resulting power spectrum

S .(Q Q )=S (Q Q ),[sin(ke,fOI+le,f02)_sin(ke.bol+le.b02)]2 +S (Q Q) (13.24)
ee.bi I' 2 xx l' 2 2 2 rr I' 2

will only be identical with the corresponding components caused by inaccurate
motion compensation in uni-directional prediction (13.8), if ke,F-ke.band le,F-le.b; it
will occasionally become zero, if ke,Fke,b and le,Fle,b' If the forward- and backward
oriented motion vectors are estimated independently, the motion compensation
inaccuracies can also be regarded as statistically independent. As then the extreme
cases mentioned above may occur by same probability as well as all cases in be
tween, it can be expected from a statistical point of view that the energy of the
motion-compensated bi-directional prediction error, as caused by inaccurate mo
tion compensation, will be reduced by guarantee as compared to uni-directional
prediction (P type frames). The actual gain will depend on the spatial spectrum of
the current frame and the PDF of the Me compensation inaccuracies .

Videoinput

Switch positions : 1· inlraframe
2- forwardprediction
3- bidirectional prediction
4- backward prediction

- - - - Pand/framesonly

- - - - - Bframesonly

Motiora estimation

Fig. 13.10. Hybrid encoder supporting bi-directional prediction

B-

)0 Bitstream

Due to the fact that two statistically independent motion-compensated prediction
errors are averaged, partial extinction can occur. This can also be interpreted as a
temporallowpass filtering (smoothing) of those components in the prediction error
spectrum which are caused by inaccurate motion compensation.
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Another component relates to the percentage of unpredictable areas I, which appear
as component Srr in (13.24). Here, bi-directional prediction has another eminent
advantage: If it is possible to switch to uni-directional prediction of backward or
forward directions, it can be expected that areas being uncovered are better pre
dictable from the subsequent frame. If on the other hand an area is being covered
from the current frame to the next, it can better be predicted using only the previ
ous frame as reference. This will further reduce the prediction error energy.

It should however be observed that the gain to be expected by bi-directional
prediction is accompanied by probably worse prediction in the sequence of uni
direct ionally predicted P-type frames. As the temporal distance between these
frames is higher than in a frame-wise prediction, it can be expected that current
frame and reference frame are more dissimilar . This effects both a higher probabil
ity of unpredictable areas, and a higher possibility of erroneous motion compensa
tion. The best tradeoff between the gain made by bi-directional prediction and the
loss due to the underlying unidirectional prediction is highly sequence-dependent
and can hardly be described analytically. As a rule of thumb, it is usually advanta
geous to use up to three B-type frames between P-type frames, if motion is slow
and continuous, and high spatial detail appears in the sequences, which might be a
source of high-energy spectral components in the prediction error signal. In case
of high motion, it can sometimes be observed that the usage of bi-directional pre
diction does not give any advantage , as the penalty of worse prediction in the
longer-distance P-type sequence is too high.

A disadvantage of bi-directional prediction which should also be considered is
the double number of motion parameters. This increases the complexity of motion
estimation and compensation, but also potentially increases the data rate. The
forward and backward motion vectors are typically not much different with excep
tion of the sign. Hence, joint encoding can be useful; in addition, if motion trajec
tories are consistent over the sequence, it will be possible to determine the motion
vectors in a specific area of the B-type frame from the motion vector of the (mo
tion-wise) 'co-located' area of the adjacent P-type frame. This is exploited by the
direct mode as implemented in MPEG-4 and other video coding standards (see
sec. 17.4.3) .

The effect of quantization error feedback according to (13.12) is present in the
prediction of B-type frames as well. Quantization error components which are fed
back from the previous and the subsequent frame may however be correlated,
when the latter is a P-type frame which is also predicted from the first. On the
other hand, the temporal averaging of two components will usually have a smooth
ing effect, in particular for high-frequency artifacts like blocking. Further, B-type
frames are typically not used to predict other frames-, This means that neither

I This may be the more important component in the case where high-quality motion estima
tion and compensation are performed, such that motion vector inaccuracies are less severe.

2 Exceptions could be made in the case of B-frame pyramids, see sec. 13.2.8. However
even then, no long recursions occur.
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critical quantization error feedback nor critical channel error propagation will
originate from of a decoded B-type frame. Actually, it can be argued that the re
cursive decoder structure of frame-by-frame Me prediction is broken up in the
case of B-type frames . As side effect , these can usually be quantized coarser than
P-type frames, and must not necessarily be strongly protected against transmission
losses.

The case of switching to intraframe coding in single block areas will occur
fairly rare in B-type frames, because a good reference will typically be found either
in the previous or in the subsequent reference frame even in the case of an occlu
sion. Exceptions would be made for areas which appear just for one frame and are
not visible before and after, which could be e.g. be a short closing of an eye; also
sudden changes oflighting conditions by flashlights or reflections could enforce an
instantaneous intraframe mode .

Fig. 13.11 shows prediction error frames for cases of uni-directional and bi
directional prediction (compare also with Fig. 4.16). Generally, decreased struc
tural detail of the prediction error can be observed; at the right edge of the tree the
switching to backward prediction reduces the prediction error for an uncovered
area.

a) b)

Fig. 13.11. Prediction error frame for motion compensation with 1/2 pixel accuracy
a unidirectional prediction (P-type frame) b bi-directional prediction (B-type frame)

13.2.6 Improved Methods of motion compensation

Block-based motion compensation is a poor model, as it is hardly possible to sup
port smooth variations and discontinuities in the motion vector field properly. This
is in particular true when motion vectors defined over relatively large block sizes
like l6x16 pixel are used. On the other hand, it should be avoided that too much
rate is spent for the motion information unless it is necessary. This must be one
design paradigm of the methods described subsequently. Particular attention must
however also be paid to the motion estimation itself. Straightforward usage of
minimum frame difference criteria as in (7.184) may not be the appropriate solu
tion with regard to rate-distortion criteria.
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The motion-compensated prediction error signal does not have a white spectrum,
as was shown in (13.16). Many algorithms for motion estimation do not take into
account the spectral properties of the MC prediction error regarding the effective
ness of the subsequent transform. It is not guaranteed that the motion vector cho
sen by criteria of prediction error energy minimization is also optimum with re
spect to the rate that is needed for the encoding of the resulting transform coeffi
cients. Eventually, a prediction error constellation having a better capability for
spectral concentration may be a better choice than another signal which has less
energy, but is spectrally more flat (see Problem 13.2). A possible solution would
be to select the motion vector which gives the minimum logarithmic energy of
coefficients as resulting from the transform of a prediction error block. This would
takes into account the spectral flatness of the prediction error residual (cf. (11.19)
and (12.30)). A less complex approximation of spectral-flatness based criteria is
the Sum ofAbsolute Transform ed Differences (SATD)I. Herein, a 2D transform is
applied to prediction error blocks resulting by usage of a subset of best-candidate
motion vectors. Then, the vector is selected which provides the minimum L1 norm
(sum of absolute values) computed over the transform coefficients. This approach
favors prediction error constellations which concentrate energy in a low number of
coefficients, that will normally also be the best choice for encoding by lowest
rate-. Low-complexity transforms like the Hadamard or Walsh transforms (4.123)
(4.126) are sufficient for this purpose. The decision about the best motion com
pensation constellation becomes more complex when different modes can be se
lected, e.g. variable MC block sizes, which also highly influence the rate to be
spent for the vectors. Typical methods of rate-distortion optimization are applied
in this context, where variants of the metric (7.186) are used in motion estimation
based on a rate/quality dependent Lagrangian multiplier [WIEGAND, GIROD 2001]. In
principle, motion estimation and coding mode selection algorithms targeting for
minimization of the rate could be extended into extremely complex methods. Test
wise encoding of prediction error candidate blocks of different vectors and differ
ent coding modes could be performed to search exhaustively for the configuration
that gives best rate-distortion performance.

Variable block size Me. In cases of smooth variation and of discontinuities in the
motion vector field, a general flaw of block based motion compensation results by
the fact that constant motion vectors are enforced over the entire area. A reduction
of the block size could largely improve the performance; It should however only
be applied when indeed changes of the motion vector field are present, as other
wise the rate for more accurate motion parameters would be spent in vain. A solu
tion is variable block size motion compensation as shown in Fig. 13.12. Useful
methods are based on splitting a larger block into two or four equal sub-partitions
whenever justified. The rate to be spent for the finer resolution of the motion vee-

1 This method is used in reference encoders for the AVC standard .

2 For an example, see Problem 13.2
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tor field must be more than compensated by the expected savings in bit rate for
encoding of the motion-compensated prediction error, which however is rate de
pendent. Rate-distortion optimization criteria as described above must be applied.
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Fig. 13.12. Example of motioncompensation usingvariable blocksizes
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Fig. 13.13. OBMC: usage of neighbored-block motion vectors 1-4 for weighted superposi
tion of different prediction errors in quarter tiles of the currentblock '0', as described by the
weighting functions (13.26)

Overlapping-block Me. At object boundaries, discontinuities between adjacent
block motion vectors occur . As it is very unlikely that the actual boundaries of
differently-moving objects coincide with block boundaries, unpredictable compo
nents of high energy and structure will typically appear in the prediction error
images at such positions. A possible solution to this problem is overlapping block
motion compensation (OBMC) [ORCHARD, SULLIVAN 1994]. Herein, a weighted super
position of different motion-compensated predictions is performed. These are
generated by application of additional motion vectors within the current block that
were actually allocated to neighbored blocks. This effects a smoothing of the pro
spectively erroneous components in the motion compensated predictions. An ex
ample is given in Fig. 13.13. The prediction in the current block (0) is generated
using its own motion vector k(O) and the four motion vectors kip) of its horizontal
and vertical neighbors (p=1...4), using an appropriate weighting function such that

4

x(m,n,o) = Lw/m,n) ·x(m +k(Pl,n +l(pl ,0-1)
p=o

4

Lwp(m,n) =1.
p=o

(13.25)
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An example of weighting functions is given by the following weighting matrices
for a block size of8x8 pixels] :

2 2 o 0 0 0

2 I 00 0 0

w=.!.
I I

1
o 0 0 0

I I I I I I W =- o 0 0 0

I 8 o 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 2 8 000 0
0 00000 o 0 o 0 00

555555 4
00 00 0 0 o 0 o 0 00

5555555 o 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0

1
5 6 6 6 6 5 5 (13.26)

W =- 5666655

o 8 5666655

5 6 6 6 6 5 5 o 0 0 0 000 o 0 0 0

5 55 5555 o 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0

5 5 5 5 55 4 1
o 0 0 0 0 0 0

1
o 0 0 0

W3 =- 000 0 0 00 W =- o 0 0 0

8 I I I I I I I 4 8 o 0 0 0

I I I I I I I 00 0 0
I I 2 2 2 2 I o 0 0 0

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 00 0 0

The prediction error e(m,n ,o) = x(m,n ,o)- x(m ,n ,o) is then computed by

(13.25). When adjacent-block motion vectors are different, the variant of OBMC
shown here is by a factor of approximately 4-6 more complex than conventional
block-based MC; at any position of the block, weighted superposition of three
different prediction signals must be performed. It should be observed that OBMC
must be applied as well during the motion estimation (cf. (7.187)), as otherwise the
result of the prediction would not be optimized for minimization of the prediction
error resulting from the superposition.
While being advantageous in case of clear motion discontinuities, the OBMC
method is not fully consistent for the case of smooth variations in the motion vec
tor field. It will then usually effect a spatial blurring or smearing of the estimate,
which can cause higher prediction errors than the warping MC described in the
subsequent subsection.

Warping MC and Global MC. When a control grid (7.188) or a parametric
model (cf. sec. 7.4.4) are used to describe the motion vector field, individual mo
tion vectors can be determined for each pixel position, but the description of the
motion is still very compact- . The estimate is then computed as3

x(m,n,o) =x[m +k(m, n),n +i(m,n),o-l]. (13.27)

It is necessary to consider the warping function during the optimization of the

IOther weighting functions are possible, e.g. including all eight neighbored blocks. In
general, at each position of the block, the weights must sum to unity.

2 E.g. no higher number of motion vectors is required as compared to block matching when
a warping grid is used (cf. sec. 7.6.4), and even less in case of global motion parameters.

3 In (13.27), the tilde symbol ,-, is used to express interpolated signals or motion vectors
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motion vectors, see (7.190). The warping model suffers in the case of motion dis
continuities, where however solutions exist as described in sec. 7.6.4.

A special case of warping-based MC is Global Motion Compensation (GMC),
where the warping function is defined by a global motion model, e.g. an affine or
perspective transformation. Both in cases of small-scale and global warping MC, it
should be observed that usage of sub-pixel shifts is the typical case, which must be
provided with sufficient accuracy. This also implies that high-quality spatial inter
polation must be performed for the generation of the estimates.

Sprites. The technique ofmosaicing has been introduced in sec. 7.8. Ifa mosaic is
used for the purpose of encoding, it is commonly denoted as a sprite. This is a
large image assembled by patches from different frames of a video (typically a
moving background), from which single frames can be reconstructed by inverse
projection. Static sprites as defined in the MPEG-4 standard are based on a fixed
picture model assumption where no changes except for motion shall occur during
the entire usage. This is not applicable to real-time applications, as all frames have
to be available before the sprite can be generated. In contrast to that, dynamic
sprites allow changes, which can also be encoded as differential information
[SMOLIC, SIKORA, OHM 1999]. Typically, sprites are used as one element of object
based coding as described subsequently; only in special cases like global zoom or
pan over an otherwise unchanged scene, sprite mapping could be used as a stand
alone methodology for encoding of a video sequence.

Object-based coding. The general flaws of block-based motion compensation
were described above; also none of the techniques described so far provides a
consistent solution to the problem of occlusions which necessarily occur when
objects are moving differently within a video scene. The ultimate goal of object
based coding is to describe the objects contained in a sequence separately by as
low number of parameters as possible . The meaning of these objects will not be
relevant for the purpose of encoding, but could be useful in the context of their
automatic extraction. The background or other large areas, which are either static
or subject to consistent (e.g. global) motion, are treated like any other object in the
scene. In particular, if a part of the background is temporarily occluded by other
objects, it is very efficient to recall it from a background memory when it appears
again [THOMA , BIERLING 1989]. A more general type of background memory would be
a sprite which can be moving as well, e.g. due to camera motion.

For any object within a scene, it is necessary to provide the shape/position and
the color/texture information for any time instance (frame). The motion informa
tion will be the key to keep the representation as compact as possible, which
means that changes in the other parameters need only be described if they cannot
be determined by the motion. A block diagram of the original approach in object
based video coding as proposed in [MUSMANN , HO TTER, OSTERMANN 1989] is shown in
Fig. 13.14. This method is more related to replenishment methods than to hybrid
coding, as it was postulated that the object motion can either be modeled perfectly
or fails, such that no prediction difference must be encoded at all. The
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color/texture information of an object once found is frozen, until it changes in
reality such that it needs to be newly transmitted. This latter case is entitled as
model failure. In the other case of model compliance, the new frame can be de
scribed accurately enough mainly by motion information, which should combine
with mechanisms to change the shape. The underlying motion model is assumed to
play a pre-dominant role. Both 2D [HOTTER 1990] and 3D motion models
[OSTERMANN 1994],[KAMPMANN 2002] have been investigated.

Source model Synthesis model

x(m,n,o) ;(m,n,o)

Fig. 13.14. Block diagram of an object-based video encoder and decoder as proposed in
[MUSMANN, HOTTER, OSTERMANN 1989]

The method in Fig. 13.14 is of recursive nature as hybrid coding, both analysis and
synthesis relate to the previous frame. Motion and shape parameters are encoded
as differential information as well; in [HOTTER 1994], the method is interpreted as a
generalization of conventional hybrid coding, the latter one using block-based
shape and motion models, and a block transform for texture coding.

The restriction imposed previously, postulating that texture changes shall ex
clusively be encoded by the intraframe 'model failure' information, performs often
worse than encoding of prediction errors. This fact was considered in the defini
tion of object-based video coding as it is implemented in the MPEG-4 standard.
The decoding process for a scene consisting of video objects is shown in Fig.
13.15. The scene description information (cf. sec. 17.2) defines the positions of the
objects, and also the information which of two objects shall be visible as fore
ground in the case of a spatial overlap. For each single object, information compo
nents of motion, shape and texture must be decoded. The motion information is
used to exploit the temporal redundancy in both shape and texture information:

Context Arithmetic Encoding (CAE) as introduced in sec. 12.1 is used for
representation of the binary shape, where for exploitation of the temporal re
dundancy the context uses both spatially and temporally preceding neighbors.
The motion shift is taken into account to determine the temporally co-located
positions from the previous frame.
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Texture encoding is based on motion-compensated prediction differences
encoded by a block-wise 8x8 DCT transform coding for the inner part of ob
jects, and DCT based on block padding or shape adaptive methods for the
boundary blocks, as explained in sec. 12.6.3 .
In addition to the binary shape , a tool is available to encode a gray-level
shape which allows to define transparency of objects, expressed by a so
called alpha map which describes a blending factor for each pixel. The alpha
map is encoded by the same method that is used for the texture, a hybrid mo
tion-compensated prediction and DCT transform coding.
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Fig. 13.15. Object-based decoding in MPEG-4 a Composition of N video objects into a
scene or a frame b Structure of one single video object decoder

Object-based coding has not yet reached a maturity status which might allow ap
plication for any video scene . This mainly relates to insufficient methods of scene
analys is and exact segmentation which is necessary before the coder can be run .
For certain scenes, in parti cular with single objects in front of static background,
good results can be obtained , in particular for efficient encoding of temporarily
occluded but otherwise unchanged areas. From the complexity point of view, the
comb ination of a conventional (block-based) hybrid video coding with an object-
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based hybrid coding, both consisting of common building blocks, is advantageous.
Simple switching between the two cases can be made to whatever is optimum.
Regardless of potential increase in coding performance, object based video coding
is needed for interactive applications, where e.g. the scene content shall be influ
enced by the user, or shall be tailored to specific user needs by the content pro
vider.

13.2.7 Hybrid Coding of Interlaced Video Signals

Most content acquired by video cameras is originally captured in interlaced for
mats (see sec. 1.2 and 2.2.4). Hence, hybrid encoding and motion compensation in
general must also be adaptable to the interlaced sampling structure. This concerns
both the motion compensation and the spatial 2D transform. Methods for inter
laced coding were in particular developed for the MPEG-2 standard and establish
one fundamental extension of MPEG-2 video coding as compared to MPEG-1.
Similar methods have also been adopted by subsequently defined video coding
standards like MPEG-4. It can typically be decided at a global level if the fields
shall be encoded independently ('field mode') or jointly combined as one frame
('frame mode'). In particular in the frame mode, it is then possible to select be
tween different approaches for motion compensated prediction on a block by block
basis as described below.

Depending on the properties of motion (i.e. whether no motion occurs, whether
the motion is by an even or odd number of pixels vertically etc.), it may be advan
tageous to predict the even and odd fields of an interlaced video frame from the
respective fields either of same or of opposite parity in the previous frame. In the
case of fast and inhomogeneous motion, it can also be useful to define different
motion vectors for the two fields. For homogeneous motion and in the interest of a
low rate, it is better to use only one common vector for the related block area of
both fields. Three prediction modes for interlaced video are shown in Fig. 13.161;

Inframe prediction, only one motion vector is used for both fields. The fields
are in principle combined into a frame, regardless of the time shift that is actu
ally effective between their sampling time points. This means that prediction
of a current field could be performed either using the field of same or opposite
parity of the reference frame, depending on whether the (frame-related) verti
cal motion shift is by an even or odd number of pixels. As however is evident
from Fig. 13.16a, this mode is inconsistent whenever an odd vertical motion
shift occurs, as then the vertical orientations of the motion vectors are differ
ent for both of the fields (same motion vector is used regardless of the fact
that either one or three field periods are between the actual field and the field
it is predicted from). Further, this method is usually disadvantageous in the
case of fast motion.

1 These are exactly the modes defined by the MPEG-2 standard.
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In field prediction, independent motion vectors are used for the two fields.
Further, it is selectable if any field is predicted from a field of either same or
opposite parity in the reference frame. Eventually, depending on the size of
the motion vectors, vertical interpolation of lines missing from the selected
reference field will be necessary. In Fig. 13.16, such interpolated prediction
pixels are indicated by opaque circles or squares. In addition to the configura
tion illustrated in Fig. 13.16b, it is possible that the second field of a frame
uses the first field of the frame for prediction reference when fields are en
coded independently (in global 'field mode').
In dual prime prediction, any field of the current frame is predicted using an
interpolation from both fields of the reference frame. Common motion vectors
are used, but different from the frame prediction described above, these are
scaled to make the motion shift consistent with the temporal distance between
the respective current field and the fields it is predicted from. In principle, this
can also be interpreted as if by a first step a full-frame picture is interpolated
from both reference fields, taking into account the motion shift. This 'predic
tion picture' is then used to predict the current fields, where the respective
temporal distance influences the scaling of the motion vector.

The blocks for the computation of the DCT (or other transform) can then also be
applied either by frames or by fields, depending on whether the frame mode or the
field mode is selected (see Fig. 13.17). The latter case is advantageous for pres
ence of high motion, where the similarity between the even and odd lines can be
low, such that a DCT of frame-wise arranged blocks would output vertical fre
quency coefficients of high energy. In case of no motion, it is better to combine
both fields into a frame, as then the vertical correlation is highest, and less vertical
high-frequency coefficients need to be encoded. This is in particular relevant in
cases where motion compensation fails or local intraframe coding is performed.
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13.2.8 Scalable Hybrid Coding

Scalable representation of still image frames, allowing flexible adaptation of spa
tial resolution and quality (quantizer) resolution independent of the encoding proc
ess, is efficiently solved by a combination of wavelet transform and embedded
quantization with bit-plane representation (see sec. 12.4.2). Scalable coding is also
highly desirable for video signal representation, in particular regarding error
resilient transmission and transmission over networks with variable bandwidth
allocation (cf. sec. 15.2). In video representation, one more degree of freedom is
temporal scalability, i.e. variable frame rate by different scalable resolution levels.

Reconstructionlnfonnation0 1Pre-processing 1

:I :. ~ .
I +* °rt ~ Ort I +k~1------»IEncoderlayerT~LayerT --1encoderlayerT~ Yr :~=~~

Fig. 13.18. Principle of scalable coding with Tlayers

A very general principle of scalable coding and decoding is shown in Fig. 13.18,
where by supplementing further building blocks of the intermediate-level type
(highlighted by a dotted rectangle), an arbitrary number of scalable layers can be
realized. The spatio-temporal signal resolution to be represented by the base layer
is first generated by decimation (pre-processing). In the subsequent encoding
stage, an appropriate setting of the quantizer will then lead to a certain overall
quality level of the base information. The base layer reconstruction is an
approximation of all the higher-layer resolution levels, and can be utilized in the
decoding of the subsequent layers. The mid-processing unit performs up-sampling
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of the subsequent layers. The mid-processing unit performs up-sampling of the
next-lower layer signal to the subsequent layer resolution. Typically, pre- and mid
processing are performed by decimation and interpolation throughout all stages,
whereas the particular action to be taken can be quite different depending on the
dimension of scalability, e.g. motion-compensated processing can be implemented
for frame-rate up-sampling. In principle, the information is propagated from the
lower into the higher resolution layers both during encoding and decoding.

In all types of scalability (temporal, spatial or quantization/quality), the con
straints imposed by the frame-recursive processing of hybrid video coding have to
be carefully considered. Any lower layer should in the ideal case be self-contained,
which means that the prediction should not use any decoded information from
higher layers. Otherwise, different estimates would be used at the encoder and
decoder sides, and a similar drift effect would occur as it was observed in the pres
ence of channel losses (cf. sec. 13.2.3). The prediction of the base layer informa
tion will be worse than it could be if all enhancement layer information was al
lowed in the prediction, a phenomenon that was already expressed in (12.22). This
does not penalize the operational point of the base layer, which will implicitly
perform like a single layer coder at the same rate; as however the base layer infor
mation is used for prediction of the enhancement layer, the rate-distortion per
formance towards higher rates will be worse than it could be in a single-layer
coder. Alternatively, the full enhancement information could blindly be used for
prediction 1; in this case, the reconstruction quality of the highest enhancement
layer could approach the performance of a single-layer coder, while the recon
struction quality of the base layer and all intermediate layers would eventually
suffer dramatically due to drift (12.15). This basic dilemma to penalize either
enhancement or base layer performance is inherently caused by the recursive
nature of the DPCM structure integrated in the hybrid coding concept.

In the following sub-sections, different principles of scalable hybrid coding
will be discussed in detail, which also will include solutions trying to find a trade
off between the two extrema described above. In most cases, two-layer configura
tions are explained, however extension to more layers as in Fig. 13.18 is straight
forward by using multiple enhancement layer coder/decoder building blocks.

Scalability of quantizers. Quality scalability is implemented in the block diagram
of Fig. 13.18 by introducing different quantization parameters Qt. In a scalable
quantizer configuration, it has to be observed that the quantizer of the enhance
ment layer re-quantizes the quantization error from the base layer, such that the
quantization range has to be adapted properly. If base-layer stability shall be ob
served, it is inevitable to implement a separate prediction loop for the base layer
both at the encoder and decoder sides-. In the simplest case, the quantization of the

1 This is a mode ofSNRscalability as defined in the MPEG-2 standard.

2 Most following diagrams omit the blocks oftransform/inverse transform and the blocks of
entropy coding/decoding from the loops to make the structures more simple to read.
Straightforward augmentation by the respective blocks of transform and inverse transform
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residual error from the base layer can be performed directly as intraframe coding
(Fig. 13.l9a) 1. However then, the method is strongly sub-optimum as significant
temporal correlation may exist between the residual signals of subsequent frames
when the base layer is operating at low quality level- . As an alternative solution,
interframe prediction with a separate loop can be applied in the enhancement layer
coding (Fig. 13.19b). By this principle, the residual error to be encoded in the
enhancement layer will typically become lower than for the case of base-only pre
diction, as detail information available in the previous enhancement frame is util
ized. Identical motion parameters can be used in both prediction loops. Both con
figurations of Fig. 13.19b are interchangeable , i.e. each coder/decoder structure
can be combined with the other". In the decoder diagram at the top, only one pre
diction loop is needed, if only the best available enhancement information shall be
reconstructed, which is indeed the normal case in a single-purpose receiver. The
decoder structure at the bottom reconstructs both base and enhancement layers in
parallel.

Sub-optimality of the double-loop method. By utilizing the full-resolution signal
in the enhancement-layer prediction, the performance will still be inferior as com
pared to a non-scalable coder with only one loop, which can be proven as follows.
Assume the usage of a uniform quantizer of step size LlB. Then, the residual error
from the base layer will be within the range D1B/2, if the effect of overload is ne
glected. In the system of Fig. 13.l9a, an embedded quantizer of two steps of size
LlB/2 would actually be usable in the next layer. However, in the system shown in
Fig. 13.19b, the effect of quantization error feedback occurs in the enhancement
prediction loop additionally. As a result, the range of the residual signal to be fed
into the enhancement quantizer is in fact not limited by guarantee to D1B/2. As a
consequence, established methods for embedded quantizer scalability (see sec.
11.3) can not straightforwardly be applied here. As on the other hand only embed
ded quantizers could approach the rate-distortion performance of non-scalable
coding, the system of Fig. 13.l9b will necessarily be inferior as compared to a
single-layer method at the full rate of the enhancement layer. The base layer en
coder is equivalent to a self-contained single-layer coder, such that no quality drop
occurs at the base-layer rate.

is shown e.g. in Fig. 13.26, and entropy coding does not effect the loop of signal processing
at all.

1 This is the method of Fine Granulari ty Scalability as implemented in the MPEG-4 Visual
standard [LI2001].

2 The correlation between residuals will be higher for cases of no or only small change of
the video scene, where all finer detail structures must again and again be encoded for each
enhancement layer frame.

3 See problem 13.3
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To enforce better compression performance at the full enhancement rate, predic
tion at the encoder side could always be performed from the highest enhancement
layer information, irrespective of what information the decoder has available (Fig.
13.20a) . This is a method of'SNR scalability' as defined in the MPEG-2 standard.
While this approach does not lead to any penalty at the rate of the full enhance
ment layer, it can penalize the lower layer quality severely due to the drift, which
is caused by the fact that different predictions are used at encoder and decoder
when only partial information is received. In Fig. 13.20b, a slightly different coder
structure with identical output is shown. The idea is here to track the drift which
would occur in a decoder only receiving the base-layer prediction error EB within
the local loop of the encoder. The quantizers in both parts of Fig. 13.20 are ar
ranged in a tandem configuration, where the base layer quantizer (having larger
step size) performs re-quantization of the quantized enhancement information.
This can e.g. be realized by embedded quantization. The quantized signals EB
(base layer) and EE (enhancement layer) then correspond to representations of the
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prediction error signals using different bit-depths. These are now formally split to
trace the signal flows. The prediction PE corresponds to the full enhancement
layer, and can be produced as a sum of the base-layer prediction PB and a drift
component D, which is generated recursively from the quantization differences
between base and enhancement layers.
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Fig. 13.20. Hybrid SNR scalability structures incurring drift at the base layer
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Fig. 13.21. SNR scalability structures for limitation ofdrift
a Drift compensation b Drift clipping c Drift leaking

Control of drift. It is obvious that a drift-free base-layer prediction would be
possible when only PB was used. Turning off the path of D would be identical to
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the system of Fig. 13.l9a, which is clearly sub-optimum. Alternatively, it can be
tried to control D, to avoid that drift runs out of control. Due to the recursion, D
could eventually become much larger than the difference between base and en
hancement layer step sizes, when a number of subsequent differences EE-EB of
same sign are accumulating . This will however not be the typical case, but can
rather occur in extreme situations of high temporal changes in the video signal.
Different derived concepts to keep the drift under control are shown in Fig. 13.21:

In drift compensation (Fig. l3.2la), a value D' is added to the prediction error
prior to quantization [MAYER, CRYSANDT, OHM2002] . For the case D'=-D, no drift
would occur, but also no usage of enhancement information would be made.
For D'=O, the drift would be fully present. It is assumed here that the decoder
side is not aware of the drift compensation made, which means that the usual
Me decoder loop could be used without any modifications. The tricky part is
to optimize the component D' at the encoder side, such that a good balance be
tween the penalties for the base and enhancement decoding is achieved; this
depends on the operational target (whether more advantage should be
achieved when operating decoders near base or near enhancement rates). Even
though it is a clear advantage to keep the decoder unchanged and leave the
drift control as an issue of encoder optimization, this method performs worse
than the following solutions, where the drift control is symmetrically run in the
decoder loop as well.
In drift clipping (Fig. 13.2lb), the drift is dynamically limited if a maximum
value Dmax is reached. A good choice for Dmax is approximately the base-layer
quantizer step size. Strategies are then either to set D'=O or D'=-D; the latter
method would immediately resynchronize the standalone base layer loop to
the drift-free case, while the first method imposes less penalty on the quality
of the enhancement layer. It has been shown that the first method gives a bet
ter SNR performance over a broad range of rates, when compared to the dou
ble-loop configuration of Figure 13.l9b [MAYER, CRY SANDT, OHM2002] . Identical
drift clipping must be performed at the decoder side. The clipping rules could
in principle also be adapted to the signal characteristics, which would then re
quire to transmit clipping mode parameters as side information. Dmax=O would
correspond to the drift-free case, and Dmax=oo is the case of unlimited drift.
In drift leaking (Fig. 13.21c), the accumulation of drift is limited by multiply
ing D'=a·D with a leak coefficient a<l. Here, for a=O the drift-free case and
for a=1 the unlimited-drift case are given. The best selection of the drift coef
ficient is also dependent on the operational target and sequence characteris
tics, such that an adaptive setting is appropriate. Usage of a similar method
has been studied in [AMON, ILLGNER, PANDEL 2002] .

Another method of drift control, which is a hybrid with the double-loop method of
Fig. 13.l9b and guarantees unconditional base layer stability, is denoted as Pro
gressive FGS [wu, LI, ZHANG 2000] . Here, enhancement layer information of a bit
plane representation is partially used for prediction by a sophisticated prediction
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mechanism which terminates error propagation after a fixed number of frames in
cases where not the full enhancement information is available at the decoder.

Extension to multiple layers. The structures shown in Fig. 13.21b actually do not
require multiple-loop MC implementations; in fact, implementation can be much
simpler than for the method of Fig. 13.19b. This is illustrated in a multiple-bit
plane example of Fig. 13.22, where the base layer is enhanced by two motion
compensated bit planes, each controlled by the clipping method. Additional bit
planes can be supplemented as intraframe enhancements without motion compen
sation, similar to the method of Fig. 13.l9a. When clipping is made exactly into
the corresponding quantizer step size of the respective bit plane, one-bit frame
memories are sufficient for each additional bit plane, assuming separate handling
of the sign, which is valid for all bit planes (cf. Fig. 11.8b). Further, when the
motion compensation is identical in all bit planes, the entire dotted rectangle in
Fig. 13.22 can be implemented by a monolithic frame memory from which the
motion compensation is performed by one operation, simultaneously for all bit
planes. In the receiver loop, clipping must be made into the range of the highest
significant bit plane received, but also here, one MC loop is sufficient.

Intra bllplan.(s)

Fig. 13.22. Drift-limiting structure based on the clipping approach with multiple bit-planes
and additional intraframe enhancement layer(s)

The intraframe enhancement difference is used for further refinement by quantiz
ing the difference between the MC prediction error and the finest motion
compensated bit plane. The sign bit is always the sign of the unquantized predic
tion error, and is only encoded when non-zero information is conveyed by one of
the bit planes, like in the original embedded quantization shown in Fig. 11.8.
Unlike the methods presented in the previous paragraphs, the principle for com
bined motion compensation of bit planes can no longer be realized if a 2D block
transform is embedded into the prediction loop. As embedded quantization is then
performed in the transform domain, a 1:I mapping of the differences between the
different layers after the inverse transform would not apply. If however MC pre-
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diction is performed in the transform domain (cf. sec. 13.3.2), the method can fully
be utilized.

In summary, implementation of SNR (quality) scalability within hybrid video cod
ers will always cost a penalty as compared to single-layer coders, which is mainly
due to the recursive structure and the drift problem. The amount of penalty is se
quence dependent, but by the different adaptation mechanisms described above it
would be possible to optimize the performance for different sequence characteris
tics under the constraints of expected rate targets. Qualitatively, the rate-distortion
behavior of the different methods discussed is sketched in Fig. 13.23, which is in
coincidence with measurements that were e.g. reported in [MAYER, CRYSANDT, OHM

2002] and [V.D. SCHAAR, RADHA 2001]. It is assumed here that rates are flexibly scalable
with fine granularity between lowest and highest rate points. Any of the schemes
can in principle be tuned to a best rate point where the performance of a single
layer coder is either exactly obtained or at least nearly approached. It can be con
cluded that the methods of drift control establish a reasonable compromise, show
ing moderate penalty towards both lower and higher rates. When these methods
shall cover a sufficient wide range of rates with sufficient compression perform
ance and stability, implementation of multiple loops is necessary, which results in
systems of considerable complexity both at the encoder and decoder sides.
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Fig. 13.23. Qualitative rate-distortion behavior of different scalable hybrid coders

Temporal Scalability. Assume that the base layer shall relate to a reconstructed
sequence of lower frame rate. If the base information shall only be predicted from
itself, these frames must establish a self-contained sub-sequence. This can e.g. be
achieved, if the base layer is encoded as a sequence from which frames are
skipped, while the enhancement layer supplements these frames for the higher
frame rate, which are then predicted from the base-layer frames (Fig. 13.24). In
principle, this will not lead to an increased frame rate as compared to a single-layer
coder, if e.g. a frame sequence of ..PBBPBBP .. is used, where the B-type frames
establish the enhancement layer. In this case, the up-sampling filter can be inter
preted as a motion-compensated lowpass prediction or interpolation filter.
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Fig. 13.24. General concept of temporal scalability based on MC difference (prediction)
encoding of enhancement layer

Temporal scalability based on B-type frames is the only case where scalable hybrid
coding may not be inferior as compared to a single-layer hybrid coder, as scalabil
ity does not change in principle the single-layer compression method. This is the
case, as no prediction recursion originates from the B-type frames which establish
the enhancement layer, such that the drift problem does not apply. If P-type frames
shall be used for the enhancement layer, the normal frame-recursive processing
sequence must be broken and replaced by a hierarchy of self contained layers. This
necessarily leads to constellations where the distance between the frames and their
prediction references becomes larger, which will cause a loss in performance (see
Fig. 13.25a for an example of temporal scalability over three different frame
rates). A similar scalability configuration can also be realized using B-type frames
(Fig. 13.25b). Here, unlike in the bi-directional prediction definition introduced
earlier, the B-type frames 'B I' of the first enhancement layer are indeed used to
predict the frames 'B2' of the second layer; as the number of frames increases by
two with each additional level. This shall be denoted as a B-frame pyramid} ,

This method improves the compression performance as compared to the con
ventional constellation, where B-type frames are exclusively predicted from sur
rounding P-type frames (cf. sec. 13.2.5). Observe that in any case, only frames
from lower layers are used to predict a frame in a higher layer. As the B 1 frames
are partially used to predict the B2, drift may occur whenever these are not avail
able to the full resolution or are affected by transmission losses. This drift is how
ever less severe, as it is by guarantee restricted to one or two steps, and is further
diminished by the fact that for the subsequent prediction of another B-type frame
the drift propagates only by a factor of 0.52.

I Such constellations of B-type frames are indeed supported in the AVC/H.264 standard
(cf. sec. 17.4.4)

2 A similar effect was observed in spatial prediction for the case of averaging prediction
filters, see e.g. Fig. 12.19d.
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Fig. 13.25. Temporal scalability with two enhancement layers (112) supporting three
different frame rates a based on P-type enhancement frames b based on B-type enhance
ment frames

Scalability of Spatial Resolution. Wavelet transform methods have evolved as an
optimum solution for highly efficient scalable coding of still images. In video
coding, incompatibilities of wavelet basis functions with block-based motion com
pensation exist (cf. sec. 13.3.1), such that block transforms are mostly preferred as
spatial transforms in hybrid coding. This also influences the implementation of
spatial scalability, where the operations of decimation and interpolation must be
applied outside of the prediction loop. Spatial scalability is then realized similar to
a differential pyramid, where motion compensated prediction can be applied
within each pyramid level in addition to the coarse-to-fine prediction. These meth
ods can also be interpreted as extensions of the principles for quantizer scalability
from Fig. 13.19. Systems either without (Fig. 13.26a) or with (Fig. 13.26b) motion
compensation in the enhancement layer can be realized. In the latter case, it has to
be observed that the values of motion parameters have to be scaled by the same
factor by which the frames are scaled spatially. Unlike the cases of quantizer scal
ability, it would also be useful to estimate different motion vectors for the base and
enhancement layers due to the different spatial resolution accuracy.

In the scheme of Fig. 13.26b, the enhancement layer prediction loop is applied
to a residual signal, similar to the lower part of Fig. l3.l9b. This implies that al
ways first the residual from the base layer is computed, and then prediction of the
enhancement layer is performed,

There may be cases however, where using only the previous frame enhance
ment layer reconstruction allows better prediction of the actual enhancement
frame, without referencing to the current base layer frame. Such a more flexible
structure is depicted in Fig. 13.26c. Here, the enhancement layer frame can either
be predicted entirely from the up-sampled base layer (which would be the same as
in Fig. 13.26a), from the previous enhancement layer reconstruction, or from the
mean value of both. In MPEG-4 video coding, this latter case is also denoted as
'bi-directional' prediction, even though it is somewhat different from the original
concept ofB-type frames.
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Fig. 13.26. Spatial scalability combined with quantizer scalability in a hybrid coder:
a Without MC prediction in enhancement layers b With double loop, supporting MC
prediction in enhancement layer residual c With double loop, supporting switchable MC
prediction in the enhancement layer [T: Transform; t it : decimation/interpolation ; for all
other acronyms see caption of Fig. 13.19]
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13.2.9 Multiple-description Video Coding

Multiple description coding (MDC) relates to source-channel models where the
information can reach the receiver by different paths (diversity) . In wireless com
munications, Multiple Input / Multiple Output (MIMO) sender/channel/receiver
constellations could highly improve the system reliability. In wired networks (e.g.
for Internet connections), different transmission routes can also establish a path
diversity. The basic idea of MDC is to transmit a signal by multiple self-contained
streams, all of which can be linked such that the quality improves when more
streams are actually received. A certain level of quality is nevertheless guaranteed
by any of the streams received standalone. Hybrid video coding gives good rea
sons for application of MDC, as severe data losses can occur by the recursion
relationships. The three basic methods which can be utilized are MDC quantizers,
MDC transforms and MDC temporal prediction methods. Only examples of 2
stream MDC methods are presented here, but extensions to higher numbers of
partial descriptions are possible .

MDC quantizers. The idea behind MDC quantization is to quantize samples by
two quantizers with coarser quantization step sizes but different offsets
[VAISHAMPAYAN 1993]. If the information from both is combined, more exact conclu
sions can be drawn about where the original position of the value has been in the
quantizer cells (e.g. upper half or lower half). This is equivalent to the information
conveyed by a single quantizer of finer step sizes. Systematic design of such quan
tizers can be made, for which an example is given by the matrix in Fig. 13.27. The
equivalent finer quantizer has 22 steps, which can be uniquely addressed when
both code symbols i 1 and i2 are received. Each standalone MDC stream conveys
only information about 8 coarser steps. For example, if only i 1=2 is received, the
actual finer-quantizer value could have been 5,7, or 8. It then depends on the
source statistics which will be the best reconstruction; for example, in case of
uniformly distributed sources, the average value 6.66 should be the optimum out
put. The efficiency of the MDC quantizer in terms of source compression (as com
pared to a single quantizer) relates to the number of cells that are populated in the
matrix. In the given example, 2x3=6 bit/sample have to be transmitted in MDC,
while only log222=4.45 bit/sample would be necessary if a monolithic representa
tion was used, which shows an overhead of this MDC scheme ofroughly 33%. The
extreme cases would be population of the main diagonal only (which means dupli
cate transmission of information over the two paths) and full population (which
does not cost anything in compression efficiency, but neither provides much evi
dence about the value if only one path is received) . Optimum design algorithms are
described in [VAISHAMPAYAN 1993]. In general, the reconstruction quality in case of
channel losses suffers, if more values off the main diagonal are allowed. The
source statistics and the expected channel error statistics must both be observed in
the optimization of the design.
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Fig. 13.27. Schema of an MDC quantizer designed for two separate streams; numbers in
bold are the quantization indices of the corresponding single-description quantizer

MDC transforms. The basic idea is to generate transforms which output an un
correlated set of transform coefficients within each description, where however
pair-wise correlation of coefficients will be observed across different descriptions .
An extreme case fulfilling this paradigm is made by sending the same description
over both channels, which obviously doubles the total rate, but guarantees full
reconstruction if only one stream is received. Another simple example would be to
generate polyphase (even/odd indexed) sequences of samples from a signal, and
apply a transform coder to both of them separately for transmission over the two
MDC channels. This means that each second sample will be missing if only one
stream is received . Further, the two transforms will be less efficient than one, as
the correlation is lower within the separate polyphase sequences 1. In [WANG ET AL.

2001], optimum pair-wise decorrelating transforms are developed for this purpose
from the background of a KLT design. Nevertheless, due to the remaining inter
stream correlation that cannot be exploited, MDC transforms cannot reach the
compression efficiency ofa transform optimized for a single stream transmission.

MDC prediction strategies. If a transmission error occurs at any position in a
video sequence, the remaining frames up to the next I-type frame can be affected
(Fig. 13.28a). A typical approach to cope with this problem is frame freezing, if
the loss is severe. Alternatively, if separate prediction sequences are established
for the even- and odd-indexed frames and conveyed by two separate MDC streams
[APOSTOLOPOULOS 2000], at least half of the frames can be decoded (which means by
half frame rate), if one of the streams is received properly (Fig. 13.28b). This
method has also been denoted as multiple state encoding. Alternatively, it can be
tried in such exceptional situations to use the properly received stream for partial
recovery of the other stream, which could e.g. be done by frame interpolation. Like
the other two MDC methods described, the prediction strategy of Fig. 13.28b is
inferior as compared to Fig. 13.28a.

1 For an analysis of correlation statistics in even/odd polyphase sequences, refer to Problem
4.12.
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Fig. 13.28. a Error propagation in case of a transmission loss b Benefit of MDC predic
tion, where one ofthe streams is not affected by the error

Simulcast. Simulcast (for Simultaneous broadcast) is a specific method of decod
ing a video or other multimedia signal from separate self-contained streams. Si
mulcast streams are typically not symmetric as the different MDC streams are, and
are not intended to complement each other. A typical example is a video signal
which is encoded in various spatial (frame size) or temporal (frame rate) resolu
tions or by variable data rates. The typical goal in simulcast is to serve devices of
different resolution capability or networks of different transmission capacities,
where the exact streaming rate and the terminal properties are not known before
hand when encoding is done. The inefficiency of simulcast as compared to a single
stream of highest quality and resolution comes by the additional rate that is needed
to encode the lower-quality streams (see also sec. 17.1).

Switching frames. Switching frames (S-type frames) were recently introduced to
allow transition between the prediction processes in multiple streams which con
tain information about the same video signal [GIROD, FARBER, HORN 1997]. The idea is
that the S-type frame contains the differential information that is necessary to
change from the decoder state (which means the state of the frame memory in the
recursive loop) of one stream to that of the other stream. This can be useful in the
context of multiple-description or simulcast coding, but also in the case of stream
switching (cf. sec. 15.2), where instantaneous switching to lower or higher data
rate streams shall be allowed by request without insertion of an I-type frame. The
principle is shown in Fig. 13.29. If the S-type frame is inserted at the position of a
P-type frame from the other stream, it is denoted as SP frame; if it contains the
upgrade information needed to achieve the state of an I-type frame in the frame
memory, it is denoted as SI frame. The information related to S-type frames adds
overhead (additional data rate) as compared to a single-stream coder.
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Fig. 13.29. Placement of switching frames in a multiple-stream representation of a video
sequence

It can be observed that any of the techniques regarded in this section, as well as
most of the scalable coding methods from the previous section! perform their
purpose by a rate penalty. One general difference between MDC and scalable
coding should be notified: MDC assumes to generate a number of equally impor
tant sub-streams, assuming that equal impact of losses applies to all. Scalable
coding is based on a hierarchical prioritization of sub-streams, which follows
from the rate-distortion relevance of different parts of the full stream. It can be
concluded that in case of lossy channels, scalable coding without additional pro
tection mechanisms for the most important sub-streams is useless, while scalable
coding augmented by redundancy (unequal error protection, multiple transmission
or even MDC coding of important components) can well be interpreted as an effi
cient MDC scheme. It will depend mainly on the penalty that any of said methods
imposes over single-stream transmission, and also on the flexibility it offers for
adaptation to any transmission conditions, which is the optimum solution in the
context ofa given application scenario.

13.2.10 Optimization of Hybrid Encoders

Standards for video compression typically define only the bitstream syntax and
semantics and the operation of decoders (cf. sec. 17.1). Hence, optimization of
encoders offers freedom for improvement in quality, being fully compatible with
existing standards-compliant decoding devices. One of the key issues is the opti
mization of motion compensation, which must mainly be regarded by the effect on
other coding elements, like the rate resulting by entropy coding of motion vectors
and transform coefficients. The optimum selection of motion vectors is typically
rate dependent, and may not necessarily relate to the true motion.

! except for certain configurations of temporal scalability
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The first group of methods to improve the compression performance is rate distor
tion optimization. In principle, a selected operational point is targeted, such that
for a given rate budget the distortion gets as low as possible. Numerous configura
tions could in principle be selected, as different components contribute to the
overall rate. For example, the rate to be spent for encoding of transform coeffi
cients in a hybrid coder relies on the selection of motion parameters and on mode
switching (e.g. selection of intraframe coding modes, of uni-directional or bi
directional prediction) . The typical solution for rate/distortion problems is made by
Lagrangian optimization (cf. sec. 11.3), which however assumes that the rate
distortion behavior changes smoothly around the given operational target. In par
ticular mode selection is however a highly nonlinear optimization problem, for
which no consistent solution exists except for running multiple coding configura
tions for selection of the best result, which is highly complex.

The second group of optimization strategies relates to the recursive dependen
cies in the Me prediction loop. Not all picture types to be encoded (I, P, B) are
similarly relevant by their contribution to the overall distortion. It is usually a good
strategy to give more relevance to an I picture in the beginning of a GOP, as this is
recursively used to predict many other pictures; if strongly distorted, the prediction
of subsequent pictures would be worse, which would increase the overall rate. On
the other hand, this depends on the amount of change in the sequence; with fast
changes, the influence of encoding quality to subsequent frames typically decays
faster. If B pictures are not used to predict any other, they can typically be quan
tized more coarsely. Reconstructed P frames are used for prediction of other
frames, and should be encoded with higher quality as well, but this may be traded
versus the length of the dependency chain. Methods to use such dependency chains
in the context of rate-distortion optimization bear high potential in hybrid encoder
improvement, but are not well developed yet due to their enormous complexity.
Manageable solutions with restriction to selected cases are described in [ORTEGA,

RAMCHANDRAN, VETTERLI 1994][RAMCHANDRAN, ORTEGA, VETTERLI 1994] and [BEERMANN,

WIEN , OHM 2002] . In principle, the error feedback of the prediction loop (12.21) must
be fully analyzed to decide which is the optimum way to jointly minimize rate and
distortion in combination with frame look-ahead decisions. However even within a
frame, sophisticated video encoders use multiple feedbacks such as spatial predic
tion from block to block, prediction of motion vectors from block to block, adapta
tion mechanisms in entropy coding. A brute-force strategy to approximate best
rate-distortion behavior under constraint of frame dependencies is multi-pass en
coding, where one frame is encoded at different rates e.g. by different quantizer
settings, and only after the rate/distortion implications on subsequent frames have
been tested, the final decision is made which of the pre-encoded streams shall be
used.

The third group of optimizations is related to rate control. In applications of
constant-rate transmission, or for best transmission policies in packet-switching
networks, it is necessary to employ rate regulation mechanisms, which are usually
based on variations of quantizer step size (see sec. 15.1.2). The interdependency
between rate control and rate-distortion optimization mechanisms, in particular
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best strategies to hold variations in the quantizer step size as low as possible, are
of high importance in this context.

The fourth group of optimization strategies relates to pre-processing. For a
given rate and encoding of a given sequence, it must be decided which is the best
spatio-temporal resolution by which the sequence should be encoded. This highly
influences the perceptual reconstruct ion quality. In principle, methods of frame
skipping, spatial sub-sampling to smaller image format, or resolution-reduction
preprocessing by lowpass filters can be applied . Further, semantic criteria can be
taken into account by identification of regions ofinterest which should be encoded
by higher quality) . This can likewise be done by blurring (resolution reduction) of
less relevant regions by pre-processing. It is also possible to take even more ad
vantage of perceptual weighting functions than possible in still image coding; for
example, human observers are hardly able to detect detailed structures in the case
of fast motion, which means that effects such as motion blur could be mimicked by
pre-processing as well, which would on the other hand directly improve the per
formance of motion-compensated prediction.

All methods described so far are purely methods for maximization of compres
sion performance. To constrain the optimization by aspects of source coding with
out taking into account the properties of transmission channels is a blind-eyed
attitude, as the overhead necessary for protection may become significant, even
more when the source is compressed to the limits. This problem will further be
discussed in sec. 15.2.

13.3 Me Prediction Coding using the Wavelet Transform

The advantages of using wavelets for still image compression have been well rec
ognized, especially the high coding efficiency in conjunction with the inherent
scalability they provide is attractive . Even though different trials have been made
to extend wavelet technology to video coding, the more complicated nature of
spatio-temporal signals, in particular the need to apply motion compensation for
high coding efficiency, have prevented usage of wavelet-based methods so far.
Only recently, wavelet-based video coding has become an interesting trend. This
and the following section will give an analysis on the problems to be solved for
efficient implementation of wavelet video coding, and give insight to some of the
newer techniques.

) A typical example is detection of faces. It can also simply be assumed that the most rele
vant area is found in the center of the scene, which at least is true whenthe camera tracks
this content.
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13.3.1 Wavelet Transform in the Prediction Loop

The direct way to combine wavelet coding with motion compensation would be to
replace the block transform by a wavelet transform in the encoding and prediction
loop (Fig. 13.30). Unfortunately , this is penalized by the following problems :

1. By using block-based motion compensation, high spatial frequencies occur at
the block boundaries when adjacent block motion vectors diverge. As the
wavelet transform has a block-overlapping effect (lengths of filter impulse re
sponses are longer than block sizes in transform coding), a worse effect can be
expected here as compared to the case of a block transform which coincides
with positions ofMC blocksl: in particular, this can cause severe ringing arti
facts when single wavelet coefficients are discarded.

2. Block-wise intraframe mode switching introduces amplitude discontinuities in
the 2D signal which is fed into the transform. This will again cause problems
in combination with basis functions which are applied beyond block bounda
ries, with similar effects as described under 1.

3. Replacement of the transform in the hybrid prediction loop does not solve the
drift problem, which is the main reason preventing implementation of efficient
scalable coding, as was discussed above.

4. It appears to be straightforward to integrate the spatial resolution pyramid of
the wavelet tree with the down-sampling steps that are necessary in the spatial
scalable hybrid coding methods of Fig. 13.26. However, the scaling band of
wavelet-transformed frames is not by guarantee alias-free, as certain con
straints apply to the filters by which a critically sampled perfect reconstruction
pyramid representation is guaranteed. Motion compensated prediction of those
frames may be less efficient than for the case of specifically optimized low
pass down-sampling filters.

Solutions have been developed to the first two problems. In particular, wavelet
transforms perform well in the hybrid prediction loop when block-based motion
compensation is replaced by grid-based or overlapping block MC (sec. 13.2.6);
blending functions reduce the problem of amplitude discontinuities in case of in
tra-mode switching (sec. 16.1) [MARTUCCI ET AL. 1997][HEISING ET AL. 2001] . In Fig.
13.30, this is expressed by the capability to adapt a factor a which allows smooth
transition between intraframe coding (a=0) and full MC prediction (a=1)2. Per
formance gain over block-transform based hybrid coding is reported, however the
complexity is also significantly increased. No flexible scalability solution compa
rable to the properties of still image wavelet coders is provided. Hence, the addi
tional value of such methods over traditional hybrid coding appears rather limited.

1 It could even be argued that one of the reasons to use a transform ofblock size 4x4 in the
AVC standard is the better harmony with the 4x4 MC blocks that must be supported at
minimum.
2 This block diagram is highly simplified. Other elements of state of the art hybrid codecs
(cf. Fig. 13.5) can be integrated.
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Fig. 13.30. MC prediction codec using DWT in place ofblock transform

13.3.2 Frequency Coding with In-band Motion Compensation

Motion-compensated frame prediction as presented so far is mostly applied to
video frames in the original resolution by which the signal shall be decoded. In the
case of spatial scalability encoding of Fig. 13.26, motion compensation is applied
to different resolution levels in parallel, but the entire information to be encoded is
overcomplete, as it is based on a difference pyramid representation. Frequency
coding, in particular by using the wavelet transform, provides inherent mechanisms
for spatially scalable representation without being overcomplete.

Coeff.
COD.

I
~--- -------------~-------- I

Fig. 13.31. MC prediction scheme with in-band motion compensation, inverting the se
quence ofMC prediction and spatial wavelet transform

An extension to video coding would be desirable, for which a possible configura
tion is shown in Fig. 13.31. Here, the frequency transform over the spatial coordi
nates is performed first (not in the prediction loop), and then motion-compensated
temporal DPCM encoding is applied to each spatial sub-image of wavelet coeffi-
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cients. Different methods have been proposed both for motion compensation in the
wavelet transform domain and in the DeT domain in [BOSVELD ET AL. I992] [YANG,

RAMCHANDRAN 1997][SHEN, DELP 1999][B ENZLER 2000] .
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Fig. 13.32. Shift variance of the Haar Wavelet transform, Right signal shifted by one sam
ple to the right, lowpass and highpass coefficients in Haar DWT and Haar ODWT

None of these methods has shown to be highly efficient in compression perform
ance. The reason behind is the shift variance of the transforms used for frequency
decomposition, which prevents a good prediction. In particular, the alias compo
nents inherent in the sub-sampled frequency coefficients are highly variant and
unpredictable, depending on the relative position between signal and transform
sub-sampling phase. This can best be explained for the example of the Haar basis
wavelet transform. The top part of Fig. 13.32 shows two identical signals, where
the right one is shifted by one sample, a typical case of motion shift. The center
part of the Figure shows the down-sampled representations of low and high fre
quency band signals after a Haar DWT applied to the original signals. It is obvious
that the low-frequency component co(n-I)(n') of the shifted signal may be perfectly
predictable by linear interpolation from the unshifted co(n '), but not so vice versa.
For the high-frequency signals, the prediction will fail completely in any easel.

I If longer filters are used, the signals co(n-I)(n~ and co(n~ are becoming more similar and
better predictable from each other. On contrary, no highpass signals will be consistently
predictable from the other sub-sampling position. This can be interpreted in different ways:
Shift of the sub-sampling phase by one sample is critical, as it relates to a phase shift of
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A possible solution to this problem is the application of an overcomplete wavelet
transform (ODWT), which is in principle a representation of the lowpass and
highpass filtered signals without sub-sampling. As obvious from the lower part of
Fig. 13.32, full prediction capability is retained in this case also for the highpass
component. In principle, it is sufficient to retain the overcomplete representation
for the highpass component, which is similar to pyramid methods (cf. sec. 4.4.6) .

a)

c)

Fig. 13.33. a Wavelet decomposition of a video frame b Motion-compensated in-band
prediction c Motion-compensated in-band prediction using ODWT

Unlike pyramid schemes however, in the overcomplete wavelet representation only
the critically sampled signal must be transmitted [ZACIU ET AL. 1996] . When it is
needed in the prediction loop of the decoder, the overcomplete representation can
be generated locally from the critically-sampled representation . An implementation
of this overcomplete scheme in an in-band motion-compensated wavelet video

almost half a period (ll") for the case of a signal which bears components near half sampling
frequency; the sub-sampling of highpass signals involves frequency inversion, which does
not allow straightforward alias-free interpolation of the signal towards the other sampling
position; finally, the percentage 0'£ alias energy is typically higher for the highpass compo
nent, at least if a signal model with spectral decay towards higher frequencies is assumed.
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codec is shown in Fig. 13.34. For the prediction of each spatial resolution scale,
only information from this scale and from lower scales is needed, such that spatial
scalability is fully guaranteed without drift. Fig. 13.33 shows the 2D wavelet de
composition of a video frame, and the related in-band prediction errors without
and with overcomplete transform computation .

The ODWT representation as needed for Meprediction is generated locally by
application of the inverse DWT. As the motion shift is known, it can even be de
cided a priori which phases of the ODWT are needed, such that the complexity can
be reduced [AUWERA ET AL. 2002]. Likewise, it is possible to combine the steps of
IDWT and ODWT into just one interpolation filtering operation [LI, KEROFSKY 2001].
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Fig. 13.34. Videocodec using an overcomplete wavelet transform in the prediction loop:
a Encoder b Decoder [DWT: Discrete Wavelet Transform ; IDWT: Inverse DWT; ODWT: Over
complete DWT; MC: Motion Compensation; Q: Quantization ; FM: Frame memory]
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In the structure of Fig. 13.32, the motion estimation is performed using the frames
of original (full) resolution, once for the entire encoding process. For each level of
the wavelet transform, it is then necessary to scale the motion vectors by a factor
of two, as the pixel shift effected by the same physical motion has to be scaled
down simultaneously with the frame resolution. Any motion compensation scheme,
including block matchingl, can be applied. If the motion is estimated for the origi
nal signal resolution however, no scaling of the motion information is possible,
which causes an unnecessary overhead of motion information for the lower spatial
resolutions. As an example, assume that a block matching is used and the motion
estimation is performed at full resolution, using a block size of 16x16 pixels and
full-pixel accuracy. The same vectors after one spatial scaling level will have an
equivalent meaning of half-pixel accuracy and a block size of 8x8, after another
spatial scaling it will be quarter-pixel accuracy and block size 4x4 etc. The natural
increase of accuracy of motion vectors - both in spatial resolution of the motion
vector field and by the sub-pixel accuracy - effects that the percentage ofbits to be
spent for motion information would largely increase when the image size is re
duced. This is in fact not desirable and most likely the high resolution of the mo
tion vector field will not be needed at all; in fact, there is no guarantee that the
motion vectors estimated for the full resolution are suitable at all to predict the
spatially down-sampled wavelet bands.

Alternatively, a separate motion estimation refinement can be performed within
each of the spatial levels, which can then be implemented similar to hierarchical
motion estimation (cf. sec. 7.6.3). This means that the motion estimation result
from the next-lower resolution is used as an initial estimate for the finer resolution.
A modified encoder structure, implementing hierarchical motion estimation, is
shown in Fig. 13.35. Now, it is possible to keep both the spatial resolution (block
size) and the accuracy (sub-pixel resolution) constant over all levels, such that the
amount of motion information will scale down consistently with the frame size.
Scalable encoding of motion information can be implemented in this configuration,
typically by differential encoding of the next finer resolution with reference to the
coarser resolution. Consequently, it is useful to start the estimation process at the
lowest spatial resolution level, and use the result in a scaled-up version also as an
initial estimate for the next finer level. This can be done straightforwardly, as
down-scaling of the signal is performed beforehand in the wavelet pyramid any
way.

Results have been reported which show that the ODWT based in-band MC
prediction scheme performs similar to the full resolution MC prediction approach
[ANDREOPOU LOS ET AL. 2003] under comparable conditions of motion compensation
accuracy. This means that at least spatial scalability can be realized now without
significant loss in compression efficiency. On the other hand, the basic structure is

1 In fact, block matching will not cause any problems here with the transform bases, as the
original signal is transformed, and not the prediction error residual. Also, switching to
intraframe mode is performed in the wavelet bands when necessary, which can also be done
on a block-by-block basis without an interference to wavelet basis functions.
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still based on a recursive decoder, such that the problem of drift inherent in MC
prediction schemes is not resolved. This means that also the ODWT scheme can
not straightforwardly be combined with efficient quantizer or SNR scalability. On
one hand, the problem is simplified, because no transform resides within the loop,
which allows e.g. simple combination with the drift compensation methods dis
cussed in sec. 13.2.8. On the other hand, much more flexible and wider-range
quantizer scalability will be needed.

Coding of
Wavelet

coefficients

Fig. 13.35. ODWT-based video encoder with hierarchical motion estimation and scalable
motion vector encoding

When decoding of higher resolution in spatial scalability shall be made, also the
lower-resolution (scaling and wavelet) bands must be represented more accurately
than for the purpose of low-resolution reconstruction - coding errors in the lower
resolution bands are becoming more visible as they spread over a larger number of
pixels in full resolution. To circumvent this problem, the multiple-loop approaches
described in sec. 13.2.8 can be employed. As however already multiple loops exist
for the different frequency bands, and each of these must be extended by multiple
loops for SNR scalability, the entire structure could become rather complex. The
necessity to implement one separate loop (at least on the encoder side) for each
rate point that shall be free of drift is a fundamental restriction caused by the recur
sive nature ofMC prediction decoders. It can be concluded in general that the drift
problem prohibits the realization of efficient solutions for scalability. A different
approach is taken in the spatio-temporal frequency coding methods described in
the subsequent section, where the recursive processing along the temporal axis is
replaced by non-recursive, motion-compensated subband filters.
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13.4 Spatio-temporal Frequency Coding with MC

In Section 13.1.2, spatio-temporal (denoted as 3D or 2D+t) frequency coding
methods without motion compensation were introduced. Application of motion
compensation (MC) so far was only regarded for prediction schemes. There is
indeed no constraint restricting usage of MC to the case of prediction, as it can
rather be regarded as a method to align a filtering operation which is then per
formed along the temporal axis on an assumed motion trajectory [KRONANDER 1989].

In the case ofMC prediction, the filters are in principle LPC analysis and synthesis
filters, while in cases of transform or wavelet coding, transform basis functions are
subject to MC alignment' .

The predictor filter (4.98) describes the shift of coordinates in the previous
frame (Z3 -

1) by k pixels horizontally (z/) and I pixels vertically (z/) . The decorre
lating operation is prediction error filtering I-H(zl>z2,z3), which is by principle a
temporal filter operation aligned with the motion trajectory. Motion-compensated
temporal filtering (MCTF) can be interpreted very similar. As transform and sub
band/wavelet methods are also described by linear filter operations, they can
probably likewise be applied along the motion trajectory. As an example, regard
the basis functions of the Haar transform, which can be expressed by the filter pair
(4.180). Motion-compensated versions of these filters, applying motion shift
k=[ k I]T in the previous frame, have a z-transfer function

H (z) = J2+ J2.Z k • Z / • Z -1
o 2 2 I 2 3

J2 J2 k / -IH (z)=--+_·z -z -z .
1 2 2 1 2 3

As this Haar basis can be interpreted as a block transform of temporal block
length W=2, the effect of the transform can be regarded as a decomposition of a
pair of frames X(0) and X(0+I) (0 even) into a 'lowpass' frame Co(0') and a 'high
pass' frame CI(O'), where 0'=0/2:

J2 J2
co(m,n,o') =-·x(m,n,2 ·o'+ l)+- ·x(m +k,n +1,2 '0')

2 2

J2 J2
cl(m,n,o') = --·x(m,n,2 '0'+ 1)+-·x(m +k,n+I,2 ·o').

2 2

(13.29)

If k and I are integer numbers which are constant over the entire frame-, a perfectly
invertible analysis/synthesis relationship exists. Periodic extension of frames could

1 Motion-compensated frame interpolation (sec. 16.4) has indeed lots of commonalities
with the latter case, where usually filters of finite response are applied along the motion
trajectory
2 e.g. in case of global translational motion
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resolve the rmssmg correspondences where vectors point beyond the frame
boundaries; alternatively, intraframe switching as shown in Fig. 13.4a can be ap
plied in such areas.

If however motion vectors are spatially varying, isolated areas may be present,
which are not member of any uniquely connected motion trajectory. Upon unique
trajectories (Fig. 13.36a), all pixels can ideally be reconstructed by the respective
synthesis filtering, which must include inverse MC mapping. In case of inhomo
geneous motion vector fields (Fig. 13.36b), as they e.g. occur when objects move
differently, motion trajectories can diverge, such that certain pixels or entire areas
may not be members of any motion trajectory; these are related to newly uncov
ered areas, and these positions as unconnected. Another case happens when mo
tion trajectories converge or merge, which e.g. happens when areas are being cov
ered. Here, certain coordinate references are multiple connected), In the latter
case, information would be contained duplicate in the transform coefficients of
(13.29), while in the former case, information would be missing and reconstruction
would be impossible.

a)

t

origin'of motion trajectory

b)

• covered/multiple connected

® uncovered/unconnected

Fig. 13.36. Forward motion trajectories in case of a homogeneous b inhomogeneous
motion vector fields

13.4.1 Temporal-axis Haar Filters with MC

A solution to the problem of unreferenced pixels in case of Haar filters can be
made as follows by re-defining the coordinate references with regard to the motion
shifts [OHM 1991]. Regard a motion-compensated non-orthonormal Haar filter pair
with z transform

(13.30)

1 Note that these relationships are closely tied to the definitions of forward motion and
backward motion as discussed in sec. 7.6.6. Fig. 13.36 shows the case of forward-directed
motion. For the case of backward motion definitions, the semantic association would be
'becoming covered' for the unconnected case and 'newly uncovered' for the multiple
connected case.
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The effect of this modification shall again be interpreted by transforming pairs of
even/odd indexed frames A and B into each one 'lowpass' frame L and one 'high
pass' frame H, such that

1 1 --
co(m,n,o') =-·x(m,n ,2 '0 '+l)+- ·x(m +k,n +1,2'0')
'-v-" 2 '----..-' 2 ' , '

L(m ,n) O(m ,n) A(m+k.n+i)

cl(m,n,o') = x(m ,n,2 ·0')-x(m +k,n +1,2 '0'+ 1).
'----v------' '------.r-----J ' ,

H(m,n) A(m ,n) O(m+k. n+/ )

(13.31)

(13.32)

Obviously here, for the case of temporal-axis Haar filters, the L frame is the mo
tion-compensated average, and the H frame is the motion-compensated difference
between the two frames. The motion vector [k,i]T shall characterize the forward

motion originating from frame A towards frame B, while [f,l]T describes the

backward motion from B towards A1. If a unique motion trajectory exists, both
motion vectors cannot be independent of each other, as they shall connect corre
sponding pixels. If e.g. estimation of [k,i]T is performed at all positions (mA,nA) in

frame A, parameters [f,l]T can uniquely be defined, whenever corresponding
positions (mB,nB) are neither unconnected nor multiple connected:

f(rno ,no) =-k(rnA,nA) {m - m +k(m n)o - A A' A- with
l(rno,no) =-I(rnA,nA) no =n A+1(mA,nA)·

In case of multiple-connected mappings, it is still possible to determine a value for

[f,l]T by setting selection rules, e.g. to use the smaller of two or more vectors

targeting one pixel. All remaining positions (mB,nB) then belong to unconnected

areas in B, where parameters [f,l f cannot be determined from (13.32) or by
selection rules. For these latter positions, original values from B are filled into L.
For the not-selected multiple connected positions, i.e. those which violate (13.32)
and were also rejected by the selection rules, it is possible to fill a motion
compensated prediction error in H, as will be described in detail in the following
paragraphs. In total, this procedure does not produce any overhead or spatial dis
continuity in the motion-compensated Land H subband frames, except for possible
effects which are caused by discontinuous or erroneous motion vector fields.

In contrast to (13.29), a non-orthonormal pair of Haar filters is used. The moti
vation behind is avoidance of spatial discontinuities in amplitude between the
temporally-filtered (connected) and substituted (unconnected or multiple
connected) pixels in Land H. The analysis equations for the normal case of unique
connections are, recalling (13.31) :

1 In the sequel, we will generally assume that the coordinate systemof H is related to the
positions of A, while the coordinate system of L relates to positions of B, Theserelationship
definitions are arbitrary and can be madeviceversawithoutany restriction.
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L(m,n) =O.5 ·B(m,n)+O.5 · A(m+k(m,n),n +i(m,n))

H(m,n) =A(m,n)-B(m +k(m,n),n +l(m,n)) .
(13.33)

(13.34)

The information about remaining 'multiple connected' pixels from frame A is inte
grated as prediction difference into the highpass frame, while the unconnected
pixels from frame B are embedded into the lowpass frame (see Fig . 13.37):

L(m,n) =B( m,n) if 'unconnected'

H(m,n) = A(m,n)- A(m,n) if 'multiple connected'.

a)

A 8 8.,

b)

H L

Prediction from 8 or 8.,

Original values
from 8

(13.35)

(13.36)

(13.37)

Fig. 13.37. a Coveredand uncoveredareas in case of frame pairs b Substitution ofpredic
tive coded areas into the 'highpass'frame, originalframe areas into the 'lowpass' frame

The prediction reference A(m,n) can in principle refer to the (subsequent)

frame B or to the preceding frame B_1• As vectors [k,l]T are defined for any posi
tion 1, irrespective of multiple connections occurring, it is straightforward to select
between the following two modes, where the mode switching information must be
conveyed to the decoder,

A(m,n) = B(m +k(m,n) ,n +l(m,n)) 'backward mode'

A(m,n) = B_1 (m-k(m,n),n-l(m,n)) 'forward mode'.

All operations defined in (13.33)-(13.35) are then fully invertible. For normally
connected pixels the synthesis equat ions are:

A(m,n) =L(m +k(m ,n),n +l(m,n)) +O.5H(m,n)

B(m,n) = L(m,n) -O.5H (m +k(m,n),n + i (m,n)),

while for the exceptional cases of unconnected or multiple-connected pixels

B(m,n)=L(m,n) if 'unconnected'

A(m,n) = A(m,n)+ H(m,n) if 'multiple connected'.

1 This must not necessarilymean that individual vectorsmust be defineddifferently for any
position; in fact, block-based definition of motion vector fields is often used in MCTF
systems.
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The second of these operations can only be performed after the first is executed
over the allowable motion compensation range of the respective pixel position.
Perfect reconstruction is strictly possible, when full-pixel accuracy of motion com
pensation is implemented. Motion compensation using sub-pixel motion shift will
lead to lossy reconstruction, as then sub-pixel position interpolations would be
necessary in analysis and synthesis steps, which could never be perfect unless an
ideal interpolator was used. Nevertheless, it was shown that arbitrary methods of
motion compensation can be used and that the reconstruction error can be made
reasonably small when interpolators of high quality are used to compute the sub
pixel positions [OHM 1994A].

a)

Switch positions:
U • unconnected
1- intraframe
FIB - forwardlbackward

CD
®

'---------. ®
'------ - -------. ®

CD
®

@ - - ---'
®---~------------'

b) -) SwitchopenforI

@

Fig. 13.38. Motion-compensated Haar filter kernel, a analysis b synthesis

Fig. 13.38a/b shows block schematics of the analysis and synthesis stages de
scribed by (13.33)-(13.37) . These are similar polyphase-filter implementations as
used in Fig. 13Aa; in addition to the aspects discussed so far, also intra mode
switching is again integrated.

Several of these building blocks can now be combined in a cascaded structure,
which realizes a temporal-axis wavelet filter tree. This is in principle identical to
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the method shown in Fig. 13.4b, but the motion information must be conveyed in
addition. If the same rules are applied at the encoder and decoder sides for the
definition of unconnected and multiple connected pixels, this information can
completely be gained from the motion parameters. Intra and forward/backward
mode switching information must additionally be encoded as side information.
Motion parameters could be estimated independently within the single levels of the
temporal wavelet tree, must be encoded and conveyed to the decoder for synthesis.
It is more consistent however to use an estimation and encoding which sets a rela
tionship between the different levels of the wavelet tree ; this aspect will further be
discussed in sec. 13.4.3. The frames at the end nodes of the temporal wavelet tree
are finally decomposed by a spatial wavelet transform (as in Fig . 13.2b), such that
the final result is a 3D motion-compensated spatio-temporal wavelet transform.

a) b) c) d)

Fig. 13.39. Frames resulting by temporal-axis wavelet tree over T=4 levels: a Lowpass
frame (LLLL) without motion compensation and b with motion compensation c Highpass
frame (H) without motion compensation and d with motion compensation

Fig. 13.39 shows frames processed by the motion-compensated temporal axis
wavelet filtering, employing four levels of temporal-axis transform, which are
compared against the result of processing without motion compensation as intro
duced in sec. 13.1.2 . It is obvious that without motion compensation, the low
frequency frame LLLL is becoming heavily blurred, while the high-frequency
frame H carries a lot of detail information yet. In principle, the highpass frame
shows the same behavior as a prediction error frame without motion compensation,
where it was already shown to be disadvantageous in terms of compression effi
ciency when no Me is applied1. In the motion-compensated case, the lowpass
frame LLLL contains all relevant image information; it looks like an original
frame, but indeed is an average over 16 frames here ; such a frame can well be used
as a member of a temporally sub-sampled sequence which can be displayed at
lower frame rate . It is obvious that only spatio-temporal wavelet coding with Me is
useful for the purpose of temporal scalability.

1 Observe that the information from the highpass frame is weighted by a factor of 0.5 dur
ing synthesis, see (13.36). Hence, the penalty by using no MC is in fact less than in predic
tion without MC; theoretically, temporal-axis transforms without MC could never become
worse than intraframe coding, which in fact is not the case for temporal prediction without
MC, as was shown earlier.
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13.4.2 Temporal-axis Lifting Filters for arbitrary Me

Motion-compensated Lifting filters. Any pair of biorthogonal wavelet filters can
be implemented in a lifting structure similar as shown in Fig. 4.40. This lifting
scheme can also be used to give a different interpretation of the motion
compensated transform between a pair of frames A and B of a video sequence,
which shall be transformed into one lowpass frame L and one highpass frame H.
Herein, the frames A and B are again interpreted as the even and odd polyphase
components of the temporal-axis transform. Assume that A* and B* establish a
pair of pixels which is unambiguously 'connected'. This means that unique, invert-

ible correspondences exist by B*=B(m,n) <=> A*=A( m +k,n +1), respectively

B*=B( m +k ,n + I ) <=> A*=A(m,n); A* and B* are still related by integer motion

shift k=[k,W, where typically k = -k . The lifting structure inherently enforces the
spatial coordinate relationships as defined in the previous section, where positions
in B shall be mapped into identical positions of the lowpass frame L, while posi
tions in A shall map into the coordinate reference positions of highpass frame H.
With pixels connected by unique integer shift, this can be interpreted as the pair of
non-orthonormal Haar filters in lifting implementation (4.212), where the predic
tion and update filters are in fact now 3D filters integrating the motion shift, such

that P(z)=-zlkz/and U(z)= Yzz/z/,

H(m ,n) = A(m,n)-B(m +k,n +/)

L(m,n) =B(m,n)+~H(m+k,n +1) =~[B(m,n)+ A(m +k,n +1) J. (13.38)

The equivalence with (13.33) is obvious. The consequence of re-defining the mo
tion-compensated Haar filters by a lifting structure are however more fundamental,
as the lifting structure is able to guarantee perfect reconstruction in any case, when
the same prediction and update filters are used during the reverse operation of
synthesis. This means that it will now be possible to release the restriction of full
pixel shifts and gain perfect reconstruction for arbitrary motion vector fields. The
interpretation by lifting filters was first made in [PESQUET, BOTTREAU 2001],[LUO ET AL.

2001] and [SEeKER, TAUBMAN 2001] . A special case was previously developed in [OHM,

ROMMLER 1997], where it was shown that the polyphase kernels of ID or 2D bior
thogonal filter pairs can be used as perfect-reconstructing interpolation filters in
the case of a half-pixel accurate motion compensation with temporal-axis Haar
filters; the gain achievable by this method in an operational MCTF coding system
was first reported in [CHOI,WOODS1999].

Assume that in addition to the pixel-wise shift (k,l), a sub-pixel displacement
shall be compensated, such that the actual shift will be k+a horizontally, and 1+/3
in vertical direction, 0:S;(~/3)<1. For simplified explanation, the sub-pixel shift is
for the first example applied in vertical direction only, where a Haar lifting filter
with linear interpolation of sub-pixel positions in the prediction and update steps is
used. Further, the forward an backward motion shall be assumed to match the
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typical case of correct motion flow, k = -k . A flow diagram is shown in Fig.
13.40, where it is assumed that the full-pixel shift component has already been
considered by aligning the positions of corresponding pixel pairs A * and B*, which
makes the diagram easier to read. For the case {3=0, the resulting lowpass and
highpass samples are identical to (l3.38). For /3>0, H samples are generated in the
prediction step using two-tap linear interpolation (5.34), which means that two
vertically-adjacent pixels from frame B are weighted by factors /3and (l-/3) to gain
the prediction of the A pixel. In the update step, the L pixels are generated from
two adjacent H pixels, weighted by /3/2 and (1-/3)/2. The prediction and update
filters can then be described as

P(z)= -z/zz' ·A(Z2) ; U(Z)=~ZI-kZ2-I·A(Z2-1)

with A(Z2)= (1- /3)+ /3z2

B(m,n-1)

(l-flJ/Z

/1z
B* -p

B(m,n)

A*
A(m-k,n-I)

-p

A(m-k ,n-I+1)

-p

"All uBI!

(l-flJl2

/1Z

"Lit

Fig. 13.40. Signal flow diagram of a motion-compensated lifting filter with sub-pixel shift
in one (vertical) dimension; correspondence A*/B* : B* is shifted by k pixels horizontally
and l+jJpixels vertically relative to A*

The operations to generate the Hand L frames are

H(m,n) = A(m,n)-(1- /3)B(m +k,n +/)- /3B(m +k,n +1+1)

/3 (1-/3) (l3.40)
L(m,n) = B(m,n) +2H(m -k,n -1-l)+-2-H(m -k,n-/).

By inversion of this principle in synthesis, perfect reconstruction is guaranteed,
where first the entire frame B must be reconstructed :
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- 13 (1- 13)
B(m,n) = L(m,n)-2:H(m-k,n -1-l)--2-H(m-k,n -I)

A(m,n) = H(m,n)+ (1- f3)B(m +k,n +/)+ f3B(m +k,n +1+1).

The lowpass analysis in (13.40) can further be re-written as

1
L(m,n) = '2 [jJA(m - k,n -I-I) +(1- jJ)A(m-k,n -I)

-jJ(1- jJ)B(m,n -1)+ (1+ 2jJ - 2jJ2)B(m,n)- jJ(1- jJ)B(m,n + 1)].

645

(13.41)

(13.42)

This can be interpreted such that L is the mean from a linearly-interpolated value
of A and a vertically contrast-enhancement filtered value of BI, which gives a
picture of original sharpness if the motion match fits. The result of the prediction
step H is identical to frame difference computation in Me prediction, with sub
pixel values generated by linear interpolation. The effect in synthesis will however
be different from the prediction synthesis, as the values from H spread equally
over both frames A and B. For j3=0, (13.40) equals (13.38). For k=O and j3=112,
frames A and B can be interpreted as if they were fields of an interlaced frame of
double height. Then, (13.40) is equivalent to the 5/3 filter (4.194) applied verti
cally to this 'big frame'e . The concept can now be extended to 2D, where

P(Z)=-ZlkZ/ ·A(zl'zJ ; U(z)= ~Z,-kZ2-/ ·A(Z,- I,Z2-' )
(13.43)

with A(zl' zJ =[(1- a) +azJ [(1- 13) + 13Z2]

The corresponding operations are

H(m,n) =A(m,n)-(l- a)(l- jJ)B(m + k,n + 1)-(1-a)jJB(m + k,n + 1+1)

-a(l- jJ)B(m +k + l,n +1)-ajJB(m +k + 1,n+ I+ 1)

ajJ a(l-jJ) (1344)L(m,n) =B(m,n)+TH(m -k-l,n -1-1)+ 2 H(m-k-l,n-l) .

+ (l-;)jJ H(m_k,n_l_l)+(l-a~l-jJ)H(m-k,n-l)

Perfect-synthesis inversion is straightforward. Re-writing the lowpass decomposi
tion similar to (13.42) gives

1 For contrast enhancement filters, see (5.18).

2 This is exactly the solution proposed in [OHM, ROMMLER 1997] for perfect reconstruction
MCTF with half-pixel accuracy.
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L(m,n) =.!.[apA(m-k-l,n -1-1)+a(l- p)A(m -k-I,n-/)
2

+(I-a)pA(m -k,n -1-1)+(1 - a)(I- p)A(m -k,n -I)

-(1- a)(I- p)apB(m -I,n -I)-(P - P')(1-2a+ 2a')B(m ,n -I) (13.45)
-(I-a)(I- p)apB(m+ I ,n -1)-(a-a')(1-2P+2p')B(m -I,n)

+(2 -(1- 2a+ 2a')(I- 2P + 2p'»B(m,n)-(a- a')(1- 2P + 2p')B(m + I,n)

-(I-a)(I- p)apB(m-l,n + I)-(P- P')(1-2a+2a')B(m ,n + I)

-(I-a)(I- p)apB(m+ I,n+ I)].

Now, bilinear interpolations (5.35) considering horizontal/vertical sub-pixel shift
factors ~h and fJ=v are performed in the prediction and update steps. Again, for
a=f3=0, (13.44) equals (13.38); further, it is interesting to note that for the case
a=f3=0.5 and k=O, A and B complement in a 'big frame' which has a quincunx
sampling grid, and is decomposed into the rectangular sampled Land H frames.
Here, (13.44) is a 45°-rotated version of (4.243) which was indeed designed for the
purpose of quincunx-to-rectangular sub-sampling systems.

The bilinear interpolation as applied in (13.44) is attractive due to its low com
plexity. The operations can be implemented by only 4 multiplications/sample.
Nevertheless, as in MC prediction, usage of higher-quality interpolation filters is
attractive. This could be realized by integration of higher-order interpolators into
the filters P(z) and U(z) of the Haar lifting structure, as proposed in [SEeKER,

TAUBMAN 2001]. Alternatively, higher-quality interpolation can also be realized by
additional lifting and update steps in the structure discussed above, where in each
of the steps a simple bilinear interpolation with sub-pixel shift factors a and f3
must be applied. Often, symmetric bi-orthogonal filter pairs are factored into lift
ing steps, which then have symmetric prediction and update filters as
P;(z)=p;z-1+I+p;zl and Uj(z)=u;z-1+I+U;ZI . One coefficient value p;or U;will com
pletely define each lifting step (cf. Fig. 4.41c). Fig. 13.41 shows an example,
where the equivalent f3 weighting mechanism as in Fig. 13.40 is used in a lifting
structure with each 2 prediction and update steps. For f3=0.5, exactly the lifting
factorization of the 9/7 filter (4.195) results. Remark that for f3=0.5, Fig. 13.40
relates to the bi-orthogonal 5/3 filter which is known to have a sub-optimum effect
in compaction of frequency bands due to its relatively large deviation from or
thogonality. On the other hand, the 9/7 filter is known to approximate orthogonal
ity fairly well (cf. sec. 12.4.2), such that it can directly be concluded that higher
quality interpolation will have a beneficial effect to improve data compression.
The optimum choice for a combination between MCTF and spatial interpolation
filters, in particular providing consistent filter norms which would be relevant for
encoding, is not yet well investigated.

The interpretation of sampling position shifts by introduction of branch-weight
factors in the lifting flow diagrams in principle allows re-definition of the sub-pixel
shifts at each sampling position, though still guaranteeing perfect reconstruction.
Further development of such systems would enable a generic wavelet decomposi-
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tion of irregularly-sampled signals. The scope of applications is much wider, and
could include the implementation of arbitrary geometric mapping as part of the
wavelet synthesis filter. This would for example also allow arbitrary (non-dyadic)
sampling resolutions of the synthesis output.

2(I-PJp, 2(I-PJp,

2(I-PJu, 2(I-PJu,
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Fig. 13.41. Flow diagram of a motion-compensated lifting filter with sub-pixel shifts inte
grated into a 9/7 lifting filter

Non-homogeneous motion vector fields. So far, it was assumed that the integer
motion shift [k,l] shall be constant at least over the area which is analyzed. A basic
concept to cope with the problem of discontinuities in the motion vector field, by
defining reasonable substitutions at the positions of unconnected and multiple
connected pixels, was given in (13.34). It will now be shown how this integrates
seamlessly with the lifting filters. Fig. 13.42a shows the case of an 'unconnected'
pixel. Notice that the references A*/B* and also the sub-pixel shifts f3 change at the
motion boundary (discontinuity). In this case, the backward motion vector field
diverges from the view of a position in A, such that one pixel from B (highlighted
by '#') stays isolated.
The multiple-connected case is shown in Fig . 13.42b. Here, the motion vector field
converges from the view of a position in A. Again, the references A*/B* change at
the motion boundary, and one pixel from A (indicated by '#') stays isolated, which
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means that it is not used in the update filtering step. Pixels from B around the mo
tion boundary will become multiple -connected1.
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Fig. 13.42, Lifting structure with cases of a unconnected b multiple-connected pixels

Mode switching, As mentioned in sec. 13.1.2 and 13.4.1, it is not necessary to
enforce all possible references between pixels A* and B* from frames A and B. It
can even be advantageous to embed more 'unconnected' pixels in the L frame when
no unique match is found between the two frames. Typical reliability criteria for
motion estimation, in the simplest case unexpectedly high frame differences, can
be used as decision criteria. This would establish an equivalent case as switching
to intraframe coding in the case of Me prediction. A possible method for separate
intraframe coding of pixels from frames A and B is shown in Fig. 13.43a. It would
not be reasonable here to encode the frame A by prediction from frame B, as in
deed the normal connection has been discarded due to the missing correspon
dence-. Hence, intraframe coding has to be applied in both frames A and B. This
will however mean that a signal component which is not of zero mean will have to
be inserted in the 'highpass' frame. To avoid an amplitude discontinuity, which
might be problematic for the subsequent spatial wavelet decomposition, a smooth

1 Remark that in principle also the pixel above the hash-marked element could be defined
as 'isolated' logically; by definition here, the pixel with the smallest motion vector was set
to the 'connected' status for the case of multiple connections. Also, usage of sub-pixel
weight factors is not fully consistent across motion boundaries, such that other variants
would be possible.

2 Indeed, a plane prediction, where pixels in A are predicted from the average of a larger
number of pixels in B, might be useful in some cases, and can be implemented as a specific
mode.
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transition can be realized by gradually adapting the weights of the prediction step
between the areas of different type [HANKE, RUSERT, OHM 2003]. 'Transition' pixels
which are indeed a mixture between intraframe coding and the normal prediction
step of the lifting filter, are marked by 'T'. It is reasonable to adapt weights sym
metrically in the lifting flow, such that complementary transition pixels will also be
inserted in the lowpass frame between the normally filtered and the intraframe
coded pixels. Another approach of mode switching is the usage of forward motion
vectors instead of backward vectors for the multiple-connected pixels in frame A,
cf. (13.35).
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Fig. 13.43. Embedding of intra-coded (a) and backward predicted pixels (b) in the lifting
structure [I intra T transition X backward predicted]

As multiple connected pixels can semantically be categorized as 'becoming cov
ered' (see introduction to sec. 13.4), the backward switching is rather the prefer
able mode. Such a method can also be applied alternatively for those positions in A
where intraframe coding is applied at the related positions in B (see Fig. 13.43b).
Both intraframe and prediction direction mode switching must be signaled by side
information, e.g. on a block-by-block basis .

Lifting Filters extended over the temporal axis. One single analysis level of the
wavelet tree, again by view of a pair-wise frame decomposition, is illustrated in
Fig. 13.44a, giving yet another interpretation of the motion-compensated Haar
filters. As it was shown above, the motion-compensated prediction step in the
lifting filter structure (resulting in the H frame) is almost identical to conventional
motion-compensated prediction. However, at any transform level, no further recur-
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sion is performed evolving from positions of predicted frames A/H, such that the
motion-compensated wavelet scheme is naturally non-recursive, and it is not nec
essary to reconstruct frames at the encoder side. The interpolation mechanisms
included in the lifting filter structures from previous sections are now illustrated as
simple 'MC' blocks. In fact, for the purpose of sub-pixel accurate motion compen
sation, arbitrary spatial interpolation filters can be used here.

video
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sequence H H H H H H

a)

lowpass
sequence

~
1;i\ 1
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\.
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1/i\ 11
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Fig. 13.44.MC wavelet transformation stepAIB~HIL in liftingstructure a Haarfilterwith
uni-directional prediction andupdate b 5/3 filterwithbi-directional prediction and update

An example how MC operates is given in Fig. 13.45 for a block-based motion
compensation scheme. Here, the block positions are fixed with regard to the coor
dinates of frame A, which are identical to the coordinates of frame H. Hence, it is
possible to predict any pixel, regardless of overlapping motion vector fields. The
second step of the lifting filter is the update step, which generates the L frame. If
this shall be performed in a consistent way in combination with MC, any pixel
being mapped from frame B into frame H during the prediction step must be pro
jected back to its original position in the L frame during the update step. This ap
pears reasonable, as the L positions are defined by the same coordinate reference
as for pixels in B. Hence, the MC applied to H, which is used to generate L during
the update step, should as close as possible be the inverse of the MC (IMC) that
was used during the prediction step. If this is not observed, ghosting or other arti
facts could appear in the lowpass frame, and it would not be usable for temporal
scalability. As typical in block-based MC, the blocks are fixed in A and H but
floating in Band L, which has two consequences (see Fig. 13.45b) :
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Pixels which remain blank after IMC are the 'unconnected' pixels . As then the
information mapped from H into L is zerol, original values from B are auto
matically filled in.
For duplicate mappings by IMC, a rule must be defined which one is valid;
this is the case of "multiple connections".

L+ O.5H=

~
~~~ "mUltipleconnected":

notusedin
projection
from HtoL

B

"unconnected":
directly inserted

~~g~~~ from B intoL
c) ~

HBA
13 14

9 10 11 12

a)

"multiple
connected"

Fig. 13.45. a Unconnected and multiple-connected areas in block matching b backward
MC in prediction step c projection-based IMC in update step

It is now also straightforward to extend this scheme to bi-directional frame predic
tion concepts, which have been proven to achieve higher coding efficiency than
uni-directionally predicted frames for MC prediction coders (cf. sec. 13.2.5). The
principle is shown in Fig. 13.44b. Here, also the update step is performed bi
directionally, wherein still the reverse correspondence between MC and IMC must
be observed due to the reasons given above . Similar to the case of MC prediction
coders, it is also possible to switch dynamically between forward, backward and
bi-directional prediction, or implement an intraframe mode. If for example an H
frame shall only be computed by the prediction of A from the subsequent B, the
left-branch weight of the prediction step generating that frame must be set to 0,
and the right-branch weight will be set to -1. To observe symmetry of the update
step, the branch weight corresponding to the zero weight within the prediction step
must also be set to 0, which is reasonable as no motion vector exists. An example
is shown for the processing of the rightmost H frame in Fig. 13.44b. It should be
emphasized that in principle the MC in the prediction and the IMC in the update
step could be independent. This still would guarantee perfect reconstruction by the
inherent properties of the lifting structure, as was shown in [SEeKER, TAUBMAN 200I D.
Nevertheless, the match between MC and IMC seems to be important to guarantee
undistorted L frames-,

I This is similar to the methods of projection-based Me (based on backward vectors) as
introduced in sec. 13.2.4.

2 The symmetry of prediction and update steps, both by the relationship of MC/IMC and
with regard to the lifting-filter weights is important for optimum encoding performance, cf.
sec. 13.4.4.
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Fig. 13.46. MC wavelet with non-dyadic transformations NB--.tL/H, ratio ofL:H is 1:2
a Uni-directional prediction and update b Bi-directional prediction and update

The filter which is realized in Fig. l3.44b is exactly a 5/3 biorthogonal filter oper
ating along the temporal axis. An advantage as compared to Haar filters is the
symmetry, which means that neither the forward nor the backward direction is
favored in any way unless explicitly activated by mode switching. By usage of
Haar filters, a well-defined frame grouping structure is implicit, where a Group of
Pictures (GoP) of length 2T establishes a self-contained access unitl. For the case
of 5/3 temporal filters, the concept of a temporal-axis block transform can finally
be given up; useful decoding could start at any position and would guarantee
availability of full information after a limited number of frames, depending on the
depth of the temporal wavelet tree. Finally, it must be observed that the number of
motion parameters is doubled by introduction of the bi-directional scheme. This
can however be avoided by usage of proper motion vector field encoding such as
the direct mode used in MC prediction (cf. sec. 13.2.5).

If the schemes as shown in Fig. 13.44 are arranged in a wavelet tree as in Fig.
l3.2b, the flexibility of temporal scalability would be constrained to dyadic levels,
when only the lowpass output shall be used. Cases like down-scaling from 30 Hz
to 10 Hz sequences, which is often used in temporal scalability by MC prediction
coding, would not be possible. As Fig. 13.46 shows, an even more generalized
view of the MCTF lifting concept can overcome this limitation, allowing non
dyadic temporal-axis decompositions. In the example of Fig. 13.46a, two frames
Bl and B2 are uni-directionally predicted from one A frame, such that two frames

1 This is mainly related to the fact that the Haar transform is indeed a block transform.
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HI and H2 are generated in a group with one L. Following the MCIIMC principles
explained above, the L processing is a binomial filter, Y4 BI + Y2 A + Y4 B2.

The principle of non-dyadic decomposition can also be extended to the case of
bi-directional prediction, as it is shown in Fig. 13.46b. Regarding the H frames,
this is actually very similar to the widely-used structure of IBBPBBP.. in COnven
tional MC prediction coders , as shown in Fig. 13.9. Dyadic and non-dyadic struc
tures can be combined within a wavelet tree, such that a significant degree of free
dom exists to define the temporal scalability levels of the decomposition. Never
theless , in a strict sense , such a decomposition could no longer be denoted as being
a wavelet transform, and will eventually not lead to a fully-decorrelated represen
tation of video frames' .

13.4.3 Improvements on Motion Compensation

Block-based motion compensation, even though being attractive by low computa
tional complexity, is unnatural in the context of spatial wavelet decomposition, and
possible source of artifacts. Nevertheless, good compression results have been
reported with block-based MC in motion-compensated wavelet coders, which are
competitive with state of the art hybrid coder designs . Most of the concepts for
improved motion compensation, as developed in sec. 13.2.6 for the case of hybrid
coders , can be applied to 3D wavelet coders likewise. They are even more benefi
cial here as being a more natural choice for the combination with wavelet basis
functions, while block transforms seem to be better in harmony with block-based
motion compensation. Usage of variable block size motion compensation was
proposed in [OHM 1994B][GOLWELKAR, WOODS 2003]. Results On3D subband and wave
let coders with warping MC were reported in [OHM 1994B] and [SEeKER, TAUBMAN
2001]. Alternatively, overlapping-block methods can be used [HANKE, RUSERT, OHM
2003], which in principle means that weighted superpositions are performed at
motion boundaries. Fig. 13.47 illustrates example cases of very short weighted
overlaps, where two different predictions and updates are averaged at the positions
directly beneath the motion boundaries, each weighted by a factor of 0.52• This is
done by extending the respective motion interconnection relationships by positions
beyond the boundary. The modified weights in the prediction step are comple
mented with the update step-'. A comparison against the cases of Fig. 13.42 shows

1 The same is true in the case of MC predictionusing severaladjacentB-type frames. Due
tothe fact that they are predictedfromthe sameP-type frames, they will most probablybe
correlated, a similarphenomenon as in vectorprediction (12.26)/(12.27).
2 Largeroverlaps are advantageous in practice.
3 Again here, the weighting factors of the liftingbranchesat the discontinuous positionsof
the motion vector field can not be fully consistent, as the filters are non-orthonormal in
general, and the degreeby whichactuallyenergypreservation within the Land H signals is
approached also varies with the sub-pixel shift. Optimization of the lifting weights under
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that now previously unconnected and multiple-connected samples are more consis
tently integrated in the subband decomposition process. The block overlapping
method blurs prediction differences in the H frame in the vicinity of motion
boundaries, but will also produce more blurred areas in the L frame where the
motion is inconsistent. This is beneficial for higher compression efficiency and for
the usage of L frame sequences in temporal scalability, achieving better subjective
quality (see Fig. 13,48).

B'

A'

•
-a

b)

Fig. 13,47. Effect of overlapping-block motion compensation in the case of previously
"unconnected" pixels (a) and "multiple connected" pixels (b) in the lifting structure

Fig. 13.48. Reconstruction of video frames from an MCTF wavelet coded representation
with block-based MC (a) and with OBMC/de-b1ocking (b)
[source: HANKEIRUSERT/THULL]

the aspect of minimization of distortion will be an important topic for future developments.
This aspect is further discussed in sec. 13.4.4.
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In general, 3D wavelet schemes will take more advantage by true motion estima
tion than hybrid coders do. This can be justified by the fact that for high compres
sion ratios it is very likely that most information contained in the H frames will be
suppressed, such that the reconstruction of the original frames is more or less a
motion projection from the information contained in the L frames. As no predic
tion loop exists, it would also consistently be possible to improve the reconstruc
tion quality by integrating methods of format conversion (see sec. 16.4) into the
synthesis process at the different levels of the wavelet tree. Methods for motion
estimation as applied in existing 3D wavelet coders have mainly been developed
from related hybrid coders, which are typically optimized for the prediction step,
but not necessarily jointly for prediction and update steps. A first approach to
solve this problem was a combined forwardlbackward motion estimation [OHM

1994A]. Further, criteria can be applied which prefer motion vector fields that are
spatially and temporally consistent over the levels of the wavelet pyramid [OHM

1994B]. Rate constraints for variable block size motion vector fields have been
introduced, but optimum motion estimation in a rate-distortion sense, where the
vector should be applicable over a broad range of rates in a scalable representa
tion, is a problem which is yet unresolved. Solutions on the following aspects must
be found:

Unlike still-image wavelet coders where the respective orthonormality weight
ing determined from the synthesis basis functions (12.40)-(12.43) is constant
over the entire image, it is variable in motion-compensated 3D wavelet coders.
This is due to the fact that the synthesis basis varies with the motion shift, e.g.
influenced by sub-pixel interpolation filters, such that the effect of quantiza
tion in the subbands on the resulting distortion is not necessarily constant.
This should in fact be considered in motion estimation. Motion-compensated
wavelet bases which are at least invariant by their Euclidean norm would
solve the problem, however it is not clear yet if a solution exists for this. If the
spatial transform follows the temporal transform (which shall be denoted as a
t+2D scheme in the sequel), the motion estimation should in principle take
into account the spectral flatness or concentration in spatial frequency compo
nents as well'.
The influence of the rate to be spent on the motion vectors must be consid
ered, which is not straightforward to solve for a scalable representation. The
percentage of the motion information rate typically largely increases towards
lower total rates. The best trade-off between more accurate motion description
and optimization of the energy compaction effected in the 3D transform must
be found not for a single rate point, but over an entire envisaged range of
rates. The effect of the motion compensation on the rate-distortion perform
ance can be assumed to diminish towards higher rates. Practically, the best so-

I This would be similar to motion estimation based on criteria in the transform domain,
such as the SATD (cf sec. 13.2.6).
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lution would be to clearly associate different resolution levels of the motion
vector field with related spatio-temporal resolution levels of the signal.
Novel methods for encoding of the motion vector field must be developed,
which rather regard the motion information itself as a 3D entity of motion tra
jectories (see also sec. 13.5).

13.4.4 Quantization and Encoding of 3D Wavelet Coefficients

The transforms introduced so far in motion-compensated wavelet filtering are not
orthonormal. For quantization, it is important to investigate the effect of expected
transform domain quantization error to the expected variance of the decoding
error. It shall be assumed that a spatial transform is used where orthonormality
applies (or at least approximately, e.g. for the 9/7 bi-orthogonal filters (4.195)).
Then, the aspect of optimum quantization can be analyzed separately for the tem
poral transform, which could then be apply by linear weights to any spatial coeffi
cient within a given temporal band of the 3D representation. The case of Haar
filters is regarded in detail.

Quantization of Land H frames from motion-compensated filters. To obtain
an orthonormal representation from (13.38), normalization must be performed

such that H frames are multiplied by K[{ = I l .fi , while L frames must be multi-

plied by K L =.fi according to (4.212). In practice, these up- and down-scaling

operations of amplitude ranges must not actually be performed, but can be imple
mented by proper definitions of quantization step sizes during encoding, which is
in particular beneficial for integer implementations. Orthonormality by

K[{ = 1l.fi means that the unnormalized H frames in (13.38) can be encoded with

less accuracy than a prediction error frame in conventional hybrid Me prediction,

while by K L =.fi the unnormalized L frames must be encoded with higher accu

racy than I frames. This phenomenon can also be interpreted by the signal flow in
the lifting filter structure, as illustrated for the Haar filter case in Fig. 13.49a. A
quantization error qH of the H component is first weighted by a factor Y2 and then
subtracted from the quantization error qL of the L component. The error injected
into B is then !:l.B=qC'hqH. Now, in the synthesis ofA, the prediction is generated
from the reconstructed B and added to H. The reconstruction error in A is
!:l.A=qL+'hqH, which shows that the back path of the lifting filter compensates half
of the error in H. The actual quantization step sizes must be chosen as if the quan
tization errors were normalized by the factors KL and KH, i.e. qdKL and qHIKH.
Under the assumption ofuncorrelated quantization errors in Land H, the following
contributions are then made to the reconstruction error variance:
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(13.46)

Obviously, the lowpass component must be quantized using double accuracy or
half quantization step size as compared to the highpass component. In (13.46), d qL

and d qH denote the orthonormally adjusted quantization error variances, which are
equally spread into the reconstruction error variances of frames A and B, respec
tively. This is however only true if the assumption made above comes true, which
means that the back path indeed compensates half of the quantization error . The
inherent assumption must be that the operations of MC and IMC are exactly in
verses of each other. If this would not be the case, the back path would produce
another quantization error "hqH' which originates from another sample, and the
reconstruction error in A would become f}.A=qL+qH-"hqH'. However, except for the
case of full-pixel shifts, MC and IMC can not perfectly match , as sub-pixel inter
polations are involved. It follows that the quality of the interpolation filters has a
direct influence on the minimization of the reconstruction errorl .

Similarly, optimum quantization step sizes for other types of filters can be de
rived by (12.42) . For example, in the case of 5/3 filters applied along the temporal
axis, the lowpass component should be quantized by a factor of

(13.47)

more accurate as compared to the highpass component, which means that the quan
tizer step size for the lowpass signal should be smaller by this factor .

The cases of unconnected and multiple-connected pixels. The synthesis flow in
the cases of unconnected and multiple-connected pixels is illustrated in Fig.
13.49b. Clearly, for the unconnected case, f}.B=qL' For the other exception case of
multiple connections, pixels are embedded into the H frame as prediction errors
(13.34). The worst case will then be that the pixel B which is used for prediction is
connected and contains a reconstruction error f}.B'=qL'-"hqH', wherein qL', qH' and

! Practically, it can be found that a sub-pixel accuracy of 1/8 pixel in motion compensation
still effects a remarkable gain in motion-compensated (MCTF) wavelet coding, while for
hybrid coding usually a saturation is reached with about 1/4 pixel accuracy.
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the 'own' quantization error qn are uncorrelatedl . Then , AA=As'+qfFqL'-"h.qH'+qH.
For these cases, it is necessary to use different normalization factors KL=KfFl,
which means that these components should be quantized by the same quality that
would be used for intraframe coding of the signal :

a? =E{(qS}=U 2

/).8 qL

(13.48)
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Fig. 13.49. Synthesis signal flow of quantization errors in the Haar lifting structure (a) and
in the case ofunconnected / multiple-connected pixels (b)

For the multiple-connected positions, this problem is critical , as they suffer both
from the error that is intruding via the back path- (qL',qH') and from the 'direct'
quantization error sln- This asymmetric behavior is the reason for quality fluctua
tions that are often observed at specific frame positions in the decoded result of 3D
wavelet coders based on Haar filters [RUSERT, HANKE, OHM 2003]. Indeed, if the pre
diction of the multiple-connected pixels would be performed from reconstructed
values ofB, the quantization error feedback from B is eliminated such that AA= qH.
Even then, it is still necessary to adjust the quantization weighting (or the normali
zation factors) depending for the positions of unconnected and multiple-connected
pixels-', In principle, to determine the effect of quantization errors accurately, it is
necessary to track the evolution of the errors through the entire wavelet tree (tem
porally and spatially); the additional cost for this optimization is one additional

1 This case is not unrealistic, in particular when forward prediction from B-1 is used.

2 In principle this a similar problem as the quantization error feedback in open-loop predic
tion systems, but without infinite propagation . This effect is however becoming worse
when superpositions from different levels of the temporal wavelet tree occur.

3 It could in principle similarly be useful to consider the effect of the sub-pixel shift in
motion compensation in this context; as it was shown before, interpolation in the lifting
branches may modify Haar filters into bi-orthogonal filters, for which different normaliza
tion factors KL and KH have to be applied.
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spatio-temporal transform to be performed at the encoder side [OHM 1994A][RUSERT,

HANKE , OHM 2003] 1.

The unequal weighting of Land H samples in (13.46) is one of the main rea
sons effecting that 3D transform schemes can be superior in performance com
pared to hybrid (prediction based) coders. Even though at the first sight the high
pass frame H seems to be very similar to an MC prediction frame, the partial com
pensation of coding errors via the back path, and the systematic spreading over
different adjacent frames give an advantage regarding the total balance of the
squared error. A theoretical analysis of this gain is given in [FLIERL, GIROD 2003] ,

which comes to the result that up to 40% reduction in rate, as compared to a hybrid
coder with same methods of motion compensation, can be achieved.

As the L frames (scaling band of the temporal wavelet transform) have to be
quantized by increasingly finer quantizers when stepping up the levels of the wave
let tree, this effect increases exponentially by the number of levels- ; for example,
the LLLL frame from a four-level temporal Haar wavelet tree contains all relevant

information of 24
= 16 frames, and should be quantized by a factor of -,ft = 4 more

accurately than a single intra-coded frame. As a by-product, noise, sampling in
consistencies etc. are discarded at lower rates by the temporal filtering process.
From this point of view, motion-compensated wavelet coding can realize advan
tages of joint multiple-frame compression straightforwardly, which in a hybrid
coder could only be achieved by extremely complex look-ahead decisions over a
large number of frames.

Methodologies to encode the motion-compensated 3D wavelet coefficients as
developed until now are not much different yet from 2D wavelet coding (sec.
12.4.2) or 3D wavelet coding without MC (sec. 13.1.2). Embedded quantizers are
used, which can straightforwardly be applied without penalty, as the synthesis filter
structure is still non-recursive by principle' . Conventional 2D wavelet coders can
directly be applied to the subband frames resulting by the temporal wavelet tree
processing; this is particularly suitable in a configuration where the entire temporal
transform is performed first. This case shall be denoted as a t+2D transform, corre
sponding to the scheme shown in Fig. 13.2b.

1 The quantization of a given frequency coefficient must be made more or less accurate
depending on the squared norm of the overall 3D synthesis basis (including all steps of
spatial, temporal and MC interpolation synthesis filters).
2 This however depends on the sequence characteristics; when no correspondences can be
found between two frames, no gain can be realized by 3D MC Wavelet coding. For se
quences with fast motion, saturation is often reached after 2 or 3 levels of the temporal
wavelet tree, while for slow-moving sequences or sequences with static background, even
an increase to 7 or 8 levels gives an advantage and further increases the coding perform
ance.

3 Certain restrictions apply however for the prediction method made for the multiple
connected positions, as discussed above.
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The optimum strategy of spatio-temporal decomposition is a significant topic of
further exploration. The scalability property of the spatial/temporal wavelet trans
form may e.g. be utilized to reduce the size of the frame memory necessary to
perform encoding and decoding. An example is shown in Fig. 13.50a, where the
spatial size of the frames is reduced by a factor of 4 (implemented by one level of
spatial 2D wavelet decomposition) with each temporal level. Inherently, the depth
of the spatial tree is now much lower for the higher temporal frequency bands,
which is also reasonable as these signals have less spatial correlation anyway. The
related wavelet cube is shown in Fig. 13.50b. The best spatio-temporal decomposi
tion structure could be found by wavelet-packet design criteria (cf. sec. 12.4.4),
where the next split in the 3D wavelet tree can be made spatially or temporally,
depending on best effect in coding gain. This would implicitly include criteria of
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temporal similarity between frames and scene cut detection, as the gain by further
splitting in temporal direction at the deeper levels of the tree is clearly highest for
sequences of low motion 1. Additional constraints must be made by scalability
requirements, such that at least splits which support the required operational
ranges of spatial or temporal scalability must be provided by default. As an exam
ple, the wavelet cube shown in Fig. 13.50b would allow spatial scalability between
sub-QCIF and HD resolutions spatially, and temporal scalability for frame rates
between 7.5 and 60 Hz temporally; for HD indeed, no lower frame rates than 15
Hz would be supported, which appears reasonable .

Alternatively, a spatial/temporal decomposition can be realized where the spatial
wavelet filtering is done as the first step, and the temporal filtering is applied to the
coefficients of the spatial transform ('2D+t' transform) . Within the lifting filters
which are used for the temporal transform, it is then possible to use an overcom
plete DWT (ODWT) which can generate any sub-sampling phase which matches
with the motion trajectory locally, similar to the methods described in sec. 13.3.2
[ANDREOPOULOS ET AL. 2003] . In terms of coding efficiency, this method is reported to
be not inferior compared to the 't+2d' transform, but has a number of advantages :

1. Spatial scalability of motion vector fields, combined with consistent hierarchi
cal motion estimation can be applied (see sec. 13.3.2). This is particularly im
portant when a fully-scalable representation over several spatial transform
levels shall be realized . In the case of the 't+2D' transform, even though spatial
scaling can be applied, no consistent way exists to decode the lower resolution
frames by using a lower-resolution motion vector field as well.

2. Even though spatial scalability can be applied to the 't+2D' transform, meth
ods to explicitly optimize for shift invariance of the 2D transform are not
straightforward. In fact, if the sub-sampled resolutions are generated by
conventional down-sampling in the spatial wavelet pyramids of Land H
frames, the inverse motion compensation may implicitly mix different sub
sampling phases; this can be a cause of artifacts in the vicinity of motion
boundaries, but also may lead to temporally-varying alias effects in the
reconstructed signal.

3. As discussed before, spatially varying properties of filters, including partial
violations of the constant norm principles at unconnected and multiple
connected positions, are inherent to MCTF. In order to keep these effects un
der control by appropriate quantization, it is advantageous to introduce them
only by the last step of the 3D wavelet decomposition. It is then possible to
adapt the quantization step sizes sample by sample, where the adaptation pa-

1 Ideally, the stepsof spatial and temporal decomposition would be arbitrarily interchange
able with the same result. This is however not achievable with the solutions of motion
compensated 3D wavelet codingknown so far due to the shiftvariance of the MCTF proc
ess.
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rameters can directly be determined directly from the motion vectors with
minimum effort.

3D motion-compensated wavelet coding is a field of high potential for improve
ments and further new developments, overcoming many disadvantages of tradi
tional (hybrid) video coding. The non-recursive structure of the decoder avoids
problems like error feedback, drift and sensitivity to data losses. The wavelet
based (3D) spatio-temporal coding methods have the property of being freely
scalable in spatial and temporal resolution as well as quality (SNR or quantizer
scalability). Best exploitation of temporal redundancy by motion compensation is
fully supported, such that the overall compression performance is high. Due to
these properties, this new class of video compression methods is an excellent can
didate for future video coding systems. Ideal support is given for transmission of
video signals in environments of heterogeneous, error-prone networks, where any
fluctuation of bandwidth can be served instantaneously. The capability to imple
ment flexible spatial and temporal scalability is suitable to serve terminals of dif
ferent resolution and different computational capabilities from only one encoded
representation (bit stream). A clear disadvantage - if not allowable by an applica
tion - is the higher encoding delay which is inherent in motion-compensated tem
poral-axis frequency coders'. In the next section, a rough analysis of complexity
and delay of such coders is given.

13.4.5 Delay and Complexity of 3D Wavelet Coders

Delay. If T levels of temporal-axis wavelet transform are used (refer to the exam
ple of Fig. 13.2b with L=3), and the Haar filter structure ofFig. 13,44a is invoked,
a delay of 2T_l frames occurs at minimum until the information necessary to de
code the first frame ofa Group of Pictures (GOP) of length 2T can be conveyed to
the decoder. This delay is mainly caused by the temporal lowpass filtering, the
update step in the lifting structure.

For the particular structures introduced previously, the delays d, occurring at
one level of the wavelet decomposition tree can be analyzed as follows:

I Low delay - however at the expense of deteriorated coding efficiency - can be achieved
if no update step is performed in MCTF. The construction of the temporal wavelet tree
would then be identical to the temporal scalability pyramids in Fig. 13.25. In fact, the con
figuration in Fig. 13.25b can be interpreted as a wavelet tree based on a (1,3) biorthogonal
filter (only using a 'lazy wavelet' in 'lowpass' filtering) to realize a low-delay mode allowing
instantaneous encoding and decoding. The temporal scalability of hybrid coders based on
P-type frames as shown in Fig. 13.25a corresponds to a Haar filter with omitted update
step. Due to the quantization propert ies explained in the previous section, such a mode is
inferior in terms of coding efficiency. The general trade-off which exists between compres
sion performance and latency that was already pointed out in section 1.1.1 is again in effect
here.
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Fig. l3.44a: d,=l frame;
Fig. l3.44b: d,=4 frames; (13.49)
Fig. 13.46a: d,=2 frames;
Fig. l3.46b: d,=6 frames.

If any of these structures is used at a specific level t (/=1, . .. ,1) within a wavelet
tree, the delay (in numbers of original frames) contributed by that level to the
overall delay is d,.i·1• The overall minimum delay (assuming that all processing
can be done sufficiently fast) can then be determined as the accumulation of delay
contributions over all levels:

T

min _delay =Ld, ·2 ,-1 .
,=1

(13.50)

In contrast to encoding, the delay at the decoder side, provided that all necessary
information is available e.g. on a hard disc, is only given by the processing time of
decoding T frames through the levels of the wavelet pyramid. Within this time,
random access to any frame is guaranteed, which is an important advantage as
compared to hybrid coders, where decoding always must start at an I-type frame
and proceed through the entire sequence of P-type frames. In a streaming or
broadcast application a raw resolution of the most relevant information (e.g. LLLL
frames of low spatial resolution) can be sent iteratively at short time distances
without adding much rate overhead. Then, entry points for decoding can be pro
vided much more frequently than with hybrid prediction coders. For storage appli
cations, the forward-backward symmetry of the decoding process allows efficient
implementation of reverse play, and the different levels of temporal scalability also
allow fast forward/reverse play at different speeds. From this point of view, no
delay penalty exists at all for the case of pre-recorded streams in broadcast and
storage, which establishes one important class of applications for fully-scalable
video codecs.

Memory Complexity. Investigating the memory complexity of the motion com
pensated temporal wavelet transform, it can be found that it is not necessary to
store the entire GOP during encoding or decoding. In fact, all transform steps
B~H and A~L during encoding (and vice versa during decoding) can be per
formed in-place in the lifting structure, as common coordinate systems are used.
For example, in the case of combining Figs. 13.2b and 13.44a, the first processing
step is the prediction part of the lifting transform, A,B~H, which requires one
frame memory for B and one in common for AIR. The next step is B,H~L, using
one common memory for Band L. Afterwards, H can be encoded, such that it must
not be stored anymore. However, L must be retained for further processing within
the wavelet tree until it is processed in combination with a neighbor at the next
level. This leads to the conclusion that as a minimum (if all processing can be
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performed in sufficiently short time) , only T+l frame memories are needed in a
Haar-based temporal wavelet tree consisting of T levels I .

In general, the minimum numbers of frame memories necessary per level are
directly related to the frame delays d, given in (13.49) for the different temporal
filter structures. Assuming that d, is the delay occurring at level t out of T levels,
the overall minimum number of frame memories necessary to perform motion
compensated wavelet analysis or synthesis will be

T

min _frame_memory = 1+ Ldt '

1= 1

(13.51)

or 1+Td for the case of a constant d=dt (same filter length) over all temporal
wavelet tree levels . The one additional frame memory is needed to store the newest
input picture in addition to the lowpass subband frames which must be held in
memory at the different levels for further processing. The scalability property of
spatial/temporal wavelet transform can also be utilized to reduce the size of the
frame memory necessary to perform encoding and decoding. In the structure
shown in Fig. 13.50, the spatial size of the frames is reduced by a factor of 4 (im
plemented by one level of the spatial2D wavelet decomposition) with each tempo
rallevel. In this case, the number of necessary full-frame memories reduces to only

(13.52)

which is upper bounded to 1+4d/3 in the case of constant dr-d, over all levels, even
for very large T. The amount offrame memory is not the only indicator for mem
ory complexity. Another factor, often regarded as more important, is the number of
memory accesses. Memory accesses are in general a severe bottleneck for both
hardware (specific processor) and software (general-purpose processor) video
encoder and decoder implementations. The criticality of memory accesses is first
related to the number of pixel operations, but the regularity, i.e. the predictability
about the locations of pixels which shall be used in a processor pipeline is also
important. As will become clear from the following sub-section, MCTF wavelet
coding is still in the same order of magnitude of complexity when compared to
hybrid MC prediction coding when viewed under this aspect. Due to the regularity
of the temporal wavelet tree, it may be even more regular for predictability of
accesses as compared to techniques like multiframe prediction, which are used in
standard MC prediction coders of today .

Computational Complexity. The computational complexity of the MC wavelet
lifting filter implementations is mainly influenced by the motion compensation
steps . The aspect of motion estimation shall be excluded here; due to the usage of
same motion parameters in both prediction and update stages, a similar degree of

I An additional frame memory will be required if prediction of the mult iple-connected
pos itions shall use frames B.l as in (13.35).
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complexity as in MC prediction coders will be in effect, which means that estima
tion of one or two motion vector fields per frame, depending on usage of uni
directional or bi-directional processing, is necessary.

First, the case of Haar filters, which means uni-directional prediction and up
date in the lifting filters is regarded, using linear interpolation for sub-pixel accu
racy in MC. From (13.44), 4 multiplications and additions (M&A) per pixel and
frame are necessary to perform the 2D linear interpolations at one level of the MC
wavelet transform. If iterated over the temporal wavelet tree of arbitrary depth,
where the number of frames is reduced by a factor of 2 at each level, the total
number ofM&A per pixel of the original sequence is

mu~+add = 4 ·:t(~r '
pixel 1=1

which is upper-bounded to a value of 8, both at the encoder and decoder, irrespec
tive of the number of levels. This is slightly less than double the number ofcompu
tations as compared to a unidirectional (P-type frame only) MC prediction using
the same bilinear interpolation for sub-pixel values. For the memory-friendly struc
ture of Fig . 13.50, the number is

mUl.+add =4 .:t(~~r =4.:t(ir,
pixel 1=1 1=1

which is upper bounded to 32/7 or approximately 4.5 M&A per pixel. This is only
a marginal increase as compared to the case of uni-directional MC prediction, and
is only slightly more than half the number of operations that are necessary for the
case ofMC prediction using B-type frames.

For the cases of Figs . 13.44b and 13.46b, where bi-directional predictions and
updates are used in the lifting filters, the number of M&A per pixel as well as the
memory accesses are exactly doubled as compared to the uni-directional cases
given in (13.53) and (13.54), if still the linear sub-pixel interpolation filter is used.
For the non-dyadic decomposition of Fig . 13.46b, a factor of 4/3 applies as com
pared to (13 .53) and (13 .54) , as bi-directional MC is applied in the update step. If
longer sub-pixel value interpolation filters (see e.g. Fig . 13.41) are used, the num
ber of M&A per pixel increases linearly with the order of the filter, when the 2D
interpolations are computed by a separable system. Qualitatively, the effect of
higher complexity due to longer filter kernels is not different from the increased
complexity by longer interpolation filter kernels as used in state of the art MC
prediction coders.

All complexity contributions are scaled down by memory-friendly structures as
shown in Fig . 13.50. This directly show the favorable applicability of the fully
scalable motion-compensated 3D wavelet methods for the purpose of complexity
scalability.
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13.5 Encoding of Motion Parameters

Motion parameters are a component of side information which is of prior impor
tance in encoding of video sequences . Motion vector fields as extracted from natu
ral scenes are typically spatially and temporally coherent: An object moves
through a series of subsequent frames either by constant velocity or accelerated.
As a consequence, the spatio-temporal correlation in the motion vector field is
high, which can not only be utilized in motion estimation, but also for encoding of
motion parameters by lower data rate. If motion parameters are estimated over
discrete value sets and for discrete positions, they are typically lossless encoded.
Even though lossy encoding is applicable likewise, it depends on the stability of
the motion-compensated compression algorithm whether this is desirable .
The motion is perfectly characterized by the motion vector field, which describes
the translational motion of each single pixel. This motion vector field can by itself
be interpreted as a correlated signal. Hence, PCM encoding of motion parameters
would lead to an unnecessary waste of bits.

Most methods for encoding of locally varying motion vector fields are based
on a sub-sampled representation. This e.g. naturally follows if motion is estimated
from block matching or warping grid procedures (see sec. 7.6.3) . In the case of
global motion, it is typically sufficient to describe the spatial variation of motion
by only one set of parameters relating to a parametric motion model (cf. sec.
7.4.4) .

The method of motion parameter encoding must be known to the estimation
procedure, when rate-distortion optimization shall be applied, considering the rate
to be spent for the motion information . A method which preferably estimates a
spatio-temporally continuous motion vector field usually also requires a lower rate
for encoding due to the smooth predictability of the local motion vectors.

13.5.1 Spatial Contexts in Motion Coding

Spatial predictive coding. The most simple method to utilize the coherence
within the motion vector field is spatial predictive coding. Only motion vectors
belonging to previously encoded blocks may be used for prediction. Different
strategies for prediction are applicable, e.g. 1D or 2D linear prediction, or median
prediction are applied in video compression standards of today. The difference
(prediction error) between the prediction and the current value of the motion vec
tor is entropy-coded. This is much more efficient than entropy coding of the origi
nal motion vector values. Fig. 13.51 illustrates how values of motion vector pre
diction differences are highly concentrated around the value zero; this is clearly
not the case for the original motion vector values. The statistical distribution of
motion vector differences is often modeled by a negative exponential (e.g. Lapla
cian) PDF.
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Fig. 13.51. Occurrences of the horizontal motion vectorcomponent in one video sequence
(-) and associated difference component in caseof prediction (...)

Predictive coding is mostly applied separately to the horizontal and vertical trans
lation components. For more complex motion models, e.g. including rotational
motion, it can no longer be expected that motion components in horizontal and
vertical directions are statistically independent, such that a joint prediction based
on a model is more appropriate. This is in principle achieved by methods of
Global Motion Compensation (GMC), where local parameters are only used in
addition if the local motion is not represented sufficiently accurate by the global
model.

Spatial hierarchical coding. Multi-resolution motion estimation algorithms (cf.
sec. 7.6.3) support smooth motion vector fields. During the hierarchical process of
estimation, an increasingly higher-accuracy representation of the motion vector
field is achieved.

This can directly be utilized for hierarchical encoding of the motion vector
field. In fact, the progression from a coarser to a finer resolution of the motion
block grid (Fig. 13.52a) exactly relates to the approach ofpyramid encoding (sec.
4.4.6) . Parameters within the hierarchy can best be encoded differentially (Fig.
13.52b). Advantages are as follows:

The differential pyramid has a decorrelating effect;
Motion parameters within the different levels of the pyramid naturally have
different levels of relevance, which can be important for the definition of pro
tection mechanisms, and inhibits error propagation, which can occur in motion
vector encoding using the recursive spatial prediction methods described
above;
Motion parameters relating to the different levels of the pyramid can be ap
plied to video frames of different resolution levels (e.g. SD and HD).

Efficient encoding combines the pyramid representation with a tree description of
the pyramid, by which it is signaled if it is at all necessary to proceed to a finer
resolution, or if motion vectors within a local area are homogeneous'. If entropy
coding is applied to the difference values, in general the rate will be lower when

! A similar method is used to encode variable-size motion blocks in the Advanced Video
Coding(AVC) standard (seesec. 17.4.4).
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the motion vector field is varying smoothly, because the prediction from one
pyramid level to the next will then typically give only small differences, to be
represented by codewords of short lengths.

Result from level 1
(direelycoded)

Result from level 2
r-- ...;(d_iff-,-er/enlially coded)

r
....,.---:.--B....IOC:~ in level 1Block size in level 2
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Fig. 13.52. Hierarchical codingof a block-based motion vectorfield
a resolution accuracy withinthe hierarchy levels b differential encoding

13.5.2 Temporal Contexts in Motion Coding

Temporal predictive coding. For most types of motion, the motion vector field
also shows a high coherence along the temporal direction, which can be expressed
by a continuous motion trajectory. If motion information from a previous frame
position is used for prediction, it must be observed that the motion parameters
themselves describe the direction along which the motion trajectory evolves, where
largest temporal coherence can be expected. Temporal prediction is in general
more problematic than spatial prediction due to the following reasons:

The motion vector estimated for the previous frame can be erroneous, such
that not only the prediction fails, but is also made for the wrong position in the
current frame;
the prediction can be non-unique, if several motion vectors from the previous
frame point into one position of the current frame;
The motion vector field can be subject to accelerations or de-accelerations, in
particular if several types of motion are mixed. Such a behavior of the motion
trajectory could better be predicted if the motion evolution over more than one
frame is considered .

An example for the latter case is a rolling wheel, where the center of rotation
moves coupled with the rotational movement. If a point is just at the wheel base
(touching the ground), its motion will be zero. In the next moment, this point starts
accelerating again until it reaches the top of the wheel. Application of temporal
prediction of motion is also necessary when objects shall be tracked within a
scene. In this context, by analyzing the evolution of motion parameters or motion
trajectories over more than one frame, it is possible to decide at which positions
occlusions (covered and uncovered areas) are present.
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Motion trajectory in a video sequence
(fine resolution)
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Difference between
coarser and finer
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Abb.13.53. Temporal-hierarchical difference coding ofmotion parameters
a for case ofB-type frames b for case ofmotion-compensated wavelet coding

Temporal hierarchical coding. If continuous motion is present over several sub
sequent frames, hierarchical coding along the temporal dimension is possible as
well. Unlike temporal prediction which is an extrapolation, this method is rather
related to representation of motion at different temporal resolutions and interpola
tive description of the temporal changes in the motion vector field. If e.g. an object
moves within the scene by 2 pixels from frame 0 to 0+1, its motion will be ex
pected to be 4 pixels from 0 to 0+2, 6 pixels from 0 to 0+3 etc. A temporally
hierarchical coding of motion parameters is in particular useful in combination
with methods in which also frames are encoded in a temporal hierarchy. It must be
observed that the values of the motion vectors scale linearly with the frame dis
tance. For example, in the context of bi-directional prediction (sec. 13.2.5) the
motion information for B-type frames can be predicted and if necessary be en
coded differentially using information from corresponding P-type frame areas after
appropriate scaling (Fig. 13.53a). An efficient application of temporal motion
vector prediction is the temporal direct mode which is implemented in some video
coding standards (H.263, MPEG-4, H.264/AVC). Here, the motion vectors for
macroblock units in B-type frames can be determined from the motion vectors in
the co-located (by direction of the motion trajectory) macroblock ofan adjacent P
type frame.

In motion-compensated wavelet coding (sec. 13.4), several temporal hierarchy
levels exist for the motion information. An example where the temporal resolution
is increased by a factor of two is shown in Fig. 13.53b. In general, investigations
made so far have shown that temporal prediction and temporal hierarchy trees are
slightly less powerful in compression of motion vector fields than spatial predic
tion or spatial hierarchical coding'.

1 This may however well be caused by the fact that the motion estimation methods as used
today barely optimize for temporal continuity of motion trajectories .
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13.5.3 Fractal Video Coding

Fractal block coding as introduced in sec. 12.5 was constrained to still images. It
shall shortly be revisited here, as certain commonalities with motion compensation
were found by the mapping models applied in the fractal transform. If fractal cod
ing shall be applied to video, 3D cubes must be used instead of the coding blocks
(see Fig. 13.54a). The contractivity of the transform can then either be performed
over the spatial or over the temporal axis; the latter case is eventually advanta
geous when scene changes occur, as these result in amplitude discontinuities over
the temporal axis, which is somehow equivalent to edges within a 2D image, where
the fractal transform is known to have particular strengths. If the content is mov
ing, combination with motion compensation could be made; in fact, if the content
of subsequent frames can fully be mapped by motion parameters , motion compen
sation can be implemented as part of the fractal transform [BARTHEL, VOYE 1995].

Two cases may be regarded, where either moving content establishes the origin
volume and unmoved content the destination volume of the fractal transform, or
vice versa (Fig. 13.54b): In the first case, the geometric transform to be applied to
the origin volume can be determined directly from the motion mapping, in the
second case the inverse motion mapping has to be applied. Of particular interest is
the case where a continuously moved area is mapped by temporal and spatial con
traction into its own position, which means that the center of the origin and desti
nation volumes is identical. Here, at least for the case of arbitrary translational
motion, including the case of constant acceleration, no motion parameters are
required at all. The motion is scaled along with the video frames, such that the
self-similarity fully applies (Fig. 13.54c). The same would be the case for rota
tional motion when the geometric transform allows rotational mapping over time.

These are idealized views, which in practice would be constrained by many ex
ceptions. For example, if motion vector fields are inhomogeneous, occlusions
occur, and the typical spatio-temporal contractive mapping will fail. Nevertheless,
the properties of 3D fractal transforms can shed some interesting light on joint
properties of image and motion information, which eventually may be useful for
more efficient compression ofeither of these components in the future.

Originvolume, Destination
. II eel ....oIume Destination volume, Motionin

~.,~ 'j:;=~·-'-··-a
L7~.~- ~= .- ~Motlon ln

temporallycontracted destination volume
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Fig. 13.54. The principle onD fractal coding
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13.6 Problems

Problem 13.1
A motion-compensated prediction of a video signal is performed. The misalignment of
motion compensation shall follow a uniform distribution into values [k.,/e]e{-l,O,l}, and
shall be statistically independent between horizontal and vertical dimensions.

a) Determine the power spectrum See(QIoQ2) of the prediction error frame, if the corre
sponding original frame from the sequence has a power spectrum S.u(QIoQ2).

b) Which would be the optimum cutoff frequency of a lowpass filter in the prediction
loop, such that the variance of the prediction error signal is minimized?

c) The power spectrum of the image frame shall be described in horizontal direction as
S.u(Q()=A·IJl"-Qll . Compute the coding gain that is achievable by motion-compensated
prediction, both without and with the lowpass filter from b).

Problem 13.2
In motion estimation, it shall be decided which of two motion vectors k} and k2 shall be
chosen. The following prediction error matrices have been computed:

E(kl)=[I~ ~~O] ; E(k2)=[~~ ~~]
a) Determine the best vector following the criterion of minimum error variance [(7.184)

withp=2] .
b) Apply a 2D Walsh transform of block size 2x2. Determine the resulting bit rate, using

the table from problem 12.4c. Based on a criterion to minimize the rate, which of the
vectors would now be the preferable choice ? Give an interpretation.

Problem 13.3
In the block schematics for scalable hybrid coders as given in Fig. 13.19b, identical recon
structed signals shall result if the entire information (base and enhancement layer) is used.
Further, it is assumed that the motion compensation (MC) uses identical shift in all MC
blocks of base and enhancement layers. Show that also the prediction errors at the respec
tive quantizer inputs (QE und QB) are identical in both schemes then.

[Hint : Use the relationships between the respective signals in the frequency domain, simi
lar to (12.14) and (12.15) to simplify the proof. Use H(Q) for the entire block of motion
compensation without explicitly expressing the sizes ofthe motion vectors.]

Problem 13.4
The spatially characteristic properties of the first frame from a video sequence of 10 frames

are modeled by a separable 2D AR(I) process of parameters Ph = Pv =.jj /2 and 0;,2=16.
By a camera pan, a horizontal translational movement of exactly 10 pixels/frame leftwards
occurs. The frame size shall be MxN=90x50 pixels.

a) The signal is encoded using R=6 bit/pixel, without utilizing any correlation between
samples. Determine the minimum possible distortion D.

In the following points, the signal coded according to a) is regarded as the original refer
ence for subsequent compression.
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b) By which amount [bit/pixel] can the rate be reduced without introducing additional
distortion, if i) 1D and ii) 2D spatial correlation in the signal is utilized?

c) The exact motion shift shall be known to the decoder, such that perfect motion
compensated prediction can be performed. Sketch those areas in the second frame
which have to be newly coded and those which can be perfectly predicted. By this, de
termine the possible reduction in bit rate due to MC prediction.

d) Compute the necessary total bit rate for encoding of the sequence with distortion D, if
all known spatial and temporal correlation properties are used.

Due to a finite length of a transmission buffer used for rate regulation, the maximum num
ber of bits to be used for encoding ofany single frame is limited to 9000.

e) Compute the minimum additional distortion D 1 (compared to the encoding of a)-d) ),
which must now be introduced for the first frame of the sequence.

t) How will the distorted representation of the first frame affect the prediction of the
second frame? Which power spectrum of the motion-compensated prediction error
will be found within those areas of the second frame which could perfectly be pre
dicted under the previous assumptions?
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Speech and audio signals can be characterized as waveforms, which often include
components of quasi-periodic signals, but also aperiodic and noise-like compo
nents may appear. Such characteristics can be mapped to signal generation mod
els, and also imply that analysis of longer-term behavior will improve the per
formance of compression algorithms. The importance ofperiodic components is
related to the harmonic properties ofmany audio sources; harmonic spectra ap
pear in cases ofvoiced speech and many types ofmusical instruments, which can
directly be related to the physical process ofsound generation . Most speech cod
ing schemes are based on linear prediction methods. Synthesis models for speech
generation have also reached an advanced status and can be used for parametric
coding. In the sector ofspeech, understandability ofthe reconstructed signal is an
important design criterion. In general-purpose waveform coding ofaudio signals,
utilization ofpsycho-acoustic properties ofhearing is a key factor to achieve what
transparent quality, compression without noticeable difference as compared to a
digital (PCM) original. The typical core of these methods is transform coding
based on block-overlapping or subband transforms. Sound synthesis, enabling
synthetic generation ofnatural or newly-created sounds, is a very mature technol
ogy as well. It is however mostly based on nonlinear models, universal usage in
analysis/synthesis audio coding is still an area requiringfurther development.

14.1 Coding of Speech Signals

Most speech codecs are based on principles of Linear Predictive Coding (LPC)
(sec. 4.2.2), having tight relationship with autoregressive synthesis (sec. 4.2.1).
The speech generation in the human vocal tract can excellently be modeled by
excitation of a tube with varying perimeters, which then by its acoustic properties
of reflection and resonance is mapped into parameters of an autoregressive synthe
sis filter [RABINER, SCHAFER 1978]; the z-poles of such a filter will correspond to the
resonance frequencies of the tube, which again are the physical reason for harmon-
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ics in particular in voiced speech. To determine optimum filter parameters, the
Wiener-Hopf method (4.74) can be used, which will then typically use autocorrela
tion values as measured from segments of a speech signal. If the filter is fed by an
excitation signal of flat spectral properties (white noise or impulse-like signals),
the spectral properties of the output are similar to the properties of the original
signal as modeled by the filter. For audible perception, properties of the amplitude
spectrum are of high importance. For speech synthesis however, in particular
within voiced segments of the signal, the phase information is highly relevant as
well, where arbitrary phase of the excitation signal may lead to an unnatural im
pression. Hence, linear-prediction based speech coding schemes can be classified
mainly according to the chosen excitation strategy into the categories described in
the following sub-sections.

DPCM and Adaptive DPCM methods. These use direct coding of the prediction
error signal, by which the true waveform shall be approximated as close as possi
ble. Due to their simplicity, these methods are still the best choice for higher data
rates, and achieve a reduction of rate as compared to PCM-coded (64 kbit/s)
speech signals by a factor of 2-3 while retaining good quality. The basic principle
is very similar to the DPCM concepts as developed in sec. 12.3.1. In Adaptive
DPCM (ADPCM), methods with forward and backward adaptation of predictor
filters are employed (see sec. 4.2.2), where forward adaptation typically uses filter
lengths of 12-16 taps, while backward adaptation uses shorter filters of 4-8 taps.
An extremely simplified DPCM method is Delta Modulation (DM), which is also
applicable to speech compression at higher rates. This is based on a one-tap pre
diction filter (a=l) and a one-bit quantizer which only can reconstruct the predic
tion error by values ±A/2. In principle, the quantizer is mostly operated in the
overload (clipping) zone. Nevertheless, due to the effect of quantization error
feedback, it is possible to consistently track the shape of the signal, in particular
when DM operates with over-sampling. Alternatively, an adaptive quantizer can
be used, which increases the steps size Ll in cases where several subsequent quanti
zation decisions have the same sign, and decreases Ll when equal distribution of
positive/negative signs is observed. Similar methods of backward quantizer adap
tation are also used in ADPCM of speech.

Analysis-by-synthesis methods. In this class of speech coders (Fig. 14.la), the
LPC synthesis filter is fed by vectors of innovation signal samples (excitation
sequences) from a codebook. The LPC filter is usually determined by a conven
tional forward-adaptation method, e.g. the Wiener-Hopf equation (4.72) and effi
cient solutions thereof. Unlike the vector prediction methods presented in sec.
12.3.3, the synthesis filter is a one-step recursive filter, which means that predic
tion relies on a number of previous samples including the directly preceding sam
ple. No drift-free closed-loop analysis as in DPCM can then be implemented, be
cause reconstruction values related to excitation signal samples in one vector have
mutual influences in the reconstruction process. The methodology to find the best
excitation signal is an analysis/synthesis approach, where the available excitation
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vectors are fed into the synthesis filter and the reconstruction sequences are com
pared against the original. In the process of comparison, signal-dependent spectral
weighting is often applied . This introduces a distortion criterion based on spectral
noise shap ing, which is assumed to give best understandability of the synthesized
speech signal.

Analysis-by-synthesis (NS) methods are most widely used for speech coding at
low bit rates, where still a natural impression of the speech (retaining the individ
ual characteristics of a speaker as well) shall be achieved. For unvoiced speech,
generation of a good synthesis result is uncritical from white-noise (random) type
innovation vectors, where the synthesis filter performs the required spectral shap
ing; the phase information seems to be less important in this case. Different NS
methods can better be characterized by their strategies on voiced speech segments,
where a unique pitch property in the signal can only be obtained when a train of
excitation pulses is fed into the synthesis filter. The following methods are typi
cally employed:

Multi-Pulse Excitation (MPE), which is based on optimum placement of non
equidistant pulses, where the number of pulses shall be as low as possible ;
Regular Pulse Excitation (RPE), similar to MPE, but with equidistant pulses;
in MPE and RPE, the set of different excitation configurations (of which only
a finite number exists) establishes the excitation codebook;
Code Excited Linear Prediction (CELP), in which excitation signals are se
lected from a codebook without specifically differentiating between voiced
and unvoiced speech segments (in fact, the codebook is usually designed such
that both cases are appropriately supported); a variant of CELP is Vector Sum
Excited Linear Prediction (VSELP).

In particular for encoding at very low bit rates (below 3 kbit/s) also mixtures of
these methods are used, e.g. Mixed Excitation Linear Prediction (MELP), which is
a hybrid between CELP and MPE.

Another method for analysis-synthesis coding with specific handling of voiced
speech segments is Harmonic Vector Excitation Coding (HVXC), in which the
excitation signal is characterized only by its pitch and the envelope of its spectrum
(the latter by vector quantization encoding of LPC parameters) . This method is
implemented as a speech codec in the framework of the MPEG-4 standard, and is
claimed to deliver at a rate of 2 kbit/s a comparable quality as the best CELP de
fined so far (FS 1016) at 4,8 kbit/s. For an overview on different speech coding
standards , refer to sec. 17.5.1.

If forward adaptation of LPC parameters is used, the percentage of bit rate to
be spent for the side information can become quite significant in low-rate speech
coding. Different representations of LPC parameters can be used for the purpose
of encoding, e.g. parcor coefficients [ITAKURA, SAITO 1972], log area coefficients
[MAKHOUL ET AL. 1985] or line spectrum pairs [ITAKURA, SUGAMURA 1979], which are in
principle one-to-one mappings of the direct filter coefficients, but are less sensitive
in deviation from original spectral properties, when quantization for low-rate en
coding is performed.
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Vocoder methods. Vocoders (Fig. 14.lb) are speech synthesis devices, which can
e.g. be used to output a written text as a synthetic speech signal, when a mapping is
available from letter sequences into phonemes into associated parameters of an
LPC synthesis model. In addition, tone height, spectral shape etc. can be varied,
such that e.g. either male or female voices can be produced as desired. Vocoders in
general lack naturalness, but still provide a good understandability of speech. Only
a rough classification into voiced/unvoiced speech segments is made. The excita
tion signal is switched between a pulse train with a pulse distance equal to the
pitch period within voiced speech segments, and a white noise signal within un
voiced speech segments. If applied for encoding, the parameters to be transmitted
are the LPC parameters, the information about voiced/unvoiced classification, the
pitch period for the voiced segments, and the amplitude (variance) of the excita
tion signal.

x

a) Encoder I Decoder

y

y

b) Encoder I Decoder

Fig. 14.1. Speech coding: a Analysis by synthesis method b LPC vocoder method

14.2 Waveform Coding of Audio signals

Audio signals are mainly composed from different sound sources of different na
ture, such that it is difficult to characterize the generation by a unique physical
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model. Hence , methods of waveform coding establish the most appropriate audio
compression technology available today, as they allow reconstruction by good
quality for arbitrary audio signals'. For waveform coding methods, it is straight
forward to employ mechanisms which take into account the psycho-acoustic prop
erties of hearing (sec. 6.2), mainly related to masking. It is in particular simple to
integrate such mechanisms into transform coding methods, where a frequency
weighted quantization leads to the desired effect of perceptual weighting. A gen
eral method for audio transform coding is illustrated in Fig. 14.2. The psycho
acoust ic model will mainly be based on the frequency-dependent masking thresh
olds, which are the most effective masking mechanisms of hearing; in addition,
temporal masking can be used. For signal coding, block-overlapping transforms
and subband filter banks are the most suitable methods . For the determination of
frequency-dependent masking thresholds, an additional windowed DFT is usually
employed in parallel, as the optimum analysis for perception-related frequency
groups may be different from the optimum frequency decomposition performed for
the purpose of encoding. The thresholds are signal dependent, because instantane
ously dominant spectral components can mask out coding noise within other fre
quency groups. The frequency coefficients are quantized and encoded according to
the psycho-acoustic weighting function as determined by the psycho-acoustic
model, such that coding noise is preferably shifted into spectral bands where it can
hardly be perceived.

~ Bitslream

Fig. 14.2. General structure of an audioencoderbased on a psycho-acoustic model

32 frequency bands of equal width have been used in the first digital audio codecs
which still were mainly optimized for minimization of distortion, e.g. using SNR
criteria-. To achieve a sufficiently good approximation observing the frequency
sensitivity properties of psycho-acoustic weighting functions (see sec. 6.2), this
frequency resolution is by far not sufficient. While transforms typically use equal
bandwidth frequency channels, the perceptually adjusted Bark scale is nonlinear,
such that variable numbers of transform bands have to be combined into frequency
groups. In audio coders which make more extensive use of such weighting func
tions, between 128 and 1024 frequency bands are typically needed in the transform

! In contrast to that, e.g. music signalsare perceived strangely distorted when encoded by
an LPCmethodwhichis originally designed for speechsignals.
2 Reference is made here e.g. to the MPEG-l audio compression standard, layer 1 (cf. sec.
15.5.2)
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analysis. The shorter of these numbers is only useful, if a better resolution on the
time axis is required which is the case if temporal masking functions shall be em
ployed additionally. Polyphase filterbanks or block-overlapping transforms (sec.
4.3.5) are usually employed for frequency decomposition in these cases.

Bitstream

Fig. 14.3.MPEG-2/-4 Advanced Audio Coding (AAC)

Advanced Audio Coding (AAC) is one of the best-performing audio coding meth
ods available today. As compared to the widely used 'MP3' codec (MPEG-l layer
3, see sec. 17.5.2), it provides further reduction of the data rate by approximately a
factor of two without loss of perceptual quality. Originally starting as an amended
part of the MPEG-2 standard, AAC has meanwhile been supplemented by a num
ber of additional tools to further increase the coding efficiency; the structure gives
a good basis to understand what methodologies are used in state-of-the-art audio
waveform coding. A block diagram of the main building blocks is shown in Fig.
14.3.

Transform with switchable resolution. As a monolithic transform with block
overlap, a Modified DCT (MDCT) is used for frequency decomposition . The block
length and hence the frequency resolution is switchable between 128 and 1024
spectral lines. Switching of the filter bank for the shorter analysis block length is in
particular useful when the short-duration temporal pre-masking effect shall be
utilized (see sec. 6.2), or when instantaneous transitions between sounds or notes
are present. When the signal is quasi-stationary over the transform segment, it is
advantageous to use the longer block length with better frequency resolution,
which allows a more precise adaptation to the frequency masking functions.

Temporal prediction of transform coefficients. In the case of 'uniform tone'
signals, a significant statistical dependency exists between the transform coeffi
cients of subsequent blocks. This can be exploited by invoking a DPCM loop, by
which a prediction is made from the coefficients of previous transform blocks .
Two types of prediction are defined, where the long-term prediction is attractive
due to the significantly lower complexity.

Advanced quantization and entropy coding. Improved entropy coding of spec
tral coefficients is supported by a flexible adaptation capability for the VLC tables
of the entropy coder. For extremely low rates «40 kbit/s) a method of Transform
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Domain Weighted Interleaved Vector Quantization (TWIN-VQ) is additionally
defined, which then replaces the separate quantization and encoding of transform
coefficients . The other building blocks of AAC are retained without changes. The
selection of the vectors is also controlled by the perceptual model. The notion
interleaving reflects the method of ordering the spectral coefficients into vectors,
which are preferably assembled from subbands of similar properties . Further, a
scalable mode is defined, which optionally replaces the one-layer encoding step by
a multi-layer method, which is based on embedded quantization and Bit Slice
Arithmetic Coding (BSAC), an entropy-coding method performing bit-plane cod
ing very similar to the methods described in sec. 11.3, however without sophisti
cated adaptation or context utilization mechanisms. As it is difficult to utilize pre
diction in scalable coding due to the drift problem (cf. sec. 13.2.8), the BSAC
method is inferior as compared to a single-layer coder. Scalable coding can also be
employed in combination with TWIN-VQ. Here, the information encoded by
TWIN-VQ establishes the base layer, and a residual error is encoded as enhance
ment layer. Therefore , compression performance at higher rates is worse than with
the fully-embedded BSAC method. Additional mechanisms are defined for error
resilient transmission of AAC streams.

Stereo redundancy. For exploitation of stereo redundancy, it must be observed
that directional identification in stereophonic signals or in binaural perception is
not only based on amplitude differences between the left an right channels ('stereo
by intensity'). The delay between the signals arriving at the left and right ears and
the acoustic transfer functions (characterized by the room properties and the shape
of the head) play an important role as well. The latter aspects are in particular
important in 'artificial head' stereophony. Also in cases where the stereophonic
signal is recorded using different microphones at distant positions, delays between
the sounds arriving by left and right channels are not negligible. This will cause
phase shifts between the left and right channels, which prevents direct similarity
matching of the left and right signals. In addition, these shifts can be frequency
dependent due to the room and ear transfer functions; when different sound
sources located at different positions are recorded, the resulting phase shifts will
be variable, and the left and right channel signals which result from mixtures of all
sources could become relatively dissimilar. A universal method in stereo signal
encoding, which allows to exploit redundancy as far as possible under different
conditions, is shown in Fig. 14.4. The system is switchable between the following
modes:

Separate encoding of left and right channel signals;
'Mid/side' coding, i.e. encoding ofa (monophonic) sum signal and a difference
signal from the two stereo channels; this method is very similar to the method
used in analog (FM) stereo audio broadcast;
Intensity coding, i.e. coding of one channel, and use of an intensity factor to
synthesize the second channel as an amplitude-modified copy of the first. In
tensity coding is mainly useful for synthetically mixed sources where both ste-
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reo channels are originating from a monophonic source and have been placed
on the stereo basis by amplitude balance adjustment.

Audio right in

Decision:
UR. MiSer

intensity stereo

UM/I

RlS/-

Fig. 14.4. Stereo signal coding modes in Advanced Audio Coding (AAC)

Perceptual noise substitution and spectral band replication. Analyzing psycho
acoustic properties of human hearing, certain noise-like (non-harmonic) signal
components exist, for which exact waveform coding, including preservation of the
phase relationships, is irrelevant. These components can be substituted within their
respective frequency bands by noise signals of same variance. This principle of
synthetic generation of signal components has been further developed towards
more general mechanisms of spectral band replication (SBR), which also allow to
substitute higher-frequency harmonics by synthetic signal components. Typically
then, only a narrowband signal of 8 kHz bandwidth is encoded, and all frequency
components above are synthetically reproduced, which is done differently for
harmonic and non-harmonic components.

Another improvement of quality is achieved by temporal noise shaping, by
which the frequency weighting functions are not freely adapted within each trans
form block, as sudden fluctuations of the spectral characteristics of coding noise
can have an annoying effect. By enforcing consistency of coding noise between
neighbored analysis blocks, a significant perceptual quality improvement is
achieved.

It is interesting to note that many of these methods have their direct counterparts in
techniques that are applied in still image and video coding. Switchable transform
resolution is analogous with variable block-size transforms in image coding (sec.
12.4.4), where shorter sizes are also applied in cases of transitional signal behav
ior. The temporal prediction in the context of transforms over finite bases had been
identified as a key to improve compression performance in image coding as well.
The goal of noise shaping is very similar to a central goal in video coding, to keep
coding distortions as consistent as possible over frame sequences.

The AAC with bandwidth extension allows practically transparent (without au
dible impairment) encoding of stereo audio signals at a rate as low as 48 kbit/s.
Using TWIN-VQ, a quality which is better than AM radio is achieved at a data
rate of 20 kbit/s. This allows applications like Internet radio streaming for ex
tremely narrow-bandwidth channels, e.g. via telephone modems or mobile termi
nals. Perceptually adapted audio coding schemes can eventually impose high
measurable distortions (e.g. by SNR criteria) to the signal, while the effect may
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not be audible at all. This is a typical approach to exploit the principle of irrele
vance. If however the encoded bit rate is too low, artifacts may become audible
quite drastically, in particular as characterized by

Non-harmonic distortions (observe that clipping distortions as known from
analog audio systems impose mainly harmonic distortions, which may in fact
be more convenient to the ear);
Frequency-selective and non-stationary noise;
'Roughness' of the signal, which becomes in particular audible due to temporal
fluctuations between the analysis blocks;
Loss of high frequencies.

An important aspect in encoder optimization for audio signals is the best adjust
ment of the perception models, but rate-distortion criteria can be used as well (see
sec. 6.2 and 11.3). For example, it can be observed that different MP3 encoders
which are available in the market are significantly different in terms of quality of
the decoded signal, for streams encoded by identical bit rates.

Lossless coding of audio signals. Recently, some interest has developed in loss
less audio coding, which means that each bit in the PCM representation, which can
range up to 24 bit/sample/channel and 192 kHz sampling rates, must be preserved .
The methods used for this purpose are quite conventional. Predictive (open-loop)
coding is used in combination with systematic entropy coding methods like Rice
codes [LIEBCHEN 2003].

14.3 Parametric Coding of Audio and Sound Signals

Audio signals as they typically have to be encoded not only consist of natural
sound recordings, synthetically generated sounds have become more important in
music production during the last decades. Synthesis methods exist which are capa
ble to imitate natural sounds such that they are almost indistinguishable. These
synthesis methods can often be characterized by a small set of parameters (e.g.
filters, oscillator frequencies, noise source properties, coupling and modulation of
different sources, temporal envelope characteristics). Audio synthesis description
formats such as MIDI are supported by many devices like PC soundcards, mobile
phones etc. This implies the possibility to encode both natural and synthetic sig
nals by the characterization of a suitable synthesis model and a small set of synthe
sis parameters . However many unresolved problems exist to directly map a sound
available as a waveform into a parametric synthesis model. Indeed, for most musi
cal instruments useful synthesis models exist, which are based on acoustical prin
ciples of sound generation, e.g. related to properties like attack and decay charac
teristics, waveform modulation etc. For the latter aspect, frequency modulation
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(FM) has established as a method which generates very natural instrument imita
tions or new synthetic sounds; FM is however nonlinear, such that it is not straight
forward to determine the parameters which are necessary to obtain a desired syn
thesis result.

The viable principle to find best settings in parametric coding is analysis-by
synthesis optimization. This could be highly complex, in particular if the parame
ters are sensitive, if the parameter space is multi-dimensional, and if optimization
includes the selection of the synthesis method as well. This problem already ap
plies to the case of single sound sources, even though it is solvable in this case
using exhaustive analysis-by-synthesis optimization. For composite sources, such
as polyphonic (e.g. orchestra) sounds, additional problems are as follows:

Signal decomposition and identification is necessary, i.e. before the analysis
of a pure sound can be made, it must be determined which components exist
in the composite signal. Even though an orchestra sound could also be imi
tated by a single synthesis model, a more natural impression will be achieved
if several synthesis models fine-tuned to the properties of the single instru
ments are mixed. Such a method must also include an identification of the
sound sources within the orchestra sound to decide for the appropriate synthe
sis model.
When recording is not made in a reverberation-free environment, room mod
eling or canceling out of room influences will become an important part of the
analysis problem. This could include reverberation and echo analysis and
compensation.

These problems turn out to be at least similarly complex as for the case of content
based encoding of image and video signals. As a perfect separation of sound
sources from any given recording seems to be impossible, again the properties of
human hearing should be exploited, which means that an analysis-by-synthesis
approach should be able to differentiate mixed sound sources by their properties as
good as a human would be able to. This must involve a priori knowledge about
feature characteristics of individual sound sources and signal estimation methods.

If the requirement is not a perceptually lossless coding, application of paramet
ric audio coding is already realistic today. Possible applications can be identified
in the range of extremely low bit rates, where waveform coding will fail or pro
duce unacceptable coding distortions. A method for parametric coding of audio
signals is defined in the audio part of the MPEG-4 standard, which gives good
synthesis quality for cases of monophonic sources (single musical instruments) or
polyphonic sounds of low complexity. A block schematic of this Harmonic and
Individual Lines plus Noise (HILN) scheme is shown in Fig. 14.5. The first step is
a decomposition of the signal into harmonic components, sinusoidal components
and noise components, all of which are parametrically encoded based on a percep
tion model using relevance detection and weighting. At the decoder end, .the re
verse principle of composition of the synthesized signal from these three compo
nents is performed. The method has been developed for encoded stream rates
between 4 and 16 kbit/s. For monophonic signals, reconstruction of a signal from a
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6 kbit/s stream delivers a fairly acceptable quality, but is by far not transparent
when compared to the original. The most important properties of the signal are
retained, which would at such low rates never be possible with one of the wave
form coding methods described in sec. 14.2 . Recently, new extensions to paramet
ric coding were proposed which include transients as an additional synthesis ele
ment. This is better capable to model temporal-envelope characteristics such as
attack properties , and significantly improves the synthesis quality also in case of
more complex polyphonic sounds.

Audio
signal

Bitstream

Fig. 14.5. Block diagram of the parametric audio coding scheme HILN as defined by the
MPEG-4 standard

Another important aspect of natural audio synthesis is related to the room envi
ronment in which signals are typically generated. Sound field modeling, e.g. by
room transfer functions (see sec. 7.10.4) will have a high impact on the degree of
naturalness by which a synthetic sound is perceived. Even though this can mostly
be seen as a problem of signal composition (cf. sec. 16.6), it could also be used for
parametric audio compression, if the properties of rooms can be extracted from a
given signal and be modeled by a low number of parameters, e.g. early echo posi
tions and reverberation time.



15 Transmission and Storage

Transmission and storage are core parts of multimedia communication systems.
Before multimedia content can be consumed, it has to be made available either
via a transmission network or locally on a storage medium. Digital techniques
firstly are advantageous compared to traditional (analog) solutions, as they can
provide better quality consuming less bandwidth. In contrast to analog technol
ogy, where transmission channels and storage media were designed for mono
lithic media types as video or speech signals, digital multimedia representation
allows to convey content by any transmission and storage medium, provided that
sufficient bandwidth is available. This chapter introduces solutions for digital
media transmission and storage in scenarios where traditional services are re
placed, and also where new services are evolving, like internet streaming and
mobile access to media sources. Traditional monolithic-media systems are re
placed by completely heterogeneous network environments and diversified presen
tation devices (terminals) for different situations supporting mobile access, home
access etc., such that requirements for flexible media adaptation are becoming
dominant. On the other hand, a unification is achieved, as any media types can be
accessed anywhere with a given terminal in the ideal case. In addition, multime
dia storage and transmission services can be augmented by additional functional
ities like content-driven or customized access to media.

15.1 Convergence of Digital Multimedia Services

Digital techniques allow a mass dissemination of multimedia signals. A driving
force of this development is the convergence of traditionally separate sectors of
telecommunications, computers, audiovisual entertainment, and personal photog
raphy/video. New types of terminals are being developed which allow to access all
types of multimedia information everytime and everywhere, and also to personally
acquire audiovisual signals for storage or for up-stream sending over networks.

J.-R. Ohm, Multimedia Communication Technology
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Digital techniques using compressed formats for storage and transmission have a
number of advantages over traditional analog media l , which are going to be re
placed either entirely, or kept as originals, while digital media allow simplified
mass dissemination. The most eminent advantages of digitization are as follows:

Copying without quality loss, prevention from physical/chemical ageing of
carriers by lossless backup copies;
Less bandwidth consumption, which allows personalized transmission of
multimedia signals even over narrow-bandwidth channels ;
Simple integration ofdifferent media for usage in multi-functional devices;
Simple transformation from one format into another;
Lower susceptibility against losses in storage and transmission, when opti
mized accordingly;
Simple augmentation by additional information (metadata);
Usage of random-access recording media.

On contrary, disadvantages are:

If losses occur, the degradation is often ungraceful;
Fast 'ageing' of formats and devices can be observed due to continuous inno
vations. In this context, also transcoding of signals may become necessary to
provide them in the new format or make them replayable by a new type of de
vice, which is often a lossy process.
Without proper protection, unauthorized access is simplified.

In short, two reasons can be identified for digital multimedia representations to
take over the previous analog-dominated domains : They are cheaper and they
provide more functionality. Audiovisual informat ion is becoming omnipresent in
professional and private sectors, and the time we live in has already been entitled
as the Visual Information Age2. Audiovisual media are changing the ways how we
communicate and cooperate, acquire information, learn and work, how we interact
with environments and form our imagination about the outside world. Last but not
least, they are intended to be sold as articles of commerce. The latter aspect is
critical, as the simplified universal access to multimedia sources makes control
over dissemination more complicated, and any security mechanisms typically are
open for cracking.

Mobility, personalization, interactivity and spatialization are central new func
tionality aspects, which elevate digital media over analog predecessors. Mobility
covers the aspect of ubiquitous multimedia information access and dissemination,

1 The term 'traditional analog' covers recording and transmission of audiovisual signals on
canvas, paper, film, magnetic tapes,recordsetc. in a verywidesense.
2 Without doubt, audiovisual information has largely influenced the human society in the
past centuryand is proceeding to do so maybe even more in the present century. For more
background on these aspects, interested readers are referred to the works of MARSHALL
McLuHAN, VILEM FLUSSER and PAUL VIRILIO.
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and enables usage for personalized purposes from anywhere. In the context of
mobility, further integration of traffic systems (e.g. vehicles, intelligent traffic
analysis and routing systems) with multimedia systems can be expected. On the
other hand, digital multimedia systems enable virtual mobility, where by interac
tivity and spatialization mechanisms (e.g. 3D displays or 3D navigation), the illu
sion of being in a different place is provided. This eventually will decrease the
amount of physical mobility in the world, even though presently such tendencies
can not be verified; it may well be the case that virtual mobility will just supple
ment the different ways how we experience the world and how we communicate.
Catchwords in this context are virtual meetings and teleconferences, virtual
schools and universities, virtual visits of experts to solve a specific problem, vir
tual shopping, journeys etc.

Different requirements result by the nature of applications. At the consumer
end, a typical postulate is the satisfactory perception of multimedia content. Per
ceptual quality and quality ofcontent are equally important requirements. Latency
is critical in applications with time-critical interaction or in bi-directional commu
nications, where typically round-trip times of more than 200 Ins are perceived as
annoying. In time-critical surveillance applications, low latency is of high impor
tance as well. Switching of programs in broadcast , switching between different
sources in a surveillance application or access to stored material without incurring
long delays is also more convenient, even though this will be less critical than the
previous case. The grade of compliance with such requirements is often weighted
against the cost. This relates to the cost of transmission, cost of devices and cost of
the content itself a user is willing to pay.

For recording and transmission of digitally represented audio, image and video
signals, different storage media and transmission channels have very different
characteristics regarding capacity (storage, access and transmission bandwidth),
latency (access and transmission delay), and transmission quality (error character
istics, fluctuations etc.). This will directly or indirectly map into the level of user
satisfaction. From the viewpoint of the user, it is irrelevant where the content is
residing, provided that the service is sufficiently fast and of sufficient quality. We
can stick to this abstracted point of view, and investigate the impact that the char
acteristics of any channel will have on the quality perceived by the user.

It is not necessary here to make any difference between transmission and stor
age any more; both cases are viewed as abstract channels with specific characteris
tics. In fact, communication networks today are a mixture of transmission paths
and storage devices, e.g. providing temporary storage at proxy servers or anywhere
else on the route, optimized for the goals of lowest possible latency and best qual
ity to be delivered to the user. Supplementing transmission chains by temporary
local storage, providing variable latency at the receiver end, is even more advan
tageous as it grants additional functionality like pause, reverse and forward replay
modes at least over a limited range of the timeline.
Aspects related to the adaptation of digital multimedia representations for trans
mission over channels of different characteristics are discussed in the subsequent
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section. In sec. 15.3 and 15.4, more specific methods of transmission for the cases
of broadcast and internet/mobile streaming are introduced.

15.2 Adaptation to Channel Characteristics

With the advent of digital multimedia signal transmission, traditional ways of
transmitting one type ofdata over one network specifically designed for that pur
pose are either gradually or radically broken up. It depends on best strategies for
transition toward fully digital solutions and other reasoning, if temporary co
existence of analog and digital transmission shall be considered . Traditional ana
log services like radio and TV broadcast use monolithic systems, which specify the
entire chain from the acquisition device (camera, microphone) output, all parts of
the transmission system (including exact signal specifications) and the receiver. In
principle, also the first generations of digital media broadcast systems (Digital
Audio Broadcast, DAB; Digital Video Broadcast, DVB - see sec. 15.3) follow a
similar paradigm. For a principal category of applications the encoded data for
mats, transport mechanisms etc. are specified, even though flexible transport of
other types of data is possible . The transport mechanisms of these networks are
designed to convey digital information by a pre-defined rate in real time, which
means that the network QoS at least as relating to transmission bandwidth and
latency can be guaranteed. Further guarantees are usually made by broadcast ser
vice providers to install a sufficient infrastructure, such that under normal condi
tions a reasonably error-free transmission is achieved.

As another example, the Internet is not homogeneous, it can rather be regarded
as a network ofnetworks. Even more, the original design approach of the Internet
protocol stack was not made for real-time streaming of media data. Both transmis
sion bandwidth and latency are variable. The transmission mechanism is based on
packet switching, which means that the available bandwidth is in principle dy
namically allocated to different users, depending on the frequency by which they
release data packets into the network. This can cause network overload, which is
the main reason for data losses and variable latency within the network; in princi
ple, always entire data packets are then lost during transmission.

Digital personalized mobile transmission networks as installed today (GSM or
similar) are based on circuit switching, which means they reserve a fixed transmis
sion capacity with guaranteed maximum latency for each user, however the band
width is rather low. These networks were primarily designed for speech communi
cation. Next generations of mobile networks such as UMTS/IMT-2000 or beyond
use packet switching as well, where however better control mechanisms with re
gard to packet losses exist than they are available for the Internet of today.
Due to the high flexibility of digital transmission, it appears quite realistic to
achieve interoperability and adaptation of transmission mechanisms with any kind
of channels. A high-level view of this problem is shown in Fig. 15.1. In the ideal
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case, it should be possible to define adaptation mechanisms completely independ
ent of the source coding/decoding algorithm, such that a flexible adaptation can be
made after encoding is finalized, depending on the type of network and instanta
neous network conditions. This could further take into account the replay format
of the terminal, such that no unnecessary information is transmitted which is not
used at the receiver end. This ideal case can not be achieved for any kind of source
coding algorithms. If networks are operated in a chain , this chain will always be as
weak as its weakest link, e.g. if a narrow-bandwidth and error-prone channel path
is present anywhere in the entire transmission chain, this will constrain the overall
quality.

Fig. 15.1. Adaptation of a genericmultimedia signal encoder/decoderto a transmission or
storagemedium

Regarding transmission characteristics, channels are classified into Variable Bit
Rate (VBR; e.g. Internet, advanced mobile channels, hard-discs, DVDs) or Con
stant Bit Rate (CBR; e.g. broadcast or GSM mobile channels, tape drives) types.
In principle, VBR transmission is ideally synergetic with multimedia sources, as
most coding algorithms by their nature produce variable-rate streams. In real-time
transmission, full advantage of VBR can only be achieved by a multiplex system,
where it can statistically be expected that some sources instantaneously produce
high rate while other sources produce medium or low ratel. Most variable-rate
channels use packet switching, where data access units as generated by sources are
bundled in packets and transmitted only when necessary-; In packet switching,
delays and packet losses occur if the total amount of data comes up to the entire
capacity of the underlying physical channels. This is in particular critical in real
time streaming. As a consequence, even in VBR channels it will often be necessary
to adapt the data rate which the source produces, in order to prevent unacceptable
delays and packet losses. For CBR channels, the rate must be limited to the rate

1 This effectis denotedas statistical multiplexing.

2 A data packet generally consistsof a header, which containsall necessary information to
identifythe packet, and a payload whichcontains the usable information. For typicalcases,
the overheaddata rate by the header information is below 10percent, whichhighlydepends
on the packet lengthand the compactness of the header.
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that can be conveyed over the channel anyway. From the viewpoint of source cod
ing, rate control mechanisms must be designed.

A second criterion to be observed in adaptation are the error characteristics of
the network. Typical errors in packet-switching networks are packet losses1, and it
is often assumed that other (e.g. isolated bit) errors are irrelevant in these types of
networks anyway. For synchronous transmission over VBR networks, bit losses
are the more typical errors occurring, which can either be random errors (e.g. in
case of cable networks or CDs) or have the nature of burst errors (e.g. in circuit
switching mobile networks or on magnetic tapes) .

A distinction criterion for best strategies on error control relates to the property
of whether a back channel exists in the network, which can be used to inform the
sender about problems in transmission. Typically, back channels are not practical
for a point-to-multipoint operation , as occurring in broadcast applications or mul
ticast- over the Internet, because it is then impossible that the transmitter side
reacts for each receiver individually. For point-to-point connections, usage of back
channels is highly practical and allows to implement powerful error control mecha
nisms.

Finally, in optimization of transmission strategies it is important to distinguish
between live streaming, streaming of stored media and media file transfer applica
tions. The case of file transfer is uncritical regarding transmission errors, as re
transmissions are requested in typical file transfer protocols until the file is avail
able at the receiver end without errors. On the other hand, this has the highest
latency in a sense that it is necessary to wait until the entire file has been trans
ferred, before the signal(s) represented in the file can be presented to the user. In
streaming of stored media, presentation of content typically starts immediately
after a sufficient amount of data has been received. Two aspects have to be con
sidered here:

Encoding is done before storing. If either rate or error control have any impact
on the operation of the encoding algorithm, a guess (estimate) of the network
conditions at the time of transmission must be made. Alternatively, different
streams supporting different conditions can be stored, or real-time transcoding
can be made by the time of transmission, which however increases the server
complexity and most likely decreases the quality. Ideally, the nature of an en
coding algorithm would allow independent adaptation of a once-encoded
stream, which could be a quite realistic case for scalable or embedded-stream
solutions.
Latency is typically less critical in streaming of stored content, as the user will
only notice an initial delay between the time of request until the signal starts
replaying. Further, encoding delay is at all uncritical here, the entire latency

1 Also in hard disc storage, which is often assumed to be practically error free, entire data
blocks are lost or discarded in case of defects, giving a typical packet-loss error characteris
tic.

2 depending on the number of connections simultaneously served in multicast.
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perceived results by transmission, buffering at the receiver end and decoding .
This is important , as increased latency can typically help to improve the qual
ity of transmission and encoding.

For live streaming, real-time encoding is indeed necessary. This means that any
useful adaptation of the encoding process as related to network conditions can be
made instantaneously. In the case of multicast live streaming, individual adaptation
for different transmission chains can further become necessary. In such a case,
scalability of streams can save a considerable amount of bandwidth, which is in
particular important in case of narrow-bandwidth upstream channels.

Due to complexity considerations, real-time encoders often provide a lower re
constructed quality than highly optimized off-line encoders which are specifically
designed for a scenario 'encode once, decode multiple times with highest quality
achievable'. The aspect of latency is application dependent. If real-time interaction
of users is mandatory, latency should be low. If this is not the case, it is well possi
ble to employ the same policy as stated above under the second bullet.

For unicast transmission over variable bandwidth networks without QoS guar
antee, stream switching is a widely used method. In particular for streaming server
applications, a number of pre-encoded single layer streams must be stored in paral
lel that are encoded by data rates fitting with the expected network bandwidth
variations . At the time of transmission, the respective stream which best matches
the instantaneously available network bandwidth is selected for transmission .

15.2.1 Rate and Transmission Control

The bit rate resulting by the data compression methods described in chapters 11-14
highly depends on the complexity 1 of the sources; for example, if the same quan
tizer setting (quantization step size) is used, signals with less variability in time or
space will cause less bit rate output, typically due to the use of VLCs. This means
if the quantizer setting (distortion) is fixed, variable bit rate (VBR) will be the
normal case for multimedia sources. If a transmission or storage medium shall be
used where the bandwidth is fixed, the distortion must be varied for constant bit
rate (CBR). Typical examples where this is necessary are modem channels (ISDN,
xDSL), broadcast channels (DVB, DAB) and storage media with a constant replay
rate (tape recorders , CD players). As the bit rate resulting for a specific signal can
not be foreseen a priori, methods to produce a fixed bit rate output of an encoder
use rate control mechanisms, where the bits are not output instantaneously but
written into a temporary first-in-first-out (FIFO) buffer, which is filled by variable
rate from the encoder output, but streamed out by fixed rate towards the channel
input (see Fig. 15.2). A model for this is the leaky bucket [REIBMAN, HASKELL 1992],

assuming a bucket of given volumetric capacity being filled with water which is
not flowing in continuously, but dropping out by a constant number of drops per
time unit. The task is then to regulate the input flow such that the bucket never

1 resolution, detail properties etc.
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overflows, but that also at least a minimum amount of information always is re
tained within the bucket.

Signal
input

Buffer fullnesslevel

Buffer

Fig. 15.2. Rate controlby quantizerstep size adaptation

The problem is more tricky than it looks at first sight. In particular, it is not suffi
cient to only serve the channel by a fixed rate without taking into regard the sched
ule of the decoder. If for example a video frame is scheduled to be readily decoded
for display at a certain point in time, the information being related to this frame
must have been readily available for decoding by a certain time span in advance,
which is at minimum the time required for decoding. This can only be achieved in
the given scenario, when a complementary buffer is implemented at the decoder.
This decoder buffer works symmetrically to the leaky bucket: It is filled by a con
stant amount of bits per time unit, but is flushed by regular distances, where the
flushing stops when all bits necessary to decode one unit of access (e.g. a frame of
video) have been released from the buffer" . The buffer model can be described by
three parameters R, Band F, where R is the (constant output) rate transmitted over
the channel, B is the buffer size and F is an initial buffer fullness which shall be
reached before decoding starts [RIBAS-CORBERA ETAL. 2002]. An example timing dia
gram related to the decoder buffer fullness is shown in Fig. 15.3. An initial delay
FIR occurs before decoding starts.
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Fig. 15.3. Decoderbuffer timingdiagram, caseofsynchronous frame decoding and display

1 The example of video is regardedhere, as it establishes one of the most challenging cases,
due to the high fluctuations in data rate that are inherentby statistical properties of video
signals.
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Both cases of buffer overflow and buffer underflow have to be prevented I . In
principle, the rate control algorithm has to track the (hypothetical) state of the
decoder buffer for this purpose. Typically, a regulation of quantizer step size must
be executed when the buffer occupancy either approaches a certain margin towards
oor B. Algorithms for buffer control can become quite complex, e.g. taking into
account expected bit budgets for 1-, P- and B-type frames-, Simple regulation of
the quantization step size L\ for the purpose of rate control may also be sub
optimum in the sense of rate-distortion optimization (RDO). Combinations of rate
control with RDO are however straightforward [CHOU, MIAO 2001], as increasing or
decreasing the Lagrangian multiplier A in RDO algorithms is directly related to a
decrease or increase of rate, respectively . In both cases, adjustment of L\ or ad
justment of A, strong fluctuations should be avoided as far as possible, which again
would be sub-optimum in the sense of rate-constrained quality at the global level
of the entire sequence of frames.

initialdelay
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~ B ..
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§ F .
o slope
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Fig. 15.4. Decoder buffer timing diagram with re-buffering

Typically, if the decoder buffer runs into underflow, losses occur because the in
formation required for decoding is not available. This is in particular true for real
time applications with scheduled timing of outputs, e.g. synchronous frame rates of
video or audio signals. In cases where a low delay is required, but synchronous
frame play-out is not important (e.g. low-cost videoconferencing), the decoder
could perform decoding whenever all bits related to a new frame are available, but
the appearance may become jerky. In other cases, re-buffering can be used, for
which decoding is stopped for a short period until the buffer is sufficiently full
again. This incurs an additional delay and has the consequence that the replay time

1 The case of decoder buffer overflow could simply be avoided if irrelevant stuffing bits are
sent over the channel, however then a mechanism must be implemented to prevent these
stuffing bits from being written into the decoder buffer.

2 In Fig. 15.3, an example is shown where each 8th frame could be an I-type frame consum
ing more data rate. In the time between two I-type frames, the buffer fills up gradually, such
that sufficient headroom is available when the bits for the next I-type frame are flushed. In
principle, this means that the transmission of bits related to the I-type frames takes signifi
cantly longer time than a normal frame period.
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e.g. of a movie is extended by the time of the re-buffering periods 1. An example is
shown in Fig. 15.4.

In practice, the method of re-buffering is not useful for constant-rate/constant
delay networks, where a sufficiently stable rate control can be implemented at the
encoder which guarantees that decoder buffer underflows will never occur. Re
buffering is a decoder-side emergency mechanism which can prevent from com
pletely losing control in cases of transmission over variable-rate/variable-delay
networks, where the time by which the information arrives at the decoder cannot
be controlled by the encoder side. It can nevertheless be tried at the encoder to
implement transmission strategies by which the need for re-buffering is kept to a
minimum. For this case, it is necessary that the transmitter has knowledge about
network parameters, which can be gained in different ways:

If a VBR transmission over a network with QoS guarantees is made, typical
negotiated parameters are mean rate, peak rate, maximum peak duration,
maximum delay, delay jitter and loss-related parameters. As these are guaran
tees, transmission strategies can be tuned to the given bounds. These networks
would eventually reject acceptance of packets from transmitters who do not
stick to the negotiated parameters, which however is automatically prevented
by the described strategies such as leaky bucket control.
If a best-effort network is used, no guarantees about transmission parameters
are made. It is however possible to gain feedback information about the in
stantaneous transmission quality either directly from the network or from the
client (receiver) side.

In the case of VBR transmission, the decoder buffer timing diagrams are varied
such that the rate-related slope is not constant anymore. In this case, the fullness
level B can also be approached arbitrarily close, and the transmitter simply would
stop sending information when this point is reached. This corresponds to the fact
that in VBR transmission it is allowed to send with a peak rate RlllilX for a short
time period. The advantage is that the initial delay becomes shorter, and that the
buffer resources can be managed more flexibly. Unfortunately, networks which
support VBR transmission usually also cannot guarantee a constant delay. This is
simply due to the fact that the network itself contains buffers to shape the traffic
which is multiplexed from different sources. If many sources instantaneously
transmit by higher rates, more buffering is needed such that the delay increases.
This requires the implementation of more intelligent scheduling mechanisms in the
decision about optimum timing for transmitting and decoding the information. In
the case of packet-based networks, the schedules for packetization at the transmit
ter and de-packetization at the receiver, taking into account expected delays and
delay jitter, data losses and re-transmission (see subsequent section) are a crucial
part of such strategies, and receiver/decoder buffers have to be extended such that
the overall transmission chain can cope with more extreme situations.

1 In case of audio, slowing down the play-out speed is more complicated (cf. sec. 16.6)
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With regard to rate control, embedded and scalable coding are ideal solutions, as
the streams are readily organized as multiple-rate streams with clear priority which
information has to go first when only a certain bit-rate budget can be transmitted.
If scalability is combined with scalable stream arrangement in a rate-distortion
optimized approach, a near optimum result is achievable, depending on the granu
larity of scalable layers. Implementation of constant-rate or variable-rate streaming
becomes extremely simple, as no encoder has to be invoked any more. This opens
the path for much more flexible solutions, where decisions about rate control
strategies can be done at any place anywhere in the transmission path, when it
turns out that the assumptions made at the transmitter side are in conflict with the
actual delay or with the instantaneous bandwidth that can be supported. This will
however only take full effect when combined with appropriate error control strate
gies.

15.2.2 Error Control

Some source coding algorithms provide inherent tools for resilience against trans
mission losses (cf. sec. 11.4.3, 11.4.7, 12.3.4, 12.4.5, 13.2.8 and 13.2.9)1. Imple
mentation of resynchronization is of high importance, which means that entry
points must be inserted in the media streams where the decoding process can re
start in a case when an unrecoverable error has occurred previously. Often, error
resilient and re-synchronization methods are less efficient in terms of compression,
but on the other hand, regarding the event of network errors, can indeed provide
better quality for a given transmission situation. A typical example for this is the
application of intraframe coding or interframe prediction in the case of video se
quence coding. Obviously, when all frames are intraframe coded, no propagation
of errors from one frame to the next will ever occur, but less compression will be
achieved than in interframe coding. On the other extreme, if only the first frame is
intraframe coded, and all subsequent frames are coded by interframe predict ion,
compression will be good, but in principle infinite propagation of errors can occur,
when only some small part of the information is lost. It is hence necessary to find
an optimum between both extremes, which is often made by cyclic intraframe
coding, not affecting the compression performance largely, but also preventing
infinite propagation of errors-. In principle, these strategies replace the IIR synthe
sis filter of the Meprediction decoder loop by an FIR filter. Two different meth
ods are shown in Fig. 15.5. The partial refresh over selected areas which are
changed from frame to frame (Fig. 15.5b) is advantageous if data rate fluctuations
shall be kept low e.g. for a simpler buffer control and lower overall delay. The

I Some of these methods, e.g, data partitioning and scalable coding, assume that a part of
the information can be conveyed by 'first class' priority, where less transmission errors shall
occur; this aspect will be further discussed below.

2 Alternatives are methodologies which perform a non-intra update of the decoder frame
memory, e.g. by usage of switching frames (cf. sec. 13.2.9).
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full-frame refresh as a by-product gives well-defined access or entry points for
decoding, and is more appropriate for broadcast or storage applications. The opti
mum refresh rate depends on the actual probability and other characteristics (e.g.
burst behavior) of transmission errors.
On the other hand, the capacity of any channel is limited, and the probability of
errors increases when more information shall be transmitted over the channel.
Finding optimum solutions in such cases are typical decision problems of joint
source and channel coding.

I2;l Intraframe coding o Prediction from previous frame

Fig. 15.5. Cyclic intraframe coding to avoid infinite propagation of transmission error
effects a performed over entire frames b performed over parts of frames

Not necessarily the conclusion is correct that better error resilience of a coding
method implies a decrease in compression performance. As an example, for still
images or intra-coded video frames, 2D transform coding schemes show both
better compression and better error resilience if compared to prediction schemes.
Likewise, by using B-type frames in MC prediction coders, a better error resilience
is achieved without sacrificing (or often even increasing) compression perform
ance. This can be interpreted by an analysis of dependencies in the decoding proc
ess. Both in 2D DPCM and in frame-to-frame prediction long dependency chains
can exist; any new information is useless if it relies on previous information that
was received erroneously. Such dependency chains are typically much shorter in
2D transform coding and in frame-type sequences like IBBPBBP... In wavelet
coders (both 2D and 3D variants), dependency chains are of variable length relat
ing to the depth of the wavelet pyramid, where in addition the number of elements
with longer dependencies decreases exponentially with the dependency length (in
DPCM, it only decreases linearly). This gives an additional advantage with regard
to error resilience, when a combination with methods of unequal error protection
or priority-weighted transmission is made. In most schemes with shorter depend
ency chains (except for the methods of intraframe refresh), the penalty will how
ever be an increased encoding or decoding delay, which again shows that a trade
off between efficiency and latency can be made.

When no error resilient encoding tools are available, or when certain parts of
the streams must undergo a specifically strong protection, additional mechanisms
for error control have to be used in transmission over error-prone networks. In
principle, error-free transmission does not exist, but for some network types errors
are as rare that it is not necessary to take care. For example, if R [bit/s] is the
transmission rate, and Perr is the probability of bit errors, typically PerrR bit errors
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will occur per second, or one error after each 1/(PerrR) s. It is interesting to note
here, that by a requirement to have a low number of errors, e.g. one per hour, the
bit error probability is reciprocally dependent on the data rate, such that higher
rate services need higher quality channels from this point of view. This is however
not the entire truth, because it does not take into account the relevance or effect of
errors: A single bit error will be hard to detect when it affects a high-frequency
transform coefficient in an HDTV video sequence, while it may have drastic im
plications when a motion vector in a QCIF resolution sequence is affected.

Best strategies for error control can again best be clustered around different
network characteristics. Networks providing Quality of Service (QoS) typically
give guarantees about mean error rate and error variations like burst duration in
addition to the other QoS parameters already discussed in the previous section.
Another important distinction criterion is to be made for networks with or without
back channels providing the transmitter with information about the state of the
receiver.

QoS networks typically allow to define different QoS classes (differentiated
services). This would be ideal in cases where different priority levels can be as
signed to different sub-stream parts, e.g. in scalable coding of sources or in data
partitioning . If however no network QoS is guaranteed, as in case of best-effort
networks, it is still possible to achieve a similar effect by implementing applica
tion layer QoS, which is often done by providing Unequal Error Protection (UEP)
for different sub-streams. For correction of single bit errors (as far as these are not
simply ignored), and also for correction of any errors in application cases where no
back channel exists or where low end-to-end delay is required, Forward Error
Correction (FEC) is the most appropriate method for error control. In case of
networks providing a back channel, Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) is often
applied. It has also been shown that hybrid solutions between FEC and ARQ pro
vide additional advantages [CHANDE ET AL. 1999][ZHANG, KASSAM 1999].

Forward error correction. FEC is a common approach of channel codingl,
where redundancy is supplemented to the information bits, such that detection or
correction of errors becomes possible. In block-based channel coding, often de
noted as Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) coding, N information bits are pro
tected by K redundancy bits, which typically allows to detect up to K errors occur
ring in the block of length N+K, or correct up to K/2 errors (in case of even K).
Typical CRC codes which are often applied in multimedia signal transmission are
Bose-Chaudhury-Hocquenghem (BCH) codes and Reed-Solomon (RS) codes. The
other large class are the convolutional codes, which can usually be described by a
trellis graph (cf. sec. 11.6.1), here defining valid sequences of bits that would
arrive at the decoder when no bit error has occurred. The Viterbi algorithm is then
applied to find the valid sequence which was most probably sent, having closest
distance with the sequence received. Convolutional codes are typically described

1 For a general reference on channel coding, see e.g. [BOSSERT 1999].
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by the constraint length and the code rate r, which specifies the percentage of the
information bits carried within the total rate sent over the channel.

Convolutional codes can almost optimally be combined with multi-symbol
modulation, e.g. in trellis-coded modulation (TCM) [UNGERBOECK 1974]. One of the
most efficient classes of convolutional codes existing today are the turbo codes
[BERROU, GLAVIEUX 1993] and Rate-Compatible Punctured Convolutional Codes
(RCPC) [HAGENAUER 1988].

FEC is a perfect method to avoid single bit errors. For burst error characteris
tics, the effect of error correction can only be obtained if the influence length of
the error-correction code becomes longer than the error burst phase. This can be
achieved by interleaving, which is an arrangement of a longer sequence ofbits in a
row-wise loaded matrix, where FEC is then applied column-wise by supplementing
further rows. As the bits in the matrix are transmitted row by row, burst errors will
mainly affect rows, but can most probably be recovered by the column-wise FEC.
In this context, a CRC code and a convolutional code are often combined as outer
and inner codes. Fig. 15.6 shows an example of interleaving in the context of
packet-based transmission . As typically entire data packets are lost, this can be
solved by application of an FEC column-wise across packets. A row-wise FEe
could be applied additionally to correct single bit errors. In the specific case of
packet drops, the positions of losses are known, but neither right nor wrong infor
mation is available. It is possible to reconstruct the information when a maximum
of K losses occurs out of N+K information packets sent, as any valid codeword
blocks are different for at least K bit positions , which is the minimum Hamming
distance in a well-constructed code. Consequently, only one valid codeword can
be found in each case which perfectly must match at the positions of bits from
packets that were received.
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Fig. 15.6. Interleaving combined with error correction coding for error protection in case of
burst errors
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In the case of single or burst-like bit errors, all bits are received but some may be
wrong. If the received sequence of bits does not match a valid codeword, an error
syndrome is computed by the channel decoder, which shows the not matching bit
positions compared to the most similar valid codeword .

Exploitation of latency and ARQ. If a back channel exists from the transmitter to
the receiver, and sufficient latency is allowed by the application layer, error con
trol can in addition invoke re-transmission of lost information. In [CHANDE ET AL.

1999] it is shown that this significantly increases the error resilience as compared to
interleaving FEC techniques, when only as much additional redundant information
is sent to allow recovery from losses' . In [CHOU, MIAO 2001], rate-distortion optimal
streaming over a channel with packet losses and a complementary back channel is
studied. For a given set of packets and a time delivery deadline, it must be decided
which packet to send by the next opportunity . The goal would be to achieve mini
mum distortion under the given rate constraint, which in particular for the case of
video coding must also include analysis of signal dependencies (see above), as it is
e.g. useless to transmit information about a B-type frame when a P-type frame on
which it relies has been discarded. In any case, it is necessary to identify those
packets which must be re-sent with high priority, as re-transmission of all packets
which are lost might incur even higher losses due to additional network overload .
For the case of ARQ applications , the scheduling mechanisms regarded in the
previous section under pure transmission delay aspects must be revised, including
in addition the ARQ round-trip delay and the probability of remaining errors after
ARQ was performed. ARQ approaches are one of the most important error control
strategies used for Internet streaming, for 3G mobile networks and wireless LAN.
Again it is observed that whenever the application allows (which is the case typi
cally when no real-time reaction is necessary) it is advisable to allow as much
latency as acceptable , to support recovery from errors by appropriate control
mechanisms. This is true for both cases - FEC, where interleaving introduces
additional delay, and ARQ which relies on a minimum amount of round-trip la
tencyanyway.

Error concealment. Error concealment reduces the effect of errors through spe
cific processing performed at the receiver side. In principle, concealment is a post
processing which is not part of the normative decoder behavior and needs not to be
standardized. Some methods of concealment will however not be completely inde
pendent of error resilient transmission methods, but will rather try to utilize them
as smart as possible . One example for this is the best strategy to proceed with the
information gained by reversible VLC decoding, e.g. how to establish best hy
potheses which part of the information is likely to have been decoded correctly etc.

1 This is e.g. possible by using RCPC, due to the rate-compatibility property, where a
weaker code is a sub-set of the stronger code.
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Another example is utilization of signal interleaving), If data packets are assem
bled from coded information of locally neighbored signal areas, larger concate
nated areas may be undecodable in case of packet losses, as it is shown for the
example of an image signal in Fig. l5 .7a, top. By interleaving, the errors can be
spread over different areas of the signal (Fig. l5.7a, bottom). A typical conceal
ment approach in this case is interpolation of information from correctly received
neighbored areas, which is most likely to be successful (Fig. l5.7b).
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Fig. 15.7. Signal interleaving where signal blocksare combined intopackets 1-16(a)
combinedwith interpolation for errorconcealment (b)

For video transmission, methods of temporally consistent concealment are of prior
importance. The most simple concealment method to avoid visibility of strange
errors is frame freezing, where the decoding process is stopped until the next re
synchronization point is reached. Even though the subjective perception in case of
frame freezing may be less annoying than error propagation which would occur
otherwise (cf. Fig. 13.7), it is not very convenient for subjective impression if
applied frequently. An alternative are techniques of motion-compensated conceal
ment [KAISER, FAZEL 1999], where it is tried to get as much as possible advantage
from motion vectors correctly received to map previously correctly decoded areas
into subsequent frames. In principle, these methods have a certain similarity with
frame interpolation (cf. sec. 16.4). In cases where motion vectors are lost, tech
niques of motion vector field interpolation can be applied for concealment; tempo
rally adjacent and spatially adjacent correctly received motion vectors can be used
for this purpose. Both linear (e.g. bilinear) or nonlinear (e.g. median filtered) mo
tion vector concealment is possible. Nevertheless, there is no guarantee that mo
tion-compensated concealment will indeed lead to improved quality; in particular
in cases where the motion vector field is inhomogeneous, the danger of introducing
unnatural artifacts is considerably high. From this point of view, the optimum
solution would likely be between the simple freeze-frame concealment and more

1This is e.g. supported by slice data partitioning in the AVe standard (cf. sec. 17.4.4).
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advanced methods, where the latter ones should only be applied where the motion
information is classified as being consistent and reliable.

More advanced approaches for concealment could be based on synthesis of lost
information. This has successfully been applied in case of transmission losses in
speech transmission, where vocoder methods can be used to substitute missing
samples. For image and video signals, in particular color and texture synthesis are
promising methods in this context; for homogeneous textured areas, it is almost
impossible to distinguish synthesized and natural texture; likewise, areas homoge
neous by color can usually be filled by interpolation or extrapolation. With only
minimum overhead, signal-based metadata (e.g. low-level signal feature informa
tion as encoded by a standardized MPEG-7 representation) would also be usable to
perform synthesis with a relatively high similarity to the original signal. Such
methods could open up completely new ways of error protection in future multi
media systems.

15.3 Digital Broadcast

As a typical example for transmission methodologies in broadcast services defined
for digital media, Digital Video Broadcast (DVB) is explained in more detail here,
which is built around the signal coding and systems parts of the MPEG-2 standard
(see sec. 17.2, 17.4.2 ad 17.5.2). DVB was designed to use previous analog TV
channels for digital services. With the same bandwidth capacity that was originally
reserved for one analog program, the introduction of digital video compression
allows to increase the number of programs, to increase the quality or resolution
(e.g. expand from SD to HD), or provide a combination of these improvements.
Originally defined as a European standard by the European Telecommunication
Standards Institute (ETSI), DVB has meanwhile been adopted by a number of
countries outside Europe for implementation of digital TV either built upon an
existing analog infrastructure or from scratch. Besides some extensions to the
MPEG-2 transport stream (TS) by 'Program Specific Information' (PSI) which
allows e.g. to embed electronic program guides (EPG), and by definition of condi
tional access mechanisms as necessary for Pay TV services, DVB specifications
are mainly concerned with transmission principles over satellite TV channels
(DVB-S), cable TV channels (DVB-C) and terrestrial TV channels (DVB-T).

For each of these configurations, definitions of modulation and error protection
mechanisms are specifically made. The first building blocks are identically used in
DVB-S, DVB-C and DVB-T as shown in Fig. 15.8. Following the base-band inter
face, which defines the access to the packetized bytes residing in an MPEG-2
transport stream, an 'energy dispersal' is performed which has the goal to suppress
the carriers of the subsequent modulation as far as possible for avoidance of inter
channel interference; in principle, this is a scrambling process which is in particu-
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lar effective if longer runs of '0' or ' I ' bits are present. Channel coding is a combi
nation of an outer encoder based on a Reed-Solomon [204,188] CRC code 1, an
interleaver and an 'inner' encoder, which is a punctured convolutional encoder of
rates selectable as r=1 /2, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6 or 7/8. The inner encoder adds at maximum
one bit of redundancy to each bit sent, but is very flexible in terms of the amount
of redundancy that can be added.

The modulation principles are different for the types of channels. DVB-S uses
Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK), which allows transmission of 2 bits by
each modulation symbol sent. If the bandwidth of a satellite transponder is 36
MHz, the effective source data rate which can be conveyed by these methods is
variable between 26.1 Mbit/s (for convolutional code rate 1/2) and 45.6 Mbit/s
(for convolutional code rate 7/8). Cable channels provide much better transmission
quality (in terms of channel bit errors) than satellite channels. Hence, DVB-C uses
Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) as modulation method, which provides
more effective utilization of bandwidth, carrying a higher number of bits by each
modulation symbol. This can be selected as either 16-QAM (4 bits/symbol) , 32
QAM (5 bits/symbol) or 64-QAM (6 bits/symbol). Differential encoding is used to
enable receiver synchronization of the phase. DVB-T, which is used for reception
of digital TV via terrestrial TV channels, is the most complex method. The error
characteristics of terrestrial TV channels exhibit a frequency-selective behavior,
which is even worse for the case of mobile reception. Due to this reason, a spread
ing of the coded binary information over multiple carriers is performed . This is
achieved by Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex (OFDM), which provides a
very efficient implementation of multi-carrier modulation, where the kernel of the
algorithm is an inverse DFT at the transmitter and a DFT at the receiver [VAN N EE,

PRASAD 2000]. OFDM is also combined with quadrature modulation, where QPSK
(2 bits/symbol), 16-QAM (4 bits/symbol) and 64-QAM (6 bits/symbol) can be
used as modulation methods, the selection being adaptable to the actual channel
characteristics.

Satellite
channel

Cable
channef

~ Terrestrial
channel

Fig. 15.8. Block diagram ofDVB encoders

1 For each PES packet of 188 bytes, 16 bytes are added as redundancy ; PES = Packetized
Elementary Stream, see sec. 17.2.
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In a hierarchical variant of DVB-T modulation, different quadrature modulation
methods can be mixed, such that different parts of the bit stream can be transmitted
providing variable protection (as e.g. QPSK is much more resilient against trans
mission errors than 64-QAM). After OFDM signal generation, a guard interval
must be inserted, which allows to suppress interference from delayed components
of the modulated signal, which are expected to arrive from neighbored transmis
sion stations (TV towers). Without the guard interval, the carriers would lose the
orthogonality property. The necessary length of the guard interval depends on the
expected distance of neighbored transmitters, and can be set to a maximum of 224
f.JS (which allows a maximum of 67 km distance between transmitters, a value
which is reasonable due to the earth surface curvature) . By using OFDM,
neighbored transmitters can use the same TV channels (transmission frequencies)
in DVB-T, which allows a much more economic bandwidth utilization than in
analog TV where such cases must be forbidden due to interference problems. The
measurable spectrum of the modulated signal in DVB-T appears nearly as white
noise, such that interference with neighbored channels, but also interference with
analog channels which are still to be run in parallel with DVB for a certain period
of time, are minimized. Examples of usable data rates which can be transmitted
over one former analog TV channel are given in Table 15.1 for different combina
tions of modulation methods and convolutional code rates. If hierarchical modula
tion is used, combinations in between are possible, such that e.g. using QPSK
(code rate 1/2) embedded into 16-QAM (code rate 5/6), a rate can be achieved
which results from adding (~PSK + R16-QAM) ' This way, it is possible to jointly
transmit data of high priority at 4.7 Mbit/s and data oflow priority at 15.67 Mbit/s,
both over the same channel.

Table 15.1.Usable data rates(Mbit/s) per terrestrial TV channel for different combinations
of coderatesand modulation typesin DVB-T (source : REIMERS)

Coderate
r= QPSK 16-QAM 64-QAM
1/2 4.7 9.4 14.10
2/3 6.27 12.53 18.8
3/4 7.05 14.10 21.15
5/6 7.83 15.67 24.68
7/8 8.23 16.45 24.68

DVB is typically used to transmit 5 programs within the equivalent bandwidth of
one analog TV channel. The MPEG-2 standard is used for video and audio encod
ing, where the quality by using an optimized source encoder implementation is
reported to be still slightly better than for analog TV. It has further been shown
that DVB-T in cases of sufficiently strong signal reception (e.g. with near by TV
towers), or by using the more reliable coding/modulation modes such as r=1/2 and
QPSK is usable for mobile reception from vehicles traveling by speeds of up to
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180 km/h (approx. 110 mph). This is an additional functionality which was not
achievable with analog rv' .

DVB was originally designed for stationary reception, and the possibility for
mobile reception in DYB-T is a surplus value that was detected to be feasible
when the first experiments within an operational network were made. For Digital
Audio Broadcast (DAB), the capability for mobile reception was an inherent de
sign goal from the beginning. DAB is also usable for reception from vehicles mov
ing with higher velocity, e.g. high-speed trains. The basic transmission methods
are very similar to DYB-T, and DAB shall not be treated in more detail here.

15.4 Media Streaming

For finite-size or short-duration media (e.g. still images, short video or sound
clips), the first practical way for transmission is definition of a file format, where
the file contains the entire bit stream. The file is then transmitted as an entire unit,
before the replay starts at the receiver end. For videos, movies or music pieces of
longer duration this method is not practical, because the user would not like to wait
until the transmission is finished, the receiving device may not have sufficient
storage capacity etc. In streaming transmission, decoding and replay should start
almost immediately after transmission has begun. For packetized transmission of
streams, network protocols playa central role. These can for the case of the Inter
net roughly be clustered into network-layer protocols, transport protocols and
session control protocols. Of course, additional specific targeted protocols can be
defined in the application layer.

Internet Streaming. The Internet Protocol (IP) is based on a concept of a 'net
work of networks' which is abstracted from the underlying physical layer. The
Internet was originally designed for file transfer, but today real-time media stream
ing has reached a significant amount of the entire Internet traffic. On top of IP, the
Transport Control Protocol (TCP) is widely used, which guarantees reliable
transmission by acknowledgement of IP packet reception at each link in the trans
mission chain (between switches, routers). Unfortunately, TCP is too slow for real
time streaming applications due to its link-to-link hand shaking, re-transmission
mechanisms and other protocol overhead such as congestion-dependent flow con
trol-, As an alternative lower-layer transport protocol, the Unified Datagram Pro-

1 In Germany, terrestrial analog TV transmission is planned to be terminated within the
next years, where in the region of Berlin / Brandenburg transition to fully digital terrestrial
services has been finished by autumn 2003. Coexistence of analog and digital transmission
can in general be seen as an episode of limited duration.

2 In local networks without many hops and with limited congestion, TCP is well usable for
streaming.
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tocol (UDP) was defined, which does not use any acknowledgement mechanism at
all, but encounters the danger that packets become entirely lost in cases of network
congestion. Losses typically occur, when overflow of input or output buffers hap
pens on the network path, e.g. in switches. Both TCP and UDP also employ simple
CRC based error detection and will discard packets which are affected by bit er
rors. As a higher-layer transport protocol, the Real-Time Transport Protocol
(RTP) is primarily used on top of UDP for Internet media streaming. RTP pro
vides timing and synchronization information associated with the data, and is re
sponsible to re-order packets into their original sequence. Timing information
conveyed in RTP can e.g. be used for synchronization or to decide whether a
packet is outdated and may be discarded. Payload type identification is conveyed
for certain common types such as video and audio streams according to ISO/IEC
standards or ITU-T recommendations. RTP can be used in conjunction with the
Real-Time Control Protocol, which is primarily intended to provide feedback
about the instantaneous network QoS (delay, packet loss rate etc.), e.g. to be used
to optimize transmission for best error resilience.

Newer versions of the Internet protocol such as IP v6 also foresee implementa
tion of QoS and classified (differentiated) services. On the other hand, as the
Internet is a 'network of networks' in which many older-generation routers and
switches exist, global implementation of QoS mechanisms is unrealistic by the
short term. Implementation of QoS and differentiated services is however quite
realistic in certain network domains, private and local area networks which are
consistently equipped by devices supporting QoS.

A big advantage can be taken by assigning different network QoS levels or pri
ority classes for sub-streams of different relevance, which can ideally be combined
with scalable (layered) media representations or data partitioning methods. To
guarantee QoS, it is necessary by the network side to perform bandwidth reserva
tion, and perform Call Admission Control (CAC) to prevent network overload. In
cases where sub-streams of higher relevance exist, it is typically only necessary to
reserve bandwidth for these parts (e.g. the base-layer stream in scalable coding),
and convey the remaining parts by best effort subject to availability of unused
bandwidth capacity, but without any guarantees. This approach is sometimes de
noted as Available Bit Rate (ABR) transmission, which indicates that it is concep
tually positioned somewhere in between CBR and VBR I.

For bandwidth reservation over Internet connections, the Reservation Protocol
(RSVP) was defined, by which it can be checked whether the foreseen capacity is
available on the transmission path to convey a UDPIRTP connection, such that the
requested bandwidth can be reserved. The transmitting device is then informed
about the bandwidth granted for the connection. This principle can only work

I The ideas behind are very similar to the methods originally projected for Broadband
ISDN (B-ISDN) with its underlying Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) packet switching
technology. Presently, rudiments of ATM technology actually exist, which are used below
the IP layer in high-bandwidth backbone connections serving the Internet; it will not be
possible however to really make use of their priority switching in end-to-end connections.
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satisfactorily, if the source observes the negotiated parameters, for which the sim
plest way is the implementation of a leaky bucket (see sec. 15.2.1) as virtual
buffer, which counts the number of packets that is produced by the source within a
certain time interval. The length of this interval corresponds to the negotiated peak
duration, during which the source is allowed to send by a rate higher than the
negotiated mean. If the leaky bucket runs full, the rate must be reduced by rate
control mechanisms as described in sec. 15.2.1.

Even in cases where no actual reservation is provided by the network, a trans
mitter can estimate the presently available network bandwidth by collecting feed
back from the receiver side about the network transmission quality. Then, a useful
approach is preventive reduction of the transmission rate on a voluntary basis .

The principle of optimum adaptation of rate regarding the available bandwidth
requires the application of rate control methods. However, as most traffic in media
streaming relates to transport ofpre-encoded data from a server to a client, inde
pendent rate control is impossible unless transcoding is applied or a scalable (em
bedded) bitstream is stored. A third approach is to encode and store streams of
different rates in advance, which are then selected based on the instantaneously
available bandwidth . Stream switching is a technique widely used in this context.
The number of pre-encoded streams must however not be too high, as otherwise
the encoding effort and the storage capacity to be provided at the server side
would become unacceptably high. On the other hand, with a limited number of
streamsl, the exact transmission rate of the network will hardly be matched. To
avoid network overload, the rate must then usually be held lower than the rate
which could in principle be transmitted, which is penalized by a quality loss.

An alternative methodology to achieve this goal is usage of scalable coding
with fine-granular scalable embedded bit streams. Here, the problem of rate con
trol is totally decoupled from the encoding process, but at least for the case of
predictive video coding, fine-granular scalability is penalized by a significant loss
in coding efficiency (cf. sec. 13.2.8). This situation probably looks different for the
cases of temporal scalability based on B-type frames and non-recursive methods
such as intraframe wavelet coding and motion-compensated interframe wavelet
coding (sec. 13.4).

In spite of provisions taken as described, packet losses frequently occur in
Internet streaming. Under severe network load conditions, packet loss ratios of
around 10% are realistic in streaming applications.

Wireless Networks. Mobile multimedia communication is getting more important
now and expectedly even more in the future. This development is accompanied by
the growing usage of wearable computers (laptops), Personal Digital Assistants
(PDA) and mobile phones with multimedia capabilities, e.g. built-in cameras, color
LCD screens etc. In the future, when wireless networks of higher bandwidth capac
ity will be available, general multimedia data (beyond unimodal speech signals or

! A number of3 streams is typically used in stream switching applications today.
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text message interfaces) could establish most traffic over wireless links. For digital
wireless networks, it can be distinguished between

Local networks, e.g. wireless LAN or DECT (Digital Enhanced Cordless
Telephone), the latter with data transmission services based on Bluetooth;
Mobile networks, e.g. GSM and associated enhanced data services like GPRS
(General Packet Radio Structure), third-generation networks like UMTS
(IMT-2000) and beyond;
Broadcast distribution networks, e.g. DAB, DVB-T, which were already dis
cussed in sec. 15.3.

While the first two categories provide individual communication services, broad
cast distribution networks are not originally designed for that purpose . Distribution
networks are unidirectional by nature, serving only the down-stream . For feedback
from the user to the network, an up-stream must be available as well, which is only
provided by the first two categories of networks. For terminals which can connect
to different networks, it is however irrelevant whether the same connection is used
for down- and up-streams . From this point of view, it can be expected that avail
able bandwidth resources in distribution networks may be used for additional per
sonalized multicast services . Individual content could be sent when requested by a
sufficiently large group of people , such that it is economically justified. Presently,
new scenarios are also discussed for usage of DVB-T channels in narrow
bandwidth broadcast transmission directly to mobile devices such as cellular
phones, where a much higher number of TV programs could be served due to the
lower spatial resolution which is required.

A main purpose of wireless local networks is simplification of connection for
migrating terminal devices, which are frequently moved from one place to another
e.g. within a building . Unlike 'true' mobile communication, it is often expected that
during the connection the devices are not moved or at least only moved very
slowly (e.g. a PDA user may walk around during a fair). This is important, as the
bandwidth which can be made available highly depends on the stationarity of net
work conditions to allow reliable adaptation of modulation and error protection
methods. Typical wireless LAN (WLAN) technology as available today, e.g. de
signed in compliance to the standard IEEE 802.11, provides transmission band
width of up to 11 Mbit/s; follow-up networks providing up to 100 Mbit/s and more
are under development. Typically, different users have to share this bandwidth,
where the number of simultaneous accesses also depends on the density of base
stations . This leads to similar error characteristics based on congestion as in wired
packet-switching networks, where however the WLAN is more prone to additional
single-bit or burst errors caused by the fading characteristics of radio transmission .
These are detected and if possible corrected at the physical and network link layer,
otherwise re-transmission is initiated.

In mobile communication, where the receiver is moving (e.g. built in a vehi
cle), transmission and reception characteristics are usually changing fast, which
leads to much more severe errors at the physical layer. The most relevant mobile
network existing today is based on GSM (Global Standard for Mobile Communi-
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cation). GSM defines a connection-oriented circuit switching, where physical
transmission capacity in space and time is assigned to individual users. For one
GSM channel, the data transmission rate will usually not exceed 9.6 kbit/s per
direction (duplex). As originally designed mainly for the purpose of speech com
munication, transmission of other data like images, video etc. is relatively slow,
and real-time streaming is almost impossible unless extremely low quality is ac
ceptable.

The first step towards mobile services providing higher rates is made by GPRS,
which is based on dynamic multiplexing of GSM channels, where also the number
of channels can be variable depending on availability and resources requested. The
multiplexed transmission capacity is shared by several users in a packet-based
methodology. GPRS is well suitable for mobile services based on the Internet
Protocol, however additional provisions must be taken such as usage of short
packets and additional error control mechanisms. In principle, if media streaming
is performed over these channels, the error characteristics are not too much differ
ent from other packet switching technology, where random or short-burst errors
occurring in the underlying GSM channel have to be corrected by the network link
layer.

The Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) is the third genera
tion ('3G') of mobile networks, a framework which was developed under the roof
of the ITU-T. An alternative denotation is IMT-2000 (International Mobile Tele
communications 2000). In fact, UMTS is not homogeneous, but comprises an
entire group of standards, some of which are newly defined radio transmission
methods and protocol mechanisms, but also integrates existing networks like GSM
and GPRS, which are used when no other connection is available. The projected
data rate is up to 2 Mbit/s, which however will barely be available to single users;
a more realistic range of rates would be 64-384 kbits/s or even below. Packet
switching is used, where packets are much smaller in size than typical IP packets;
if an IP connection is established via UMTS, the IP packets are decomposed into
sub-packets of smaller size. Packet losses frequently occur, which can in many
cases also be caused by severe burst errors occurring at the physical level. The
usual method to compensate for packet losses is re-transmission. Quality of Ser
vice mechanisms are defined. The available bandwidth and the probability of
transmission losses depend on the number of users which share the same channel.

Even though the higher layers of transmission in mobile networks are typically
IP-oriented, in fact it is necessary to set up a specific protocol stack for the net
work link layer. Both FEe and ARQ are employed for this purpose. Unlike previ
ous ARQ approaches which were made over the entire transmission chain, ARQ
performed between the mobile and the base station has a very short round-trip
time. On the other hand, it is still necessary to carefully decide in a mobile stream
ing application which packets are worthwhile to re-transmit, because re
transmission increases the network load, which again decreases the transmission
quality etc. This can however be managed efficiently due to the availability of QoS
negotiation mechanisms.
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In the future, mobile devices will support multiple transmission protocols, and
select the best alternative path available in the given environment. For example,
'hot spots' like airports, trains, fairs will be equipped by WLAN or successors
thereof, which provide cheap transmission and high bandwidth, but are based on a
picocellular topology. Each base station covers a radius of some 10 meters only,
such that access is extremely limited to one location. Satellite-based services are
most universally available from any point of the world, but are less suitable for
mobile transmission and reception, as the antenna (or satellite dish) needs exact
adjustment. New technology will also evolve in the medium-range radio networks.
On this background, discussion about a future generation of mobile networks
('4G') has already started, which will most likely integrate all these approaches and
eventually support new error-prone modulation, coding and multiplexing methods
to achieve an even higher bandwidth. Of high importance for further improvements
are multiple-input multiple-output technologies (MIMO) which take advantage of
diversity mechanisms, such that a receiver can combine information which is
available from multiple transmitters, and adhoc networks, where any mobile de
vice can take over tasks such as routing towards other mobile devices or towards a
base station.

15.5 Content-based Media Access

The ever improving methods for signal analysis, including content analysis, allow
to augment signal data by metadata, which can be used for the purpose of index
ing. In a certain sense, the information flood and in particular the flood of audio
visual signals which have become available due to digital services, directly enforce
the usage of more intelligent search and retrieval mechanisms. The same is true for
any information residing on world-wide networks, which would hardly be valuable
without intelligent retrieval aids. While however indexing information needed by
text-based search engines can well be automatically extracted by parsing texts for
key words, satisfactory indexing of audiovisual data must often be done by manual
annotation . Some information such as date and place of capturing/production,
illumination conditions etc. could also be generated automatically; further, if edit
ing scripts exist, these can also be used to automatically generate index data. This
section rather concentrates on automatic procedures which can gain indexing in
formation directly from signal features, for which the extraction processes were
described in chapter 7.
Features of multimedia signals can in many cases be represented much more com
pactly than the signal itself, but still give relevant information about the content.
For applications of similarity-based search for signals, feature based descriptions
are more expressive than signal samples. Table 15.2 contains selected examples of
applications for which signal-based features are useful.
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Table 15.2. Applications where indexing by features is required

Application Items searched for Feature types

Retrieval from Genre, Author, actors, specific All visual and audio basic features,
movie and video scene content and events, feature constellations characteriz-
archives mood of scenes, keyframes, ing persons, objects, events

change characteristics

Retrieval from Images of certain color, tex- All visual basic features except
image and photo ture, shape, localization; spe- motion, feature constellations
archives/databases cific objects or persons characterizing persons and objects,

Retrieval from Genre of music pieces, sound All audio basic features, features in
audio archives and characteristics, search for time-line behavior, feature constel-
databases melodies or melody fragments lations characterizing genres

Multimedia Segmentation, cut detection, All visual and audio basic features
production key-frame extraction, all other

retrieval purposes

Digital broadcast, Genre, Programs of specific Mainly textual features, linking
Electronic Program content, authors, actors etc., and timing information
Guides, Intelligent relationships (linking) with
set-top boxes other programs or web links,

events in programs

Surveillance, secu- Expected or unexpected events Audiovisual basic features in
rity control in pre-defined scenes; identifi- particular motion, face features,

cation ofpersons , objects or localization, silence; feature con-
events stellations characterizing persons,

objects or events

Web cams persons, objects, events feature constellations characteriz-
ing persons, objects or events

Audiovisual com- Appearance and actions of motion, silence, face features,
munication persons (talk/no talk); tracking localization features

ofpersons

Sports event aug- Automatic analysis ofdis- motion, time-line and spatial local-
menting tances, comparison of time ization features, feature constella-

behavior ofdifferent runners, tions characterizing persons, ob-
scene augmentation jects or events

Automation, in- Identification of objects or feature constellations characteriz-
spection, service events; unexpected events ing states, objects or events

Signal identifica- Similarity with reference items, Signal footprints, fingerprints,
tion for copyright which must be stable under watermarks
protection modifications
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Table 15.2. (continued)

Smartcameras and
microphones

Optimum sceneproperties for
capture, focus on preferred
objects; triggeracquisition in
caseof pre-defined events

Adjustment of illumination, color,
tracking of camera motionor ego
motionof objects; localization of
objectsor persons; characterization
of objects or events

Content description for multimedia signals can be used to filter the information
flood which comes as a by-product of increasingly cheap storage and transmission
of digital media . However, the content description by itself can significantly con
tribute to reduce the necessary bandwidth in transmission and storage, as signals
which can clearly be identified as undesirable by a compact feature description
must not be transmitted or stored at all. In some cases, real-time analysis of feature
data is necessary (e.g. in surveillance, smart cameras, communication); in other
cases, more complex analysis methods may be performed off-line. In particular
when retrieval from archives or databases is made, the index data relating to the
items in the database are mostly pre-computed and also stored in this or another
database.

imagelvideoJaudiol
audiovisual dataL _

User
Interface :
Selection

Remote
search function

Indexsystem

r- -- ---~~

Fig. 15.9. Blockdiagram of a distributed retrieval application

Fig. 15.9 shows the block diagram of a retrieval application, where media data
shall be found in a remote database. As databases usually provide powerful and
efficient search functions, it is necessary to map the feature-based distance func
tion as resulting from a specific query definition to the respective remote search
function of the database, which could be defined as an application program inter
face (API). Typical search criteria and strategies are as described in sec. 9.3. Ifnot
all desired comparison methodologies are supported by the given database system,
it is also possible to perform a search refinement locally at the client, after a re
mote pre-selection made at the server (database) side. It is indeed not useful to
perform exhaustive search at the client side, as even transmission of compact fea
ture-related data could cause a high amount ofdata to be transmitted, if the number
of items in the database is large. After the indices of a limited number of most
similar items have been determined, the signals themselves can be retrieved from
the database system and be presented to the user for final selection or consump
tion.
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b)

Fig. 15.10. a User interface of an image search engine for 'query by example' using com
bined color histogram and wavelet-based texture feature, and b using only the color histo
gram feature (source: HHI)

Fig. 15.l0a shows the user interface of an image search engine, based on a query
by example methodology. Feature data related to one given signal item are ex
tracted at the client side, and transmitted to the server (database) system with the
mission to find more similar items. Here, the example image is shown on the left
hand sidel. The ten images at the right-hand side are the most similar entries found

! Query by example can quite universally be used for different media types by selecting an
example signal, extract the respective feature data and use them for database search. Other
signal-specific query types are query by sketch for image signals, where the user draws a
raw figure of the image layout or shape which is searched, and query by humming for the
case of audio signals, where a rough example of the melody is conveyed to the machine.
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in the database, where the example image itself appears at first position, as it was
indeed contained in the database (which must not necessarily be the case). A
global color histogram and a wavelet-based texture feature (see sec. 7.2, Fig. 7.11)
were used for comparison. Fig. 15.1Ob shows another query by example result,
where color only was used for comparison. It is obvious that the general structure
of the images retrieved is clearly different from the query, as no structure-related
feature (as in Fig. 15.10a) is used.

15.6 Content Protection

Digital Rights Management is of crucial importance in business models for the
delivery of digital content. As distribution of digital media can in principle be
performed by anybody, perfectly without losses, it is necessary to integrate mecha
nisms which prohibit unauthorized or illegal usage and manipulation of content.
The basic goals to be achieved are shortly described in the subsequent sub
sections.

Protection of content from being used or altered without authorization. A
classical approach to achieve this is encryption . Bit streams describing the content
are disturbed or scrambled in a systematic way that is pre-determined by a key
which should only be known to the authorized userl. Unfortunately, development
of de-crypting methods for 'cracking' any encrypted information is simply a matter
of time. The most reliable mechanisms are related to usage of several keys, some
of which may be public, some private. A useful means is combination of the key
with individual hardware properties, e.g. the serial number of a machine or device
on which the content is allowed to be presented. Further, methods can be used
where authorization keys must be newly acquired (e.g. via the Internet) each time
the content shall be replayed. The disadvantage of these latter methods is that
usage of digital media can definitely become rather difficult even for the author
ized user. Even if this problem is resolved, one fundamental problem is that any
authorized user would be capable to record the content - when necessary by
transcoding into a different format - as soon as the play-out is possible. From this
point of view, the methods described in the next sub-section seem to be at least
equally important.

Detection of illegal usage of content. Illegal usage can be detected if simple
methods exist to uniquely identify digital content. This can either be achieved

! It is beyond the scope here to go into detail with encryption methods. The interested
reader is referred to [SALOMON, EWENS 2003].
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by augmentation of a piece of content with imperceptible tags which cannot
be removed without destroying the content;
by defining features which can be extracted from any piece of content, and
can uniquely be matched against features held in a database identifying con
tent that shall be protected.

The first method is mainly implemented by methods of watermarking, the second
is mostly denoted es fingerprinting.

Watermarking methods 1 exist both for the spatial/time domain signals and for
frequency domain signals (transform coefficients) . Watermarks should be imper
ceptible and robust against different types of manipulations, such as filtering,
transcoding and geometric modifications (e.g. scaling, rotation) of the signal, and
should also resist against systematic attacks . By watermarking, it would be possi
ble to uniquely identify content which is used illegally, and eventually it may even
be possible to determine the identity of (authorized) users who gave away the
content for illegal distribution.

Fingerprints (also denoted as signatures) are features extracted from a piece of
content which should allow unique identification by minimum computational ef
fort. Fingerprint identification must also be possible when only a part (e.g. one
area from a larger image signal, segment of some seconds from a longer audio
track) are available . By matching the fingerprints extracted from an (unknown)
piece of content against fingerprints collected in a database, it is possible to iden
tify the usage authorization status of that content. For an example of fingerprints
(signatures) related to audio signals, refer to sec. 17.6.4.

Combination of media protection with media representation. Scalable coding
or any other method of coding where a small part of the information (e.g. the mo
tion vectors in video coding) is of high importance for the reconstruction quality,
can flexibly be combined with protection methods. In principle, this can even be
implemented in a way that the most important part of the content is used as an
authorization key. Scalable coding methods are more flexible by this regard, as
they can provide graceful degradation over different protection levels. Two scenar
ios could be:

Protection of usage for the entire piece of content: This is achieved by pro
tecting only an innermost base layer, or by using this base layer itself as a key
to use the content by full resolution. It will not be possible to replay the signal
even at the lowest quality level without this base layer
Provide the base layer for free usage, protect the enhancement layer(s): It
may be desirable to provide the content of low-quality approximation (base
layer) for free preview or pre-listening, while the usage of the full-resolution
signal (base plus enhancement layers) shall be charged . This can be achieved
by protection of any part of the bit stream which is above the layer provided
for free usage.

1 For a reference on watermarking, see [Cox, BLOOM, M ILLER 2001].
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Signal composition and rendering methods are applied in the context ofgenera
tion (production) and presentation (consumption) of multimedia signals. This
involves mixing ofsignals which originate from different sources, adaptation and
projection as required by the format ofthe composite signal or the output device.

Viewing the entire chain from the generation to the presentation of multimedia
signals, the following steps are typically invoked1:

1. Signal acquisition: This can either be the capture of a natural signal by a cam
era or microphone, or the generation ofa 'synthetic' signal (computer graphics,
sound synthesis);

2. Signal adaptation and enhancement: noise reduction, dynamics companding,
manipulation of the spectrum (e.g. blurring, contrast enhancement), resolution
adaptation (interpolation/decimation), size adaptation (cropping/cutting);

3. Signal decomposition: Separation of single elements from the complete signal;
4. Signal mixing: Composition of different single signal elements into a compos

ite signal (e.g. insertion of a foreground object separated out of a video se
quence into another background, composition of an image from photographic
elements and graphical elements, mixing of different natural or of natural and
synthetic sounds);

5. Rendering: Preparation of a signal for projection into an output format which
can be replayed on a given device;

6. Output of the rendered signal to the given output device (e.g. display, loud
speaker) .

The boundaries between these steps are fuzzy, and the practical implementation
and combination also depends on specific application requirements. Multimedia
signal production typically includes the steps 1-5, where editing is an important
part of the production process (working with previously generated sources), which
involves steps 2-4. When applications are interactive, the multimedia production

1 We do not consider the processes of transmission and storage here, as these were already
extensively discussed in previous chapters. Techniques related to steps 1-3 were also
treated in chapters 2, 5 and 10.

J.-R. Ohm, Multimedia Communication Technology
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will have to provide mechanisms that allow execution of steps 4 and 5 at the re
ceiver (consumption) end, which then must also be described as part of the media
representation. In these cases, mixing and rendering may actually not be done
finally during the production process. When the content shall be provided to the
consumer in a finalized form (e.g. a movie), everything but step 6 will be executed
during production, but may eventually be done by off-line processing. Real-time
mixing and rendering of signals are important in interactive applications, where
the user is allowed to take direct influence on the presentation, which must then
invoke steps 4-6.

This chapter in particular concentrates on the tasks of multimedia signal proc
essing in signal mixing, and introduces some more aspects of rendering and output.
Often, the capabilities of the output device, e.g. regarding display size, computa
tional power, graphics capabilities etc. will constrain the methods that have to be
applied within the entire chain. This is however less rigid in the case of digital
media than e.g. in analog TV, where any step from acquisition to consumption is
made under the constraint of a given resolution format. In general, rendering of 3D
scenes is much more challenging, and if simplification is made by using geometric
manipulation and projection exclusively from 2D images, also the signal process
ing steps which are made in advance to rendering can be largely simplified. In
particular, image warping and image-based rendering for viewpoint adaptation
(sec. 16.2 and 16.3) play an important role in this context. These are treated with
more detail here, while 3D computer graphics is not a focus of this book. In some
cases, even extremely simple methods for image/video scene mixing and blending
(sec. 16.1) can be employed to generate surprising three-dimensional effects. For
the generation of arbitrary-resolution output formats, conventional methods of
decimation and interpolation (sec. 4.4.1, 5.4) can be employed. An interesting
aspect not yet treated before is video frame rate conversion (sec. 16.4). This is
necessary if the output device displays by a lower or higher frame rate than used in
the original source representation, if different video sources have to be mixed
which were acquired by different sampling rates, or if the signal shall be displayed
by a different speed (e.g. slow motion) than in original acquisition. For rendering,
only selected topics are presented which are in the closer focus of multimedia
signal processing, whereas many other aspects of rendering are more related to
computer graphics techniques.

16.1 Composition and Mixing of Visual Signals

A general scheme for composition of a 2D output signal (which could also be one
frame of a video) from N different sources is shown in Fig. 16.1. The sources are
first subject to individual coordinate-mapping transforms Ttn), which could also
imply projection of a 3D volumetric signal into the 2D image plane, or adjustment
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of size, orientation, position in space and time. A 2D linear filter H(zl,zz) is in
voked, and then each signal is weighted by a position-dependent function a(m,n) ,
which determines by which amount the amplitude of the signal shall appear at the
respective position of the output. All these operations are determined by the com
position information, which must be provided beforehand by user settings, by
automatic or semi-automatic extraction from signals.

x(m,n)

Fig. 16.1.Composition of a 2D outputsignal from N sources

When different patches from image, video or computer graphics signals are mixed,
these will typically be opaque, such that only one of the signals normally appears
at one position. In this context, boundary transitions between the different signal
patches which are 'glued together' is of high importance for a natural impression.
Natural images do not typically possess extremely abrupt changes in amplitude,
which however depends on lighting conditions; in particular for diffuse lighting,
transitions are typically rather smooth. Gradually-changing amplitude transitions
can be achieved by blending techniques, where one signal decays over the width W
of a transition period, while another increases. The signal x(m,n) as composed
from two or more signals x;(m,n) will then result as

(16.1)

Typically, the weighting functions should be defined such that they sum up to
unity, LQj(m,n)=l. The increasing and decaying behavior should be implemented
perpendicular by the boundary orientation . This way, simple weighting can be
defined on the basis of ID functions, which are expanded along a particular direc
tion. An example of blending two ID signals using 10 ramp functions of width
W=3 is shown in Fig. 16.2. A general definition of ID ramp function pairs for an
actual boundary exactly at position n' in case of an even number W is
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For the case of an odd number W (in this case, the actual boundary is between
pixel positions n' and n'+I), the linear-ramp transition function is
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(16.3)

Weighting functions of this type can be applied in different cases of one- and
multi-dimensional signal blending. Application over the temporal axis include
fade-in and fade-out effects for video sequences or audio signals .
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Fig. 16.2. 1D blending of two signals using ramp weighting functions, W=3

Other blending functions fulfilling the unity condition, being more natural than the
ramp (cf. edge models in Fig. 7.14) are the tangent hyperbolic function and the
sigmoid function (9.90). Examples of horizontally- and diagonally-orientated 2D
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blending functions derived from the linear ramp (here with a ramp of width W=4)
are given as

3 I I 0 0 I I 3
4 2 4 4 2 4

w\= 3 I I 0 W
h

2 = 0 I I 3 (16.4)
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These examples assume straight edge lines. A 2D version applicable to non
straight boundary shapes is the feathering filter. Here, the weight is determined as
linearly increasing/decreasing ramp depending on the shortest distance from the
object boundary, which can be determined by a distance transform (cf. sec. 7.4,
Fig. 7.34).

( )
Background

XI m.n

C"C,

x2(m,n) - ------ - -..
Foreground

x(m,n)

Fig. 16.3. Principle ofa digitalchroma-key unit

Chroma keying. The chroma key or 'blue box' method is widely used for trick
mixing of movie or video signals. A foreground object is positioned in front of a
sufficiently saturated, uniform-colored background. Then, a key mixer which in
principle is a color classifier tuned to the blue color, can exchange the blue area by
another arbitrary background from a video, still image or synthetic graphics signal.
This can also be interpreted as controllable segmentation where criteria are de
fined a priori at the time of production. Analog chroma-key mixers have mostly
been replaced by more advanced digital methods, which allow a more accurate
adjustment and also pre- or post-processing of the key signal. In particular, the
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mixing at boundaries between the foreground and background can use soft transi
tion filtering which allows a more natural impression and reduces artifacts. Using
digital methods, it is possible to individually adjust the weights by which fore
ground and background are mixed individually for each pixel by certain rules,
which e.g. allow to enforce transition weighting functions as introduced above. A
block diagram ofa typical digital chroma key unit is shown in Fig. 16.3.

The key signal K is mostly generated from chrominance components Cb and C;
only, which has the effect that the entire range of luminance can be utilized in the
area of the foreground signal. A blue key color is advantageous, as it occurs less
frequently in nature than other colors and has clearly distinguishable characteris
tics. By rough segmentation (clustering) of the video into blue background and
colored foreground, it is possible to determine the exact key color automatically by
statistical analysis. If the key color is uniquely detected by the key decoder, a
background pixel is unconditionally switched to the output without any modifica
tion. If the color is identified not to belong to the range of the key color, a pixel of
the foreground is mapped to the output. When blue color values are within a transi
tion range (unreliable classification), K can also have a value between 0 and 1,
which can further be adjusted by the rule-based weighting unit. This can also in
clude analysis of neighbored key signal positions or spatial filtering of the key
signal. By setting both a-values to intermediate amplitudes between 0 and 1,
transparency between foreground and background is realized, which helps to im
prove the visual quality of the mixing result at object edges; fine structures like
hair can in fact be partially transparent. If in addition analysis of luminance varia
tions within the blue background area is made, transparency effects like shadows
and smoke can be passed from the 'blue box' into the synthesized scene, which
provides very natural impressions.

Z keying. If a depth-based segmentation of parts from a background scene is
available, so-called Z-key methods are also applicable. Here, the depth (Z distance)
information of foreground and background objects is used to decide which parts
shall become visible after scene composition (Fig. 16.4). Hence, Z-key mixing
allows a simultaneous composition of scenes from several sources (several
independent objects), where in case of overlap the visibility is simply decided in
favor of the object of smallest depth distance. In contrast, chroma keying is only
capable to include exactly one object at a time in front of a full-frame background,
such that several objects may only be included one after another. This effects that
always the object which is most recently included covers any other. In Z keying, a
newly included object can also be covered by parts of the background scene or
other objects. Fig. 16.4 shows a simple example, where depending on the depth
information the rider will either disappear behind the house or in front. This
requires the availability of pixel-accurate depth information, which can be
obtained automatically by disparity estimation combined with segmentation, or
must be set manually. In Z-key based composition, blending filters introduced
above should also be used to achieve more natural effects at object or
segmentation boundaries.
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Z=10

Image1 (full framewith depthmap)

MixedimageresultA

Z=20(for resultA)
Z=40(for resultB)

Image2 (segmented object. depthset artificially)

MixedimageresultB

Fig. 16.4. Principle of Z-Keying with different depth assignments for the horse rider.

Representation of key signals. Key signals must typically be provided in pixel
accurate resolution, even though they usually do not show much spatial variation.
Nevertheless, compression of key maps is important in interactive applications and
also in media production. In fact, the a-values can be represented jointly with the
video content as so-called gray-scale shapes (see Fig. 13.15) having a non-binary
amplitude scale as needed for purposes of scene composition. In the MPEG-4
video codec, the gray-scale shape representation can support up to three of these
'auxiliary components' , which could also hold depth data, warping data or other
data types usable for scene manipulation on a pixel-by-pixel basis. As an extension
of the conventional color sampling (see sec. 1.3.1), formats which support an addi
tional alpha channel are denoted as '4:4:4:4' (which typically is an alpha weighting
map in addition to RGB color components) or '4:2:2:4' (alpha in addition to lumi
nance/chrominance components) .

Scene composition as described here exclusively supports 2D image plane outputs.
A depth (3D) impression can be achieved by exploiting the effect of motion paral
lax shift. If a camera position is moved, the effective motion of an object within
the image plane will be larger for objects which are positioned nearer to the cam
era (the same effect as parallax shift in a stereoscopic camera system, cf. sec. 7.7).
It is important to observe this effect when a foreground object is mixed into a
background scene which was acquired by a moving camera.
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16.2 Warping and Morphing

Warping is a method of image manipulation in which an image, a video frame or a
region from one of these is geometrically aligned ('warped') when it is mixed into
the output. Morphing subsumes methods, where in addition the amplitude (gray
level or color) value is adjusted during the mapping]. Typical applications of these
techniques are e.g. replacement of faces, transformations of figures or banners
which are artificially imprinted onto surfaces, being geometrically modified as
necessary due to motion or perspective projection . To apply the geometric manipu
lations it is first necessary to describe the geometric modification by defining a
number of reference point pairs. These points may establish either a regular or an
irregular warping grid. At least one of the structures (source or destination of the
geometric mapping) will usually be irregular-, It is also possible that both are
irregular, in particular when characteristic feature points shall be mapped between
two images. For example, when warping a face into another person's face in an
other image, eye must map to eye, nose to nose, mouth to mouth etc. Only occa
sionally, all of these feature points would be expected to be positioned on a regular
grid. Fig. 16.5 shows an example of a triangular regular grid which is mapped into
an irregular grid, and another example of irregular-to-irregular grid mapping.

For manipulation of images, the definition of reference points allows practical
implementation of locally-varying warping grids. This introduces sufficient de
grees of freedom in deformation which would not be achievable by global para
metric shift models (sec. 7.4.4). Individual shifts are applied to the pixels, where it
is assumed that for small local patches parametric shift models are sufficiently
consistent. The basic relationships to map the shifts of the warping-grid feature
points into pixel shift vectors at any position in between are given in (7.191) and
(7.192) for the case of triangular patches. The definition of the triangular patch
composition is however not unique. Typically, a densest interconnection topology
exists, which is defied by the Delaunay lines (cf sec. 9.4.3). Observe however that
with arbitrary allowable mappings of grid points, the warped grid may not neces
sarily have a Delaunay topology any more. This may cause unreasonable figure
mappings like mirrored patches, where also the interpolation of individual shifts
and pixel amplitudes would not be reasonable. This often corresponds to areas
which are becoming closed (occluded) within the warped image. A similar prob
lem has been discussed in the context of warping-based motion compensation in
sec. 7.6.4. The problem can be avoided by imposing constraints to the neighbored
grid shifts, such that the difference between the shift values shall never override
the distance of the grid positions.

I For more background on warping and morphing techniques, refer to [WOLBERG 1990]

2 Regularity of one of the grids is for example given by the case of motion warping models
as described in sec. 7.6.4.
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Fig. 16.5. Warping ofdifferent types ofgrids a Regular hexagonal grid defining triangular
patches b Irregular-to-irregular grid mapping over a bounded area

Morphing is an artificial transformation of one initial image patch X; (m,n) into a
destination patch xd(m',n '), including both gradual change of geometry and ofpixel
amplitudes (texture). If applied for trick modes in movies, this will typically be
performed as a blending over a time period of F frames . If the change shall pro
ceed linearly, the geometric transformation occurs by F equal step widths. Simul
taneously, a linearly progressing modification (smooth blending) of the associated
pixel amplitude values is performed, such that in an intermediate frame x/(m",n''),
f=l ,..P-I, the result is

( , ") F-f ( ) f (' ') 'xJ m ,n =--,xi m,n +-,xd m ,n
F F

with m"=m+ f (m'-m); n"=n+ f (n'-n).
F F

(16.5)

The position (m",n'') is typically not an integer-valued sampling position. There
fore, methods for interpolation on irregular grids (cf. sec. 5.4.5) must be applied
additionally to produce an output picture which is regularly sampled.

16.3 Viewpoint Adaptation

A special case of warping and morphing applies if a scene is captured by several
cameras. Assume that two camera views xl(m,n) and x2(m,n) are available, e.g. the
left and right cameras of a stereoscopic system. The point-wise references between
these pictures are given by the disparity vectors d(m,n)=[dh(m,n),dvCm,n)], which
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can be determined automatically by disparity estimation (sec. 7.7). A parameter!
shall be defined as in (16.5), which shall have a value range between 0 and 1, such
that normalization by F is not necessary. A value.f=O expresses the view as cap
tured in image xl>.f=l shall relate to X2. An arbitrary intermediate view, which
corresponds to a virtual camera position on the interconnecting line between the
two focal points of the available camera views, results by appropriate scaling of
the disparities and interpolation of texture values from the two original frames:

xI [m+! ·dh(m,n),n +! ·dv(m,n)]

=(1-!)· x,(m,n)+!·x2[m+dh(m,n),n+dv(m,n)] .

Fig. 16.6 shows an example where a 'mid view' was generated from the left and
right views of stereoscopic image pairs. The simple linear weighting function as
described in (16.6) is not necessarily the optimum solution. When occlusions oc
cur between the left and right positions, higher-quality interpolation results are
obtained, if the respective pixel is projected uni-directionally from the image
where it is visible. This gives best quality if nonlinear weighting functions are used
to superimpose the left and right pictures, in particular when occlusion areas are
present [IzQUIERDO, OHM 2000].

Fig. 16.6. Generation of an intermediate view (mid) from the original left and right views
of a stereoscopic frame pair by disparity-compensated interpolation

Another method which is exclusively based on projection is the Incomplete 3D
method [OHM, MOLLER 1999]. In a first step, preprocessing is performed to gather all
available pictorial information in the so-called incomplete 3D plane, which is
associated with a dense disparity map (Fig. 16.7 top). For synthesis, it is only nec
essary to project this plane, using disparity vectors which are scaled according to
the desired view point. Fig. 16.7 bottom shows synthesis results, including views
which are beyond the original left and right camera positions (outside the baseline
of a stereoscopic camera system).

All methods described here require availability of a dense disparity field. This
is of particular importance, if the scene includes objects which are close to the
cameras, because in such cases the disparities of neighbored pixels can have high
differences (cf. sec. 7.7). In cases where all parts of the scene are relatively far
from the cameras, while the cameras are near to each other (in the extreme case: at
the same position, but with different orientations), the perspective model (7.109) is
sufficient to describe the mapping. Such simplifications of the problem are applied
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for systems which allow panoramic look-around views. Methods supporting cam
era view adaptation directly by interpolation or projection from one or several
images are subsumed under the term of image based rendering [SEITZ, DVER 1995] .

These methods produce more natural-looking images than it is possible by genuine
computer graphics methods . The complexity is relatively low, which allows im
plementation of real-time view adaptation even for video signals [OHM ETAL. 1998].

Fig. 16.7, 'Incomplete 3D' technique. Top row- Original left and right camera views, in
complete 3D plane combined from both views and associated disparity map. Bottom row
Synthesized view positions (from left to right): Beyond left camera, left camera, central
view, right camera, beyond right camera.

To obtain good quality for larger ranges of view adaptation, e.g. look-around
views in a room, in a stadium or over a landscape, it is necessary to provide a
larger number of views, where for a 360° look-around view each camera should
approximately cover an angle of not more than 15°-30°, to allow reliable corre
spondence matching between pictures from neighbored cameras . The tremendous
amount of data rate necessary to store or transmit the information of such a high
number of video streams would require specific compression methods which are
able to flexibly exploit the redundancies between the different camera views.
These methods are often denoted as light field compression, where however most
approaches to date only deal with compression of static (still picture) multiple
camera views. Different methods have been proposed in this context which are
extensions of known video coding methods such as disparity-compensated hybrid
coding [OHM 1999] or disparity-compensated wavelet coding [GIROD ET AL. 2003].

These methods perform compression based on the original image or video frames.
Examples of other representation spaces are

the ray space representation, which provides a dense packing of different
(original and synthesized) camera views [FUJII,TANIMOTO 2002];

representations which combine as much information as possible into one or a
limited number of image planes . Examples for this are the I3D technique de-
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scribed above and methods similar to mosaics (cf. sec. 7.8), but applied to
multiple camera views.

In many applications, natural content (captured by cameras) is mixed with syn
thetic (computer graphics) content. This will be the case when

synthetic objects shall be included in a natural scene (trick effects, e.g. simula
tion of new buildings, artificial creatures in a natural scene);
natural objects shall be included in a synthetically generated scene (e.g. peo
ple in an artificial room).

To achieve a natural impression of mixed natural and synthetic content, it is impor
tant that the projection relationships are consistent, which means that the actual
camera position for the natural scene shot must match with the virtual camera
position used to map the graphics elements into the image plane. Consistency of
illumination conditions (direction oflight source etc.) should be observed as well.
Blind estimation of camera parameters from a projected image is an ill-posed
problem; camera calibration information (cf. sec. 7.7) is needed in this context. If
such information is not available, the mixing of natural and synthetic content or
mixing of content from different natural visual sources must follow a trial-and
error approach, by tuning parameters manually until the subjective impression is
appropriate, such that size, view angle, illumination etc. fit plausibly.

16.4 Frame Rate Conversion

In analog video, the formats (frame/field rates, number of lines etc.) are assumed
to be identical over the entire chain of acquisition, storage, transmission and re
play, except for cases where different standard definitions like NTSC and PAL
formats are used. When multimedia systems shall be used to jointly present signals
of different sources (e.g. scanned film, interlaced and progressive video, video of
different frame rates, still images, still or animated graphics), a high variability of
acquisition and representation formats applies. Additionally, the content shall be
replayable on different devices. For presentation on computer monitors and projec
tors, the frame frequency (refresh rate) could be almost arbitrary, while these de
vices only support a progressive (full frame) scan (cf. sec. 1.2). This requires one
more signal processing step to convert the interlaced video signal into another
display format before the output is performed. While the modification of the spa
tial resolution can be performed by spatial interpolation or decimation as presented
in sec. 4.4.1 and 5.4, the change of frame rate and the conversion between inter
laced and progressive formats are more challenging, in particular when motion
occurs.
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Fig. 16.8. Temporal positions of intermediate frames and instantaneous positions of an
object moving along a trajectory for cases of different frame rates

To illustrate the role of motion in the case of intermediate frame interpolation, Fig.
16.8 shows the temporal sampling positions of frames for cases of three different
sampling rates (50 Hz, 75 and 100 Hz) . Ifparts of the scene (or the entire scene in
case of global motion) are moving, it is necessary to determine the correct posi
tions at which local patches must appear in an intermediate frame. Simple tempo
ral-axis interpolation will fail, as motion incurs aliasing, such that filtering must be
done along the motion trajectory. Only then, objects will appear at correct posi
tions, and correct flow of motion is guaranteed. Regard the example of an up
conversion from a 50 Hz sequence into a 75 Hz sequence. As shown in Fig. 16.8,
two out of three frames must be displayed at newly generated temporal positions,
only one third of the frames can remain unchanged. As a consequence, in cases
when the interpolation is performed by erroneous motion information, perceptible
geometric distortions can occur.

For the generation of new frames, it is hence useful to implement a fallback
mode, which is switched on whenever the motion vectors might be unreliable. In
the most simple case, this could be a projection of the temporally nearest original
frame (without using motion information), in principle a 'freeze frame' method,
which can also be applied locally only for those parts of the frame with unreliable
motion vectors. A smooth transition between motion-compensated (Me) and non
Me areas in the interpolated frame is then necessary, which can be achieved by
spatial blending similar to the scheme shown in Fig. 16.21. The block diagram of
such a method is illustrated in Fig. 16.9. Reliability criteria can be used as de
scribed in sec. 7.5 and 7.6, in particular a high value of motion-compensated dis
placed frame difference (DFD) or high divergence in the motion vector field are
good indicators for unreliable motion vectors, e.g. in case of occlusions. As the
inputs are fields from an interlaced video sequence, the first step is de-interlacing
to generate a full-frame sequence which has a frame rate equal to the former field

1 This is also similar to the prediction approach of overlapping-block MC, see sec. 13.2.6.
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rate. In a second step, progressive frames of arbitrary rate are generated by tempo
ral interpolation; the nearest de-interlaced frame is used in the fallback mode. The
composition step mixes the frame-interpolated and de-interlaced (fallback) areas,
and also provides the smooth transition filtering at the boundaries between normal
and fallback areas.

Video
output

Composition of
fields or frames

Motion-compensated .1 '-----,r-----'
temporal interpolation

F M································1
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: Frame memory ! de-interlacing

(fallback mode)
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Video
input

Fig. 16.9. Block diagram of a system for error-tolerant motion-compensated frame-rate up
conversion (inputsare fields of an interlaced video sequence)

For the purpose of up-conversion from interlaced fields to progressively-sampled
video frames (de-interlacing), only intermediate lines have to be generated. Com
bination of the two fields into one frame will not be a viable solution unless the
scene is unmoved. Otherwise , the motion shift occurring between the different
temporal sampling positions of the fields would cause a displacement between
even and odd lines. Nearest spatial positions of the current field can be used in
combination with information from at least one other field, wherein motion shift
should be analyzed to achieve highest quality. If the motion estimation fails, only
spatially-neighbored information from the current field should be used, which can
however cause a loss of spatial detail or alias effects.

a) '~ b) '~~ :~ ~ 1

c: 6 ~ input pixels to median filter
U 0
~ 1 "I ~ , -' C] pixel to be interpolated

1 - , 0 ,-' 0 I'*'-,
linear interpolation (averaging), - '1'

0 1 "I 0 , -,

, -' 0 , -' 0
field 1 field 2 field 1 field 2

Fig. 16.10.De-interlacing usinga 3-tapmedian filter a Motion vectorpointsto an existing
line ofthe opposite-parityfield b Motion vectorpoints to a non-existing line

For de-interlacing and intermediate frame interpolation, median filters (sec. 5.1.1
and 5.4.5) show excellent performance [BLUME 1996]. These guarantee preservation
of image sharpness, and suppress outliers from the interpolated result. Fig. 16.10
shows a method of motion-compensated de-interlacing based on a 3-tap median
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filter, for which one input value is selected from the opposite parity field, depend
ing on the direction of the motion vector. When the motion vector points to an
existing line in the other field, an original values is used as filter input, otherwise
the average value from two adjacent lines is computed first.
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Fig. 16.11. Example of a weighted median filter used for intermediate frame interpolation

In the case of intermediate frame interpolation, pixels of the new frame must be
generated for a time point t, when 10=oT and 10+1=(o+I)T are the sampling times
associated with the two available frames, and 10<1 <10 +1. Fig. 16.11 shows the ap
plication of a weighted median filter for this purpose [BRAUN ET AL. 1997]. The input
values are gathered from two horizontal/vertical neighborhoods A'l(I) as defined in
(4.1) , which are centered at positions (m+k',n+!') and (m+k",n+!'') and intercon
nected by the motion vector k which has been estimated between these positions.
The center pixels are weighted by a factor 3. The interpolated pixel is generated at
position (m,n) which is traversed by the vector; one additional input to the median
filter is gathered from a previously-computed position of the interpolated frame .
The motion vectors k'=[k' !1T and k"=[k" 1'1T are scaled versions

(16.7)k' =k -10 - I . k" =k -10 +1 - I
T' T

of the (backward) motion vector k, which must be checked for validity at the local
position in the intermediate frame" .

I Two or multiple vectors may cross the position (m,n) in the intermediate frame, or in
other cases, no motion vector may be identified at all. In addition to the reliability check
during estimation, the validity of a motion vector for a given position can be based on its
size or the consistency with neighbored vectors. In a simplified approach, motion vectors
can be used that are available at the same coordinate position (m,n) of the nearest existing
frame, which then should be the 'current' frame ofmotion estimation.
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16.5 Rendering of Image and Video Signals

Rendering of image or video signals is the preparation for a projection to the out
put medium (screen). Depending on the resolution of the system, image or frame
sizes must eventually be scaled proportionally. Geometric distortion can occur due
to properties of the projection system (e.g. if a video projector's optical axis is not
perpendicular with the screen); if these distortions are known, they can be pre
compensated by methods of signal processing such as geometric transformations .
Rendering also can include processes of view adaptation by user request and sim
ple methods of post-mixing such as picture-in-picture overlays. In the latter case,
adaptation of the sizes of the single elements can also be regarded as part of the
rendering process . The result of rendering then is a newly composed image plane
as it is physically fed into the output device.

Viewpoint adaptation is of particular importance in interactive applications.
Usage of disparity-compensated processing for image based rendering was intro
duced in sec. 16.3. Other simple methods of view adaptation can be based on the
parallax shift, where the impression of a view point change is stimulated by shift
ing the position of a (segmented) foreground object relative to the background. No
further modification must then be applied to the 2D image patches of foreground
and background, except for a scaling when the viewpoint changes by depth. The
latter class of methods can also be subsumed under the category of 2D rendering,
while disparity or depth dependent image projection is often denoted as 2Y2D ren
dering.

In genuine 3D rendering, the full 3D (volumetric) information about the scene
to be projected onto the screen must be available . For general image or video data,
3D rendering is unrealistic, as the information that can be gained about the 3D
space by a limited number of camera views will always be incomplete. 3D render
ing is well applicable for 'image plus volumetric' information originating from 3D
acquisition devices for single objects (e.g. sensors in computer tomography, laser
range samplers, single objects photographed by multiple camera positions) . In
computer graphics applications, complete volumetric 3D scenes can be stored with
associated surface textures. The projection which then has to be applied for render
ing onto 2D screens is in principle not much different from the projection of the
3D exterior world into a camera image plane (cf. sec. 7.4.4). The camera is how
ever not an existing optical system, but rather a virtual camera where the projec
tion equations are applied numerically for each pixel to be rendered, which can be
a computationally expensive task. To simplify the process, methods of 3D render
ing are often based on orthographic projection (7.101). The disadvantage is the
underlying assumption that all objects to be projected are relatively far from the
camera, or are quite flat in depth. From this point of view, orthographic projection
is comparable with simple parallax-based 2D rendering methods, and indeed more
correct depth impressions could be generated by manipulation of the 3D scenes.
The precise and correct projection of 3D volumes onto 2D screens is the perspec-
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tive projection (7.100). Here, the projection ray must explicitly be computed for
each pixel, which includes a division operation.

For image, video and graphics signals, stereoscopic rendering and projection is
important. It is used to generate a depth impression by the phenomenon of the
stereoscopic parallax (cf. sec. 7.7). In natural vision, the parallax is effective
mainly in the near range (up to 6 m). As however stereoscopic screens are often
operated within an even lower range of viewing distances, the parallax effect can
indeed be important; the depth impression is generated here by stimulating left and
right eyes with slightly different images. The inherent problem of stereoscopic
display systems is the necessity for simultaneous projection of left and right im
ages, where it must be guaranteed that the two signals are sufficiently separated
such that the image to be viewed by the left eye does not interfere with the right
eye and vice versa. In principle, this is achieved by multiplexing, where the pen
alty is a loss of resolution in another dimension, e.g. temporal, spatial or color
resolution. Common methods for stereoscopic display are:

Head mounted displays. These consist of two small screens close to the eyes,
where each is physically only visible to one eye. Perfect separation is guaran
teed, as no common optical path exists. No loss of resolution occurs, but a
disadvantage is the limited usage, isolating the viewing persons from the real
exterior world.
Red/green glasses . The left and right signals are displayed by different pri
mary colors and rendered into only one image. Glasses using red and green
optical filters are used for separation. This is maybe the most simple method
for stereoscopic display, which is usable for print media, TV screens, projec
tion systems etc. The restriction is the loss of color information, the perceived
signal appears to be almost monochrome.
Shutter glasses. The left and right frames of the stereoscopic signal are dis
played in alternating order (temporal multiplex) on a screen, where specific
glasses must be worn which close a shutter, synchronized with the display to
make any frame invisible which is not intended for viewing by the respective
eye. These systems have a very good signal separation property, but display
systems with high temporal refresh rate are needed, and also the shutter
glasses themselves are rather expensive.
Polarization glasses. The left and right images are projected using optical
polarization filters (which retain the color), such that one signal is projected
by horizontally- and the other by vertically-polarized light. The observer also
wears glasses with same polarization filter properties , which separate the sig
nal channels. The method is applicable only with double-lens projection sys
tems, not for TV or computer monitors, channel separation is less efficient
than for shutter glasses. A loss occurs in brightness, color and contrast due to
the polarization filters.
Autostereoscopic displays. These are systems without glasses, which are usu
ally based on spatial multiplex of left and right signals, where typically alter-
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nating columns of the display are assigned to the left/right channels. For
separation of the signals, such that the light rays of the respective column only
reach the correct eye destination, lens rasters [BORNER 1993] or stripe masks
[EZRAET AL.1995] are used.

The stereoscopic illusion is achieved, when certain areas of the image are not per
ceived as positioned on the screen , but rather appear before or behind the screen.
For stereoscopic vision, one important criterion is the perceived parallax (cf. sec.
7.7). Due to focusing of the lens and the high density of receptors in the area of the
fovea centralis (cf. sec. 6.1), an eye can see only a small area around the fixated
point by full resolution; the 'viewing rays' of the two eyes will usually converge at
that point in case of stereoscopic vision. For evaluation of distances, this experi
ence is of similar importance as the parallax. From the principles shown in Fig.
16.12, it is obvious that a certain point in stereoscopic presentation is observed
behind the screen, if the right eye perceives the point further right on the screen
than the left eye sees the corresponding point; obviously then, the viewing rays
seem to converge behind the screen (Fig. 16.12a). Likewise, in the opposite case
where the right eye looks farther to the left than the left eye, the convergence point
will be interpreted as being positioned in front ofthe screen (Fig. 16.12b).
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Fig. 16.12. Stereoscopic projection for appearance of an element ofa scene
a behind the screen b in front of the screen

From these interpretations, it can further be concluded that a perfect spatial illu
sion is hardly achievable using a stereoscopic system' : It would be required that

1 In fact, usage of stereoscopic systems requires some training to overcome the unnatural
aspects of stereoscopic display. Indeed, a trained person can well extract the additional 3D
spatial information; in the brain, it is processed in a more abstracted sense anyway.
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the capturing cameras possess identical properties (in particular regarding the
baseline distance) with the eyes, and that the viewing distance is also very similar
to the original distance between the captured object and the camera (or that at least
a natural scaling of sizes is observed). The stereoscopic parallax however estab
lishes only one component in the depth perception part of the human visual sys
tem. The motion parallax as experienced by egobody motion seems to be at least
similarly important. In stereoscopic systems, the perfect spatial illusion can in fact
be violated if the viewer changes the viewing position or distance. Based on such
reasoning, systems have been developed where disparity- or depth-based view
projection is used to change the presented image slightly' . This gives a more natu
ral depth illusion than 'static' stereoscopic systems.

Output systems giving spatial impression beyond stereoscopy are still in early
stages of development. An example are holographic systems, which are quite ma
ture for still images, where however for video no monolithic acquisition systems
exists , and video holographies must be artificially generated by mapping of multi
ple simultaneously captured camera feeds. These systems still suffer from low
resolution which does not in general outweigh the spatial illusion-.

16.6 Composition and Rendering of Audio Signals

Composition of audio signals is mainly performed as mixing by linear superposi
tion principles; optionally an equalization (filtering) for frequency spectrum tuning
is applied to the individual signals . Further, spatial localization is applied, depend
ing on the capabilities of the output system. If in a multimedia application audio
signal elements can be associated with visible elements (e.g. an object which is
visible and audible), a natural illusion also requires adaptation of the loudness
depending on the apparent distance, such that the volume of the audio signal
should become lower if the object is visually disappearing. For sound composition
where an illusion of room properties shall be produced, the inclusion of room
transfer functions or an approximation thereof by echo and reverberation effects is
important (cf. sec. 7.10.4) . Other typical effects applied in audio composition are
nonlinear amplitude manipulations by compression and expansion (cf. sec. 5.3),
nonlinear spectral manipulations like harmonization (artificial generation of har-

1 This simulates the motion parallax by the expected change of a scene that would occur
whenthe observeris moving.
2 To some extent, this remarkapplies to any output technique whichtries to mimica spatial
(volumetric) illusion. Understanding oOD spatial contexts belongs to categories of higher
abstraction of the brain, where humans are permanently coping with incomplete informa
tion gatheredby the eyes. From this point of view, methodologies are questionable where
the provisionof stereoscopic or other spatial illusion comes by a penalty in other informa
tion components such as spatial resolution.
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monies), artificial generation of modulations as vibrato and tremolo (cf. sec.
7.10.3) or phase variations . Some of these effects add non-linear components into
the mixing process.

According to the definition given above, audio rendering is the preparation of the
signal(s) for an output to a loudspeaker system. This must take into account the
interrelationship of the loudspeaker positions, the room characteristics and the
sound field to be generated. Systems with multiple loudspeakers, such as stereo
phonic and surround sound systems, are most commonly used. Depending on the
spatial localization assigned in scene composition, the audio rendering must then
determine the signal components to be fed into the separate loudspeakers, such that
the desired effect is achieved. This is quite straightforward for multi-channel sys
tems, which serve the different loudspeakers separately with a clear directional
assignment (front left, back right etc.).

Sound field generation. More sophisticated systems are able to generate almost
arbitrary 3D sound fields by a limited number of signal feed channels. One exam
ple for this is the ambisonics system [GERZON 1977], which decomposes the 3D
soundfield into one sum channel and three orthogonal difference channels related
to directionally-bipolar orientated acquisition over orthogonal axes of the 3D room
coordinate system. This is in principle an extension of the sum/difference encoding
in stereophony (see sec. 14.2, which only analyzes the left-right axis), by the re
maining two axes front-back and top-down. By appropriate mixing of the different
signals, which relates to weighting by trigonometric functions of the azimuth and
elevation angles, it is either possible to feed a loudspeaker at the respective posi
tion, or to add more directional sound sources to the composite ambisonics signal.
Loudspeakers are typically arranged at equidistant positions on a sphere, where the
optimum listening position is at the center of the sphere. In principle, to retain the
full spatial sound illusion, it will be necessary to track the position of the listener
and adjust the signal accordingly.

More ambitious approaches are related to virtual sound field generation. A
sound field can be generated for one particular listening position in a room, where
it is necessary to include sound source positions, room transfer function and ear
transfer function of the listener in the model. The output can be listened by ear
phones, where the effect is then similar to artificial head stereophony. Alterna
tively, the cross talk cancellation method uses two loudspeakers with appropri
ately pre-processed inputs to provide an exact copy of a true sound field for one
specific listener's position [WARD, ELKO 2000] . This method is perfectly applicable
only within reflection-free rooms, and is also quite sensitive in case of listener
movements; in case of single users, tracking of movements and appropriate real
time adjustment of the generated sound fields is necessary.

Methods of wavefield synthesis are not restricted to single locations. By using a
large number of loudspeakers in a surround arena, a soundfield can in principle be
generated as it would actually occur based on natural sound events [BOONE,VER-
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[BOONE,VERHEIJEN 1993]. If pre-computed, a large number of audio channels, relating
to the feed ofa number of loudspeakers , must be stored.

Audio speed adaptation. Methods of video frame rate conversion can be used
to generate slow-motion or also faster motion video, when replay is performed by
a different frame rate than originally intended. Also for audio signals, it may be
desirable to adjust the speed during the rendering process, e.g. if the audio signal
has to be synchronized with a video signal that is altered in replay speed. Simple
sampling rate conversion will not perform this purpose, as it also will change the
frequency of the replayed signal. The challenge is to change the speed but keep the
tone height constant. An application scenario from the context of audiovisual
streaming is introduced in [STEINBACH ET AL . 2001].

A viable method for audio speed adaptation with unchanged tone height is
based on application of a short-time Fourier Transform (STFT). The spectral coef
ficients are decimated or interpolated over the time axis, resulting in either more or
less STFT blocks than for the original signal. By inverse transform, the tone height
is in fact not changed, but the replay speed will become longer if additional trans
form blocks have been generated , and will become shorter in the opposite case. In
addition, it is necessary to perform phase shift alignment ofadjacent blocks, as this
otherwise will lead to perceivable phase switching or other inconsistencies at the
block boundaries.



17 Multimedia Representation Standards

The primary purpose ofstandardization in the area ofmultimedia communication
systems is to guarantee interoperability between devices and representation for
mats. Wide acceptance of a standard will help to achieve product life cycles of
reasonable duration, and hence will also contribute to the availability ofproducts
at reasonable cost. For this, it is important that standards are open, which means
that anybody has full access to all background information about technology
implemented in the standard, and is allowed to use them by fair conditions. Com
pliance with standards must be strongly postulated, but it is often possible to fur
ther improve the efficiency within the framework ofan existing standard, e.g. by
optimizing encoders. Standards have to be extended when new application areas
emerge, or when progress of technology allows significant improvement. In such
cases, it should be targeted to retain compatibility with previous versions. In the
design ofa complex multimedia communication system, it is necessary to observe
definitions made by many different standards e.g. from the domains ofnetworking
and transmission, source representation, coding and display technology. It is
beyond the scope ofthis book to give a complete overview about this field. More
over, it is shown how the methods introduced in previous chapters are imple
mented in the multimedia coding and content description standards ofthe Interna
tional Standardization Organization (ISO/IEC) and the International Telecommu
nication Union (ITU).

17.1 Interoperability and Compatibility

Interoperability can be achieved if multimedia communication systems follow the
same rules and can understand (communicate with) each other. Simple examples
are interoperability between transmitter and receiver, encoder and decoder. The
encoder must know what the operational capabilities of the decoder are, and the
decoder must be able to interpret the bitstream sent by the encoder. These concepts
extend to much more complex configurations including multiple transmitters and
receivers, interfaces to networks and storage, user interfaces etc.

J.-R. Ohm, Multimedia Communication Technology
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Interoperability in image, video and audio coding standardization is mostly
achieved by defining the bitstream syntax, the bitstream semantics and the decod
ing process. The syntax relates to the structure of a bitstream, such that it can be
parsed and interpreted as a sequence of codewords, which is typically the first step
of the decoder operation . The semantics specifies the way by which these code
words are to be interpreted during the decoding process, e.g. the mapping of VLC
codewords into reconstructed source symbols, interpretation of side information
parameters etc. The decoding process itself generates the output signal by a well
defined concatenation of processing steps.

It is important to note that it is not necessary here to exactly define the design
of encoders, as it is uniquely possible by the given specification to build an encod
ing device which produces a bitstream of valid syntax that can be transformed into
a usable output signal by a standard compliant decoding device. This enables
plenty of freedom degrees to further optimize an encoder, retaining full compati
bility with an existing standard, allowing competition between different encoder
manufacturers for the best advanced encoder technology in the market. On the
other hand, a low-cost encoder could be built e.g. for real-time applications with
low power consumption constraints, which might not show the optimum perform
ance that theoretically could be achieved within the framework of the standard .
Encoders are of course constrained by the bitstream and decoder definitions. For
example, most video coding standards define block-based motion compensation,
where certain restrictions may be made to the maximum range of motion compen
sation. It would be useless if an encoder finds a best motion vector for a shift of 17
pixels, if the specification of the standards-compliant bitstream semantics only
allows a range of±15 pixels.

In speech coding, a different approach is often taken. As it is understood to be
important that intelligibility of speech is guaranteed, also encoders are fully speci
fied by their algorithmic operations, thus guaranteeing a specified perceptual qual
ity. On the other hand, this also limits the capability for post standardization im
provements 1.

Decoder conformance. Standards conformance is typically postulated only for
decoders for the case of standards with open encoder solutions. It is simply as
sumed that encoding devices, which produce bit streams of poor reconstruction
quality or bit streams that crash when fed into standards-compliant decoders, will
not survive in the market.

However, only decoding devices of limited complexity can be implemented in
certain application environments, and it is e.g. reasonable that a decoder in a mo-

1 As an example for such improvements, the development that occurred in the context of
the MPEG-2 standard is impressive. The last experimental version of the MPEG committee
was the Test Model 5 (TM5). Commercial products using sophisticated high-end encoders
today typically achieve comparable quality as TM5 at only half data rate. This means that
the compression factor is roughly doubled, while the streams are indeed still replayable by
decoders that were built years ago.
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bile phone would not be able to decode an HD resolution video signal or complex
3D graphics elements. Such reasonable limitations of decoder complexity within
the framework of a more generic standard are imposed by definition of profiles
and levels, where a certain profile/level combination describes a decoder confor
mance pointt:

A profile specifies a collection ofalgorithmic elements (tools)2 which must be
supported in the decoder to produce a reasonable output;
A level is related to a maximum resolution of the signal which must be sup
ported by the decoder at a given conformance point, e.g. expressed in numbers
of samples that must be processed per second, or in terms of maximum bit
rates.

The profile/level indication is usually conveyed in a header part of the bitstream,
such that a decoding device can immediately decide if it will be able to process
this stream. Most audiovisual media coding standard provide normative mecha
nisms for conformance testing3, where typical standard-compliant bitstreams are
provided which must be decodable by a conformant decoder, trying as much as
possible to drive the decoding device to its limits.

Compatibility principles. When new standards are defined or when extensions
(amendments) to existing standards are made, one important question will be
whether these are compatible with previous solutions. The following compatibility
principles apply":

Upward and downward compatibility: A receiver supporting higher resolution
(e.g. HD video) should be upward compatible, able to replay a signal from a
bitstream which was originally generated for a receiver of lower resolution
(e.g. SD video). By the reverse principle of downward compatibility, also a
receiver designed for lower resolution would be able to replay a signal - at
least partially or by reduced quality - from a bit stream which was originally
generated for a receiver of higher resolution. From the principles given above,
upward compatibility would always be guaranteed for a conformant decoder
within the same profile at higher level, since the algorithmic elements (syntax,

1 This approach has been taken systematically in all MPEG standards since MPEG-2.
MPEG-l was originally designed with restriction to one specific application, and hence did
not need the flexibility of defining multiple conformance points. Some other standards (e.g.
IPEG) are more vague in definition of conformance points, where it can however be no
ticed that standards elements which go beyond the baseline structure are hardly accepted in
the market.

2 In the MPEG-4 standard, another entity of object type is introduced, which allows a more
systematic grouping of tools. Profiles are then defined as combinations ofobject types.
3 See the respective Part 4 of the standards MPEG-l, MPEG-2, MPEG-4 and IPEG 2000,
Part 2 of IPEG.

4 Most of these principles were introduced in [OKUBO 1992].
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semantics etc.) which must be supported are identical over all levels. Down
ward compatibility is more difficult to achieve, as it may break the complexity
limitations oflower-resolution decoders. It could straightforwardly be realized
for the case of embedded bit streams and scalable decoders. Otherwise, com
plexity scalable decode rs can be implemented, where a lower-resolution de
coder performs a best effort approach for signal reconstruction from a higher
resolution stream. It is however clear that this could not be a standards
compliant decoding process.
Forward and backward compatibility: In forward compatibility , the bitstream
generated according to an older standard shall also be interpreted by decoders
operating according to either an extension (newer generation) of this standard
or a completely new standard (Fig. 17.1). Backward compatibility is the re
verse principle, where a new standard is defined such that a bitstream can at
least for partial or low-quality reconstruction be interpreted by a decoding de
vice which operates according to an earlier standard. The former case can eas
ily be achieved if the new standard or the extension of a standard by a new
profile defines a superset in terms of algorithmic elements. Backward com
patibility is more difficult to realize, and either will sacrifice the compression
efficiency of a newer generation of standards, or will enforce higher complex
ity of decoding devices. On the other hand, backward compatibility can be
rather important for acceptance in the market.

-, ,
-, -, / / ' backwardcompatible

/ / -, -,./ forward compatible
, -,

Fig. 17.1. Forward and backward compatibility

Interestingly, realizations for the compatibility principles are very similar to solu
tions where content shall be transmitted over networks by various rates or resolu
tions. The different methods can be summarized as follows:

Simulcast: Bit streams related to different resolution levels, quality levels or
standard generations are transmitted simultaneously and can be regarded as
completely independent of each other except for the fact that they are multi
plexed within one stream. The decoder selects the appropriate stream accord
ing to its capabilities. In this case, decoders need not to be compatible at all,
however a penalty comes by increased transmission/storage bandwidth result
ing from the sum of the different streams. A stand-alone decoder of higher
resolution or second generation may be capable to decode the first generat ion
streams, if it is upward/forward compatible. Simulcast is only useful if multi
ple decoders ofdifferent capabilities must be served simultaneously.
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Embedded (scalable or layered) coding: The bit stream is structured such that
it is fully used at the highest resolution or the more advanced version of a
standard, but the lower resolution uses a sub-set of the stream. In principle, the
encoder consists of two (or multiple) stages, each of which produces one level
of the bit stream. However the information already available from the lower
layers is not discarded as in simulcast. Instead, the higher layer performs some
kind of differential encoding starting from the information provided by the
lower layer decoder. In more elegant solutions for embedded coding like
wavelet coding (sec. 12.4.2 and 13.4.4) or embedded quantization (sec. 11.3),
the generation of the different resolution levels is inherently included in a sin
gle-step encoding process.

X-1 Encoder of
l tl generation

x ----1 Encoder of ~
2"'lgeneration

a)

d)
interprets a or a+b

b)

e)

c)

Fig. 17.2. Compatibility principles a Encoder and decoder of first generation without
backward compatibility b Simulcast c Syntax extension (superset) d Embedded coding
e Switchable coding (adopted from [OKUBO 1992])

Syntax extension: A new generation is defined in a way that it implicitly con
tains all options from one or several previous generation(s) , i.e. it establishes a
superset of all previous syntax and semantics. This implies that any bit
streams generated according to the old standard generation(s) can implicitly
be decoded by devices built according to the new generation as well. Back
ward compatibility is not necessarily supported. As an example, MPEG-2
video coding defines a superset of MPEG-l, i.e. MPEG-2 video decoders are
usually capable to decode MPEG-l streams, but not vice versa. On the other
hand, if syntax extension is made by using syntax elements that were defined
as reserved for future usage in the older generation, an older decoder may
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simply ignore the functionality expressed by the new syntax elements, but still
may work correctly on the remaining syntax.
Switchable coding: Switching must at least be implemented at the encoder or
at the decoder. If the encoder is switchable, it negotiates the standard configu
ration to be used in the communication with the decoder at the receiver end. If
the decoder is switchable, it selects its decoding mechanism according to the
stream which is sent by the encoder. Only in the latter case, the method is still
applicable when one encoder shall serve multiple decoders , e.g. in broadcast
or multicast applications . From this point of view, switching is no good solu
tion in point-to-multipoint applications, as any older decoding devices that
were existing before the extensions were defined would be outdated.

Tab. 17.1. Compatibility principles mapped to the methods from Fig. 7.3

Upward/forward
compatibility

Downwardlbackward Multiple
compatibility receivers

Switchable coding yes, if encoder or decoder is switchable

Simulcast optional

Syntax extension yes

Embedded coding yes

yes

limited

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes, if all decoders
are switchable

Schematic diagrams for all four methods are shown in Figs. 17.2b-e. Table 17.1
summarizes which compatibility principles are achieved by the methods. It is evi
dent that all compatibility mechanisms can best be fulfilled by the embedded cod
ing method. Whether this is indeed the optimum solution for a given application
depends on the compression performance which often is penalized by scalable
source coding methods (cf. sec. 13.2.8 and 14.2), and on the implementation com
plexity. I exceptional cases, when a new extension or a new standard is designed
for an entirely new application domain which was not yet served by any older
generation standard, or if the new standard gives drastic performance improvement
over prior existing solutions, compatibility principles may also be ignored. Due to
economical considerations, it would however even then be reasonable to stick to
older solutions for which full or partial implementations are available . Acceptance
of an entirely new technology should be justified by the benefit that can be ex
pected globally, e.g. by saving storage or transmission cost, by achieving signifi
cantly improved service quality, new functionality etc.

General principles of standardization. Standardization in the area of multimedia
systems in first place requires evidence that it is useful and supported by market
needs to develop a normative specification of technology. Requirements must then
be set up that can be matched by foreseen application and use cases. It is advanta
geous to develop standard frameworks which are as generic as possible, able to
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support different application domains, provided that this generic approach does
not lead to unnecessarily complex systems'.
If the requirements to be fulfilled are clear, and if it is evident that prospective
technology exists that would be able to fulfill these requirements, it is necessary to
evaluate such technology and select a method or a combination of different meth
ods proposed as starting point of standardization-, Further improvements are then
made by detailed investigations, typically accompanied by rigid experimentation,
testing and verification procedures, which enable objective comparison in the
context of a (software) model. The whole process is ruled by an increasing degree
of convergence, which is reflected by different draft versions-', accurately docu
menting the technology which is foreseen to appear in the prospective standard.

17.2 Definitions at Systems Level

To realize a complete interoperable system for multimedia data compression and
decoding, aspects have to be observed which go beyond the genuine properties of
encoding algorithms. For example, unique identification of the data streams to be
decoded, multiplexing, synchronization of streams and decoded content (e.g. syn
chronous presentation of video and audio elements) have to be guaranteed. Fur
ther, interoperability in adaptation to specific properties of a network, error protec
tion etc. play an important role in multimedia signal transmission. Hence, specifi
cations are needed for access-level systems syntax and related mechanisms, which
includes identification, access structure, multiplexing and synchronization of data
streams, adaptation to network characteristics, aspects of user interaction and pres
entation of the decoded content by output devices.

! Of course, within the framework of a generic standard it is always possible to circumvent
the complexity problem by defining sub-sets of elements for specific application solutions
via the profiling approach described above. It should however be guaranteed that this does
not affect the readability of the standard at large.

2 If standardization of a larger framework shall be started, a Call for Proposals is usually
issued by standardization bodies. This clearly states the desirable requirements to be ful
filled by the technology that is called for, and defines testing conditions or evaluation crite
ria by which different competing technologies shall be compared. In the case of coding
algorithms , this testing employs quality evaluation methods as described in Appendix A.l .
The evaluation will typically investigate the performance, universal applicability and com
plexity of different methods proposed.

3 In the case ofISO/IEC standards, these phases are Working Draft (WD), Committee Draft
(CD), Final Committee Draft (FCD) and Final Draft International Standard (FDIS). In the
case of amending an existing standard, the CD is replaced by Proposed Draft Amendment
(PDAM), the FCD by Final Proposed Draft Amendment (FPDAM), and the FDIS by Final
Draft Amendment (FDAM).
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An important aspect in this context is the structure of streams, where decomposi
tion into smaller access units is required, which can be identified and treated sepa
rately. Without actually starting to interpret (decode) these pieces, sufficient in
formation must be given by additional syntactic elements e.g. to identify whether
all data necessary to decode a certain frame of video were already received. In
addition, mechanisms must be provided which allow to combine different sub
streams (video, audio, supplemental information) for transport over a common
stream.

A typical example for such an approach is the transport stream hierarchy of
MPEG-2. As shown in Fig. 17.3, each encoding device (e.g. video and audio en
coders) generates Elementary Streams (ES), which can directly be decoded by the
complementary decoding device. To make the ESs piecewise accessible, decom
position into Packetized Elementary Streams (PES) is performed. The Transport
Stream (TS) is a concatenation of PES, as it will actually be transmitted over the
network'. Additionally, higher-level multiplexes of several TS can be constructed,
which are e.g. related to different programs. Supplemental information at this level
are the Program Association Tables (PAT), containing a list of all TS contained in
the multiplex, including indexes for the Program Map Tables (PMT) which are
associated with the particular program units and used to manage the TS packets. In
addition, Service Information (SI) tables can be provided, which e.g. can be used
to convey electronic program guides.

51
tables

PAT/PMT
tables

PES
I

I

audio

video

ESol
program A

other ---'
programs

Fig. 17.3.Transport stream multiplex of MPEG-2

In the PES, packet sizes are variable with the length indicated in the header . Each
packet also contains the ES identification which is needed to re-assemble the ES.
Other optional parts of the PES header contain information about priority, copy-

I For some cases, such as Intemet transport, the MPEG-2 TS would again be transported
via RTP packets; in such caseshowever, it is tried to keep the overhead to a minimum. For
other networks, such as DVB, the MPEG-2 TS is the primary transport mechanism which
directly interfaces with the network layer(cf. sec. 6.3).
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right, scrambling for access protection, additional error detection for the previous
packet and synchronization information.

TS packets have a fixed length of 188 bytes 1, the payload data are filled from PES
packets . A transport stream contains (in principle in arbitrary sequence) PES data
from all associated elementary streams, which belong to a program of a given
Program Identifier (PID). In addition, the TS-packet header also contains informa
tion about priority , scrambling etc. Program Clock Recovery (PCR) information is
used for synchronization between different transport streams in the TS multiplex.
In addition, private header data can be conveyed, which can e.g. be used for the
purpose ofencryption and to identify access rights in Pay TV.

Synchronization. For time-accurate presentation of the decoded data, like syn
chronous replay of video and audio, it is necessary to provide synchronization
mechanisms at the ES level. To support synchronization, the ES are supplemented
by time stamps. These can be defined based on a relative reference (e.g. the start of
a movie) or based on absolute time. Different types of time stamps exist in MPEG
standards:

Decoding Time Stamps (DTS) indicate the time by which the decoding of the
related frame shall be finished;
Composition Time Stamps (CTS, only available in MPEG-4, where several
objects can be composed into a scene before rendering) indicate the time by
which the composition result shall be available;
Presentation Time Stamps (PTS) indicate the time by which the presentation
shall be made.

Additional requirements related to synchronization, in particular in MPEG-4, can
refer to user interaction, where e.g. certain parts of the ESs are only activated (de
coded) if initiated by the user.

Further important aspects that must be defined at the systems level are file formats
for storage, network interfaces, user controlfunctions and rights management
mechanisms. The standards related to multimedia coding are typically sub-divided
into several parts; the systems related specifications can be found as follows:

ISO/lEC 11172 (MPEG-l), is entitled 'Coding ofMoving Pictures and asso
ciated Audio for Digital Storage Media at up to about 1.5 Mbit/s'. All sys
tems-related definitions are made in 'Part 1: Systems'.
ISO/lEC 13818 (MPEG-2) is entitled 'Generic Coding of Moving Pictures
and Associated Audio Information'. The systems-related definitions are pro-

1 The length of 188 bytes perfectly fits with the payload size that was once specified for
ATM cells in broadband ISDN (see footnote on p. 707). At the time when MPEG-2 was
developed, it was the original plan to transport most payloads of MPEG-2 data via ATM
networks.
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vided in 'Part 1: Systems', 'Part 6: DSM-CCl, 'Part 9: Extension for real time
interfacefor systems decoders' and 'Part 11: IPMP on MPEG-2 systems'2.
ISO/lEe 14496 (MPEG-4) is entitled 'Coding of Audiovisual Objects'. The
systems-related specifications are provided in 'Part 1: Systems', 'Part 6: De
livery Multimedia Integration Framework (DMIF) , 'Part 8: Carriage of
ISO/IEC 14496 contents over IP networks', 'Part 11: Scene description and
application engine', 'Part 12: ISO base media file format', 'Part 13: Intellec
tual Property Management and Protection (IPMP) extensions', 'Part 14: MP4
file format', 'Part 15: Advanced Video Coding (AVC)file format' and 'Part 16:
Animation Framework eXtension (AFX)'.

Similar specifications for the systems level are also available for conversational
multimedia services and applications in recommendations of the ITU-T, where the
different aspects are however found in separate recommendations. For example,

Adaptation to various types of networks is defined in the series of ITU-T
Recommendations H.220ff; H.222 is identical with the respective part of
MPEG-2 Systems;
Multiplexing of streams for different types of networks is addressed in the
series ofITU-T Recommendations H.240ff;
Audiovisual sessions, including all synchronization aspects between different
media types, are specified in ITU-T Recommendations H.320ff.

The MPEG-4 standard encompasses a complete framework for description of
natural and synthetic audiovisual content, e.g. video and graphics, natural and
synthetic audio. It enables to combine different types of audiovisual objects into a
scene context . This allows realization of content-based and interactive applica
tions. For natural media coding, MPEG-4 mostly builds on similar technology as
its predecessors MPEG-l and MPEG-2, but supplements new functionality (cf.
sec. 17.4.3 and 17.5.2). While e.g. MPEG-l and MPEG-2 were only capable to
encode rectangular video frames and composite audio channels, MPEG-4 supports
multiple audiovisual objects which are encoded and decoded independently. The
signal flow chain is supplemented by a new functional stage of scene composition
combining the different objects. The separate representation allows systematic
manipulation and interaction with objects and scenes at the receiver end. Possible
application areas of MPEG-4 are beyond pure audiovisual data compression. For
example, tools are provided for three-dimensional object and scene description
and scene navigation, as typically used in computer games. It is possible to fully

1 DSM-CC = Digital Storage Media - Command and Control. This provides networking
interfaces and control mechanisms for play-out of temporarily stored media streams, mainly
usable for cyclic transmission of broadcast streams in so-called data carousels, which allow
implementation of near video on demand services with simple pause, forward and rewind
functions.

2 IPMP=Intellectual Property Management and Protection .
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integrate video and graphics signals, natural audio and synthetic sounds in a
unique standardized representation.

The systems layer of MPEG-4 not only defines the access to units of the
streams (e.g. video and audio, auxiliary data), their identification and synchroniza
tion, but also the methods for scene description (see below). Interfaces between
multiplex, decoder(s) and scene composition are much more flexible than in
MPEG-2. The interoperation between the different components of an MPEG-4
based system can be interpreted in a layered model as follows:

The compression layer contains the building blocks related to data compres
sion and representation for the different types of objects and scene related
elements (e.g. video, audio, graphics, object and scene interrelationships).
Specific decoders must be invoked which are optimized for best compression
performance of the different media types. The related binary representations
are provided in elementary streams separately for each audiovisual object or
scene description element.
In the synchronization layer, elementary streams are decomposed into access
units and supplemented with time stamps, which allows a synchronization of
the system processes at the level of streams.
In the transport layer, the packetized units are assembled for transport over a
network or for storage in a file. This also includes multiplex mechanisms for
combination of multiple streams. Depending on the type of network that is
used for transport, multiplex or timing mechanisms which are already defined
by the network can be re-used to reduce possible overhead.

The actual method to output the composed scene is not defined by the standard, as
the mechanisms which could be supported highly rely on the capabilities of the
available hardware; e.g. the realizable visual effects depend on the real-time ren
dering power of the graphics chip. The scene description format, which defines the
positions of different objects within a scene, is the BInary Format for Scene de
scription (BIFS), a superset and extension of the Virtual Reality Modeling Lan
guage (VRML) (standard ISO/IEC 14772). BIFS can also be interpreted as a bi
nary compressed format of VRML (which is only defined as a file format), with
most important extensions related to dynamic (time-dependent) behavior of scenes
and objects. 2D and 3D graphics primitive element representations (e.g. for circles,
spheres, rectangles, quadrics) are included. Textures (still textures or videos, i.e.
animated textures) can be mapped onto surfaces of any 2D or 3D graphics ele
ments. Coordinate references can be defined for the 2D image plane or the 3D
world space, projection methods from a 3D scene onto 2D planes support virtual
cameras at freely-definable viewpoints. The scene description is dynamic, e.g. the
scene can change by a single object changing its position or shape over time, or by
new objects appearing. To simplify this, audiovisual objects can be grouped hier
archically, where the entire group is defined as one unit concerning position and
orientation in space and behavior over time; this includes changes of signal-related
properties such as color, brightness and loudness. Another important property of
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BIFS going beyond the capabilities of VRML is the streaming support, which
allows immediate presentation of scenes from a media stream without transmitting
a complete file.

An example of a BIFS scene graph is shown in Fig. 17.4. The 3D scene con
tains one 2D audiovisual object of rectangular shape, which is projected onto a
screen, one arbitrary-shaped audiovisual object (person, arranged to be sitting
behind the table), and synthetic (graphics) 3D elements.

Fig. 17.4. Structure of a scene graph in BIFS scene description

Another important aspect to be supported at the systems level are Application
Program Interfaces (APIs), or other downloadable pieces of software. Several
multimedia application frameworks have established mechanisms for plug-ins of
software applets. Examples for this are an extension of MPEG-4 systems entitled
MPEG-J and the Multimedia Home Platform (MHP), a new part in the DVB stan
dards, providing download capability to run applets in set-top boxes.

Downloadable software in general bears interesting potential, as it allows per
manent improvements of algorithms and support for new applications . Download
able media decoding software is already used today in a number of proprietary
products, and can indeed resolve the problem of interoperability between devices
almost perfectly. On the other hand, negative aspects of such approaches are quick
outdating of formats, and considerably higher hardware cost than in custom-built
decoding devices. It must be carefully decided which parts of a multimedia com-
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munication system should rather be implemented by software with update and
download capability, and which parts have still a favorable and more cost-efficient
solution by direct hardware implementation. Definitely, the percentage of opera
tions that can more favorably be performed by software plugins can be expected to
significantly increase in the future.

17.3 Still Image Coding

17.3.1 The JBIG Standards

The Joint Bilevel Images Group (JBIG) has defined the standard ISO/lEe 11544
(identical with ITU-T Rec. T.82), entitled 'Coded representation ofpicture and
audio information - Progressive hi-level image compression'. This standard al
lows lossy-to-lossless progressive transmission of bi-level images, and typically
compresses for the lossless case by an approximately 40% rate reduction as com
pared to the widely used G.3/G.4 fax standards [HAMPEL ET AL. 1992]. The most im
portant algorithmic elements of JBIG are

usage of 'line skipping', signaling that subsequent lines that are identical;
arithmetic coding for all elements;
usage of different prediction methods, in particular template prediction (sec.
12.2);
progressive transmission capability, which means that a binary image can first
be decoded and reconstructed by a lower resolution; by further bits arriving,
the resolution can then gradually be increased.

For progressive transmission, a method is applied which is very similar to pyramid
coding (see sec. 4.4.6), providing a lowpass filtered (hence alias reduced) repre
sentation at the lower resolution. The structure of a JBIG encoder1 is shown in Fig.
17.5a. The number of differential encoders (relating to the difference levels of a
Laplacian pyramid) is selectable. If T resolution levels are used, T-I differential
encoders must be run. Fig. 17.5b shows the structure of a single differential en
coder. The typical prediction is an up-sampling by a (zero-order) hold interpolator.
Here, it is examined whether 4 adjacent samples at higher resolution are identical
to the sample at the same spatial position in the next lower resolution layer, al
ready available at the decoder. In deterministic prediction, an improved spatial
interpolation is used, which is able to predict more complex binary structures as
e.g. raster elements in graphics images. If both predictions fail, the template pre
diction as described in sec. 12.1 is employed. The prediction errors and the infor-

1 Most multimedia compression standards only define normative decoders. This neverthe
less prescribes typical encoder structures which are capable to output conformant streams.
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mation about usage of the prediction modes are encoded by an arithmetic encoding
scheme. Fig. 17.5c shows the structure of the coder for the lowest resolution level
(base layer). In this layer, the typical prediction consists only of the line skip step.
Encoding starts at the highest differential layer, while decoding starts at the base
layer, and propagates through the differential layers by increased order 2.. .T.
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Fig. 17.5. JBIG encoder: a hierarchical structure b differential encoder stage c base en
coder stage

Further improvement was made in the definition of the successive standard
JBIG-2 (ISO/IEC 14492, ITU-T Rec. T.88) entitled 'Lossy/lossless coding of hi
level images', which in particular was designed for cooperative processing of docu
ments in internet applications and document transmission over narrow-bandwidth
wireless channels. The improvements are based on classification of areas from the
image to be treated by specific encoding tools, such as text areas, halftone areas,
line graphics areas etc.

17.3.2 The JPEG Standards

The Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) is a working group which was
established jointly by the International Standardization Organization (ISO) and the
International Telecommunication Union (lTU). In 1990, JPEG finalized the first
version of the still image coding standard ISO/lEC 10918 (same text as ITU-T
Recommendation T.81ff.). This is usually entitled as the JPEG standard and has
probably become the most widely used still image compression method, based on
a block transform (DCT) scheme. Subsequently, the standard JPEG-LS was de
fined for lossless and near-lossless coding (lSO/lEC 14495-1, ITU-T Rec.
T.87/T.870), which is mainly based on spatial prediction methods. The newest in
the series of JPEG standards is JPEG 2000 (ISO/lEC 15444, ITU-T Rec.
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T.800ff.), which defines a fully embedded still image codec based on wavelet
transform technology. All standards produced by JPEG are applicable to digital
images of different horizontal and vertical resolutions, different amplitude resolu
tions (bit/pixel in the PCM original), different color representations, e.g. gray-level
images, RGB or YCbCr •

The JPEG standard is officially entitled ISO/IEC 10918 'Digital compression and
coding ofcontinuous-tone still images', and is sub-divided into the following parts:

ISO/IEC 10918-1 (identical with ITU-T Rec. T.81) : Requirements and guide
lines;
ISO/IEC 10918-2 (identical with ITU-T Rec. T.83): Compliance testing;
ISO/IEC 10918-3 (identical with ITU-T Rec. T.84): Extensions.

Image Blockpartitioning of
lurna& chromacomponents

Bitstream

Fig. 17.6. Encoder ofthe DCT-based JPEG standard (sequential DCT mode)

The structure of a typical JPEG encoder is shown in Fig. 17.6. The core approach
is adaptive block transform coding, using a 2D DCT of block size 8x8 pixels. The
DC coefficients can either be predictive encoded by DPCM (using the DC coeffi
cient from the left-hand and top-above blocks to compute the prediction), or can
be directly encoded after uniform quantization. The AC coefficients are scanned in
zigzag order as shown in Fig. 12.24a, the non-zero values are quantized uniformly.

Afrequency weighting can optionally be used, by which an individual quanti
zation step size can be defined for each transform coefficient. Based on visual
perception properties (cf. sec. 6.1.2), low-frequency coefficients should be quan
tized by using smaller step sizes than for the higher-frequency coefficients . As a
consequence, the threshold value by which it is decided whether a coefficient shall
be set to zero, is also variable depending on the frequency. Table 17.2 shows an
example of a frequency-dependent quantization table, also denoted as quantizer
weighting matrix). The positions of non-zero coefficients are expressed by a run-

) This example is the quantizer weighting matrix as defined as default configuration in the
standards MPEG-l and MPEG-2 for the case of intraframe coding of a transformed block,
which follows the same basic principle as JPEG. The default in JPEG is to use no fre
quency weighting, whereas an example quantization table is included in an informative
annex, which however seems to be less consistent with perceptual models than the MPEG
table. The values as shown in the table have to be divided by 16and are then multiplied by
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length code, where both the run-lengths and the quantization level indices are
encoded jointly by a variable length code.

Tab.17.2. Example ofa quantizer weighting matrix as default-wise defined in the MPEG-l
standard for intraframe-coded DCT blocks

weighting
Guv for Cuv u=
v= 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 8 16 19 22 26 27 29 34
1 16 16 22 24 27 29 34 37
2 19 22 26 27 29 34 34 38
3 22 22 26 27 29 34 37 40
4 22 26 27 29 32 35 40 48
5 26 27 29 32 35 40 48 58
6 26 27 29 34 38 46 56 69
7 27 29 35 38 46 56 69 83

Two methods of entropy coding are employed in the baseline version of IPEG,
which defines fixed VLC tables separately for the luminance and the chrominance
part of the information:

Coding ofDC coefficients (either predictive or non-predictive): A systematic
VLC is used, where the prefix designates the number of bits necessary to rep
resent the quantizer index, and the suffix is the index itself, encoded as an in
teger number of this given bit depth.
Coding of AC coefficients: A '2D VLC' (cf. sec. 12.4.1) similar to the con
struction shown in Table 11.1 is employed. This is an escape code, where only
typical (frequently occurring) combinations of RUN and LEVEL are mapped
into VLC symbols. Any combination which is not supported by the VLC table
must be encoded by a larger number of bits, consisting of the ESCAPE symbol
and separate representations of the RUN and LEVEL values. If the zigzag scan
detects no further non-zero coefficient up to the end of the block, an End of
Block (EOB) symbol is encoded .

In extended coding process definitions of the IPEG standard I, the encoder can
determine optimized VLC tables for individual images; the parameters necessary
for this adaptive entropy coding are then conveyed in the preamble of the bit
stream. Further, adaptive binary arithmetic coding is defined which can further
improve the compression performance.

the quantizer step size factor (,Qfactor), which then gives the individual quantizer step size
to be used for a transform coefficient. In the JPEG standard, the quantizer step size factor is
fixed over the entire image, while it can be varied on the basis of 16x16 macroblocks in the
MPEG standards. The output rate actually produced mainly depends on the pre-set Q fac
tor, but can also be influenced by the selection of the weighting matrix.

1 These extended methods are in fact hardly used in practice.
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The different modes by which JPEG encoders and decoders can be operated are as
follows:

Sequential DCT mode: This is the most frequently used mode of JPEG, where
the transform blocks are scanned sequentially in a left-to-right, top-down or
der. All information about coefficients contained in one block is written to the
bit-stream at once as defined by the zigzag scan. If a stream is received, the
decoding process will work by the same sequence, and the reconstructed im
age can only appear row by row if the transmission is not finished yet. Differ
ent coding processes are specified, including baseline sequential, extended se
quential with adaptive Huffman and adaptive arithmetic coding; 8 or 12 bit
sample precision are supported .
Progressive DCT mode: In principle, the compression algorithm is identical
with the sequential mode, but the information bits relating to DCT coefficients
are re-ordered before they are written to a file or bit stream. In spectral
selection progression, this is done by increasing frequency order, such that
first the bits relating to DC coefficients ofall blocks, then bits for all AC coef
ficients of first, second, third etc. diagonal of the zigzag scan are written. If
the progressive stream is successively transmitted, a first decoding can already
be performed when only a low number of information bits have been received,
giving a raw approximation of the entire image. This method ofprogressive
transmission and decoding is in particular useful when narrow-bandwidth
channels are used. The data rate as compared to the sequential DCT mode is
not increased in principle (except for the overhead to signal the ordering of
progression). It is however necessary to execute several decoder runs, depend
ing on the number of progression steps. The progressive DCT mode is also
suitable for error protection by data partitioning, where the need for protection
of bits naturally results by the order they appear in the bit stream. Beside the
spectral-selection progression, a full progression operation is defined, which
in addition allows refinement of the quantization of previously transmitted co
efficients during subsequent progression steps. Different coding processes
specified include Huffman or arithmetic coding, spectral selection or full pro
gression, and 8 bit or 12 bit sample precision.
Lossless mode: The DCT modes are not suitable for lossless encoding. This is
mainly caused by the fact that the DCT requires high (in principle: float) pre
cision for the computation of the sinusoidal basis functions. In lossless mode,
the JPEG standard defines a 2D DPCM with forward-adaptive switchable
predictors and entropy coding of the residual signal. This allows a reduction
of the rate (depending on image characteristics) by approximately a factor of
two as compared to an 8-bit PCM representation. Coding processes are speci
fied for adaptive Huffman or arithmetic coding of residuals.
Hierarchical mode. In the progressive DCT mode, no guarantee can be given
that the quality reconstructed by the first steps ofprogressive transmission will
be rather high; the low-frequency DCT coefficients in fact do not represent an
appropriately lowpass filtered version of the signal. Typically, severe blocking
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artifacts will occur in the first decoding steps of the progressive DCT mode.
To circumvent this problem, a differential (Laplacian) pyramid method (cf
sec. 4.4.6) is provided in the hierarchical progressive mode. A block diagram
of this method is shown in Fig. 17.7, where the differential signals at the par
ticular levels are encoded either by sequential or progressive DCT mode en
coders. The process typically starts at a coarsest level in which the image is
sub-sampled by a factor of four in both horizontal and vertical directions (fac
tor 16 in total). Quantization step sizes can be selected independently and in
fluence the bit rate that results in each of the levels. Typically, this mode in
creases the total bit rate for the full-resolution signal by about 30% as com
pared to the sequential DCT mode, which is the main reason (along with the
increased decoding complexity) why it has not widely been used so far.

,------~ Headerinformation Bitstream level 0
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Fig. 17.7. Hierarchical-progressive mode of lPEG

JPEG-LS. Even though the JPEG standard provides capability for lossless coding,
this has in fact rarely been used. Even more, there is a huge gap between the lossy
range where the DCT modes reach highest efficiency, and the strictly lossless case.
Both for lossless or near lossless coding of PCM signal representations, predictive
methods or methods of entropy coding which utilize spatial contexts within the
signal achieve better compression performance than transform coders'. This was
the motivation to define a new standard ISO/IEC 14495, entitled 'Lossless and
near-lossless compression of continuous-tone still images', shortly denoted as
JPEG-LS. It is sub-divided into the following parts:

ISO/IEC 14495-1 (identical with ITU-T Rec. T.87): Baseline;

1 This statement is strictly true for transforms which require high arithmetic precision to
obtain orthogonal bases. Transforms with integer precision can achieve almost the same
compression performance as DPCM methods at high data rates.
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ISOIIEC 14495-2 (identical with ITU-T Rec. T.870 : Extensions.

For lossless coding, a reduction of the rate by approximately a factor 2-4 as com
pared to a PCM representation can be achieved, where the actual reduction highly
depends on image characteristics such as amount of detail or noise, and also typi
cally decreases with larger bit-depth of the original signal. JPEG-LS defines two
coding modes, for which the selection is determined from a neighborhood context:

Run mode : This assumes a number of subsequent pixels of identical ampli
tude values (or nearly identical in the case of near-lossless mode); run-length
coding is performed, where the amplitude value has only to be encoded once
per run.
Prediction mode : This mode is rather preferred if significant fluctuations in
amplitude occur in the neighborhood. Backward-adaptive switchable predictor
configurations are used. The residual (prediction error signal) is encoded by a
VLC.

For entropy coding, a systematic VLC based on an Exp-Golomb design (cf. sec.
11.4.3) is defined in the baseline version. The extended version further also speci
fies context-based arithmetic coding.

JPEG 2000. This newest product in the series of JPEG standards is based on a
fully-embedded wavelet codec design, which in principle inherently comprises
progressive, low-rate up to lossless coding within one single framework, and adds
additional functionality that was not supported by other still image coding stan
dards so far. The official name is ISO/IEC 15444 'JPEG 2000 image coding sys
tem'; the standard is sub-divided into the following parts I :

ISO/IEC 15444-1 (same text as ITU-T Rec. T.800): Core coding system ;
ISO/IEC 15444-2 (same text as ITU-T Rec. T.801): Extensions;
ISO/IEC 15444-3: Motion JPEG 2000 ;
ISO/IEC 15444-4 (same text as ITU-T Rec. T.803): Conformance testing;
ISO/IEC 15444-5 (same text as ITU-T Rec. T.804): Reference software;
ISO/IEC 15444-6: Compound image file format;
ISO/IEC 15444-8: Secure JPEG 2000;
ISO/IEC 15444-9: Interactivity tools, APIs and protocols;
ISO/IEC 15444-10: 3-D and floating point data ;
ISO/IEC 15444-11: Wireless;
ISO/IEC 15444-12: ISO base mediafileformat (common text with MPEG-4
Part 12).

The baseline mode allows selection of two different bi-orthogona1 wavelet filter
pairs, both of which are specified by their equivalent lifting structures (see sec.
4.4.3):

I The numbers beyond 5 were still in the progress of development by the time this book
was published.
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The 9/7 filter (4.195) provides good data compression efficiency at low bit
rates, however does not allow lossless reconstruction due to the floating point
arithmetic precision that must be used, even in case of very accurate quantiza
tion;
The 5/3 filter (4.194) has integer precision (only shifts and additions neces
sary in the implementation of the lifting transform, see Fig. 4.41). This allows
synthesis achieving perfect lossless reconstruction from a well-defined finite
set of quantization levels. On the other hand, due to the poor frequency sepa
ration properties of this filter, the compression performance at lower rates is
worse than with the 9/7 filter.

The wavelet representation supports spatial scalability, which means that partial
information from the file or stream can be used to perform decoding of lower spa
tial resolution. The discrete representation of wavelet coefficients is generated by
embedded quantizers with dead zone (see Fig. 11.8b). This additionally enables
quality scalability , the bit stream can also be scaled to reconstruct a signal of same
spatial resolution at lower rate but with higher distortion. This leads to the defini
tion of a generic coding scheme which is capable to cover the entire range from
low rates up to lossless encoding in a unique consistent way, implicitly including
features for highly-efficient hierarchical and progress ive transmission. A certain
inconsistency in this approach results by the fact that different filter types have to
be used to achieve best efficiency in the low- and high-rate ranges.

The coding of wavelet coefficients is performed by the EBCOT algorithm as
described in sec. 12.4.2. Unlike zero-tree methods, EBCOT does not utilize statis
tical dependencies between different frequency bands of the wavelet representa
tion, and re-orders coefficients in a block-like fashion. This allows to define
mechanisms for extremely flexible access to partial information referenced by
pointers to sub-stream entries. These sub-streams are structured into segments and
packets, which can uniquely be related e.g. to selective decoding of certain areas
of the image, specific spatial resolution or quality levels. Within code blocks, all
binary information is concatenated which is necessary to decode groups of wavelet
coefficients . Several code blocks are composed into a higher-level structure called
precinct. By this it is e.g. possible to separately decode particular areas of images.
Typically, these areas are rectangular blocks. Each of the units is self contained
including all header information, which actually increases the overall data rate of
the representation, but is necessary to achieve the desired flexibility. In spite of
this overhead, JPEG 2000 still achieves a reduction at low rates of around
30-50 % as compared to the DCT-based JPEG standard . This random access
functionality is e.g. important in applications where a user enlarges (or zooms in) a
part of an image, which can then flexibly be combined with an increased spatial
resolution decoding of the selected area.

To encode images by JPEG 2000 into an exact number of bits, it is in principle
not necessary to adapt the quantizer step size. If the bits from the particular bit
planes are packed in a bitstream according to their sequence of relevance, it is
possible to approximately approach a desired rate by simple truncation of the
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stream. The best sequential arrangement of these streams, even though supporting
the other features like localized or variable-resolution access, is the core element
of the EBCOT algorithm (cf. sec. 12.4.2). As the selection process is in principle
non-normative, it bears a high potential for further improvements in JPEG 2000
encoders . The JPEG 2000 syntax fully supports such a flexible approach, as it can
be signaled which bit plane from which code block provides the next relevant
information in the pack stream.

The extensions beyond the baseline mode support the following features :

Usage ofarbitrary wavelet filters by definition in the header ;
More flexible quantization of wavelet coefficients, including psycho-visual
weightingfunctions and local adaptation of the embedded quantizer step size;
Improved compression by trellis-coded quantization (cf. sec. 11.6.1);
Nonlinear pre-processing of images by gamma correction and lookup tables;
Support of additional color spaces, including multi-spectral components
(more than three) ;
Region ofinterest (ROI) definition, which allows decoding of non-rectangular
regions of arbitrary shape, also in combination with the scalability features; it
is possible to increase the spatial resolution in decoding only within a specific
ROI, or decode the ROI by higher quality of the embedded quantizer.

Psycho-visually weighted quantization. The two-dimensional wavelet decompo
sition in JPEG 2000 is performed according to Fig. 12.27, typically using 5 levels
of the wavelet tree. Sub-sampling by a factor of 4 within each level produces a
scaled image at the last level with a number of pixels lower by a factor of45

= 1024
as compared to the full-resolution image. An advantage of the embedded represen
tation is also the higher flexibility with regard to frequency weighting. In the DCT
based JPEG standard, weighting must always finally be determined by the time of
encoding . Using JPEG 2000, the weighting matrix can be defined by user prefer
ences when a stream is retrieved . This is advantageous, as the optimum psycho
visual weighting highly depends on the viewing distance (cf. sec. 6.1.2). Examples
of distance-dependent weighting are given in Table 17.3. Obviously, if the viewing
distance is doubled, the perceived spatial frequency is also increased by a factor of
two, such that the same weighting factors should then be used at a lower level of
the wavelet tree.

Part 3 of the standard defines Motion JPEG 2000, which supports applications
where a video sequence is encoded frame by frame by a JPEG 2000 coder, which
is a pure intraframe approach (see sec. 13.1). This also includes mechanisms for
accurate timing in video presentation and synchronization with other media types
such as audio). At the systems level, the mechanisms are very similar to the meth
ods of MPEG-4 systems. In the meantime, the MPEG and JPEG committees have

) Many implementations of so-called Motion JPEG exist in the market. These use the DCT
based JPEG standard for synchronized video encoding, but are proprietary solutions never
officially defined by the JPEG committee.
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defined a common file format (part 12 of the respective standards), which achieves
a compatibility for most systems-related aspects between both standards.

Table 17.3. Frequency weighting for wavelet bands (viewing distance expressed as multi
plesof pixel sampling distance on the screen) (source: JPEG)

Level Viewins distance 1000 Viewin distance 2000 Viewins distance 4000
HL LH HH HL LH HH HL LH HH

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.731
3 1 1 I 1 1 0.727 0.564 0.564 0.285
4 1 1 0.727 0.560 0.560 0.284 0.179 0.179 0.043
5 0.560 0.560 0.284 0.178 0.178 0.043 0.014 0.014 0.0005

The highly-flexible bitstream structure of JPEG 2000 also allows to provide effi
cient mechanisms for transmission error protection. Firstly, it is straightforward to
protect the more relevant parts of the embedded stream selectively, e.g. by unequal
error protection (cf. sec. 15.2.2). Further, as the information within code blocks is
self-contained (separately decodable), resynchronization is guaranteed even in the
case ofpartial data losses.

17.3.3 MPEG-4 Still Texture Coding

The Visual part of the MPEG-4 standard (ISO/IEC 14496-2) also defines a
method of wavelet coding for still textures. The primary purpose is flexible encod
ing of textures which shall be mapped onto surfaces of2D or 3D graphics elements
in MPEG-4 scenes. Unlike JPEG 2000, this is a zero-tree method (cf. sec. 12.4.2),
but a fully embedded stream representation is provided as well. Localized access,
which is useful in streaming of MPEG-4 scenes where a texture may eventually
only partially be visible, is provided by a coding tool entitled as wavelet tiling.
This separates a larger texture image into smaller tiles which can be decoded inde
pendently .

17.4 Video Coding

The most important series of recommendations and standards for video compres
sion were defined by groups of the ITU (ITU-T Rec. H.261/262/263/264) for
application domains of telecommunications, and by the Moving Pictures Experts
Group (MPEG) of the ISO/IEC (ISO standards MPEG-1/-2/-4) for applications in
computers and consumer electronics, entertainment etc. There are commonalities
between the standards defined by the both groups, and partially work has been
done jointly. For example, ITU-Tree. H.262 is identical to the ISO standard
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MPEG-2, and ITU-T rec. H.264 is identical to part 10 of the ISO standard MPEG
4, 'Advanced Video Coding'.

Proprietary solutions beyond open standards are not described here, as it is in
most cases difficult to obtain sufficient information about the underlying tech
niques. It may be worthwhile to mention that some older standard solutions exist
which are meanwhile outdated, e.g.

ITU-T Rec. H.120 'Codecs for Videoconferencing using Primary Digital
Group Transmission', which is a frame-replenishment method based on spatial
2D DPCM intended for a transmission rate of2 Mbit/s;
ITU-R Rec. BT.721 'Transmission of Component Coded Digital Television
Signals for Contribution-Quality Applications at Bitrates near 140 Mbit/s "
which is designed for near-lossless coding of SD resolution video, and uses a
switchable PCMIDPCM solution;
ITU-R Rec. BT.723 'Transmission of Component Coded Digital Television
Signals for Contribution-Quality Applications at the Third Hierarchical Level
of ITU-T Rec. G.702' which is intended for encoded rates around 34 Mbit/s,
using motion-compensated hybrid coding. Meanwhile, MPEG-2 is available in
the same application domain, providing a higher degree of flexibility.

17.4.1 ITU-T Recommendations H.261 and H.263

The first normative specification of video coding following the principle of a hy
brid motion compensated prediction with block transform coding of the residual
was defined in ITU-T Rec. H.261 'Video Codecfor Audiovisual Services at p x 64
kbit/s'. It was primarily designed for usage in conversational (videophone and
video conferencing) applications, where a short encoding and decoding delay is of
primary importance. A suitable encoder structure is shown in Fig. 17.8. The de
coder defined by H.261 supports the following features:

Application to CIF or QCIF resolution pictures for different frame rates be
tween 8 1/3 Hz and 30 Hz;
Block-based translational motion compensation for macroblocks of size
16x16 pixel, with allowable ranges of motion vectors of ±15 pixel horizon
tally/vertically, accuracy of motion shift by full-pixel steps;
Motion-compensated prediction loop with access to one decoded previous
frame, optionally a lowpass loop filter (13.18) can be switched at the macro
block level;
Switching between intraframe and interframe coding at the macroblock level;
Block DCT of size 8x8 pixels applied separately to luminance and chromi
nance components; the coding of DCT coefficients is similar to the method of
the JPEG standard, including the zigzag scan method within the DCT blocks;
Within a macroblock, a coded block pattern (CBP) code signals which 8x8
DCT transform blocks are encoded (not entirely set to zero value);
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Uniform, non-weighted quantization of coefficients, adaptation of quantiza
tion step sizes is possible at each macroblock;
DPCM encoding of motion parameters and DC transform coefficients.

Coding Control

Video signal-+--~

Motion
estimation

Bitstream

Fig. 17.8. Functional block diagram of a video encoder which is compatible to ITU-T Rec.
H.261 [Me: Motion compensation ; FM: Frame memory; Q: Quantizer]

All parameters (such as motion vectors, quantizer step sizes, DCT block
RUN/LEVEL information etc.) are encoded by specially-defined codes of variable
length. The bit stream structure ofITU-T Rec. H.261, even though it is clearly less
flexible than in newer standards, shall be presented by some more detail here, as it
is a typical example for video stream structures and simple to understand as a
strictly hierarchical approach. Fig. 17.9 shows the different layers of the hierar
chy, starting by the sequence layer. Each layer provides re-synchronization or
entry points, such that even after a data loss a decoder is capable to catch up, if it
starts parsing for a re-synchronization codeword, and starts to decode the bitstream
again at the next entry point. Below the picture layer which relates to single
frames, a partitioning of the respective frame into a group ofblocks (GOB) struc
ture is made; the number of GOBs depends on the frame size. Each GOB consists
of 33 macroblocks (MB) of size 16x16 pixels each; finally, one single MB com
bines 4 luminance blocks and 2 chrominance blocks of size 8x8 pixels, which are
the units that are processed by the DCT. A special run-length code denoted as next
macroblock address allows to skip (setting all motion parameters and transform
coefficients to zero) entire MBs, which is a very efficient mechanism if the predic
tion from the previous frame is sufficiently good.

H.261 (like other hybrid DCT-based video coding standards) forbids infinite
frame prediction loops. The motivation behind this is to break the propagation of
errors in the case of lossy transmission, but also to prevent possible drift effects
which may be caused by using different implementations of the DCT at the en
coder and decoder sides (different rounding in fast algorithms, different precision
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of integer or float arithmetic units etc.). Hence, it is prescribed that after at most
132 frame cycles an intraframe-coded area must be interspersed1•
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Fig. 17.9. a Hierarchy definition in the ITU-TRec.H.261 syntax b Partitioning ofa frame
into GOBs in the cases of CIF and QCIF frame sizes, MBs within one GOB, DCT coding
blockswithinone MB

Transmission at the lowest rate of 64 kbit/s2 is usually performed using the QCIF
format with 10 frames/s or less. When stronger action is shown in the scene to be
encoded, the reconstruction quality substantially degrades at this rate. Good qual
ity at full CIF resolution and 25 or 30 frames per second can typically be achieved
using a compressed data rate of 384 kbit/s, however still assuming scenes of tele
conference type, where the amount of motion usually is lower than in general
purpose video. As better quality was desirable in particular for the lower-rate
range, e.g. for ISDN, modem-based or wireless transmission, a more advanced
framework for usage in visual conversational applications was defined in ITU-T
Rec. H.263, 'Video Coding for Low Bit Rate Communication'. One of the key
issues for better compression was the improvement of motion compensation. Using
H.263, the quality achievable for QCIF frame size is significantly better than with
H.261 for an encoded rate of 64 kbit/s, and even at lower transmission rates (e.g.
28 kbit/s for low-speed modem) a fair quality can still be achieved . In some cases
of easily encodable sequences, H.263 can still be used at extremely low rates such
as 16 kbit/s . This however requires further reduction of the frame rate to 5 frames/s
or below.

The most important new encoding tools of H.263 which have allowed a signifi
cant increase in quality as compared to H.261 are:

1 This approach has in fact been adopted by an subsequent video coding standards, and
only recently was given up in the definition of the AVC/H.264 standard (sec. 17.4.4),
where an integer-precision transform has replaced the DCT.
2 A rate control as described in sec. 6.2.1 mustbe employed to transmit by a fixed rate.
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Motion compensation can be performed by half-pixel accuracy, the motion
block size is variable, and can be selected as either 8x8 or l6x16 pixels. The
strict limitation of motion vector ranges is abandoned;
To predict motion vectors for the purpose of encoding, information from the
blocks above the current block can be used (in H.26l, only the motion vector
from the left-positioned block is used as predictor) . Median prediction pro
vides both better coding performance and better stability in cases of transmis
sion losses;
DC and AC coefficient prediction (see Fig. 12.21) are defined;
H.263 supports a structure of 'PB picture. This is a unit consisting of a B-type
picture and a subsequent P-type picture (see sec. 13.2.5). As this allows only
one B-type picture between two P-type pictures , the delay is still relatively
short, as it is important for conversational applications.
A '3D VLC' (RUN,LEVEL,LAST) is used for encoding of the block trans
form coefficients ;
The frame rate is variable, which allows to guarantee a certain minimum level
of reconstruction quality at the expense of temporal resolution, and also re
duces some buffering overhead which would be necessary to guarantee syn
chronous presentation.
More different picture formats are supported than in H.26l, and the 'group of
blocks' structure is more flexible, allowing a definable number of macro
blocks to be included.

A number of additional annexes have been amended since the first release of
H.263, most of them intending to further improve compression performance or
provide other functionality, e.g. by improved prediction mechanisms such as over
lapping block MC (sec. 13.2.6), multi-frame prediction, and a quantization
adaptive loop filter. Additional methods for error-resilient transmission and modes
for temporal , spatial and SNR scalability are defined. These enhancements are
often subsumed under the names of 'H.263+' and 'H.263++', but are barely used in
full combination 1.

17.4.2 MPEG-1 and MPEG-2

In contrast to conversational applications in video communication, a number of
requirements applies in the context of storage and replay of stored data, which
mainly are related to random access:

Editing (e.g. extracting or replacement of frames) shall be possible;
The video sequence shall be replayable forward and backward;
Fast forward/reverse modes are desirable .

1 As the relevant additional tools of H.263+/++ are likewise found in the more recent stan
dards MPEG-4 and H.264 (see sec. 17.4.3 and 17.4.4), no more detailed description shall
be given here. The interested reader may e.g. refer to [COTEETAL. 1998].
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If video is transmitted over distribution channels (e.g. digital broadcast channels,
Internet multicast or broadcast), the requirement for random access is also very
important, as subscribers may switch into a channel at any time, where they should
not be forced to wait for an unnecessarily long time before the signal replay can be
started. On the other hand, the requirement for extremely low encoding delay is
released. In replay of stored data, the encoding is completely de-coupled, which is
also true for many cases in broadcast transmission scenarios; only for live broad
cast, on-line encoding must be done, which however will not have as rigid delay
requirements as for conversational applications.

The random-access requirements are fully supported if all frames of a video
sequence would be coded in intraframe mode. This however would lead to a clear
disadvantage in compression performance, as the similarity between successive
frames could not be exploited. As an alternative, periodic intraframe coding can be
applied (e.g. by insertion of one intra coded frame within periods of 0.5 or 1 s),
which still allows near random access with an acceptable delay. Decoding for
random access must then start at the position of such a frame; to realize fast for
ward or reverse, the sub-sampled sequence of intra-coded frames could be re
played.

Interpolation

a)

b)

Prediction

Sequenceof processing 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Framenumber 3 1 2 6 4 5 9 7 8 12 10 11 15 13 14

Frametype I B B P B B P B B P B B P B B

Fig. 17.10. a GOP structure typical for MPEG-l and MPEG-2 (case of 'open GOP')
b Sequence ofprocessing

Additionally, it must be observed that the requirement for good image quality is
often higher in video broadcast or storage applications than it is for conversational
services. Also, the statistical behavior of movie-like video sequences is considera
bly different from videotelephony-like sequences, which makes them more diffi
cult to compress:

More and faster motion occurs;
Higher spatial detail is often present;
Non-static cameras (in many cases not on a tripod) are used, zoom, pan and
other camera motion occurs;
Frequent scene changes are typical.
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Part 2 of the MPEG-1 standard (ISO/IEC 11172-2 'Coding of Moving Pictures
and associated Audio for Digital Storage Media at up to about 1.5 Mbit/s, Part 2:
Video') defines a hybrid video compression method which was specifically de
signed for storage applications I . Historically created after H.261 but for a different
application domain, a number of new tools and mechanisms was added aiming in
particular at higher reconstruction quality for video sequences of general nature
and more complex content, and to fulfill the requirements of random access:

Another access entity is defined as Group ofPictures (GOP). Three picture
(frame) types are defined, which are intraframe-encoded (type 1) as well as the
P and B types (see sec. 13.2.5). Within a GOP, at least one picture must be an
I picture which must be positioned such that the remaining pictures of the
GOP can uniquely be decoded. An exception is allowed in the open GOP
mode for B pictures at the beginning of the GOP, which may eventually refer
to at most one reconstructed picture from the previous GOP (Fig. 17. lOa).
Flexible prediction mode switching (forward, backward etc.) is further en
abled on a macroblock by macroblock basis, with selectable modes depending
on the picture type.
Accuracy of motion compensation can be half pixel, the maximum motion
shift range is in principle unlimited, e.g. for half pixel accuracy, shifts of up to
±512 pixels could theoretically be used in horizontal and vertical directions.
This will however reasonably be limited by the frame size; further, the data
rate to be spent for motion vectors will be considerably lower when a lower
range is used.
The positioning of 1-, P- and B-type pictures within a GOP is definable, how
ever a causal sequence of processing must be observed. In particular those I
and P pictures which are used to predict a B picture must be encoded and de
coded before the B picture can be processed (Fig. 17.1Ob). This results in an
increased coding and decoding delay and additional memory requirements
when B pictures are used.
Psycho-visual weighting of DCT coefficients can be applied in quantization.
The default quantization matrix as provided for I frames was already shown in
Table 17.2. It is possible to define alternative quantization tables (e.g. adapted
to properties of a sequence), which must then be transmitted as side informa
tion in the header.
Picture sizes, color representations, pixel aspect ratio, picture rates and similar
parameters are conveyed in the header, which makes MPEG-1 quite flexible
for usage with different types of sources.
A decoder buffer and timing model is defined (Video Buffer Verifier, VBV),
which allows to design encoders supporting normative decoder timing behav
ior. Necessary parameters such as expected buffer size are included in the
video bitstream (refer to sec. 15.2.1 for these concepts) .

I The original purpose of MPEG-1 was storage of compressed video plus audio on CDs.
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No loop filter is defined. At the macroblock level, encoding methods are similar to
H.261, including a coded block pattern (CBP) code to indicate the transform
blocks that are encoded at all, and capability for setting of quantizer step sizes.
The bit stream defined in MPEG video coding standards is also structured into a
number of syntactic hierarchy layers. In MPEG-l video, these are video sequence
layer, group of pictures layer, picture layer, slice layer, macroblock layer and
block layer. The syntax of each layer contains the related characteristic informa
tion (e.g. length and structure ofa GOP, specific prediction or intra modes invoked
etc.). For the slice layer and above, start codes are defined which allow re
synchronization. The slice layer plays a similar role as the 'group of blocks' layer
in H.261, but is more flexible by combining variable numbers of macroblocks in
row-wise sequential scan order. The quantization and encoding of DCT coeffi
cients uses the typical zigzag scan and RUN/LEVEL encoding scheme as de
scribed in sec. 12.4.1.

The original goal of MPEG-l compression was to allow recording of movies
on Video CDs, in which a data rate of 1.1 Mbit/s would be available for the video
signal. For sequences of CIF resolution, with a fair amount of spatial detail and
content changing moderately over time, the reconstruction quality is comparable
with that of analog consumer-quality video tape (e.g. VHS). At least with critical
material (high temporal change, high spatial detail) distortions are yet becoming
visible, in particular blocking artifacts caused by the DCT and other artifacts
caused by the block-wise motion compensation, e.g. noise around moving struc
turesl .

MPEG-l does not support specific coding tools which take into account the
characteristics of interlaced video sources, which are however of particular impor
tance for higher quality video services e.g. in TV broadcast applications. Exten
sion of the basic methods of MPEG-l for more generic classes of video sources
and applications is the purpose of the subsequent MPEG-2 standard, where again
part 2 defines the video compression (lSO/IEC 13818-2 'Generic Coding ofMov
ing Pictures and Associated Audio Information - Part 2: Video', which has an
identical text with ITU-T Recommendation H.262). This standard covers a wide
range of applications and data rates of typically up to about 40 Mbit/s for storage
and transmission, or even higher for applications in video production. Larger
frame sizes of up to HD resolution (cf. sec. 1.2) are supported. MPEG-2 is also
forward compatible with MPEG-l (which means that MPEG-l streams observing
typical constraints e.g. in frame sizes and data rates can be decoded by MPEG-2
decoders). In terms of video encoding tools, specific provisions are made for inter
laced video. Further, MPEG-2 defines tools for scalable video coding, e.g. to em
bed streams which can be used to either decode with CIF+SD, SD+HD resolution.
The main technical extensions as compared to MPEG-l can hence be summarized
as follows:

I The actual quality highly depends on the degree of encoder optimization (cf. sec.
13.2.10), which is beyond the normative issues of these standards.
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To support the properties of interlaced video, different methods for
field/frame adaptive motion compensation (frame based, field based and dual
prime prediction modes), as well as switching between field-frame-wise DCT
are specified (see sec. 13.2.6). Further, it is possible to switch into a 16x8
prediction mode, where separate motion vectors can be defined for the top and
bottom halves ofa macroblock.
Methods of scalable coding are defined, which provide SNR scalability and
spatial scalability over a limited number oflayers each (cf. sec. 13.2.8). In this
context, the bit stream is sub-divided into two or three parts, which means that
by retaining or receiving only core parts of the stream, it is e.g. possible to re
construct frames at lower resolution. To encode DCT coefficients related to
the different resolution levels, differently optimized variable length codes are
provided in the spatial scalable mode.
Methods to encode sequences with 4:2:2 chrominance sampling are defined
by allowing additional 8x8 transform blocks to be subsumed within a macro
block.
A method of temporal scalability is defined, which allows prediction of addi
tional inserted frames either from a base-layer sequence or from another frame
of the enhancement layer sequence. This method can also be used for encod
ing of stereoscopic sequences with an LRLRLR... interleaving of left and
right pictures , as e.g. required for shutter-glass display (cf. sec. 16.5)
All scalability modes can also be used to achieve a forward and backward
compatible combination of MPEG-l and MPEG-2, when MPEG-l syntax is
exclusively used in the base layer.
A method of data partitioning for DCT coefficients is defined, similar to the
scheme shown in Fig. 12.33.

While MPEG-l was originally designed to be used in just one application domain
(video for CD storage), the number of application domains and necessary combi
nations of elementary tools is manifold for the case of MPEG-2. As it appears not
to be useful that any MPEG-2 device may support all elements of the standard,
MPEG-2 defines different profiles. Further, within each profile, levels are speci
fied, which describe maximum sizes or image formats which must be decodable.
Each bit stream carries the information indicating the profile implementation ex
pected at the decoder, as well as the format (level) which the decoder must be able
to process in real time. From this information, any MPEG-2 compliant decoder can
decide immediately whether it will be able to process the stream; within certain
application domains, specific 'profile@level' configurations have established as
mandatory, e.g. 'main profile@main level' is typically required for digital TV
broadcast or DVD storage applications . Four levels are defined as 'low', 'main'
(SD), 'high-l 440' and 'high' (HD), where however not each level is combinable
with each profile. The profiles defined by MPEG-2 video are as follows:

Simple profile: This is for low cost and low delay applications, allowing frame
sizes up to SD resolution (ITU-R Rec. 601) and frame rates up to 30 Hz. Us
age ofB frames is not allowed.
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Main profile: This is the most widely used MPEG-2 profile, defined for SD
and HD resolution applications in storage and transmission, without providing
compatible decoding of different resolutions. All interlaced-specific predic
tion modes as well as B frames are supported.
SNR scalable profile: Similar to Main profile, but allows in addition SNR
scalability invoking drift at the base layer (cf. sec. 13.2.8); resolutions up to
SD are supported.
Spatial scalable profile: Allows usage of (drift free) spatial scalability, also in
combination with SNR scalability.
High profile: Similar to Spatial Scalable profile, but supporting a wider range
of levels, and allowing 4:2:2 chrominance sampling additionally. This profile
was primarily defined for upward/downward compatible coding between SD
and HD resolutions, allowing embedded bit streams for up to 3 layers with a
maximum of two different spatial resolutions.
4:2:2 profile: This profile extends the Main profile by allowing encoding of
4:2:2 chrominance sampling, allows larger picture sizes and higher data rates.
Multiview profile: This allows encoding of stereoscopic sequences provided in
a left-right interleaved multiplex, using the tool of temporal scalability for ex
ploitation of left-right redundancies. The displacement between left and right
pictures is estimated and used for disparity compensated prediction, which
follows the same principles as motion-compensated prediction. In addition,
camera parameters can be conveyed in the stream.

MPEG-2 is mainly used for consumer-level video broadcast (e.g. DVB) and stor
age (e.g. DVD), and for professional applications like video storage in studios.

17.4.3 MPEG-4 Visual

The standard ISO/IEC 14496-2: 'Coding ofAudiovisual Objects - Part 2: Visual'
includes the specification of MPEG-4 video coding. Methods are partially based
on proven technology from previous standards (e.g. block-based motion compen
sation, DCT), but tools for new functionalities are specified as well. While
MPEG-l and MPEG-2 are only capable to encode rectangular video frames,
MPEG-4 defines encoding of video objects which can have either rectangular or
arbitrary shape. Video scenes can be composed from several objects which may
change in position, appearance, size etc. independent of each other, but it is also
possible to embed video elements into 3D scenes (cf. sec. 17.2). Frame-based
MPEG-4 video coding is also used for storage of video content on CDs and for
video streaming over the Internet and mobile channels. Network interfaces, includ
ing interfaces with Internet protocols, are better adaptable than in previous MPEG
standards, more efficient and flexible degrees of scalability are provided, and bet
ter mechanisms for error protection and error resilience in case of transmission
losses are defined in the video syntax.

As the video objects to be processed by the video codec are not necessarily of
arbitrary shape in any case, the approach taken in MPEG-4 is the definition of
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more simple decoder configurations by combinations of tool subsets in object
types and profiles. Such low-complexity configurations are only able to process
rectangular video frames, while a generic extension of the syntax and semantics
allows processing of arbitrary-shaped video objects. The rudimentary codec is in
principle very similar to the hybrid MC prediction / DCT scheme of previous stan
dards. With a specific short header format, an MPEG-4 video decoder is also
capable to decode streams generated by an H.263 baseline encoder. Coding of
arbitrary-shaped video objects is enabled by supplementing a shape coding
mechanism, where subsequent steps of the decoding procedure are restricted to the
area which is defined by the object shape mask (Fig. 17.11). For unique definition
of both rectangular and arbitrary-shaped video objects in the bitstream syntax, the
entity of Video Object Plane (YOP) is introduced, which can likewise be used to
represent a rectangular-plane frame or arbitrary-shaped object plane. Motion
compensated prediction processing is defined for B-VOP (bi-directional predic
tion) and P-VOP (unidirectional prediction). Within an I-VOP (intraframe en
coded), only spatial prediction of DC and first row/column of AC transform coef
ficients can be performed.

Simple coder

rectangular
video frame

Generic coder

rectangular
video frame

object mask

s:
c.g Bit stream

~

Fig. 17.11. Evolutionary MPEG-4 video codingconcept : conventional hybrid codecas
basis for frame-based coding, supplemented by shapecodingfor the generic VOPcase

The shape is represented by a binary mask which is compressed by Context Arith 
metic Encoding (CAE, see sec. 11.4.5 and 12.1). Binary shape parameters are also
encoded by utilization of motion shift, where motion-compensated samples from
the reference frame can be used within the context of CAE. As the basic concept is
block-based (DCT, motion compensation), the shape is aligned with a block grid,
where then blocks of rectangular shape and boundary blocks of non-rectangular
shape co-exist (cf. Fig. 12.45). It is also possible to define transparency of an ob
ject by either assigning a constant transparency (alpha) value, or by providing
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spatially variable transparency by a gray-scale shape (cf. sec. 13.2.6); the encod
ing is performed by the same motion-compensated DCT algorithm that is used for
the texture information.

The MPEG-4 video codec invokes a set of new tools, some of which are in
tended for better compression performance, and some support object-based or
other functionality:

Quarter-pixel accuracy and variable block size of 8x8 or 16xl6 can be used
in motion compensation;
Global motion compensation is defined, which allows to express e.g. the ef
fect of camera motion by using only a low number ofparameters;
Padding or shape-adaptive DCT (sec. 12.6.2) is used to encode boundary
blocks of non-rectangular shape, where the padding must also be performed
in a nonnative way when a motion vector points to a position which is not
part of the reference VOP (e.g. beyond the VOP boundary of the previous
frame);
Different VLC tables can be selected, where the codes are designed for more
efficient encoding at ranges of lower or higher rates; the optimum choice de
pends on the target rate;
In the short header mode, bitstream-level compatibility with the H.263 base
line syntax is realized;
The direct mode can determine the motion vectors within B-VOPs from the
co-located P-VOP motion vectors without rate overhead (see sec. 13.5);
Interlace video encoding tools are specified which are similar to those de
fined in MPEG-2, but have been modified for the special case of arbitrary
shape object encoding;
Different options of scalability, including temporal scalability modes, spatial
scalability modes and fine-granular SNR scalability are defined (cf. sec.
13.2.8);
Static sprites are defined, which are mosaic-like images that can geometri
cally be aligned by 2D global warping, such that reverse mapping into the
frames ofa video sequence can be performed (cf. sec. 13.2.6).
Coding of signals with up to 12 bit amplitude resolution and different color
sampling formats (including 4:4:4) is supported.
For high-quality studio storage and inter-studio transmission applications, a
different method of DCT coefficient encoding is introduced". This is based
on grouping of DCT coefficients by similar amplitude values instead of the
conventional zigzag run-length and entropy scheme. Recursive selection of
VLC tables is applied to groups of coefficients, where the selection function
relies on previously coded groups. Coded data are the group indicator and a
fixed-length code determining the actual coded value.
For high-quality studio storage, a lossless coding method based on switching
between DPCM and PCM is defined.

1 This and the subsequent bullet apply only for the two Studio Object Types.
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The concept of profiles and levels already used by MPEG-2 is also implemented in
MPEG-4. Below the entity of profiles, MPEG-4 defines object types . These are
combinations of tools (basic coding methods like B VOPs, interlaced coding etc.).
For the visual part of the standard, usually a profile exists with the same name as
an object type, but the profile may support more object types than the one with the
same name. This is in particular useful, because object types follow a hierarchy,
e.g. the advanced simple object type is an extension (superset) of the simple object
type. Until now, 13 video-related object types have been defined, which are (with
out claim for complete description ofproperties) :

Simple and Simple Scalable: Support for only rectangular VOPs, no B-VOPs,
half-pixel accuracy of motion compensation, tools for error resilience. Simple
scalable further allows spatial and temporal scalability (including B-VOPs) .
Advanced Simple: Superset of Simple, allowing B-VOPs, quarter-pixel accu
racy of motion compensation, global motion compensation, interlaced video
coding tools.
Core and Core Scalable: Superset of Simple and Simple Scalable, respec
tively. These allow arbitrary binary-shape video objects, B-VOPs, different
quantization methods. Another type very similar to Core is the N-Bit object
type, in addition allowing variable amplitude resolution of4-12 bit.
Advanced Coding Efficiency: Superset of Advanced Simple, allowing arbi
trary shaped video objects with binary or gray-scale shape.
Fine Granularity Scalable: Superset of Advanced Simple, providing fine
granular SNR and temporal scalability.
Main: Superset of Core, invoking most of available MPEG-4 video tools such
as sprites, gray-scale shape, interlaced coding.
Simple Studio and Core Studio: These are defined specifically for high reso
lution and high quality in applications of studio production and materials ex
change. Studio-typical color sampling formats as 4:4:4 and up to 12 bit am
plitude resolution are supported . Additional tools useful for production are
included such as lossless coding, sprite coding and multiple alpha channels
for auxiliary data.
Advanced Real-Time Simple: Invokes additional error-resilience functional
ity, such as encoder/decoder re-synchronization in case of transmission er
rors, and resolution reduction.
Error Resilient Simple Scalable: Superset of Simple Scalable with additional
error resilience tools, in particular resynchronization mechanisms for the en
hancement layer.

Fig. 17.12 shows the relationships of MPEG-4 video-related object types. It is
evident that the Simple object type and profile establishes the kernel of the stan
dard, and most other types are forward-compatible extensions . Consequently, e.g.
a decoder being conformant to the Advanced Simple Profile will implicitly be able
to decode streams originally generated for the Simple Profile. The only exception
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are the Simple Studio and Core Studio types, which are designed for a completely
different application domain, and establish a forward-compatible hierarchy by
themselves. .
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Fig. 17.12. Structure of MPEG-4 video object types
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Several tools for error resilience mechanisms are provided . These allow to vary the
strength of error protection mechanisms (which usually require additional data
rate), such that flexible adaptation to the error characteristics of specific networks
can be achieved:

Resync markers can be embedded at different points of the bit stream, down to
the level of 'group of blocks' (GoB),which are units containing a variable (de
fined by encoder) number of macro-blocks. The GoB header then contains po
sition information which is necessary to recover after data losses and re-start
decoding at the correct position.
Data partitioning allows to separate the motion data (for which a loss would
be quite critical, as the reconstructed image may appear severely geometri
cally distorted otherwise) from the less relevant texture data (DCT coeffi
cients).
Reversible variable-length codes allow to reconstruct the information back
wards from a resynchronization point in the case of data losses (cf. sec. 11.4.3
and 11.4.7).

Other tools and objects defined in the Visual part ofMPEG-4 are:

A fully scalable still texture codec based on a 2D wavelet transform with zero
tree encoding (cf. sec. 17.3.3);
A codec for human face and body animation based on facelbody models and
additional semantic parameters;
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Tools for animation of 2D warping grids with uniform and irregular (Delau
nay) topology (cf. sec. 16.2).

These tools are likewise combined into object types and profiles. which are Ani
mated 2D Mesh, Basic Animated Texture, Advanced Scalable Texture, Simple
Face Animation and Simple Face/Body Animation.

17.4.4 H.264/MPEG-4 Part 10 Advanced Video Coding (AVC)

The demand for ever increasing compression performance has recently led to the
definition of a new part of the MPEG-4 standard, ISO/IEC 14496-10: 'Coding of
Audiovisual Objects - Part 10: Advanced Video Coding', which is identical by text
with ITU-T Rec. H.264. The development of AVC was performed by the Joint
Video Team (JVT), which consists of members of MPEG and of the ITU-T Video
Coding Experts Group. To achieve highest possible compression performance, any
attempt to achieve backward or forward compatibility with earlier standards was
given up. Indeed, the basic approach is again a hybrid video codec (MC prediction
+ 2D transform). A high-level block diagram of AVC includes all options illus
trated in Fig. 13.5. The most relevant new tools and elements are as follows:

Motion compensation using variable block sizes (denoted as sub-macroblock
partitions) of 4x4, 4x8, 8x4, 8x8, 8x16, 16x8 or 16x16, motion vectors en
coded by hierarchical prediction starting at the 16x16 macroblock level;
Motion compensation is performed by quarter-sample accuracy, using high
quality interpolation filters;
Usage of the integer transform (4.136) of block size 4x4. This is not a DCT,
but could be interpreted as an integer approximation thereof. The transform is
orthogonal when the appropriate normalization is observed during quantiza
tion. For the entire building block of transform and quantization, implementa
tion by 16-bit integer arithmetic precision is possible both for encoding and
decoding. In contrast to previous standards based on the DCT, there is no de
pendency on a floating point implementation, such that in principle no drift
between encoder and decoder can occur in normal operation. To compensate
for the drawback of relatively small block sizes, extensive usage of spatial in
ter-block prediction must be made, and a sophisticated deblocking filter must
be applied in the loop.
Intraframe coding is performed by first predicting the entire block from
boundary pixels of adjacent blocks. Prediction is possible for 4x4 and 16x16
blocks, where for 16x16 blocks only horizontal, vertical and DC prediction
(each pixel predicted by same mean value of boundary pixels) is allowed. In
4x4 block prediction, also directional prediction is specified (see Fig.
12.16c), where eight different prediction directions are selectable. As typi
cally the result of full-block (vector) prediction does not decorrelate the pix
els (12.27), the 4x4 integer transform is applied to the residual of intra pre
diction for best compression performance . A special double scan method is
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defined for this case, replacing the ordinary zigzag scan. The set of luma DC
coefficients from a macroblock of size 16x16 (which contains 16 blocks of
size 4x4 each) can additionally be processed by a 2D Walsh transform of
block size 4x41 to achieve better inter-block decorrelation .
An adaptive deblocking filter (cf. Fig. 13.5) is applied in the prediction loop.
As shown in (13.16), the optimum selection of this filter highly depends on
the amount of quantization error fed back from the previous frame. The adap
tation process of the filter is nonlinear, with lowpass strength of the filter
steered firstly by the quantization parameter (step size). Further parameters
considered in the filter selection are the difference between motion vectors at
the respective block edges, the coding mode used (e.g. stronger filtering is
made for intra mode), the presence of coded coefficients and the differences
between reconstruction values across the block boundaries . The filter itself is
a linear lD filter with directional orientation perpendicular to the block
boundary, impulse response lengths are between 3 and 5 taps depending on
the filter strength.
Multiple reference picture prediction allows to define references for predic
tion of any macroblock from one of up to F previously decoded pictures; the
number F itself depends on the profile/level definition, which specifies the
maximum amount of frame memory available in a decoder. Typically, values
around F=5 are used, but for some cases F=15 could be realized.
Instead of B-type, P-type, I-type pictures, type definitions are made slice
wise, where a slice may at maximum cover an entire picture.
New types of switching slices (S-type slices, with SP and SI sub-types, cf.
sec. 13.2.9) allow controlled transition of the decoder memory state when
stream switching is made; this information however causes a rate overhead as
compared to a single stream.
The B-type slices are generalized compared to previous standards, denoted as
bi-predictive instead of bi-directional . This in particular allows to define
structures of prediction from two previous or two subsequent pictures, pro
vided that a causal processing order is observed. Furthermore, prediction of
B-type slices from other B-type slices is possible, which e.g. allows imple
mentation of a B-frame pyramid (cf. Fig. 13.25). Different weighting factors
can be used for the reference frames in the prediction (formerly, this was re
stricted to averaging by factors 0.5 each). In combination with multiframe
prediction, this allows a high degree of flexibility, but also incurs less regular
memory accesses and increased complexity of the encoder and decoder.
Two different entropy coding mechanisms are defined, one of which is Con
text-adaptive VLC (CAVLC), the other Context-adaptive Binary Arithmetic
Coding (CABAC). Both are universally applicable to all elements of the code
syntax, which is based on a systematic construction of variable-length code

I The chroma DC coefficients, which are only quarter the number of luma samples for case
of 4:2:0 sampling, are subject to a 2x2 2D block transform equivalent to the Haar trans
form.
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tables. By proper definition of the contexts, it is possible to exploit non-linear
dependencies between the different elements to be encoded. As CABAC is a
coding method for binary signals, a binarization of multi-level values such as
transform coefficients or motion vectors must be performed before it can be
applied; methods which can be used are unary codes or truncated unary
codes (VLCs consisting of 'I' bits with a terminating zero), Exp-Golomb
codes or fixed-length codes. Four different basic context models are defined,
where the usage depends on the specific values to be encoded [MARPE ET AL.

2003].

Additional error resilience mechanisms are defined, which are Flexible Mac
roblock Ordering (FMO - allowing macroblock interleaving), Arbitrary slice
ordering (ASO), data partitioning of motion vectors and other prediction in
formation and encoding of redundant pictures, which e.g. allows duplicate
sending or re-transmission of important information.
Other methods known from previous standards, such as frame/field adaptive
coding of interlaced material, direct mode for B-slice motion vector predic
tion, predictive coding of motion vectors at macroblock level etc. are imple
mented as usual.
A Network Abstraction Layer (NAL) is defined for simple interfacing of the
video stream with different network transport mechanisms, e.g. for access
unit definition, error control etc.

The key improvements are again made in the area of motion compensation, which
approaches almost the degree of flexibility as originally defined in (4.99), with the
additional option to use subsequent frames as reference when they are decoded
earlier. As the decoding process is more or less defined independently of the dis
play timeline, it would even be possible to define and encode additional pictures
which are just used as reference for motion compensation, but by themselves are
never displayed; these could e.g. be used as memory for temporarily occluded
background areas. The sophisticated loop filter allows a significant increase of
subjective quality at low and very low data rates, and fully compensates the poten
tial blocking artifacts produced by the 4x4 block size transform. State-of-the-art
context-based entropy coding drives compression to the limits. On the other hand,
the high degrees of freedom in mode selection, reference-frame selection, motion
block-size selection, context initialization etc. will only provide significant im
provement of compression performance when appropriate optimization decisions,
in particular based on rate-distortion criteria, are made (cf. sec. 13.2.6 and
13.2.10). Some elements of this type have been included in the reference encoder
software used by the JVT during the development of the standard.
The combination of all different methods listed has led to a significant increase of
the compression performance compared to previous standard solutions. Reduction
of the bit rate at same quality level by up to 50% as compared to H.263 or
MPEG-4 Simple Profile, and up to 30% as compared to MPEG-4 Advanced
Simple Profile have been reported [WIEGAND, BJONTEGAARD , SULLIVAN, LUTHRA 2003]. On
the other hand, the complexity of encoders must significantly be increased as well
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to achieve such performance. Regarding decoder complexity, the integer transform
and usage of systematic VLC designs clearly reduces the complexity as compared
to previous (DCT based) solutions, while memory accesses are also becoming
more irregular due to usage of smaller motion block sizes and possibility of multi
frame access. The loop filter and the arithmetic decoder also add complexity.

The concept of profile and level definitions for decoder conformance points is also
implemented in the AVC standard. Presently, the following profiles are defined:

Baseline profile: Constraint to usage of 1- and P-type slices, no weighted
prediction, no interlace coding tools, no CABAC, no slice data partitioning,
some more specific constraints on the number of slice groups and levels to be
used with this profile .
Main profile: Only 1-, P- and B-type slices, all major error resilience tools
such as slice data partitioning, arbitrary slice order, multiple slice group per
picture are disabled; some more specific constraints are made on levels to be
used with this profile .
Extended profile. No CABAC, all error resilience tools used (including SP
and SI slices), some more specific constraints imposed to the direct mode,
number of slice groups and levels to be used with this profile.

The profile/level construction is made in a way such that - unlike the approach of
MPEG-4 video - no forward or backward compatibility between the different
profiles is achieved . A total of 5 major levels and 15 sub-levels is defined. Level
restrictions relate e.g. to the maximum number of macroblocks per second, maxi
mum frame size, maximum decoded picture buffer size (imposing constraints on
multiframe prediction), maximum bit rate, maximum coded picture buffer size and
vertical motion vector ranges. These parameters can be mapped to a model of a
Hypothetical Reference Decoder (HRD), which mainly relates to buffer and timing
behavior similar to the models discussed in sec. 16.2.1.

Presently, an extension is prepared to support usage of AVC in professional
applications (e.g. studio storage, digital cinema), which will define encoding based
on color sampling formats like 4:4:4 and 4:2:21, and up to 12 bit amplitude resolu
tion precision.

1 The other profiles only support encoding at 4:2:0 color sampling resolution .
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17.5 Audio Coding

17.5.1 Speech Coding

Table 17.4 gives an overview about most common speech coding standards avail
able today, most of which are based on the principle of linear prediction, which
perfectly fits with physical models of the speech tract (cf. sec. 14.1). These stan
dards are used for speech encoding and transmission either standalone or com
bined with other media types in multimedia communication systems.

Table 17.4. Overview of standards for encoding of speech signals 1

Standard
Codec type Bit rate [kbit/s]

ITU-TG.711 PCM 64

ITU-TG.726 ADPCM 16,24,32,40

ITU-T G.727 Embedded ADPCM 16,24,32,40

ITU-T G.728 Low-Delay CELP 16

ITU-TG.729 Algebraic CELP (ACELP) 8

ITU-T G.723.1 ACELP / MP-LPC 5.3 /6.3

GSM 06.10 RPE-LTP 13

GSM Enhanced Full Rate ACELP 12.2

GSM HalfRate 06.20 VSELP 5.6

MPEG-4 Audio Part CELP scalable narrow band 3.85-12.2 (steps - 2 kbit/s)

MPEG-4 Audio Part CELP scalable wide band 10.9-23.8

MPEG-4 Audio Part HVXC scalable 2 /4

FS 1015 (US Fed. Secure) LPC-IOE 2.4

FS 1016 CELP 4.8

FS 1017 MELP 2.4

1 PCM:Pulse Code Modulation, ADPCM :Adaptive Differential PCM, CELP:Code Excited
Linear Prediction, LPC:Linear Predictive Coding, MP-LPC:Multi-Pulse LPC, RPE
LTP:Regular Pulse Excitation / Long Term Prediction, VSELP:Vector Sum Excited Linear
Prediction, HVXC:Harmonic Vector Excitation Coding, MELP:Mixed Excitation Linear
Prediction
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For speech synthesis, the Audio part of the MPEG-4 standard further defines a
Text-to-Speech Interface (TTSI), which is designed for transmission rates between
200 and 1200 bit/so

17.5.2 Music and Sound Coding

For the series of MPEG audio waveform coding standards, an overview of con
figurations and achievable stereo data rates is given in Table 17.5. Both cases of
CD quality (perceptually lossless) and FM radio quality (lossy) are shown. These
numbers clearly show the technical progress that was made in audio compression
over the last decade.

Table 17.5. Overview of MPEGstandards for waveformcoding of audiosignals

Frequency Stereodata rate Stereodata rate
Transform bands

(CD quality) (FM quality)
Standard [kbitls] [kbitls]

MPEG-l Layer I
Polyphase

32 384 256
filterbank

MPEG-l Layer2 Polyphase 32 256 192
filterbank

MPEG-l Layer3
Polyphase

192/576filterbank (32) 180 128
CMP3') + MDCT(6/18)

switchable

MPEG-2AAC MDCT
128/1024 128 64
switchable

MPEG-4AAC MDCT 1281 1024 <128 40-48
switchable

The MPEG-l standard (ISO/lEC 11172-3 'Coding ofMoving Pictures and associ
ated Audio for Digital Storage Media at up to about 1.5 Mbit/s, Part 3: Audio')
defines the syntax and semantics of three different audio codecs, which follow a
forward-compatible principle over three layers. Layer 1 and 2 codecs both use the
same polyphase (subband) filterbank processing a signal into 32 (uniform
bandwidth) frequency bands, adaptive bit allocation for fixed-length codes is ap
plied in encoding of the frequency coefficients instead ofentropy coding. MPEG-I
Audio Layer 2 is the first codec making more extensive use of perceptual weight
ing functions in encoding, which is however limited due to the usage of32 uniform
frequency bands , which cannot be mapped directly with the nonlinear Bark scale
of 24 frequency groups (cf. sec. 6.2). In the improved scheme of MPEG-I Audio
Layer 3 (better known as MP3), a second filter bank is supplemented which is
realized by a block-overlapping transform (modified DCT, MDCT) switchable for
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sub-division of each of the former 32 bands into 6 or 18 bands; this allows a spec
tral decomposition into a total of either 6x32= 192 or 18x32=576 frequency bands.
With a sampling frequency of 48 kHz, this results in a lowest (bandwidth) resolu
tion of 24/576 kHz =41.67 Hz. It depends on the principle of adaptation to the
signal properties, whether it is better to select the lower or higher number of fre
quency bands' . As the 32-band polyphase filterbank is still used, a certain level of
forward compatibility with Layers I and 2 is retained, even though the genuine
quantization and encoding steps are also different in Layer 3; for decoding of
Layer I or Layer 2 streams, a Layer 3 decoder must switch to a different coeffi
cient decoding algorithm, but can use the same (partial) filterbank. A typical block
diagram of an MP3 encoder is shown in Fig. 17.13.

Audio
signal

;:
c:

'0

""

> Bilstream

Fig. 17.13.Typical MPEG-l Layer 3 CMP3')Audio encoder

The codecs of MPEG-I Layers 1-3 were identically defined for the MPEG-2 stan
dard in ISO/IEC 13818-3 'Generic Coding of Moving Pictures and Associated
Audio Information - Part 3: Audio' , such that full compatibility between the two
standards is retained at the level of audio signal coding. After finalization of the
first edition of the MPEG-2 standard, it became evident that significantly better
compression performance could be achieved when the tandem configuration of
transforms in Layer 3 would be replaced by a monolithic transform, and different
other tools would be supplemented (cf. sec. 14.2). This has led to the definition of
a new part of MPEG-2 (lSO/IEC 13818-7 'Generic Coding ofMoving Pictures
and Associated Audio Information - Part 7: Advanced Audio Coding')2. Advanced
Audio Coding (AAC) is also the primary technology for audio waveform coding in
the MPEG-4 standard (lSO/IEC 14496-2: 'Coding ofAudiovisual Objects - Part
3: Audio'). As an open standard, AAC is presently the best scheme available for
waveform coding of audio signals. Compared to MP3, a reduction of the data rate
by a factor of 2 can roughly be achieved, depending on the data rate; in general,
this gain is more remarkable for lower data rates (range of lossy compression) . The
most important novel elements to achieve better compression performance are

1 In general, longer transform blocks are better suitable for signal segments of more sta
tionary behavior, e.g. for sustained harmonic sounds, while usage of shorter blocks is ad
vantageous in cases of tone transitions.

2 An encoder block diagram is shown in Fig. 14.3.
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Spectral resolution switchable for 128 or 1024 subbands, using a monolithic
MDCT transform;
Optional temporal prediction of spectral coefficients (determination of an
estimate from previously decoded spectral components), which significantly
increases coding efficiency for the case of 'uniform tone' signals;
Improved encoding of spectral coefficients by more flexible adaptation capa
bility for the VLC;
Utilization of stereo redundancy;
Scalable sampling rate (SSR);
Switching of the filterbank into a shorter analysis block length, which in par
ticular allows better utilization of the pre-masking effect (sec. 6.2.2);
Introduction of 'temporal noise shaping', which allows to achieve better con
sistency of the coding noise between neighbored analysis blocks and prevents
perceptible temporal blocking artifacts .

In the MPEG-4 extensions of AAC, the following mechanisms are further defined:

A method for perceptual noise substitution (PNS), which identifies noise-like
(e.g. non-harmonic) signal components and substitutes the signal within ap
propriate frequency bands by a noise signal of same variance;
Long term prediction (LTP), which drastically reduces the complexity as
compared to the previous (MPEG-2) coefficient prediction method - even
though it does not result in quality improvement in general;
For extremely low rates (40 kbit/s and below) Transform Domain Weighted
Interleave Vector Quantization (TWIN-VQ) is specified for quantization and
encoding of transform coefficients . The term interleaving reflects the specific
approach of ordering the spectral coefficients into vectors. The selection of
vectors (quantization) is again controlled by the perceptual model, while the
other elements of AAC are retained without changes.
Scalability : Optional replacement of the one-layer encoding by a multi-layer
encoding. MPEG-4-AAC allows data rate scalability with minimum steps of 8
kbit/s. To achieve fine granularity of the bit rate scalability, Bit Slice Arithme
tic Coding (BSAC), similar to the embedded quantization methods described
in sec. 11.3, is employed instead of conventional VLC coding. Scalable cod
ing is also possible in combination with TWIN-VQ, but this penalizes the
compression performance at higher rates.
Additional mechanisms for error resilience (ER) and error protection are
specified.
A low-delay mode is introduced by using shorter analysis block length, pro
viding a lowest delay of only 20 ms.
A method for Spectral Band Replication (SBR) is defined, where only a nar
row-band signal of typically 8 kHz bandwidth is encoded, and all frequency
components above are synthetically reproduced at the decoder, which is done
by distinction between harmonic and non-harmonic components .
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The MPEG-4 AAC with SBR allows transparent (without perceptible impairment)
encoding of stereo audio signals at rates of96 kbit/s and below. Using TWIN-VQ,
a quality which is better than AM radio is achieved at a data rate of 20 kbit/s for
the stereo signal. This allows applications like Internet radio streaming for ex
tremely narrow-band channels like telephone modems.

As conformance points, MPEG-2 AAC defines three different profiles, which are
AAC LC (low complexity), AAC Main (extension ofLC by the temporal prediction
tool) and AAC SSR (extension of LC by the SSR tool). In MPEG-4 audio, the
entity of object types is defined additionally (similar as in MPEG-4 video coding).
This allows to define useful combinations of tools by a more granular level. For
ward-compatible relationships are retained as far as possible. A topology of these
relationships is shown in Fig. 17.14, wherethe MPEG-2 AAC LC (low complex
ity) profile is the common core method, which would still be decodable by all
extended-version decoders. Level-related conformance in audio defines sampling
rates and number of objects (e.g. audio channels) that a decoder should be able to
process.

Fig. 17.14. AAC profile/object type definitions in MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 (after GRILL)

Waveform coding of audio signals as defined in the MPEG standards allows a
considerable degree of freedom to optimize the encoder'. The most important
aspect is the best exploitation of perception models (sec. 6.2), but this may further
be combined with rate-distortion criteria (sec. 11.3), then however taking into
account the perceptual distortion level. The effects of frequency masking, also of
temporal post-masking, can directly be integrated in the quantization control. For
utilization of temporal pre-masking, it is necessary to switch to shorter analysis
blocks. For certain tools, e.g. for temporal noise shaping and prediction methods

, Different MP3 encoders available in the market differ significantly in terms of decoded
signal quality, even when streams ofthe same bit rate are produced .
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the best parameter selection can only be made by combined encoding of subse
quent transform blocks.
In addition to the waveform coding methods, MPEG-4 audio defines tools, object
types and profiles for synthetic audio representation. These consist of

A flexible music synthesis language denoted as Structured Audio Orchestra
Language (SAOL);
An efficient wavetable synthesis based on the Structured Audio Sample Bank
Format (SASBF);
An adoption of General MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) format
which is widely supported by sound synthesis devices;
Capability for flexible combination with audio-related BIFS nodes in the
MPEG-4 systems part, which allows flexible mixing of audio objects, inser
tion of audio effects and modeling of sound propagation in 3D rooms;
The Harmonic Individual Lines with Noise (HILN) parametric audio coder
(see sec. 14.3), which can also be combined with the HVXC parametric
speech coder (see sec. 14.1).

Presently, a new amendment is prepared for advanced parametric coding which
includes transient (temporal envelope) behavior. Such methods can be expected to
provide significantly better results than waveform codecs in the range of low bit
rates, where only perceptually lossy coding can be realized.

17.6 Multimedia Content Description Standard MPEG-7

Metadata information is becoming increasingly important for multimedia signal
representations. These metadata can be clustered into:

Content-abstracted (high level) metadata: Information about copyright, au
thoring, acquisition conditions (time, place etc.), storage/transmission formats
and locations, and abstracted content categories (e.g. genre of movies or mu
sic pieces);
Content-related conceptual (mid level) metadata: Concrete descriptions of
image, video or audio content, e.g. scene properties, objects contained, events,
actions and interactions etc.; summaries of the content, information about
available variations (versions) of the same content or related content e.g. in
content collections;
Content-related structural (low level) metadata: Features which can be ex
tracted by analysis directly from the audiovisual signals, e.g. length or size of
segments, motion properties or trajectories in video, image related properties
like color, edges or texture description.
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By using standardized metadata description formats it is possible to build interop
erable and distributed systems for content-related applications . For example, mul
timedia signal retrieval applications (sec. 15.5) could simultaneously look up mul
tiple databases, media or web servers, each of which would preferably accommo
date the same schema of feature description . If this is not the case, transcoding of
the metadata format must be applied, which typically is costly and time
consuming, such that fast responses of the retrieval system are impossible. Exam
ples of multimedia related metadata description standards are the Resource De
scription Framework (RDF) of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), the
Metadata Dictionary of the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers
(SMPTE), and MPEG-7 (ISO/lEe 15938: Multimedia Content Description Inter
face).

Regarding the focus of this book in multimedia signal processing, the MPEG-7
standard is most interesting, as it directly includes methods to describe low-level
features of audiovisual signals as introduced in chapter 7. In general, standardized
definitions of metadata are required if distributed systems shall be capable to ex
change data. Regarding low-level features, MPEG-7 could also be interpreted as
an 'audiovisual language', which fills a gap that exists due to the fact that signal
features can hardly be described by text. This can straightforwardly be used e.g. in
content-related storage and streaming applications as described in sec. 15.5. The
scope for future intelligent systems utilizing audiovisual information resources is
however much wider. For example, a standardized description framework is neces
sary to define ontologies, to support a common understanding between automatic
systems about the meaning of certain signal features and the way how they can
provide semantic classification. This could e.g. be used to install lexical databases
of audiovisual feature constellation examples to be mapped into a certain semantic
meaning, or for identification of a certain piece ofcontent. The translation between
different modalit ies (text/sound/image related information) expressing the evi
dence about an event or the nature of an object appearing in audiovisual scenes is
also a topic of high importance in this context.

The MPEG-7 standard normatively specifies only the representation of the con
tent description, while generation of descriptions and consumption of descriptions
are regarded as application specific topics (see Fig. 17.15). The normative repre
sentation must relate both to the syntactic structure of a description and to the
semantic meaning of description elements. Further, mechanisms must be provided
to identify and access MPEG-7 descriptions at a systems interoperability level.

Searchand retrieval,
Browsing,

Transcoding,
Presentation

(non-normative)

Nonnative scope
of MPEG-7

I
I

~ultimedia signal analysis, I
Featureextraction, 1 _

Annotation,
Pre-classification
(non-normative)

Fig. 17.15. Normative and non-normative elements in an MPEG-7 application
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17.6.1 Elements of MPEG-7 Descriptions

The relationship of the different elements specified in the MPEG-7 standard is
illustrated in Fig. 17.16. The structural elements of a description according to the
MPEG-7 standard are Description Schemes (DS) and Descriptors (D). A DS is
typically a combination of several Descriptors, but can also contain further sub
ordinate DSs. In the example of Fig. 17.16, the DS "A" at the top level has two Ds
"A" and "B" directly attached, as well as another DS "B", which again consists of
Ds "C" and "D". Descriptors are the lowest-level elements of the description,
which are described in the standard by the syntax of descriptor values and the
associated semantic meaning (e.g. which value instantiation would express red or
green color in a color descriptor). The syntactical structure both of descriptors and
description schemes is expressed by the Description Definition Language (DDL).

Oescrlpllon Oeflnilion Language (DOL)

Descriptors
(syntax and semantics)

Description Schemes
(structure)

Creat ion
of tags

<ident "mpeg7"> Instantiation
<os-A":> of a description

<0"14."> _____

:~~~.;;. - / /
cDS "a" :> ,/ /

' DOC·' /

:~ue~; ... - /
cD "0"> /
values .•.

:i~~~; .>
valu8s ••• --
<ID"8-"

</OS "A">

L...--,-_...JXML file

1---- - . MPEG·7 database
or application interface

MPEG·1 stream

Fig. 17.16. Elements of the MPEG-7 standard and their relationship

The DDL is derived from the Extensible Markup Language (XML)I, and uses the
XML Schema language which allows to specify MPEG-7 specific extensions
which are necessary to define Ds and DSs. These extensions mainly relate to sim
ple and complex type definitions, attribute declarations and element declarations
as e.g. necessary to identify and classify the normative elements; they also allow
specific definitions of data types which are needed by some descriptors such as
vectors, matrices or very compact binary mappings of descriptor values. The de
scription itself is then instantiated e.g. by performing feature extraction, and stored
in an XML file. XML however is a pure file format not directly suitable to support

I XML and XML Schema are language standards defined by the World Wide Web Council
(W3C)
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real-time applications such as streaming of descriptions , dynamic change of single
descriptor values etc. Further, the representation is not very compact, as XML is
text-based. To overcome these limitations, MPEG-7 also specifies a Binary For
mat for MPEG-7 Descriptions (BiM), which can uniquely be mapped with any
XML based descriptions, and can indeed be regarded as a generic binary encoding
for any XML files guided by schema information. Typical compression factors
achievable over the source text format are around 98%. Further, BiM simplifies
access to partial descriptions by specific sub-tree pointer mechanisms, which al
lows to process XML files piece-wise. This can e.g. be used for efficient signaling,
when only a part of the description changes dynamically over time. In principle,
BiM allows more efficient parsing of descriptions than XML, in particular when
only a part of a larger description shall be used by an application. As however
XML is widely used and many application program interfaces exist which are
based on XML (e.g. for database storage and query), it depends on the application
whether it is more useful to employ the text-based (XML) or binary (BiM) descrip
tion representations ofMPEG-7.

The MPEG-7 standard (ISO/IEC 15938: Multimedia Content Description Inter
face) consists of the following parts :

15938-1: Part 1 - Systems. This defines mechanisms for efficient transport ,
storage and access of MPEG-7 descriptions .
15938-2: Part 2 - Description Definition Language. This specifies the gram
mar of the XML-based language, including MPEG-7 specific extensions, as
used to define the syntax of MPEG-7 description tools.
15938-3: Part 3 - Visual. This defines description elements and tools which
exclusively relate to visual information features.
15938-4: Part 4 - Audio. This defines description elements and tools which
exclusively relate to audio information features.
15938-5: Part 5 - Multimedia Description Schemes. This specifies description
elements and tools for generic feature descriptions and DS structures in gen
eral.
15938-6: Part 6 - Reference Software. This is a collection of software tools,
integrating implementations of the normative parts of the standard, and also
non-normative examples for feature extraction and description usage.
15938-7: Part 7 - Conformance. This describes guidelines and procedures for
syntax-related conformance testing of MPEG-7 implementations .
15938-8: Part 8 - Extraction and Usage of Descriptions . This is a Technical
Report which contains informative material about non-normative procedures
related to extraction and usage of MPEG-7 descriptions.

17.6.2 Generic Multimedia Description Concepts

In principle, by using the DDL it is possible to define specific description struc
tures beyond the normative elements of the MPEG-7 standard. Even though the
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syntax of such application-specific extensions can fully be described by DDL, it
would not be possible to assign a semantic meaning, such that in fact no interop
erability could be achieved except if the meaning of values is negotiated privately
between systems. For visual and audio information types, the parts 3 and 4 of the
standard define specific description elements which can generically be used for
different applications, covering all relevant audiovisual features (see sec. 17.6.2
and 17.6.3). In addition, part 5 specifies a sufficiently rich set of general-purpose
description elements (D and DS) which can be clustered into the following catego
ries:

Basic elements: This category contains a number of schema tools which allow
formation, packaging and annotation of MPEG-7 descriptions, basic data
types such as vectors and matrices, methods for linking and localization of
media and primitive textual annotations e.g. relating to time, place, persons.
Content management: Description of creation information such as title, au
thor, date, classification by genre, purpose, recommended audience etc.; de
scription of media information such as formats, compression methods and
original sources; description of usage information such as usage rights and
linkage to rights holders.
Content description : Specific DSs for structural description (e.g. segment or
region properties, association of low level features with certain locations in
space and time), and conceptual description (e.g. semantic relationships of
objects and events). These are key concepts directly related to signal analysis,
for which a more detailed explanation will be given below.
Navigation and access: This category shall facilitate browsing, quick preview
and retrieval of multimedia content. It comprises description of summaries by
different levels of detail, partitions and decompositions e.g. for multi
resolution (scalable) access and variations such as down-scaled or extended
versions and availability in different modalities.
Content organization: This category allows organization and modeling of
content collections or description collections. In particular, collections can be
described based on their common properties, or be mapped to analytic mod
els. Furthermore, probability based classification models, state transition mod
els (Hidden Markov) and statistical description models are provided. This
allows to establish classified sets of audiovisual data and description of classi
fication mechanisms.
User interaction: Description of user preferences, which is usable for person
alization of content access, presentation and consumption.

Content description structures. Typically, spatial sub-regions of an image,
segments of a music piece or a video can be described by hierarchical structures.
For this type of structural description of audiovisual signals, MPEG-7 specifies a
generic class of Segment DS with specific realizations as

Video Segment DS: This is intended to describe segments (to be specified by
start time and duration) from a video sequence. A video segment may not be
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contiguous in time, it can also consist of overlapping or unconnected sub
segments. In addition to the position on the time axis, low-level visual features
of categories color, texture and motion can be described. A video segment is
always related to full-frame (rectangular) video.
Still Region DS: This relates to one single image or a region from an image.
The low-level visual features which can be attached to this DS are color,
texture and shape. A still region can again consist of sub-regions, which may
be overlapping, contiguous or unconnected.
Moving Region DS: Unlike the Video Segment DS, this relates to smaller
regions within video frames, such that it could e.g. describe the behavior of an
object and its features over time. The additional visual feature which is needed
(in addition to the features described for the Video Segment DS) is shape. A
moving region segment can consist of sub-segments/-regions, which may be
overlapping, contiguous or unconnected either temporally or spatially. Hence,
the moving region is the most generic visual-related DSs, because it can be
interpreted as an extension either of the Video DS or the Still Region DS.
Mosaic DS: This is an extension of the Still Region DS, where the region is a
mosaic generated from different images (either frames of a video sequence, or
still images which were combined, cf. sec. 7.8). In addition to the low-level
features combinable in the Still Region DS, this supports global motion
information, such that the relationship between the mosaic and its source
pictures can be described.
Audio Segment DS: This allows specification of a segment from an audio
signal, is conceptually very similar to the Video Segment DS, however related
to audio features like spectral properties, timbre, loudness, tempo etc.
Audio-Visual Segment DS: This is a combination which e.g. allows to describe
video jointly with synchronized audio.

Description of relationships. Segments can be allocated in a hierarchical
structure, where any segment can have one or more sub-segments. Such a
construction can be used to convey increasingly detailed information. Any sub
segment will usually describe a part of the signal which is shorter in time or
smaller in area than the parent segment. A parent segment can be decomposed into
concatenated sub-segments, but sub-segments of the same parent segment can also
be overlapping or unconnected. Sub-segments must not be of the same type as the
parent segment. For example, a Moving Region sub-segment may describe the
detailed behavior of a single object within a Video segment, or a Still Region sub
segment may describe a key-frame from a Video segment.

Even though the hierarchical structure, which can be described by a tree, is
very efficient regarding access and parsing of descriptions or scalability of
descriptions, it may not be fully appropriate for any case. For a more flexible
approach, a Segment Relation DS is defined, which can establish links (relational
graphs) between segments at arbitrary positions in a description representation.

For conceptual (semantic) descriptions, the focus is rather on events, objects
and concepts, state, place and time in real or narrative worlds. This is supported by
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the Semantic Base DS, which can e.g. be instantiated as Object DS, Event DS,
Concept DS etc. These purely semantic descriptions will typically be text based.
Description ofabstractions allows to combine similar instances, and replace spe
cific objects, events or other semantic entities by corresponding classes. By a
Semantic Relation DS, linking of abstract classes with related instantiations of
Segment DSs, and with Analytic Model DSs describing statistical properties is also
possible. This way, concrete mappings of primitive features (automatically extract
able from multimedia signals) into semantic classification criteria can indeed be
established.

17.6.3 Visual Descriptors

The group of Visual description tools specified in the part 3 of the MPEG-7
standard I covers all low-level features of visual information, and includes in
addition mechanisms for visual-specific structural description, as well as higher
level information for specific visual signals such as human faces. The different
categories of Visual Ds are described in the following sub-sections. In most cases,
descriptor values are quantized into very compact binary representations of a low
number of bits, often using non-uniform quantizers . This leads to very compact
descriptions of visual features, whereas the quantizations have been carefully
designed such that the descriptors would not lose expressiveness.

Basic structures. These are not descriptors in the original sense, but rather visual
specific low-level structural description tools, which allow to attach or combine
other descriptors efficiently within a specific spatio-temporal context:

Grid Layout: This defines a grid ofPiQ equally-sized rectangular block parti
tions (P blocks horizontally, Q blocks vertically). It is either possible to use
the same configuration of Ds for all blocks (such that just the descriptor val
ues have to be conveyed for each block individually), or to attach individual
Ds to each block. A 1 bit flag is used to express whether a descriptor value is
conveyed for a specific block or not.
Time Series: This provides a definition of equidistant or non-equidistant tem
poral positions, where for each time instance, the descriptor values for one or
several Descriptors are attached. This can be interpreted as a regular or non
regular temporal sampling of dynamically changing description information.
2D/3D Multiple View: This is a combination of 2D (image plane related)
descriptors which provide information about the same scene or an object that
was shot from different view angles.
Spatial 2D Coordinates: A generic definition to establish two-dimensional
reference coordinate systems which can be used in combination with Visual
Ds. Coordinate definitions are made either by pixel units, by pixel units nor-

I The subsequent list already includes Visual description elements which are defined in the
first amendment to 15938-3, which is going to be finalized in 2003.
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malized to image widthlheight or by length units. In case of local coordinate
systems, the reference is fixed, while in case of integrated coordinate systems,
reference can be made by mapping into a coordinate system of a different pic
ture (e.g. another frame in a video).
Temporal Interpolation: Definition of a linear or quadratic interpolation func
tion, by which descriptor values at intermediate temporal positions can be ap
proximated; this allows a compact and accurate representation of the temporal
change in a description from a low number of time instances; this is e.g. suit
able to describe motion trajectories in combination with a set of parametric
descriptions.
GoF/GoP Feature: This relates to application of a descriptor to a group of
frames from a video sequence or a group of pictures, where the descriptor val
ues are combined into one instantiation describing the entire group. Methods
of combination are average, median or intersection (minimum value) of the re
spective descriptor values from the single pictures .

Color. Color features are supported by a variety of descriptors, which are suitable
to describe localized or global color features. The first sub-category are not de
scriptors in the strict sense, but rather supporting tools for color description:

Color Space: Specification of the color space, supporting RGB, YCbC" HSV,
HMMD (a mapping derived from HSV), linear matrix transform, optionally
also a white reference (cf. sec. 7.1.1).
Color Quantization: Definition of quantization methods in the color space,
resulting in a discrete set of indices for color values. Methods of uniform and
non-uniform quantization are supported.
Illumination Invariant Color: This is a structure which wraps the Dominant
Color, Scalable Color, Color Structure and Color Layout Descriptors as given
below, with the property that the combined information is less sensitive
against illumination changes.

The different types of color descriptors are:

Dominant Color: Definition of up to eight dominant colors by mean and vari
ance (cf. (7.15)). Extraction of this descriptor is typically performed by cluster
analysis.
Scalable Color: This D is based on a histogram computed from an HSV color
space representation quantized into 256 color values. The histogram values
are nonlinearly mapped, and the histogram is then transformed by a Haar basis
applied to pairs of neighbored colors in a hierarchical (wavelet-like) tree,
which allows to represent the histogram by a minimum of 16 and a maximum
of 256 coefficients dyadically. The coefficients are encoded by an embedded
quantizer, such that scalability can be applied both by number of coefficients
and accuracy of the coefficient representation (see also Fig. 7.3). If the full
resolution is used, the descriptor is similar expressive as an original histo
gram; by using the coarser resolutions, much faster feature comparison can be
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realized . The number of bits necessary for the representation of the histogram
can range between 22 and 832.
Color Structure: This descriptor is based on a color histogram computed from
a representation in the HMMD color space, using a 7x7 structure element for
computation (see (7.17) and Fig. 7.5). Instead of pixel-based statistics, this
rather considers occurrence of color values within pixel neighborhoods, which
relates semantically to the 'local purity' of colors. The accuracy of the descrip
tor can be set by quantization of the HMMD space into 32-256 bins in dyadic
steps. Eight bits are used for the representation of (non-uniformly quantized)
histogram values.
Color Layout: This descriptor expresses the local distribution of dominant
colors within a regular grid of 64 rectangular blocks . The matrix of dominant
color values extracted from the single blocks is compressed by a 2D DCT (cf.
Fig. 7.4). By retaining only a small number of coarsely quantized coefficients,
a minimum of 64 bits are necessary to express the color layout of an image.
The precision can be increased by more accurate representation of the coeffi
cients, which may require up to 971 bits.
Color Temperature: This is a very compact descriptor requiring only 8 bits for
the representation of the color feature, expressed in categories such as 'hot',
'warm', 'moderate' and 'cool'. This is e.g. useful for quick browsing and pre
selection from huge databases .
GoF/Go? Color: This is a combination of the GoF/GoP feature as described
above with the Scalable Color D.

Texture. This group contains descriptors which can express properties of homo
geneous textures or edge-like structures:

Homogeneous Texture: Texture analysis is performed by directional Gabor
wavelet basis functions. The feature description is based on absolute moments
of first and second order (7.39). The Homogeneous Texture D supports a
maximum of 30 frequency channels, which are arranged by 6 angular orienta
tions and 5 scaling resolutions (cf. Fig. 7.13).
Texture Browsing: This D is defined at a rather semantic level, adapted to
texture perception by humans. The Descriptor contains 3 parameters of regu
larity, angular orientation and detail content. Conceptually, to determine these
features from real-world material, it is recommended to gather the information
by using the same Gabor basis functions as in the homogeneous texture D.
The descriptor is very compact, only 12 bits are needed for representation.
Edge Histogram: This descriptor expresses occurrences of the four main ori
entations of edges (horizontal, vertical and the two 45 degree orientations) and
'non-directional' edges (cf. Fig. 7.21). The descriptor optionally includes a
simple localization mechanism similar to the grid layout.

Shape. This group contains descriptors for two-dimensional (contour, binary) and
three-dimensional (surface) shapes. All these descriptors have the property to be
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rotation and scale invariant, and are also quite insensitive against small deforma
tions of shape:

Contour Shape : This descriptor is applicable to shapes which are described by
a unique contour line. It is a combination of a few global shape parameters
such as circularity (7.98), eccentricity (7.135) both for the original and con
vex-smoothed contour. The remaining part is based on the Curvature Scale
Space (CSS) representation, where the number of relevant CSS peaks and the
CSS peak amplitudes/positions are expressed (cf. Fig. 7.31).
Region Shape: This descriptor is applicable to shapes where the contour de
scription is not efficient , e.g. binary shapes containing holes. For extraction of
the descriptor values, the binary shape is centered within a square window of
normalized size. Then, a transform using the ART basis functions (cf. Fig.
7.41) is applied, where the absolute values of transform coefficients establish
the descriptor values. A total of 35 coefficients is used, where however the de
scriptor also keeps sufficient expressiveness by a lower number of coeffi
cients.
Shape Variation : This is an extension related to the Region Shape D, which
allows to describe shape variations within a collection of binary shapes (e.g.
temporal variations within a video sequence) in terms of two variation maps
and standard deviations of ART coefficients. The variation maps are con
structed by accumulating the binary shapes b(m,n) of the collection (static
map) and accumulating the inverses I-b(m,n) (dynamic map), then computing
ART coefficients from both maps. In addition, the standard deviations of the
ART coefficients (as extracted from each binary shape of the collection indi
vidually) are computed .
Shape 3D: This is a histogram related to curvatures of a 3D surface. The
strength of the curvature fluctuations, denoted as shape index, can be analyzed
by comparing the angles between orientations of neighbored triangular
patches in the wireframe representation of a shape. The descriptor is scalable
by number of histogram bins and by precision of histogram values.

Motion. This group of Descriptors supports different types of motion which can
occur within video sequences:

Camera Motion: Qualitative and quantitative description of the extrinsic mo
tion of a camera, including translations and rotations about the 3 axes of the
coordinate system. These are the translational movements track (left-right),
boom (up-down) and dolly (forward/backward) and the rotational movements
pan (left-right), tilt (up-down) and roll (around the Z axis). In addition, zoom
is described as the only type related to intrinsic camera parameters. The quan
titative description is relatively coarse, it is not possible to use this D for accu
rate camera calibration.
Motion Trajectory: Definition of a motion trajectory from reference points
(each point expressed by the time and spatial coordinates), the respective ref
erence coordinate system (including the spatial 2D coordinate basic function)
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and an interpolation function (including the temporal interpolation basic func
tion). By universal use of the coordinate reference , trajectories can be defined
between video frames or within the 3D world. It can further be signaled
whether the camera follows an object. The motion trajectory is independent of
spatial resolution of frames and frame rates.
Parametric Motion : Description of values related to different parametric mo
tion models is defined, ranging from 2 parameters (translation), 4 parameters
(translation, rotation and scaling), 6 (affine), 8 (perspective) up to 12 (para
bolic) parameters (cf. sec. 7.4.4). Optionally, a reference coordinate system
can be described by including the basic function for spatial 2D coordinates.
Motion Activity: By analyzing the motion vector fields (where e.g. block
based motion vectors can be used as an approximation of the motion vector
field properties), the general level of motion activity in a video sequence can
be determined. Descriptor values express the intensity of motion (by 6 differ
ent levels), and the dominant direction of motion (by 8 directions). The spatial
distribution of different motion properties is expressed by analysis of the run
lengths over similar motion vectors (where a long run means that a large area
is subject to a similar motion). Optionally, a better localization can be
achieved by a combination with a simplified grid layout, which allows to de
scribe global and local motion properties separately. The temporal variation
within a sequence of frames can also optionally be described by a histogram
of motion intensity values.

Localization. This group of features is intended to describe spatio-temporallocal
ization of content:

Region Locator: This describes the position of a region within a single image
either by a bounding box or by a polygon approximation.
Spatio-Temporal Locator: This describes the position of a region spatio
temporally, which is done either by combining a motion trajectory with a pa
rametric motion model, or by defining the trajectory of vertex coordinates re
lating to a bounding box, a polygon or an ellipsoid. The Spatio-Temporal Lo
cator can describe both spatially connected and non-contiguous regions.

Face description. This comprises descriptor structures which are intended for the
purpose of face recognition, e.g. to retrieve face images which match a query face
image:

Face Recognition: This is based on projection of normalized and geometri
cally adjusted face images into a coefficient representat ion, using a set of basis
images (similar to eigenfaces from a mean face, see sec. 7.9; the basis images
are fixed and fully specified in the standard). The description then consists of
48 coefficients , each quantized into 5 bits.
Advanced Face Recognition: This descriptor is more robust against variations
in pose and illumination conditions . It is based on Linear Discriminant Analy
sis (LDA), which seeks to find a linear transformation by maximizing the be-
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tween-class variance and minimizing the within-class variance (9.48). LDA is
also applicable to principal components (e.g. eigenvalues or other transform
expansions), then denoted as PCLDA. To extract the Advanced Face Recogni
tion D, 2D Fourier coefficients are computed globally and in a multi-block
model from normalized and geometrically adjusted face images. PCLDA is
then applied separately to the Fourier absolute values of the global transform
and a merged scan of the multi-block representation. Finally, both results are
normalized, and the joint vector of values is again processed by LDA. The
bases for both PCLDA transforms and for the LDA transform have fixed val
ues which are fully specified in the standard. The quantized result of the LDA
projection is denoted as Fourier feature, for which the number of coefficients
can be variable.

17.6.4 Audio Descriptors

The group of Audio description tools specified in the part 4 of the MPEG-7
standard- covers all low-level features of audio information. It defines in addition
mechanisms for audio-specific structural description and higher-level information
related to audio semantics. The different categories of audio description elements
are listed in the following sub-sections; most of the basic concepts were already
introduced in sec. 7.1O.

Structures. The temporal evolution of low-level audio features can either be de
scribed by sampling (extracting descriptions) at regular intervals, or by using seg
ments which should demark periods of similar sound properties. Both methods are
applicable to scalar and vector types of descriptor values. The result is a series of
descriptor instantiations. In addition, a scalable series is defined, which allows to
progressively down-sample the series of values and use a variable degree of tem
poral granularity, which can directly be weighted versus the compactness of the
description. The resulting scale tree can be augmented by summary values such as
minima, maxima, mean, variances, covariances of descriptor values hidden in the
next-finer levels of the series.

Basic . This group comprises two descriptors, which are the Waveform Envelope D
(expressing minimum and maximum value of amplitudes) and the Audio Power D
which expresses the power, both descriptors relating to time intervals with a de
fault duration of 10 ms.

I The multi-block extraction is performed using a so-called holistic image, which is a
cropped center part of the face. In addition to the holistic image itself, partitions into 4 and
16 sub-blocks are made, where Fourier coefficients are extracted from all three representa
tions.

2 The subsequent list already includes Audio description elements which are defined in the
first amendment to 15938-4, which is going to be finalized in 2003.
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Basic spectral. This group of descriptors allows to express short-term spectral
properties of audio signals, which relate to a finite spectral band. The default
bandwidth uses a lower band edge of 62.5 Hz and a higher band edge of 16 kHz,
logaritlunically spaced. The following descriptors are defined:

Audio Spectrum Envelope: This describes the power spectrum of an audio
signal. The number of bands between lower and upper edges is definable by a
resolution parameter, whereas all energy residing beyond the edges is ex
pressed by one coefficient each.
Audio Spectrum Centroid: This describes the center of gravity of the log
frequency power spectrum as defined in (7.221) .
Audio Spectrum Spread : The spectrum spread is defined as the root mean
square deviation of the logarithmic-frequency power spectrum from the cen
troid, as given by (7.222).
Audio Spectrum Flatness : This describes the flatness of the spectrum within a
given number of frequency bands, as specified in (7.224).

Spectral Basis. The spectral basis descriptors relate to low-dimensional projec
tions of spectrograms, which are computed by Independent Component Analysis
(lCA, see sec. 9.1.2). The Audio Spectrum Basis D contains the basis functions as
generated by SVD analysis, while the Audio Spectrum Projection D represents the
low-dimensional features (or coefficients) which are generated by applying (9.7).
In fact, the procedure described below (9.7) is used for generation of the most
compact description. The procedure is applied to a time series ofAudio Spectrum
Envelope D, where the amplitude values are first logaritlunically scaled and nor
malized to unity.

Signal parameters. These descriptors are applicable mainly to periodic and quasi
per iodic signals . The Audio Harmonicity D expresses values of the harmonic ratio
(7.226) and the upper limit of hannonicity (7.228). The Audio Fundamental Fre
quency D describes the fundamental frequency or pitch of a harmonic or near
harmon ic signal.

Temporal timbre descriptors. This group contains the Log Attack Time D with
extraction method (7.230) and the Temporal Centroid D with extraction according
to (7.231) .

Spectral timbre descriptors. Five spectral timbre descriptors are defined, where
the first four operate on regularly-spaced spectral components, and are primarily
applicable to harmonic sounds :

Harmonic Spectral Centroid D, relating to the extraction method of (7.233);
Harmonic Spectral Deviation D, relating to the extraction method in (7.234);
Harmonic Spectral Spread D, relating to the extraction method in (7.236);
Harmonic Spectral Variation D, relat ing to the extraction method in (7.237);
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Spectral Centroid D, relating to the extraction method of(7.238).

Silence. The Silence D is a simple binary (on/oft) descriptor, with a possible ex
traction method as shown in Fig. 7.80.

High-level description tools. These are pre-defined combinations of low-level
descriptors, typically optimized for specific application domains:

Audio signature: The Audio Signature D allows identification of audio con
tent, and is robust against possible modifications such as lossy coding or
transcoding, filtering, transmission noise or acoustic transfer by loudspeakers
and microphones. Matching must be performed against a database of descrip
tor values extracted from known music pieces, which e.g. allows to locate re
mote metadata related to a music piece. Highly robust signatures of this type
are based on the Audio Spectral Flatness D, which is provided in a scalable
time series, expressing mean and variance of descriptor values. Identification
is typically possible with high reliability when only some seconds of a song
are played.
Musical instrument timbre description : Two different combinations are made
from low-level timbre descriptors for specific classes of instruments. The
Harmonic Instrument Timbre D, which is best suitable for sustained harmonic
sounds, combines the Log Attack Time D with the four harmonic spectral
timbre descriptors. The Percussive Instrument Timbre Descriptor combines
both temporal timbre descriptors with the Spectral Centroid D.
Sound recognition and indexing: This is the main application of the spectral
basis descriptor group (lCA based methods), but other descriptors may be
used as well. The Sound Model DS is based on a continuous Hidden Markov
Model (cf. sec. 9.4.6), which signifies transition probabilities related to the
temporal changes of descriptor values for a given sound. The basis functions
related to the Audio Spectrum Basis D are stored along with the model, and
are used to compute the ICA projection of an audio segment which shall be
matched against the model. The Sound Classification Model DS is a collec
tion of different sound models which can be used for automatic classification
of audio segments, employing appropriately trained sound models; applica
tions include genre classification, instrument and voice recognition. Similarity
comparison can be based on the most likely state path using the Viterbi algo
rithm (Sound Model State Path D), or on the relative frequency by which the
respective states are selected with the given audio segment (Sound Model
State Histogram D).
Spoken content description : These description tools allow description of spo
ken words, similar to the representation at the output of automatic speech
recognition systems (before the final classification step). This way, it is pos
sible to systematically track inaccuracies of recognition systems, and retain
intermediate levels of the recognition process for later verification. The first
functional unit is the Spoken Content Lattice DS, representing a series of
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nodes (supplemented with timing information) and links which are related to
phonemes or words. The Spoken Content Header DS provides additional in
formation such as speaker info, confusion count, word and phoneme lexicon.
As speech is an important element of multimedia applications, reliable recog
nition and combination of recognition with other modalities (e.g. search for
spoken keywords in a video or movie) are highly relevant in MPEG-7 appli
cations.
Melody description: The two main elements for melody description are the
Melody Contour DS and the Melody Sequence DS, where the first is a com
pact representation of a melody extracted from a segment, expressing the
change of melody by 5 grades of ascent/descent; rhythmic information such
as beats are also supported. The Melody Sequence is a more verbose repre
sentation based on very precise interval (change in tone height) and timing in
formation related to single notes.
Audio signal quality description: This is a set of descriptors related to differ
ent aspects of audio quality, which can e.g. be used to decide which of differ
ent versions of the same piece of music would be preferable. Parameters
which can be expressed are e.g. background noise level, bandwidth, correla
tion between different audio channels, information about transmission chan
nels (including storage medium).
Audio tempo description: Besides the accurate descriptions of tone lengths
and variations which are available in the melody description category, a more
global description of the tempo of a music piece is expressed in BPM (beats
per minute).

17.7 Multimedia Framework MPEG-21

The vision for MPEG-2l is to define an open multimedia framework that will
enable transparent and augmented use of multimedia resources across a wide range
of networks and devices. This shall cover the entire chain that is traversed during
the lifecycle of multimedia content, encompassing creation, production, manipula
tion, management, delivery, trading and consumption. However, the notion of
content is too simplistic to express the richness of all benefits that are provided by
multimedia applications . One central focus of MPEG-21 is the definition of Digi
tal Items (DI). A DI is a hierarchical container of resources, metadata and other
sub-ordinate DIs. It can best be defined as the digital representation of a 'work',
which is the resource being managed, described, traded, consumed etc. in a multi
media application. For seamless interoperability, it will be necessary to identify all
necessary resources which will make the DI operational. In principle, it would be
consistent to subsume all these resources under the DI itself, which will however
not consistently be possible in all cases. From this point of view, it is necessary to
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define mechanisms for Digital Item Adaptation (DIA) which would make a DI run
under varying resource environments.
The second important paradigm in MPEG-21 is user-centricity. In general, users
create, modify, protect, adapt, trade and consume digital items. All participants of
the content value chain are regarded as users (regardless if they are operators,
service providers, content creators or end-users), while they can simultaneously
have different roles, interacting with each other or with the DIs that are the pur
pose of their interaction. This evolving framework addresses all possible actions
on DIs including Digital Rights Management (DRM), Digital Item Adaptation
(DIA) and Digital Item Processing (DIP).

The current status of technology provided in MPEG-21 allows static adaptation of
Digital Items with respect to resource constraints and user profiles. The standard is
entitled ISO/lEe 21000 "Multimedia Framework (MPEG-21)", and is presently
consisting of the following sub-parts 1:

TR 21000-1: Vision, Technologies and Strategy. This (non-normative) Tech
nical Report develops a vision about the framework, which shall enable trans
parent usage of augmented multimedia resources across different networks
and devices, serving the needs of all potential users.
21000-2: Digital Item Declaration (DID). This part specifies a set of abstract
terms and concepts to establish a useful model for definition of DIs. The
model shall be as general and flexible as possible, while providing mecha
nisms to enable higher-level functionality. Declaration elements are contain
ers, items, components, anchors, descriptors, conditions, choices, selections,
annotations, assertions, resources, fragments, statements and predicates . These
are defined by normative syntax and semantics, which is represented in XML.
Further, a normative XML schema definition is provided which comprises the
entire grammar of the DID representation.
21000-3: Digital Item Identification (DII). The scope of this part is unique
identification of DIs and parts thereof, identification of intellectual property
rights related to DIs, identification of Description Schemes (DS) and different
types of DIs, usage of identifiers to link DIs with related information such as
metadata. For this purpose, DIs and parts thereof are identified by encapsula
tion of Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI) into the Identification DS.
21000-4: Intellectual Property Management and Protection (IPMP). Even
though IPMP hooks for content protection are provided in other standards
such as MPEG-2, MPEG-4 and MPEG-7, the non-proprietary interworking of
such methods is still a major challenge, where a consistent solution shall be
provided by MPEG-21, including e.g. standardized ways to retrieve IPMP
tools from remote locations, exchange messages between IPMP tools and ter
minals etc.
21000-5: Rights Expression Language (REL). The REL is seen as a machine
readable language by which it is possible to declare rights and permissions us-

1 Parts 4, 7-12 still have draft status by the time this book is published.
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ing the terms as defined in a dictionary (RDD). A central concept is granting
of rights, which identifies the principal to whom the grant is issued, the right
that the grant specifies, the resource to which the right applies and the condi
tion that must be fulfilled before the right can be exercised . The REL is also
defined using the XML Schema language.
21000-6: Rights Data Dictionary (RDD). The RDD comprises a set of
uniquely identified terms to support the REL. The specification relates to the
structure of the dictionary and the methodology to create the dictionary. It also
specifies provisions to track additions, amendments and deletions to terms and
their attributes.
21000-7: Digital Item Adaptation (DIA). The goal of DIA is to provide the
user with interoperable transparent access to multimedia content by different
types of terminals and networks without taking care of any installation, man
agement and implementation issues. The specific scope targeted for DIA in
cludes user characteristics, including preferences for specific media resources
and their presentation, and mobility characteristics of the user; terminal capa
bilities, e.g. encoding and decoding capability, hardware / software limitations
and communication (network interconnect) capabilities; network characteris
tics, which are mainly related to network QoS like bandwidth utilization, delay
and error characteristics; environment characteristics such as location of a
user and ambient conditions like noise and illumination levels; resource
adaptability tools, which assist in the adaptation of resources including binary
resources (e.g. bit streams) and metadata, including best trade-offs regarding
complexity and QoS, and session mobility tools. DIA also defines a frame
work for description of bitstream structures .
21000-8 : Reference Software. This is the reference software implementation
of the technical elements ofMPEG-21 .
21000-9 : File Format. The specification of a file format for storage of
MPEG-21 information, including possible 'multi-purpose' combinations with
media file formats.
21000-10: Digital Item Processing (DIP). DIP turns a DI from a data struc
ture to an object that can be processed for manipulation in an intended man
ner. A typical usage of this would be at the terminal side, where e.g. it would
be necessary to crop an image when the display is too small; by DIP, the con
tent provider could prescribe recommended methods of such manipulations.
21000-11 : Evaluation Methods for Persistent Association . The term persis
tent association categorizes techniques to uniquely tie and manage identifica
tion and description methods with the content. This includes carriage of iden
tifiers in file or transport formats, embedding identifiers in the content by wa
tennarks, and protection of identifiers against unauthorized removal and
modification.
21000-12: Test Bedfor MPEG-21 Resource Delivery . This shall be defined as
a non-nonnative part (Technical Report) of the standard, including a software
package for a fully operational test bed which provides capabilities such as
network and terminal adaptation ofmultimedia resource streams.
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For media and metadata representation, MPEG-2l intends to use existing stan
dards like MPEG-4 and MPEG-7. It is however one goal to identify missing links
within such standards, and provide better solutions regarding the entire chain of
multimedia communication systems, giving maximum benefit to all users at rea
sonable and fair cost . It is obvious that the attitude of MPEG -2l is highly related
to the (nevertheless still simplistic) layout of a multimedia communication system
as initially presented in Fig. 1.1b. Multimedia communication systems of the 21st

century are diversified, based on multiple users interacting with multiple media
resources, where the actual amount of information provided to the user highly
relies on the performance of the systems which serve for this purpose. For exam
ple, an intelligent system which perfectly adapts to the user's needs with regard to
the content that is offered and the desired form of presentation, can clearly save
immense network bandwidth resources, as no unnecessary information must be
transmitted. From this point of view, indeed a close interrelationship exists be
tween the different variants of QoS initially introduced (Network, Perceptual and
Semantic QoS) .

Communication media have taken influence on societal aspects during the entire
history of mankind. The underlying technology has always been a driving force in
this development. The last century was dominated by centralized mass media,
where most individuals are more or less degraded to be only recipients of normal
ized information (with certain freedom of selection, whatsoever). This paradigm
starts to change with the advent of multimedia communications technology, and by
the capabilities that are provided in modem telecommunication networks. A part
of this process are media that are becoming more individualized, where more indi
viduals can actively participate in the process of information generation and distri
bution. It is not fully clear yet what the impact on societal development will be:
May this lead to a more democratic role of media, or will it rather lead to uncon
trollable manipulations? Seeing is believing, but on the other hand digital technol
ogy enables simplified manipulations such that it becomes possible to see whatever
one wishes. From this point of view, a critical attitude of human beings may be
more important in the age of multimedia than it was ever before, which does not
mean to reject, but rather to accept information suspiciously. In addition, technol
ogy is highly needed which helps to detect and track manipulations. If this is guar
anteed , multimedia communications will tum out to be highly beneficial, opening
up completely new and more effective ways of cooperating, learning and living.
The destination of this development is hard to predict, but it is rather clear that
multimedia systems are one important factor to change this world, and will make it
appear substantially different within 20 years from now.
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A Quality Measurement

A.I Signal Quality

A.I.! Objective Signal Quality Measurements

Objective measurement of signal quality is of high importance to compare algo
rithms designed for multimedia signal coding or signal enhancement. In many
optimization approaches, the goal is the minimization ofthe squared error, which
relates to the shortest Euclidean distance between signal amplitudes. If the differ
ence q(n)=x(n)-y(n) between the signal and the reconstruction is interpreted as a
zero-mean noise process", the related quality measurement can be expressed as
follows by the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), which is usually mapped into a loga
rithmic scale:

20 -Iog., 0"x •

O"q
(A.I)

(A.I) refers to the variance of the signal. SNR measurements relating to the signal
power or energy (for finite signals) are less usual, because the result would be
highly biased by the signal mean value. For audio and speech signals, the zero
mean property applies anyway. Image and video signals are strictly positive
valued- and bounded by a maximum amplitude. The mean of a given image or
video frame can by itself be regarded to be a random variable. Deviations in mean
could indeed play an important role, and would also lead to a non zero-mean sig-

1 The zero-mean property of q(n) is a reasonable assumption, unless yen) is systematically
biased by an amplitude modification .

2 In fact, this is not true for chrominance components such as Cb and C; In practice how
ever, digital chrominance components are often represented as positive integer values by
adding a bias compensating the maximum negative amplitude ; e.g. in case of an 8-bit repre
sentation, a value of 128 is added. Chrominance components ofa given image are typically
not zero-mean signals, as they are biased by the individual color characteristics: In case of a
'reddish' image, the component C; of (1.6) would clearly have a positive mean value.
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nal q(n). A metric which is not biased by the mean of individual images is the
Peak SNR (PSNR)

M-\ N-\

~ax2 L Lb(m,n)
PSNR [dB] = 10 -Iog., M-l N - l m=On=O

L Lb(m,n) . (x(m,n) - y(m,n))2
m=On=O

This has established as the most widely used metric for image distortion compari
son. The binary mask b(m,n) relates to the definition in (7.90) and allows compari
son of two images over an arbitrary-shaped area, smaller than the rectangular
frame of size MxN. Amax is the maximum amplitude, or could also be interpreted as
the maximum absolute difference that can occur between two distinct amplitude
values from signals x and yl. Consequently, the PSNR can never be less than zero.
The PSNR fits surprisingly well with subjective quality assessment, if results of
algorithms are compared which introduce distortion of similar nature. Usually
then, a PSNR difference of around I dB also indicates a perceptually noticeable
quality difference. This must however be taken cautiously, as the following effects
can occur:

SNR measurements in general are highly sensitive against phase shifts. It must
be noted that in case of images, linear phase shift are uncritical for high visual
quality. For example, an observer would hardly notice a difference if an image
is shifted by half a pixel using a high-quality interpolator, while the SNR crite
rion might indicate a poor quality.
The PSNR does not take into account masking of noise by highly-detailed
structures. Typically , images of low detail are judged to have a good quality
only with much higher PSNR values than images of high detail. From this
point of view, the measure as given in (AI) would be favorable, but would be
too simplistic to reflect the complex spatio-temporal masking relationships in
image and video signals. For example, coding noise that varies over time is
observed as very annoying, even though it may hardly be noticeable within a
single frame.

Segmental SNR measurements. SNR criteria are average measures, which do not
take into accountjluctuations of quality. Often, a signal with only one highly dis
torted segment or region will be judged to be of bad quality, while the SNR com
puted over the entire signal may be extremely high. As possible workaround solu
tions, additional criteria such as SNR measurements over smaller segments, com
putation of minima, maxima or other criteria which express fluctuations have been
proposed. The segmental SNR, which is the mean or expected value of SNR results
from equal-size segments [JAYANT, NOLL 1984], penalizes fluctuations in SNR. This
is however only true when the definition (AI) is used, and when the fluctuations
are mainly caused by variations of the instantaneous signal power. Fluctuations in

1 E.g. Amax=255 for signals originally represented by 8-bit peM.
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the instantaneous power of the error (while the power of the signal remains con
stant), will have the inverse effect, as will be shown below for the case of the Peak
SNR averaged over a sequence of video frames.

Mean of PSNR measurements. When the PSNR over a video sequence of 0
frames is computed, this is often done by averaging the PSNR contributions of the
individual frames, which seems to be similar to the computation of the segmental
SNR. The result will be a criterion

_ I 0 - 1 A,,~'
PSNRmu " -- ~)oIOg'O---'M:;-_I;-;;N'I----='------

0 ,=0 ~N I I(x(m,n,o)- y(m,n,o»)'
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(A.3)
The inequality follows from the relationship between arithmetic and geometric
mean; both will be equal only for the case of identical values being averaged. This
means that by averaging the PSNR over a sequence of video frames clearly an
algorithm which produces SNR fluctuations is favored. Similarly, the average
PSNR computed over a set of still images may not be suitable to compare different
algorithms, when one algorithm performs better only for a subset of the images
under test.

Perceptually weighted criteria. As mentioned above, SNR measurements do not
fully coincide with subjective impression, since they do not take into account per
ceptual masking functions . Development of better perceptually-weighted quality
measurement criteria has been a topic of research over decades; for image quality
evaluation criteria see e.g. [MNAHARA 1988], [xu, HAUSKE 1994] . Typically, such crite
ria would include frequency weighting functions (cf. chapter 6), but due to the
different types of possible signal degradations, it will further be necessary to clas
sify errors into categories.
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A.1.2 Subjective Assessment

When a reliable evaluation about the perceived signal quality shall be achieved, it
is inevitable to perform formal subjective assessment tests involving a representa
tive ensemble of test subjects. For some categories of signal compression algo
rithms, such as audio compression attempting to approach transparent (audible
lossless) quality, this is the only viable assessment method, objective measures like
SNR would not be useful at all.
In subjective assessment, an ensemble of test subjects are asked to give their opin
ions about the perceived quality. The answers are statistically evaluated, where
criteria as mean value and variance of opinions are computed to determine the
average results and their significance. Rejection of clear outliers is usually part of
the process. The qualification of the test subjects (expert or non-expert) is also of
high importance, but it also depends on the goal of the test how the subjects shall
be selected.
Further, any methodology for quality assessment must define a quality scale. For
the case where the goal of transparent (perceptually lossless) quality is investi
gated, a binary decision is sufficient. When the material under test is expected to
exhibit quality losses, the five-grade quality/impairment attribute scale as defined
in Table A.I is widely used. By evaluating the answers gained from the ensemble
of test subjects, it is possible to achieve results of Mean Opinion Score (MOS)
assessments.

Table A.I. Score and related subjective assessment criteria used in MOS tests

Score Quality Impairment

5 Excellent Imperceptible

4 Good Perceptible, but not annoying

3 Fair Slightly annoying

2 Poor Annoying

Bad Very annoying

Subjective tests must be reproducible , otherwise their value would be limited.
Definition of assessment conditions for different types of multimedia signals has a
long history. In this context, some methodologies defined by ITU-R recommenda
tion BT.500-II shall be shortly described; this is the latest from the BT.500 series
of recommendations which actually started in 1974, entitled 'Methods for the As
sessment ofthe Quality ofTelevision Pictures') :

) ITU-R BT.500 covers the cases of SD resolution quality assessment. For HD resolution ,
the corresponding recommendation is ITU-R BT.710, which however defines exactly the
same testing methodologies except for the setup of viewing and ambient conditions .
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Viewing conditions for assessment are defined differently for home viewing
and lab environments; this includes ambient lighting conditions, preferred
viewing distances and angles, properties of displays such as luminosity, reso
lution and aspect ratio;
Quality and impairment scales are defined as in Table A.l;
An ensemble of 15 non-expert subjects is specified as the minimum number to
perform the assessment;
Methodologies to evaluate the results of the assessment are described.

Depending on the material to be evaluated, different test methods are defined;
three which are more frequently used in practice are:

Double Stimulus Continuous Quality Scale (DSCQS): 10 second test se
quences A and B are presented in a schema A-break-B-break-A-break-B
break. During the breaks of 3 seconds, a mid gray level is shown, the last
break is longer when necessary for voting. Voting can start when the second
round begins. One of A and B is the original source, the other is processed
material, but the observer is unaware which is which. Attributes for scores are
given by the quality scale ofTable A.l.
Double Stimulus Impairment Scale (DSIS): Viewers are shown multiple se
quence pairs consisting of a reference and a test sequence. Subjects are asked
to score the amount of impairment in the test sequence as compared to the ref
erence by using the impairment scale of Table A.l. This kind of test is often
used e.g. to evaluate coding algorithms in the lower range of data rates, where
it would be clear that the impairment as compared to the original source would
be severe. The reference can then be a standard coding algorithm with a rea
sonable level of quality, used as a common 'anchor' when different other algo
rithms shall be compared.
Single Stimulus Continuous Quality Evaluation (SSCQE): This test method
ology is usable on live material or can also be used to judge the quality of
video streaming e.g. over the Internet, where rapid fluctuations of quality may
occur. A common reference sequence is not explicitly available. A series of
video sequences is presented once to the viewer, who evaluates the picture
quality instantaneously (in real time) by moving a slider with position corre
sponding to the scores on the quality scale. Samples of the slider position are
taken twice a second. This test can either be used to evaluate the quality fluc
tuations of one algorithm, or also to compare different algorithms when the
slider positions of corresponding time points, where the same material was
shown, are matched.

In all cases, before the actual test starts, the subjects are introduced to the test
environment by a short training period; different material than shown later in this
test must be used for this purpose. Further, the test sessions must be time limited to
avoid fatigue behavior of the test subjects.
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A.2 Classification Quality

To judge the quality of a classification algorithm or a retrieval method, it is neces
sary to rely on a pre-defined ground truth. This is determined by the classification
result that a human subject normally would expect , such that it can be decided
whether the algorithm works well. For cases where a classifier is optimized by a
training set, the ground truth could usually be defined as being identical to the a
priori class assignments made for the items in the training set (cf. sec. 9.4). How
ever, for objective evaluation of classification performance, it is not reasonable to
let the ground truth (which is used as a means to judge the algorithm) overlap with
the training set that is used to optimize the algorithm. As however the pre
classified training set would be an ideal ground truth, a solution for objective
evaluation is separation of a certain part of data from the training set, which are
exclusively used as ground truth and not for classifier optimization. If e.g. 10% of
the data belonging to each class from the training set are separated as ground truth,
the algorithm can still be optimized by using the remaining 90%, but the quality of
classification would be judged by the 10% which were not used for training. This
procedure can then be iterated by separating another sub-set of 10% etc., and fi
nally the quality is judged by averaging the single results.

Assume that a given class Sf has Qf members in the training set. Then, mis
classifications consist of two different cases. Firstly, not all of the original mem
bers of the class may be identified by the classification, which means they are
missed. This leads to the precision rate which is numerically expressed as

(A.4)NcorrectPREC = ------'="----

Ncorrect + Nmissed

Second, a certain number of elements may have been falsely assigned to the class,
which originally belong to other classes or are just members of the population of
items which are randomly present and do not uniquely belong to any class. This
leads to the recall rate,

REC = ----""::=:..

N correct +N false

(A.5)

Observe that for any class, it is possible to tune an algorithm e.g. by shifting the
decision boundaries in the feature space, such that either the precision or the recall
rate is maximized. For example, in a security-relevant application, it may be desir
able to detect all critical cases, while it is acceptable that some false alarms are
made which must then be sorted out manually. Here, the algorithm should rather
be tuned such that PREC is maximized . On the other hand, in an application where
automatic admission control is made by a face detection algorithm, it may rather
be preferable to reject (miss) an authorized person instead of leaving an unauthor
ized (false) person pass. In this case, the algorithm should be tuned for maximiza-
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tion of REC. In general, it can be argued that in a multiple-class decision problem
one will penalize REC of other classes by artificially increasing PREC of one class
and vice versa. In such cases, the best decision would be to keep both numbers of
missed and false elements in balance, which will be realized when the harmonic
average of precision and recall is maximized:

PREC ·REC !
F= max .

t(PREC+REC)
(A.6)

(A.7)

To judge the quality of retrieval applications, similar concepts can be applied.
Here, queries are formulated, and the retrieval algorithm is expected to respond on
each query by finding the related ground truth items which are e.g. contained in a
database . The definition of precision and recall is however a bit more vague, as
e.g. a user would be fully satisfied if the correct retrievals are interspersed with
some other items that can easily be sorted out. Assume that a number NG(q) of
ground truth items are available for a query q. In the perfect case, the algorithm
should find these items by the first NG(q) ranks of the retrieval result. A user
might however still be satisfied looking at K(q»NG(q) ranksl. Let the number
NfoundgjG(q)g(q) be the number of items belonging to the ground truth set of the
query, which are actually found within the first K(q) ranks of the retrieval. A
measure which is indeed very similar to (A.4) (but less rigid), is the retrieval rate
RR(q) related to a query q. From this, the average retrieval rate ARR is determined
over all NQ queries:

N 1 NQ

RR(q) =~ =:> ARR = -"IRR(q) .
NG(q) NQ q=l

During the development of MPEG-7 Visual descriptors, a new quality measure for
descriptor expressiveness has been defined, which is based on a query by exam
ple retrieval scenario. It is necessary to specify a database, a query set and the
ground-truth data from the database corresponding to each of the queries. The
ground-truth data is a set of images which are visually similar to a given query
image, considering the properties expressed by a descriptor under test. Typically,
at least 5000 images should be contained in the database , and the number of que
ries should be about 1% of the number of images in the database, such that suffi
cient statistical evidence of results is guaranteed. The database must contain a
sufficient variety of items, such as images from stock photo galleries, screen shots
of television programs and animations . The query and corresponding ground truth
image definitions must be manually established through a process of visual inspec
tion and cross verification by different independent people .

It is then necessary to weight the query results based on a unique numeric
measure. Assume that NG(q) is the size of the ground truth set for a query q, which
can indeed be very different for individual queries, depending on how many

I Typically, K(q)=2NG(q) is a reasonable value.
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ground truth images are found in the dataset. Further, the ground truth sets mayor
may not be constituted as clearly separated classes. Hence, the definition of a re
trieval measure has to take into account the following points:

Normalization of the measure irrespective of sizes of ground truth sets is nec
essary;
Actual ranks shall be obtained from the retrieval, to favor algorithms that
retrieve ground truth items in highest ranks;
Consideration of the number of missed ground truth items by assignment of a
'penalty', where beyond a certain limit of ranks K(q) any item is counted as
missed.

In principle, it was a goal to find an integrated metric which reflects both the pre
cision and the recall, but is more 'soft' by not unconditionally postulating that the
ground truth items are found in the first NG(q) ranks. The following solution was
adopted in the MPEG-7 core experiment process . Consider a query q ; assume that
as a result of the retrieval, the kth ground truth image for this query q is found at
RANK(k). Further, K(q) ;::: NG(q) is defined to specify the 'relevant ranks', which
are the ranks that would still count as feasible in subjective evaluation of the re
trieval. For relatively large NG(q) (20-25 items), subjects would judge the retrieval
results as still useful if items are found with ranks around 2NG(q) , while for
smaller ground truth sets, even more tolerance would be allowed. The penalty rank
assigned to each missed item should be ;::: K(q) , but a penalty just equaling
K(q) would put retrievals with too many misses in advantage . A good compromise
derived from this reasoning was found by defining a RANK*(k) as:

RANK*(k) = {RANK(k) if RANK(k) s K(q)
1.25·K(q) if RANK(k) > K(q)

K(q) =min{4 . NG(q) ,2 ·max [NG(q) V q]}

From (A.8), the Average Rank for query q is

I NG(q)

AVRANK(q)=-- L RANK*(k)
NG(q) k=l

(A.9)

However, with ground truth sets of different size (actually, NG varied between 3
and 32 in some of the MPEG-7 experiments), the AVRANK counted from ground
truth sets with small and large NG(q) values would largely differ. To eliminate
influences ofdifferent NG(q), the Modified Retrieval Rank

MRR(q) = AVRANK(q)-0.5 ·[1+NG(q)] (A.10)

is defined, which is always larger than 0, but with upper margin still dependent on
NG. This finally leads to the Normalized Modified Retrieval Rank
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NMRR(q) = MRR(q) (A 11)
1.25· K -0.5· [1+ NG(q)] .

which can only take values between 0 (indicating that the whole ground truth
found) and 1 (indicating that nothing was found), irrespective of the size of NG in
the query. From (A.11), it is now straightforward to compute the Average Normal
ized Modified Retrieval Rank (ANMRR), giving just one number to indicate the
retrieval quality over all queries :

I NQ

ANMRR = -INMRR(q) ,
NQ q=l

The ANMRR metric approximately coincides with the results of subjective evalua
tion about retrieval accuracy of search engines. Interestingly enough, it was found
in MPEG-7 Core Experiments that a clear interrelationship exists between the
compactness of descriptors which can be defined for different precision levels and
the retrieval accuracy; the compactness is counted in numbers of bits needed for
the representation. This allows to use rate-accuracy plots expressing the quality of
content descriptions, which can play a similar role as the rate-distortion plots
widely used in image and video coding.
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B Vector and Matrix Algebra

Vector and matrix operations are frequently used in multimedia signal processing,
as this allows to express groups of signal samples in a very efficient way (e.g. K
samples from an audio signal form a vector of length K, an image consisting of M
columns and N rows is a matrix of size MxN) . Linear mathematical operations can
easily be expressed by vector and matrix algebra, as used in many parts of this
book for the purpose of a simplified notation. The underlying conventions are
summarized in this section.

A vector is a one-dimensional structure of K scalar values. We exclusively use
column vectors, i.e, vertical structures. A KxL matrix is a two-dimensional struc
ture with L rows and K columns. Higher-dimensional structures are called tensors .
Matrices and vectors are indicated by bold letters, where in principle the denomi
nation of value types is retained (see Appendix C). For example, x and X are a
vector and a matrix consisting of samples x. The most important rules used in
vector and matrix operations are summarized in the remaining part of this section.

The transpose of a vector is

aT{J =[a\ ... axl

The transpose of a matrix is performed by exchange ofrows and columns,

(B.2)

The inner product of two vectors of same length K is a scalar value

aT ·b=[a\ ... aXl-[:J=a\.~ +a, ·b, +...+ax ·bK • (B.3)

The outer product of two vectors of length K is a KxK matrix
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(BA)

The product ofa vector of length K and a KxL matrix is a vector of length L

(B.5)

The inner matr ix product (first matrix is KxL , second matrix MxK) is an MxL
matrix

. . . alK] [bl l .. . blM]. . . . .. . .. . .. . . . .

.. . aLK bKI .. . bKM

= [allbl l +,,;+a1KbKI

aLlbl1+ " .+aLKbKI

:: : al1blM+ ,,;+a1KbKM] .

... aL1blM+".+aLKbKM

(B.6)

If two (non-quadratic) matrices of equal size are multiplied, one of them must
be transposed. Then, the following relat ionship holds :

(B.7)

The outer (Kronecker) product of two matrices (sizes KxL and MxN) is per
formed such that each element of the first matrix is mult iplied by each element
of the second . The result is a matrix of size KMxLN, which can be partitioned
into KL sub-matrices, each of size MxN:

[aa ... a~,] [b~ , b"M]A xB = : : x :

aLl aLK bNl bNM

allbl l allbU f alKblM (B.8)

allbNl allbNM alKbNM

aLlbN1 aLlbNM aLKbNM
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The determinant of a quadratic matrix of size KxK is the sum over K! possible
permutations (a,[3,.o,oJj of numbers (l,2,oo,K), where k is the number of inver
sions within a permutation (sequence al .aal.j3, cP/3):

all a l2 a lK

D=laijl=
a21 a22 a2K L (-I)kalaa2p ...aKOJ ° (B.9)=:

(a.p....OJ)

aKI aK2 aKK

This can better be interpreted as computing the sum of 'products over diago
nals' within the periodically extended matrix. All products of diagonals ori
ented in parallel with the primary (trace) axis contribute by positive sign, all
secondary-oriented diagonals (top right to bottom left) by negative sign; e.g.
for cases K=2 and K=3:

all al2 al3

IAI = a21 a22 a23 =alla22a33 +al2a23a31 +a13a2lan

a31 an a33
(B.IO)

Inverting a matrix, A,I is useful in many places, e.g. to solve linear equation
systems. Additional conditions are [A'lr1=A and A'!A=AA"=I, i.e, the matrix
multiplied by its inverse results in the identity matrix

1 0 0

0 I 0

1= 0 I (B.Il)

0

0 ... 0 1

If the determinant of the matrix and all determinants of sub-matrices are un
equal zero, the matrix is invertible, otherwise it is called to be singular. The
inversion of matrices of sizes 2x2 and 3x3 is performed as follows :

(B.l2)
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a13a 32 - al2a33 al2a23 - a13a 22 ]

al la33 - a13a 3l a13a 2l - alla23 •

al2a31 - alla32 allan - al2a2l

(B.B)

Inversion of larger size matrices can be reduced to recursive inversion sub
matrices by the following formula, where any All and A22 must be quadratic:

Further,

(B.l4)

[CA]-I =..!. A-I .

c
(B.15)

The conjugate A* of a matrix containing complex values is computed by mul
tiplication ofall imaginary parts by -1 .

The eigenvector of a quadratic matrix is a vector which multiplied by the
matrix results in a scaled version of itself. The scaling factor is the associated
eigenvalue A. A non-singular quadratic matrix of K rows has K different ei
genvectors <I>k and K eigenvalues Ak :

(B.16)

The trace of a quadratic matrix of size KxK is the sum of the elements along
its primary diagonal axis:

K

tr[ A] = I:ak,k .
k=l

Additionally,

tr [A.B] = tr [B .A]; tr [Ax B] = tr [A] .tr [B] .

(B.l7)

(B.IS)

The Euclidean norm of a vector results from (B.3) by multiplication with
itself and square-rooting
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(B.19)

Orthogonality means that the product of two vectors is zero. An orthogonal
set of several vectors is structured such that the product of any two different
vectors is zero, while the Euclidean norm of all vectors is equal. A stronger
criterion is orthonormality; here, the Euclidean norm of all vectors is one
(unity). For example , an orthonormal set of two vectors a and b fulfills the
conditions

(B.20)

Orthogonality as a relationship between two vectors is a special case of bior
thogonality. If two vectors establish a basis system, they can be arranged as

columns of a matrix A. Then, a dual basis system A must exist, which fulfills
the following conditions :

A=[a b]; A=[a iir; AA=I
¢=} aTb =iiTa=0 ; aTa=iiTb =1.

The orthonormal basis system is only a special case thereof,

- - -T -1 Ta=a ; b=b ¢=} A =A ¢=} A =A .

(B.21)

(B.22)

It follows that inversion of orthogonal matrices is simply done by transposing
and dividing by their quadratic (squared Euclidean) norm.



C Symbols and Variables

Unique symbols are used in equations whenever possible. If duplicate symbols are
used, usually no ambiguity will occur due to the context (for example, the continu
ous speed variables U,v are never used jointly with the discrete frequency indices
u,v).

Table c.l. Running variables and signal sizes over different dimensions in signal and
spectral domains

horizontal vertical depth temporal

World coordinates X X Y Z t *)

Speed V in 3D world space Vx Vy Vz
continuous coordinate r r s t *)
Speed v in image plane u v
discrete coordinate n m *) n 0

Sampling interval R S T*)
Sub-sampled signal m' *) n' 0'

Size of a discrete signal M*) N 0
Size of a sub-sampled signal or

M',M"*) N',N" 0'
block
Frequency of a continuous

0Jj tu.! OJ.!, OJ*)
signal 0)

Frequency of a discrete signal Q Q I Qz Q 3, Q *)
Z transform ZI Zz Z3, Z *)
Discrete-spectrum frequency u *) v w
Number of discrete spectral

U*) V W
coefficients
index of filter coefficient,

p,P *) q,Q r,R
filter order
Number of blocks P *) Q
Index of impulse response,
correlation function or shift, k,K*) I,L
length of impulse response

*) also used for 1D signals, typically with temporal dependency
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Multimedia signals are often multi-dimensional (e.g. row, column and temporal
directions in video) . Table C.I lists the running variables, sizes or limits and spec
tral denotations for each of the up to four dimensions . Table C.2 lists the signal
types and their representation in the signal domain and in the spectral domain,
where for the vector running variables (n, Z, 0) etc.); the respective index variables
from the Table C.l have to be supplemented, depending on the number of dimen
sions.

Table C.2. Signal types in signal and spectral domains

Signal domain Spectral domain

Original signal, continuous x(r) X(jro)
Original signal, sampled x(n) x(jn),X(z)

Signal estimate x(n) X(n)

Binary signal ben) B(jn)
Noise signal zen) z(jn)

Reconstructed signal yen) Y(jn), Y(z)
Prediction error signal, e(n), r(n) E(jn), R(jn)

residual signal
Reconstructed prediction v(n) v(jn)

error signal
Window function wen) w(jn)

Quantization error signal q(n) Q(jn)
Interference signal k(n) K(jn)

Filter coefficient (non- a(p) A(jn), A(z)
recursive, recursive) b(p) B(jn), B(z)

Filter impulse response hen), g(n) H(jn), H(z), G(jn), G(z)
Transform coefficient cu(n') Cu(z)

sxx, Syy, ...
rxx, ryy, .,.
Sxy, rxy
r-: rxy'
Pxx', Pxy'
ah, rxx,h, Ph

a(-)
0(-)
e(-)

Power spectra ofx, y, ...
Autocorrelation functions ofx, y, ,..
Cross power spectra, cross correlation
Auto covariance , cross covariance
Correlation coefficient (normalized)
Filter coefficient, autocorrelation function, correlation coefficient
in horizontal direction
Filter coefficient, autocorrelation function, correlation coefficient
in vertical direction
Filter coefficient, autocorrelation function, correlation coefficient
in temporal direction
Alpha map, blending function
Dirac impulse, unit impulse (Delta function)
Unit step function



YO
Au
G>u
r,
T
H,G
I
f1
iO
pO
PO
H( ·) , CO
10
P(-,'), P( ·,·)
p(·I·), P('I ')
pJ!.J

2 2<7x,oy

E{ ·}
L{ ·}
Im{ ·}

ReO
H(S)
H(SI,S2)
H(SIIS2)
I(SI;S2)
d(-,·)
iJ
k
I

Uk

Wk

Wk

Zk

A, Arn3lurnin
B
F
I,J
K

Geometric transformation mapping
Eigenvalue
Eigenvector
Basis vector
Transform matrix
Filter matrix
Identity matrix
Quantizer step size, distance function
Self information
Probability density function
Probability, cumulative probability
Histogram, cumulative histogram
Amplitude mapping function
Joint probability density function, joint probability
Conditional probability density function, conditional probability
Vector probability density function
Variance ofx,y, ...
Mean value ofx, y, ...
Quadratic mean value (energy, power) ofx, y, ...
pth order moment, central moment
Expected value
System transfer function
Imaginary part of function
Real part of function
Entropy over set S
Joint entropy of sets SI,S2
Conditional entropy of sets SI ,S2
Mutual information of sets S]'S2
Difference function, distance function, distortion
Code symbol index
Index of value in vector
Class or segment index
Feature value
Iteration number
Index of level
Output of nonlinear system
Weight factor, element of normal vector
Weight factor, element of normal vector
Centroid related to feature value
Amplitude value, maximum and minimum amplitude
Number ofbits
Focal length
Number of codewords, code symbols or letters in discrete alphabet
Vector length

821
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L
R
S,
T
c.,
x, y, .
X,Y, ..
A,D,F

R, t
Rxx, r xx

H,S,V
R,G,B
Y,Cb,Cr

d,$
e
.?'{.}
.%
S
V
'It'
!ilK

e
1Jx
K

A,

rp,fJ
r
qx
qJ( r)
11/(r)
w,n
e
A
II
<1>,'1'

Constraint length
Number of iterations
Class of index I
Number of levels
Covariance matrix
Vector from elements x, y, .
Matrix from elements x, y, .
Coordinate mapping or sampling matrices in signal and frequency
domains
Rotation matrix, translation vector
Autocorrelation (or autocovariance) matrix , vector
Hue, saturation, value color components
Red, green, blue (primary colors)
Luminance and color difference components
Discrete alphabet
Code, codebook
Fourier transform
context set
Set, state
Scale space
Wavelet space
Vector space ofK dimensions
Step size factor, small incremental value
Efficiency parameter
Number of dimensions in signal
Wavelength, Lagrangian multiplier
Angles (e.g. of rotation)
Period
Geometric feature parameter
Scaling function, interpolation function
Wavelet function

Oscillation frequency

Threshold, scaling factor
Eigenvalue matrix, shape of an area
Search range, shape of filter mask, projection profile
Transform matrices of optimized linear transforms
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AAC
ABR
AC
ACF
ADPCM
AM
ANMRR
ANN
AR
ARQ
ARR
ART
ATM
AVC
BCH
BIBO
BlFS
BIM
BPA
BSAC
CABAC
CAC
CAE
CAVLC
CBP
CBR
CCD
CClR
CCITT
CD
CELP
CGl
CIE
ClF
COD
CRC

Advanced audio coding
Available bit rate
Alternating current (transform coefficients of frequency higher than zero)
Auto correlation function
Adapti ve DPCM
Amplitude modulation
Average normalized modified retrieval rank
Artificial neural network
Autoregressive process
Automatic repeat request
Average retrieval rate
Angular radial transform
Asynchronous transfer mode
Advanced video coding
Bose-Chaudhury-Hocquenghem (channel code)
Bounded input, bounded output (stability)
Binary format for scenes
Binary format for MPEG-7 descriptions
Back propagation algorithm
Bit slice arithmetic coding
Context-adaptive binary arithmetic coding
Call admission control
Context arithmetic encoding
Context-adaptive VLC
Coded block pattern
Constant bit rate
Charge coupled device
Comitee ConsultatifInternational de Radiodiffusion - now lTU-R
Comitee ConsultatifInternational de Telegraph et Telephone - now ITU-T
Compact disc
Code excited linear prediction
Control grid interpolation
Commission lnternationale d'Eclairage
Common lntennediate Format
Coding device , encoder
Cyclic redundancy check
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CSS
CTS
D
DAB
DC
DC
DCT
DDL
DEC
DECT
DFD
DFT
DHT
DI
DIA
DID
DII
DIP
DM
DMIF
DMUX
DPCM
DPD
DRM
DS
DSCQS
DSIS
DSL
DSM-CC
DST
DTS
DVB
DVD
DWT
EBCOT
ECQ
EG
EOB
EOL
EPG
ER
ES
ETSI
FAU
FBA
FEC
FFT
FGS
FIFO
FIR

Curvature scale space
Composition time stamp
Descriptor
Digital audio broadcast
Direct current (transform coefficient of frequency zero)
Digital cinema
Discrete cosine transform
Description defin ition language
Decoding device, decoder
Digital enhanced cordless telephone
Displaced frame difference
Discrete Fourier transform
Discrete Hartley transform
Digital item
Digital item adaptation
Digital item declaration
Digital item identification
Digital item processing
Delta modulation
Delivery multimedia integration framework
Demultiplexer
Differential PCM
Displaced pixel difference
Digital rights management
Description scheme
Double stimulus continuous quality scale
Double stimulus impairment scale
Digital subscriber loop
Digital Storage Media - Command and Control
Discrete Sine transform
Decoding time stamp
Digital video broadcast
Digital versatile disc
Discrete Wavelet transform
Embedded block coding with optimum truncation
Entropy constrained quantization
Exponential Golomb (code)
End of block
End of line
Electronic program guide
Error resilience
Elementary stream
European Telecommunications Standards Inst itute
Facial action unit
Face and body animation
Forward error correction
Fast Fourier transform
Fine granularity scalability
First in, first out (buffer)
Finite impulse response (filter)



FLC
FM
FoE
GMC
GoB
GoP
GPRS
GR
GSM
HHR
HMM
HRD
HSC
HSD
HSS
HSV
HT
ICA
IETF
IIR
IP
IPMP
ISDN
ISO
lTU
JBIG
JPEG
NT
HDTV
HSV
KLT
LAN
LC
LCD
LD
LOT
LPC
LSB
LTP
MA
MAD
MAT
MC
MCP
MCTF
MDCT
ME
MIDI
MIMO
ML
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Fixed-length coding
Frequency modulation
Focus of expansion
Global motion compensation
Group ofblocks
Group ofpictures (within a video sequence)
Generalized packet radio structure
Golomb-Rice (code)
Global standard for mobile communication
Half hor izontal resolution
Hidden Markov model
Hypothetical reference decoder
Harmonic spectral centroid
Harmonic spectral deviation
Harmonic spectral spread
Harmonic spectral variation
Haar transform
Independent component analysis
Internet Engineering Task Force
Infinite impulse response (filter)
Internet protocol
Intellectual property management and protection
Integrated services digital network
International Standardization Organization
International Telecommunication Union
Joint Bilevel Images Group (working group ofISO and ITU-T)
Joint Photographic Experts Group (working group ofISO and lTU-T)
Joint Video Team (working group ofISO and lTV)
High definition TV
Hue - saturation - value
Karhunen-Loeve transform
Local area network
Low complexity
Liquid crystal display
Low delay
Lapped Orthogonal Transform
Linear predictive coding
Least significant bit
Long term prediction
Moving average (process)
Minimum absolute difference
Medial axis transform
Motion Compensation
Motion-compensated prediction
Motion-compensated temporal filtering
Modified DCT (block-overlapping filterbank)
Motion Estimation
Musical instrument digital interface
Multiple input, multiple output
Maximum likelihood
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MLP
MOS
MPE
MPEG
MRF
MSB
MSD
MSE
MUX
MVF
NAL
NN
NTSC
OBMC
OFDM
PAL
PAT
PCM
PCR
PDA
PDF
PES
PID
PRF
PSI
PSNR
PVQ
Q
QAM
QCIF
QMF
QoS
QPSK
RAC
RBF
RCPC
RDD
RDF
RDO
READ
REL
RGB
RLC
RPE
RR
RS
RSVP
RTP
SADCT
SAOL

Acronyms

Multi layer perceptron
Mean opinion score
Multi pulse excitation
Moving Pictures Experts Group (working group ofISO)
Markov random field (statistical model)
Most sign ificant bit
Minimum squared difference
Mean squared error
Multiplex, multiplexer
Motion vector field
Network abstraction layer
Nearest neighbor
National Television Standards Committee
Overlapping block motion compensation
Orthogonal frequency division multiplex
Phase alternating lines
Program association table
Pulse code modulation
Program clock recovery
Personal digital assistant
Probability density function
Packetized elementary stream
Program identifier
Perfect reconstruction filter
Program specific information
Peak signal-to-noise ratio
Predictive vector quantization
Quantization
Quadrature amplitude modulation
Quarter CIF
Quadrature mirror filter
Quality of service
Quadrature phase shift keying
Relative address coding
Radial basis function (neural network)
Rate-Compatible Punctured Convolutional Codes
Rights data dictionary
Resource description framework
Rate-distortion optimization
Relative element address designate (coding)
Rights expression language
Red - green - blue
Run-length coding
Regular pulse excitation
Retrieval rate
Reed-Solomon (channel code)
Reservation protocol
Real-time transport protocol
Shape-adaptive DCT
Structured audio orchestra language



SAT
SBC
SBR
SDH
SDTV
SFM
SIF
SNR
SOFM
SQ
SSCQE
STFT
SVD
SVM
T
TC
TCM
TCP
TDAC
TS
TTSI
UDP
UMTS
URI
URL
VBR
VBV
VCEG
VCV
VLC
VMV
VOP
VQ
VRML
WAN
WLAN
WT
W3C

XML
lD
2D
3D
3G
3GPP
4G

Symmetry axis transform
Subband coding
Spectral band replication
Synchronous digital hierarchy
Standard definition TV
Spectral flatness measure
Standard intermediate format
Signal-to-noise ratio
Self organizing feature map
Scalar quantization, scalar quantizer
Single stimulus continuous quality evaluation
Short time Fourier transform
Singular value decomposition
Support vector machine
Transform
Transform coding
Trellis coded modulation
Transport control protocol
Time domain aliasing cancellation
Transport stream
Text to speech interface
Unified datagram protocol
Universal mobile telecommunication system
Uniform resource identifier
Uniform resource locator
Variable bit rate
Video buffering verifier
Video Coding Experts Group (Working group ofITU-T)
Video complexity verifier
Variable-length coding
Video memory verifier
Video object plane
Vector quantization
Virtual Reality Modeling Language
Wide area network
Wireless LAN
Wavelet transform
World Wide Web Council
Extensible markup language
One-dimensional
Two-dimensional
Three-dimensional
Third generation (mobile network)
Third Generation Partnership Project
Fourth generation (mobile network)

Acronyms 827
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- perceptual noise substitution 680
• psycho-acoustic models 677f.
- spectral band replication 680
- stereo redundancy 679f.
- switchable transforms 678
- temporal prediction 678

Autocorrelation 57ff., 67
Autocovariance 57ff.

- matr ix 60, 10Iff., 127
Automatic repeat request 70 I
Autoregressive models 96ff.

- adaptation signal properties 101ff., 232f.
- elliptic 99
- isotropic 98
- non-separable 103f.
- separable 99ff.

Background memory
Backward adaptation 107,591
Basilar membrane 2 I If.
Basis images I 12, 120
Basis vectors

- of linear transforms I I I
- of sampling matrices 27ff., 39

Bayes theorem 364f.
Bilinear interpolation 188f.

Binary shape 263ff.
Biorthogonality

- for filter pairs 144
- for sampling systems 29

Bit-plane coding
- of block transform coefficients 54 Iff.
- of wavelet transform coefficients 546ff.
• problem offractional bit planes 460f. ,

548ff.
- representation of embedded quantizer

459ff.
Bit rate definitions 5
Bit stream

- multiplex 745ff.
- syntax 740
- semantics 740
- transport 745ff.

Blanking intervals II, 16
Blending 7 I9ff.
Boundary extension

- for correlation 66f.
- for filtering 8 I f., 9 I
- with arbitrary shape 575f.

Buffer control 694ff.
Central projection equation 10, 267ff.
Cepstrum 333
Chain codes 573ff.

- differential 574 f.
- generalized 259f.

Channel coding 699ff.
Chi square test 70
Chroma key 721f.
Classification 8, 39 Iff.

- class separation 392
- precision and recall 808f.
- reliability 387ff., 392

Cluster optimization 40Iff., 421f.
Codes of variable length 46 Iff.
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Code tree 462
Coding gain

- for AR models 454
- in block transform coding 533ff.
- in predictive coding 523
- in wavelet coding 550fT.

Collage theorem 563ff.
Color spaces 218ff.
Color representation

- for color features 223ff.
- for image signals 14f.

Color perception 21Of., 220fT.
Communication system model 2
Complexity 6
Composition 718ff., 735f., 747ff.
Compression ratio 5
Content identification

- for access 711ff.
- for protection 715f.
• general system 7ff.

Contours 253ff.
- curvature analysis 259ff.
- Fourier approximation 254f.
- polygon approximation 256f.
- spline approximation 255f.
- wavelet approximation 257ff.

Contour coding 573ff.
Contractivity of geometric mapping 314,

563fT.
Convolution 61, 80ff.

- implementation 93ff.
- in DFT domain 95f.

Correspondence analysis 284ff.
Correspondence problem 287, 289
Cost function 284, 287f.
Cross correlation 57, 66f.
Cross covariance 57, 66f.
Cumulative distribution function 50
Cyclic redundancy check 699
Dead zone quantizer 450, 459f.
Decorrelation 5
Decorrelation efficiency 126ff.
Decorrelated signal equivalents 5
Decimation 134ff.

- critical 133
- separable 160

Deblocking filters 181f.
Degradation model 353f.
Delaunay lines 397, 400ff., 485,724
Delta modulation 674
Depth analysis 316ff.

- camera parameters 322f.
- convergent cameras 318ff.
- coplanar cameras 317f.
- epipolar constraints 320, 323ff.
- Z keying 722f.

Differential PCM 521ff.
- coding error feedback 523f., 595f.
- coding of motion vectors 666f.
- drift 521f., 613ff.
- for coding of block mean 515f., 536ff.
- for lossless coding 527f., 755ff.
- speech coding 674
- transmission loss propagation 531f.
- two-dimensional 524fT.
- with delayed decision 504ff., 531
- with vector quantization 528ff.

Digital cinema 17
Digital photography 15
Digital TV broadcast 703ff.
Direct mode 669
Discrete Cosine transform 118f., 536
Discrete Fourier transform 63ff., 117
Discrete Hartley transform 119
Discrete Sine transform 118f.
Disparity analysis 316ff.

- cf. Depth analysis
Displaced frame difference 294f.
Distance transform 266
Distort ion-rate function 451 , 456
Dithering 577
Ear 21 If.
Edges 242ff.

• detection 242ff.
- directional analysis 247, 250f.
- models 242, 249

Eigenvector analysis
- offaces 329f.
- offeature values 376f.
- of shapes 277, 281
• of signal statistics 122ff.

Energy packing efficiency 126
Entropy 73ff.

- conditional 74
- joint 74
- relative 382

Entropy coding 461ff.
- adaptive 476ff.
- context dependent 475f., 548ff., 775f.
- cf. Variable length coding

Error concealment 701ff.
Error control 697ff.
Error propagation 531ff., 597f., 625f. , 697ff.
Euclidean distance 381
Expected value 50, 56
Eye 205ff.
Face analysis 328ff.
Feature comparison 389ff.
Feature matching 310
Filterbanks 133ff.
Fingerprinting 716
Formants 333



Forward adaptation 107,591
Forward error correction 699ff.
Fourier transform

- of contours 254 f.
- of signals 23ff., 63ff.
- properties 26

Fractal coding 562ff.
- coding ofparameters 569ff.
- fractal block coding 565ff.
- fractal decoding 565ff.
- hybrid fractal coding 570
• of arbitrary shaped regions 577
- 3D fractal coding 670

Frame rate conversion 728ff.
- de-interlacing 730
- frame interpolation 729ff.

Frame replenishm ent 585
Frequency coding

• audio 676ff.
- 2D 533ff.
- 3D 586ff., 637ff.

Gabor functions 157f., 163f., 241
Gamma characteristic 13
Gaussian pyramid 164ff.
Gaussian PDF 53

- generalized 53
- mixture 384f.
- vector 59

Generalized inverse matrix 362
Geometric transformations 267ff.

• effect on spectra 27ff.
- mapping of shapes 281f.

Haar filter 141
Haar transform 113f.
Hadamard transform 116f.
Harmonicity 338f.
Hausdorff distance 391
Hexagonal sampling 29,38ff.
Hidden Markov model 334, 414f.
Hierarchical methods

- in edge analysis 248
• in feature comparison 389ff.
- in motion estimation 303

Higher order moments 50, 53, 61ff., 68
Histogram 52

- color 223ff.
- edge 251
- joint 55
- thresholding 419ff.

Hold element 188
Hough transform 252, 378f.
HSV 220ff.
Hybrid video coding 590ff.

- bi-directional prediction 600ff.
- multi-frame prediction 598ff.
- mult iple description coding 624ff.
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- prediction mode switching 591, 598ff.
- properties of prediction error image

592ff.
- recursive dependencies 628
- scalable hybrid coding 613ff.
- transmission losses 597f.
- with wavelet transform 629f.

Image and video formats 15ff.
- ClF 16f.
-1TU-R Rec. 601 16f.
-ITU-R Rec. 709 16f.
- HDTV 16f.
- QClF 16f.
• SIF 16f.
- 720p 16f.

Image based rendering 726ff.
Image matrix II
Image plane 10
Independent component analysis 377f.
Interframe coding 583f.
Interlace 12, 44ff.
Interleaving 700, 702
Internet streaming 706ff.
Interpolation 187ff.
• higher order 191f.
- in filterbank systems 134ff.
- Lagrange 198
- on irregular 2D grids 198ff.
- spline 194ff.
Intraframe coding 583f.
Inverse filter 355
Irrelevant information 4
Iterated function systems 562
ITU-T H.I20 761
ITU-T H.261 761ff.
1TU-T H.262 767ff.
ITU·T H.263 763ff.
ITU-T H.264 774ff.
ITU-RRec.721 761
ITU-RRec.723 761
JSlG 751
JBIG-2 752
JPEG 752ff.
JPEG-LS 756f.
JPEG 2000 757ff.
Kalman estimation 366ff.

- tracking of trajectories 370
Karhunen-Loeve transform 121ff.

- fast KLT 124ff.
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 70
Kullback-Leibler distance 382
Kurtosis 62f.
L*a*b* 222f.
Laplacian filter 244ff.
Laplacian PDF 54
Laplacian Pyramid I64ff., 248
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Lepped onhogonal n nsfonn 131
l.1lency 6 f.
l.1yered Coding cf. Sealabl, rodi",
laky bock C'l 693 ff.
Least squares estima1ion 101, 29,f.• 3,8ff.
Leveeberg-Marquardemethod 311f.
Lifting filt~ 148lT.

• motion compensated 64 3ff.
Linear cJ.assiflC3tion 393 ff.

• two class problem 393ff.
• piecew ise linear 398f.

Linear d iKriminan t analysis 389
Linear filters 80ff.

• co ntrast enhanc ement 180 f.
• directional 180
• 1'lR8 1ff.
• freque ncy transfer function 8, ff.

• nR 8'
• matrix operation 91ff.

Linear inte rpolation 188
Linear prediction l04 ff.

• ada ptive 101f.
• mot ion-com pensated 10Sf.
• oon-causa l 125
• non-separablc: 101
• sepllT1lble 106
• switc hed ' 2'

Linear nnsfonns 100ff.
• bloc k-overJ.apping tran sforms 130ff.
- faS! algorithms 129f.
• integer value:trans forms 120f.
• orthogonality 6', 100ff.
• orthononnality III

llo)lI algorithm 44 8f.
loudness 33'
L~norm 38 1
Mahalan obis distance 38'ff.
M-a lgorithm scsr.
Markov proc ess -crr. 17
Mark ov random fields 233(., 428fT.
Maxi mum a pos teriori 364ff. , 404ff.
Maximum likel ihood 363ff.
Mean opini on score 80M.
Median fillers 172fT,
Mea n value SO

• for local feature analysis 226, 229
• separation in codi ng ' I ' , n 6ff.

Med ia streaming
• Intemc t 106ff.
• wireless networks 108ff.

M~imator 372
Mobi lc: commun icalion 708ff.
Mod ified OCT 131
Morphing ';'24f.
MorphologK:a l processing l 7SfT.

• nosionanddilalion 176

• gradients 119
• opening and c~ing 111
• skeleton 266
- smooIhing 421
- ...-atenhed algocithm 4 21f.

Mosa ics 326ff.
Morion compensation

- dual prime 6 11f.
- forward I bac kwa rd ,98ff.
- fr.Imo'fidd 611f.
- mult iframc '98 fT.
• overlapping block 606f., 6'3 lT,
- variable: block size 6O,f., 114

Motion estimation 288fT.
• bloc k matching 297fT,
• complexity 299ff.
- constrain ed 293 , 29M., 304 f.
• fast search 300 fT.
· global 3 11
_ mu fuframe 108, ' 98ff.
• mu lti-resolut ion 303
• non-trans lational 311f.
• object orien ted 438fT.
- optica l now 292 fT.
- recursive 29,f., 302
• sub-pil{el accu racy 108, 299
• warpi ng 308fT.
· 30 3 1S(.

MOIion parameter cod ing 666fT.
- spalial hicrarc hK:al661f.
- ~Iial predictive 666f.
• temporal hicrarchieal 669
• tem pora l prediclive 668

MOIion speed 3 I r, 288
MOIion trajectory 288 , 310
MOIion vector fic ld 19Off.

- af objct:t bou ndaries 29 1. 313f.. 438ff.
- con tinu ity property 289f.• 292ff.
• sam pling relation ships 291 f.

Moving aver age moocl232f.
MPEG- l Audio 719 f,
MPEG-I Vid~'O 764 IT.
MPEG-2 Aud io 78Of.
MPE G-2 Video 761fT.
MPEG ·4 Audio 78 1ff.
MPEG-4 AVC 174 ff.
MPEG-4 Visual 169ff.
MPEG·1 183IT.

• Audio 794ff.
- Visual 189ff.

MPEG-21 191fT.
Multimed ia communie;ltiOll s)'Slem 2
Multimed ia services 3
MultiresolutiOl1 methods

• in edge and eoo tOUf anal)'5is 248. 262£.
- in moIion anal~$ 30 3ff.



Mutual information 75ff.
Nearest neighbor classification 400ff.
Neighborhood systems 80, 234
Neural networks 407ff.

- back propagation algorithm 409ff.
- multi-layer perceptron 408ff.
- perceptron 407
- radial basis functions 411 ff.
- recurrent 411
- self organizing feature maps 412f.
- time delay 411

Object based coding 608ff., 748ft:, 769ff.
Observation model 354, 368
Occlusion problem 289, 291,319
Octave band analysis 159
Overcomplete wavelet transform 633ff.
Packet switching networks 692
Padding 575f.
Parametric audio coding 681ff.
Parseval's theorem 68
peM 13ff.
Peano-Hilbert scan 540
Perceptual properties

- masking effects 207, 213, 215
- of hearing 212ff.
- of vision 207ff.

Perceptually adapted coding 676ff.
Perfect reconstruction filters 142ff.
Perspective mapping 271
Phase correlation 299
Phonemes 333f.
Pin hole camera 10
Pitch 333, 335, 676
PixelS
Polyphase systems 146ff.

- matrix 143
Power spectrum 67f.
- of an AR process 97ff.
Prefix code 462
Principal axis

- of20 shapes 277
- of30 shapes 281

Principal component analysis 388
Probability density function 49ff., 185
Probability mass function 51

- conditional 56
- joint 54f.
- vector 56, 59

Progressive sampling 13, 43ff.
Progressive transmission 755
Projection mapping 267ff., 732ff.
Projection profiles 265
Pseudo-inverse filter 355
Pseudo inverse matrix 294, 359
PSNR804
Pyramid decomposition 164ff.
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Quadrature mirror filters 139ff.
Quad-tree 572f.
Quality of Service 2ff., 696, 699, 799f.
Quantization 445ff.

- embedded 458ft:
- non-uniform 447ff.
- uniform 446f.
- vector cf. Vector quantization

Quantizer characteristic 51, 446ff.
Quarter-plane filters 85
Quincunx sampling 29, 38ff.
Rademacher functions 113
Radon transform 282ff.
Rank order filters 174f.
Rate control 693ff.
Rate-distortion function 76f., 450ff.

- of AR(l) model 452ff.
- of correlated Gaussian signals 451 ff.
- of multi-dimensional signals 454ft:
- of uncorrelated Gaussian signals 450f.

Rate-distortion optimization 456ff., 498ff.,
549f.,627f.

Re-buffering 695f.
Rectangular sampling 29, 37f.
Redundancy 4
Region growing 423f.
Relaxation methods 428ff.

- deterministic 432f.
- stochastic 428ff., 438ff.

Rendering 732ff.
Retina 205f.
Retrieval 389f., 711ff.
Reverberation time 345
RGB 14,219
Room acoustic properties 344ff., 683, 736
Root maps 90
Rotation 30, 236, 273f., 276f.
Run-length coding 479ff., 510ff., 540ff.
Sampling 33ff.

- 20 35ff.
- 30 43ff.

Sampling matrix 27ff., 37ff.
Sampling theorem 33ff.

- in 20 39f.
- in 30 43ff.

Scalable coding
- of audio 679
- of images 544ff.
- of video signals 613ff., 629ff.

Scale space 154
Scaling 29, 236, 273f.,
Search range 298
Search step size 298
Segmentation

- combined with motion estimation 438ff.
- of audio signals 440
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- of image signals 418ff.
- region labeling 433f.
- temporal 434ff.

Self information 73ff.
Separability

- of decimation and interpolation 160f.,
188f.

- of filters 82ff.
- of transforms 66, III f.

Separation of sound sources 441
Shape coding 571ff.
Shape description 263ff.

- moment analysis 274ff.
Shear sampling 29, 38, 41f., 45f.
Signal space 60f.
Simulated annealing 431
Simulcast 626, 742
Singular value decompos ition 361f.
Short time Fourier transform 152ff.
Skewness 62
Sliding block codes 501ft:
Sobel operator 244
Sound field 344, 736
Source coding

- general principles 4ff.
- theorem 450f.

Spatial scalability 550, 622ff., 660ff.
Spectrogram 332
Spectrum

- amplitude/phase 24
- centroid 337
- color 210,217
- flatness 338, 454
- spread 337

Speech coding 673ff.
- standard s 778f.

Spline interpolation 194ff., 255f.
Split and merge 424
Sprite 328, 608
Stability 89f.
Standards

- compatibility 741ff.
- conformance 740f.
- development process 744f.
- open standards 740

State model 70ff., 368
Stationarity 58

- wide sense 58
Statistical tests 68ff.
Stereoscopic displays 733ff.
Structure function 58
Subband analysis and synthesis

- as matrix operation 147ff.
- cascade structures 145f., 159ff.
- nonlinear 151
- non-separable 162ff.

- separable 160f.
Subband filters 138ff.
Subjective assessment 806f.
Support vector machines 399f.
Switchable coding 744
Switching frames 626f., 775
Symmetry axis transform 266f., 281
Synchronization 747f.
Temporal scalability 620ff., 660ff.
Texture 228ff.

- co-occurrence analysis 230f.
- in segmentation 425ff.
- spectral analysis 235ff.
- statistical analysis 229ff.
- synthesis 233ff., 577

Timbre 339ft:
Transform coding 533ft:

- basic principle 128, 536
- decorrelating effect 126ff.
- for arbitrary shape 576f.
- with variable block size 557f.
- statistics of transform coeffic ients 537f.

Transform coding
- bit allocation 533ft:
- error protection 559ff.
- with bit-plane coding 541ff.
- with classification 539
- with frequency weighting 208f., 754
- with run-length coding 540f.
- with vector quantization 554ff.

Transmission channels
- adaptation of coding schemes 690f.
- error characteristics 692f.
- fixed and variable rate 691

Tree coding 504ff.
Trellis coding 502ff., 556
Tremolo 342f.
Unequal error protection 699
Variable length coding

- arithmetic coding 470ff.
- Elias code 470
- escape codes 467f.
- Exp-Golomb code 468ff.
- Golomb-Rice code 468ff.
- Huffman code 464ff.
- Lempel-Ziv coding 481ff.
- reversible VLC 469f., 479
- Shannon code 463
- universal VLC 468f.

Variance 50, 53
Vector quantization 483ff.

- classifying 516f.
- complexity 493
- codebook adaptation 514
- fast codebook search 493f.
- finite state VQ 518ff.



- generalized Lloyd algorithm 49lff.
- lattice VQ 488ff.
- multi-level VQ 494f.
- predictive 528ff.
- product code 498
- of transform coefficients 554ff.
- rate constrained 498ff.
- tree-structured codebooks 495ff., 500f.
- with block overlap 517f.
- with mean separation 515f.
- Voronoi regions 485ff.

Vibrato 342f.
View adaptation 725ff.
Visemes 331
Viterb i algorithm 414, 503f.
Vocoder676
Volterra filters 179f.
Volumetric shapes 281
Voxel281
Walsh transform 114ff.
Warping 724f.

- estimation of parameters 307ff.
Watermarking 716
Wavelet packe ts 558f.
Wavelet transform 151ff.

- discrete 153ff.
- for contour analysis 257ff.
- for texture analysis 238ff.
- for 3D surface analysis 280
- 20 161

Wavelet transform coding 544ff.
- bit-plane coding 546ff.
- block coding 548ff.
- EBCOT 549f.
- EZBC 548f.
- lossless coding 550
- optimum quantization 550ff.
- SPlliT 548
- with frequency weighting 759f.
- zero-tree coding 545ff.

Wavelet video coding 630ff.
- complexity 662ff.
- motion compensated 638ff.
- quantization and coding 656ff.
- with in-band motion compensation 631ff.
- without motion compensation 586ff.

Weber's law 207
White reference 219f.
Wiener filter 356ff., 596
Wiener-Hopf equation 10Iff., 356
Wiener-Khintchine theorem 67
Wireframe 280, 330
XYZ 219f.
YCbCr 14,219
Zero crossings

- for contour feature analysis 262f.

- for edge detection 245f.
Zigzag scan 540
z-transform 87ff.
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